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COVER: Whipping the bosom rollers aboard during bottom fish 
explorations on the BCF's research vessel "Silver Bay" off the 
coast of South Carolina. (Photo: J. B. Rivers) 
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KENNEDY ROUND WINS THOUSANDS OF TARIFF CUTS 

The United States joined 45 nations in sign- 
ing at Geneva on June 30 agreements reached 
in the 3-year-long Kennedy Round of trade 
talks. Tariffcuts on industrial goods average 
about 35 percent; they are less onfarm items. 

Starting January 1, 1968, and ending January 
1, 1973, the U. S. will reduce tariffs on about 
6,000 items up to 50 percent--some immedi- 
ately, but most willbe putinto effect in 5 equal 
stages. The effects of the concessions willbe 
gradual--but inthe endsubstantial. The 
American consumer is expected to benefit. 

TheU. S. will release in mid-July the 
tariff cuts made by foreign nations that will 
benefit American exporters. 

The Kennedy Round was so named because 
it was made possible during the Kennedy ad- 
ministration by Congressional passage on 
October 4, 1962, of the Trade Expansion Act, 
This gave the President authority until June 30, 
1967, to cut tariffs up to 50 percent--and, in 
certain cases, to eliminate them. President 
Kennedy signed the Act aweek later. The 
rates of duty existing on July 1, 1962, were 
the basis for negotiation. 

The trade talks were conducted under the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT), a largely voluntary agreement that 
includes nations of widely different political 
views. 

Negotiators Hail Results 

U. S. negotiators called the Kennedy Round 
results 'the most comprehensive assault on 
barriers to international trade that has ever 
taken place.'' Eric Wyndham White, director- 
general of GATT, stated: "Almost 50 countries, 
accounting for around 80 percent of world 
trade, have participatedin the negotiations.. . 
trade in the products on which concessions have 
been agreed amounts to some $40 billion." 
About 60,000 items are involved, 

Talks Produced Other Important Results 

In addition to tariff concessions, the talks 
also resulted ina new international grains 
agreement raising the minimum world trading 
price for wheat. Other industrialnations will 
join the U.S. in supplying food to poor nations. 
A new "antidumping code'' was adopted. And 
the negotiators agreed on ''closer harmoniza- 
tion'' of steel tariffs among major producing 
nations and concessions on chemicals. 

U. S. Exports Greater Than Imports 

The U. S. exports more thanit imports, re- 
ports the Department of Commerce: in 1966, 
exports totaled $29 billion and imports $25.5 
billion. Of U. S. imports, only 20 percent are 
consumer goods. Imports have remained for 
years about 3 percent of the Gross National 
Product (GNP), the sum of all goods and serv- 
ices rendered; in 1966, the GNP was $740 
billion. 

Based on 1966 imports, the U. S. is grant- 
ing tariff concessions on about $7.5 -8 billion of 
industrialandfarmimports. The U.S. is gain- 
ing concessions from foreign nations on about 
an equal amount. 

About one-third of U.S.imports are items 
not produced here, suchas coffee. They enter 

free of duty. 

The tariff cuts adopted cover the bulk of im- 
ports on which there are duties. 

Listed below are majorfishery imports af- 
fected by the tariff concessions. They were 
adapted from the new U. S. "Schedule 20" for 
Commercial Fisheries Review by Frank Riley, 
Supervisory Fishery Reporting Specialist, 
Branch of Fishery Statistics, BCF. 

Rates of Du 

As of 
July 1, 1962 

-o¢ Ib, 

“Concession 
Rate 

Final Stage 
Description 

[Blocks (over 10 lbs.) 

(Canned tuna in brine: 
Under quota 
Excess of quota 

12.5% ad val. 
25% ad val. 

6% ad val. 
12.5% ad val. 

15% ad val. 
25.5% ad val. 

7.5% ad val. 
12.5% ad val. 

sticks and similar products: 
Not cooked nor in oil 
Other 

Tuna loins and discs 
Canned clams: 

Razor clams 
Other 

Canned crabmeat 
Canned oysters: 

20% ad val. 
30% ad val. 
1¢ lb. 

10% ad val. 
15% ad val. 
0.5¢ lb. 

7.5% ad val. 
20% ad val. 
22.5% ad val. 

3.5% ad val. 
14% ad val. 
11% ad val. 

Smoked 4.5¢ lb. 2.2¢ lb. 
Other 6¢ 1b. 3¢ Ib. 
Juice 6¢ lb. 3¢ 1b. 

Pearls: 
Natural 3% ad val. Free 
Cultured 5% ad val. 2.5% ad val, 

Note: "Ad val." is "Ad valorem," a percentage rate levied ac- 
cording to value of imported item. 



The dangerous age for Africa's children. Protein deficiency rarely is seen in infants at breast because human milk supplies 
enough protein. When breast feeding stops, it often means loss of life itself for many children. 

Unaccustomed to adult food, which often is insufficient for adults, child slips into deficiency diseases. 'Kwashiorkor, '' the 
most dangerous, causes retarded growth, discoloration of skin and hair, bloating, swollen belly, and mental apathy. In 
photo, UN worker extends a very helpful hand. (Photo: Paul Almasy/WHO) 
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UN RECOMMENDS PLAN 
TO PREVENT WORLD PROTEIN CRISIS 

Mankind is losing ground in the struggle to 
feeditself. Today, the limited quantity of food 
(calories) is a great concern to many parts 
of the underdeveloped world--but the quality 
(notably protein) is even more crucial. Sup- 
plies of protein are particularly scarce and 
costly in the poorer nations. For over one- 
third of their population, the protein-calorie 
balance of the diet is inadequate. The gap is 
"widening rapidly.'' The protein problem is 
reaching a "critical stage." 

As population increases faster than food 
supply, these nations are losing the capacity 
tofeed themselves. They containalarge part 
of the world's population--and will have an 
even larger part of the future population. 
Supplying enough food to them has become 
"one of the most important problems for the 
balance of the twentieth century." 

There are over 300 million children who 
lack sufficient protein and calories and suffer 
grossly retarded physical growth and devel- 
opment. For many of them, mental develop- 
ment, learning, and behavior also may be 
impaired. Further, protein-calorie deficien- 
cies directly affect the health and economic 
productivity of adult populations--and thus 
hinder the development of nations desperately 
in need of improving their condition. 

The United Nations family must act to close 
the gap between world protein needs and sup- 
plies--to help the present hungry millions and 
to prevent even more widespread protein defi- 
ciency in future generations. Action will re- 
quire increased spending by the UN family, 
other institutions, and individual governments 
throughout the world. 

This grim situation inspired the latest 
UN report on food: ''Feeding the expanding 
world population: recommendations for in- 
ternational action to avert the impending pro- 
tein crisis.'' Itwas prepared by the Advisory 
Committee on the Application of Science and 
Technology to Development, One of the 
world's leading authorities on nutrition and 
food technology, Dr, NevinS. Scrimshaw of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was 

general adviser on protein to the committee. 

The report recognizes that the "bulk of the 
funds and efforts needed to realize the policy 

objectives must come from outside the UN 
family, mainly from national governments." 

It emphasizes that there is no single solu- 
tion to the complex problem of providing great 
quantities of proteins of high biological val- 
ue--in the form the consumer will accept, 
and at a price he can afford. 

The report's program of action contains 
these key elements: 

I. Supply 

e Efforts must be intensified to improve 
production of conventional plant, animal, and 

fish sources of protein. 

@ Prevent waste. Mobilize all possible re- 
sources andefforts to reduce the preventable 
waste of protein. Makebetter use of existing 
protein resources for human consumption. 

e Exploit new sources. Develop and pro- 
duce new and unconventional sources of pro- 
tein for human consumption: foods incorpor- 
ating oil-seed meals, fish protein concentrate 
(FPC), single-cell protein or fortified ce- 
reals, synthetic essential amino acids, and 
others, 

Fig. 1 - Redhake is dropped into grinder--producing, after water 
and fats are dissolved in alcohol, fish protein concentrate (FPC). 



Fig. 2 - FPC fishburger. 

To achieve improveduse of these sources, 
"there must be greater emphasis on nutrition 
education, and in the processing, marketing 
and promotion of food products.’ 

II. Consumption 

e It is imperative to put much greater em- 
phasis on improving distribution and market- 
ing of protein foods. 

III. Appropriate Research and 
Training Facilities 

@ They must be established to build or 
strengthen the necessary institutional frame- 
work--and to provide technical education and 
training for the manpower needed to deal with 
these problems. 

The Advisory Committee recommends the 
creation of a protein-promotion trust fund to 
be administered by the UN Development Pro- 
gram. Iturges strengthening of the coordina- 
tion machinery within the UNfamily. Iturges 
more cooperation between developed and de- 
veloping nations, public and private sectors, 
and support from the highest political levels. 

The Needy Areas Must Produce More 

The committee believes that the crisis 
arisingfrom the protein gap ''can onlybe met 
or mitigated through rapidincreases in food, 

primarily in the regions where the shortages 
are most acute," 

All proteins are formed from amino acids 
in varying proportions. Only 8 amino acids 
are essential to human nutrition. Proteins 
are divided roughly into 2 classes: First- 
class proteins havearelative abundance of all 
8essentialamino acids. Most proteins inthis 
class are derived from animalsources: meat, 

fish, eggs, milk. The value of second-class 
proteins is limited by the relative absence 
(seldom complete) of one of the essential amino 
acids: most vegetable proteins--for example, 
cereals, legumes. 

TO CLOSE THE GAP 

Because the largest volume of protein for 
the foreseeable future musticome from the 
conventional plant, animal, and fishery re- 
sources, the report states, their production 
and conservation should receive first em- 
phasis. This production depends on more 
highly skilled personnel, adoption of im- 
proved plant varieties and animal breeds, 
greater supply and effective use of mechanical 
equipment, rural credit, marketing and price 
supports, agricultural extension programs, 
assistance in eradicating animal diseases, and 
incentives to farmers. 

The present scale of effort by developing 
nations and the aid given them by developed 
nations are ''dangerously inadequate." 



Livestock willbe anincreasingly important 
source of protein in the developing nations. 
There must be improved efficiency in pro- 
ducing milk and meat from cattle, meat from 
sheep and pigs, andeggs and meat from poul- 
try throughout the world by applying existing 
knowledge and by introducing new knowledge. 

FISHERY RESOURCES 

Fresh and processed fish already are 
making important contributions to the world 
protein supply. For countries like Japan, they 
are essential tosurvival. The Soviet Union is 
one of several countries relying increasingly 
on fish as a major source of dietary protein. 

The Advisory Committee gives high pri- 
ority to the fishery resources of the seas and 
inland waters--conventional sources of pro- 
tein. The utilization of these resources re- 
quires larger fishing fleets and facilities in 
developing countries, and suitable refrigera- 
tion facilities at the point of catch and through- 
out the distribution network. While other 
methods of conservation, such as salting, 
drying, and canning, may protect the protein 
quality of fish, the dominant factors in select- 
inga method are acceptability and price of fish 
to the consumer, Developing nations should 
intensify their efforts to catchmore fish; this 
will involve large expenditures. 

Fig. 3 - Inspecting algae oyster food at BCF's Oxford, Md., 
Laboratory, 

Fishery industries should be setup or ex- 
tended to exploitand distribute available sea, 
river, and lake resources by established pro- 
cedures orby fishfarming methods in natural 
or artificial ponds. Equally important is the 

development of distribution systems to ensure 
economic transportand storage of this highly 
perishable commodity. Different transport 
systems and conservation methods may be 
used in each area. Preservation techniques 
range from refrigeration, salting, drying, 
and canning to the production of fish pastes 
or sauces. 

sntiisocsiie gti 

Fig. 4 - Checking sperm used in fertilizing female oysters at 
BCF's Oxford, Md., Laboratory. 

Fig. 5 - Scientists of BCF's Oxford, Md., Laboratory inspect oys- 
ters planted in a Chesapeake Bay tributary. 

(Photos this page: George Tames, The N. Y. Times) 



At present, very large amounts of fishare 
dried and used to produce animal food in de- 
veloped nations rather than for direct human 
use in developing nations, where a large part 
of this dried fish mealis produced, The use- 
fulness of fishis even greater than the figures 
for potential production suggest because of the 
high biological value of this protein. The de- 
velopment of suitable transport and preserva- 
tion procedures could result in diverting a 
large proportion of fishery products directly 
tohuman consumption. This need may become 
nutritionally desirable and economically im- 
portant, if these fisheries are to survive. 
This is because advances in food technology 
in the developing nations may make it possible 
for them to produce more of their own animal 
protein foods without having to importand use 
dried fish meal. A large amount of fish by- 
products and fish unsuitable in the natural 
state can be converted into foods for human 
consumption. 

PREVENTING WASTE 

The unnecessary losses of proteinfoods in 
field, storage, transport, and home must be 

prevented. Loss to insects, birds, rodents, 
etc., and combined effects of high temperature 
and humidity may reach over 25 percent in 
many developing nations. There is urgent need 
for insecticides, rodenticides, modern storage 
facilities and practices, and more efficient 
distribution. 

The report states: 'Improved cereal-grain 
milling procedures would salvage consider- 
able supplies of edible protein as wellas cal- 
ories... There is a tremendous potential 
inthe conservation of foods and their preser- 
vation in a wholesome state." 

UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES 

But if the world is to have a fighting chance 
to meet future food needs, the food supply 
must be supplemented from unconventional 
sources, Some of the unconventional sources 
do not depend onthe availability of farmland. 
"It is inthe development of such sources that 
the application of modern science and tech- 
nology can make the greatest additional con- 
tribution towards closing the protein gap." 

From the unconventional sources, the Ad- 
visory Committee strongly recommends: 

1, Promote the production and use of fish 
protein concentrate (FPC), 

2. Increase direct food use by people of 
oil-seeds andoil-seed protein concen- 
trates. ''No other single source of un- 
conventional protein could contribute 
so greatly and promptly towards clos- 
ing the protein gap.' 

The committee says that the technology for 
carrying out these 2 recommendations is 
welladvanced,. But''the biggest difficulties lie 
on the consumption side. As with other pro- 
tein sources, the acceptability for human con- 
sumption of oil-seed proteinand FPC depends 
upon making them desirable as food because of 
their physical and other properties. People 
will not eat protein simply ‘because it is good 
for them', Millions of tons of good quality 
protein are presently available in oil-seed 
cake, and technology is fully developed for 
processing it to provide a low-cost, safe prod- 
uct of good biological value. But unless this 
product is made available in a palatable and 
desirable form, it will not be purchased or 
eaten. Oneof the areas of this whole problem 
requiring most urgent attention and effort is 
the development, promotion and marketing of 
protein foods which are desired by the con- 
sumer. Present efforts in these directions are 
pathetically inadequate," 

FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE (FPC) 

The Advisory committee says that the 
FPCs so far available have not yet proved 
sufficiently attractive to consumers when in- 
corporated into human foods. The task of 
winning acceptability for FPC is of major 
importance, along withresearch to modify its 
properties by changing processing conditions 
during manufacture. Suchaninvestment might 
yield new products with interesting properties 
that could improve the characteristics of sta- 
ple foods. 

The application of technical research to fish 
has provided a highly nutritious concentrate 
without any unpleasant odor. Inall probability, 
research and development could determine 
ways in which FPC might offer positive advan- 
tages to the consumer when added to accept= 
able foods. 

The committee recommends support for 
the production and marketing of acceptable 
FPC for human consumption in developing 
nations that have substantial marine re- 
sources, Several suitable processes are 
available, but their application will require 
adequate fishing fleets and processing facili- 



ties, research in food technology to develop 
acceptable and desirable forms to suit local 
tastes--and market research to determine 
how the product should be introduced and pro- 
moted in local markets. 

If acceptable food products containing FPC 
are promoted and consumed, ample private 
capital may become available. 

Fig. 6 - All these foods contain FPC. 

The report points out that FPC represents 
a stableform in whichfish canbefed even to 
infants. It can be made from fish that are 
available in very large amounts and are not 
suitable for direct human consumption. Also, 
FPC is cheaper because it can be made from 
abundant fish which would otherwise not have 
a ready market except for animal feed or 
fertilizer. 

For infants and young children, fish protein) 
may be made by processing suitable fresh fish 
into FPC by extracting most of the oil, with 
or without later removal of flavor and odor. 
FPC contains about 80 percent protein. The 
cost of deodorized FPC, even calculated per 
pound of protein (20 to 30 cents) will be con- 
siderably higher thanthat of oil-seed protein 
(8 to 12 cents) and comparable with that of 
nonfat dry milk. While a product that retains 
a fish odor and taste can be produced more 
cheaply, marketing it is likely to be more 
difficult. Further, few developing nations 
have ocean- going fishing fleets or industry to 
produce FPC ona commercially practical 
scale. Some needy nations do not even have 
access to the sea. 

Hurdles for FPC 

The obstacles to a major contribution by 
FPC to developing nations are: (1) need for 

modern fishing industry to provide raw ma- 
terial; (2) construction and operation of plants 
to make a wholesome, acceptable product at 
low cost; (3) finding acceptable ways of using 
the product in foods; (4) marketing and pro- 
moting it. 

Whether nations plan to produce FPC or 
not, if they have access to good fishing waters 
they can and should develop modern fleets. 
Fresh, dried, salted, smoked, and canned fish 
are valuable dietary protein sources. Pro- 
grams to utilize fish need tobe supplemented 
by production of FPC for human consumption, 

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 

The UN's Advisory Committee on the Ap- 
plication of Science and Technology to Devel- 
opment also recommended: 

@ Intensify research greatly on single-cell 
proteinsources. ''Research to develop feasi- 
ble means of producing and utilizing on a large 
scale proteinfrom single cells offers the best 
hope for major new protein supplies independ- 
ent ofagriculturallanduse." Its report states 
thatsome single cells can grow through utili- 
zation of inexpensive energy sources, suchas 
hydrocarbons from petroleum, natural gas, 
or vegetable starch, and others may derive 
their energy through photosynthesis. Inten- 
sive research is needed on their nutritive 
value, safety, processing, and incorporation 
into wholesome and palatable foods for people. 
A variety of microbial, yeast, and algal 
species should be explored for possible use 
by animals and people. 

e@ Support the use of synthetic aminoacids 
or protein concentrates to improve nutritive 
value of cereal and other plant proteins, and 
develop the use of other synthetic nutrients. 
The protein value of world cereal supplies 
could be increased "tremendously" in a few 
years by adding small amounts of lysine to 
wheat, lysine and tryptophanto corn and sor- 
ghum, and methionine to some legume-based 
foods. 

e Developand support regionaland national 
centers for research and training in agricul- 
tural technology, food science, food technol- 
ogy, and nutrition. Regional centers to serve 
a number of developing countries must be 
large enough to include the disciplines re- 
quired to deal with the complex food and nu- 
trition problems. 



e Assist centers for the animal and clinical 
testing of new protein foods for developing 
nations. 

e "Support training of personnel in the 
fields of marketing (including distribution and 
promotion), market research (including socio- 
cultural surveys of consumers), and systems 
analysis toassist the marketing and promotion 
of new protein foods." 

e "Expand the number of fellowships for 
training in nutrition, food science and food 
technology, and other fields important to the 
production and consumption of protein foods. 

e "Governments should review and improve 
their policies and their legislation and regu- 
lations regarding allaspects of food and pro- 
tein production, processing, andmarketing so 
as to remove unnecessary obstacles and en- 
courage appropriate activities." 

e Accelerate development and growing of 
genetically improved plants of high protein 
value and improved agronomic character- 
istics. At present, dramatically improved 
varieties of corn, rice, and cottonseed are 
available for immediate introduction into de- 
veloping nations. 

SALT CODFISH STILL HIGHLY FAVORED 

The cod is oneof the commonest fishes ofnorthern waters and has beenhighly regarded 
by the French for several centuries (Escoffier, the internationally famous chef, thought it 
ranked ''among the finest of fish"), It has been a staple food in Portugal, Spain, and Italy for 
almost as long, and has been glorified in Massachusetts (where the wooden Sacred Cod, in 
memory of the fish's considerable contribution to the economy of that State, hangs in the 
State House in Boston. 

The cod brought prosperity toNew England, as it had to France and the Scandinavian coun- 
tries long before the New World was settled. Basque fishermen, in the sixteenth century, 

reached the Newfoundland Banks, site of the greatest codfishing grounds in the world, and 
brought back large quantities of cod, which the French soon learned to value. The Scandina- 
vians had sailed to those banks earlier, and the Latins swarmed on them later. Cod thus 
became one of the most important of all food fishes. It was particularly known in its salted, 
dried state throughout most the Western world. 

Salt cod is the basis for hundreds of epicurean preparations, ranging from the delectable 
"brandade de morue,"' one of the classics of French cuisine, to codfish balls, once a Sunday 

breakfast ritual in New England. 

At one time, preparing salt codwas something of an ordeal. A housewife of the last cen- 
tury, getting up a codfish dinner, was advised ''to lay the fish into the cellar a few days be- 
fore it is to be cooked, that it may be softened by the dampness. The afternoon before it is 
to be boiled, wash it carefully in several waters. It is well to keep a brush on purpose to 
cleanse salt fish and use it repeatedly while it is soaking. 

Nowadays, salt cod comes shredded or flaked in packages or wooden boxes, and needs 

only abrief soaking, if any at all, depending onhow it has been processed. American recipes 
call for salt cod cut from whole salted fish, which is available in most fish markets, and can 

almost always befound in Spanish and Italian neighborhoods. The fish will require anywhere 
from 6 to 24 hours of fresh-water soaking, depending on how salty and dried it is. On Fri- 
days, some fish stores sell salt cod already soaked and some of the Italian trade still buy 
their "bacala''in this manner. (''Gourmet') 



UNITED STATES 
Great Lakes Commercial Catch Is Up 
But Value Drops 

The Great Lakes Commission reports that 
116.2 million pounds of fish were taken from 
the Great Lakes in 1966 by U. S. and Cana- 
dian commercial operators. This is a gain 
of about 17. 5 million pounds over 1965. How- 
ever, the value of U. S. -Canadian catch de- 
clined from $10.8 million in 1965 to $10.2 
million. The disparity between weight and 
value in U. S. catch resulted from a huge in- 
crease in the catch of low-value alewife in 
Lake Michigan waters. This gain obscured 
the overall decline in other species. 

The Canadian situation was due principally 
to a decline in the market value of yellow 
perch, leader in Ontario's commercial catch. 

The Great Lakes catch in 1965 and 1966, 
according to BCF and the Ontario Department 
of Lands and Forests, was (in 000's of pounds): 

1/Canadian waters include Georgian Bay and North Channel. 
ote: Dollar value (in 000's): U.S. 1966 $5,647, 1965 $5,729; 
Ontario 1966 $4,564, 1965 $5, 112. Ontario 1966 figures are 
relim inary. 

Lake Michigan's Production Higher 

In 1966, Lake Michigan increased its lead- 
ing position in the U. S. Great Lakes com- 
mercial catch. This resulted primarily from 
an increase of 107 percent in alewife land- 
ings--from 14 to 29 million pounds. Lake 
Michigan landings accounted for nearly two- 
thirds (63%) of the U. S. Lakes total in weight 
(see table), while the $2,762,000 value was 

49 percent of the total for the Lakes states. 
The Lake Michigan alewife catch was 43 per- 
cent of the total U.S. Great Lakes catch and 
7.7 percent of the value. 

Last year, about 20.3 million pounds of 
the alewife netted were used to produce fish 
meal and oil; 8.7 million pounds were used 
by the pet food industry. 

This concentration of alewife landings from 
Lake Michigan does not reflect the overall 
abundance of this species in Great Lakes wa- 
ters, Rather, it indicates where commercial 
fishermen are utilizing this resource. A 
BCF survey in fall 1966 discovered large 
quantities of alewives in lakes Erie and On- 
tario but, to date, this hasnot prompted any 
commercial fishing operation there. 

Chub Is Lake Michigan's Most Valuable 

Another prominent species in the Lake 
Michigan commercial catch, and most valu- 
able, isthe chub. The larger chubs, smoked 
for retail market, accounted for 6.3 million 
pounds of 1966's 7 million total; they were 
worthnearly $1.4million. The smaller fish 
were used in pet foods. 

Among other important Lake Michigan 
species, notable changes occurred in the 
commercial catch of yellow perch and white- 
fish, For yellow perch, there was a sharp 
drop from 5.8 million pounds in 1964 to 1.3 
million in 1965, and to an all-time low of 
636,000 pounds in1966. A significant cause 
has been competition for foodfrom the flour- 
ishing alewife; the result has been that the 
yellow perch has been hampered in its growth 
to a marketable size. 

The whitefish catch presents abright out- 
look, The 1966 landings of this high-value 
fish were over 1.4 million pounds, compared 
to about 1 million pounds in 1965, and the 
highest amount since 1952, 

Erie Is Most Productive 

Lake Erie, the most productive of the 
Great Lakes for commercial fishing, yielded 
over 54 million pounds in 1966. The catch 
in Ontario waters represented about three- 
quarters of Erie's total--and 85 percent of 
the total weight of Canadian Great Lakes 
landings. Yellow perch was the leading 
species. Increased catches in both U. S. 
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and Canadian waters amounting to 4.1 and 
20.7 million pounds, respectively. Smelt, 
which ranks second in the Lake Erie com- 
mercial catch, is taken almost entirely by 
Canadian fishermen. The 1966 Canadian 
harvest reached 15.9 million pounds, com- 
paredto 11.7 million in 1965. More suitable 
trawling groundson the north shore is a ma- 
jor factor for this localization. 

In the Lake Huron area, including Geor- 
gian Bay, the 1966 catch of 6.7 million pounds 
was a decline from 1965 for both U. S. and 
Canadian sections of the lake basin. Among 
the leading commercial species--chubs, yel- 
low perch, whitefish and walleyes--only yel- 
low perch landings in the Saginaw Bay area 
increased, 

U. S. Took 4/5 of Lake Superior Catch 

In Lake Superior, U. S. commercial fish- 
ermen accounted for about four-fifths of 1966's 
total landings of 10.1 million pounds. This 
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was nearly a million pounds below 1965, but 
the $1.4 million value was slightly above 1965. 
The prominent position of lake herring in the 
total Lake Superior catch is shown by last 
year's U. S.-Canadian commercial landings 
of 5.6 million pounds, lowest for this species 
and also for the lake's total catch since the 
early 1920's, Lake trout landings in U. 5. 
and Canadian waters totaled a quarter-mil- 
lion pounds in 1966, about the same as 1965. 
This was due to the control of commercial 
operations during the rehabitation period for 
this fishery. 

The commercial catch in Lake Ontario is 
predominantly in Canadian waters. Last 
year's decline of a million pounds from 1965 
was due in large measure to the sharp de- 
crease in landings of yellow and white perch. 
In Lake St. Clair, commercial fishing oper- 
ations are carried on only in Canadian waters. 
Here, modest increases were made in 1966 
in the catch of walleyes and carp, the prin- 
cipal species. 

= 
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Sea Lamprey Control in Lake Superior 

May Be 94-97% Effective 

In early April, electrical barriers to as- 
sess the abundance of spawning lampreys in 
Lake Superior were installed on 16 streams 
on the U. S. side. By June 2, 997 lampreys 
had been captured at these barriers. This 
was about 45 percent of the number taken by 
June 2, 1966--then the smallest run recorded 
since chemical control began to show its ef- 
fects on the lamprey population, 

Based on the timing of lamprey migration 
during the past 10 years, from 37 to 64 per- 
cent of the run had appeared at the barriers 
by June 2, Assuming 1967's run will fall 
within this range, the season's total will be 
somewhere between 1,550 and 2,700 lam- 
preys. Such a population range would be 94 
to 97 percent below the annual average for the 
5-year period prior to chemical control, 

The U. S. and Canada share the work of 
the Great Lakes Fishery Commission in 
lamprey control. The Bureau of Commer- 
cial Fisheries conducts the U, S, operation. 

Lake Michigan Alewife 
Fishery Is Active 

The Lake Michigan alewife fishery was in 
full swing during May and total production 
was estimated at over 10 million lbs. by 
month's end, Heaviest production was from 
pound nets and trawlers at Milwaukee, and 
from trawlers at Two Rivers, Wisc. 

Four converted gillnetters at Two Rivers 
each landed consistently about 40, 000 lbs. 
per day, and several 60, 000 to 85, 000 lb. 
days were achieved by vessels making 2 or 
3 trips. Meal plants at Milwaukee, Pensau- 
kee, and Menominee were running 8 to 16 
hours per day. Green Bay poundnetters set 
nets for full production by mid-June. 

U. S. Urges Removal of 90% 

of Pollutants in a N. Y.-N. J. Area 

Interior Department's Federal Water Pol- 
lution Control Administration (FWPCA) rec- 
ommended in mid-May that 90 percent of the 
major pollutants of waters in the Raritan Bay 
area between Staten Island, N, Y., and New 
Jersey be removed by building municipal and 
industrial waste-treatment plants. 

The recommendation was one of several 
made public at a 2-day conference in New 
York City on pollution of Raritan Bay and 
neighboring interstate waters. The meeting, 
called by FWPCA, was attended by more than 
150 New York and New Jersey officials and 
industrialists. 

A FWPCA study has shown that high bac- 
terial counts made shellfish in most of Rari- 
tan Bay unfit for human consumption--and 
Swimming at some Staten Island beaches a 
health hazard. New York and New Jersey 
have banned the harvesting of shellfish. 

Suggests Timetable 

FWPCA suggested agreement on a time- 
table to complete designs for treatment works 
by the end of 1967, construction to begin no 
later than mid-1968, and operations to start 

in mid-1970. 

The bay area and Arthur Kill between Stat- 
en Island and New Jersey was described as 
"virtually a cesspool", The cost of cleaning 
the mess was estimated at a half-billion dol- 
lars, 

Pollution was attributed to municipal and 
industrial waste being discharged into the 
bay, at the southwest tip of Staten Island, 

and along the New Jersey shore. Waste also 
is fed in from the Raritan River, which emp- 
ties into the upper bay from New Jersey. 

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
authorizes Federal financial support for the 
States! anti-pollution programs, but Congress 
must approve specific appropriations. 



OCEANOGRAPHY 

Core Drilling Begins On 
Continental Slope Off Atlantic Coast 

The Department of the Interior approved 
plans for Humble Oil and Refining Company 
to carry out a core-drilling program on the 
Continental Slope beyond the Continental Shelf 
off Florida and northward to points off Cape 

_CodandGeorges Bank. The program, sched- 
_ uled to be completed this summer, is gather- 
ing geologic data beyond the 100-fathom curve. 
It features the first drill probes of the Slope 
by a private company. 

Robert E. Speer, U. 8S. Geological Sur- 
vey's Oil and Gas Supervisor for the eastern 
region, said that ''about 21 core holes willbe 
drilled beneath the floor of the Atlantic Ocean 
in water ranging indepth from 650 feet to 
5,000 feet.'' He added that ''the depth of 
sediment penetration in each core test willbe 
limited to a maximum of 1,000 feet. The 
drilling operation which, hopefully, will re- 
cover sediment cores from beneath the sea 
floor thick enough to provide a useful strati- 
graphic 'profile' will begin about July 1, and 
will probably last through the summer 
months, "' 

Speer noted that the core holes continue 
the type of industry studies carried on in the 
Gulf of Mexico for the past two years. 

Special Equipment Involved 

The drilling is conducted from a specially 
equipped vessel. In addition, a geophysical 
survey is being made using a '"'sparker'' tech- 
nique, which involves measuring acoustical 

waves from the vessel to the rock formations 
below the sea flood, and back to the vessel. 
This method obtains clues to the configuration 
of the rock strata. 

Also, a shipborne gravity meter and mag- 
netometer are supporting the core-drilling 
program. These devices measure variations 
in gravitational and magnetic properties of 
rocks. By making contour lines of such va- 
riations on amap, geologists learn about the 
nature of subsurface rocks. 

Speer noted that the approval granted to 
Humble to drill core holes is not exclusive. 
Other interested parties are invited to re- 
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quest approval for similar programs. ''No 
rights to any mineral leases will be obtained 
from these core drilling programs, "he said. 

New Survey Vessel Leaves 
for Honolulu Base 

The new $2, 4 million hydrographic survey 
ship of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the 
USC&GSS "McArthur, " left Norfolk, Va.,on 
May 30 for Honolulu, her future home port. 
The ship is scheduled to reach her destina- 
tion July 8 after a 40-day, 8, 300-mile trip 
via the Panama Canal, She will be the first 
Survey ship in 35 years to make Honoluluher 
permanent home base, 

The McArthur, constructed in Norfolk, 
carries 37 officers and crew, and has been 

engaged in cable and gravity surveys off 
Florida's East Coast. She is one of 15 ships 
in the Coast and Geodetic Survey fleet, The 
fleet conducts ocean surveys and research, 
hydrographic surveys of coastal waters, and 
investigations of underwater navigational 
hazards. 

During her trip, the ship conducted oceano- 
graphic studies, including exploration of the 
sea bed's topography and investigation of the 
sea's temperature, salt content, andmagnetic 
force. After leaving Kingston, the McArthur 
gathered more information on the Explorer 
Bank, a submerged mountain discovered in 
1960 by the USC&GSS "Explorer" southeast 
of Swan Island off Central America. 
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In addition to hydrographic surveys, the 
McArthur can carry out sophisticated oceano- 
graphic investigations. She is expected to 
advance hydrographic and oceanographic re- 
search of importance to Hawaii's economic 
growth by hydrographic and current surveys, 
magnetic and gravity observations, and gen- 
eral oceanographic research. 

Néw Map Shows California Sea Bed 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey has pub- 
lished a detailed map of the sea bottom off 
the California coast about midway between 
Los Angeles and San Francisco, The bathy- 
metric map, which covers about 10, 000 Square 
miles, embraces an area extending seaward 
up to 75 nautical miles--from Cape San Mar- 
tin in the North to east of Point Conception 
and Santa Rosa Island in the South. 
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New bathymetric map issued by Coast & Geodetic Survey -ESSA 
covers seabottom off California coast in areas shown above. 

The map is the second in a series of 
topographic maps of the sea bottom that will 
cover the entire west coast. The first map 
was issued in February and covered the area 
immediately south to Huntington Beach, Calif, 

Similar maps are being made off the Gulfand 
Atlantic coasts. 

Maps Needed for Exploration 

The maps are designed to aid Federal, 
State, and industrial interests explore and 
develop the potentially vast resources of the 
Continental Shelf in and under the ocean. 
Their economic development depends heavily 
on bottom topographic maps; few exist now. 
Knowledge of the sea bottom is essential to 
marine engineering, scientific studies in re- 
covering offshore oil and minerals, and to 
evaluate shoreline addition and erosion. 

In the new map, the sea floor is shown in 
detail by depth contours for the first time. 
The depths range from a few feet off the coast 
to 13, 300 feet at the most seaward point. The 
map is a compilation of surveying activities 
that began back in the 1930s. Underwater 
features include the western portion of Santa 
Barbara Basin; Rodriguez Seamount; Arguel- 
lo Canyon; and Santa Lucia Bank, Canyon, and 
Escarpment. Also included are the off- 
shore islands of San Miguel and part of Santa 
Rosa. 

The map, designated 1306-20, may be 
bought for 50 cents from the Coast and Geo- 
detic Survey (attn: C44), Washington Science 
Center, Rockville, Md. 20852, or from chart 
distribution centers of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey at 121 Customhouse, San Francisco, 

Calif, 94126, and 602 Federal Office Bldg. , 
90 Church St., New York, N, Y, 10007. 

U, 5S. Navy researchers have found that 
men in shark-infested waters are protected 
from attack by a 5-foot-long, water-filled, 
plastic bag. The bag is held up at its open 
upper end by an inflatable ring. The man, 
supported by a life jacket, floats inside the 
bag, apparently screened from the senses of 
cruising sharks. Tests have shown that sev- 
eral types of sharks ignore the bag. Some 
sharks even went out of their way to avoid 
the bag. (From ''Sea Secrets, '' May 1967, 
published by The International Oceanographic 
Foundation, ) 



Foreign Fishing Off U. S. Coasts, 
May 1967 

IN NORTHWEST ATLANTIC 

Soviet: Weekly sightings showed that the 
Soviet fleet increased rapidly from 140 fish- 
ing and support vessels early in May to about 
200 vessels by month's end, mostly by the 
arrival of 50-60 medium side trawlers (SRT), 
The SRT class made up almost three-fourths 

“of fleet. 

During May, 171 vessels (exclusive of du- 
plication) were sighted and identified: 18 
factory stern trawlers, 10 large refrigerated 
side trawlers, 30 medium refrigerated side 
trawlers, 98 medium side trawlers, 5 factory 
base ships, 9 refrigerated fish transports and 
cargo vessels, and one tug. This is consid- 
erably more than the 140 vessels sighted dur- 
ing April 1967 and the 125 of May 1966. 

Throughout May, the fleet was divided into 
large groups dispersed for 200 miles along the 
50- and 100-fathom curves, from about 75 
miles south of Block Island, Rhode Island (Block 
Canyon) to 100 miles east of Nantucket Light - 
ship (Lydonia Canyon) off the Massachusetts 
coast. Smaller groups operated intermittent - 
ly on northeast slopes of Georges Bank and 
off New Jersey coast, 

In early May, most of the fleet (140 ves- 
sels--mostly side trawlers) remained be- 
tween Block Canyon and south of Nantucket 
Lightship. Moderate catches of fish on deck 

Fig. 1 - Large catches of red hake are temporarily heaped in 
open storage areas aboard Soviet refrigerated fish carrier serv- 
icing fleet south of Block Island (Rhode Island) in North- 
west Atlantic. The smaller vessel, medium refrigerated side 
trawler "Kurzeme--9084," caught the fish and delivered them 
to carrier, (Photo: C. L. Philbrook) 
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appeared to be mainly whiting and red hake. 
Some evidence of herring catches was ob- 
served on isolated vessels (SRTM's) in more 
shallow waters far from main fleet. 

Fig. 2 - A close-up of the open storage areas aboard unidentified 
vessel with large catch of red hake. The huge bucket on hatch 
is used to hoist fish from catching vessels. 

(Photo: C. L. Philbrook) 

Fish were heaped in open storage areas 
on board the transports and processing ships 
(see photos 1 and 2), indicating good average 
landings. 

By mid-month the main fleet had gradual- 
ly shifted to more shallow depths (30-40 fath- 
oms) covering a 60-mile area from 45 miles 
south of Block Island to 40 miles south of 
Nantucket Island. Moderate catches appeared 
to be mostly herring (alewife or river her- 
ring) and some whiting. It is believed that 
Soviet research vessels have located lucra- 
tive stocks of these fish during their spring 
migration inshore to rivers and streams, A 
temporary decline in abundance of whiting and 
red hake may have prompted this move. This 
is the first time a large Soviet fleet fished for 
river herring so far north; in March 1966, a 

river herring fishery developed off Virginia's 
coasts. 

By month's end, the fleet expanded in num- 
ber of vessels and areas. Vessels between 
Block Canyon and south of Nantucket Island 
were taking mostly whiting, red hake, and 
some herring; on Georges Bank, vessels were 
fishing for herring and some haddock. 

OFF MID-ATLANTIC COASTS 

Soviet: Virginia fishermen from Hampton 
reported 30-40 Soviet vessels taking large 
quantities of herring (probably alewives), 
mackerel, and small scup (porgies) off Mary- 
land and south New Jersey coasts. 
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Soviet fishing off mid-Atlantic coasts has 
been sporadic in 1967, In 1966, 30-60 ves- 
sels consistently fished this area from March 
to mid-May. 

IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

Soviet: No fishing vessels were sighted 
close to U. S. shores. A few continued fish- 
ing on Campeche Bank off Mexico, but most 
vessels were sighted in transit to or from 
Havana Bay, site of new fishing port. 

Cuban: No fishing vessels operated off 
U. S. coasts. However, many were scattered 
throughout Caribbean, Fishing in Gulf of 
Mexico was limited to traditional grounds on 
Campeche Bank, but only a few vessels were 
sighted. The fleet seemed concentrated off 
Cuba's northern coasts (over 20 vessels) and 
north of Bahamas. Early in May, a few fished 
north and northeast of Grand Bahama Island. 
Throughout May, this fleet increased by 
month's end, at least 25 were fishing north 
of Great Abaco Island; apparently on high 
seas beyond limits of Little Bahama Bank's 
submarine shelf. 

OFF CALIFORNIA 

Soviet: The fleet fluctuated from a few in 
mid-month to about 15 at end. Ten large 
stern factory trawlers sighted in last week 
of April suddenly left for fisheries off Pacif- 
ic Northwest. By May 10, only 1 sterntrawl- 
er was fishing off California near Oregon 
border. Within one week, however, the same 
vessel moved farther south, others arrived; 
by May 22-25, at least 12 large stern trawl- 
ers again were fishing off California accom - 
panied by research vessel of Pacific Institute 
for Fisheries and Oceanography (probably on 
exploratory research mission), 

The fleets fished mainly Pacific rockfish- 
es and hake. Little information is available 
on amounts landed, but they could be substan- 
tial. Some leading stern trawlers were catch- 
ing an estimated 60-70 metric tons a day. 

OFF PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

Soviet: Fishing and support vessels off 
Oregon and Washington exceeded 100 units 
for most of May. Weekly sightings revealed 
fleet increased rapidly from about 60 vessels 
at the end of April to 106 by May 4. For rest 
of May, the number fluctuated between 100 
and 110 units. 

In May 1966, the number off Pacific North- 
west did not exceed 45 units. This indicates 
that Soviet effort in hake fishery this year is 
more than double last year's at this time. In 
1966, number increased until July when over 
100 units were operating. There are Soviet 
plans to increase catch of Pacific hake to 
about 200,000 metric tons in 1967 (53 percent 
above 1966's 130,000 tons) and it is likely 
that fishing effort will increase proportion- 
ately. 

Most vessels were identified as medium 
side trawlers of various types including a 
few research trawlers. Large stern factory 
trawlers were less than 10 percent of all 
Soviet vessels (see table). The capacity 
of a stern trawler, however, is much greater 
than medium trawler's; on average, a factory 

stern trawler will land 5 to 6 times as many 
fish. 

Soviet Fishery Vessels Operating Off 
Pacific Northwest in May 1967 

Type of Vessel 

Support 
Vessels 

Week of Medium 
Side Trawlers 

May 4 71 
11 73 
19 64 
25 71 
31 61 

Stern Factory 
Trawlers 

Through first 3 weeks of May, almost all 
vessels fished off Oregon, mostly between 
Heceta Head and Yaquina Head, but at times 
as far north as mouth of Columbia River, 

and as far south as Cape Blanco on Oregon's 
southern edge. 

In last week, the fleet split and about 40 
vessels began fishing off Washington, scat- 
tered from Cape Disappointment to Grays 
Harbor seaward of area restricted to Pacific 
ocean perch fishing (under 1967 U.S. - USSR 
Pacific Northwest Fishing Agreement). 

A few vessels fished in areas off Pacific 
Northwest restricted under the 1967 Agree- 
ment. When captains were confronted with 
this fact by U. 8. Coast Guard officials, their 
vessels departed promptly. U.S. State De- 
partment officials promptly notified Soviet 
Embassy in Washington, D. C., of these events. 

Principal species fished was hake. The 
fleets had good-to-excellent catches early in 
May but dwindled towards month's end. 

Early in May, BCF Resource Management 
Agents observed 10 Soviet vessels complete 



hauls averaging about 8,000 pounds of hake 
per haul (moderate fishing). During second 
week, the largest catch observed per haul was 
40,000-60,000 pounds (excellent fishing) but 
a few days later the best catch haul was esti- 
mated at about 20,000 pounds. Hauls yielding 
no fish were also observed. During last two 
weeks, catches ranged from poor to fair. 
The vessels were scattered, apparently 
searching for better grounds; 4-5 explora- 
tory research vessels supported fleet during 

May. 

Pair trawling was being used more often 
than last year when, apparently, it was on 
average the most successful technique. Pa- 
cific ocean perch and other rockfishes were 
occasionally observed aboard the vessels, 
apparently incidental catches. 

No salmon were Seen on board vessels or 

in catches. 

Japanese: One sterntrawler was reported 
in May northwest of Strait of Juan de Fuca, 
off coast of Washington, but well outside the 
U. S. 12-mile fisheries zone. It was not fish- 
ing. 

OFF ALASKA 

Soviet: The number of vessels increased 
from over 40 units in early May to about 85 
units during .mid-month; it decreased to 
about 65 units in late May. The mid-month 
increase was mainly due to the arrival of 3 
whaling fleets, and the decrease at month's 
end was caused by departure of Gulf of Alas- 
ka shrimp fleet. 

During May, the number of fleets increased 
along Aleutian Islands, while vessels with- 
drew from Gulf of Alaska. 

During May, an average of 70 vessels op- 
erated off Alaska's coasts, compared with 
158 vessels in May 1966. The number was 
so much smaller because large-scale Soviet 
fishing began one month earlier this year 
and many vessels that normally fish off Alas- 
ka in May shifted to fishing grounds off Wash- 
ington and Oregon, 

The number fishing for perch in Gulf of 
Alaska began to decline in late April, contin- 
ued into May, and ended by mid-month. 

Along Aleutian Islands, the perch fishing 
effort also decreased in late April but trend 
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was reversed in early May. At first vessels 
were concentrated south and north of the Fox 
Islands but, during second week, this area 
was also abandoned and fishing (7 vessels) 
switched to central Aleutians. A few days 
later, another small fleet began a perch fish- 
ery in western Aleutians along Tahoma Reef. 
By month's end, about 30 vessels were fish- 
ing along Aleutians, about half in western 
Aleutians. Catches were reportedly good but 
data are inadequate for estimate. 

The shrimp fleet of 1 factoryship and 7 
medium freezer trawlers fishing on Portlock 
Bank east of Afognak Island was joined in 
early May by 6 medium trawlers. In late 
May, the entire fleet departed. Last year, 
the Soviet's Gulf shrimp fishery displayed a 
similar pattern; it was terminated by mid- 
June. Apparently, the shrimp move inshore 
during summer months and are no longer 
available outside U. S. 12-mile fishing limit. 

The eastern Bering Sea king crab fishery 
was continued by 3 factoryships, 9 net-setting 
trawlers, and 2 exploratory trawlers. Oper- 
ations were conducted generally northeast of 
Amak Island, where crabs migrate during ear - 
ly summer months. Whena BCF agent boarded 
one crab factoryship, in late April, he was 

advised that Soviets would continue fishing 
until late June, the pattern during recent 
years. 

Whaling operations off Alaska began this 
year in mid-May. One fleet was sighted off 
western Aleutians and another south of cen- 
tral Aleutians, Each fleet is believed tocon- 
sist of a factoryship and about 9 killer ves- 
sels. Lack of sightings of these fleets in late 
May indicates they remained well offshore, 
as in previous years. 

Japanese: About 140 vessels fished off 
Alaska during first 2 weeks in May. With 
arrival of high-seas salmon and whaling 
fleets, number increased to about 450 for re- 
mainder of May. 

In early May, the perch fishery in Gulf of 
Alaska was continued by 2 trawlers off South- 
eastern Alaska, 1 trawler off Fairweather 
grounds, 3 trawlers southwest of Middleton 
Island, and 1 trawler on Albatross Bank, By 
mid-May, 2 additional trawlers had joined 
Gulf of Alaska perch fleet with 7 trawlers op- 
erating on Albatross Bank, 1 southwest of 
Middleton Island, and 1 on the Fairweather 
grounds. In late May, the number in the Gulf 
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decreased to 6, when 2 vessels transferred 
to the perch fishery in eastern Aleutians and 
1 presumably returned to Japan, Of the 6 
remaining trawlers, 4 were on Albatross 
Bank, 1 on Portlock Bank, and 1 off Middle- 
ton Island. 

During second week, the Japanese re- 
newed perch fishery south of Fox Islands in 
eastern Aleutians with arrival of 1 factory 
trawler. In late May, she was joined by 2 
factory trawlers from Gulf of Alaska. 

Perch operations in eastern Bering Sea 
were continued by 1 factory trawler during 
first week along the 100-fathom curve south 
of Pribilof Islands. By mid-month, there 
were 3 factory trawlers in eastern Bering 
Sea along 100-fathom curve north and south 
of Pribilofs. 

In early May, 1 factoryship accompanied 
by 12 trawlers was reported along 100-fath- 
om curve well northwest of Pribilof Islands 
in central Bering Sea. It is believed this 
fleet was involved in perch operations and 
continued fishing through May. 

The Alaska pollock fishery north of Fox 
Islands in eastern Aleutians was continued 
by 4 factoryships accompanied by 85-90 
trawlers during first 3 weeks of May. In 
late May, those fleets moved northward to 
Bristol Bay "flats'' and, presumably, began 
fishing for flatfish rather than Alaska pollock, 

During first week, the Eastern Bering Sea 
king crab fishery on Bristol Bay "'flats'' was 
continued by 2 factoryships, each accompa- 
nied by 5 net-setting trawlers. During sec- 
ond week, one fleet shifted to Pribilof Is- 
lands area, the custom for several years. 
The fleets remained split--1 in Pribilof area 
and 1 on Bristol Bay ''flats''--for remainder 
of May. 

After 2 years of limited experimental pot 
fishing for king crab in eastern Bering Sea, 
the first commercial-scale pot fishery was 
initiated in early May. The trawlers ''Tenryu 
Maru" and "Chiyo Maru No, 15" (reportedly 
to fish 740 pots) began operating in ''pot sanc- 
tuary'' area north of Unimak Island amid sim- 
ilar gear of several U. S. vessels. Kingcrab 
catches are reportedly being frozen (both ships 
have freezing facilities). Operations continued 
through May and, despite continuing rumors of 
U.S. gear losses caused by this fishery, no doc- 
umentation has been received. 

Japanese sources reported that 3 whaling 
fleets (Same as past several years) were 
scheduled to depart Japan between May 12-15 
for the 1967 North Pacific whaling expedition. 
Generally, each whaling factoryship is accom- 
panied by 8 to 12 whale killer vessels and 
about 3 support vessels. Within third week 
of May, one fleet was reported north of cen- 
tral Aleutians. It is believed the other 2 
fleets were also operating along Aleutian 
chain, presumably well offshore (the pattern 
of the last few years). 

Ships of the 1967 high-seas salmon fishery 
departed Japan about mid-month. Bylate May, 
at least 80f the 11 fleets were operating south 
of western Aleutians, generally between lati- 
tudes 48° and 51° N, and longitudes 169° and 
176° E. 

Japanese long-line vessels fishing for 
sablefish were active in Gulf of Alaska and 
along central and western Aleutians through 
May. Two to 3 long-liners fished off South- 
eastern Alaska coast during first 3 weeks. 
During late May, operations were shifted in- 
to central Gulf, when 2 vessels fished off 
Middleton Island and 2 west of Chirikof Is- 
land. Two long-liners fished for sablefish 
off western Aleutians duringfirst half of May. 
By month's end, they were joined by a long- 
liner; operations were extended to central 
Aleutians, 



STATES 

Alaska 

THE ART OF FORECASTING 
RED SALMON RUNS 

The Bristol Bay area of southwestern Alaska 
is the world's largest producer of red salm- 
on, states BCF Juneau, and processors and 

_ fishermen must have a reasonable forecast 
of the runto Bristol Bay to plantheir activities: 
boats, fishing gear, and canning lines must 
be readied; fishermen and cannery employes 
flown to Bristol Bay and arrangements made 
for housing and for supplies. If preparations 
are inadequate for the run, part of it will be 
wasted; if the run is smaller than expected, 

there will be an overinvestment in labor and 
material. These considerations are impor- 
tant for all salmon fisheries--but especially 
so for Bristol Bay: it is isolated, has a short 
but extremely intensive fishing season, and it 
has a great year-to-year fluctuation in run 
size. So attempts to develop accurate predic- 
tions have been concentrated on Bristol Bay 
runs, 

Since 1960, biologists of BCF, the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game, and the Fish- 
eries Research Institute of the University of 
Washington have worked together to forecast 
the red salmon runs in Bristol Bay. They 
have used several types of relationships to 
prepare these forecasts. The number of 
adults that escape the fishery to spawn in 
their natal stream can be related to the num- 
ber of their offspring that will return to the 
fishery in later years. These escapement- 
return relationships provide forecasts for in- 
dividual river systems. Relationships be- 
tween young salmon migrating to sea from 
their nursery lakes (called out-migrant smolts) 
and returning adults also provide individual 
river systems forecasts. Forecasts of 3- 
winters-at-sea fish can be made using data 
on returns of 2-winters-at-sea fish from 
previous years. 

Bristol Bay Forecasts 

Table 1 shows the Bristol Bay forecasts 
and the actual runs observed since 1960, Al- 
though predictions are more accurate for 
Bristol Bay red salmon than for other Alas- 
kan red salmon runs, they are far from per- 
fect. Total returns over a period of years 
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from a given escapement or seaward migra- 
tion of smolts can be forecast with fair ac- 
curacy, but forecasts of returns in specific 
years are less accurate. This is because 
Bristol Bay red salmon mature after 2 or 3 
winters at sea, with the proportion returning 
after 2 winters varying from 20 to 80 percent. 
Other sources of error include: variable 
ocean survival rates (from 5 to 30 percent); 
inaccurate indices of smolt abundance; and 

an inaccurate high seas index of immature 
salmon abundance. Efforts to improve the 
accuracy of forecasting Bristol Bay red salmon 
runs concentrate on: (1) continued research 
on causes of salmon mortality in the ocean; 
(2) research on factors related to the adult 
maturation process; (3) continued refinement 
of the mathematical techniques used; and (4) 
improvement of sampling techniques used in 
determining population sizes of smolts and 
immature salmon, 

Table 1 - Total Bristol Bay Runs and Forecasts of the Run, 1960-66 

Total Rn Deviation 

Percent 
-17. 
+ 2. 
-21. 
+81, 
+32. 
-56. 
+50. 

ry LOD BRO OO 

An accurate forecast has a very large eco- 
nomic value. A recent study by Stephan B. 
Mathews at the University of Washington 
demonstrates that a forecast of the run with 
a margin of error (difference between fore- 
cast and actual return) of + 100 percent of 
the actual return saves the industry about 
$500,000 in preseason investment. Since 

present forecasts near this level of accuracy 
cost about $250,000 per year to prepare, the 
forecast is worthwhile on this basis alone. 

Also, the forecast is valuable as a basis 
for regulating the fishery so that eachtributary 
receives the desired number of spawners. 
The forecast of 1967 Bristol Bay red salmon 
to each tributary is shown in table 2. Insome 
streams, so few red salmon are expected 
that no catch can be allowed, while otherscan 
stand a catch of over 60 percent of the to- 
tal run. 
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Table 2 - Bristol Bay Red Salmon Forecast, 1967 

and Escapement | Estimated | Percent 
Prediction Goal Harvest |Harvest 

3,993,000} 3,500,000} 493,000} 12 
B S-N0 0 810, 000 300,000} 510,000} 63 

é 2,564,000} 1,000,000}1,564,000) 61 

Total Nalnek- 
Kvichak .. «| 7,367,000} 4,800,000|2,567,000| 35 

i 1,000,000 | 1,381,000} 58 
9 

44 

1,384,000] 56 

sad 6,000} 13 
Total Nushagak | 2,888,000[ 1,498,000] 1,390,000] 48 | 
Total Bristol Bay|13, 749,000} 8,248,000]5,501,000] 40 | 

FORECASTING PINK SALMON RUNS 

Since 1960, the Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game has expanded its work on forecast 
research at a rapid pace. Egg and fry sam- 
pling techniques are continually being refined. 
Fairly accurate forecasts of pink salmon to 
Prince William Sound have been made since 
1962. In 1964, predictions were made for 
Kodiak, outer Cook Inlet, and Southeastern 
Alaska. Annual forecasts are now being re- 
leased for all 4 areas (table). Accuracy of 
the forecasts is less reliable, however, for 
the pink salmon runs in Kodiak, Cook Inlet, 
and Southeastern Alaska than it is for Prince 
William Sound because the history of fore- 
casting for these areas is too limited. 

The techniques used to predict what long 
was regarded as an “unpredictable species" 
depends upon estimating juvenile abundance 
while the populations are still in the stream 
gravels during early spring months. Near the 
end of the freshwater life, some 15 months 
before the return as adults, pre-emergent 
fry are excavated with hydraulic pumps from 
randomly selected plots in key spawning 
streams. The resultant fry index is related 
to adult return using observed ratios from 
past years. This gives forecasts sufficiently 
early to allow planning of industry operations 
and management regulations. 

The pre-emergentfry system of pink salm- 
on forecast depends upon stable marine sur- 
vival rates. To date, lack of such stability 
has not been an important factor in accuracy 
of forecasts. Thus, mortalities during spawn- 
ing, fall floods, and winter incubation set the 

stage for brood year success in Alaska. How- 
ever, recent research in southern and central 
British Columbia has pointed to relatively 
major differences in early sea life survival 
from year to year. Both the Department of 
Fish and Game and BCF have continued stud- 
ies of the early sea life of pink salmon in 
Southeastern Alaska to establish its impact 
onthe overall survival of Alaskan pink salmon. 

The following forecasts for 1967 were re- 
leased by the Department of Fish and Game 
to the Alaska fishing industry: 

Forecasts of Alaskan Pink Salmon Runs, 1967 

Approximate Range 
of Total Runl/ 

Millions 

Fishing Area 

Northern Southeastern Alaska 
Southern Southeastern Alaska 

1/Catch plus escapement. 

The prospects for 1967 are not good in 
any major pink salmon fishery. Low esti- 
mates reflect exceedingly poor survival con- 
ditions that existed throughout Alaska's south- 
erncoast during winter 1965-1966. The Alas- 
ka Board of Fishand Game already has adopted 
severely restrictive regulations for the Kodi- 
ak, Cook Inlet, and Prince William Sound 1967 

seasons. 

Methods of predicting pink salmonaccurate- 
ly are stillin a primitive stage. BCF is exper- 
imenting with methods other than the State's. 

Migration of Juvenile Salmon 

Juvenile salmon migrate into the Gulf of 
Alaska each summer from important salmon 
producing areas from Washington to Alaska. 
The young salmon leave the coastal waters 
and immediately enter the northward moving 
Alaska stream that flows along the Alaska 
Continental Shelf. Fish within this relatively 
narrow band are completely mixed and the 
various races of salmon cannot be easily 
identified. Since many commercial salmon 
fisheries along the coast depend on fish orig- 
inating in particular streams or from small 
local areas, accurate forecasts must be based 
on sampling the abundance of young salmon 
before they become mixedin the Gulf of Alas- 
ka--but as late as possible before this mix- 
ing occurs. Forecasts based on abundance of 
pink salmon during this seaward migration 



could be more accurate than those now being 
made based on stream sampling. Therefore, 
BCF is learning the migration routes of ju- 
venile pink salmon and measuring the envi- 
ronmental factors that affect these routes 
from each area in Southeast Alaska. 

Migrations of juvenile salmon seem to 
correspond to surface ocean currents. As 
the knowledge of surface currents improves, 
researchers may be able to determine 
changes from year to year and forecast mi- 

~ gration routes of salmon. Surface currents 
near shore may contain traces of 'home- 
stream'' water that could provide cues for 
adult salmon returning to spawn. 

California 

REPORTS PELAGIC FISH CATCH 

The May report of the Resources Agency 
of California contains the following break- 
down of the pelagic fish catch: 

January 1-May 31 
Species 10 Yr. Mean P aes 1966 19670 fis66_| 1956-1965 

Louisiana 

SHRIMP SEASON STARTS WELL 

The "inside' shrimp season in Louisiana 
waters, which runs from May 15-July 15, 
was off to a very good start. Dr. Ted Ford 
of the State's Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries said large runs were being reported 
throughout Louisiana waters, the largest 
shrimp nursery in the U. S. 

"Inside" waters are inside lakes, bayous, 
andinlets along the State's shoreline or nurs- 
ery area. Here shrimp grow an inch every 
10 days. 
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Dr. Ford predicted that the 1967 runs 
would make for a bountiful year. He empha- 
sized that the shrimp caught early in the sea- 
son were brown shrimp. The season on white 
shrimp runs from the third week in August to 
December 20. White shrimp are much larger 
than brown and are the profit margin for fish- 
ermen, Dr. Ford said. There is no size limit 
on brown shrimp, but for white it is no small- 
er than 68 to the pound. 

BCF Specialist Agrees 

George Snow of BCF confirmed Dr. Ford's 
optimistic view. In May, Louisiana fisher - 
men marketed 9 million pounds of brown 
shrimp, heads-off weight. The best year in 
the past decade was 1963, when 4.9 million 
pounds were marketed in May. 

While Louisiana's shrimp production is 
the largest in the continental U. S., Snow 
added, more shrimp are marketed in Texas, 
The Texas catch is off Mexico and in part of 
the Sabine River area west of Louisiana. In 
1966, Texas marketed 43.8 million pounds, 
Louisiana 39.6. 

‘Maine 

STATE WILL TEST POLLUTION 
AS POSSIBLE AID TO LOBSTER INDUSTRY 

Maine is expected to receive a $90,000 grant 
from the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration to find out if pollution can 
help the state's troubled lobster industry. 

The first phase of the unusual experiments 
will involve use of "thermal pollution"-- 
heated water discharged from the Central 
Maine Power Co. plant on Yarmouth's Cous- 
ins Island. 

Later phases would include use of treated 
sewage from Yarmouth as food for lobsters, 

Robert L. Dow, director of marine re- 
search for the Maine Department of Sea and 
Shore Fisheries, said the experiments would 
be the Nation! s first in lobster farming and 
in the ''positive use" of thermal pollution. 
He said the recent decline in the Maine lob- 
ster catch has a direct correlation with wa- 
ter temperature in the Gulf of Maine. 
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"According to scientists, there will be 20 
more years of lowtemperatures inthe pres- 
ent cycle,'' Dow said. ''The warmer the wa- 
ter, the better the lobsters grow. Having a 
source of heated water to experiment with 
lobster cultivation is marvelous." 

To Build Reef 

The two-year first phase of the Cousins 
Island project willconsist of building anarti- 
ficial reef and experiments with mixing warm 
water and sea water. 

The artificial reef will be built of stone, 
pieces of ledge, and concrete blocks to pro- 
vide apartments" and a natural habitat for 
the lobsters. SCUBA-diving students from 
Southern Maine Vocational Institute and 
members of the Rural Youth Corps may be 
used to build reef. 

Later phases of the program would in- 
clude experiments with plastic capsules on 
the ocean floor to protect lobster populations 
from their natural enemies, and the use of 
treated sewage from nearby Yarmouth as 
food for lobsters. 

The plastic capsules would have attached 
hoses supplying heated water to protect 
young lobsters from natural enemies. 

Ronald W. Green, commissioner of Sea 
and Shore Fisheries, said his department was 
"excited about the proposal." 

He noted that his department has been in- 
terested in warming sea water for lobster 
growth since the evaluation of the defunct 
Passamaquoddy tidal power study proved its 
feasibility. 

HADDOCK — Ai lean fish, having a firm, 
white meat which can be cooked in any 
fashion. A native of the North Atlantic. 
Season all year. Maximum 20 lb.; average 

Ib. 

Successful completion of the project could 
"increase the value of commercial fisheries 
in Maine," Green added. He said his depart- 
ment would work closely with BCF at Booth- 
bay Harbor. 

Washington 

PACIFIC HAKE FISHERY STARTS WELL 

Hake were becoming more available in the 
fishery off Washington State. By June 1, 17 
trips yielding 549 tons, at ex-vessel value of 
$8,784,, were landed at the Aberdeen plant, 
The rapidly improving picture was evidenced 
by the fact that almost 60 percent of total 
landings of 549 tons were taken by the last 
trip of the Baron," "Recruit," 'Junior,'' and 
"St. Michael," 

Best fishing has been in relatively shallow 
water well within the newly established U. S. 
12-mile fishing zone. Based on previous 
years' experience it is expected that as sea- 
son progresses some of the fish will move 
northward along the Washington coast and in- 
to deeper water. Considerable protection will 
be afforded U. S. fishermen by the 12-mile 
fishing zone, and by agreement with the So- 
viet Union. The latter's vessels will stay sea- 
ward of the 60-fathom bottom depth contour 
line between the Columbia River and Grays 
Harbor. 

GEAR 
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POLLOCK — A native of the North Atlantic. 
A lean fish, with a firm flaky meat, some- 
what darker in color than Cod or Haddock. 
Maximum 50 Ilb.; average weight 12 lb. » 

Oe) 
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BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES PROGRAMS 

North Pacific Fishery Investigations 

WINTER SALMON DISTRIBUTION AND 
OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 
STUDIED BY '"'KELEZ" SCIENTISTS 

The Seattle-based BCF research vessel 
"George B. Kelez'' returned to home port on 
March 27, 1967, after a 9-week cruise in the 

“northeastern Pacific Ocean. It was the Seat- 
tle Biological Laboratory's sixth annual win- 
ter cruise. The main objective was to study 
the winter distribution and abundance of 
salmon in relation to major oceanographic 
features--especially the Alaskan Stream and 
the Alaskan Gyre. The information gained on 
the cruise will be used to develop the labora- 
tory's Bristol Bay forecasting program. 

Fishing and oceanographic stations were 
located along two tracks: south of Cold Bay, 
Alaska, along long. 162° W., from lat. 54° to 
46°05' N. (Jan. 30-Feb. 18) and south from 
Kodiak Island, along long. 155° W. from lat. 
55°18' to 46950! N. (March 4-22). Fishing 
stations were at about 50-mile intervals dur- 
ing the southbound trip along both lines and 
extended beyond the southern range of salmon 
distribution; stations were established at in- 
termediate points on the return north on the 
basis of the oceanographic data. The sequence 
was altered on the western track due to an 
unusually severe storm and generally unfa- 
vorable weather. Nevertheless, 15 sets were 
made along long. 162° W. and 16 along long. 
155° W. Oceanographic stations were located 
at each fishing station and at intermediate 
points. 

The gill-net string was 13 miles long and 
consisted of 32 nets (6 each of 23- and 2-inch 
mesh, and 5 each of 54-, 43-, 3Z-, and 33- 
inch mesh, stretched measure). Nets were 
set between 1930 and 2200 hours and hauled 
about 0800 the following day. 

Salmon Abundance 

Catches were relatively small on both legs 
of the cruise. The combined catch of 765 
salmonids was composed of 631 sockeye, 58 
chum, 1 pink, 69 coho, and 2 chinook salmon, 
and 4 steelhead trout. Salmon were taken 
south of the Alaska Peninsula to about lat. 479 
N. along both cruise tracks. 

An obvious difference in the north to south 
distribution of age .1 (1-winter-at-sea) and 
age .2 and .3 (2- and 3-winters-at-sea) sock- 

eye salmon was apparent from the catches 
(fig. 1). The younger fish were more abun- 
dant south of lat. 50° N. along long. 162° W. 
and were exclusively from stations south of 
lat. 50° N. along long. 155° W., whereas the 
older sockeye salmon were distributed rather 
uniformly. Although sockeye salmon were 
widely distributed from the Alaska Peninsula 
to about lat. 479 N. on both tracks, the other 
species were found exclusively south of lat. 
50° N. Coho salmon were most abundant at 
lat. 47930" N. on long. 162° W. and chum 
salmon at lat. 47957! N. on long. 155° W. 

Oceanographic Conditions 

A new electronic instrument enabled the 
oceanographers to collect more and better 
data and permitted quick interpretation of 
changesgin water characteristics aboard ship. 
With the Hytech!/ model 9006 [salinity, tem- 
perature, depth system (STD)], we obtained 
continuous profiles of temperature and salin- 
ity to depths of 1,500 m. at 41 locations on 
and between the fishing stations (fig. 2). Oth- 
er operations included 28 Nansen bottle casts 
and 116 BT's. The principal currents and 
zones with discrete temperature and salinity 
characteristics are shown schematically in 
figure 3. 

The major current systems in this area 
are the Alaskan Stream, which flows west- 
ward just south of the Alaska Peninsula and 
the Aleutian Islands, and the Subarctic Cur- 
rent, which flows eastward near lat. 47° and 
48° N. The Alaskan Gyreis the boundary area 
of relatively weak flow between these two 
major current systems. A zone of cold wa- 
ter--the Oyashio Extension--is distinguished 
by temperatures below 3.6° C. between 300 
and 400 m.; this cold water drifts slowly east- 
ward from the western North Pacific between 
50° N. and the main axis of the Subarctic Cur- 
rent. Horizontal mixing at depth complicated 
the temperature structure between the Oyashio 
Extension and the Alaskan Gyre. Oceano- 
graphic features varied in extent and detail 
along each track, but showed east-west con- 
tinuity. Similarly, the distribution of age 
groups and species of salmon was consistent 
along both longitudes. 

1/Trade names referred to do not imply BCF endorsement of commercial products. 
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Fig. 1 - Relative abundance of sockeye salmon taken in a standardized unit of gill net (1 shackle each of 2-, 25 - 35 -, 35--, 45-, 

and St -inch mesh nets) by R/V George B. Kelez, January 30-March 22, 1967. 
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A comparison of 1967 data with oceano- 
graphic conditions along long, 155° W. during 
the winter of 1962 (the only other year with 
comparable data) indicated less flow for both 
current systems in 1967. During 1962, much 
more (and slightly warmer) water flowed 
westward in the Alaskan Stream; its mainaxis 
was then about 75 miles farther offshore. 
Also, greater eastward flow in 1962 was sug- 
gested from the wider, lower temperature 
core of the Oyashio Extension. 

S Present oceanographic conditions (fig. 3) 
were compared with fish catches (fig. 1). The 
older (age .2 and .3) sockeye salmon were 
uniformly distributed north to south across 
the major oceanographic features, but the 
southern limit of the species was the axis of 
the Subarctic Current. Nearly all of the 
younger (age .1) sockeye salmon were in the 
Oyashio Extension-Subarctic Current area; 
other salmon species were only in the Sub- 
arctic-Current area. These datasuggest, 
therefore, a preference during the winter of 
certain age groups or species of salmon for 
Ocean areas with a unique environment. 

--By Donovan R. Craddock, Fishery Biologist, 
and W. James Ingraham Jr., Oceanographer, 
BCF Biological Laboratory, Seattle, Wash. 98102 

“Cromwell” Tests 

Midwater Trawl Successfully 

A new midwater trawl was tested success- 
fully on May 10-14 from the research vessel 
"Townsend Cromwell" of BCF's Biological 
Laboratory in Honolulu, reports JohnC. Marr 
Area Director. 

> 

The purpose of the test was to evaluate 
the performance of the new net. Inthe crys- 
tal-clear blue water off Oahu's leeward coast, 
scuba divers could easily see the net travel- 
ing through the water with a perfect config- 
uration. Small pelagic fish swam ahead of the 
net, maintained a speed (about 2 knots) equal 
to the net's for a time, then lagged behind-- 
and eventually ended up inside the }-inch 
mesh bag at the end of the net. In addition to 
capturing over 300 juvenile opelu (Decapturus 
pinnulatus) in one tow, 6 juvenile skipjack 
tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) were taken in all 
7 experimental tows. 
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Results Unexpected and Encouraging 

These results were encouraging but unex- 
pected, says Bruce E, Higgins, Fishery Biol- 
ogist with the Laboratory's Tuna Ecology 
Program. The peak spawning season for skip- 
jack does not start until July in Hawaiian wa- 
ters. Moreover, most trial tows were made 
just beneath the surface during daylight hours 
when the fish, particularly small skipjack, 
might be expected to avoid capture. The fact 
that they did not attests the collecting efficien- 
cy of the new net, which opens up to 40 feet in 
diameter and is 145 feet long. Small mesh 
netting (Z-inch stretched mesh) makes up the 
main part of the net, so that once a fish is in- 
side, escape is difficult. 

The new trawl was designed by Richard L. 
McNeely, Chief, Gear Research Unit, BCF 
Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, 
Seattle, Wash. McNeely and his colleagues 
use their nets to catch anchovy and other pel- 
agic fish. They predict continued success for 
the nets in collecting juvenile tunas. 

Higgins plans to use the new midwater 
trawl in intensive investigation of the distri- 
bution of skipjack and other tunas in space 
and time in Hawaiian waters during July, 
August, and September 1967. He hopes to de- 
vise techniques for collecting juvenile tunas 
with the trawl that will have widespread ap- 
plication. If he achieves this, it willassist in 
solving problems of identifying larval tunas-- 
and delineating spawning areas of various 
racial groups of adult skipjack caught in cen- 
tral and eastern Pacific fisheries. 

YV 

A Vessel and Sled 

Pursue the Precious ''Nehu”’ 

The June 1967 issue of Commercial Fish- 
eries Review reported the efforts of BCF's 
Honolulu-based "Gilbert" to study the behav- 
ior of the "nehu."' This 13 to 3-inch long sil- 
ver anchovy is the major local bait for skip 
jack ( or aku), the State of Hawaii's largest 
commercial fishing industry. 

Following are some photos taken on the 
Gilbert's 100th cruise. 
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Fig. 1 - Sea sled lowered into Hawaiian waters. Fig. 2 - Scuba diver jumps into water to board sled rigged for towing. 

Fig. 3 -J. J. Naughton, BCF Honolulu Laboratory's diving supervisor, and R. M. Fig. 4 - Ocean is scientists! vastest laboratory. 
Gooding, Fishery Biologist, get set to go sledding. (All photos except fig. 6: Warren R. Roll, Honolulu Star-Bulletin.) 

Fig. 5 - This tiny silver fish--nehu--feeds Hawaiian tuna industry. It is the bait. Fig. 6 - Camera used under water in photo by scuba diver. 
(Photo: J. J. Naughton, BCF.) 
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Fig. 7 - Nehu tossed into water, where sled waits to see what they 
do. (Photo: Warren R. Roll, Honolulu Star-Bulletin) 
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Gilbert’ Studies 
Hawaii Swordfish Potential 

BCF's Honolulu-based Charles H. Gilbert 
returned to Kewalo Basin after a month-long 
cruise in Hawaiian waters, reports JohnC. 
Marr, Hawaii Area Director. 

Its primary mission was to determine 
whether the catch rates of broadbill sword- 
fish (Xiphias gladius) by longline fishing in 
Hawaiian waters could be increased substan- 
tially by fishing at night. Presently, the Ha- 
waiian longline or flagline boats catch only a 
small number of swordfishes annually. Big- 
ger catches of swordfishes could help to re- 
vive the flagging local longline fishery. Di- 
rector Marr says this fish is considered a 
delicacy in many places. 

A night longline fishery for broadbill 
swordfish has been based for some time in 
Japan. Off the New England coast, where 
there is a harpoon fishery for swordfish, 
BCF's Gloucester Laboratory reported that 
swordfish were caught by longlines in greater 
quantities at night. 
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Gear Drifted With Currents 

The Gilbert used fishing gear similar to 
gear being used regularly by the local long- 
line fleet. The gear was set about an hour 
before sundown, allowed to drift all night with 
the currents, and hauled in the next morning 
after sunrise. In contrast, the local boats 
usually set and retrieve their gear during 
daylight hours. 

Six swordfish totaling over half a ton were 
caught in 22 fishing operations off Waianae, 
Oahu, and Hilo, Hawaii. The largest weighed 
448 pounds and measured over 10 feet from 
the tip of its snout to its tail. The catchrates 
at night were somewhat better than those 
made by the local longline boats during the 
day. But, judged on the basis of this single 
cruise, the rates were not high enough to 
form the basis of a fishery. 

"Cobb” Finds Hake But No Anchovy 

BCF's John N. Cobb returned to Seattle on 
June 2 after a 19-day exploratory survey for 
hake and northern anchovy in continental shelf 
waters off the Washington-Oregon coasts 
(Cruise No. 87). 

The cruise's primary objectives were to: 
(1) determine distribution, relative abundance, 
and dimensions of hake schools in areas not 
being surveyed and fished by commercial ves- 
sels; (2) determine relative density of these 

schools by sampling with the BCF Universal 
trawl; (3) inform commercial vessels of hake 
concentrations; (4) continue testing the effi- 
ciency of the BCF Universal trawl, particu- 
larly its efficiency in capturing fish located 
on bottom; (5) collect hake and anchovy sam- 
ples for various biological studies being con- 
ducted by the Exploratory Fishing Unit and 
the Biological Laboratory. 

The Methods Used 

Standard echo sounding survey methods, 
supplemented by sonar ranging, were used to 
locate hake schools. Onshore-offshore tran- 
sects were run at oblique angles to the coast. 
The searching effort was confined principally 
to the area between the 15 and 100 fathom iso- 
baths. The coastal area between Cape Flat- 
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tery, Washington, and Heceta Head, Oregon, 

was surveyed, but relatively little time was 
spent inside 50 fathoms in the area between 
Grays Harbor and the Columbia River. As 
many as 8 commercial hake vessels were 
working in this area during the survey period. 

A BCF Universal trawl (23-inch mesh), 
which is constructed to fish both on and off 
bottom, was the onlynetused. It was equipped 
with a $-inch mesh liner in the codend and 
was fished with aluminum hydrofoil doors. 
A dual electrical depth telemetry system was 
used to determine net (footrope) and door 

depths. 

A random sample of hake was processed 
from each haul to determine size (fork length)! 
and sex composition. Samples of hake were 
also collected for stomach analysis. Blood 
was extracted from one sample of hake for 
use ina racial study being conducted by the 
Biological Laboratory. 

Found Hake But No Anchovy 

No anchovy schools were located. Signifi- 
cant concentrations of hake were not found 
except between Grays Harbor and the Colum- 
bia River inside of 50 fathoms. This area 
was cursorily surveyed on May 19 and 20, 
when 4 commercial hake vessels were fish- 
ing. Scattered schools of hake were being 
harvested, but the catch per unit of effort was 
low. About a week later, the catch rates of 
commercial vessels increased sharply; by 
June 1, roughly 1,600,000 pounds of hake had 
been harvested, 

Two hauls were made in the Grays Har- 
bor-Columbia River area. A one-hour haul 
was made along the bottom on moderate-to- 
heavy patches of anchovy-smelt-like sign, 
located southwest of the mouth of Grays Har- 
bor at 49 fathoms. This yielded 1950 pounds 
of whitebait smelt (Allosmerus elongatus), 
and 50 pounds of miscellaneous species. A 
10-minute bottom haul, at 18 fathoms off 
Peacock Spit at the mouth of the Columbia, 
caught 150 pounds of hake for blood samples. 
Moderate-to-heavy fish sign (hake mixed with 
anchovy-smelt sign) was observed, but exces- 
sive tidal currents prevented effective fishing. 

Considerable anchovy-smelt-like sign was 
seen in the Grays Harbor~to-Columbia River 
area but apparently consisted of smelt only. 
With the exception of .5 pound of anchovy in 
the haul off Peacock Spit, no anchovies were 
caught. 

Small concentrations of hake sign were ob- 
served near the 100-fathom contour at the tip 
of the canyon off Willapa Bay, off Cape Look- 
out, Oregon, at 55-58 fathoms, and on Heceta 

Bank between the 40 and 55 fathom contours. 
Two hauls were made on Heceta Bank, and 
one on the sign off Cape Lookout. 

What It Caught 

Off Cape Lookout, a 15-hour haul on light- 
to-moderate sign on bottom, along the 57 
fathom contour, yielded 5500 pounds of hake, 
130 pounds of yellowtail rockfish (Sebastodes 

flavidus), 150 pounds of flatfish, mainly Dover 
sole (Microstomus pacificus) and rex sole 

(Glyptocephalus zachirus), and 35 pounds of 
miscellaneous species. On Heceta Bank, 
Oregon, two 1-hour hauls, one on bottom at 
54 fathoms, and one 1-fathom off the bottom 
at 46 fathoms, were made. In the first haul, 
during which sign was observed on the echo 
sounder for less than 5 minutes, 4500 pounds 
of hake were caught, plus 115 pounds of sole, 
mainly rex sole, and 60 pounds of miscellane- 
ous species. In the haul one fathom off bot- 
tom, 150 pounds of hake and 10 pounds of rex 
sole were taken. No sign was observed dur- 
ing the haul. 

Throughout the cruise, the main purpose 
in making hauls was to test the BCF Univer- 
sal trawl. Very little significant fish sign 
was observed, so evaluation of its species 
composition and density was of secondary 
importance. The trawl appeared to fish ef- 
fectively on bottom with the doors off bottom. 
The footrope chain was noticeably shined 
after each drag, and various flatfish and 
permanently benthic (dwelling on sea bottom) 
invertebrates were caught consistently. An 
example of the net's ability to catch hake 
close to the bottom and not visible on the 
echo sounder was provided by the on-bottom 
haul on Heceta Bank, The towing resistance 
of the Universal trawl, compared to the Cobb 
pelagic trawl, could not be evaluated effect- 
ively. Only a few hauls were made and these 
at different depths and different tidal condi- 
tions (the latter often severe). 

Judgment of the fishing capabilities of the 
Universal trawl, compared to various Cobb 
models, cannot be made--until either con- 
trolled comparative fishing experiments are 
conducted, or until experience now being ob- 
tained by commercial vessels canbe evaluated. 
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“Kaho” Conducts 
LASER Fish Detecting Study 

BCF fishing gear research specialists 
aboard the Kaho completed the initial phase 
of a LASER fish detecting study in Lake 
Michigan off Saugatuck, Michigan, during 
May 8 - 12 (Cruise 40). (LASER means light 
amplification by stimulated emission of ra- 
diation.) The investigation was made in co- 
operation with BCF, Seattle, Washington, and 
Lear Seigler, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

This study is part of BCF efforts to up- 
date systems used by commercial fishing in- 
dustry and research agencies in marine and 
inland waters to detect and measure concen- 
trations of fish. The successful development 
of sucha system would allow high-speed 
scanning of large areas from aircraft or sat- 
ellite because a LASERbeam canpenetrate the - 
air-water interface. Sound or radio signals 
do not have this capability. 

How LASER Used 

The compact LASER system consisted of 
the optical transmitter and receiver mounted 
on a bracket fastened to the superstructure 
of the Kaho (see Fig. 1); the cathode ray tube 
readout unit was in the pilothouse (see Fig. 2). 

= 7 \ 
Fig. 1 - Compact LASER, optical transmitter and receiver, se- 
cured to the superstructure of the R/V Kaho. 

The LASER head was designed to provide a 
10 millijoule, 20 nanosecond pulse at 5,300 
angstroms. The optical configuration con- 
sisted of an 8-inch by 32-inch neodymium 
doped glass rod pumped by a close-coupled 
linear Xenon flashlamp. The signal impulse 
and return were intermittently recorded on 
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film for later study. For comparison pur- 
poses, a high resolution ''white line" echo 
sounder was used to record bottom topogra- 
phy plus fish abundance and distribution. 

a 

Fig. 2 - Oscilloscope with camera attached used to record LASER 
transmitted and reflected impulses. 

All LASER readings were taken while 
drifting, with the unit mounted 12 feet above 
the water. Water turbidity was recorded by 
a secchi disk. 

Results 

The results of this brief preliminary study 
were encouraging enough to warrant further 
investigation, in the laboratory and in the 
field. The deepest penetration, about 105 feet, 
was achieved about 15 miles offshore in 47 
fathoms of water at 2100 hours. The secchi 
disk rading was 9 feet 4 inches in this loca- 
tion at 1930 hours. In shallower water where 
alewife were highly concentrated, penetration 
of about 9 feet was achieved in 7 fathoms. 
Because the LASER system is so sensitive to 
background light and it is difficult to pene- 
trate the severe turbidity inthe inshore wa- 
ters, good fish identifications could not be ob- 
tained. Further tests are planned when wa- 
ters are less turbid and the data obtained 
have been analysed thoroughly. 

Surface water temperature ranged from 
46,0° to 47.0° F, and air temperature from 
45.0° to 52.09 F. during sounding operations. 
Water color varied from dark brown at 6 
fathoms to blue-green at 47 fathoms. 

| 
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“Kaho” Studies Potential 
of Purse and Lampara Seines 

BCF fishing gear specialists aboard the 
R/V Kaho conducted experimental fishing 
operations with a purse seine and a lampara 
seine in southern Lake Michigan for 6 weeks 
between April 10 and May 26, 1967 (Cruises 
39 and 40). The seines are being studied to 
learn their potential for the more economic 
harvest of the prolific alewife, which now 
dominates the fish population of Lake Michi- 
gan. The specialists also tested a mercury 
vapor light for concentrating fish during 
darkness. 

The experiments were conducted off Gary, 

Indiana jand) Saugatuck) Michigan.) Some lata) fig. 2 Puring 1) S00 tose modified mesh aden eametsemetabosra 
para seine trials were carried out aboard the R/V Kaho. 
Chambers Bros. ,a converted Lake Michi- 

gan trawler that cooperated in the experi- 
ments. Fish concentrations were monitored 
with a high resolution ''white line" echo 
sounder, 

Prolonged strong northerly winds the past 
spring severely limited the number of days 
suitable for open water seining and also 
caused alewife schools to move off shore into 
deeper waters. Although catches were gen- 
erally small, the vessel and crew handled 
nets and equipment competently by end of 
cruises. 

How Experiments Were Conducted 

Fishing equipment tested included a modi- 
fied menhaden purse seine 1,500 feet long by : aie iy. : 
90 feet deep (Figs. 1, 2 & 3) and a lampara ee Bee pen eet eae menbaden purse) eine 
seine 1,000 feet long by 35 feet deep (Figs. : 
4,5 &6). A 400-watt mercury vapor light 

R B 

Fig. 1 - 1,500 foot modified menhaden purse seine and allied Fig. 4 - Setting 1,000 foot lampara seine from commercial trawl- 

gear aboard R/V Kaho, er Chambers Bros, 



Fig. 5 - Fishing lampara seine using Suberkrub type doors to spread 
net from commercial trawler Chambers Bros. 

Fig. 6 - Retrieving lampara seine aboard commercial trawler 
Chambers Bros. 

light (32,000 foot candle power) was used with 
the lampara seine operations at night. 

Experimental fishing tests of the purse 
seine were inconclusive because the tests 
were limited by weather conditions and dis- 
persed fish schools. 

Fishing experiments with the lampara 
seine included towing it with special spread- 
ing devices and setting it in the conventional 
circular pattern, Devices used for spread- 
ing the seine in the towing trials included 
V-shaped aluminum trawl doors, fitted with 
trawl floats for buoyancy and Suberkrub- 
type midwater doors, 4 by 8 feet, made from 
#-inch marine plywood. 

Setting and towing the lampara seine 
"trawl fashion'' resulted in the bunt end 
closing from its normal vertical opening of 
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35 feet to only 4 feet. The modified V-alum- 
inum trawl doors with floats gave about 40 
feet spread with 200 feet of warp. The Suber- 
krub-type midwater doors gave about 83 feet 
spread with 200 feet of warp. 

Best catch results with the lampara seine 
were achieved at night; the gear was set in 
the conventional circular fashion. Before 
setting the seine, the 32,000 foot candle mer- 
cury vapor light was turned on for 30 minutes 
to attract alewife. The lamp was then turned 
off and the seine set around a drifting buoy 
mounted with a propane gas light. One haul 
of the seine using this method yielded 900 
pounds of alewife. It was not possible to 
compare the effectiveness of lampara seining 
with and without the lights because the weather 
interfered. Echo sounder recordings revealed 
nothing about the reaction of fish to the light. 

Echo Sounding Surveys 

Large bottom schools of alewife were de- 
tected at 7 fathoms and shallower from Ben- 
ton Harbor, Michigan, to Gary, Indiana, on 
April 16, On April 28, large concentrations 
were located in the same depth range off 
Gary and Saugatuck. 

U. S. Fishery Products 

Will Be Shown At Cologne Fair 

The U.S. will show its fishery products at 
the world's premier food fair--the one in 
Cologne, Germany, September 30-October 8, 
1967. This biennial fair draws about 2,500 

exhibitors and 250,000 trade and public visi- 
tors from 5 continents. The 1965 fair includ- 
ed exhibitors from 60 countries and 45 offi- 
cial national displays. It was the first over- 
seas exhibition in which BCF took part. As 
a result of it, more than $300,000 of U. S. 
fishery products were sold. 

During the first 2 years of BCF's Foreign 
Trade Expansion Program, U.S. fishery prod- 
ucts have been displayed, sampled, and pro- 
moted at 11 food trade fairs in 6 western 
European countries. 

Information about the fair maybe obtained 
from the Office of International Trade Promo- 

tion, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
20240. agent _/ 
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European Oysters 
Cultured for U. S. Research 

In March, researchers at BCF's Milford, 
Conn., laboratory obtained a setting of Euro- 
pean oysters in tanks from artificial spawn- 
ing of adults in mid-January. The original 
oysters were imported from Holland 15 years 
ago and have been maintained at the labora- 
tory through annual spawning of mature adults. 

Researchers throughout the U.S. use oys- 
ters cultured at Milford to study growth and 
survival under different environments. This 
long-term program demonstrates the degree 
to which some species can be maintained un- 
der controlled conditions. 

Lake Trout Return 

to Same Spawning Reef 

Tagging experiments in Lake Superior 
show that adult lake trout disperse widely be- 
tween spawning seasons--but return to the 
same spawning reef each year. The experi- 
ments were conducted by biologists of BCF's 
Ann Arbor, Mich., Biological Laboratory. 

They also report that sea lamprey control 
produced substantial gains in the abundance 
index of legal trout in 1966. Natural produc- 
tion of lake trout now is augmenting hatchery 
releases, 

MSX Still Found 

in Chesapeake Bay Oysters 

Scientists of BCF's Oxford (Md.) laboratory 
found Minchinia nelsoni (MSX) in oysters they 
took from Eastern Bay (Md.) in March. This 
pathogen never has been reported so far north 
in Chesapeake Bay. 

Oysters from nearby areas did not contain 
the blight. Holland Straits, Kedges Straits, 
Fishing Bay, Honga River, and Potomac 
River continue to have high prevalence. 

This latest finding does not indicate a 
significant change. But the disease remains 
a serious threat to middle Bay oysters, de- 
spite last year's seeming remission. 

CF 

Investigates Blue Crab Mortalities 

Blue crab mortality in a stretch of the 
South Atlantic from Charleston, South Caro- 
lina, to Sapelo Island, Georgia, brought re- 
quests of BCF to investigate the cause. Re- 
searchers at BCF laboratories began analyz- 
ing samples for pesticide residues and other 
possible causes of mortality. Two biologists 
were sent to the area to assist the affected 
states. 

This general area experienced heavy blue 
crab mortality last year. It was attributed to 
bacterial infection of the gills. This year's 
mortality appears to be caused by the same 
disease and to be more serious. 

Prepares 

"Outdoor Fish Cookery” Materials 

BCF's National Marketing Services Office 
prepared an 8-page brochure for use by the 
Agricultural Cooperative Extension Services. 
The publication is one of many materials 
developed by BCF for the Government-Indus- 
try ‘Outdoor Fish Cookery" campaign. 

The brochure includes information on 
buying fishery products, tips for barbecuing, 
and 6 recipes on outdoor fish cookery. 

Retail merchandising flyers and retail ad 
inserts also were developed to stimulate and 
helpthe managers ofretailstores and seafood 
countermen in the campaign. Several national 
retail food chains will use these materials 
during the campaign. 



FEDERAL ACTIONS 

Commerce Department 

PUBLISHES PROPOSED PROCEDURES 
UNDER FAIR PACKAGING 
AND LABELING ACT 

The Department of Commerce published in 
the ''Federal Register" of May 23 a''Notice of 
Proposed Rule Making" under the Fair Pack- 
aging and Labeling Act of 1966. 

The Commerce Department does not have 
responsibility or authority under the Act to 
issue regulations governing the packaging or 
labeling practices of private industry. Butit 
does have responsibility and authority to: 

(1) Determine whether there is "undue pro- 
liferation'' (excessive growth) of weights, 
measures, or quantities in whichany consum- 
er commodity is being distributed in packages 
for retail sale, which''impairs the reasonable 
ability ofconsumers to make value com- 
parisons." 

(2) Request manufacturers, packers, and 
distributors--where a determination of undue 
proliferationhas been made--to help develop 
a voluntary product standard under procedures 
governing the Department's voluntary stand- 
ards program, 

(3) Recommend to Congress whether legis - 
lation providing regulatory authority should be 
enacted. The Department would do this if, 
after one year from date private industry was 
asked to develop a voluntary product standard, 
the Department determines that a standard will 
not be published, or be observed if published. 

How Department Would Proceed 

When the Department receives information 
about undue proliferation--and finds good 
cause for action exists--it will begin inquiry 
to find facts. 

It will publish a notice of the inquiry--in- 
cluding a description of the consumer com- 
modity--and give the public a chance to sub- 
mit data or statements. 

The Department of Commerce would pub- 
lish a proposed determination whether there 
is undue proliferation. After that, interested 
persons could request an oral hearing. A 

final determination would be published. 
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Interior Department 

NEW TUNA REGULATIONS ANNOUNCED 

Amended regulations for taking yellowfin 
tuna from the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean 
were published in the ''Federal Register" on 
June 23, 1967, by the Director, BCF. 

The announcement explained that the ex- 
perience gained since the adoption of the reg- 
ulations (effective September 15, 1966) had 
shown a need for minor revisions to clarify 
their scope and intent and to make them more 

effective. 

The new yellowfin tuna regulations involve 
changes in sections on: (1) Definitions (par. 
"ny" -="closed season"); (2) Basis and purpose; 
(3) Open season; (4) Restrictions applicable 
to fishing vessels; (5) Restrictions applicable 
to cargo vessels; and (6) Reports and record 
keeping. 

OK OK 

PROPOSES REGULATIONS FOR GRANTING 
U. S. FUNDS TO CONTROL JELLYFISH 

On June 13, Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart L. Udall announced proposed regula- 
tions for granting Federal matching funds to the 
States to control jellyfish, floating seaweeds, 
and other pests. Congressisconsidering a 
$100,000 appropriation for fiscal year 1968. 

Under the regulations, priority will be giv- 
en to projects having ''an immediate effect" 
on jellyfish, often called sea nettles, or float- 
ing seaweed. Payments will be made to states 
as work "progresses and is completed." 

The Jellyfish Act of 1966 authorized U. S. 
financial assistance to States to protect fish 
and shellfishresources and recreational areas 
in U. S, and Puerto Rican coastal waters from 
jellyfish. 

The program, administered by BCF, will 
fund specific research projects in the coastal 
States. It will encourage cooperative agree- 
ments between States to carry out the law's 
objectives. 

A Notice of Proposed Rule Making setting 
procedures to be used by the Secretary of the 
Interior in providing financial assistance was 
published inthe ''Federal Register" June 13. 

a 
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Labor Department 

NEW WAGE RATES FOR TUNA CANNERIES 
IN AMERICAN SAMOA RECOMMENDED 

A review of minimum wage rates under the 
Fair Labor Standards Act for all industries 
in American Samoa, including tuna canneries, 
was recently conducted by Special Industry 
Committee No. 7 for American Samoa appointed 
by the Secretary of Labor. 

Following investigation and public hearings, 
the committee's report containing findings and 
recommendations was filed with the Adminis - 
trator of the Wage and Hour and Public Con- 
tracts Division, Department of Labor. 

Slight Increase for Cannery Workers 

Tuna canneries were included in the hear - 
ings because the minimum wage for tuna can- 
neries in American Samoa is less than the 
mainland's. The committee recommended that 
minimum wage for employes in fish canning 
and processing andcan manufacturing be in- 
creased from present $1.00 an hour to $1.05 
an hour, effective June 24,1967, and to $1.10 
on June 24, 1968. 

The recommendations were published in 
the ''Federal Register,"’ June 8, 1967. 

Corps of Engineers 

A DENIAL OF DREDGE-AND- 
FILL PERMIT IS CONTESTED 

In March 1967, the District Office of the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers in Jackson- 
ville, Florida, denied a permit for dredging 
and filling in Boca Aega Bay, Pinellas Coun- 
ty. Its reason was that the operation would 
be harmful to the area's fish and wildlife re- 
sources, 

On May 11, the company that had requested 
the permit filed suit in Federal District Court 
in Tampa to order the Corps to issue the per - 
mit. The company questions the conserva- 
tion grounds for denying the permit. More 
important, it questions the Corps! authority 
to deny a permit under the Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act, 

The Corps intends to fight the case. It 
has asked the Fish and Wildlife Service to 
supply expert testimony. A court hearing 
will be held later this summer. 

2) 

CANNING OF FISHERY PRODUCTS PREVENTS 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SPOILAGE 

"The canning of fishery products in hermetically-sealed, heat-sterilized 
containers has for its objective the prevention of spoilage through microbio- 
logical action. Fresh, dried, salted, or smoked fishery products may be ren- 
dered unfit for use by a wide variety of causes, but to protect canned fishery 
products careful consideration must be given to microorganisms which are 
the cause of putrefaction or spoilage under ordinary circumstances. 

'\Vicroorganisms, as the name indicates, are a class of living things too 
small to be seen except by the aid of a high-powered microscope. They are 
unicellular; that is, eachlife cell is a separate and complete organism, though 

they may be joined in chains or masses. Microorganisms are intermediate 
between plant and animal life, some almost plants, other animals. They are 
divided into three general groups: yeast, molds, and bacteria." 

--"Principles and Methods in Canning of Fishery Products," 
Research Report No.7, p. 15, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 



INTERNATIONAL 
U.S.-Japan Agree on Fishing 

in U.S. Contiguous Zone 

U. S. and Japanese delegations adjourned 
discussions on May 9 after agreeing on the 
nature and extent of Japanese fishing off the 
U. S. coast. The agreement provides: 

1, Japan will take necessary measures to 
ensure that her nationals and vessels fish only 
in the waters listed below, which are contigu- 
ous to the U. S. territorial sea and extend to 
12 nautical miles from the baseline from which 
the U. S. territorial sea is measured. 

(1) (i) Crab fishing off the Pribilof Islands. 

(ii) Dragnet and long-line fishing: 

(A) off the Bering Sea coast of the Aleutian Islands: 

(a) between 166945! and 173° W. longitude; 
between 174° and 174940! W. longitude; 
and west of 176° W. longitude; 

(b) from March 1 through August 31: 
between 173° and 174° W. longitude; 
and between 174°40! and 176° W. longitude; 

(c) from December 1 through May 31: 
between 165° and 166°45! W. longitude. 

(B) off the Pacific coast of the Aleutian Islands: 

(a) between 169° and 173° W. longitude; 
and west of 178930! W. longitude; 

(b) from March 1 to August 31 inclusive: 
between 166° and 169° W, longitude; 
and between 173° and 178°30! W. longitude. 

(C) off the Pribilof Islands, 

(iii) Tuna fishing in all waters, except off U. S. mainland 
(including Alaska), Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Pan- 
ama Canal Zone, and Hawaii, Maui, Molokai, Oahu, 
Kauai, Lanai, and Niihau of the Hawaiian Islands, 

(iv) Whaling in all waters off Alaskan coast, except off 
Pacific coast between 150° and 163° W. longitude. 

(2) Loading operations: 

(i) On east side of Kayak Island in Alaska between 599520 
and 59°56! N, latitude west of 143°53' W. longitude, 
and on west side of Kayak Island between 59°56 and 
60° N, latitude. 

(ii) On west side of Sanak Island in Alaska in waters bounded 
on north by 54°36! N, latitude, on south by 54°26! N. 
latitude, on west by 163°05' W. longitude, and on 
east by 162°40! W, longitude, 

2. Nothing in arrangements prejudices 
claims of either Government concerning ju- 
risdiction of a coastal state over fisheries. 
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3. The arrangements will become effective 
May 9, 1967, and continue until December 31, 
1968. In one instance, the end of effective 
date will be May 31, 1969--for dragnet and 
long-line fishing off Bering Sea Coast of Aleu- 
tian Islands, between 165° and 166945" W. 
longitude, 

The 2 Governments will meet before De- 
cember 31, 1968, to review the operation of 
the arrangements and to decide on future ones. 

Also, the representatives reached under - 
standing concerning certain restrictions on 
Japanese fishing beyond the U.S. 12-mile zone, 
and on Japanese fishing for salmon within the 
12-mile zone in the WesternAleutian area. 
(U. S. Embassy, Tokyo, May 19, 1967.) 

= 

Mexico and U.S. Discuss 

Jurisdiction Over Marine Fisheries 

Representatives of Mexico and the U. S., 
meeting in Washington May 15-25, discussed 
the recent changes their nations made inlaws 
relating to jurisdiction over marine fisheries 
within the contiguous zone off their territorial 
seas. They discussed the conditions under 
which U. S, fishermen may be permitted to 
continue their traditional fisheries in that 
zone, 

The Mexican law establishes an exclusive 

fisheries zone between 9 and 12 miles off the 

coasts. It provides, under certain conditions, 
that foreign fishermen may continue their tra- 
ditional fishing within that zone for 5 years 
beginning 1968. 

High-Level Representatives 

The Mexican delegation was headed by the 
Ambassador to the U.S., Dr. Hugo B. Margain; 
it included Ambassador Dr. Oscar Rabasa, 
Legal Adviser to the Secretariat of Foreign 
Relations, Capt. C. G. Gilberto Lopez Lira, 
Secretariat of the Navy, and Dr. Jorge Echaniz 
R., Director General of Fisheries, Secretariat 
of Industry and Commerce. 
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The U. S. delegation was headed by Ambas-= 
sador Donald L. McKernan, Special Assistant 
for Fisheries and Wildlife to the Secretary of 
State; it included H. E. Crowther, Director, 
U. S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Ray- 
mund T. Yingling, Legal Adviser for Special 
Functional Problems, Department of State, 
and William M, Terry, Assistant Director for 
International Affairs, BCF. Both delegations 
were assisted by advisers representing their 
Pacific and Gulf Coast industries. 

Prepare Joint Report 

The areas of agreement, reservations, and 
suggestions are incorporated into a joint re- 
port to the Governments. The report contains 
points that can be a basis for continuing tra- 
ditional fishing by nationals of each country 
within the exclusive fishery zone of the other 
country during a limited period. (Department: 
of State, Washington, D, C. May 25, 1967.) 

U.S.-Honduras 

Fishing Negotiations Begin 

Delegations of Honduras and the U. S. be- 
gan discussions to reach agreement on fish- 
ery problems in waters of the Atlantic Ocean, 
Negotiations centered on continuing tradition- 
al U. S. fishing in areas of exclusive Hondur- 
an fisheries jurisdiction within 12 miles of 
the latter's coast. 

The discussions began in Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras. A U.S. proposal formulated as a 
basis for these discussions is being studied 
by Honduras. The discussions will continue 
at a time and place agreed upon by the Gov=- 
ernments, (U.S, Department of State, May 
8, 1967.) 
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U. S. Approves IATTC 

1967 Yellowfin Tuna Limit 

On May 11, the U. S. Secretary of the In- 
terior approved recommendations by the 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
(IATTC) pertinent to yellowfin tuna fishing in 
the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean during 
1967. On June 16, U.S. Secretary of State 
also approved them. The notice of approval 
was published in the ''Federal Register" on 
June 20, 

The recommendations were part of a reso- 
lution adopted by IATTC at its annual meet- 
ing in San Jose, Costa Rica, April 4-6. 

The Commission recommended action to: 

1, Establish a catch limit (quota) on the 
total catch of yellowfin tuna for calendar 1967 
of 84,500 short tons from the regulatory area 
defined by the Commission on May 17, 1962. 

2. Reserve part of that quota to allow for 
incidental catches of tuna vessels when fish- 
ing for other species in regulatory area after 
unrestricted fishery for yellowfin tuna has 
been closed. 

3. Close the fishery during 1967 when 
quantity already caught, plus expected catch 
by vessels at sea with authority to fish with- 
out restriction, reaches 84,500 short tons-- 
less the portion reserved for incidental catch- 
es. Such closing date would be determined by 
Director of Investigations. 

Vessels would be permitted to enter the area 
after closure of the yellowfin tuna fishery with 
permission to fish only for other species. But 
they would be allowed toland not more than 15 
percent by weight of yellowfin tuna in the catch 
of all marketable species caught within regu- 
latory area during closed season, 

RSY 
FAO and BCF Schedule 

Conference on Research Craft 

The Second Technical Conference on Fish- 
ery Research Craft will be held in Seattle, 
Wash., December 11-15, 1967. The UN's 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and 
the U. S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries are 
cosponsors. The theme willbe modern fishery 
research craft with emphasis on unusual ad- 
vanced and integrated vessels. Special at- 
tention will be given to problems in data col- 
lection and processing. 

A ''call for papers ''. was issued May 1, 
Contributors were asked to concentrate on 
problems and their solutions rather than on 
descriptions of vessels. The provisional 
agenda lists these topics for discussion: (1) 
craft requirements in relation to type of re- 
search activities; (2) craft requirements in 
relation to conditions of operation; (3) design 
and construction of fishery research vessels; 
(4) arrangements and fixed equipment on 
board; (5) operational problems; (6) cost per 
day/scientific output efficiency; (7) use of 
other craft for fishery research; and (8) trends. 



World Fish Meal Production 
Declines Slightly 

World fish meal production in January- 
March 1967 showed a small decline from the 
1966 period. Peruvian output was below the 
high level of early 1966. Chilean production 

also was down. South African production 
gained substantially. 

Most principal countries producing fish 
meal submit data to the International Asso- 
ciation of Fish Meal Manufacturers monthly 
(see table). 

1967 1966 1967 1966 

8 O4d OOo. 6 (Metric Tons). ...... 
4,953) 17,854 
6,565 13,917 

Mar. 

1, 100 3, 300 
7,088 17,721 

512 1/ 1,051 

cy) 1/ iY 
342 1, 346 768 

10,681] 20,568} 26,437 
4, 359 13, 320 8,788 
3, 805 1/ 13,484 

11,376} 22,513 | 24,206 
57,590} 96,522] 90,175 

194, 309 | 560,642 | 616,019 

32,595 86,796 | 54,276 
375 1,125 1,125 

13,521} 45,120] 74,062 

y y y 
349,171 

1/Data not available. 
lote: At present, Japan does not report production to the Inter- 
national Association of Fish Meal Manufacturers on a monthly 
basis. In 1965, Japanese production of fish meal was 356, 000 
metric tons, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization 
Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, 1965" vol. 21. 

Antarctic Whale Oil Output 

Declines in 1966/67 Season 

Production of baleen whale oil in the 1966/67 
Antarctic pelagic season, which began Decem= 
ber 12, 1966, and ended April 7, 1967, is es- 
timated at 71,155 short tons. This compares 
with 83,955 and 158,244 tons in 1965/66 and 
1964/65, respectively. 

Production data for sperm whale oil are 
not yet complete, but output by Japan and 
Norway declined 16 percent. Total produc- 
tion likely will be markedly below the 59,232 
tons produced in 1964/65. 
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Production of Whale Oil in the Antarctic wees sae 

Baleen Oil Participating 
Country 

34,222 44,589 
4/22° 035 21,317 

14, 898 18, 049 

71, 155 83,955 

1/Converted from original unit at rate of 
374.78 pounds of oil, per barrel. 

2/Including catch of sperm whales north of latitude 40° S, on 
voyage to and from Antarctic. 

3/Preliminary. 
4/Estimate based on catch of 1,069 blue whale units, with 

assumed outtum of 110 barrels of oil per blue whale unit. 
5/Not available. 
Source: 'Norwegian Whale Gazette," Oslo. 

Japan .... 
SovietUnion® 
Norway ... 

170 kilograms, or 

Blue Whale Catch 

The total Antarctic catch this season 
amounted to 3,503 blue whale units (BWU). 
Based on official figures, baleen whale oil 
output by Japan declined. Norway's output 
also declined as a result of reduced oilyield 
per BWU caught. Russian output is estimated 
to have increased; however, actual produc- 
tion has not yet been reported officially. 

During the 1966/67 Antarctic pelagic sea- 
son, 9 factoryships and 120 catcher boats 
were in operation--1 factoryship less and 8 
catcher boats less than in the previous sea- 
son. (''Foreign Agriculture,'' May 29, 1967, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture.) 

es 

Polish-FAO Cooperation in Fisheries 

Paul Lamartine-Yates, Deputy Director 
General for Europe of the UN's Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), talked with 
Polish officials April 27-May 3 about FAO- 
Polish cooperation in fishery matters, They 
discussed in particular technical assistance 
by FAO to organize Polish deep-sea fishing 
and to construct in Polish shipyards fishing 
vessels for developing countries. (''Trybuna, 
Ludu,"’ May 3, 1967.) 

In 1966, Poland asked the United Nations 
Development Program (Special Fund) for 
US$1.2 million to assist in establishing a''re= 
search center for high-seas fisheries."’ The 
funds would be used to expand the facilities 
and programs of the Marine Fisheries Insti- 
tute at Gdynia. 

0 = 
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Japan and USSR 

Extend Kelp Agreement 

A 2-year extension of the Japan-USSR kelp 
agreement was signed in Moscow on May 15, 
1967, by the president of the Japan Fisheries 
Society and the Soviet Chief of the Interna- 
tional Bureau, Fisheries Ministry. Theagree- 
ment, concluded in 1963, permits Japanese 
fishermen to collect kelp inthe Nemuro Strait 
off Shigunarinui Island (Kuril Islands, north- 
east of Hokkaido) during the season--June 10- 
September 30. The Japan Fisheries Society 
will pay kelp harvesting fees of 12,000 yen 
(US$33.34) per vessel to the Soviet fisheries 
agency. ("Nihon Suisan Shimbun," May 17, 
1967.) 

Mexico and Poland Talk Trade 

Poland has proposed to sell several tuna 
vessels to Mexico and also the machinery for 
a plant to process the fish. In return, Poland 
would agree to purchase at world market 
prices all the processed fish. The vessels 
would be constructed in Poland and the proc- 
essing machinery and equipment for the plant 
would be acquired by Poland from Czechoslo- 
vakia. Selection of the plant site and other 
details of the proposal were studied by mem- 
bers ofa Polish team and Mexican technicians. 
(U. S. Embassy, Mexico.) 

N 

South Korea to Invest 

in Malaysian Fisheries 

South Korea and Malaysia have agreed to 
promote joint fishery ventures, and the for- 
mer has promised technical assistance, The 
first venture reportedly will begin this year. 

The agreement followed a visit during 
April 16-21 by a 13-man Malaysian Fisher- 
ies Team led by the Minister of Agriculture 
and Cooperatives. For Korea, negotiations 
were directed by the Minister of Agriculture 
and Forestry. (Joint communiqué issued 
April 21, 1967.) 

Romania Participates in 

ICNAF Meeting for First Time 

Four representatives of the Romanian So- 
cialist Republic attended the 17th Annual 
Meeting of ICNAF in Boston in early June 
1967. They were led by eng. Constantin 
Nicolau, Secretary General of the Romanian 
Ministry of Food Industries, which has ju- 
risdiction over both fresh-water and marine 
fishing industries. 

Romania began fishing in subarea 5 
(Georges Bank) of ICNAF in 1965 with 2 large 
stern factory trawlers purchased in Japan in 
1964, The same two trawlers (the ''Galati" 
and the ''Costanta"') alternated in fishing on 
Georges Bank from June to October 1966. 
The catch was mostly herring. 
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Japanese Vessel Seized 

by New Zealand 

A Japanese fishing vessel was seized on 
April 27 by a New Zealand patrol boat ona 
charge of violating territorial waters. On 
April 29, the vessel was fined 22 pounds 10 
shillings (US$63) and her catches confiscated. 
The vessel reportedly was fishing beyond the 
3-mile sea limit--about 8 miles from the coast. 
("Shin Suisan Shimbun Sokuho,'' May 2, 1967.) 

Japan and New Zealand 

Agree on 12-Mile Fishery Zone 

The Japan-New Zealand talks concerning 
the latter's 12-mile exclusive fishery zone, 
which opened in Wellington May 22, reached 
a settlement on June 3. 

The agreement reportedly provides for 
continued Japanese long-line sea bream fish- 
ing within the 12-mile zone at the present 
scale (15-16 vessels a year) for 4 years; she 
will cease voluntarily in the fifth year. 

In the early stage of negotiations, Japan 
also had sought recognition of her trawl fish- 
ing inside New Zealand's claimed waters but 
later withdrew this claim because of the rela- 
tive insignificance of the catches there. 
("'Suisan Tsushin,'' June 7, 1967.) 
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Soviets Protest Argentine 

200-Mile Maritime Limits 

"Rybnoe Khoziaistvo,'' official organ of the 
Soviet Ministry of Fisheries, carried a 2- 
page lead editorial in its March issue attack- 
ing the Argentine Government for extending 
its maritime jurisdiction to 200 miles. One 
paragraph linked the Argentine action to that 
of other South American countries: "After 
World War II certain capitalist countries be- 
gan making unilateral attempts to extend their 
_jurisdiction over areas of the highseas. These 
claims were not recognized by the over- 
whelming majority of other states andin many 
cases brought sharp protests. Unfortunately, 
this practice has not ceased even at present." 

The editorial said that Argentina (1)signed 
all four 1958 Geneva Conventions and is now 
reneging; (2) adopted the new Law and its De- 

cree hastily, and that the two contradict each 
other. 

Soviet Captain Fined in British Court 

On April 29, 1967, the British Fisheries 
Enforcement vessel ''Belton'' detained the 
Soviet medium fishing trawler 'SRT-3137" 
and its crew for fishing illegally within the 
British 12-mile fisheries zone. The Soviet 

vessel was observed fishing 9.8 miles off 
Sumburgh Head (Shetland Islands). 

In Lerwick court, the Soviet captain said 
that he had thought he was fishing 17 miles 
from the shore. He blamed the mistake on 
his broken radar set, which had forced him 
to take radio-direction bearings. He was able 
to support his contention with excerpts from 
the vessel's log. He added that he had not 
really been fishing but only exploring for the 
Latvian Fishing Fleet, to which his vessel 
belongs. In view of these mitigating circum- 
stances, and because this was the first time 
in 16 years of Soviet fishing off the Shetland 
Islands that a Soviet vessel had violated British 
fishery laws, the captain was fined only 50 
British pounds. Neither gear nor catch was 
confiscated. (''Fishing News," May 12, 1967.) 
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Asian Tuna Conference 

Is Reported Productive 

The 2-day Asian tuna conference held in 
Tokyo May 30-31 attracted over 40 repre- 
sentatives from South Korea, Formosa, Oki- 
nawa, and Japan, They discussed production, 
price, marketing, consumption, management, 
labor, regulations, and administrative poli- 
cies. National positions on various issues 
were Clarified. The atmosphere was friendly 
and cooperative. The conference was initiated 
by NIKKATSUREN, the Japan Federation of 
Tuna Fishermen's Cooperative Associations. 

The participants agreed to meet annually 
and picked Formosa for next year's meeting. 

Discussion of the tuna price problem drew 
considerable attention. NIKKATSUREN pro- 
posed that this problem be considered from 
the standpoint of cooperating on all tuna ex- 
ports, but South Korea and Formosa insisted 
on limiting discussions to tuna prices at 
American Samoa, Espiritu Santo, and the Fi- 
ji Islands. It was agreed to appoint an 8-man 
study group (2 members from each country) 
to look into prices in the Pacific, Atlantic, 
and IndianOceanareas. The group was sched- 
uled to hold its first meeting on June 3, 1967. 
The South Koreans, Formosans, and Okina- 
wans voiced strong dissatisfaction over the 
present price setting method at American 
Samoa, where only Japanese trading firms 
negotiate prices with U.S. packers. They 
urged that the producers! wishes be reflected 
more strongly in those negotiations. 

Conservation Discussed 

Conservation of tuna resources was em- 
phasized by NIKKATSUREN. South Korea and 
Formosa, while recongizing need to protect 
the resources, took a negative attitude toward 
adopting conservation measures immediately. 
However, all participants agreed to cooperate 
in resource investigations and to exchange 
data. 

Discussions of production and marketing 
revealed that South Korea, Formosa, and Oki- 

nawa, whose tuna production is increasing 
annually, do not have their own sales organiza- 
tion or overseas outlets. They export through 
Japanese trading firms or other agents. They 
expressed interest in forming an organization 
that would give them greater independence in 
sales, 
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Tuna production and exports in 1966 by 
South Korea, Formosa, and Okinawa, as well 

as the size of their tunafleets, are shown be- 
low. ("Suisan Keizai Shimbun, ''June 1 & 2, 
1967, and other sources. ) 

Yellowfin Tuna Fishery 
Closed June 24 

The 1967 yellowfin tuna fishery in the east- 
ern Pacific was closed at noon June 24, re- 
ported Gerald V. Howard, BCF Regional Di- 
rector, Terminal Island, Calif. The action 
was taken to implement recommendations of 
the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commis-~ 
sion, at its annual meeting in April, for a 
catch quota from the eastern Pacific of 84,500 
tons for 1967. On June 20, the Commission's 
Director, Dr. J. L. Kask, recommended to the 
nations affected that the closure become ef- 
fective on June 24, Member governments are 
the U. S., Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama, and 
Ecuador, Japan and Canada are cooperating 
in the program, 

On June 19, the yellowfin tuna catch was 
about 68,671 tons. A closure must become 
effective before the quota is reached to allow 
for catches yet to be made by vessels at sea 
when it occurs, and for incidental catches of 
yellowfin. Fishermen leaving after closure 
will be permitted an incidental catch of yel- 
lowfin tuna not to exceed 15 percent by weight 
of all marketable fishes taken on a fishing 
trip. 

The yellowfin fishery also operated under 
mota in 1966 as part of the Commission's 

conservation program to rebuild the yellow- 
fin tuna population to maximum production, 
Enforcement of the U. S. regulations is under- 
taken jointly by BCF and California's Depart- 
ment of Fish and Game. 
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Asian Fishery-Oceanography 
Experts Meet 

Thailand, South Viet Nam, and Indonesia 
are planning to launch a cooperative study 
of the food resources of the southern part 
of the South China Sea, reports John C. Marr, 
BCF Area Director, Hawaii. 

The shallow portion of the sea is believed 
to hold immense resources of valuable bot- 
tomfishes, It isnot intenselyfished at present. 

Marr returned last month from a meeting 
in Bangkok, Thailand, of the International Co- 
ordination Group of the Cooperative Study of 
the Kuroshio and Adjacent Regions (CSK). 
Marr is the U. S. National Coordinator for 
CSK and was elected CSK Assistant Interna- 
tional Coordinator for Fisheries in 1965. 

CSK, which began operations in 1964, is 
conducted under the auspices of UNESCO's 
Office of Oceanography with assistance for 
the fisheries phase of the project from the 
UN's Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO). CSK is a study of the western Pacif- 
ic Ocean that has employed ships and scien- 
tists from several nations in special research 
activities, 

The decision of Thailand, South Viet Nam, 
and Indonesia to conduct the survey was in- 
fluenced by recommendations of the Indo- 
Pacific Fisheries Council in Honolulu in Oc- 
tober 1966, 

Meeting Well Attended 

Represented at the Bangkok meeting were 
China, Japan, Korea, Phillippines, USSR, 
United Kingdom (Hong Kong), United States, 
Viet Nam, Singapore, and Thailand, This 
was the first meeting since the last two na- 
tions joined CSK. Indonesia sent observers 
and indicated its intention to join CSK in the 
near future. Dr. Kiyoo Wadati, Japanese 
meteorologist and International Coordinator 
for CSK, presided. 

Marr extended an invitation from the U. S. 
to hold the next CSK meeting in Honolulu at 
the East-West Center of the University of 
Hawaii. He said: ''Several of the delegates 
had attended the Honolulu meeting of the 



Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council last October 
and were delighted with the way the meet- 
ing was handled by Dr. George Kanahele 
(Program Director, Conferences and Semi- 

nars, East-West Center) and his staff. They 
looked forward to visiting Honolulu again." 
The group voted to accept the U. S. invita- 
tion, subject to approval of the UN's Inter- 
governmental Oceanographic Commission, 
which meets in Paris in October. 

The Honolulu meeting of CSK probably will 
take place in April 1968, the first at which 

Scientific results of CSK studies will be pre- 
sented. A 4-day symposium will be devoted 
to these studies, along with the regular busi- 
ness session, 
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international Symposium 

on Eutrophication 

The first International Symposium on 
Eutrophication was held in Madison, Wiscon- 
sin, June 11-16. It was organized by the 

U. S. National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council. Nearly 1600 scientists 
registered for this meeting. 

Eutrophication is a condition of waters 
during which they are rich in dissolved nutri- 
ents, are frequently shallow, and have sea- 

sonal oxygen deficiency. 

Papers were given on the distribution of 
eutrophication throughout the world, indices 
of eutrophication, and methods of arresting 
it. Several instances were reported where 
eutrophication was arrested by diverting the 
high nutrient water flowing into lakes; dilut- 
ing enriched lakes with water of low nutrient 
content; proper treatment of inflow waters; 

and by reducing the level of living organic 
material in lakes. 
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At the close of the Symposium, the Plan- 
ning Committee recommended an informa- 
tion program to alert the public to cultural 
eutrophication and the urgency of solving the 
problem. It also recommended that large- 
scale demonstration projects be set up to 
show the effectiveness of various schemes 
in solving the problem. 

Ba Ears 

cae: 
FAO and USSR Arrange Study Tours 

FAO and the Soviet Union cooperated in 
organizing 2 Group Fellowship Study Tours 
during May, June, and July. A third will be 
held later this year. The tours are part of 
the FAO Program of Technical Assistance 

(UNDP). 

Seventeen representatives of 10 nations 
participated in the Study Tour/Seminar on 
Freezing and Canning of Fish May 12-June 
9. This was the first study tour on fish utili- 
zation. It was designed to familiarize fish- 
ery technologists and fishery officers of de- 
veloping nations with planning and operating 
fish processing establishments. The 17 par- 
ticipants were graduate technologists and 
researchers from government, industry, and 
universities. The nations represented were 
Brazil, Chile, Ghana, Mexico, United Arab 

Republic, Thailand, India, Costa Rica, Ar- 

gentina, and Peru. 

From June 5-July 8, a Sea-going Tour on 
Fisheries Biology and Oceanography was held. 
A series of lectures by Soviet scientists was 
followed by a cruise aboard the research 
vessel ''Akademi Knipovich,'' in the Mediter- 
ranean. The sea tour was planned to inform 
fisheries scientists of fisheries methods, 

equipment, and gear types. 
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FOREIGN 
Canada 

PRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL FISHERY 
PRODUCTS INCREASES APPRECIABLY 

Atlantic herring reduction facilities to pro- 
duce oil and meal are expected to reach 7,000 
tons aday this year and 10,000 tons a day by 
1970, reports H. E. Power of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, Halifax, Between 
1963 and 1965, he said, herring oil production 
rose from 1,400,000 pounds to 7,140,000 pounds, 

and meal from 4,667 to 12,783 tons. Since 
1964, 15 fish meal plants capable of produc- 
ing herring mealhave beenbuilt, or are being 
planned, on the Atlantic coast. M. S. Strong, 

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, 
notes that world fish meal production of 
4,186,500 tons was 200 percent over 1958's 
figure. World production of fish oils also ad- 
vanced considerably: in 1966, it was 732,100 
metric tons, up 156 percent over 1958, 

Fornearly 10 years, Peruhasbeen world's 
largest producer of fish meal--and, since 1962, 
she has produced about 36 percent of world's 
production. In 1966, Canada was 8th; Norway, 
Japan, Chile, and the U. S. followed Peru. 

In the production of fish body oil in 1966, 

Canadaranked 7th. The main producers were 
Norway, Peru, Iceland, the U. S., and South 
Africa combined with Southwest Africa. 

Export Trade Increases 

M.S. Strong adds that the fish meal export 
trade has gained significantly. In 1966, world 
exports of 2,316,500 metric tons were an in- 
crease of 288 percent over 1958. Peru was 
first by far, followed by Norway, Chile, South 
Africa, and Southwest Africa (combined), and 
Iceland. Canada was 7th. 

In 1966, exports of fish body oils rose 
442,000 metric tons from 1958's 139,000. The 
ranking of exporting countries: Peru, Iceland, 
Denmark, Norway, South Africa and Southwest 

Africa combined, and the U. S. Canada ship- 
ped only 8,000 tons. 

Largest importers of fish meal dre West 
Germany and Britain, With the Netherlands, 
they account for over 50 percent of world con- 

sumption. Japanese imports, quintupled since 
1961, are exceeded by only the 4 major im- 
porting countries. 

Main consumers of fish body oils are 
Britain, Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, and 
France. But even in Europe, usage varies 
considerably. 

M. S. Strong foresees increasing imports 
of fish meal by other West European coun- 
tries. The expansion of the compounding in- 
dustry in eastern Europe also should lead to 
increased demand there, he predicts. 

Fish meal futures now are traded on the 
New York Produce Exchange and in London. 
("Canadian Fisherman,'' June 1967.) 

HK 

AMENDS FISHING VESSEL 
ASSISTANCE REGULATIONS 

The Canadian Federal Department of Fish- 
eries has announced that all applications for 
financial assistance to build fishing vessels 
must be received before a start is made on 
constructing these vessels. This change in 
the Canadian Fishing Vessel Assistance Reg- 
ulations became effective April 26, 1967; 

full enforcement began June 15, 1967. 

Under Fishing Vessel Regulations, the Ca- 
nadian Minister of Fisheries is empowered 
to enter into agreement with Provincial fish- 
ermen's loan agencies--fishermen's loan 
boards or, in Quebec Province, the Minister 

of Industry and Commerce--to contribute to- 
ward building vessels. 

What Agreement Specifies 

Such an agreement stipulates that Federal 
Government would provide: 

(1) Twenty-five percent of approved cost 
of fishing vessel having a minimum length _ 
of 35 feet and maximum of less than 45; ¥F 

(2) Thirty percent of approved cost of con- 
structing fishing vessel with a minimum length 
of 45 feet and maximum size of less than 100 
gross tons; or 
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(3) Forty percent of approved cost of any 
wooden fishing vessel having minimum size 
of 100 gross tons. 

Tobe eligible for assistance, fishing ves- 
sels under 15 gross tons must be inspected 
and earn Minister's approval. Before finan- 
cial aid is consideredfor vessels of 15 gross 
tons.or larger, a certificate from the Board 
of Steamship Inspection is necessary. (Ca- 
nadian Department of Fisheries, June 15, 1967.) 

es KOK 

TESTS IRRADIATION 
PRESERVATION OF WHITEFISH 

Experiments with low-level gamma radia- 
tion have demonstrated that the storage life 
of fresh whitefish can be extended consider- 
ably by irradiation, The experiments were 
conducted at the Winnipeg fish inspection la- 
boratory of the Canadian Federal Department 
of Fisheries, in cooperation with Atomic En- 
ergy of Canada Limited and the University of 
Manitoba. 

Dressed whitefish in a sealed plastic bag 
were exposed to a low level of gamma irra- 
diation for a short period, As a resuit, 99.9 
percent of the bacteria, which contribute 
greatly to spoilage of fish, was destroyed. 
Thus treated, the package could be kept on 
ice, in fresh condition, for up to 29 days. 

Cobalt-60 Unit Used 

Equipment used to irradiate samples was 
a mobile Cobalt-60 gamma irradiation unit 
designed and constructed by Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited. 

Discussing the experiments, a Canadian 
scientist said: ''While the process used in 
our research is too costly for the average 
fish packer and processor, no doubt engineer- 
ing in the field of radiation will substantially 
reduce this cost in years to come,'' (Cana- 
dian Department of Fisheries, May 25, 1967.) 

KK 

FIRST QUARTER LANDINGS 
RUN AT 1966 PACE 

Canadian sea fisheries landings (including 
Newfoundland) during January-March 1967 
were 315.6 million pounds with an ex-vessel 
value of C$10.9 million; in the same period 
of 1966, landings were 314.9 million pounds 
worth $12.6 million. (Excludes seaweeds.) 
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("Monthly Review of Canadian Fisheries 
Statistics,'' March 1967.) 

Landings and exvessel value of principal 
species were: 

Jan.-Mar. Jan.-Mar. 
Species 1967 | 1966 1967 1966 | 

Landings Value 

(1,000 Lbs.) (1,000 C$) 
tlantic Coast: 
(CO elelatorbio DG Geran TROVE S P39 
Haddocki¥iercneheholenene 1,882 | 2,205 
Pollocksyeyer-jrehelteneliowe 355 224 
Flounder and sole.. 1,079 659 
FICK TIN Bigtotiods ore evel wi DSU, 380 
Swordfish .....+.-. 26 47 
IWODSteN Sh Vere eneneieiene 523 839 
Scallopsieauemiieieee 823 =| 
acific Coast: 
IBENGI NIE G56 Oo oloo oOo - - 

Herrin Gwrepevekelleleuewol: 1,288 | 1,950 
Salmon Waetieltelel oleate 20 29 

Ok OK 

FISHERIES TRADE MISSION 
VISITS EAST EUROPE 

Some prospects for fishery exports to 
Czechoslovakia were reported by a Canadian 
Fisheries Reconnaissance Mission that vis- 
ited eastern Europe February 20-March 2, 
1967, Canned sardines andfrozen turbot were 
said to be the most encouraging possibilities 
in the near future; various species of frozen 
groundfish presented a longer term prospect, 

Sales prospects in other Communist coun- 
tries visited--Romania, Hungary, and Yugo- 
slavia--were reported marginal at present. 
(U. S. Embassy, Ottawa, June 1, 1967.) 

OK 

KENNEDY ROUND RESULTS 
EASE ACCESS TO U. 5S. MARKET 

Government officials saidthe results of the 
Kennedy Round will increase opportunities 
for Canadian exporters of everything from 
fish sticks to television sets, They attribute 
this gain to tariff cuts by the U. 5, and other 
nations, 

Canada's most important general gain is 
easier access to the U. S. market, The Ca- 
nadian-U, 8. changes are expected to boost 
the present $13 billion in trade between them. 
Already, each is the other's largest trading 
partner, 

Some areas of mutual tariff eliminations 
by the U. S. and Canada are extended to all 
nations under the most favorednations agree- 
ment, These include fresh and frozen fish, 
some agricultural products and minerals, 

mr Sang 
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LATIN AMERICA 

Cuba 

FISHERIES EXPANSION 
IS PUSHED VIGOROUSLY 

Cuba has doubled her fish catch--to over 
50,000 tons a year--in the 7 years since Cas- 
tro won power, At first the increase was 
produced by reviving the boatbuilding indus- 
try and by organizing cooperatives to fish the 
inshore waters. But with Soviet aid, Cuba 
has reached out to deeper waters and much 
larger vessels, She plans to catch 200,000 
tons a year by 1970, 

In Cuban plans, fish are an important source 
of protein in the diet because meat, while in 
sufficient quantity, is a major export com- 
modity. The export of meat has to be increased 
to pay for imported machinery and capital 
equipment needed to modernize and strength- 
en the economy. The Government is moving 
rapidly to develop a major fishing industry. 

The trawlers used in distant-water fish- 
ing--there are''dozens"' of them--were built 
to order inforeign shipyards, mainly Spanish, 
The crews, totaling about 2,000 men, were 
trained by Soviet fishermen who sometimes 
accompany them. The trawlers operate on 
Atlantic and even Pacific fishing grounds, 

The crews of trawlers--and of inshore 
fishing boats--receive 6 or 12 months! train- 
ing at a school for seamanship and navigation 
in Havana; there too is a College of Naviga- 
tion for skippers and mates of the deepwa- 
ter fishing fleet. 

Research Aided by Soviets and Japanese 

Research is shared by 2 Havana-based 
institutes: Institute Nacional de la Pesca, 
Empresa Conserva de Pescados y Mariscos; 
and Instituto de Oceanologia, The former 
has 9 research vessels, plus one Soviet ves- 
sel, all about 100 tons. Soviet scientists have 
been working there since 1962, In 1963, they 
were joined by Japanese scientists. The in- 
stitute gives top priority to the sardine--for 
eating and for producing fish meal, There 
also is a pilot scheme to use fish meal for 
human consumption, 

The Oceanographic Institute has 12 Cuban 
research workers and some student helpers, 

It has no vessels of its own, but 2 Soviet ves- 

sels have been made available. Its program in- 
cludes research into the home production of 
agar-agar, Cuba's annual need is 50-100 tons; 
she pays $8,000 a ton in foreign exchange, 

Boatyards Spring Up 

Since the revolution, boatyards have been 
built in such places as Manzanillo, Gibaro, 
and Puerto Padre. These yards first built 
small boats for inshore fishing on the ''shelf" 
of the Cuban Archipelago. The Manzanillo 
yard, which started operations in 1962, built 
75-foot-long fishing cutters of 20-foot beam, 
25-ton hold capacity, and engine of 250-hp. 
motor, Eleven of these boats had been built 
by the end of 1964, A water shortage stopped 
production in the first half of 1965, The yard 
now is building Golfo 66 fishing cutters: 17- 
foot beam, 150-hp, motors of Soviet origin, 
crew of 13, 

Havana's Chullima boatyard, ready in1962, 
started building Lambda 75 fishing cutters. 
It can build 12 boats at a time. The succes- 
sor to the Lambda 75 is the Sondero 67, small- 
er but using the same stem piece. 

Also following the revolution, a state Fish- 
ing Company (Empresa Estatal de Pesca) was 
organized to operate a new fleet. The fleet 
was designed to run on Soviet lines with So- 
viet technical and other help, Today, the state- 
owned fleet has 3 main individual operating 
units: Flota Cubana de Pesca (Cuban Fishing 
Fleet) operating from Havana's new fishing 
port, which has all the long-distance vessels; 
the Flota del Golfo (Gulf Fleet), and the Flota 
de Cayo Largeo (Cayo Large Fleet). 

Vessels operating in these fleets and those 
used by the many cooperatives use both Cu- 
ban- and foreign-built vessels, 

Between 1961 and May 1966, Cuban boat~- 
yards employing 2,400 men produced 680 new 
vessels for the fishing fleets. The number is 
expected to reach 900 by 1970, The Govern- 
ment sees the fishing industry as an earner 
of foreign revenue and wants it to achieve 
more. Fishingoperations were extended in- 
to both the north and south Atlantic. Advised 
by Soviet experts, Cubans went overseas to 
buy new distant water vessels. 
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At the beginning of 1967, the Flota Cubana 
de Pesca had 45 vessels operating from the 
northwest to the southwest Atlantic and across 
to the eastern Atlantic off Africa. By 1970, 
Cuba expects to have a 700-ship fleet on the 
high seas--presumably the Lambda class and 
larger. This fleet, plus the 900 smaller ves- 
sels, is expected to boost fisheries produc- 
tion to 200,000 tons a year. Over 4,000 Cu- 
bans are being trained for the new fleet. The 
new fishing port at Havana is equipped to cope 
with the expected rise in landings. 

USSR and Cuba Built Fishing Port 

On September 25, 1962, Premier Fidel 
Castro and USSR Minister of Fisheries Alek- 
sander Ishkhov signed an agreement to fur- 
ther develop the Cuban fishing industry. The 
agreement included the building of a modern 
fishing port complex at Havana to serve the 
expanding Cuban fleet and Soviet fleet in the 
western Atlantic. The USSR provided experts 
and grants. The port was officially opened 
exactly 4 years later--September 25, 1966. 

Four quays have atotallengthof 1,000 me- 
ters. Three of the 4 are for loading, unload- 
ing, and provisioning vessels and are served 
by seven 5-ton cranes; the fourth, equipped 
with a 10-ton crane, is used for repairs and 
general heavy overhauls of vessels or their 
machinery. 

Also, there is a floating drydock with a 
lifting capacity of 2,800 tons of deadweight. 
It can accommodate 1 BMRT factory trawler, 
2SRTR medium size trawlersor1SRTR, and 
2 Lambda-class vessels. 

The port is self-contained: 5 electrical 
generating substations, continuous design op- 
eration, and closed-circuit TV control sys- 
tem. There are 7 cold stores with capacity 
of 10,000 metric tons, and a quick-freezing 
plant (4 units) witha 30-ton-a-dayoutput. An 
ice manufacturing plant has a daily output of 
60-80 tons. There is a pilot fish-processing 
plant to prepare fish fillets; it will increase 
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in size as production increases. Other plants 
contain ships stores, spares for vessels and 
machinery, fishing gear store, fishing gear 
assembly shop, and fish meal storage. 

A new 24-hour, 85-person radio station 
has been built to handle operations of Cuban 
and Soviet vessels. It can control the work- 
ings of ships 500 to 2,000 miles away. Trans- 
mitters and receivers, housed separately, are 
operated by a central control position. (Ab- 
stracted from ''Fishing News International," 
June 1967.) 

Peru 

SEEKS JAPANESE HELP TO 
DEVELOP FISHERY RESOURCES 

Eager to stabilize her depressed fishing 
industry, and to promote domestic consump- 
tion of fish as a source of animal protein, 
Peru is seeking Japanese cooperation to ex- 
plore and develop her coastal fishery re- 
sources, It is believed Peruvian coastal wa- 
ters contain an abundance of mackerel, shrimp, 
and other unutilized species that could be har- 
vestedand processed. Peru's interest in de- 
veloping those resources was heightened by 
the findings of 2 Japanese fishery teams that 
recently surveyed fishery conditions in Peru 
and other Latin American countries. 

On May 12, the Vice-President of the Peru- 
vian Fishery Association visited Japan on his 
way home from the FAO Fisheries Committee 
meeting in Rome. Reportedly, he conferred 
with the Fisheries Agency Director and Ja- 
panese industry leaders concerning the co- 
operative development of Peru's fishery re- 
sources. (''Suisan Tsushin,'’ May 22, 1967.) 
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EUROPE 

USSR 

HOW SOVIETS HANDLE AND FREEZE 
TUNA ABOARD VESSELS 

The best methods for the primary proc- 
essing of tuna aboard fishing vessels--and 
the specifications for chilling and freezing - - 
were tested aboard the Soviet tuna-fishing 
factoryship "Iarkii Luch." 

The principal species fished were big- 
eyed and yellowfin. Both averaged 150-170 
cm. (about 59-67 inches) long and weighed 
70-90 kg. (154-198 pounds); their fat content 
ranged from 0.4 to 13 percent. 

When kept in the open at 20°9-25°C. (68°- 
77°F .), biochemical changes set inso quickly 
that the first signs of spoilage became evi- 
dent after no more than 5 hours: the eyes 
whitened; aslight smell of decay was noticed 

in the gills; and the meat became flabby. 

To extend the storage period, the tuna 

were chilled with flake ice on board the fish- 
ing vessels. Before chilling, the fish were 
bled (the blood loss averaged 2 percent) and 
washed with sea water (weight loss was 
around 1 percent). With afish-to-ice weight 
ratio of 1:1, the fish remained fresh for as 

long as 13-2 days. On the third day, the 
muscular tissue softened although the meat's 
appearance was good. During this period, 
the temperature in the insulated hold of the 
vessel was kept at 49-69 C. (399-43° F.) 
whereas that of the freshly caught tuna was 
239-259C. (739-779 F.). When the fish-to-ice 
ratio was 1:0.5, the flabbiness appearedafter 
only twodays. The weight loss of tuna during 
12-16 hours of storage in the hold was 0.42 
percent. 

Transferred to Factoryship 

The fish were transferred to the factory- 
ship, where they were washed thoroughly 
with sea water. The weight loss was around 
1 percent after draining. Then, they were 
stowed ina refrigerated holding area until 
canned or frozen. The temperature there 
was maintained at about -1° to -39 C. (30°- 
37° F.). With an initial temperature of 10°- 
20° C. (50°-68° F.) the fish were stowed in 
bulk and covered with ice in the ratio 1:1. 
The temperature of the fish droppedata rate 

of 1 C. per hour during a storage time of 
10-11 hours. After 20 hours of storage, the 
fish temperature was -1° C.(30°9F.)ata meat 
depth of 5 cm.(2 inches), and plus 0.5° C, 
(32.9° F.) at 10 cm. (3.9 inches). 

Experimental batches of tuna were kept in 
the holding area and covered with ice in the 
ratio of 1:1 for 10, 20, 30,and40 hours. The 
microbiological and enzymatic processes 
were slowed down at storage temperatures of 
-2° to -3° C. (26.6° to 28.49 F.). Partialice 
formation in the fish tissues is possible at 
such temperatures and can lead to a rupture 
of the meat tissues. However, no deteriora- 

tion in quality was noticed. 

The active acidity (pH) and water retention 
of muscular tissue also were determined dur- 
ing the storage period. 

In fish muscles, rigor mortis set in after 
4 or 5 days of storage in ice at hold tempera- 
tures of -1° to -3°9 C.; water separation from 
the tissues increased to 27 percent. Once 
rigor mortis was complete, the water reten- 
tion of tuna meat rose, and considerably less 
juice was Separated; on the 14th day, the 
quantity separated was 12 percent. Consider- 
able softening of the muscular tissue was ob- 
served during this period. 

Two Weeks May Be Maximum 

The parallel determinations of pHillustrate 
the effect of storage time on meat quality. 
While pH after death was 7.2, it dropped with 
onset of rigor mortis to 5.9, and rose after 
40 days of storage to7.5--whenfish were seen 
to deteriorate significantly and a distinctive 
stale odor emanated from gills. Hence, the 

longest storage period under these tempera- 
ture conditions should not exceed 2 weeks. 
Canned tuna "in natural juice'' made from 
such meat was very well received by Soviet 
consumers. 

Most tuna was canned, but when the catches 

were large some were frozen, either whole 
or gutted. The total freezer capacity was 10 
metric tons of fish per 24 hours. The freez- 
ing cycle lasted 22 hours. The natural weight 
loss of round gutted tunas during freezing was 
0.72 percent, of whole tunas 0.84 percent. 
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After freezing, the fish were passed 
through a glazing machine consisting of a 
tank with a chain conveyor fitted with claws. 
The tuna were glazed with fresh water of 10°- 
15° C. (509-599 F.). The glazing time was 5 
seconds, and the glaze thickness only 0.94 
percent of the fish weight (compared with 4 
percent prescribed by Soviet standards). 
Then, the fish were packed in matting bales 
and slid down a spiral chute into the storage 
hold. This method caused part of the glaze 
to chip off, and tuna also were mechanically 
damaged. 

Spray Fish With Sea Water 

The frozen fish were kept in the hold at 
~-250 C, (-13° F.). After one month, the nat- 
ural weight loss was 1.43 percent; after two 

months, 3.27 percent of original weight. 
These losses are explained by changes in 
hold temperatures caused by frequent opening 
of hold during loading and unloading. 

Both fresh and frozen tuna were used for 
canning. Before dressing, the frozen fish 
were thawed to -1° C. (30.2° F.). The quick- 
est thawing--completed within 8-9 hours-- 
was effected in a tank of sea water at 24°C. 
(75° F.) with a water-to-fish ratio of 2:1. 
However, due to the vessel's roll, the fish 
rubbed against each other, causing mechani- 
cal damage; the meat swelled and acquired a 
bad commercial appearance. This method 
was abandoned. 

Thawing in the open air at 239-249 C, 
(73.4°9-75.2° F.) took 20-21 hours and result- 
ed in considerable contamination of the fish 
and occupied a great deal of deck space. 

The method of thawing finally accepted 
was to spray the fish with sea water. This 
technique combines the positive aspects of 
both methods: the speed of the first one, and 
the absence of mechanical damage of the 
second. The thawing time was 14-15 hours. 
(From article by Ionov and Semenov in Soviet 
periodical ''Rybnoe Khoziaistvo,"' Dec. 1966.) 

OK OK 

SHARK FINS ARE USED 

Large Soviet tuna canning vessels (pur- 
chased in 1964-65 from Japan) catch some 
sharks and other species in addition to tuna. 
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Various products are being made from shark 
meat; a shark cannery reportedly was set up 
at Murmansk and, recently, the Soviets began 
to use shark fins. The processing technique 
is described in the magazine ''Rybnoe Khozi- 
aistvo'' (Nov. 1966). 

Shark fins--pectoral, dorsal, and anal-- 
are exceptionally tasty and nutritious and in 
great demand in international markets. 
Essentially, their processing aboard fishing 
vessels is as follows: 

The fins, cut from the body, are thoroughly 
scrubbed with hard brushes in sea water, or 
in 3-5 percent salt solution, and thenscrubbed 
and rinsed with fresh water. Some authors 
recommend soaking scrubbed fins in saturated 
brine for one hour to allow the salt to pene- 
trate into the meaty base of the fins. After 
pickling, the fins are soaked in fresh water 
for 10 minutes and thoroughly rinsed with 
fresh water. 

The washed fins are placed on a screen, 
drained, and hung bya string threaded through 
the meaty part. Thefins should bespacedso 
not to touch each other when hung vertically. 

Sun and Room Drying 

It is recommended that the fins be dried in 
bright sunny weather, under a tent, during the 
first 3 days, and then in the open, or indrying 
rooms at a temperature of 409-500 C.(1049- 
122° F.) with intensive air circulation. The 
quality of sun-dried fins is better than room- 
dried fins. 

If the fins bend during drying, they should 
be straightened. Since bent fins cannot be 
packed tightly, they require more room and 
deteriorate more rapidly due to air in their 
interspaces, 

For room drying, the fins are spread on 
wire frames. The drying time depends onfin 
size and drying conditions. Under favorable 
conditions, the drying time of medium-size 
fins in the open is 15-20 days; ina drying 
room, 5 to 8 days. 

Correctly dried fins have a relatively 
straight, completely dry, dull surface, with- 
out folds and bends. The meaty base should 
be dry throughout and the thin parts resilient 
and elastic, but not brittle. 

The dried fins are packed in clean boxes 
made of wood, plywood, or cardboard, and 
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lined with greaseproof paper, which also 
should cover the fins below the lid. Eachbox 
is filled to 3-5 cm (1.2-2.0 inches) above the 
rim. Then the lid is closed and weighted, and 
the box sealed and marked. 

The sealed boxes are stored in dry, well- 

ventilated cool stores (holds) at a tempera- 
ture not above 15° C. (59° F.), and with air 
humidity not over 75 percent. When stored 
in a humid atmosphere, fins are attacked by 
molds. 

eK OK 

SOVIETS GROW SEAWEEDS 

The Soviet Far Eastern Fisheries Admin- 
istration plans toincrease production of agar- 
agar. It is constructing a large agar-manu- 
facturing plant. 

To increase resources of ''Ahnpheltia' 
seaweeds, the raw material from whichagar- 
agar is produced, scientists of the Pacific 
Scientific Research Institute of Fisheries and 
Oceanography planted the bottom of Peter the 
Great Bay near Vladivostok with ''Ahnpheltia" 
(red algae). The underwater fields are de- 
veloping well. Additional and larger areas 
of the bay will be planted this year. 

ok oe OK 

SOVIETS ARE PREPARING NEW FISHING 
FLEET MANUAL 

A Leningrad conference last year examined 
the third draft for the new Service Manual of 
Soviet commercialfishing vessels. The drafts 
were prepared by the Soviet Federal Fishing 
Fleet DesignInstitute and reviewed by a 
special Editorial Commission of the Ministry 
of Fisheries, comprising almost 50 senior 
fishing captains and chief engineers. The 
Commission was headed by I. M. Semenev, 
Director of the Soviet Fishing Fleet Inspec- 
tionService. It was decidedat the conference 
that the revised manual will contain 15 sec- 
tions on the duties and rights of various per- 
sons aboard fishing vessels, anda supplement 
listing signals and commands used during a 
vessel's maneuvers. 

The Captain's Role 

The book will emphasize the captain's 
position as the sole responsible commanding 

officer. But, in his daily duties, he must rely 
on the Communist Party organization aboard 
the vessel. The vessel's Council will have 6 
persons (captain, first and second mate, chief 

engineer, secretary of vessel's CP group, and 
secretary of vessel's Trade Union Committee). 
The Council will discuss all major problems, 
but the final decision will be the captain's. 
The Council's function is primarily advisory. 

To insure efficient operations, 2 new posts 
will be introduced: A senior fisherman 
in charge of fishing operations, and another 
of fish processing. The chief radio-technician 
will be in charge of depth-finders, as well as 
communications and radionavigation. 

A new section on fishermen's safety (which 
did not exist in the previous Manual) will be 
added. The revised Manual was approved by 
the Ministry of Fisheries in March 1967 and 
was scheduled for the printer. 

Norway 

FIRST-QUARTER 1967 EXPORT TRENDS 

Norwegian exports of frozen cod and had- 
dock fillets in first-quarter 1967 were down 
from the 1966 period. Butshipments of coal- 
fish fillets were up--and total shipments of 
frozenfillets were about thesameas inJan.- 
Mar. 1966. 

In early 1967, exports of canned brisling 
were running somewhat behind the previous 
year, when shipments were exceptionally high. 
Exports of small sild sardines were up about 
17 percent. The main canning season for 
brisling and sild sardines begins in the spring 

7,452 7,780 
115, 250 66,526 
13,573 14, 853 
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Industrial Fish 

Exports of fish meal in Jan.-Mar. 1967 
were up sharply from the previous year. The 
large stocks on hand at the start of 1967 con- 
tributed to the gain. Landings of fish for in- 
dustrial purposes continuedata high levelin 
early 1967, and fish meal output was running 
slightly ahead of the 90,000 tons produced in 
Jan.-Mar. 1966. The gain was due to larger 
landings of capelin and mackerel. (''Fiskets 
Gang,' April 27, 1967, and April 28, 1966, 

and other sources.) 

* OK OK 

VESSEL COSTS ARE CUT BY 
USING STANDARD DESIGN 

A Norwegian shipyard says that it cut con- 
struction costs of coastal long-liners up to 
25 percent by using a standard design for a 
series of vessels. At first, the concept was 
rejected by fishing interests, but later they 
changed their minds. 

The first vessels have been delivered and 
15 sisterships are expectedinthe first series. 
The vessels are 50 feet long, of laminated 
construction, pressure-impregnated material, 
andwithai150hp. motor. A speed of 9.5 knots 
was reached during trial runs, 2 knots faster 
than normal for this vessel type. (''Ingenio- 
ren's Ugeblad,"' May 5, 1967.) 

KK 

WINS NO. 5 POSITION 
IN WORLD FISHERIES 

Norway replaced the U. S. in 1966 as the 
world's fifth largest fishing nation. 

Her fishermen set an all-time Norwegian 
record of 2,650,500 metric tons of fish--2° 

percent above the 1965 catch. 

They achieved this despite a two-month 
ban on fishing for reduction purposes. Their 
larger herring catches--winter and fat-- 
strengthened a trend that became apparent in 
1964. Cod production increased slightly. So 
did the combined yield of other fish species, 
due mainly to record catches of capelin and 
mackerel. The first-hand value of the fish 
catch reached 1.3 billion kroner; this included 

164 million kroner in Government subsidies 
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(7.14 kroner =$1). Greater supplies of fish 
raw materials and largely satisfactory mar- 
keting conditions stimulated increased pro- 
duction in all major fish processing indus- 
tries. Fish exports rose by nine percent to 
nearly 1.6 billionkroner. The U.S. share of 
exports rose to9.2% from increased deliver- 

ies of frozen fillets and fish meal. 

The short-term outlook for Norwegian 
fisheries is promising, but marketing condi- 
tions are deteriorating for several major fish 
products, notably fish meal and frozen fish 
fillets. 

Major seasonal fisheries in first-quarter 
1967 have recorded even better results than 
the 1966 period. 

First-Hand Production and Value 

The exvessel value of the 2.6 million met- 
ric tons reached a record 1,309 million 
kroner. This included 164 million kroner in 
State support and transfer to the fishermen 
of over 100 million kroner from the Herring 
Price Stabilization Fund. 

The bulk of the increased yield resulted 
from record catches of capelin and macker- 
el, but substantially increased catches also 
were recorded for some other major species: 
notably winter herring, haddock, saithe, fat 
herring, and sand eel. The yields of dogfish, 
porbeagle, redfish, Norway pout, and crusta- 
ceans continued downward. Duetothe world 
oversupply of fish meal and record stocks at 
home, Norway banned fishing for reduction 
purposes during November-December 1966. 

Herring and Sprat 

Aggregate catches of herring, tradition- 
ally largest catch, increased by ten percent 
to record 1,186,000 metric tons. Herring 
fishermen received 402 million kroner, price 
support included, 13 percent above 1965. The 
increased quantity resulted from larger 
catches of winter herring, fat herring, and 
Icelandic herring; this more than compensated 
for reduced yields from the North Sea and 
small herring fisheries. About 90% of the 
herring was caught by purse seiners. 

The winter herring fishery remained the 
single most important coastalfishery. (North 
Sea herring and mackerel are mainly fished 
in international waters.) During February- 
March 1966, 460,900 tons of winter herring 
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were landed, over twice the 1965amount. The 

bulk was taken by about 300 power-block 
purse seiners off the west coast. 

The North Sea herring fishery yielded 
454,900 tons, one-third less than1965. Con- 
tributory causes were a concentration ofher- 
ring shoals within British fishery boundary in 
Shetland area during the Summer months, and 
Norwegian ban on fishing for reduction pur- 
poses. 

Concentration of purse seiners in North 
Sea during second-half 1966, as in 1965, had 
immediate effect on participation in Icelandic 
herring fishery. Totalyields in this fishery 
were 42,600 tons, 21% above 1965. The total 
yield of fat herring, small herring, and fiord 
herring was 227,600 tons in 1966, seven per- 
cent more than 1965. 

The 1966 catch of sprat, raw material for 
the Norwegian brisling ''sardine,'' was 13,000 
tons, 25% above 1965, 

Cod Catch Increases 

The long-term downward trend in the cod 
fisheries was reversed in 1965 and a minor 
increase also took place in 1966. But there 
is overexploitation of Barents Sea Arctic cod 
stock--the basis for 2 of Norway's most im- 
portant seasonal cod fisheries (spawning cod 
and Finnmark young cod). Unless Norwegian 
fishing in distant waters is intensified, the 
improvement in total cod yields may prove 
temporary. According to an official estimate, 
the number of sexually mature Arctic cod in 
the Barents Sea is now only ten percent of the 
1957 stock. 

The aggregate yield of codfish, roe and 
liver included, increased 8% in 1966--to 

209,700 tons. Its firsthand value, support 
payments included, reached 272 million kroner, 
11.5% above 1965, 

The spawning cod fishery yielded 63,500 
tons in 1966, one-third more than 1965. The 
Lofoten area catch, traditionally the fishery's 
center, was 24,000 tons, compared to 1965's 
19,500 tons. Purse seiners continued to be 
banned in Lofoten, and the number of fisher- 
men continued downward. Catches of spawn- 
ing cod in other areas in North Norway and 
off west coast also were better in 1966 than 
1965. 

The catch of Finnmark young cod (also 
called capelin cod) increased 8.5% to 47,400 
tons. This was due mainly to appearance for 
second successive year of large schools of 
capelin off North Norway. Other cod fisher- 
ies in Norwegian and distant waters brought 
98,900 tons in 1966, 4.2% below 1965. 

Other Fish Species 

The yield of all species other than herring, 
sprat, and cod roseover 60% torecord 
1,242,000 tons. As in 1965, the bulk of in-= 
crease was produced by the power-block 
purse seine fleet fishing for capelin, macker- 
el, and other shoal fish. Catches of capelin 
reached 379,600 tons, 75% above 1965, the 
previous record year. A much higher yield 
would have been possible but for limited re- 
duction plant capacity in North Norway. 

The most spectacular gains inall fisheries 
in 1966 were made in purse seining of mack- 
erel in North Sea. The mackerel fishery 
yielded 484,300 tons, triple the 1965 catch. 
Catches of saithe and haddock--together with 
cod the most important raw materials for 
fish-freezing industry--increased 7.8% and 

24%, to 142,000 tons and 62,400 tons, respec- 
tively. 

The yield of pout was reduced by more 
than half, to 25,300, reflecting the purse 
seiners' concentration onbetter-paying North 
Sea herring and mackerel. The catches of 
all species of crustaceans were significantly 
lower in 1966, partly due to overfishing. The 
yields of dogfish, porbeagle, and redfish con- 
tinued downward. 

Disposition of Catch 

Deliveries of fish for fresh consumption 
increased 6.2% to 105,100 tons. Deliveries 
of winter herring almost quadrupled to 
19,900 tons, replacing porbeagle as single 
most important species for fresh consumption. 

The Norwegian freezing industry processed 
a record 258,700 tons in 1966, 13% more than 
1965. This was due to several improved 
major fisheries and satisfactory marketing 
conditions abroad during most of 1966. The 
increased fish deliveries to the freezing in- 
dustry were largely accounted for by winter 
herring, spawning cod, haddock, and saithe. 
Freezing of dogfish and porbeagle was further 
reduced in 1966, reflecting the downward 
trend resulting from overexploitation of the 
fish resources, 
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There were greater supplies of cod and 
related species (cusk, haddock, saithe, ling) 

and improved marketing situations abroad. 
So fish deliveries to stockfish and klipfish 
industries increased significantly in 1966. 
Total deliveries to the fish drying industry 
(stockfish) rose 17% to 109,700 tons. The 
fish salting industry received 106,200 tons of 
raw fish except herring, or 23% more than 
1965; most was processed into klipfish. 
Herring salting, a major fish industry a decade 
ago, claimed only 23,300 tons of fishraw ma- 
terial (138,000 tons in 1956), about the same 
as 1964 and 1965. Fish deliveries to the 
canning industry increased by one-quarter to 
49,000 tons, mainly as a result of increased 

supplies of small herring, sprat, and winter 
herring. 

As in 1965, the most notable gain in pro- 
duction was recorded by the fish meal and 
oil industry. Total deliveries of herring, 
mackerel, and other species to reduction 
plants increased by more than one-third to 
record 1,988,900 tons. The entire catches of 
capelin, Norway pout, and sand eel, 88% of 
herring, and 95% of mackerel catches were 
delivered to reduction plants. Deliveries of 
fish for bait were reduced further in 1966; 

this reflected shift in gear type used. Hand 
lines and longlines requiring bait are being 
replaced gradually by purse seines and gill 
nets. 

Exports, Imports, Marketing Conditions 

Exports of fish and fish products increased 
9% to 1,556 million kroner in 1966; volume, by 
10.7% to 642,900 tons. Fish products were 

13.9 percent of exports in 1966--accounted for 
by larger volumes of fish mealand oil, stock- 
fish, klipfish, and frozen fillets. 

Exports of fish meal, the number one fish 
product in 1966, were 262,700 tons, 4.4% more 
than 1965. The average export price was 
1,322 kroner per metric ton, or 2.6% more 
than the 1965 average price. This indicates 
thata substantial part of the exports was sold 
at the high prices quoted first-half 1966, Ex- 
ports of fish oil increased from 33,000 tons in 
1965 to 80,800 tons worth 97 million kroner in 

1966, 

Frozen fillet exports rose by only 2.4% to 
72,800 tons in 1966; this compared with a 37% 
increase in 1965, The reduced growth rate 
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reflected mainly the oversupply of fish fillets 
in the principal export markets. This was 
offset somewhat by improved marketing con- 
ditions for stockfishand klipfish, which utilize 
the same fish raw materials as the freezing 
industry. Exports of stockfish and klipfish 
rose 1.2% and 16% to 26,000 tons and 36,200 
tons, respectively. Export of canned fish 
remained at its 1965 level of about 29,000 

tons. 

Exports to U. 8S. increased from 21,200 
tons in 1965 to a record 48,200 tons in 1966, 
The increase was accounted for by fish meal 
(22,700 tons in 1966, zero in 1965)and frozen 
fillets (9,800 tons in 1966, 6,200 tons in 1965). 
In value, the U. S. took 9.2% of exports, in 
1966, compared with 6.8% in 1965. 

Imports of fishand fish products into Nor- 
way were 28,500 tons, double the 1965 figure. 
The most important fish products imported 
were spratand salted cod for the fish canning 
and klipfish industries, respectively, and 
salted herring for domestic consumption. 
Imports from U. S. were, as in1965, negligi- 
ble: 3.7 million kroner--3,1 million kroner 
for 2,100 tons of fish oil. 

Prices and Aid to the Fishermen 

The average price received by fishermen 
per ton of winter herringincreased from 293 
kroner in 1965 to 330 kroner in 1966, This 
reflects partly high world fish meal prices 
during first-half 1966, and partly that a sub- 
stantially larger portion of the 1966 catch of 
winter herring than in 1965 was marketed fresh, 
frozen, salted, and canned. All these latter 
processing industries paid a higher net to 
fishermen than fish meal and oil industry. 

Rae Price in Kroner Percentage 
P er Metric Ton Change 

1965 1966 
Halabuticie ico iis) 2 4, 308 4,868 
Spawning cod. .... 1,237 1,326 
Finnmark young cod . | 1,162 1,224 
Saithe isleimey lenis cientelts 603 664 
Mackereliniyciiciveicnns 450 378 
FT unaiys dei lemelliatieliesiorte 2,423 31139) 
Dogfish eel ele etieiie 690 892 

In 1966, 164 million kroner, 12.5% of first- 
hand value of catch, was appropriated by the 
government to support fisheries. No final 
accounts have been published, but cod and 

herring fisheries received estimated 56.4 
million kroner and 56.1 million kroner, re- 

spectively. No price support was paid for 
reduction purposes. The remaining subsidies, 
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or 51.5 million kroner, were used to reduce 

cost of tackle, bait and modernization. 

Outlook 

The short-term outlook for production 
appears promising and is less so for market- 
ing. During first-quarter 1967, total catches 
of herring, capelin, mackerel, and other 
shoalfish were 763,000 tons, or 16% more 
than 1966 period. About 90% of catch was 
processed by reduction industry. The extra- 
ordinarily large stocks of fish meal--primary 
reason for ban on fishing for reduction pur- 
poses last year--were largely sold and shipped 
from factories by endof first quarter. Judged 
by the current difficult marketing situation 
for fish meal, production restrictions also 
may be necessary this year, especially if 
mackerel, herring, and other shoalfish con- 
tinue as bountiful as first quarter. The 
catching capacity of purse seine fleet increased 
substantially during 1966 to about 600 units, 
400 of them less than two years old. 

Total yields of spawning cod and Finnmark 
young cod--the major cod fisheries during 
the first quarter--were 58,900 tons, or 2.6% 
more than one year earlier. About 8,900 tons 
were processed into fillets, compared with 
15,100 tons in first-quarter 1966. This re- 
flected the current oversupply in fish fillet 
market. According to a spokesman for 
Frionor A/S, the sales organization of about 
120 fish freezing plants, frozen fillets are 
currently uncompetitive in the European 
Economic Community. Norway's exports of 
fresh fish also are declining. 

United Kingdom 

FISHERY LOAN 
INTEREST RATES REVISED 

The British White Fish Authority announced 
that its interest rates on loans made from 

April 1, 1967 would be: 

For fishing vessels of not more than 140 
feet, new engines, nets, and gear: on loans 
for not over 5 years, 7 percent (decrease i 
percent); on loans for more than 5 years but 
not over 10 years, 7 percent (no change); on 

loans for more than 10 years but not over 15 
years, 74 percent (no change); on loans for 
more than 15 years but not over 20 years, 7 
percent (decrease ¢ percent). 

The rate for processing plants onloans for 
not more than 20 years was setat 72 percent 
(decrease ¢ percent). 6 

The rates on loans made before April 1 
were unchanged. ("Fish Trades Gazette," 
April 8, 1967.) 

Denmark 

SHIPYARD COMPLETES 38TH 
FREEZER-TRAWLER FOR USSR 

With the launching of the M/S ''Kovdor"' on 
April 27, a Copenhagen shipyard completed 
its 38th freezer-trawler for the USSR. The 
Kovdor is the 17th ina series of 2,500-ton 
deadweight freezer-trawlers built for the 
Soviets by the shipyard. The other vessels 
ranged from 800 to 1,600 tons deadweight. 

The Soviets also have a license to build 
diesel motors designed by the Danish firm. 
(U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, May 5, 1967.) 

ook 

FUR SEAL PRICES DECLINE 
AT DANISH AUCTION 

At a fur seal auction in Copenhagen, April 
12, 1967, average prices were substantially 

lower than a year earlier. Also, sales were 

made for only 78 percent of the skins offered. 
This was attributed to a general weakening 
of the market for seal and other fur skins. 
(U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, May 17, 1967.) 

Iceland 

REPORTS FISHERY LANDINGS, 
USES AND EXPORTS 

In 1965-1966, Icelandic fishery landings 
by principal species were: 
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d Compared with 1965, Icelandexported 
in 1966 more fish meal, fish oil, and salted 

herring, but less frozen fish fillets and stock- 

fish. (Icelandic "Statistical Bulletin," Febru- 
ary 1967.) 

L Icelandic Exports of Selected Fishery Products, 1965-1966 

iE 1966 L 1965 
769, 152 Product Qty. Value f.o.b. Qty. | Value f.o.b. 

124, 933 Metric} 1,000 | us¢ ic] 1,000 | uss 1,790 Tons Kr. | 1,000 Kr. | 1,000 
15,250 

Salted herring ..... 42,217) 581,814 13,512 491,054] 11,404 
Other salted fish .... | 28,165] 546,765]12,698 545,137] 12,660 
Stockfishiieveersiereetens 8,745] 309,882} 7,196 375,944) 8,731 
Herring, frozen..... 26,200} 169,521) 3,937 184,033] 3,809 
Fish fillets, frozen... | 40,952/1,059,495/24,605| 49,125]/1,148,033]/26,661 
Shrimp & lobster, frozen 1,274) 179,637) 4,172 129,810] 3,015 
Fish and whale oil .. . [129,298] 908,657] 21,102 
Fishimeall... 0). -lca vs 172,305 |1,262, 590) 29,322]147,161}1,100,995|25,569 
Note: Values converted at rate of 1 krona equal 2. 32 U. S. cents. 

How Utilized 1966 
(Metric Tons)1/ « 

@ulyaridemealsws aa -cs, a s,s, chs 714,709 

Beer i iis 61,081 

Freezing & filleting. 163, 370 
Saltando tesa: : 82, 644 
Stockfish (dried unsalted). 53,977 
Oil and meal. ...... . 2,171 

Crustaceans for: 
Freezing). 3). = 
Canning Aso Cibo e 

Home consumption ..... +... | .10,791 [| 14,581 | 
1/Weight of whole fish. 
Source: ''Aegir, '' March 1967. 

NEW UNDERSEA FEATURES IN GREENLAND SEA AREA REVEALED 

A scientific treatise entitled 'Bathymetry of the North Greenland Sea," published by 
the U. S, Naval Oceanographic Office, shows for the first time the part of the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge that is in the Greenland Sea. It is part of a 40,000-mile long range of underwater 
mountains that circles the earth. 

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge was previously thought to extend through the Greenland Sea 
because of the number of earthquakes that occurred inthe area. The north-south mountain 
system in the Greenland Sea has the typical rift valley--the bottom of which is over 10,000 
feet. The Ridge is offset by a fracture zone, the bottom of which is at approximately 14,000 
feet. This fracture zone suggests that Vestspitsbergen was once north of Greenland and 
that by continental drift, the two islands moved apart, Another fracture zone located be- 
tween the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and Greenland separates two small, very flat plains witha 
1,500-foot difference in level. 

Surveys done previously in the Greenland Sea area (some as far back as the early 
1900's) are also summarized in the study made by the Naval Oceanographic Office. 
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Japan 

POLE-AND-LINE TUNA FISHING 
IS GOOD OFF JAPAN 

Good pole-and-line skipjack tuna fishing 
prevailed in mid-May off the Japanese coast 
of Choshi, Chiba Prefecture (east of Tokyo). 
Catches of around 400 metric tons were landed 
daily at Yaizu. Most of the fish were small, 
around 4,4 pounds, but the quality was good-- 
and local packers bought at exvessel 72-75 
yen a kilogram (US$181-189 a short ton). 
However, the yield from such small fish was 
low, and the packer's profit was said to be 
very small. 

Pole-caught albacore tuna catches off Ja- 
pan also were reported good. Landings at 
Yaizu and Shimizu totaled around 200 tons a 
day. Prices were holding at about 155-165 
yen a kilogram ($391-416a short ton), ("Kan- 
zume Nippo,'"’ May 18, 1967.) 

steibokaustc 

TUNA PRICES STRENGTHEN 

Japanese albacore tuna export prices, 
which declined steadily since late 1966 began 
to show signs of reversing that trendin early 
May as U.S. packers showed some buying 
interest. Export prices for ship-frozenround 
albacore (which dropped to around $440 a 
short ton c.i.f. from the fall 1966 high of $555 
a short tonc.i.f.) were believed stabilized. 
They are expected to move up gradually as 
the export market recovers with the improve- 
ment in U. S. canned tuna sales. 

Japanese summer albacore, quoted at 140- 
160 yen a kilogram exvessel ($353-403 a 
short ton) in Japan, are expected to sell for 
around $405-410 a short ton c.i.f. to the U.S. 
market. The Japan Federation of Tuna Fish- 
ermen!'s Cooperative Associations (NIKKAT- 
SUREN) plans to begin buying summer alba- 
core if prices drop below 140 yen a kilogram. 

Atlantic -caught frozen gilled & gutted yel- 
lowfin for export to Italy in early May sold at 
around $450-470 a metric ton c.i.f., but the 
market was reported soft. (''Suisan Tsushin,' 
May 15 & 12, 1967; 'Suisancho Nippo,'' May 
10, 1967.) 

TUNA IMPORTS INCREASED IN FY 1966 

Japanese imports of tuna and tuna-like fish 
in fiscal year 1966 (April 1966-March 1967) 

Country of Origin Quantity Value 

Metric Ton US$ 

5, 169 2,059, 536 
1,930 717, 831 
1, 343 385,050 

totaled 10,796 metric tons worth US$3,795,822, 
anincrease over FY 1965imports. Purchases 
from Okinawa, Formosa, and South Korea 
comprised 80 percent. ("Suisancho Nippo," 
April 18, 1967.) 

% OK OK 

CANNED TUNA IN BRINE PRICES DOWN 

The Japan Tuna Packers Association, May 
16, established these standard prices for 
canned tuna-in-brine exports to the U.S. in 
business year 1967 (April 1967-March 1968): 

Can & Case New Old Net Price 

Size Decrease 
White meat: 
7-02. 48's 
13-02. 24's 
4-lb. 6's 

Light meat: 
7-02. 48's 
13-0z. 24% 
4-lb. 6's 

|Source: "Suisan Tsushin, " May 17, 1967.) 

te ok ook 

NORTH PACIFIC SALMON 
PRICES ARE UP 

The Japan Federation of Salmon Fisher - 
men's Association (NIKKEIREN) and the 
Northern Water Mothership Council reached 
agreement May 7 on 1967 prices for fresh 
and frozen salmon to be delivered by catcher 
vessels to motherships: 
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The price increase for 1967 is reported 
the lowest in recent years. However, earn- 
ings per vessel this year are expected to in- 
crease by around 800,000 yen (US$2,200) 
above 1966--due to allocation of larger quotas 
to catcher vessels and anticipated good harv- 
est of pink salmon, An early good run of 
Alaskan reds also is predicted. 

Fishing Armada Sails 

Eleven salmon motherships, accompanied 
by 369 catcher vessels, departed Hakodate 
May 15 for the North Pacific. They were ex- 
pected to reach the fishing grounds around 
May 20. 

The 1967 quotas allocated to mothership 
and land-based fleets are: Area A (north of 
45° N. latitude) 52,500 metric tons (48,000 
tons in 1966, 56,000 tons in 1965); Area B 
(south of 45” N, latitude) 55,500 metric tons 
48,000 tons in 1966, 59,000 tons in 1965); to- 
tal, 108,000 metric tons. (''Suisan Tsushin," 
May 16; "Nihon Suisan Shimbun," May 10, 
1967, and other sources.) 

eK 

BILL SEEKS TO REGULATE 
FOREIGN FISHING 

A bill to regulate port calls and fishing in 
Japanese waters by foreign nationals was in- 
troduced in the Diet on April 26--"in view of 
the recent trends in fishing operations con- 
ducted by foreign nationals.'' The measure 
would authorize the Minister of Agriculture 
and Forestry to grant permits for exceptions 
and transshipping. Foreign vessels would be 
allowed to come into port without a permit to 
avoid disaster, deliver routine freight ship- 
ments, and to deliver catches that would not 
"hinder the maintenance of normal order in 
the fisheries of our country.'' The Minister 
could deny a permit to enter port if this "will 
increase the fishing potential of the foreign 
fishing vessel." 

Penalties for violations include imprison- 
ment at hard labor up to 3 years, a $500 fine, 
confiscation of vessel, gear, and catch--or 
an equivalent value in fines if confiscation is 
not feasible. (Fishery Attaché, U. S. Embas- 
sy, Tokyo, May 12, 1967.) 

He ook ook 
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TO GILL NET HERRING IN BERING SEA 
AND SALMON IN ARCTIC OCEAN 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency issued a 
one-year license on May 10 to the Hoko Suis- 
an Company to fish salmon experimentally in 
the Arctic region and to gill net herring inthe 
Bering Sea north of 58° N, latitude and east 
of 170° W. longitude (northeast of Pribilof Is- 
lands). 

On May 12, the firm sent the 'Dairin Maru 
No. 10" (299 gross tons) to the Bering Sea to 
fish herring with gill nets in order to deter- 
mine the feasibility of using these nets. The 
vessel was scheduled to fish herring until 
June 20, then proceed to the Arctic for salm- 
on fishing. Three other fishing firms also 
applied for similar licenses, but the Agency 
authorized only Hoko Suisan, The results of 
the trip will be made available to the other 3 
firms. Hoko Suisan initiated the Arctic salm- 
on operation in 1966 with the 204-gross-ton 
"Dairin Maru No, 8."' ("Minato Shimbun," 
May 14, 1967.) 

ok OOK OK 

LICENSES EXPERIMENTAL 
TRAWLING IN EASTERN PACIFIC 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency licensed 
3 factory mothership fleets on May 22 to con- 
duct experimental trawl fishing in the eastern 
Pacific--east of 135° W. longitude between 
50° N.-10° N, latitudes (Canada to Central 
America) from September 1, 1967-August 31, 
1968. The 3 fleets are: 'Yuyo Maru" (5,043 
gross tons) with 6 catcher vessels, operated 
by Taiyo Fishing Company; ''Kashima Maru" 
(7,163 gross tons) with 11 catcher vessels, 
operated by Nihon Suisan; and 'Kazushima 
Maru" (3,757 gross tons) with 6 catcher ves- 
sels, operated jointly by Hoko Suisan and Ho- 
koku Suisan. 

The fleets will fish for hake, cod, Alaska 
pollock, and Pacific Ocen perch. Combined 
production targets are 102,900 metric tons of 
hake, Alaska pollock and cod, and 25,900 tons 
of Pacific Ocean perch. Catches will be eith- 
er frozen or processed into fish meal and 
mince meat (ingredient for fish sausage) 
aboard the factoryships. Most of the area 
within the designated zone has never been 
trawled before by Japanese vessels. In 1966, 
the Agency licensed 3 trawlers to fish exper - 
imentally in the northwest Pacific east of 
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135° W. longitude and north of 30° N, latitude, 
but the operations reportedly were not suc~- 

cessful. 

Agency Sets Conditions 

In licensing the operation, the Agency 
stipulated these conditions: (1) fleet opera- 
tors will observe provisions of the Japan- 
U. S. fishing agreement relative to the U.S. 
12-mile exclusive fisheries zone; (2) explor- 
atory operations will follow procedures es- 
tablished by the Agency; and (3) operations 
will be conducted outside regulatory areas 
designated in U. S.-USSR fishery agreement 
on U. S. 12-mile zone. (''Suisan Tsushin,"' 
May 30, 1967, and other sources.) 

% OK OK 

FIND POSSIBLE YEAR-ROUND 
TUNA FISHERY OFF 
MARSHALL-CAROLINE ISLANDS 

The Japanese fishery guidance vessel 
"Chiba Maru," 495 gross tons, owned by the 
Chiba Prefectural Government, returned 
recently to Misaki from a 3-month explora- 
tory trip to the central-west Pacific off the 
Marshall and Caroline Islands, Its purpose 
was to determine practicability of starting 
a tuna fishery in offshore waters of those 
islands, 

On the trip, 130 metric tons of fish (un- 
identified) were taken in 70 sets, averaging 
1.8 tons per operation, This exceeded ex- 
pectations somewhat and indicated possibil- 
ity of a year-round fishery. The survey also 
revealed that the relative proximity of the 
area to home islands eliminates need to stop 
at foreign ports and saves 170,000-200,000 
yen (US$47-56) in port entry fees. ('Suisan 
Keizai Shimbun,'' May 9, 1967.) 

* OK OK 

VESSEL LICENSE RENEWALS SCHEDULED 

The Japanese Central Fisheries Coordi- 
nation Council, an advisory body on licensing 
and regulation of fisheries, agreed April 21 
on standards and regulations of the Fisheries 
Agency for nationwide license renewals dur - 
ing May 1 to July 31. During this period, all 
owners of vessels operating in 8 designated 

fisheries must file license renewal applica- 
tions, according to ''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," 
April 24, 1967. 

The number of vessels to be licensed for 
the designated fisheries for the 5-year peri- 
od September 1, 1967-August 31, 1972, are: 

Designated Fishery No» Wesson ee 

Offshore trawl fishery .. 2.2.20 
Isei (west of 130° E.) medium trawl. . 
Distant-water trawl fishery: 
Southemiwatersiiivepeieeieieitellelistie 91 
Northernjwatersjiis/ieweneuemenionchevey« 218 

Norther water long line-gill net ... 22 

Mothership-type trawl fishery: 
Bering Sea--motherships 12 

u "catcher vessels. ..... 226 
Okhotsk Sea--motherships . .... 3 

Mt "catcher vessels 39 
Distant-water tuna fishery .. 2.2... 1, 287 
Offshore tuna fishery . . - ee 2 oe 2 © 
Mothership-type tuna fishery: 
Motherships (over 450 gross tons) . . . 

FISHING VESSEL CONSTRUCTION 
ROSE IN FY 1966 

In fiscal year 1966 (April 1966-March 
1967) 1,158 vessels totaling 174,759 gross 
tons were licensed for construction. The 
data were compiled by the Japanese Fisher - 
ies Agency's Fishing Vessel Section. There 
were 612 steel vessels (154,397 gross tons) 
and 546 wooden vessel (20,362 gross tons), 
up 43 percent in number and 81 percent in 
total tonnage over FY 1965. The increases 
were 10 percent in number and 55 percent in 
tonnage above average for the past 10 years. 

The sharp rise in FY 1966 is attributed to: 
construction of many replacements for vessels 
built in 1961-63; and construction of new ves- 
sels by firms that anticipated the Government 
would not revise standards for the general re- 
newal of vessel licenses scheduled for May- 
July 1967. Construction in FY 1966 trended 
towards an increase of vessel size in all fish- 
eries. In tuna fishery, most of newly built 
steel vessels were in 200- to 300-tonclass, 
("Suisan Keizai Shimbun,'' May 2, 1967.) 

FORM NATIONAL SQUID COUNCIL 

A new Japanese squid organization, tenta- 
tively named All-Japan Squid Fishery Coun- 
cil, was formed in Tokyo on May 11. It was 
created to promote domestic production to 
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meet growing demand for squid in Japan-- 
and to cope with problems arising from grow- 
ing imports of squid and extension of Soviet 
squid fishing into waters off Hokkaido. 

Japan's annual squid production in recent 
years has been around 500,000 metric tons. 
("Minato Shimbun,'' May 7, 1967.) 

ok Ok 

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH 
VESSEL LAUNCHED 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency's new re- 
search vessel, the 3,200-gross-ton, 71-man 
"Kaiyo Maru," largest of its kind in Japan, 
was launched on April 24 at the Kanasashi 
Shipyard in Shimizu. The vessel is a stern 
trawler type designed for deep-water trawl- 
ing and capable of operating under all cli- 
matic conditions. She will carry a portable 
boat to operate drift-net, surrounding -net, 
and long-line gear. Completion is scheduled 
for September 10. 

Specifications: total length 84.65 meters 
(262.4 feet); beam 15 meters (49.2 feet); 
draft 9.2 meters (30.2 feet); speed about13.5 
knots. ("Suisan Keizai Shimbun," May 1, 
1967.) 

* Ok OK 

TAIYO CO, WILL FISH 
TANNER CRAB IN BERING SEA 

Taiyo Fishing Co. plans to conduct ex- 
perimental tanner crab fishing this year in 
the Bering Sea with the Banshu Maru No, 5 
(3,678 gross tons), The vessel, assigned to 
the Bering Sea gill-net herring fishery, also 
will harvest the unutilized tanner crab re- 
source in Bristol Bay and other Bering Sea 
areas, 

Production target is 100-150 tons of fro- 
zen crab meat. If this operation is success- 
ful, Taiyo plans to send a canning factory- 
ship to the Bering Sea for full-scale opera- 
tions aimed at producing annually 375,000 
cases (48 $-lb. can) of canned crab meat for 
oN (‘'Suisan Keizai Shimbun," April 17, 
1967. 

a Ok Ok 
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POLLUTION DAMAGE TO FISHERIES 
IS RISING SHARPLY 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency reports 
that water pollution damage suffered by the 
coastal fisheries in 1965 reached an esti- 
mated 12.7 billion yen (about US$35.3 mil- 
lion), This corresponds roughly to 5 percent 
of production value. The figure is based on 
damages caused by industrial waste, city 
sewage, oil and bilge water from vessels, 
discharges from refineries, pulp factories, 
and other plants. It does not include con- 
tamination from human waste, agricultural 
chemicals, and numerous unknown pollutants, 
Total pollution damage is considered to be 
far greater than the Agency's figure. 

The rapidly increasing pollution of water 
parallels the economic growth of Japan. The 
problem is said to nullify coastal fishery im- 
provement projects, such as construction of 
artificial reefs, being carried out with a gov- 
ernment subsidy. In 1958, the Government 
enacted a water quality control law to pro- 
tect coastal fishery resources, but it has 
failed to control pollution, Growing public 
concern over water contamination has led the 
Government to draft pollution control meas- 
ures, which will be submitted to the current 
Diet. However, observers believe, because 
of the strong opposition of certain industrial 
groups, and jurisdictional arguments among 
government agencies, there is little hope of 
passing any effective conservation meaures 
sought by the fishing industry. 

Over 1,000 members of the National Fish- 
ermen!'s Council for Water Pollution Control 
Measures were scheduled to assemble in 

Tokyo, May 9, to demonstrate against the 
Government's ineffective control measures 
and to demand protective legislation. ("Shin 
"Suian Shimbun," May 8, 'Nihon Shimbun," 
May 5, 1967.) 

Ok OK 

PLAN TO STABILIZE 
ALBACORE TUNA PRICE 

The Japan Federation of Tuna Fishermen's 
Cooperative Associations (NIKKATSUREN) 
plans to purchase albacore tuna if prices de- 
cline below a certain level. It will do this in 
an effort to stabilize tuna prices in view of 
prospects of a good summer pole-and-line 
albacore season and the gloomy outlook on 
canned tuna exports. 
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NIKKATSUREN will buy 5,000 metric tons 
of summer albacore: 2,000 tons will be fro- 
zen and stored, and 3,000 tons processed in- 
to canned tuna in oil for sale in Japan. The 
group will pay packers about 50 yen (about 
14 cents) per case to process the raw mate- 
rial. It will have the major trading firms 
and wholesalers sell the product in Japan. 

However, this plan is reported meeting 
opposition from packers anticipating a de- 
cline in albacore prices. Some packers 
claim they cannot cooperate in a program 
that would result in increasing their raw ma- 
terial costs. Packers normally process in 
a year about 25,000 tons of summer albacore. 
Since NIKKATSUREN would be unable to car- 
ry out its program without packers' cooper- 
ation, it hopes to explain its program to 
packers and distributors, and to tuna pro- 
ducers, 

Plans Greater Efforts 

The group plans to intensify its price 
stabilization efforts this year because pre- 
dictions are for over 30,000 tons of summer 
albacore landings. It appears likely that al- 
bacore price will decline considerably in 
view of present frozen and canned tuna ex- 
ports and tuna price developments in other 
countries. 

NIKKATSUREN's idea of stabilizing tuna 
prices by promoting domestic sales of can- 
ned albacore in oil was developed in 1965, 
That year saw excellent summer albacore 
landings (around 43,000 tons) produce sharp 
price reductions. However, in 1966, summer 
albacore prices soared to nearly 200 yen per 
kilogram exvessel (US$504 a short ton) in 
Japan, This was due to light landings of un- 
der 20,000 tons. Asa result, packers de- 
clined to put up albacore for domestic sale. 
Only about 4,000 cases of canned albacore in 
oil were sold in 1966 under NIKKATSUREN's 
domestic canned tuna promotion program. 
(''Kanzume Nippo,'' April 24, 1967.) 

* ook ok 

SETS 1967 QUOTA FOR 
NORTH PACIFIC WHALING 

On April 14, the Japanese Government 
announced a whale catch quota of 1,001 
blue-whale units for the 16th (1967) North 

Pacific Whaling Expedition; it is the same 
quota as 1966, The catch limit for fin whales, 
however, was reduced by 11 percent, to 1,126 
whales. 

On April 22, the Fisheries Agency licensed 
the operation of 3 whaling fleets scheduled to 
participate in the 1967 expedition. The catch 
targets assigned to them are: 

Whaling Fleet 
Blue -Whale Units 

Kyokuyo Hogei 467 
Taiyo Gyogyo 267 
Nihon Suisan 267 

"Kyokuyo Maru No, 2" 
"Nisshin Maru" 
"Tonan Maru" 

Scheduled fleet departures were: Nisshin 
Maru May 12; Kyokuyo Maru No. 2 May 13; 
Tonan Maru May 15. ("Suisan Tsushin," 
eye nie "Suisan Keizai Shimbun," April 17, 
1967. 

Ok OK 

A YEAR-ROUND FISHERY OFF U.S, 
WOULD POSE PROBLEMS 

The Japanese trawler ''Taiyo Maru No. 
32" (364 gross tons), owned by a Taiyo Fish- 
ing Co., returned to Japan April 28 after a 
5-month exploratory trip off the U. S. east 
coast. The vessel explored the area from 
10° N. (West Indies) to 40° N, latitudes (New 
York), seeking primarily sea bream and 
shrimp. Its objective was to investigate pos- 
sibilities of establishing year-round trawl op- 
erations in the northwest Atlantic, based on 
Taiyo's plans to fish north of 40° N, latitude 
in the summer and south of 40° N, in the 

winter. 

It found herring abundant off New York, 
but the poor results in shrimp and seabream 
fishing indicated the difficulty of setting up a 
profitable trawl fishery. However, a decision 
on year-round operations will not be made 
until the ''Kaimon Maru" (2,500 gross tons), 
recently sent to northwest Atlantic by Japan 
Overseas Trawlers Association, completes 
her survey. (‘Shin Suisan Shimbun," May 8, 
1967.) 

mw ok Ok 

1966 FISHERY CATCH WAS RECORD 

The Japanese fishery catch in 1966 hit a 
record of 7.07 millionmetric tons~--up 160,000 
tons, or 2.3 percent, from the 1965 catch of 
6.91 million metric tons. This information 
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was published by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry on May 23. 

By type of fishery, the distant-water ac- 
counted for 1.7 million tons; offshore fishery 
2.99 million tons; coastal fishery 1.86 mil- 
lion tons; shallow-water culture 380,000 tons; 

and inland water fishery 140,000 tons. 

- Production increase was attributed large- 
ly to good catches in the pole-and-line skip- 
jack fishery, 170,000 tons--up 28 percent 
over 1965--and the North Pacific mothership- 
type trawl fishery, 540,000 tons, up 25 per- 
cent. 

Tuna production by the distant-water long- 
line fishery, 400,000 tons, fell 8 percent be- 
low 1965 landings. This was due primarily 
to poor fishing conditions in the Atlantic 
Ocean, Whale production totaled 3,445 blue 
whale units (BWU), a 34-percent decrease 
from 5,230 in 1965, The sharp decline was 
attributed mainly to the drastic reduction in 
Japan's whale catch quota for the 21st (1966/67 
season) Antarctic Whaling Expedition (from 
2,340 BWU in 1965/66 to 1,633 BWU in 
1966/67.) (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," and 
"Minato Shimbun,'' May 25, 1967.) 

SAURY FISHERMEN FORM ASSOCIATION 

The Japanese National Saury Fishermen's 
Association was formed on May 18. Its ob- 
jectives are to help the economically de- 
pressed saury fishermen and to improve 
their competitive position in view of expand- 
ing Soviet fishing operations off northeastern 
Japan. 

This year, the Association will: (1) ex- 
pand resource investigations and improve 
fishing condition forecasts; (2) explore and 
develop new fishing grounds; (3) conduct re- 
search to develop labor-saving devices; (4) 
seek revision of present laws to obtain more 
benefits for saury fishermen; and (5) accum- 
ulate more knowledge about Soviet fishing 
activities off Japan. (‘Shin Suisan Shimbun 
Sokuho,'' May 19, 1967.) 
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LOOK TO NORWAY FOR 
NEW SUPPLIES OF FISH 

Norwegian newspapers reported that sev- 
eral Japanese processors expressed inter- 
est in using capelin for human consumption 
during a visit. Samples of frozen Norwegian 
capelin reportedly are being sent to Japan. 
Last year, the Norwegian capelin catch went 
entirely for meal and oil. (U.S. Embassy, 
Copenhagen, May 19, 1967. 

H 
Communist China 

FISHES FOR TUNA IN INDIAN OCEAN 

The tuna fisheries of the People's Repub- 
lic of China seem to be in the infant stage, 
reports a visitor to the Canton Trade Fair 
(April 15-May 15). A few tuna vessels of the 
350-ton class from Canton are operating in 
the Indian Ocean. They probably will turn to 
the Atlantic Ocean in the future. 

At present, the tuna are sold frozen to 
Europe. It is possible that the Chinese may 
begin to can tuna in the future. 

é 
South Vietnam 

FISHING INDUSTRY GREW 
APPRECIABLY IN DECADE 

The fishing industry of South Vietnam is 
very important to the country's economy be- 
cause of its current size, growth rate, and 
potential. 

The industry is producing each year 
380,000 metric tons of fish, shellfish, and 
other aquatic products, This is the main pro- 
tein source for much of the population. The 
fisheries employ 250,000 people, about three 
percent of the civilian force. 

Most of the catch comes from marine wa- 
ters along 2,600 kilometers of coast. In- 
shore areas yield fish, shrimp, lobsters, and 
other shellfish. Rivers and canals supply 
much freshwater fish. Pond fisheries pro- 
duce about 20 percent of the country's catch. 
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Industry Growth 

The fishing industry has grown encourag- 
ingly in the past decade, mostly through 
mechanization of fishing boats. In 1966, 
16,700 of about 65,00 fishing boats were 
motorized. The catch increased from 52,000 
tons in 1954 to 380,500 tons in 1966--287,000 
tons came from marine waters, and 65,000 
tons from fresh waters. Shellfish catch was 
28,000 tons. The war--and the resulting di- 
version of fishing vessels to public trans- 
portation--has slowed that growth somewhat 
in the last few years. 

Industry Has Good Potential 

The construction of cold storage and ice- 
making plants, fish-landing piers, fish cul- 
ture stations, mechanization of fishing junks 
and the use of synthetic nets--all these will 
help the industry fullfill its potential asa 
leading factor in the economic development 
of South Vietnam, 

The development programs for the indus- 
try are a cooperative undertaking of the Gov- 
ernment and the U. S. Agency for Internation- 
al Development (USAID). Plans for a contin- 
ued and progressive use of fishery resources 
have been made, and effective technical guid- 
ance in advanced fishery techniques is being 
provided. It is hoped that training of fisher- 
men and fishing specialists, and the procure- 
ment of essential equipment and supplies, 
will lead to optimum production from marine 
and fresh-water waters. 

RECEIVES FISHERY AID 

The U. S. has agreed to contribute 
US$2,012,000 to the Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO), under the Freedom from 
Hunger Campaign, to assist a U. N. Develop- 
ment Program (UNDP) fisheries project in 
South Vietnam. 

Under the agreement, the U. S. aid will 
help expand the scope of the project FAO is 
carrying out for the UNDP at Viet-Nam's re- 
quest. Recent experience in the South China 
Sea indicated that a great increase in fish 
catch would be possible if traditional Viet- 
namese coastal operations could be modern- 
ized and expanded to include deep-water op- 
erations. Since fish provide a large portion 
of the protein in the Vietnamese diet, this 
project could result in a much needed im- 
provement in the food supply. 

UNDP Project Is Broadened 

The original UNDP project, calling for $1 
million from the Special Fund and $336,000 
as Viet-Nam's counterpart contribution, con- 
sisted of coastal surveys and feasibility stud- 
ies. The U. S. contribution will pay for in- 
vestigations and feasibility studies for off- 
shore and high-seas operations. It will en- 
able FAO to pay for the charter of a deep- 
water trawler, necessary equipment, and per- 
sonnel, including a U. N. expert. 

The Netherlands also plans to contribute 
to this enlarged project. (U. S. Department 
of State, May 26, 1967.) 

Taiwan 

TUNA VESSELS WILL TRANSSHIP 
FROM SOUTH AFRICA 

The Walvis Bay harbor is to be used by 6 
fishing vessels (five 300-gross tons and one 
1,000-gross ton) of the Republic of China to 
transship tuna catches. The vessels are all 
fishing off coast of southwestern Africa and 
are registered in Taipei (Taiwan). Mainly, 
they long-line for tuna beyond the Continental 
Shelf off Southwest Africa. (''Namib Times," 
April 21, 1967.) 



SOUTH PACIFIC 

Australia 

FISHERY EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, 
JUNE-DECEMBER 1966 

Australian shrimp exports for July-Decem- 
ber 1966, the first half of the 1966/67 fiscal 
year (July-June), were worth US$1,875,000-- 
up 58 percent over the same period in 1965/66. 
This was reported in ''Australian Overseas 
Trade in Marine Products," published by the 
Fisheries Branch, Commonwealth Depart- 
ment of Primary Industry. 

The quantity of shrimp exported for the 
half-year was 1,755,000 lbs.--533,000 lbs. 
more than July-December 1965, 

A feature of trading was the sharp increase 
in exports to the U. S.--154,000 lbs. valued at 
$189,000, compared with 63,000 lbs. worth 
$54,000 in the 1965/66 half year to December 31. 
Japan remained Australia's best customer, 
importing 1,132,000 lbs. valued at $1,250,000. 

Abalone exports also rose in quantity and 
value during the half-year. The 1,077,000 lbs, 
of meat were worth$551,000, ariseof73 per- 
cent over the 1965 period. Of that amount, 
canned abalone was worth $401,000. Malay- 
sia, Singapore, and Japan took the bulk of ex- 
ports. 

But Total Value of Exports Dropped 

Total value of marine products exported 
for the 6 months to December 31, 1966-- 
$10,247,000--was $208,000 less than the 1965 
period. This was due mainly to a 30 percent 
drop in value of spiny lobster tail exports. 
Lobster tail shipments for the first half-year 
in 1965/66 were particularly heavy because 
of a carryover from the previous year due 
to shipping difficulties. Exports for the 6 
months to December 31, 1966, were valued 
at $3,838,000, compared with $5,482,000 the 
previous year. 

Scallop exports dropped by $24,000 in De- 
cember but were up by $25,000 for the 6- 
month period. 

The value of cultured pearl exports for 
the half-year was $1,732,000--up $552,000. 
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Marine Products Imports Down A Little 

There was a Slight fall in the value of ma- 
rine products imports for the half-year ended 
December 31,1966. They totaled $17,562,000, 
compared with $17,680,000 for the first 6 
months in the 1965/66 year. 

The value of fish fillet imports in packages 
of one pound or less jumped 81 percent to 
$2,855,000, but imports of similar fish in 
packs greater than one pound fell 45 percent, 
to $1,972,000. (‘Australian Fisheries News- 
letter,'' April 1967.) 

a = 

American Samoa 

ALBACORE PRICES RAISED 
FOR JUNE DELIVERIES 

The price agreement reached between Ja- 
panese trading firms and U. S. packers in 
American Samoa for June 1967 tuna deliver- 
ies resulted in a $10-per-ton increase for 
albacore: $350 per short ton for frozen round 
fish and $335 per ton for iced fish. 

Other tuna prices for June (with May price 
comparisons): yellowfin frozen $290 (down 
$5), iced $275 (unchanged); big-eyed frozen 
$185 (up $5), iced $170 (unchanged). (''Suis- 
ancho Nippo,'' June 3, 1967.) 

* OK OK 

ASIAN TUNA PRODUCERS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN SAMOAN PRICE TALKS 

The 8-man tuna price study group, formed 
after the Asian tuna conference in Tokyo, May 
30-31, heldits first meeting June 3. It adopted 
the following proposals: (1) representatives 
from Formosa, South Korea, and Okinawa 
will take part in the monthly tuna price nego- 
tiations in American Samoa between Japan- 
ese trading firms and U. S. packers; (2) the 
Japanese firms will handle direct negotiations 
but reflect the will of tuna producers of the 4 
participating countries; (3) a determination of 
price will be considered the decision of the 4 
countries; and (4) when non-Japanese mem- 
bers cannot attend the negotiations, the Japan 
National Federation of Tuna Fishermen's Co- 
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operative Associations (NIKKATSUREN) will 
notify them of the price settlement. 

On June 5, NIKKATSUREN informed the 
concerned Japanese firms of the new plan, 
("'Suisancho Nippo,'' June 6, 1967.) 

CARIBBEAN 

Barbados 

SHRIMP INDUSTRY GROWS 

For one seafood company, 1966 was a suc- 
cessful year, It exported about 2.4 million 
pounds of shrimp, principally to the U. S. 
During 1967, the company will export an ese 
timated 3 million pounds and, during 1968, 
3.5 million, 

CRAYFISH DESCRIPTION AND THEIR HABITS 

During 1966, another firm began to build a 
$160,820 facility to peel and devein shrimp; 
150 new employes willbeneeded. When com- 
pleted in June 1967, cold-storage facilities 
will be provided for 300,000 pounds of shrimp, 
and processing capacity willbe 30,000 pounds 
aday. Thefirm shipped afew thousand pounds 
of shrimptothe U.S.byair last year but, ac- 
cording to company officials, the cost was too 
high to do this routinely. It also tried to ex- 
port flyingfish to the United Kingdom in small 
quantities, where the product was fairly well 
received. However, there are no immediate 
plans to pursue this activity on a large scale 
because the company is handling allit can now. 

The shrimp trawler fleet is scheduled to 
be expanded from 24 vessels to over 35 by 
July 1967. With increased storage capacity, 
the fleet could be expanded to 100 vessels-- 
but there is a shortage of docking space. 
(U. S. Embassy, Bridgetown, Apr. 25, 1967.) 

Crayfish, lobsters, shrimp and crabs are relations in the class 

"crustacea,'' all bearing 2 pairs of antennae andat least 5pairs of legs. 

in the water. 

ing visitors. 

Crayfish are abundant in streams and freshwater ponds of all the 
continents, wherever there is a sufficient amount of calcium carbonate 

Some live in rapidly flowing streams and others, also 
called crawfish, live in stagnant ponds or in wetmeadows and marshes. 

Crayfish lurk patiently under flattish stones, with just their heads 
protruding from their hiding places. 
one pair short and the other pair long and slender--keep tabs on pass- 

When a small fish or other tasty creature passes within 
reach, the crayfish grabs it with his pincer claws. 

When its watery world is calm and quiet, the crayfish crawls for- 
ward around the bottom slowly and jerkily. But if disturbed, it shoots 
backward rapidly by contracting its abdominal muscles and folding its 
tail fin underneath its body. Itis to this swift ability to retreat that a per- 
son refers when he says someone has ''crawfished"' out of an undertak- 
ing. (Reprinted, with permission from Science News, weekly summary 
of current science, copyright 1966 by Science Service, Inc.) 

The head and thorax of these marine animals are fused into one piece, 
called the cephalothorax, and form a protective sheath over the animal. 
This sheath, or crust, suggested the class name ''crustacea." 

Two pairs of waving antennae-- 
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South-West Africa 

FISH OIL YIELD DROPS 

The quality of pilchards caught off Walvis 
Bay in early May deteriorated, and the oil 
yield dropped from about 20 gallons a ton of 
fish at the beginning of April to only nine. 
This is a marked change in the usual pattern 
of oil yield, which rises sharply during May 
and June and declines again in July. The fish 
were found very close inshore. Vessels had 
been going out for up to five hours for fish. 
("Namib Times," Walvis Bay, May 5, 1967.) 

Senegal 

SETS TUNA PRICES 

The Government of Senegal, on March 18, 

1967, issued a decree governing the 1966/67 
tuna fishing season. The basic provisions 
carry over from the 1965/1966 season: tuna 
prices remain at 82.50 francs CFA ($0.34)/Kg. 
($340 a metric ton) for albacore, and 55 francs 
CFA ($0.22)/Kg. ($220 a metric ton) for skip- 
jack. 

The French import quota of 11,000 tons of 
canned tuna from Senegal continues to be al- 
lotted among Senegal's 3 canneries. (U.S. 
Embassy, Dakar, April 22, 1967.) 

<> 

70) 
Mauritania 

DEVELOPS FISHING INDUSTRY 

Mauritania is pushing a vigorous fishery 
development plan with financial assistance 
from France and Spain, according to the Jap- 
anese Fisheries Agency. Mauritania plans to 
construct in Port Etienne a 1,800-ton cold- 
storage plant (with 75-ton freezing capacity), 
a fish meal plant with a processing capacity 
of 300 tons of fish a day, and a 280-meter- 
long fish unloading wharf. Also, a fishing fleet 
build-up program is reported under way. 

In the first phase, a fleet of 16 fishing ves- 
sels (14 reported under construction) will be 
built: two 52-meter (170-foot) trawlers and 
six 33-meter (108-foot) trawlers powered by 
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1,300-hp. engines; six 21-meter (69-foot) 
purse seiners powered by 360-hp. engines; 
and two 2,000-ton refrigerated carriers. 
Construction of vessels and plants are to be 
financed by France, ‘(''Nihon Suisan Shim- 
bun,'' May 17, 1967.) 

Ghana 

REPORT ON FISHING INDUSTRY 

Ghana's current demand for fish outdis- 
tances the available supply considerably. The 
Fisheries Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 
estimates the present annualdemand at 
250,000 metric tons. Its provisional figure 
for supply from all sources is 130,000 tons, 
perhaps optimistic. While official predic- 
tions suggest a slight increase in fish pro- 
duction and consumption in 1967, the gap be- 
tween supply and demand is not expected to 
narrow significantly. 

The 1966 catch was 99,236 tons, an in- 
crease of 10,554 tons over 1965. Canoe land- 
ings accounted for 25,115 tons; motor fishing 
vessels, 49,350 tons; and Soviet vessels on 
contract, 24,776 tons. More than half the 
increase resulted from animproved tuna 
catch--from 7,716 to 13,196 tons. 

In 1966, 18,930 tons of fish were imported 
(5,699 tons in 1965), while fish transshipped 
out of Ghana amounted to 7,794 tons (6,869 
tons in 1965), Figures for the 1966 fresh-wa- 
ter catch are not available, but the amount 

must be small. The largest source for this 
type of fish is, of course, the Volta Lake, 
which currently supplies about 300 tons an- 
nually. 

20% of Work Force in Fishing 

About 20 percent of Ghana's working popu- 
lation is engaged in some aspect of fishing; 
67,000 fishermen operate 10,212 canoes, half 
fitted with outboard motors. Also, 412 local 
motor fishing vessels (32' to 100! total length) 
ply Ghana's waters. Most fishare purchased, 
smoked or dried, and later marketed by wom- 
en hawkers. Some are frozen onthe 18 Soviet 
trawlers leased to Mankoadze Fisheries, and 
at the State Fishing Corporation's modest- 
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Ghana (Contd.): 

sized freezing facility in Tema. In theory, 
50 percent of the fish marketed by this state- 
owned corporation is transported inland ina 
limited number of refrigerated trucks. But 
numerous newspaper complaints regarding 
empty cold-storage houses innoncoastal areas 
suggest strongly that most fish are consumed 
near the country's two ports, Tema and Tak- 
oradi. 
exclusively for tuna, all exported. 

Industry Has Great Potential 

The fish industry, if properly encouraged 
and managed, could hold great potential for 
Ghana, The internal demand for fish, cur- 
rently twice the domestic and foreign supply, 
should encourage increased production. While 
Ghanaian marine grounds are not considered 
abundant, efficient exploitation would increase 
the yield, 

The U. S. Agency for International Devel- 
opment, working with the Ghana Government, 

Star-Kist International, at Tema, fishes 

is exploring ways to take advantage of the 
fresh-water fish resources of the Volta Lake. 

Fish production could be encouraged by 
reducing tax on fish, originally imposed for 
revenue purposes. Currently, a $1.40 tax 
must be paid for each ton of fish with an 
overall length greater than 20 centimeters; 
5 percent ad valorem is levied on loads of 
shorter lengths. Also, a port fee of 93 cents 
per ton and an identical wharfage fee is ex- 
acted from all vessels in port. 

If the overcapitalized State Fishing Cor- 
poration were sold to private ownership, a 
move now under consideration, production 
could be expected to rise, distribution im- 
prove, andspoilage decrease. With sufficient 
private investment and know-how, shrimp 
exploitation for immediate freezing and air 
shipment to Europe could prove profitable. 
The shrimp grounds, thought substantial, 
should be thoroughly investigated and deline- 
ated. (U. S. Embassy, Accra, June 8, 1967.) 

FAO NEEDS FISHERY TECHNICIAN 

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has an opening for a 
Fishery Statistician (P-2) in its Rome office. This is a permanent ap- 
pointment with a gross starting salary of $9,050 plus allowances. Qual- 
ifications include a university degree in statistics and mathematics, and 
post graduate studies in these disciplines; three years' experience as a 
Statistician; and a very good knowledge of either English, French, or 
Spanish, Interested persons should send application with detailed per- 
sonal history to Chief, Recruitment Section, Personnel Branch, FAO 
via delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome, Italy. 



ARTICLE 
If you conduct a scallop dredging 
survey in May 1968--you can ex- 
pect results similar to this re- 

port's. 

INCIDENTAL CATCHES OF FINFISH IN 
SEA SCALLOP DREDGES ON GEORGES BANK 

By Roland L. Wigley* and Henry W. Jensen* 

Finfish are commonly caught in sea scallop dredges on the 
Georges Bank fishing grounds. This article analyzes the kinds 
and number of fish caught in 147 samples collected witha 
standard commercial scallop dredge from the BCF research 
vessel ''Delaware." 

Among the 20 kinds of fish caught, skate accounted for 
51% of the totalcatch., Yellowtailflounder ranked second (11%) 
and squirrelhake third (8%). Sculpin (7%), goosefish (7%), and 
haddock (5%) were other common parts of catch. 

Highest densities of fish (34 per 10,000 square meters) 
were near western Georges Bank. Intermediate densities (29 
per 10,000 square meters) were found in southern Georges 
Bank. 
in eastern Georges Bank. 

Lowest densities (16 per 10,000 square meters) were 

The average number of fish caught per individualdredge 
haul increased from 8 at the slowest speed to 42 at the fast- 
est speed, 

It is estimated that the commercial scallop fleet on 
Georges Bank catches about 20 million finfish per year. 

One of New England's major fisheries, 
and a rapidly growing one in Nova Scotia, is 
that for sea scallops, Placopecten magel- 
lanicus (Gmelin), A fleetof 40 to 60 vessels, 
based mainly in New Bedford, Mass., has 
been fishing for scallops for several decades; 
in recent years, an equal number of vessels 
from Nova Scotia have sought them (Interna- 
tional Commission for the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries, 1964), The principal fishing 
grounds in the New England-Nova Scotia re- 
gion is Georges Bank (Merrill and Posgay, 
1964), The most heavily fished areas are in 
water depths between 50 and 100 meters 
around the bank's periphery. The gear tradi- 
tionally used is a large steel dredge 3 to 4 
meters wide (Posgay, 1957). 

During scallop fishing, a wide variety of 
bottom-dwelling finfishes that abound on the 
scallop grounds are caught incidentally in the 
Fishery Research Biologist 

* Biological Laboratory Technician 

dredge. The more valuable species, such as 
yellowtail flounder and haddock, sometimes 
are brought back toport to be sold. But fre- 
quently all species are discarded at sea, 

This report isa preliminary account of 

the incidental catch of finfish. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Delaware collected the 147 samples of 
sea scallops and fish during a survey of the 
Georges Bank sea scallop stocks in May 1961. 
The collecting gear was a standard commer~ 
cial scallop dredge (Posgay, 1957) 3.05 me- 
ters wide with 5-cm.-diameter rings in the 
dredge bag. Each haul lasted 10 minutes, 
The distance the dredge was towed along the 
sea bottom was measured with an odometer 
attached tothe dredge. Although the time was 
the same for each haul, the distance traversed 

BCF Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 

Note: All statistics are in the appendix to reprint (Separate No. 795) of this article. Fora free copy of the Separate, write to Office 
of Information, U. S, Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, BCF, Washington, D. C. 20240. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Sep. No. 795 
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by the dredge varied somewhat due to the ef- 
fects of water currents and wind on the ves- 
sel. Tomakeall tows comparable, the origi- 
nal fishcounts were adjusted to a basic area 
of 10,000 square meters sampled by the 
dredge. The adjustment factor was based on 
the distance the dredge was towed, as meas- 
ured bythe odometer. All data in this report 
refer tothe adjusted catch, or to dredge hauls 
per 10,000 m2 sampled. Dredge hauls were 
taken on Georges Bank ina rather narrow 
depth zone of 51 to 137 meters (fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 - Chart of the Georges Bank region showing the three major. 
sectors of the bank (Eastem, Western, and Southern) and the 
number of dredging stations in each area. 

Fishfrom eachdredge haul were identified 
and counted. Only those longer than about 20 
em. are included inthe tabulations, The 
smaller specimens are omitted, since they 
were few and were retained in the dredge only 
accidentally. Inreporting these data, we have 
grouped the samples by the conventional geo- 
graphical areas (Merrill and Posgay, 1964); 
dimensions of each unit area are 10 minutes 
in latitude by 10 minutes inlongitude. Samples 
were taken in 48 areas. 

Common names of fishesused inthis re- 
port are those listed by the American Fisher- 
ies Society, Special Publication No. 2, second 
edition (1960). The scientific and common 
names are included in table 1 (see note page 
63). 

KINDS OF FISH AND THEIR 
RELATIVE DENSITY 

Twenty kinds of fish were represented in 
the collections (table 1), Of these, only 1 was 
abundant, 5 were common, and 13 were un- 
common to rare, The rare species (listed in 
footnote to table 1) are grouped under "Oth- 
er,'' Skate were, by far, the most numerous 

fish. Their numerical density (number per 
haul) averaged 14; they accounted for 51% of 

total number. The second- andthird-ranked 
species were yellowtail flounder and squirrel 
hake. They averaged 3 and 2 per haul and 
provided 11% and 8%, respectively. Other 
fishcommoninthe catch were sculpin, goose- 
fish, and haddock; their average catch-rate 
ranged from 1 to 2 per haul, and they made 
up 5% to 7% of total fish caught. 

Fish were taken in 140 dredge hauls, 95% 
of total. The number of specimens per haul 
averaged 26; therange was 0 to 118 (table 1). 
The number of fish differed markedly in the 
3 sectors (table 1, figs. 2 and 3). Catch was 
highest in Georges Bank's Western Sector, 
where the number per haul averaged 34 (unit- 
area means ranged from 8 to 57), The kinds 
of fish caught most frequently in this sector 
were Skate, yellowtail flounder, haddock, and 
goosefish. In the Southern Sector, the catch 
was moderate, averaging 29 fish per haul 
(unit-area means rangedfrom 8 to 51), Prin- 
cipal kinds of fishwere skate, squirrel hake, 
and yellowtail flounder. The Eastern Sector 
yielded the fewest fish. The number of fish 
per haul averaged only 16 (unit-area means 
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Fig. 2 - Average dredge catch (number per haul) of the major 
kinds of fishes for each sector of Georges Bank. 
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Fig. 3 - Geographical summarization of the average number of 
fish caught per dredge haul, all species combined. Values in 
the circles are sector averages; values in the rectangles are unit- 
area averages. 

ranged from 1to 30); the most abundant kinds 
were Skate, yellowtail flounder, and sculpin. 

Although the abundance of certain species 
of fish may vary from season to season, or 
year to year, the average catch of all species 
combined canbe expected toremain about the 
same, seasonally, and from one year to the 
next. For example, the fish catch in scallop 
dredges in September 1965, by the "Albatross 
IV," wasvery similar in species composition 
and quantity to those described here for May 
1961. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

Catchrecordsfrom this series of samples 
provide a general indicationof the geographic 
distribution of some of the larger, slow-mov- 
ing, groundfish found in the Georges Bank re- 
gion, Severalkinds of fish represented in the 
dredge samples are widely distributed over 
the bank, These wide-ranging fish were fre- 
quently the more abundant kinds, such as 
goosefish, yellowtail flounder, skate, and 
sculpin (fig. 4). They were common in all 3 
sectors, The windowpane was considerably 
less numerous but also occurred over a large 
portionof the bank, These fish habitually lie 
on the sea bottom or partially buried in the 
bottom sediments. Sothey are more likely to 
be caught in the scallop dredge than pelagic 
species or the more active demersal species. 

Twenty percent of the species exhibited a 
restricted geographic distribution, or a 
markedly higher density in specific parts of 
the Georges Bank. Squirrel hake were espe- 
cially commonin the Southern Sector (fig. 5); 
they were rare or absent in other sectors. 
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Witch flounder, also, were most plentiful in 
the Southern Sector (fig. 5). Their occur- 
rence there (in May) is in marked contrast 
to their fall (September-November) distribu- 
tion, which is limited to deepwater regions 
north of Georges Bank (Fritz, 1965). Winter 
flounder were most abundant in the northeast- 
ern part of Georges Bank. Haddock were 
common inthe northeast part of the bank and 
in the Western Sector; they appeared in only 
a fewcollectionsin the Southern Sector. Sil- 
ver hake were in highest density along the 
northwestern periphery of Georges Bank. The 
only other collections of this species were a 
few in the Southern Sector. 

RELATION OF FISH CATCH 
TO TOWING SPEED 

Speeds at which the dredge was towed were 
calculated by dividing the distance traveled 
(odometer measurements) by towing time (10 
minutes for eachhaul). Towing speeds ranged 
from 1.4 to 4.6 knots; the majority were 3.0 
to 3.8 knots. 

Towing speeds were determined to learn 
whether or not speed significantly influenced 
the catchof fish. The numbers of fish caught 
at various speeds indicate a pronounced in- 
crease in catch with increased towing speed 
(table 2--see note on page 63, fig. 6), At 1.4 
knots, the average catch was about 8 fish per 
haul; the catch increased to over 42 fish per 
haulat4.6 knots. This increase in catch with 
increase in speed is regular, except for de- 
viations at the very slow and very fast speeds. 
These deviations are not due to sampling in 
unusually deep or shallow waters, or the re- 
sult of fishing on a particular type of bottom. 
The best explanation is the inadequate num- 
ber of dredge hauls at the slower and faster 
speeds. Also, the relatively small number 
of flatfish, gadoids, and goosefish taken at 
towing speeds over 4 knots (see fig. 7), and 
differences indensity of fish among the 3 
sectors of the bank, contribute to the varia- 

tions in catch rate. 

Catchrate of the different kinds of fish 
varied considerably withdredge towing speed. 
The rateof capture of skate, most commonly 
caught, more than doubled when towing speed 
was increased from 2 to 3 knots (table 3--see 
note on page 63, fig. 7). Atfaster speeds 
their number continued to increase, leveling 
off at 16 to 17 per haul at speeds of 34 to 44 
knots. Time of day had no significantin- 
fluence on the catch of skate--it was nearly 
the same at allhours of day and night. Gadoids 
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exhibited a similar trend in catch at dif- 
ferent towing speeds. Maximum average 
catch was slightly more than 5 per haul at 33 
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Fig. 7 - Catch-rate of representative species and species groups 
in relation to towing speed. 

knots, but the catch declined at faster towing 
speeds, Catch rate of flatfish was relatively 
high (1 to 2 per haul) at slow speeds (2 knots), 
and reached a maximum of 4 to 5 per haul at 
3 to 35 knots. At faster speeds, the catch of 
flatfish dropped substantially. Goosefish were 
caught at a broadrange of towing speeds, and 
revealed relatively small changes in catch 
rate. Highest average catch of goosefish (2.3 
per haul) was at 33 knots; smallest number 
was at towing speeds greater than 4 knots. 
Sculpin was the only common fish taken in 
largest quantities at speeds greater than 4 
knots. Single specimens, however, of Atlantic 
herring, Atlantic wolffish, and spiny dogfish 
(all included in the category 'Other'') were 
caught only at speeds over 4 knots, Fourspot 
flounder, oceanpout, sea raven, Atlantic cod, 
northern searobin, and lumpfish were caught 
in small numbers only, and at various speeds 
over 23 knots. 

Several causes are believed to contribute 
to these differences in catch rate. The re- 
duced catch of flatfish at the higher speeds 
may be attributed to bouncing of the dredge 
off bottom, or the overriding of some speci- 
mens where the bottomis uneven. Many flat- 
fishes and skates lie partially buried inbot- 
tom sediments; a bouncing dredge or a sweep- 
chain in high position part of the time could 
pass over some slower-moving specimens of 
these species. Theincreasedcatch of all fin- 
fish at medium or high towing speed, com- 
pared totheir low catch at low speed, may be 
due to the fish's inability to escape the on- 
coming dredge--which they are able to do 
when the dredge is towed slower than 25 
knots. Vibrations produced by the pounding 
of dredge against the ocean bottom, and tur- 
bulence created by the towing warp and dredge 
passing through water, undoubtedly are sensed 
to some degree by the various kinds of fish. 
Differences inability to detect sounds and vi- 
brations through the water and ocean bottom, 
combined with unequal visual acuity and a 
wide range infright reaction of these fishes, 
may explain a major part of the disparity in 
catch rate and changes of catch rate with tow- 
ing speed among the various kinds of fish. 

ESTIMATES OF FINFISH 
CAUGHT BY 

COMMERCIAL SCALLOP FLEET 

In this section, we present preliminary 
estimates of the finfish caught on Georges 



Bank by the New England-Nova Scotian com - 
mercial scallopers. We assume that the fin- 
fish catch for commercial vessels is about 
the same as the Delaware's. Fishing effort 
by the New England-Nova Scotian scallop fleet 
for the 5-year period 1959-63 was used to 
derive an estimate of annual fishing effort 
(Power, 1961-1963; Power and Lyles, 1964; 
Lyles, 1965; Neil Bourne, personal communi- 

cation). 

We have pointed out that the species com- 
position and density of fishes vary from one 
sector of Georges Bank toanother. Also, the 
amount of fishing by the commercial scallop 
fleet differs from sector to sector. Appro- 
priate adjustments were made to correct for 
these variables before applying the catch data 
obtained bythe Delaware to the annual aver- 
age fishing effort by the scallop fleet. An- 
nual fishing effort (number ofvessel-days 
fished) by the commercial fleet in the three 
sectors was: Eastern--7,796 days; West- 
ern--1,821 days; and Southern--2,436 days. 
The estimated catch of fish is listed in table 
4--see note on page 63. 

We estimate that over 20 million finfish 
are caught annually by the scallop fleet on 
Georges Bank. Skate make up a major por- 
tion (50%) of this catch (fig. 8) and account 

Fig. 8 - Composition of finfish catch (in terms of numbers) made 
by the commercial scallop fleet on Georges Bank. "Other" in- 
cludes-ocean pout and silver hake; "other flatfish" includes: four- 
spot flounder, witch flounder, winter flounder, andwindowpane. 
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for over 10 millionfish. The commercial 
value of skate is so low that they are usually 
discarded. Other low-value fish in the catch 

are sculpin, goosefish, squirrel hake, silver 

hake, and 'Other,"' which individually account 
for 0.3 to1l.8 million specimens, and collec- 
tively account for over 5.4 million--26% of 
the total. The commercially valuable species 
are yellowtail flounder, other flatfish, and 
haddock. Together, they provide about 24% 
(5 million) of the total catch. Sometimes, 
these species are brought back to port by the 
scallop fishermen for their families or to be 
sold at dockside. 

Gross estimates of the weight of fish caught 
by the scallop fleet can be obtained from ob- 
servations on fish size made by personnel 
aboard the Delaware. They estimated that the 
weight of individual finfishcaught on the sur- 
vey cruise averaged roughly 0.45 kilogram 
(ca. 1 pound). Based on this approximation, 
the scallop fleet catch is estimated to be 9 
million kilograms (20 million pounds) of fin- 
fish each year. 

Finfish, plus about 27 millionkilograms (60 
million pounds) of scallop viscera per year WJ, A. 
Posgay, personal communication), discarded 
on the Georges Bank fishing grounds provide 
a valuable source of nourishment for fish and 
invertebrates. Relatively minor quantities 
are eaten by birds and mammals. Large 
carnivorous fish, such as sharks, cod, and 
goosefish, engulf whole specimens of the 
smaller discarded species. The large dis- 
carded fishare attacked piecemeal by fish 
and certain kinds of invertebrates. Crabs, 
shrimp, gastropod mollusks, isopods, amphi- 
pods, and numerous other groups of inverte- 
brates use this animal matter to supplement 
their normal food sources. 

Animal matter discarded at sea by the sea 
scallop fleet has short-circuited some path- 
ways inthe normal food web. Consequently, 
the slow-moving, scavenger-type fishes (de- 
mersal sharks, skate, goosefish, and others) 
may have benefited greatly from this addition- 
al food supply, whereas the fast-swimming 
predaceous fish (pollock, mackerel, and oth- 
ers) may have profited rather little. Possi- 
bly, the large quantities of food material 
dumped on the fishing grounds over many 
decades has contributed to changing the spe- 
cies composition of the animal populations in 

the heavily fished areas ofGeorges Bank. 
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sources. 

Territorial affairs. 

Created in 1849, the Department of the Interior—America’s 

Department of Natural Resources—is concerned with the man- 

agement, conservation, and development of the Nation's water. 

fish, wildlife, mineral, forest, and park and recreational re- 

It also has major responsibilities for Indian and 

As the Nation’s principal conservation agency, the Depart- 

ment works to assure that nonrenewable resources are developed 

and used wisely, that park and recreational resources are con- 

served for the future, and that renewable resources make their 

full contribution to the progress, prosperity, and security of 

the United States—now and in the future. 
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WIN A SPECIAL BADGE WITH GERMAN TUNA POTATO SALAD 

You may have to call the cops to keep order when your dinner crowd gets a whiff of 
this savory German Tuna Potato Salad. Its tart flavor will put the bite on the guests' ap- 
petites and won't release them for any amount of bail. 

Blend tuna with this traditional salad for a spe- 
cial badge of seafood savor. It will have everyone 
jumping into the paddy wagon and riding from the far 
end of the neighborhood to reach your table. 

Large tuna chunks add a bountiful, high-protein 
meat content to the tangy, sweet-sour favorite and 

give this budget beater an extra helping of body and 
color. Tuna muscles in with an entirely new taste 
takeover. Its special flavor will take dinnertime hun- 
gers into custody and handcuff them securely to your 
table until the entire dish is eaten. 

You won't need to turn stool pigeon to spill the 
tasty secret to admiring gangs. All your friends will 
be right; no dish this tempting can be jailed in one rec- 
ipe file for long. 

GERMAN TUNA POTATO SALAD 

2 cans (63 or 7 ounces teaspoon salt 

each) tuna teaspoon celery seed 

cup water 

fi 
4 

i 
4 

6 slices bacon, chopped 1 

4 cup chopped celery 1 
2 ‘i cup vinegar 

2 cup chopped onion 3 cups sliced cooked 
3 tablespoons sugar potatoes 

1 tablespoon flour Chopped parsley 

$ tablespoon paprika 

Draintuna. Breaktunaintolarge pieces. Fry 

bacon in a 10 inch fry pan until’crisp. Drain on 

absorbent paper. Cook celery and onion in bacon 

fat until tender. Combine sugar, flour, paprika, 

salt, andcelery seed. Stir into vegetable mixture. 

Add water and vinegar gradually and cook until 

thickened, stirring constantly. Add potatoes, ba- 

con and tuna. Mix lightly. Cover and cook over 

low heat for 5 to 10 minutes or until hot and bub- 

bly. Sprinkle with parsley. Makes 6 servings. 

So give your weary warriors a real reward. When they come in from the daily beat, 
serve them a taste-bud topper with this zippy tuna potato salad. You will seen have a cap- 
tive audience. But don't run short; you could be guilty of inciting a dinnertime riot. 

The latest methods for purchasing, handling, storing, and preparing fish are included 
inthe new, 60-page, complete guide to fish cookery, ‘Let's Cook Fish." This valuable, full- 
color reference and recipe book is available by sending 60¢ to the Superintendent of Docu- 
ments, Washington, D. C. 20240. 
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UGUST: outd = a etl sh cookery 
The United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 

is conducting a nation-wide, outdoor fish cookery campaign for the summer months. 
The purpose of the campaign is to promote greater use of fish and shellfish by 
increased consumer awareness and to assist the fishing industry in marketing tradi- 
tionally larger summer supplies. 

The following materials were developed specifically for this promotion: 
Recipes, press releases, black and white photographs, and color trans- 

parencies for metropolitan and suburban newspapers. 

A merchandising flyer and advertising inserts for retail stores to use in 
advertising and in-store displays. 

An 8-page brochure for use by Home Demonstration Agents, County 
Home Economics Supervisors, and 4-H Club Leaders and Supervisors. 

More than 250,000 copies of a 16-recipe outdoor fish cookery folder for 
distribution by field stations throughout the United States. | 

Public service demonstrations for radio and television. 

Cooperating with the Bureau in this promotion are the National Fisheries 
Institute, members of food and allied industries, chain and independent retail 
grocers, and manufacturers of outdoor cooking equipment. The United States De- 
partment of Agriculture is listing fish fillets and steaks on their July ‘List of Foods 
in Plentiful Supply."’ Many other groups will be working with the Bureau in this 
far-reaching program. 
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PRESIDENTIAL PANEL 
URGES ACTION ON WORLD HUNGER 

"The scale, severity, and duration of the 
world food problem are so great that a mas- 
sive, long-range, innovative effort unprece- 
dented in human history will be required to 
master it.'' So states the President's Science 
Advisory Committee (PSAC) after a year-long, 
3-volume study released in June: "The World 
Food Problem," 

The PSAC report emphasizes the'reality of 
the food shortage that will occur during the 
next 20 years" unless agricultural production 
in the developing countries can be increased 
through the use of fertilizers, new plant vari- 
eties, pesticides, farm machinery, and new 

systems of planting crops adapted to each 
country's climate and soil. 

It recommends that ''subsistence farming" 
be transformed into "commercial agriculture." 
To do this, improved transportation, market- 
ing, farm credit, storage, and distribution 
systems will be needed on a huge scale. The 
problem of increasing food production is the 
overall problem of economic development. It 
cannot be isolated from the problems of the 
world's developing nations. 

And the committee urges the United States 
"to take the lead in mounting a global effort in 
concert with other developed nations and with 
international organizations that will bring to 
bear the technical skills and capital resources 
needed to reverse the downward trend of the 
developing countries and to restore the chance 
of their people for a better life. 

''We are unanimous in the belief that the 
United States must assume leadership of the 
free worldandallits international institutions 
in a coordinated, long-range development 
strategy for raising the economic level of the 
poor nations, thereby meeting the threat of 
hunger, increasing the volume of world trade 
and economic activity and contributing to the 
achievement of the goal of ultimate importance, 
a lasting peace." 

The study was carriedout by PSAC's World 
Food Panel--divided into subpanels totaling 
110 persons from Government, universities, 
foundations, and private industry. Thirty of 
the 110 were employes of the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 

PSAC and UN Reports 

The PSAC report came at about the same 
time as a United Nations report on the world 
food problem. (See 'Commercial Fisheries 
Review,'' July 1967, p. 2.) Both are compre- 
hensive studies that reflect the scope and depth 
andurgency of the problem. Both warn against 
the frightful cost of failure. Bothblueprint 
plans of action, 

The UN report places greater stock in the 
value of nonconventional food sources in sup- 
plementing conventionalagriculture: oil-seed 
meal, fish protein concentrate (FPC), single- 
cell products, and the effective use of synthetic 
essentialamino acids and nonspecific nitrogen 
sources. It urges the UN's Economic and 
Social Council and the General Assembly to 
"strongly recommend" these as objectives to 
the UN family, private foundations, and private 
industry. 

The UN report also places the tag of "high 
priority''on the fishery resources of the seas 
and inland waters--conventional sources of 
protein. 

"If the world is tohavea realistic chance of 
meeting its future food needs, the conventional 

sources of protein and other essential nutrients 
must be supplemented by new and unconven- 
tional ones,'' states the UN report. ''Some of 
these unconventional sources are not dependent 
on the availability of agricultural land. Itis in 
the development of such sources that the ap- 
plication of modern science and technology 
can make the greatest additional contribution 
towards closing the protein gap." 

The reader of the PSAC and UN reports is 
likely to be overwhelmed by the wealth of in- 
formation and tobe convinced that the experts 
have gone over every inch of the ground. For 
him, two questions remain unanswered: ''How 
much of these blueprints will be put into the 
soils of the poor nations ?'' And: 

PSAC REPORT: A Summary 

In addition to the basic scope of the problem 
and the great effort needed to master it, the 
PSAC report sets forth 3 other basic con- 
clusions: 



Bringing a broadbill swordfish aboard BCF research vessel "Oregon" during exploratory longline set off Florida coast. 
(Photo: F. Nudi) 



e 'The solution of the problem that will 
exist after about 1985 demands that programs 
of population control be initiatednow. For the 
immediate future, the food supply is critical." 

e 'Food supply is directly related to agri- 
cultural development and, in turn, agricultura! 
development and overall economic develop- 
mentare critically interdependent in the hun- 
gry countries." 

e 'A strategy for attacking the world food 
problem will, of necessity, encompass the en- 
tire foreign economic assistance effort of the 
United States in concert with other developed 
countries, voluntary institutions, and interna- 
tional organizations." 

The report concludes that the solution to 
the World Food Problem during the next 20 
years is ‘biologically, technologically, and 
economically possible." But it will require 
major programs and maximum efforts by all 
nations. 

Food and Population 

World food requirements will increase by 
about 50 percent by 1985--but the needs of the 
developing nations are expected todouble. The 
report recommends that developing nations 
support and expand voluntary programs of 
family planning to assure a long-range adjust- 
ment of food needs with population control. 

"Food shortage andrapid population growth 
are separate, but interrelated problems. The 
solutions, likewise, are separate, but related. 
The choice is not to solve one or the other; to 
solve both is a absolute necessity .... The 
twin problems of food and population balance 
have one feature in common that adds im- 
measurably to the difficulties of achieving 
control. Their eventual solution is crucially 
dependent upon success in convincing millions 
of citizens in developing nations to take indi- 
vidual action. The provision of the personal 
incentives is a task that encompasses a vast 
array of social, economic, and political con- 
siderations whichdiffer between countries and 
within countries. Indeed, the very fabric of 
traditional societies must be rewoven if the 
situation is to change permanently." 

Agricultural Development 

The PSAC report warns againsta panacea" 
approach, Itstresses agriculture as the main 
source of food during the next 20 years within 
needy nations, 

Capital Investment and Economic Health 

If subsistence" farming is to be trans- 
formed into modern commercial farming, 
huge investments of capital will be needed (the 
report details them): for irrigation, fertilizer, 
new seed varieties, pesticides, and agricultural 
machinery. The report emphasizes needs for 
improved farm credit, marketing, storage and 
distribution systems, and improved transpor- 
tation. Commercial food: production for the 
market depends on total economic develop= 
ment. There must be abalance between mod- 
ernizationof the farm sector and the industrial 
sector 'if either is to flourish and to achieve 
sustained growth." 

Economic Assistance 

The report underscores the need for long- 
term support of economic assistance to hungry 
nations: 

"The eventual alleviation of world hunger 
will require many years. It is dependent on 
far-reaching social reforms and long-range 
programs of hard work which offer no prom- 
ises of quickanddramaticresults .... Long- 
term commitment of substantial resources is 
an absolute necessity. The fallacious notion 
that foreign aid's mainbusiness is to put itself 
out of business should be dropped for the re- 
mainder of this century. All programs based 
upon this thesis have succeeded only in prov- 
ing otherwise. When one program of assist- 
ance has terminated, others have had to take 
over . 

Research and Development 

The reportavers that agricultural technol- 
ogiesare not directly transferable to different 
soils andclimates. Research is necessary to 
adapt agricultural systems for each region. 

"A blueprint for a bicycle or a steel mill 
can be shipped overseas and utilized without 
alteration but the blueprints and architecture 
for a food crop must be developed overseas. 
There, as in the United States, new plant vari- 

eties, each better than the last, must be pro- 
duced frequently to increase plant resistance 
to insects and disease. There is an urgent 
need to carry out the self-sustaining, contin- 
uing programs of research and development 
thatare essential to modern food production." 

Economic Demand for Food Needed 

It is effective economic demand--not nu- 

tritional need alone--that stimulates increased 



food production, the PSAC report states. The 

annual capital investment required to increase 
food demand to the levels required to meet 
needs is about 4percent of the Gross National 
Product (GNP) of the developing countries; 
the 4 percent amounts to about $12 billion in 

the 1965-66 GNP. 

Manpower 

Despite these enormous requirements for 
capital investment, the report warns that the 
greatest problem to be faced is the shortage 
of trained manpower. It urges renewed em- 

phasis upontechnicalassistance to the devel- 
oping countries: 

"The scarcest and most needed resource in 
the developing countries is the scientific, tech- 
nical, and managerial skill needed for sys- 
tematic, orderly decision-making and imple- 
mentation. Through technical assistance pro- 
grams, the United States should emphasize 
guidance, education, and the development of 

indigenous capabilities--for the long-term-- 
because the task in the developing nations has 
only just begun and will continue for many 
decades to come." 
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WORLD FISHING IS INTERDEPENDENT, 
COMPLEX AND CHANGING, BCF DIRECTOR SAYS 

The action of one fishing nation may set off 
a series of counteractions by other nations-- 
changing the status of a fishery and creating 
new problems. Problems and continuing 
change "have become a way of life in the fish- 
eries and we must learn to live with them,"' 
H. E. Crowther, BCF Director, told the South- 
eastern Fisheries Association in Jacksonville, 

Fla., on July 1. 

Crowther was discussing some interna- 
tional and national developments in fisheries 
that are affecting or will affect the U. 5. Not 
many years ago, he said, the U.S. fishing in- 
dustry was ''fairly wellisolated,"' but the situ- 
ation changed completely. Imports increased 
and foreign vessels began to fish off U.S. 
coasts. 

In 1966, an estimated 1,100 Soviet fishing 

and support vessels caught and processed over 
2.2 billion pounds of fish from waters adjacent 
tothe U.S. The Soviets are not alone, he said, 

"but perhaps they represent the most dramatic 
change in fishing operations in areas and on 
resources we once considered our own." 

BCF's Director said that foreign fishing off 
U.S. coasts has affected both fishery resources 
and the attitudes of the public, industry, Con- 
gress, and Government. Its first effect was to 
make the U. S. look more closely at its own 
fishing operations andat the resources itonce 
considered its own, 

SOVIET FLEETS ARRIVE 

In 1966, a large Soviet fleet appeared off the 
coast of Washington and Oregon and harvested 
substantial quantities of Pacific hake--ata 
time the U. S. was beginning to fish for this 
unused species. The U.S. had developed spe- 
cial gear and a plant was erected to handle 
hake. But the size of the Soviet fleet and its 
operating methods preempted the area--pre- 
venting the U. S. vessels from fishing where 
the hake were concentrated and tending to 
break upthe schools of fish, Even away from 
the Soviet fleet, it was not possible to harvest 
the fish economically. The small U.S. fleet 
took 1,700 metric tons; the Soviets 128,000 

metric tons. 

Soviet fishing on U.S. Pacific ocean perch 
grounds decreased drastically the landings of 
U. S. vessels. 

On the east coast, the Soviets located con- 

centrations of red hake offshore before the fish 
moved inshore within reach of U.S. vessels. 
The Soviets fished hake to such an extent that 
there were few left for inshore vessels. The 
Soviets also fish many other species. 

CONGRESS REACTS: 12-MILE ZONE 

The activities of Soviet and other foreign 
vessels prompted Congress to extend U. S. 
fishery jurisdiction to 12 miles. This re- 
sulted in some benefits to U.S. fisheries. 
But the 12-mile zone itself initiated a series 
of developments that included negotiations 
with the countries it affected. 

The law recognizes traditional fisheries, 
Crowther noted, so it was necessary for the 
U.S. to entertain claims by other governments 
to suchfisheries. Japan and the USSR notified 
the U.S. that they were interested in talking 
about these traditional fisheries--and the U.S. 
was interestedin restricting their operations 
in certain areas beyond the 12-mile limit. 

Fig. 1 - The refrigerated fish carrier '"Gutsul"' (3, 600 gross tons) 
was providing support to 6 Soviet medium trawlers fishing off 
California's Half Moon Bay in early April 1967, The vessel was 
constructed in the Soviet Union in 1966. 

Negotiations with the USSR resulted in 
limited U.S. concessions for Soviet vessels to 
fish within the contiguous fishery zone off the 
Alaskan coast. Also, the Soviets were per- 
mitted to transfer cargo and conduct other 
loading operations in8small areas within the 
3- to 12-mile zone; 5 are off Washington and 
Oregon, and 3 off Alaska. In exchange, the 
Soviets agreed not to fish, or to decrease their 



fishing effort, in some areas beyond the 12- 
mile limit that the U. S. west coast industry 
considers critical to its operations. 

One such area is between Grays Harbor, 
Washington, and the mouth of the Columbia 
River, where Pacific hake concentrate. The 

area extends about 30 miles from shore. As 
a result of Soviet agreement, the developing 
U.S. hake industry has benefited. Catches by 
the small U.S. fleet since May have shown 
promise. 

Similar agreements have been made with 
the Japanese for the west coast fisheries. The 
agreements withbothnations are for one year 
and negotiations will be continuing. 

Negotiations withthe USSR concerning east 
coast fisheries have not been as rewarding, 

but they will continue. 

The U. S. has held preliminary talks with 
Canada, Mexico, and Honduras on their decla- 
rations of exclusive fishing. 

Crowther summed up these negotiations and 
predicted a problem: ‘It is entirely possible 
that bilateralagreements between the U.S. and 
the USSR, Japan, Canada, and Mexico will 
allow each nationto continue fishing in a more 
or less satisfactory manner for a period of 
years. But the overall problem is much 
larger. As many nations enlarge their fleets 
and seek more fish, the time will come when 

some resources will be overfished." 

Fig. 2 - A 10' Georges Bank style scallop dredge with a catch of 
calico scallops swings over the railing of the BCF's research ves- 
sel "Silver Bay". (Photos 2-5: J. B. Rivers) | 

Fig. 3 - The "eye" of a calico scallop. 

Fig. 4 - A handful of calico scallop meats. 

CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH 

BCF's Director asked: ''Do we fish until 
the resource is gone, or do the nations agree 
on means to conserve the resources ? All will 
agree that conservation is necessary, but how 
do we arrive at meaningful conservation meas - 
ures? .... Who gets what share of fish ?'' He 
saida formula is needed--either global quotas, 
country quotas, assignment of specific areas to 
each country involved, or some other means, 
The U.S. is working to solve these tough prob- 



lems in a way that ''will be practicable, equi- 
table, and in the interest of our fishing in- 
dustry." 

He pointed to other difficult problems that 
touch the fishing industry but relate more 
broadly to ocean research. They arise be- 
cause many nations and internationalagencies 
are conducting research "either inthe sea, on 
the sea, or under the sea.'' They produce the 
danger of duplicating effort and national re- 
sources and creating gaps in programs be- 
cause coordination is lacking. 

The U. S. recently introduced a resolution 
in the United Nations recommending a UN study 
of marine resource problems. The resolution 
passed and Dr. John Lyman was selected to 
direct the study. The UN study will seek to 
define clearly the relationships of various in- 
ternational groups conducting marine investi- 
gations. It may end duplicating research pro- 
grams and point the way to more orderly 
research. 

THE U. 8S. SCENE 

Crowther reported to the Southeastern 
Fisheries Association: 'In the past 2 years 
there has been more interest in food from the 
sea, andespecially fisheries, by more organi- 
zations than I have ever seen before."' This 
interest is partly a reaction to foreign fishing 
off U. S. coasts. Another reason is the pub- 
licity on fish protein concentrate (FPC)--and 
the world food shortage. 

At its last session, Congress set up a Ma- 
rine Resources and Engineering Development 
Council, composed mainly of Cabinet mem- 
bers, to help coordinate the oceanographic 
work of many U. S. agencies. Vice President 
Humphrey is chairman. The Council has se- 
lected 9 items on which to concentrate atten- 
tion: food from the sea heads the list; special 
reference was made to the role FPC can play. 
On FPC, Crowther said: ''We are particularly 
pleased with the tremendous interest shownby 
industry." 

Some Industry Problems 

Discussing the current situation, Crowther 
saidsales slowdown in some fishery products 
was having a "rather serious effect" in seg- 
ments of the industry. Shrimp and lobster 
seem unaffected, but groundfish fillets and 
other lower-priced products are having some 
trouble. He noted that many persons blame 

this difficulty on ''Black Friday" (the Roman 
Catholic Church change on meatless Friday) 
"but a more thorough consideration of the 
problem would indicate that is only one of the 
reasons," 

Said Crowther: ''We have found it very dif- 
ficult to measure the effects of the Bishops' 
decree onthe consumption of fisheries prod- 
ucts. In some areas, it definitely appears to 
have had anadverse effect, while inother areas 
there has been little or no effect on sales." 
He said industry is attempting to financea 
major effort in market promotion. 

He mentioned other problems of national 
importance: pollution, loss of estuarine 
areas, resource problems (e.g., menhaden), 
and increasing imports. 

Bright Future for Gulf 
and South Atlantic Fisheries 

BCF scientists are convinced that the Gulf 
and South Atlantic area is one of the most 
productive available tothe U.S. While fishery 
production in some areas has remained rela- 
tively static or declined, production here has 
increased dramatically. 

Fig. S - A2500 lb. catch of round herring swinging aboard the BCF's 
R/V Silver Bay during exploratory drags with a midwater trawl off 
the coast of South Carolina. 

In 1940, Gulf fishermen produced only 250 
million pounds of fish. By 1950, they had more 
than doubled it--to 571 million pounds. And by 



Boatload of herring will be sold as bait. (Photo: USIA/National Archives) 

1960 had doubled it again--to 1.3 billion 
pounds. In 1965, production reached 1.5 bil- 
lion. During this 26-year period, production 
rose from 6 to 31 percentof total U.S. catch. 
It is still growing. 

From 1940-1966, the catch value to fisher- 
men in the South Atlantic and Gulf increased 

from under $15 million to nearly $150 million. 
In 1966, the catch in these waters accounted 

for 33 percent of the total U. S. value. 

These waters canyieldeven greater quan- 
tities of mullet and Spanish and king mackerel. 

The calico scallop fishery could become one of 
the most valuable commercial fisheries in this 
region. 

Also, there are enormous stocks of herring 
and herringlike fish. BCF estimates thread 
herring stocks off Florida's west coast alone 
can yield many thousands of tons without harm - 
ing existing stocks. Crowther predicted that 
the development of this fishery could have a 
profound impact on the fishing industry and 
the general economy of Florida. As for BCF's 
role, he said, ''we intend to put as much as 
possible into this area." 



UNITED STATES 
Marketing of Edible 
Fishery Products, First Half 1967 

Total U. S. supplies of edible fishery prod- 
ucts likely will reach 2.7 billion pounds edible 
weight in 1967, virtually the same as in 1966. 
Stocks at the beginning of 1967 were a record 
high, but a reduction in output of the domestic 
fisheries seems probable. Also, imports and 
inshipments are expected to decline. Total 
fishery product use by the civilian population 
is expected to exceed 1966 slightly, but per- 
capita use is expected toholdnear 1966's 10.6 
pounds. 

There have been smaller runs of both pink 
and red salmon. The pack of canned salmon 
probably will be lower than 1966. Haddock on 
traditional fishing grounds is less abundant 
this year and no sharp upturn in fishing effort 
is likely. 

The abundance of flounder is unchanged or 
lower than 1966; New England landings were 
off about 17 percent through May. Landings 
of cod, ocean perch, and whiting are not likely 

to be any heavier than last year's, and could 
be lower. 

Among shellfish, a good crop of Gulf brown 
shrimp is being taken. Conditions are gener- 
ally favorable to develop white shrimp. But 
scallop landings will be down from 1966 due 
to reduced abundance. There are indications 
of fewer Maine lobsters this year: the catch 
for the first 4 months marks it the poorest 

since 1944. 

Frozen Inventories Up 

At the end of June, frozen inventories of 
fishery products totaled nearly 6 percent above 
1966, but mostof the increase was registered 
by a comparatively few items. Stocks 
of shrimp rose along with flounder and ocean 
perch fillets and whiting. Holdings of cod fil- 
lets, crabs, spiny lobster tails, and scallops 

were all sharply below this time last year. 
Also, holdings of fillet blocks were down 
sharply, possibly indicating some tightening 
in supplies of the popular fish sticks and por- 
tions for which they are used. 

Retail prices for fishery products are ex- 
pected to be steady to somewhat more favor- 
able for consumers during late summer and 
fall. The prospective reduction in domestic 
landings, and some decline for imports, will 
about offset effect of heavier inventories at 
the beginning of 1967. 

Among major products, shrimp prices 
likely will soften during the third and fourth 
quarters in view of expected large landings. 
Canned salmon prices likely will strengthen, 
however, due to the rapid reduction of stocks 
of 1966-caught salmon and the small packs 
this year. (BCF Branch of Current Economic 
Analysis.) 

Interior Allocates $4.1 Million to 
States for Commercial Fisheries Study 

The Department of the Interior announced 
in July the apportionment of $4,100,000 in 
grants in aid for commercial fisheries re- 
search and development to the states and to 
Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Guam, and 

the Virgin Islands. The money was appro- 
priated by Congress under a 1964 act to im- 
prove U. S. commercial fisheries resources. 
Similar apportionments were made in July 
1965 and 1966, 

Each state or other unit is allocated money 
based on the value of its commercial fishing 
industry. The maximum allocation is 6 per- 
cent of the total fund, and the minimum .05 
percent, 

Maximum permissible grants of $246,000 
each were allocated to Alaska, California, 
Florida, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Texas, 

and Puerto Rico. 

Under the fisheries research and develop- 
ment program, the states are reimbursed up 
to 75 percent of the costs of approved proj- 
ects. BCF administers the research and de- 
velopment programs. 



Allocations 

Commercial Fisheries Research and Development Fund 

Fiscal Year 1968 

Alabama....... $ 44,400 Nevada-.-.--- $ 20,500 
oOo! osdtosa ts 246,000 New Hampshire - 20,500 

Arizona......--+ 20,500 New Jersey ---| 150,000 
Arkansas ....-- 20,500 New Mexico -.-- 20,500 
California..... 246,000 New York. ..--- 177,600 
Colorado ...... 20,500 North Carolina 58,700 
Connecticut 20,500 North Dakota. - 20,500 
Delaware ...... 21,700 Ohio ..-+.-- 54,800 
Florida....... 246 ,000 Oklahoma....-- 20,500 
Georgia....... 92,600 Oregon....-+-. 127,500 

eh ebebeliel leh» 33,500 Pennsylvania. -| 46,000 
Sieuelebete (es 20,500 Rhode Island. .| 25,700 

Illinois ...... 22,800 South Carolina 22,100 
Indiana....... 20,500 South Dakota. -/ 20,500 

aw ohie\jsieney eh 20,500 Tennessee ----/ 20,500 
4\c. 6 GeoldiG 20,500 Texas ..:...| 246,000 

Kentucky ..-.-.- 20,500 Utah .---+.+-- 20,500 
Louisiana ..... 246 ,000 Vermont --+--++- 20,500 

SECEDECECCnOEC 192,600 Virginia.....-| 181,600 

Maryland ...... 171,600 Washington ..- -| 204,700 
Massachusetts 246,000 West Virginia -| 20,500 
Michigan ..-.--- 20,500 Wisconsin..+--/ 20,500 
Minnesota --.-.- 20,500 Wyoming. ----- 20,500 

Mississippi 117,100 American Samoa 59,000 
Missouri ...... 20,500 Guam 2.2.6... 20,500 
Montana....... 20,500 Puerto Rico. . .| 246,000 
Nebraska ...... 20,500 Virgin Islands 20,500 

The tabulation lists the apportionment of 
funds to the states and other entities for the 
1968 fiscal year which began July 1, 1967. 

Shrimp Inventories Are Heavy 

Production of canned shrimpfrom January 
1 to July 1, 1967, was 1,266,000 cases, com- 
pared with 632,000 cases for the 1966 period. 
This year's pack rates among the highest on 
record. 

As a result, various segments of the 
shrimp canning industry and the American 
Shrimp Canners Association have indicated 
plans to actively promote this product during 
September. They have requested BCF's as- 
sistance, particularly at retail level. BCF 
has recommended that canned shrimp be 
placed on the U. S, Department of Agriculture 
List of Foods in Plentiful Supply'' for Sep- 

tember. 

Fish Meal Supply Rose, 
Solubles Fell in First 5 Months 

Based on domestic production and imports, 
the available supply of fish meal inthe U. S. 
for the first 5 months of 1967 was 288,342 
short tons--96,812 tons (or 50.5 percent) 
more than during 1966 period. 

Domestic production was 38,894 tons (6.6 
percent) lower, but imports were 249,448 
tons (67.8 percent) higher than in January - 

May 1966. Peru continued to lead with ship- 
ments of 173,361 tons. 

The U.S. supply of fish solubles amounted 
to 18,122 tons--down 16.5 percent from the 
1966 period. Domestic production decreased 
17.5 percent and imports fell 10 percent. 

Japanese Group Reports on 

U. S. Market for Canned Tuna 

The Japan External Trade Promotion Orga- 
nization (JETRO), at its June 6 meeting with 
tuna packers in Shimizu, Japan, reported the 

results of its recent marketing surveyof U.S. 
consumption of institutional-size (4-lb. 6's) 
tuna packs. In the past, JETRO had made 
several marketing surveys of small, family- 
size canned tuna consumed in the U.S, 

The survey was conducted at the 3 major 
market centers of Boston, New York, and 

Chicago. Factors investigated were: (1) 
quantity used by volume purchasers, country 
of product's origin, type of pack, and pattern 
of use by can size; (2) kind of suppliers, 
method of payment, motive for buying, pur- 
chasing pattern based on price; (3) compari- 
son of use between U. S. and Japanese packs; 
(4) principal canned tuna recipes; and (5) 
consumer attitude toward quality, color, and 
style of pack. 

Survey's Scope 

The survey covered 422 establishments in 
the 3 cities, including restaurants, schools, 

hospitals, hotels, clubs, cafeterias, and food 
caterers. A further in-depth study was made 
at 102 places. 

The JETRO findings: 

e Of the 6,728,000 cases (converted to 
7-oz. 48's) of canned tuna packed in Japan 
in 1966, 5,280,000 cases were exported to 
foreign countries. Exports to the U. S. to- 
taled 2,476,000 cases of tuna packed in brine, 

of which 1 million cases were institutional- 
size packs. The U.S. canned tuna production 
in 1966 totaled nearly 20 million (standard) 
cases, of which 2.2 million cases were in- 
stitutional packs. Of Japanese canned tuna 
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exports to the U, S., 40.4 percent were insti- 
tutional packs; this size pack accounted for 
only 11 percent of the total U. S, canned tuna 
production. 

e The leading volume consumers of insti- 
tutional packs are restaurants, cafeterias, 

and luncheonettes, which consume 40-50 per- 
cent of the total supply. These are followed 
by educational institutions with 30-40 percent, 
hospitals, sanitariums, and prisons with 4-8 
percent; the rest are hotels, motels, mass 

feeding facilities, clubs, caterers, and mili- 

tary establishments. 

e Of the 102 leading volume purchasers, 
58 used one brand only, 28 used 2 brands, 12 
used 3 brands, and 4 used 4 brands. Grouped 
by country of origin, 48 used only Japanese 
products, 29 used only U.S. products, 10 used 
both U. S, and Japanese packs, and 15 used 
various brands, The reasons for using only 
one brand are: users were satisfied with the 
brand and quality of the product delivered to 
them by their suppliers, and purchases could 
be made on a contract basis. Those using 2 
or more brands gave such reasons as price 
factor, system of purchase by bids, easy 
ordering, and different brands handled by 
their suppliers. 

As for consumption by style of pack, solid 
white meat tuna pack was by far the preferred 
style. Caterers werefound using 100 percent 
solid white meat tuna, cafeterias and lunch- 
eonettes 97 percent, clubs and associations 
90 percent. By regions, preference for solid 
white meat was heaviest in Chicago with 97 
percent, followed by New York with 86 per- 
cent, and Boston with 83 percent. Consump- 
tion of solid light pack was heaviest in mass 
feeding establishments. The use of chunks 
in hospitals was noted, but the volume was 
insignificant. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," 
June 13 & 14, 1967.) 

Texas Yard Builds 
Shrimp Trawlers for Export 

U.S. boat builders rarely receive export 
orders for fishing vessels, but Rockport 
Yacht & Supply Co., Rockport, Texas, wins 

them for its shrimp trawlers and the freezer 
vessels that receive the shrimp. This is re- 
ported in the July 1967 issue of "Ocean Fish- 
eries,'' The editors believe this export busi- 
ness is a tribute to the specialized shrimp 
trawlers developed by U.S, fishermen, de- 
signers, and builders for use in the Gulf of 
Mexico and more distant waters. 

Perhaps the biggest surprise in Rockport's 
foreign business is that it started with4 steel 
shrimpers ordered by Nippon Reizo K.K., the 
Japanese freezing and fishing company, for 
service in South American waters. The mag- 
azine states: ''When one of the great fishery 
corporations of Japan, which is the greatest 
fishing boat builder in the world, buys boats 
in the United States, it's news. Also, it is 
because of the specialized character and 
proven effectiveness of the vessels for a par- 
ticular form of fishing under certain condi- 
tions of sea and weather." 

Rockport Has Built Many 

Rockport has produced many other vessels 
for duty in Central and South America. It is 
believed that one of the largest U.S. opera- 
tors, extending its operations into several 
parts of the world, expects to equip its Indian 
ocean operations with a fleet of steel shrimp- 
ers modeled after the "Irish Sea" built by 
Rockport in 1965, This vessel set a catch 
record for the Aransas Pass (Tex.) area on 
her maiden trip by landing 10,705 pounds of 
headed shrimp. 

The Irish Sea is a 76 footer powered by a 
diesel working through a 6:1 reduction gear. 
She is said to have unusual stability and work- 
ability. 

The freezer craft that receive the trawler 
catches on more distant fishing grounds are 
a distinctive feature of some Gulf of Mexico 
shrimping. Mainly, they are built along 
trawler lines, but they are equipped with 
specialized refrigeration facilities. Several 
recently built Rockport products have stand- 
ard 72-foot trawler hulls and are powered 
with D 343 Caterpillar diesels. 

&. 



OCEANOGRAPHY 

Certain Sea Lanes to N. Y. Harbor 

and Delaware Bay Recommended 

The U. S. Coast Guard and the U. S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey have established recom- 
mended sea lanes at the approaches to New 
York Harbor and Delaware Bay. These sea 
lanes are printed in magenta on the current 
Coast and Geodetic Survey Charts numbered 
1108 (Nantucket Shoals to Five Fathom Bank) 
and 1219 (Cape May to Fenwick Island Light); 
they will soon be printed on Chart 1215 (ap- 
proaches to New York Harbor). 

All charts showing sea lanes have this 
printed on them: 

"The sea lanes overprinted on this chart 
are RECOMMENDED for use by all ves- 
sels traveling between the points involved. 
They have been designed to aid in the pre- 
vention of collisions at the approaches to 
major harbors, but are not intended in any 
way to supersede or alter the applicable 
rules of the road. Buffer zones are intended 
to separate sea lanes and to be free of 
ship traffic, and should not be used except 
for crossing purposes. When crossing sea 
lanes and buffer zones, use extreme cau- 
tion."' 

Many Vessels Already Used These Lanes 

These recommended lanes actually are 
being followed by many vessels today--es- 
pecially between Ambrose and Nantucket. 
This use affects both the safety and prospec- 
tive rights of fishermen. Rule 26 of the In- 
ternational Regulations for Preventing Colli- 
sions at Sea says: 

"All vessels not engaged in fishing, ex- 
cept vessels to which the provisions of 
Rule 4 apply, shall, when under way, keep 
out of the way of vessels engaged in fish- 
ing. This Rule shall not give to any ves- 
sel engaged in fishing the right of ob- 
structing afairway used by vessels other 
than fishing vessels." 

One of the many definitions of 'fairway'' 
adopted by admiralty courts is "water: on 
which vessels of commerce habitually move." 
Although an admiralty court has not been 
asked to rule whether the New York or Del- 
aware Sea Lanes are "fairways" within con- 
textof Rule 26, itreadily appears that such a 
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ruling would be made. Because the privileged 
status of fishing vessels is altered by the use 
of fixed sea lanes, such vessels should be ex- 
tremely cautious when operating near these 
lanes. (U.S, Coast Guard, July 3, 1967.) 

U. §. Oceanographic Expedition 
Investigates Underwater Mountain 

The new oceanographic survey ship ''Dis- 
coverer'"' of ESSA's Coast and Geodetic Sur- 
vey conducted an oceanographic research ex- 
pedition to a submerged mountain in the North 
Atlantic, midway between Bermuda and the 

Grand Banks off Newfoundland. 

The submerged mountain is the Gregg Sea- 
mount, which rises 13,320 feet from ocean 
floor to within 2,880 feet of the sea's surface. 
The research involved operations on the sea- 
mount and in the immediate area. 

The 303-foot, 3,800-ton Discoverer, the 
Nation's newest and most completely auto- 
mated oceanographic research ship, departed 
from Boston July 17 for Gregg Seamount. She 
remained over the seamount for 3 days, then 
returned to her base at Jacksonville, Fla. She 
was scheduled to return a month later to re- 
cover instrumentation that was placed atop 
the submerged mountain. 

The expedition is one of the most intensive 
investigations ever made of anocean seamount. 
Among the ocean phenomena investigated were 
speed and direction of ocean currents, strange 
underwater waves, marine life migrations, and 
the seamount's effect on the underwater course 
of the Gulf Stream. Findings willbe released 
later. B & QS 
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Most Detailed Survey 

of Long Island Sound Is Underway 

The most detailed survey of Long Island 
Sound, the first complete one since the 1800's, 
is underway. It will cover the Sound's entire 
length, from New Rochelle, N. Y., to Mystic, 
Conn. The work is being done by the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, Environmental Science 
Services Administration (ESSA), U.S. Depart- 
ment of Commerce. Previous surveys were 
more limited, conducted in selected areas to 
update nautical charts. 

The survey is being conducted by al7-man, 
shore-based, field party and the USC&GS 
"Whiting.'' It will take several years, 

The field party is working westward along 
the Connecticut coast from Groton. The Whit- 
ing's operations are being conducted initially 
off Eatons Neck, Long Island. 

The project will provide the latest naviga- 
tional information for new and revised charts 
essential to safe navigation of sea-going com- 
merce and recreational boating. As surveys 
are completed, data will be incorporated in 
about 20 existing nautical charts. The sur- 
veys also will be used to produce 4 new charts 
beginning 1969. 

How Project Is Conducted 

The shore-based group seeks underwater 
changes made by man, wind, currents, and 
other causes, It locates navigational dangers: 
rocks, shallow areas, sand bars, and reported 
wrecks. It works from launches because the 
coastal waters are too rocky and shallow for 
ship operations. 

The 162-foot, 760-ton, 36-man Whiting 
surveys the deep water of the Sound off Eatons 
Neck, Long Island, while her 30-foot launches 
work in the shallow waters of the north shore, 
The vessel is equipped with the latest auto- 
matic hydrographic data acquisition and plot- 
ting instruments, These compute the meas- 
ured depths and locations of the ship and 
launches as the survey progresses and re- 
cord automatically the data acquired. 

In conducting the surveys, the Whiting's 
hydrographers and the field party use elec- 
tronic echo sounders to measure and record 
depths. These instruments measure the time 
required for a sound wave produced in the 
vessel's hull to reach bottom and its echo to 
return. The return echo is recorded on a 
permanent graph at frequent intervals. This 
forms a continuous profile of the sea floor as 
the vessel traverses a predetermined course, 

VISUAL (SEXTANT) OBSERVATION 
TO FIX POSITION OF SURVEY LAUNCH 

GROUND STATION A 

Hydrographic coastal surveys provide data required for the production of nautical charts, The surveys are conducted offshore by ships 
oneal 

and inshore by launches. A ship's position is determined by sound waves from two electronic shore stations, while a launch maintains 
its exact position through sextant observations on three visual objects on shore. Depth recorders on ship and launch measure depths of 
the water by transmitting electronic impulses to and from the ocean bottom. 



Navigating the vessel for thorough cover- 
age results in the hydrographers obtaining 
the shape and slope of submerged elevations 
and depths. To position these submerged ele- 
vations and depths on nautical charts, the 
hydrographers determine the exact location 
of the moving vessel at selected intervals 
while depth soundings are being recorded. 

When close to shore, 2 men on deck use 
sextants to eye and measure the 2 angles 
forming a 3-point fix of the vessel from 3 
control stations on land whose exact positions 
were previously determined. In deep water, 
electronic positioning instruments are used. 

Le 
New Nautical Chart Issued 

for Inland Waterway in Alaska 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey has issued 
a new nautical chart for the entrance to the 
Inland Waterway, Alaska's major commercial 
waterway. The chart (8083) is the most de- 
tailed of the entrance to the waterway, which 
stretches about 430 miles to Juneau and Skag- 
way. It covers the width of Clarence Strait, 
including Cholmondeley Sound and Skowl Arm. 

The chart is the first of a new series ex- 
pected to stimulate development of the State's 
fishing, lumber, mining, and petroleum in- 
dustries. The development of Alaska's vast 
resources depends on its waterborne com- 
merce--and on the nautical charts that guide 
shipping into its harbors. 

Basic topographic and hydrographic sur- 
veys made by the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
in 1964 provided data for the new chart. It 
may be purchased for $1 from CGS nautical 
chart agents in Alaska, or by mail from the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, 121 Customhouse, 
San Francisco, Calif, 94111. 

des 

Continental Shelf off Washington 
State and Alaska to be Studied 

The Continental shelf off Washington State 
and under the Bering Sea, Alaska, will be 
studied this summer by marine geologists of 
the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the 
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University of Washingtonin asearchfor clues 
toheavy metals. According to these scientists, 
the sea floor off Washington--and in the area 
between Seward Peninsula, St. Lawrence Is- 
land, and the Yukon Delta in the Bering Sea-- 
offer 'promising targets for heavy metals re- 
sources," 

USGS has awarded a $185,000 research 
contract to the University of Washington. Dr. 
William T. Pecora, the Survey's Director, 
said "this project is part of the Heavy Metals 
Program of the U. S. Geological Survey and 
the U. S, Bureau of Mines, aimed at identify- 
ing new resources of gold, platinum, silver, 
mercury, tin, and other heavy metals thatare 
in short domestic supply. It also constitutes 
part of our intensified program to evaluate 
the mineral resources on the continental 
shelves of the United States.'' He emphasized 
that the project will provide much basic geo- 
logic data needed by private industry in its 
search for new sources of minerals. 

Dr. Pecora said that USGC has similar 
projects underway off the Pacific Coast States 
in cooperation with Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography of the University of California, 
Oregon State University, and the University 
of Alaska; off the Atlantic Coast States, with 
Duke University; and off the Gulf Coast, with 
Texas A & M College and Louisiana State 
University. 

Study Offers Promise 

Dr. Parke D. Snavely Jr., Chief of USGS! 
Office of Marine Geology and Hydrology, 
Menlo Park, Calif., said: ‘Although the oil 
industry has conducted an aggressive explora- 
tion program on the Washington shelf and ad- 
jacent land areas, little attention has been 
given to determining the minerals potential." 

Dr. Snavely believes the Bering Sea studies 
hold particular promise. ''On land around the 
Bering Sea,'' he explained, "rich stream and 
beach placers have been mined extensively 
for gold, tin, and platinum since the gold-rush 

days; for example, the raised beaches at Nome 

have produced more than $100 million of gold. 
The Bering Shelf has been repeatedly sub- 
merged as a result of changes in sea level. 
Consequently, sand and gravel deposits are 
present on beaches and in stream valleys in 
the submerged shelf area, and we expect to 
identify target areas likely to contain placer 
concentrations similar to those on land. In 
addition, the outer Bering Shelf is an area of 
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ALASKA 

Gulf of Alaska} 

metals, 

possible petroleum potential and sampling 
will be done in this region around Pribilof 
Canyon,"' 

The Washington and Alaska studies will 
involve geologic and geophysical studies, in- 
cluding acoustical profiling, magnetic sur- 
veys, and dredge and core-sampling. The 
studies will be conducted from the University 
of Washington's research vessel, ''Thomas G. 
Thompson." @ 
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Growth of Boating Increases 

Need for Nautical Charts 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey (CGS) says 
it may have to produce 237 new nautical charts 
during the next decade to meet constantly in- 
creasing commercial and recreational boat- 
ing needs. During the past 125 years, it has 
produced about 830 nautical charts covering 

Marine geologists of the U., S, Geological Survey and the University of Washington will join this summer in a search for clues to heavy 
"Target" area: the continental shelf off the coast of the state of Washington, and under the Bering Sea, Alaska. 

Seattle 

Olympia 

WASHINGTON 

Portland = 

24 million square miles of navigable waters. 
About two million copies of these charts are 
distributed each year. 

CGS estimates that 83 new conventional 
charts and 154 new small-craft charts should 
be produced during the next 10 years to keep 
pace with the Nation's growth. 

Types of Charts 

Conventional charts are for use aboard 
ships where room for display and plotting is 
available. These range from large-scale 
harbor charts intended for navigating in har- 
bors and narrow waterways and for anchor- 
ing, to small-scale sailing charts for offshore 

navigation between distant ports. 

Small-craft charts are compact and spe- 
cially designed for cockpit use. They also 
are valuable as hand-held copies on the bridge 
of large commercial ships. These accordion- 
folded charts direct skippers to docking fa- 
cilities, supplies, and services. Printed on 



the covers are tides, currents, symbols and 
abbreviations, and many helpful small-craft 

notes. 

Besides preparing new charts, CGS must 
constantly modernize existing charts because 
currents, winds, tides, and man are continual- 
ly changing shore and underwater features -- 
and creating hazards to shipping. To find out 
the extent of these changes, surveys are con- 
ducted by hydrographic survey parties and by 
hydrographic survey ships. 

Every CGS nautical chart contains the most 
up-to-date information required for safe na- 
vigation. Inventory stocks are hand corrected 
to show the latest information on shoal depths, 
aids to navigation, obstructions, controlling 
depths in channels, clearances for overhead 
cables and bridges, and other changes. 

Surveyors For 160 Years 

In 1807, President Jefferson heeded the ap- 
peals of early navigators and created CGS. 
Since then it has had the job of surveying the 
Nation's coastal waterways. The agency was 
instructed to make a survey of the coast, har- 
bors, adjacent shoals, and off-lying islands; 
then, the coast extended only from Maine to 
Georgia. 

CGS! first nautical chart was a stone en- 
graving of Newark Harbor, dated 1839. By 
1844, 169 charts had been issued. Production 
reached an annual output of over 50,000 copies 
during the Civil War. 

Over the years, the need for up-to-date 
nautical charts has increased with the expan- 
sion of commercial shipping and recreational 

boating. CGS reported that in fiscal year 
1965, 3,095 commercial vessels were involved 
in marine accidents resulting in losses of 
nearly $46 million; 623 vessels were grounded. 

In recreational boating, where the number 
of craft has increased since 1950 from 34 mil- 
lion to about eight million, CGS reported 3,912 
marine accidents involving 5,036 recreational 
boats in 1964; losses were $5,171,600. Of 
these accidents, 280 resulted from groundings. 

CGS nautical charts provide the navigator 
with the latest information. The charts,are 
available from the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
(Attn: C44), Washington Science Center, 
Rockville, Md. 20852, or from its authorized 

sales agents. 
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Other CGS Material 

CGS also issues other publications on navi- 
gation. They include: 

(1) United States Coast Pilots 

A series of books providing informa- 
tion important to navigators of coastal and in- 
tracoastal waterways. Subjects include navi- 
gation regulations, outstanding landmarks, 
channel and anchorage peculiarities, dangers, 
weather, ice, freshets, routes, pilotage, and 
port facilities. 

(2) Tide Tables 

Predictions of the times and heights of 
high and low waters for every day for many 
important harbors. Methods to predict numer- 
ous other places are given in annual tide tables. 

(3) Tide Current Tables 

These contain advance information on 
currents, including daily predictions of times 
of slack water and times and velocities of 
maximum flood and ebb currents for some 

waterways, and differences to obtain predic- 
tions for numerous other places. 

The Tide Current Tables cover Atlan- 

tic Coast of North America; Pacific Coast of 

North America and Asia. 

(4) Tidal Current Charts 

Each consists of a set of 12 charts that 
depict, by means of arrows and figures, the 
direction and velocity of the tidal current for 
each hour of the tidal cycle. The charts may 
be used for any year. 

Another publication important to boaters -- 
the Weekly Notice to Mariners--is prepared 
jointly by the Coast Guard, the Coast and Geo- 
detic Survey, and the Naval Oceanographic 
Office (which publishes it), It provides neces - 
sary information to keep nautical charts and 
related publications up to date pending issu- 
ance of new charts or revisions. CGS cata- 
logs list places where this free publication 
and other Government publications on boating 
may be obtained. 
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Foreign Fishing Off U. S. Coasts 

in June 1967 

IN NORTHWEST ATLANTIC 

Soviet: Fishing fleet operations continued 
on a massive scale during June. The number 
of Soviet fishing vessels increased rapidly to 
about 200 units from late May to mid-June 
but decreased to an estimated 175 vessels at 
month's end. The decrease probably was due 
to more intense Soviet fishing off Canada. 

243 individual vessels were sighted, com- 
pared to 171 sighted during May 1967 and161 
in June 1966, 

This June, the Soviet fleet on and near 
Georges Bank consisted almost entirely of 
medium side trawlers and numerous proc- 
essing ships and supply vessels. In June 
1966, over 60 factory stern trawlers and 
less than half the present number of side 
trawlers were fishing on Georges Bank, 
This June, most factory stern trawlers (es- 
timated at over 60) fished off Canada. 

Through June, the fleet was divided into 
several groups dispersed along 150 miles of 
the 50-fathom curve from south of Nantucket 
Island to the southeast slopes of Georges 
Bank. 

The largest concentration (100-125 ves- 
sels) was found in a 30-to 40-mile area along 
the southeast part of Georges Bank (between 
Lydonia and Corsair Canyons) fishing at 30 to 
50 fathoms. Moderate catches visible on 
deck were primarily herring; much of the 
catch was covered to protect it from the sun. 
Many trawlers were alongside huge factory 
base ships discharging catches. 

Smaller groups of 20 to 30 vessels were 
35 to 65 miles south and southeast of Nan- 
tucket Island. Moderate to light catches of 
fish were mostly whiting and herring, with 
some mackerel, 

Polish: 16 vessels were sighted on Georges 
Bank and identified as 13 large side trawl- 
ers, one freezer stern trawler, and 2 supply 
vessels (arrived late in the month). These 
vessels were operating among Soviet fleets 
taking moderate catches of herring. 

Recently, 2 Polish trawlers--''Sleza'’ and 
""Radwa''--tied up at the East Boston ship- 
yard seeking fuel, water, and food. They had 

‘tried earlier to land at Gloucester but were 
denied entry by U. S. Coast Guard because of 
illegal entry without proper clearance. (See 
Poland, p. 48.) The arrival of the two supply 
ships should relieve some logistics problems 
of Polish vessels. 

IN MID-ATLANTIC BIGHT 

Soviet: None was sighted. 

IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

Soviet: No vessel fished close to U. S. 
shores. There was no fishery on Campeche 
Banks off Mexico. Vessels in transit through 
Straits of Florida increased, however, pre- 
sumably because of a new fishery Soviets 
started off Brazil's Rio Grande do Sol Prov- 
ince. 

Cuban: State-owned fleet fished through- 
out Caribbean, The largest concentrations 
were near northern coast of Cuba and around 
Bahamas. Fishing on Campeche Banks was 
less intensive. 

OFF CALIFORNIA 

Soviet: A relatively large number (up to 
22) of fishing and support vessels fished off 
California in first-half June. Most (14 to 20) 
were large stern factory trawlers which 
drifted south when fishing off Pacific North- 
west was not good. They were supported by 
1 or 2 supply vessels or refrigerated fish 
carriers and by 1-2 research vessels. 

The main fleet concentration was south of 
Farallon Islands off San Francisco, Landings 
were mainly Pacific ocean perch, other bot~ 
tom fish, and Pacific hake. Some of the best 
landings were as high as 50 metric tons a 
day. An area record was set on June 9 when 
the stern trawler "Tikhvin"' of the Nakhodka 
Fisheries Combine caught almost 60 tons not 
far from the Farallons. 

Fog prevented meaningful observation of 
fleet during second-half June. 

OFF PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

Soviet: During June, adverse weather 
hampered aerial and surface surveillance of 
foreign fishing. In early June, 90 Soviet 
fishing and support vessels were sighted 
off Washington and 1 off Oregon. By month's 
end, 68 were off Washington and 13 off Oregon. 



Off Washington, the greatest effort andthe 
best catches were between Grays Harbor and 
Columbia River. The best 1967 catch seen 
off Washington during a surveillance flight 
was on June 29: vessels appeared to be in 
fish, and hauls up to 40,000-60,000 pounds 
were noted--primarily hake with a few rock- 
fish. 

Off Oregon, fishing has been between Hec- 
eta and Yaquina Heads on Stonewall and Hec- 
eta Banks. Catches off Oregon were less 
than those observed off Washington and could 
be considered poor to fair; they consisted 
primarily of hake but more ocean perch and 
other rockfish were noted. 

Research and exploratory vessels worked 
continuously off Oregon and Washington 
searching for concentrations of fish. 

During June, fishermen and BCF agents 
observed vessels fishing where they had 
agreed not to fish. In the Pacific oceanperch 
restricted area between Columbia River and 
Grays Harbor, 2 vessels were observed fish- 
ing, one by U. S. fishermen, the other by a 
BCF agent aboard a Coast Guard vessel. A 
U. S. fisherman reported seeing 3 Soviet ves- 
sels 6-7 miles off Cape Sebastian. On 2 oc- 
casions, U. S. fishermen reported Soviet ves- 
sels had interfered with their fishing opera- 
tions off Columbia River. 

Japan: No vessels were seen off Coast. 
The stern trawler ''Kirishima Maru" fishing 
off southern end of Vancouver Island presum- 
ably had moved north. 

OFF ALASKA 

Japanese: Nearly 600 Japanese vessels 
were fishing during early June, but with typi- 
cal westward movement of salmon fleets the 
number dwindled to about 260 by month's 
end, 

The Gulf of Alaska Pacific ocean perch 
fishery remained constant during June with 
6 factory trawlers fishing primarily in the 
central Gulf. During most of June, 2 factory 
trawlers fished near Middleton Island, one 
factory trawler on Portlock Bank, and the 
rest on Albatross Bank. In late June, 2 
trawlers fishing near Middleton Island 
moved to Portlock Bank, and 2 trawlers 
moved off Albatross Bank--one to Chirikof 
Island, and one along 100-fathom curve in 
western Gulf. These vessels were serviced 
by cargo ships and refrigerated transports. 
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Two factory trawlers fished for Pacific 
ocean perch south of Fox Islands in eastern 
Aleutians throughout June. During first half, 
2 fished north of central and western Aleu- 
tians and, about midmonth, moved to central 
Bering Sea. About mid-June, 2 factory trawl- 
ers began fishing for perch south of Rat Is- 
lands in western Aleutians. Perch operations 
in central Bering Sea were conducted by 3 
factory trawlers south of Pribilof Islands 
during June. About midmonth, perch fishery 
in central Bering Sea was intensified when 3 
more factory trawlers began operations north- 
west of Pribilofs. 

Two small factory trawlers, previously 
fishing for perch in Gulf of Alaska, began 
fishing for shrimp near Trinity Islands. Both 
Japanese and Soviets have fished shrimp there 
during previous years. 

The level of eastern Bering Sea fish meal 
and oil fishery was increased from 4 factory- 
ships and about 85 to 90 trawlers to 5 factory- 
ships and 105 trawlers in early June. During 
most of June, 3 fleets operated on Bristol Bay 
"flats'' east of Pribilofs while remaining 2 
fleets fished north of Fox Islands in eastern 
Aleutians. All 5 fleets were catching primari- 
ly Alaska pollock; in addition to making meal 

and oil, they produced minced fish meat for 
fish sausage. In late June, area north of Fox 
Islands was abandoned; one fleet moved onto 

Bristol Bay ''flats'' near the 3 previously men- 
tioned fleets, and the other fleet moved to west 

of Pribilofs. 

The pattern of king crab tangle-net fishery 
in eastern Bering changed in June, In May, 1 
of 2 fleets switched from Bristol Bay "flats" 
north of Alaska Peninsula to Pribilof area, 
the custom of previous years. In early June, 
however, the second fleet also shifted to Pribi- 
lofs where blue king crab are caught. The 
fishery was short-lived; by mid-June, both 
fleets had moved back onto Bristol Bay ''flats.' 

A BCF agent visited both fleets during 
third week. He was informed that the blue 
king crab caught in Pribilofs were larger 
than king crab of Bristol Bay "flats'' but were 
not as plentiful. 

The combined pack of the two factory ships, 
onJune 18, wasreported as 70,944 24-pound 
cases, leaving 92,056 cases to be packed be- 
fore Japanese reach their quota of 163,000 
cases. Both fleets had been operating for 34 
months and intend to finish about mid-Septem - 
ber. With over half the season over, Japanese 
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will have to find more productive fishing to 
fulfill their quota. 

During first-half June, the 2 vessels fish- 
ing king crab pots in the pot sanctuary north 
of Unimak Island continued operations. About 
midmonth, one vessel moved to Pribilofs to 
conduct experimental pot fishing for blue king 
crab. 

As before, the 3 whaling fleets hunted 
whales well offshore, presumably along Aleu- 
tians and maybe into Gulf of Alaska, well out- 
side heavily patrolled areas, 

Salmon Fleet In 3 Groups 

In early June, the 11 high-seas salmon 
fleets fishing southwest of western Aleutians 
divided into three groups. One group, com- 
posed of 2 fleets, moved into critical "corri- 
dor" between 180th meridian and 175° W. 
long., where mature Bristol Bay red salmon 
are normally abundant at that time and are 
particularly vulnerable to capture on the high 
seas. The second group, three fleets, also 
moved eastward but remained west of 180th 
meridian. The remaining 6 fleets remained 
centered southwest of Attu Island. By about 
midmonth, the 2 fleets fishing in the ‘'corri- 
dor" area moved north into the Bering Sea 
just west of 175° W, long.; they were joined 
by one fleet that had been fishing just west 
of 180th meridian. The remaining 8 fleets 
began dispersing westward. By late June, all 
but 2 fleets were spread in a wide arc in the 
western Bering Sea and North Pacific closer 
to Soviet coast. Two fleets continued fishing 
about 200 miles southwest of Attu Island. 

One longliner fished on traditional sable- 
fish grounds north of eastern Aleutians, and 
one other longliner fished for sablefish in 

central Gulf of Alaska near Chirikof Island 
throughout June. 

Soviet: The number of vessels declined to 
less than 40 by month's end despite increase 
in Pacific ocean perch fishing effort. This 
resulted from completion of their eastern 
Bering Sea king crab fishery and apparent 
withdrawal of their whaling fleets. 

After a month's lapse, the Soviets re- 
sumed Pacific ocean perch fishing in Gulf 
of Alaska in late June. Six large stern 
trawlers appeared on traditional fishing 
grounds near Chirikof Island southwest of 
Kodiak, while one exploratory medium trawl- 
er operated near Middleton Island in cen- 
tral Gulf. 

Perch fishing in western Aleutians was 
successfully resumed in mid-May. By early 
June, the fleet there centered principally on 
Tahoma Reef and Stalemate Bank and fished 
through June; it consisted of 30 vessels, in- 
cluding medium and large trawlers. 

Perch fishing off eastern and central Aleu- 
tians was insignificant. The 1967 eastern 
Bering Sea king crab fishery ended with de- 
parture of last Soviet cannery on June 22, 
Two other canneries departed June 17 and 
April 26. 

Soviet whaling fleets known to be working 
in the North Pacific apparently have with- 
drawn from the immediate Alaskan area. 
They are hunting far offshore as in past few 
years, Private airplane pilots reported see- 
ing Soviet whale catchers in northern Bering 
Sea north of St. Lawrence Island in late June. 
These, presumably, were units of at least one 
whaling flotilla, consisting of a factoryship 
‘and about 12 catchers. 



STATES 

California 

MACKEREL AND SARDINE 
SITUATION IS POOR 

The June report of the Resources Agency 
of California notes the plight of the sardine 
and mackerel fisheries. The Legislature au- 
thorized a 2-year moratorium on sardine 
fishing after about 30 years of sardine re- 
search and numerous warnings to the indus- 
try that the sardine population was endan- 
gered by overfishing. 

As for mackerel, the report states: ''Cur- 
rently the Pacific mackerel fishery has de- 
clined to a seriously low level. Annual land- 
ings have dropped steadily since 1962 when 
24,289 tons were taken. Last year only 2,244 
tons were landed and the 1967 catch to date 
is only about 125 tons, far below the 1956- 
1965 ten-year-average of 5,698 tons for the 
January-June period. Numerous warnings 
have been sounded in the past concerning the 
future of this once great resource. Thepurse 
seine and lampara fleet was able to land only 
10 tons of Pacific mackerel during June after 
spending about 1,300 hours scouting for fish 
in southern California." 

Most of the June fishing effort was at 
Cortes and Tanner Banks and San Clemente 
Island., where about 95 percent of the 4,000 
tons of jack mackerel landed was taken, The 
near-Shore between San Pedro and San Diego 
was fished but nothing was caught. 

Echo Sounder Reveals 
Many Northern Anchovies 

An echo-sounder survey of southern Cali- 
fornia and northern Baja California waters, 
completed June 9, showed northern anchovies 
the dominant species, ‘Extremely large num- 
bers of small schools were found from Santa 
Monica Bay southward towards San Clemente 
Island." The densities were up to 1,200 
schools r square mile. All the fish were 
large ac. .s in advanced stages of spawning 
condition. School sizes were very small-- 
most probably less than a ton. 

Of the 3 surveys conducted this year in 
southern California, the last found the most 
anchovies. Aninshore shift ofthe population 

took place since the survey in April, whenthe 
highest densities were found seaward of San 
Clemente Island. Anchovies were scarce 
elsewhere--especially in northern Baja Cali- 
fornia. 

Louisiana 

CENTENNIAL OF SHRIMP 
CANNING IS CELEBRATED 

The 100th anniversary of the commercial 
canning of shrimp was observed on July 12 at 
Grand Terre Island, Louisiana, near the site 
of the first canning of shrimp in 1867. The 
American Shrimp Canners Association and 
the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commis- 
sion cooperated to observe the centennial. 

Dr. Leslie L. Glasgow, director of the 
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, reported 
progress in the studies at the Commission's 
laboratory at Grand Terre to see whether it 
is feasible to produce shrimp year round in 
captive ponds. Experiments show that brown 
shrimp develop as fast in ponds as in the open 
water, he said. There are 6 ponds at the lab 
stocked with baby shrimp that receive a con- 
trolled diet under optimum conditions of water 
level, temperatures, and salinity. 

Marshes Important 

Dr. Glasgow said: ''We need to know more 
about stocking, methods to bring in the right 
food to feed the captive shrimp, more about 
the fertility of water.'' Louisiana marshes, 
once considered useless, are proving to be 
very important. Menhaden are 100 percent 
dependent on the marshes. Speckled trout 
spend most of their life and die near the 
marshes. He added: ''All of our Nation's 
coastland people profit by what occurs in the 
marshes here at Grand Terre and at Grand 
Isle. 

Emile M. Lapeyre Jr., president of the 
American Shrimp Canners, said that 1967 
"is well on its way to becoming one of the 
best years in the industry's history." He 
suggested that Louisiana's vast marshlands 
could be used for mass production breeding 
grounds, 
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Alaska 

GOV. HICKEL ORDERS 
BRISTOL BAY RELIEF STUDY 

Gov. Walter J. Hickelordered 9 state agen- 
cies in mid-July to move immediately to 
avert economic disaster in the Bristol Bay 
area following one of the poorest red-salmon 
catches. He directed state officials to pre- 
pare a report on projects that are needed to 
solve the present crisis and to put Bristol 
Bay on a firm economic foundation for the 
future. Gov. Hickel said the area's basic 
problem is the absence of a diversified econ- 
omy, whichis magnifiedby a poor red-salm- 
on run. 

With the run nearly over, the Bristol Bay 
red-salmon catch was 3,834,000 fish, com- 
pared with last year's 9,314,000 and a 16- 
year average of 7.8 million. 

* KOK 

EDA FUNDS TO AID DILLINGHAM 

The U. S. Department of Commerce's 
Economic Development Administration (EDA) 
has approved a $403,000 grant and a 
$248,000 loan to Dillingham, Alaska, to aid 
the fishing industry and to create new jobs. 
The funds will be used to construct a dock, 
cold-storage warehouse, quick-freeze facility, 
ice maker, and a water supply line. These 
will be used by the Western Alaska Coopera- 
tive Marketing Association, a group of 350 
Alaska boat owners and fishermen. 

In requesting the EDA funds, Dillingham 
officials said that the new facilities will en- 
able local fishermen to freeze their catch, 

so they can fish for several species and ex- 
tend the season beyond the usual 4 months. 
Job opportunities are expected to rise and 
the seasonal nature of present jobs to decline. 
The project is scheduled for completion in 
about 9 months after funds are made avail- 
able. 

% OK OK 

1,000 SEA OTTER PELTS 
TO BE AUCTIONED 

The fine pelt of the sea otter attracted 
Russian fur hunters to the Alaskan region as 
early as the 18th century. The animal's fur 
created such a demand that, during the Rus- 
sian occupation, the sea otter narrowly es- 

caped extinction. They were given complete 
protection in 1911 andtheir numbers increased 
greatly from Prince William Sound to the out- 
ermost Aleutians. 

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
later saw that the sea otter had reached a 
point where a restricted number could be 
harvested regularly. It authorized experi- 
mental collection of the animal in 1962 and 
1963 and 500 otters were harvested. Most 
of these pelts are in the raw state and are 
stored at the Juneau Cold Storage. Another 
500 will be shot this summer and fall in pre- 
paration for a January auction. The average 
cost of harvesting 1,000 otters a year is an 
estimated $90 per pelt. Any profit would go 
to the State's General Fund. 

OK 

FISHERY EXPORTS TO 
JAPAN INCREASING 

The total dollar value of Alaska's fishery 
exports to Japan rose from $1,496,980 in1965 
to $4,167,351 in 1966. These figures indicate 
mostly the rapid growth of the salmon egg, 
herring roe, and herring-eggs-on-kelp indus- 
try. 

Alaska's 1967 exports should be much 
greater, BCF Juneau predicts, with increased 
shipment of shrimp products to foreign re- 
ceivers. 

Maine 

OCEAN STUDY URGED TO AID 
FALLING LOBSTER CATCH 

The outlook for the lobster may be gloomy, 
Robert L. Dow recently told a Maine State 
Government Committee. Dow is researchdi- 
rector of the Department of Sea and Shore 
Fisheries. Some scientists believe that ifthe 
declining lobster haul has been caused by 
colder water, then the state faces 20 more 
years of smaller catches. They believe that 
the coastal water, averaging about 45 degrees, 
will not start warming until the 1980s. 

The state could do something about the 
problem by a serious program to study and 
develop ocean resources, Dow told the com- 
mittee studying a bill that would put Maine 
into oceanology by setting up a Maine Ocean 



Science Agency and a Maine Marine Institute. 
He supported the bill because it would help to 
coordinate the oceanographic efforts of the 
state, industry, and universities. 

Study Effects of Heated Water 

The Department of Sea and Shore Fisher - 
ies has begun to study the effects of heated 
water on lobsters. Dow said this was one 
area the proposed agency could help to eval- 
uate. He added that colder water is spread- 
ing from Maine to New York. Although it 
may hurt the lobster, it may benefit other 
marine life. The lobster catch fell from a 
peak of nearly 243 million pounds in 1957 to 
less than 20 million in 1966, but there was a 
proportionate rise in shrimp catch to a 1966 
high of 3.8 million pounds. During this peri- 
od, the water temperature off Maine fell from 
an average of 49 degrees to about 45, 

Supporters of the bill would like to build 
an institute on Casco Bay to receive and 
transmit information and to direct oceano- 
graphic work. 

OK OK 

STATE AIDS GROWTH OF 
SHRIMP MARKET 

The production of shrimp in Maine has 
grown steadily since 1962, when it showed a 
substantial increase. In 1966, it reached 3.8 
million pounds worth $531,000. The State's 
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries esti- 
mates that the 1966-1967 season will hit a 
record 5-6 million pounds worth $660,000-- 
with total primary wholesale value of $2 mil- 
lion, 

The Department is aiding the development 
of the shrimp market. Its shrimp research 
program, now inits second year, seeks 
means to extend the season in order to in- 
crease production, It is evaluating the size 
of the resource in an attempt to improve in- 
dustry's handling and marketing operations, 

Its research activities include exploratory 
fishing, study of the shrimp population, life 
history of the shrimp larvae, effects of wa- 
ter temperature on survival, growth and re- 
production. 

How It Aids Industry 

The Department's Promotion and Market- 
ing staff has increased its efforts to publicize 
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Maine shrimp and to help processors improve 
their merchandising methods and find new 
markets. 

Department personnel are looking into by- 
product uses of shrimp. Shrimp meal from 
shells seems a good protein additive for poul- 
try feed. Some form of shrimp meal may be 
used as trout feed in State hatcheries and 
private trout farms. 

The Department has consulted a large ma- 
rine-worm dealer on the use of small shrimp 
as bait for salt-water sport fishing. An ef- 
fort to determine the market potential is be- 
ing made along most of the Atlantic seaboard. 
There may be a market here for the smaller 
summer species of Maine shrimp. State of- 
ficials believe that these efforts, plus mod- 
ern fishing methods and processing, could 
make the shrimp industry a stable part of 
Maine's economy. 

New York 

STATE CONFERENCE WILL REVIEW 
OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Governor Rockefeller announced on July 
21 that a conference would be held on the 
Rockefeller University campus in New York 
City, Oct. 11-12, to consider the State's op- 
portunities in using the ocean's ''vast re- 
sources.'' The conference will be sponsored 
jointly by his office and the N. Y State Science 
and Technology Foundation. The Governor 
said Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, president of Rocke- 
feller University, will be conference director. 

Gov. Rockefeller noted: 'The sea and its 
vast resources, its mysteries, its dangers, 
and, above all, its meaning to the future gen- 
erations of mankind, present a new and ex- 
citing challenge. So far we have only scratched 
the surface in our understanding of the tides, 
the currents, the depths--to say nothing of 
the sea's potential as a food, chemical, oil 

and mineral supply." 

New York universities and industries 
have conducted oceanographic research for 
years, but the conference will be the first 
coordinated appraisal of what they are doing. 

The Governor said the conference should 
focus public attention on the necessity of more 
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research and study. Also, it should "em- 
phasize the role state industries can play 
in the development and manufacture of ve- 
hicles, instruments and other equipment 
needed to conquer the sea." 

Bronk and Lamont Observatory Credited 

The Governor added: "I have asked Dr. 
Bronk and his committee to help plan New 
York's future role in this great undertaking, 
to explore every opportunity, to inventory 
the facilities available to our state and to 
recommend courses of action that will in- 
sure that we meet our responsibilities in this 

vital new field more effectively... . 

"Our present knowledge of oceanography 
probably owes more to Dr. Bronk than to any 
other man. When Dr. Bronk was president 
of the National Academy of Sciences--a post 
he held for 12 years--he established the 
Academy Committee on Oceanography, which 
gave rise to the present great development 
of oceanography in our country and through- 
out the world." 

Dr. Donald H, Davenport, executive sec- 
retary of the N. Y. State Science and Tech- 
nology Foundation, said that the Federal Gov- 
ernment does a great amount of oceano- 
graphic research, it also encourages state 
participation. This is because of the train- 
ing and research work accomplished by un- 
iversities in various states, 

Dr. Davenport said that Columbia Univer - 
sity's Lamont Observatory has ''contributed 
over half of the scientific information and 
knowledge in the field of oceanography in 
this country through its work.'' The obser- 
vatory has 3 oceangoing vessels at its dis- 
posal, including one based permanently in 
the Caribbean. 

Between 200 and 250 guests, including 
‘ederal officials, scientists, and representa- 

tives of private industry, are expected to at- 
tend the conference, 

T 

Massachusetts 

PROVINCETOWN FLEET IS BLESSED 

A long line of brilliantly decorated fishing 
vessels sailed by MacMillan Wharf in Prov- 

cetown, Mass., on June 25 toreceive the 
blessing of the auxiliary bishop of the Fall 
River Diocese. It was the 20th annual bless- 
ing of the fishing fleet and 10,000 persons 
were there to See it. 

Fig. 1 - The Rt. Rev. James A. Gerrard, D.D., Auxiliary Bishop 
of Fall River, Mass., blesses the Provincetown fishing boats as 
they parade past MacMillan Wharf, 

Fig. 2 - Parade of fishing boats--Provincetown blessing of the 
fleet, (Photos: Robert K. Brigham.) 

Most of the vessels had been painted and 
tidied up just days before the ceremony, and 
the sun breaking through the fog heightened 
their brilliant colors. The vessels carried 
family and friends around the harbor--and on 
to picnics, 
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BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES PROGRAMS 

“Bowers” Uses Lights and Recorders 

The R/V "George M. Bowers" returned to 
Pascagoula, Miss., on June 22 after the last 
phase of an interrupted cruise that had been 
scheduled originally to operate through a full 
lunar cycle. Heavy seas damaged the out- 
board seine skiff beyond usefulness, and 2 
weeks were required to obtain and modify a 
substitute vessel. (Cruise 79: Phase I (May 
8-11) & Phase III (June 6-9, 13-22.) 

Weather, sea, and turbidity varied greatly 
throughout the cruise but were generally poor. 
Fishing was conducted inside Chandeleur and 
Mississippi Sounds, Peridido and Pensacola 
Bays, and one night in the Gulf off Sand Is- 
land, Alabama. Best results were obtained 

in Pensacola Bay, where the water was clear 
most of the time, although bright moonlight 
prevented any but predawn assemblages. A 
purse seine set made there just before dawn 
yielded slightly more than one ton. Small 
(13") anchovies, Anchoa sp., constituted 95% 

of the catch. A small number of larger (4'') 
anchovies, along with scaled sardines, Har- 
engula pensacolae, and Spanish sardines, 

Sardinella sp., made up the other 5%. Other 
catches ranged from 15 to 760 lbs. and the 
species composition was similar; however, 
first-year-class menhaden, Brevoortia pa- 
tronus, were caught in one set. Numerous 
small schools of young menhaden were obser - 
ved during daylight in Perdido Bay, Florida. 

Tide and wind conditions made it necessary 
to set the seine away from the Bowers. Sev- 
eral combinations of lights were tested to at- 
tract, as well as to control, the fish schools. 

The most effective attraction system used 
was the combination of 3,250 watts mercury 
vapor and 13,000 watts incandescent. The 
schools were concentrated and controlled-- 
once attracted by acombinationof two 12VDC 
seal-beam above-water lights and a high in- 
tensity under-water photo lamp. The control 
lights were mounted in a skiff, which was 
drifted away from the Bowers during fishing 
operations to the pursing site. 

Phase II May 22-June 1 

Recordings of predator swimming and feed- 
ing sounds were obtained for future use during 
experimental underwater sound guidance and 
eens studies with clupeoid (herring-like- 
fish). 

Recordings were made using a hydrophone, 
preamplifier, and a portable tape recorder. 
Power was supplied bya portable 2.5 kw. gaso- 
line-driven generator on deck, allowing the 
Bowers to lie dead in the water during all 
recordings. 

Several sharks were attracted by chum- 
ming to within 50-100 yards of the vessel in 
100 fathoms south of Mississippi River's 
Southeast Pass. One 6-foot silky shark (Car- 
charhinus floridanus) was hooked and its 
thrashing sounds recorded. Aschool of large 
jacks (Caranx hippos) was recorded for 15-30 
minutes while the fish were hitting chum 
thrown overboard in 10-15 fathoms off the 
Delta. A recording was made as a 30-pound 
cobia (Rachycentron canadus) was captured 
by hook and line in 20 fathoms south of Horn 
Island. Inside Petit Bois Island, 40 porpoises 
were chummed near the Bowers and about 
4,800 feet of tape were recorded of their 
feeding activities. 

Night lighting for clupeoids in 20 fathoms, 
south of Horn Island, produced only squid. 
Ship Island Harbor night lighting also had 
limited success: very few anchovies and no 
predators were observed. Night lighting in- 
side Petit Bois Island resulted in the capture 
of 2,000 to 3,000 assorted live small fish (the 
bulk small atherinids) for return to the labor- 
atory. cs WD, 

“Oregon” Explores 
Eastern Caribbean 

The R/V Oregon returned to St. Simons 
Island, Georgia, on June 15 after a 39-day 
cruise in the eastern Caribbean Sea (Cruise 
118, May 8-June 15). Objectives of the cruise 
were to continue seasonal exploratory fishing 
coverage in the northeastern Caribbean Sea 
with emphasis on a snapper survey of the 
Continental Slope, tuna trolling tests, and 

deep-water shrimp explorations. 

For tuna, trolling lines were maintained 
during all daylight steaming hours. Slow- 
trolling transects were conducted along the 
island banks from the U. S. Virgin Islands to 
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BCF research vessel Oregon. (Photo: F. Nudi) 

the northern banks of Montserrat, British 

West Indies. Hight trolling lines were fished 
during the slow-trolling transect operations 
at an average vessel speed of 5 knots. The 
total trolling catch: 245 blackfin tuna (Thun- 
nus atlanticus), which weighed 1,346 pounds 
and averaged 63 pounds each; 47 little tuna 
(Euthynnus alletteratus) weighing 197 pounds; 
24 skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) weigh- 
ing 116 pounds; 3 yellowfin tuna (Thunnus al- 
bacares) weighing 57 pounds; and other fishes. 

Forty-nine tuna surface school observa- 
tions were made: 23 blackfin tuna schools, 
7 skipjack tuna schools, 5 little tuna schools, 
3 mixed yellowfin with unidentified tuna schools, 
6 mixed blackfin and skipjack tuna schools, 

and 5 unidentified tunaschools. School sizes 
ranged from very small to 200 tons or over. 
These schools were sampled with trolling 
gear at slow speeds with varying results. 

Snapper Handlining 

Exploratory snapper fishing was conducted 
with hand lines rigged on mechanical fishing 
reels at 12 stations along the steep slope from 
the Virgin Islands to Nevis Island. 

Fishing depths averaged 75 fathoms (range 
30 to 115 fathoms) and fishing time averaged 
5 hours per station using 4 to 6 lines. 

Areas of promising silk snapper fishing 
potential were located along the outer shelf 
zone north of the Virgin Islands and the bank 
edge north of Anguilla Island, W. I. Very 
poor catch rates were found on Barracuda 
Bank southeast of TortolalIsland, at Sombrero 
Island, and at Nevis Island. 

Catches of snapper totaled 186 yelloweye 
snapper (Lutjanus vivanus) weighing 560 
pounds; 105 blackfin snapper (Lutjanus buc- 
canella) weighing 292 pounds; 3 black snapper 
Apsilus dentatus) weighing 15 pounds; and 1 
vermilion snapper (Rhomboplites aurorubens) 
weighing 1 pound. Other species of fish total- 
ing 676 pounds were taken with the handlines. 

Deep-Water Shrimp Trawling 

Thirteen (13) nighttime deepwater trawl- 
ing stations were occupied using 40- and65- 
foot flat trawls. Shrimp catches consisted of 
small amounts of scarlet prawns (Plesiopen- 
aeus edwardsianus), royal-red shrimp (Hy- 
menopenaeus robustus), striped shrimp (Ple- 
sionika longipes, Penaeopsis megalops, and 
Aristeamorpha foliacia). The weyaleeed 
shrimp were the first to be captured in the 
Lesser Antilles by the Oregon. 

Commercial scale trawling efforts (8-hour 
tows) were frustrated by heavy catches of the 
giant deep-water isopod, Bathynonus giganteus, 
which attacked and consumed most of the catc 
in the cod end of the trawl. 

Depths fished ranged from 130 to 460 fath- 
oms. Bottom temperatures rangedfrom 49° 
to 66° F. 

Delaware” Finds More 

Clam Beds off Massachusetts 

BCF's Delaware recently made excellent 
catches of mahogany quahog clams during an 
exploratory fishing cruise off the southern 
side of Cape Cod (Cruise 67-5, June 6-30). 
Highest production rate was 20 bushels by 
hydraulic jet dredging in a 4-minute tow. 

The most significant result of the cruise 
was the finding that concentrated beds of 



relatively unfished mahogany quahogs occur 
all the way from Chincoteague to Martha's 
Vineyard. 

The 25-day surf clam (Spisula solidissima) 
survey cruise was carried out in Area V off 
the southern coast of New Jersey, and inArea 
VIII seaward of Cape Cod and south of Nan- 
tucket Sound. Catches of surf clams varied 
from 0 to 3.5 bushels per 4-minute tow in 
Area V, and from 0 to .9 bushels in Area VIII. 
Exceedingly large catches of ocean quahogs 
(Arctica islandica) were taken from both areas. 
Further tests were also made on an electrical- 
ly driven, submersible pump dredge. 

SURVEY AREA 

AREA VII 2. 

Oe v 

CRUISE 67-5 
Disurveyeo 

NOT SURVEYED 

@ STATIONS PRODUCING 

ONE OR MORE BUSHELS 
PER FOUR MINUTE TOW 

Three of the cruise days were used by 
biologists of BCF's Oxford (Md.) Biological 
Laboratory to fish about 70 stations to obtain 
surf clams for marking and planting; they 
also searched for previously planted marked 
clams off Cape May, New Jersey, and Black- 

fish Bank. 
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Survey Procedure 

Tows of 4-minute duration were made at 
the intersection of perpendicular sets of grid 
lines spread about 1 mile apart. Some sec- 
tions in each area were bypassed because of 
unfavorable bottom conditions; parts of the 
Area VIII bottom, east of Cape Cod and south 
of Nantucket Island, were found to be too 
rocky for dredging, and the central part of 
AreaV is crossedby 3 transatlantic telephone 
cables. 

Salinity and bottom temperatures were 
taken at selected survey sites. 

Results 

Of the 204catches in Area V (exclusive of 
the 70 stations fished for Oxford) 77 contained 
no surf clams, 114 catches varied from one 
surf clam to 1 bushel, and 13 tows produced 
catches of 1 bushel to 3.5 bushels. Ocean 
quahogs were taken in most tows; catches 

ranged from 0 to 2,200 quahogs (about 16 
bushels), Thirty-one tows produced catches 
of 500 or over, ranging from 512 to 2,200 
quahogs. 

Of the 366 catches in Area VIII, 300 con- 
tained no surf clams and 66 varied from one 
clam to 56 (about 1 bushel); no tows produced 
catches over 1 bushel. A few clams were 
taken off Cape Cod, but too few stations were 
fished to support an estimate of the surf clam 
population. South of Nantucket Bay, indica- 
tions were that sparsely populated surf clam 
beds existed in the shoal water south of the 
Island--but not to the westward in deeper 
waters, or other inshore waters. Ocean qua- 
hogs were taken at 253 surveysites. Catches 
varied from 0 to 3,000 quahogs (about 20 
bushels), most taken in sediments of soft, 
silty, sand. They were generally absent in 
catches from inshore and deeper offshore 
waters. Fourteen tows produced more than 
500 quahogs each. 

Size 

The predominant size group of surf clams 
caught in both areas was between 5 and 7 
inches. Many exceeded 6 inches within this 
length range. In both areas, only a fewclams 
less than 4 inches long were taken. 

In Area V, the size range of the ocean 
quahog varied mostly between 3 and 4 inches. 
However, quahogs in some catches exceeded 
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4 inches, with a few reaching about 5 inches. 
Generally, the average size of Area VIII 
ocean quahogs was less than Area V's, with 
only a few exceeding 4 inches. Some tows 
produced small quahogs (less than 3 inches). 

Shells 

Surf clam shells, along with other shell- 

fish species common to Area V, were taken 
at most sites fished in the area. InArea VIII, 
very few tows produced sizable amounts of 
shells. Some sections of heavy quahog con- 
centration and others of dense clam popula- 
tion produced shells in limited amounts; this 
reflects the limited accumulation of shells 
throughout the area. 

a 

“Kaho” Completes 

6-Year Study of Lake Michigan 

BCF's R/V Kaho completed a 24-day ex- 
ploratory fishing cruise in Lake Michigan and 
Green Bay on June 29 (Cruise 42). This 
cruise was the last in a series of 22 in Lake 
Michigan primarily devoted to analyzing the 
bathymetric distribution and seasonal avail- 
ability of various fish stocks. During the 6- 
year study 1,446 drags were made, mostly 
with a standard 52-foot headrope sampling 
trawl. 

The Kaho's crew completed these objec- 
tives during multipurpose Cruise 42: (1) lo- 
cated alewife concentrations at atime of year 
when they were difficult to capture with a 
bottom trawl, (2) surveyed shoal waters (5 
fathoms or less) of southern Lake Michigan 
to determine the availability of carp, suckers, 
and yellow perch stocks, (3) conducted several 
deep-water drags with small-mesh trawl to 
test initially the potential commercial avail- 
ability of sculpins, (4) conducted several 
drags at each station for bathymetric distri- 
bution analyses and population studies on 
chubs, and (5) monitored the Green Bay trawl- 
ing station® to compare alewife abundance 
with 1964 and 1965 exploration data. 

Cruise Highlights 

Among cruise highlights were observations 
of the extensive alewife mortality throughout 
the lake. This die-off is widespread and was 
observed everywhere but in the extreme north- 

ern portion of the lake; all size classes of 
fish are involved. Catches of alewife in the 
open lake and Green Bay were higher than 
the June cruises of 1964 and 1965; 105 fin- 
clipped lake trout ranging from 5.3 to 19.0 
inches were captured. Trout were most con- 
centrated in depths less than 15 fathoms. 
Over 91% of the 105 trout were taken between 
5 and 15 fathoms, and 49.5% at 10-11 fathoms. 
Initial tests with the shrimp trawl for sculpin 
evaluations were encouraging. Excellent 
catches of young yellow perch were netted in 
Green Bay. 

Fishing Operations 

Sixty-three exploratory trawl drags were 
completed using the standard fish trawl (52- 

foot headrope). Two trawl drags were com- 
pleted with a small-meshed shrimp trawl to 
determine the availability of sculpins. Drags 
were 30 minutes long, except 18 terminated 
early due to rough bottom conditions, snags, 
set nets within the area of operation or limit- 
ed trawling area. Depths fished ranged from 
3-65 fathoms. 

Fishing Results Lake Michigan (June 6-22) 

Trawl catches on the lake's eastern shore 
indicated alewife concentrations could be lo- 
cated in a depth range from 5-12 fathoms. 
Catches ranged from 400 pounds per drag at 
Benton Harbor to 1,300 pounds at 10 fathoms 
off White Lake. Catches along western shore 
were typically moderate. However, based on 
a 5-minute drag in Buffington Harbor, be- 
tween the piers, a catch up to 1,200 pounds 
in a standard 30-minute drag would have been 
possible. One drag, 5 fathoms off Waukegan, 
produced 800 pounds. Off Seul Choix Point, 
good catches (up to 700 lbs.) were made in 
6-10 fathoms. 

Throughout the areas monitored in Lake 
Michigan, significant catches of alewives 
(over 500 pounds) were made in water not 
exceeding 12 fathoms. Chubs were not taken 
in any great quantity on the east shore except 
2 drags that yielded 160 and 200 pounds off 
Ludington and White Lake, respectively, at 
10 to 12 fathoms. Fair catches of chubs were 
taken along the western shore with the best 
catch 200 pounds at 25 fathoms off Waukegan. 
Smelt were sparse in southern Lake Michigan, 
however, a good landing of 150 pounds was 
made in 10-11 fathoms off Seul Choix Point. 
Eighty-four trout totaling 54 pounds were 
taken in Lake Michigan. 
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Area of R/V Kaho Cruise 42 during June 1967. 

Fishing Results Green Bay (June 23-27) catch was 950 lbs. and the average 241 pounds. 
On cruise 42, three landings were 1,000 lbs. 

Catches of alewives in Green Bay were or better; the best was 1,450 lbs. and the 

better than during any previous June cruise. average 361 pounds. The best area was in 
The best catch in 1964 was 600 lbs.; the 3-5 fathoms in the Bay's extreme southern 
average was 276 pounds. In 1965, the best portion. Good landings were made elsewhere 
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at 4 fathoms: in Little Bay De Noc north of 
Gladstone (850 lbs.) and in 3 fathoms south of 
Chambers Island (750 lbs.), 

Yellow perch catches were much better 
than any previous year. In 1964, no yellow 
perch were taken and only 3 individuals in 
1965. This year, yellow perch were in 7 of 
the 23 drags, including catches of 50, 75, and 
100 lbs. However, most were sublegal and 

averaged 6 to 7 inches. 

Smelt occurred in all but 2 drags; the best 

landing was 200 lbs, substantially higher than 
1964's best landing (21 lbs.) but not as high 
as the 480 pounds catch in 1965, 

Suckers occurred frequently in the trawl 
in amounts comparable to 1964 results, which 
were much greater than 1965 catches. Six 
catches this year were 50 lbs. or more; the 

best was 100 lbs. 

fed af at ate 
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“Undaunted” Studies Surface Tunas 

and Bait in Western Caribbean 

The R/V Undaunted sailed the Western 
Caribbean between Yucatan Channel and Co- 

lombia to investigate surface tunas and their 
bait, and to study fish fauna in the Gulf of 

Honduras. (Cruise 6703, 3/29-5/25.) 

Thirteen fish schools were observed; 10 of 
these were sampled by live-bait fishing or 
trolling. From these schools, 34 tuna--29 
blackfin tuna (Thunnus atlanticus), 2 skipjack 
(Katsuwonus pelamis), and 3 little tuna (Euth- 
ynnus alletteratus)--were caught. There ap- 
peared to be two distinct areas of tuna con- 
centration: about 100 miles NNE of Belize, 
British Honduras, the other along the 100- 
fathom curve WSW of Colon, Panama. Two 

other schools sampled also were over the 100- 
100-fathom curve: about 100 miles NNE of 
Bluefields, Nicaragua, the other about 60 
miles south of Bluefields. 

Schools sighted varied from 2 to 20 tons. 
All tuna schools sighted were predominantly 
blackfin (with a few scattered skipjack in one 
school). Individual fish ranged from 3 to 8 
pounds. 

Two schools were sampled for length, 
weight, sex, stomach content, muscle tissue, 

gonad, and eye lens. This involved 20 of the 
34 tuna caught. The remaining tunas were 
frozen whole and brought back for laboratory 
analysis. 
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R/V Undaunted area of operation on cruise 6703. 

A combined tuna survey was made with the 
FAO UNDP Caribbean Fisheries Development 
Program vessel R/V ''Alcyon" in the Gulf of 
Honduras (See p.38.) A 60-by-60 square 
mile area north and west of Roatan Island was 
investigated (see chart). No tuna schools 
were sighted. 

Throughout the cruise, oceanographic 
observations (temperature, salinity, inorganic 
phosphate, and oxygen) were made to 500 
meters using a temperature-salinity-depth 
probe and/or Niskin water samplers. Oblique 
1-meter plankton net tows, primary produc- 
tivity, and meteorological observations also 
were taken. 

BAIT FISHES STUDIED 

Bait fishes were observed in useful quan- 
tities in two locations. Pilchards (Harengula 

sp.) were obtained at Porto Bello, Panama, 
Although this bait seemed strong, it did not 



survive well. Probably, this was due tobeing 
transported from where it was caught to the 
ship, or to the fact that the lights in the bait 
tank were accidentally turned off. The area 
around the San Blas Islands off the coast of 
Panama was investigated for baiting possi- 
bilities, but adverse weather prevented sam- 
pling or identifying this bait. Useful quanti- 
ties of bait fishes are available in this area. 
Pilchards (Harengula sp.) also were taken at 
Banacca Island, Honduras, but seining condi- 

tions there were unfavorable. 

FISH FAUNA STUDIED 

A large collection of fishes, exceeding 400 
gallons bulk, was made in the previously 
little-collected inshore area of the western 
Caribbean, primarily off Honduras and Brit- 
ish Honduras (see chart). This was achieved 

by bottom trawling, beach seining, and skin 

diving. Over 300 species of fish were col- 
lected, of which 75 are new additions to this 

laboratory's fish collection. Specimens rep- 
resenting 11 species of 8 genera of jacks 
(Carangidae) were frozen for an electropho- 
resis study. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Scallops (Pecten laurenti) are reported to 
be in commercial quantities by shrimp fish- 
ermen off Caratasca, Honduras, in 30 to 40 

fathoms (2 bushels of large scallops per 30 

minutes of small trynet trawl). 

Seventy-five blackfin tuna being held for 
shipment in a freezer locker on Bonacca Is- 
land were sampled. The fish averaged 77cm. 
in length and 18 lbs. in weight. The fish had 
been caught off the NE coast of Honduras by 
handlining from shrimp vessels. 

La AD) 
“Commando” Explores Near 

Columbia, Studies Trawl Methods 

The BCF-chartered research vessel M/V 
Commando returned to Seattle on July 2 after 
a 19-day cruise off the Washington and Ore- 
gon coasts (Cruise 14). 

The Commando's objectives were: (1) to 
determine the susceptibility of deep-water 
stocks of Pacific ocean perch and sablefish 
to capture by midwater trawling methods-- 
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and to compare these results with previous 
bottom-trawl operations; (2) to measure the 
abundance of hake around the Columbia River 
mouth; (3) to make oblique tows with midwa- 

ter trawl gear from 400 fathoms to the sur- 
face; (4) to determine the feasibility of a 
combination depth-temperature telemetry 
system in deep water, a headrope-mounted 
transducer to determine net depth off bottom, 
and a catch-load indicator to determine the 
size of catch during a tow. 

The Gear 

Fishing was conducted with a 23'' mesh 
Universal midwater trawl having a $'' mesh 
liner in the cod-end. The trawl was fished 
with aluminum hydrofoil doors and 2 elec- 
tro-mechanical trawl cables. Trawl depth 
was monitored by a 10 x 10 cm. transducer 
mounted in the center of the headrope, anda 
combination depth-temperature telemetry 
system connected to the headrope at the wing- 
tip. A strain-gauge-type catch-load indica- 
tor was connected to a ribline in the cod-end. 
Information from all systems was transmitted 
to read-out meters in the pilot house via the 
electro-mechanical towing cables. 

Sixteen drags from the surface to a depth 
of 360 fathoms were made, most in the area 

contiguous to the Columbia River mouth, 

RESULTS 

Hake reconnaissance surveys: Acoustical 
surveys to detect midwater schools of hake 
were conducted from Cape Flattery, Washing- 
ton, to Cape Mears, Oregon, outside the com- 
mercial hake fishery. When hake concentra- 
tions were located, the information was re- 

layed to the commercial boats. No hake 
schools were located north of Grays Harbor. 
A 40-minute tow in light sign, near bottom at 
26 fathoms off Destruction Island, produced 
50 pounds of the euphausiid, Thysanoessa 
spinifera. 

From Grays Harbor south, hake were quite 
common at 25 to 90 fathoms over a bottom 
depth of 25-125 fathoms. Schools below 50 
fathoms were always more than 10 fathoms 
off bottom and scattered. The maximum 
catch in these schools was 2000 pounds ina 
1-hour tow. Catches of 2-3 tons were ob- 
served taken by Soviet pair-trawlers (in pair- 
trawling, 2 SRTs tow one midwater trawl) 
fishing on this scattered sign. Very heavy 
signs were located near bottom off Tillamook 
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Bay, Oregon, at 35-50 fathoms. A 45-minute 

tow in this sign produced 15,000 pounds of 
hake. Observations of hake stomachs from 
this catch indicated these fish were feeding 
primarily on euphausiids. 

Pacific ocean perch and sablefish explora- 
tions: Considerable effort was made sounding 
for possible schools of Pacific ocean perch 
and sablefish near bottom at 85 to 300 fath- 
oms off Oregon and Washington. Except for 
a slight show south of the Astoria Canyon, in 
85 fathoms, no schools were located. A 40- 
minute tow in this sign yielded 350 pounds of 
yellowtail rockfish (Sebastodes flavidus). 
These fish averaged 48 cm. in length and 
were feeding primarily on lanternfish. Be- 
cause fish signs could not be located, a few 
tows were made just off bottom in areas 
where perch have been found on past surveys. 
These tows produced less than 100 pounds of 
fish per hour; catches of ocean perch and 

sablefish were less than 15 and 50 pounds 
per hour, respectively. It is not known 

whether the small catches were due to a low 
abundance of fish, or inability of the gear to 
take them. 

Other sampling: Two oblique tows were 
made at night southwest of the Columbia Riv- 
er mouth over deep water, from 100 and 360 
fathoms to the surface, Catches were disap- 
pointingly small: only a few lanternfish and 
sergestid shrimp. It is suspected that es- 
capement through the 23" mesh of the trawl 
was partly responsible. 

Samples of fish were frozen for radiologi- 
cal analysis by the Laboratory of Radiation 
Ecology at the University of Washington. (The 
Commando was chartered from the univer- 
sity.) Additional samples of bottomfish were 
frozen for pesticide residue analysis by BCF's 
Seattle Technological Laboratory. 

Gear Observations: The combination 
depth-temperature telemetry system func- 
tioned satisfactorily to 360 fathoms. The head- 
rope transducer also performed satisfactorily, 
but due to length of electro-mechanical cable 
(600 fathoms), sensitivity was reduced. It was 
sometimes difficult to observe the footrope. 
The bottom could be readily detected when- 
ever the headrope was less than 30 fathoms 
off bottom. Using the headrope transducer, 
the trawl's vertical opening was found to be 
40-50 feet at the center. Performance of the 
catch-load indicator was partially hampered 
by large swells, but it still was possible to 

detect an increase in the load created by an 
11,000-pound catch. 

Twin-bag Shrimp Trawl 

Successful in Alaskan Tests 

Means of reducing unwantedfish in shrimp 
catches are being investigated by BCF's Juneau 
Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base 
with a Dutch twin-bag trawl. The Dutchtrawl 
has an upper and lower bag. It works on the 
principle that bottomfish enter the lower bag 

while shrimp enter the upper bag. 

Limited test fishing with a modified ver- 
sion of the trawl in Kalsin Bay, Kodiak Island, 
were encouraging: no shrimp were captured 
in the lower bag, and no bottomfish, crabs, 
or debris in the upper. Further test fishing 
will be done after the trawl is modified to in- 
clude improvements suggested by the earlier 
tests. 

Universal Trawl 

Catches Many Pacific Hake 

"Universal" trawls made excellent catches 
of Pacifichake inthe several weeks they have 
been used in the commercial fishery out of 
Aberdeen, Wash. The trawl was designed by 
BCF's Seattle Exploratory Fishing and Gear 
Research Base. 

Captains using the "universal" consider it 
superior to all ''Cobb" pelagic trawls form- 
erly used in this fishery. The new trawl is 
easier to tow and handle because it uses much 
less web than the Cobb. Sturdily constructed, 
it is holding up well during heavy fishing. 
Several individual hauls were over 25 tons, 
and one catch exceeded 40 tons of hake. 

Detachable Trawl 

Cod End Works Well 

A detachable cod end developed from a 
BCF research contract worked well in recent 
tests of a ;7Scale model operated from a 



small dragger out of Gloucester, Mass. The 
main feature of this net modification is apair 
of "nesting" collars, one on the net and the 
other on the cod end. A cod end filled with 
fish can be detached; then an empty cod end 
can be set in place by means of an endless 
line extending from the vessel through the 
net and thread back to the boat. The empty 
cod end is threaded through the net to the at- 
taching collar; this can be done before the 

filled cod end is retrieved. This system 
would eliminate the need for frequent hauling 
back of the entire net to empty catches on 
deck. An extension of the contract to include 
construction and commercial testing of a full- 
scale model is now being considered. 

fee ada 
Drift Bottles Used 

in Sea Surface Research 

BCF's Tropical Atlantic Biological Labora- 
tory in Miami, Florida, has successfully used 
drift bottles and ships of opportunity in research 
onsea surface conditions in the CaribbeanSea 
and western tropical Atlantic. John Brucks di- 
rected the operation. Returns from drift bot- 
les released on 4 cruises of the R/V ''Undaunt- 
ed'' this year have been encouraging. 

Of 1,532 bottles released, information 
from 137 (8.9 percent) has been returned 
from points in the Antilles, the Caribbean 
coasts of South and Central America, and 
from the U. S. Gulf and Atlantic coasts. One 
Grace Lines vessel and 2 vessels of the Blue 
Ribbon Lines, Ltd. are collecting sea-sur- 

face salinity samples and temperature data 
in the Caribbean Sea on a twice-monthly ba- 
sis. Blue Ribbon ships are taking samples 
in each major pass of the Antilles Arc, there- 
by providing seasonal coverage to study the 
surface flow into the Caribbean. 

Demonstrate Electro-trawl 

System for Shrimp 

The electro-trawl system for fishing 
shrimp, developed and tested by BCF Pasca- 
goula, was demonstrated on June 27 toa 
Florida investment group. A single test- 
haul yield was 10 pounds of brown shrimp 
with the electro-trawl gear, compared to a 
-pound catch of brown shrimp for a test 
haul with standard trawl gear. 
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The investment group reportedly plans to 
produce the electro-trawl gear for shrimp 

ona commercial scale. 

Yellowfin Tuna See Better 

Than Tunny or Skipjack 

Fish in water share a disadvantage with 
man: They can't see very well. Eugene L. 
Nakamura, fishery biologist at BCF's Biolog- 
ical Laboratory, Honolulu, has measured the 

visual acuity of 3 species of tunas: the little 
tunny, Euthynnus affinis, the skipjack tuna, 
Katsuwonus pelamis, and yellowfin tuna, 
Thunnus albacares. Nakamura says that none 
of them can see a fishhook more than a few 
feet away. 

Nakamura's is.one of several studies of 
the sensory capacities of tunas being con- 
ducted at the Laboratory in Honolulu. The 
researchers hope that investigations will pro- 
vide clues to better tuna catches. 

Little tunny, or kawakawa, is not commer- 
cially important. The yellowfin tuna is caught 
in Hawaiian waters by longlines, which fish 
indeep waters; itistaken in great quantities 
off the west coast of the Americas by the 
Californian fleet. The skipjack tuna, main- 
stay of the Hawaiian catch, has been esti- 
mated to be the most plentiful of all tunas. 
Much of the Honolulu Lab's work is designed 
to bring the skipjack tuna resources of the 
central Pacific Ocean into production. 

Yellowfin Best in Perceiving 
Elements of Pattern 

Nakamura found some time ago that the 
little tunny does not see as well as the skip- 
jack tuna. Nowhehas learned that the yellow- 
fin tuna far exceeds both other species in 
its ability to perceive separate elements of 
a pattern. He trained the fish to repond to 
projected patterns in a tank. Vertical stripes 
meant food, horizontal stripes meant punish- 

ment. By decreasing the contrast between 
the patterns and the background, he found the 
threshold at which the fish could distinguish 
between the two. 

At very low luminances, he discovered, all 3 

species performed muchthesame. Butas the 
patterns were made brighter, the yellowfin tuna 
quickly displayed the keener eyesight. 
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While it is improbable that the tunas find 
their food by sight alone, Nakamura says, 
there can be no doubt that the sense does play 
an important part in food search, particularly 
in the last moments when the fish seizes its 
prey. 

Fraction of Second to Act 

Tunas swim continuously. Because they 
do not see very far, they have only a fraction 
of a second or two to accept or reject a fish- 
hook or dodge a net. Nakamura says that a 
yellowfin tuna about 20 inches long (which 
would be a very small, young yellowfin, for 
they grow to as much as 7 feet long) swims 
at a speed between 3.5 and 12 miles per hour 
while feeding. It can see a fishhook such as 
that used on longlines at a distance of about 
9 feet. That means it has at the most about 
one second to seize or avoid the hook. The 
smaller skipjack tuna and the little tunny 
have a little more time. 

Nakamura suggests that silvery bait rather 
than dark bait will maximize the distance at 
which a baited hook can be seen by fish in 
deep water. Clear synthetic fibers in nets 
reduce the contrast between webbing and 
background--and enhance the likelihood of 
catching fish. 

The various tunas carry distinguishing 
marks on their bodies. When they are feed- 
ing, yellowfin tuna display narrow stripes on 
their sides. Other yellowfin tuna can dis- 
tinguish these stripes, which could be used 
to signal the presence of food about 15 feet 
away. The smaller tunas carry more pro- 
nounced markings. A skipjack tuna would be 
able to recognize the feeding coloration of 
another skipjack at about 40 feet. 

Film Behavior of Tuna Bait 

Robert Iversen and Reginald Gooding of 
BCF Honolulu have filmed the behavior of 
nehu in holding tanks with and without the 
presence of predators. They have begun to 
film a second species, Tilapia macrocephala, 
under the same conditions. The holding tank 
was painted dark blue to simulate oceanic 
conditions. The films confirm the difference 
in diving behavior of these 2 species. 

Without predators, the nehu swam leisure- 
ly towards the bottom at a diving angle no 
greater than about 20°, usually only 5° or 10°. 
With 2 tuna, Euthynnus affinis, as predators, 
the nehu stayed very close to the surface and 
often skipped along it. They did not swim to 
the bottom. Also, they swam about 3 times 

faster than usual and dodged when the tuna 
pursued them, Squeezing the nehu disoriented 
their swimming. Some would dive to the bot- 
tom ina corkscrew manner. The nehu that 
appeared moribund usually were the last to 
be eaten, 

Effect of Spray 

When nehu were chummed with water 
sprays on, E. affinis pursued them longer 
than when sprays were off. Also, the nehu 
appeared to escape more often. The tuna 
acted as predators 2 or 3 times longer when 
the sprays were on. The sprays rippled the 
surface and made it more difficult for the 
tuna to see the nehu. 

When T. macrocephala were chummed 
into the tank, with predators and no sprays, 
they sounded rapidly and usually straight 
down. E,. affinis spent most of their preda- 
tion time chasing tilapia near the bottom. 
With nehu, the tuna spent most of their time 
at the surface. 

The nehu had been captive for 1 month 
and fed brine shrimp (frozen) and minced 
whitebait. They seemed to prefer the brine 
shrimp. During the month, some nehu used 
in the experiments were handled 4 or 5times. 
Once, about 200 nehu were taken from a hold- 

ing tank, kept in a plastic container for 20- 
30 minutes, chummed into the experimental 
tank with no predators, and left overnight; 
only about 1 percent died. The survivors 
were recaptured with nets and transferred 
to another holding tank, where many are still 
alive. 

ene 
Tuna Tagged off Mexico 

Caught in Hawaii 

A skipjack tuna tagged off the coast of 
Mexico 2 years ago has been caught in Ha- 
waiian waters, reports Dr. Brian J. Roths- 

child, Acting Area Director, BCF Honolulu. 



This is the third confirmed recovery in the 
past 6 years, he said. Another tagged fish 
was reported taken off Maui last year, but 
details were lacking. 

The skipjack had been tagged by scientists 
of the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Com- 
mission, headquartered at La Jolla, Californ- 
ia. The Commission wrote Dr. Rothschild 
that the fish was tagged and released off So- 
corro Island, in the Revillagigedo group off 
Mexico, on June 5, 1965--2 years and 22 
days before recovery. Thesite is about 2,500 
nautical miles almost due east of Honolulu. 
This fishhadtraveled a minimum of about 34 
nautical miles a day after tagging. 

Skipjack Don't Rest on Their Oars 

Skipjack tuna swim continuously and are 
capable of traveling long distances in a short 
time. Hada skipjack tuna this size takena 
straight-line course from the Revillagigedos, 
it would have required no more than 2 or 3 
months to make the trip at its regular swim- 
ming speed, says JohnJ. Magnuson, BCF fish- 
ery biologist. Also, the prevailing currents 
in the area flow from east to west. A drifting 
object--pumice from the August 1952 explo- 
sion of Barcena Volcano in the Revillagige- 
dos--was picked up on the northwest coast of 
the island of Hawaii about 9 months after the 
eruption. It had made the long voyage in 264 
days. A large fish swimming with the current 
might possibly make the trip in 50 days, says 
Magnuson. 

The other skipjack tuna tagged off Mexico 
and taken in the Hawaiian catch were caught 
in 1962. They had been tagged in 1960, 2land 
28 months before. Like this year's, they were 
large skipjack, about 30 inches long. 

The most recent recovery was made by the 
aku sampan ''Marlin'' on June 27, about 10 
miles south of Barbers Point. The fish was 
a male about 32 inches long and almost 28 
pounds. When tagged 2 years before, it was 
about 17 inches long and about 4 pounds. 

The Tagged Fish 

To tag fish, scientists insert plastic, seri- 
ally numbered tags in the fish's body. Many 
skipjack tuna have been tagged off Hawaii, but 
none has ever been recovered from the east- 
ern Pacific, site of a large skipjack tuna fish- 
ery, or anywhere but local waters. 
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The movement of tagged fish from the 
eastern Pacific to Hawaii supports the hypoth- 
esis of Dr. Rothschild that the skipjack tuna 
fisheries of the eastern and central Pacific 
arerelated. Hebelieves that skipjack caught 
in the eastern Pacific are spawned in the 
tropical central Pacific and migrate east- 
ward in the first months of their lives. They 
remain near the shores of the Americas only 
a short while, then return to the central Pa- 

cific to spawn. Some enter the Hawaiian catch, 
as the recoveries of the 3 tagged fish have 
shown. 

In addition to the tagged skipjack tuna 
taken in Hawaii, one was caught in April 1963, 
nearer the Equator, close to Christmas Is- 
land. Ithadbeen tagged off Baja California 16 
months before. 

at Hawaiian Billfish Contest 

Fishery scientists from BCF's Biological 
Laboratory in Honolulu teamed with sport 
fishermen to record new information on the 
life histories of the elusive billfish. The oc- 
casion was the Ninth Annual Hawaiian Inter- 
national Billfish Tournament. Three BCF 
scientists were present daily, July 2-7, to 
measure, determine the sex, and study stom- 
ach contents of billfishes landed. They also 
checked the drift of 30 large, white, plastic, 

floating rafts dropped into the offshore water 
to determine surface currents in the fishing 
area. This will be correlated later with the 
strike and catch data of the billfishermen. 

"Gilbert'' Makes Demonstration Cruise 

BCF's research vessel Charles H. Gilbert 
made a demonstration cruise for the press 
and tournament officials on July 4. Oceano- 
graphic research equipment was displayed in 
action. On display too were large photos of 
fishery science activities. On July 6, a film 
entitled ''Fishes around a drifting raft'' was 
shown at tournament headquarters. The film 
was made by BCF scientists during extended 
oceanic drifts up to 400 milesby the research 
raft ''Nenue"'. 
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Fur Seal Kill Ils Larger 

The fur seal kill on the Pribilof Islands 
through July 13, 1967, was 17,800. A year 
earlier, the kill was 13,091. Three-year- 

olds are appearing in the kill in larger than 
usual numbers. This indicates a strong in- 
coming year class. 
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Study Oyster Mutation 

BCF scientists of the Milford (Conn.) lab- 
oratory have developed a cooperative study 
with the Brookhaven National Laboratory that 
uses ionizing radiation to obtain marker gene 
and chromosome mutations in the American 
oyster. 

Preliminary studies using irradiatedeggs 
and sperm were conducted and the resulting 
larvae preserved for further examination. 
Also, 500 adult and 1,000 juvenile oysters 
were treated with gamma rays and returned 
to the Milford laboratory. Their survivors 
will be spawned and the offspring used for 
genetic studies. 

Alaskan Juvenile Salmon Marked 

In the first large-scale marking program 
ever attempted in Bristol Bay, 675,000 sock- 
eye smolt were marked with fluorescent grit. 
BCF Juneau, with the cooperation of the Alas- 

ka Department of Fish and Game and the Fish- 
eries Research Institute of the University of 
Washington, sprayed the fish with grit as they 
migrated from Ugashik, Naknek, Iliamna, and 
Aleknagik Lakes. Three single colors and 5 
two-color combinations were used to identify 
various stocks of smolt. The numbers of fish 
marked ranged from 92,000 at Ugashik Lake 
to 284,000 at Lake Aleknagik. During BCF's 
June experiments, as many as 32,000 smolt 

an hour were marked by a 3-man crew. The 
new technique will permit larger mass mark- 
ing of juvenile salmon for studies of migra- 
tions and mortalities occurring in estuaries. 

At Traitors Cove near Ketchikan, re- 

searchers successfully devised a technique 
for spraying the grit on scaleless pink and 
chum salmon fry. Before, it was believed that 
scales were needed to retain the fluorescent 

grit. Mortality of sprayed fry amounted to 
11 percent over a 20-hour holding period. 

Drift Cards Show Surface 

Currents in Southeast Alaska 

In BCF's first use of a new device to study 
surface currents and juvenile salmon migra- 
tions, over 17,000 international orange, plas- 
tic, drift cards were released throughout 
Southeast Alaska and northern British Colum- 
bia. About 600 cards were returned in June. 
Pre-addressed, postage-paid cards (which 
the finder must cut out of each numbered 
drift card) are being returned from most 
drop areas in Southeast Alaska and northern 
British Columbia. 

First returns indicate complex surface 
circulation patterns that may indicate the 
migration routes young salmon follow when 
they leave inshore waters to enter the North 
Pacific Ocean. 

Mapping Fish Schools Is Promising 

Use of aerial photography to map fish 
schools in the Gulf of Mexico continues to 
show promise as a research tool. NASA pro- 
vided technical assistance in July for fish 
school photo analysis in the Manned Space- 
craft Center in Houston. Personnel from the 
BCF's Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research 
Base in Pascagoula, Mississippi, spent the 
week of July 10 in Houston doing test analysis 
of selected fish school photographs. They 
used NASA's lunar mapping instrumentation. 

Anadromous Fish Program 

Is One Year Old 

The Anadromous Fish Act, P.L. 89-304, 

has completed its first year. The program 
is administered jointly by BCF and the Bu- 
reau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Fifty- 
seven projects were submitted during fiscal 
1967 by 24 of the 31 eligible States. The total 
Federal share was $1,478,000. Forty-six 



contracts were awarded to 23 States witha 
total Federal cost of $1,038,000. About 
$900,000 was allocated to the 6 States--Alas- 
ka, Washington, Oregon, California, Maryland, 
and Virginia--having important commercial 
anadromous fisheries. 

Fifteen contract renewals for fiscal 1968, 
with a Federal cost of $429,000, have been 
received. Five new Project Proposals are 
on hand which, when approved, will obligate 
$210,975 of FY 1968 funds. 

First Subsidized Fishing Vessel 

Built on Pacific Coast 

The ''Mark I,'"' first Pacific Coast commer- 
cial fishing vessel to be built under the U. S. 
Department of the Interior's subsidy program, 
was christened on June 10 at the Western 
Boat Building Corporation in Tacoma, Wash- 
ington. 

The Mark I is 99 feet long, her beam 26 

feet and depth 16 feet. Her main engine is a 
765-horsepower diesel. She also has two 

The Mark I. (Photo: F. B. Sanford) 
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125-horsepower auxiliary diesels for pump- 
ing and other power needs. 

She has complete electronic equipment-- 
radar, fish finder, depth finder--everything 
she needs for efficient operation. 

Although the Mark I is primarily a trawl- 
er, she is an all-purpose high-seas fishing 
vessel. Her modern design and relatively 
large size fit her for work in waters not usu- 
ally fished by the existing fishing fleet. ''All- 
purpose" means that she can fish for king 
crab and halibut, as well as drag for shrimp 
and bottom fish. She can also fish for her- 
ring, hake, albacore, and other species. 

The Mark I's Mission 

The Mark I will be a commercial fishing 
vessel working inside the 12-mile limit in 
U.S. waters. Although based at Seattle, she 
probably will fish primarily in Alaskan wa- 
ters along the Aleutian chain. 

Donald R. Johnson, BCF Regional Director 
in Seattle, said: ''With an experienced and 
able skipper in Einar Pedersen and an effec- 
tive vessel, we see a new era ahead of us in 
which U. S. vessels will be able to operate 
efficiently when the seas are rough and will 
be able to bring to the market place high- 
quality nutritious food from the sea for the 
benefit of our people, in perpetuity." 

Subsidizing Vessels 

In a fishing venture, financing can be cru- 
cial. Costing about $500,000, the Mark I 
represents a large investment. She was 
financed largely through Government funds. 
The Government provided 42.3 percent of the 
original contract cost of the vessel in the 
form of a subsidy. The balance of the con- 
struction cost was provided by the owner and 
additional BCF assistance. 

So far, 22 contracts for new vessels have 

been executed under the subsidy program at 
a total value of about $12,500,000. Of this 

sum, about $8,000,000 was awarded to New 

England, $4,250,600 to California, and about 
$218,000 to the Pacific Northwest--for the 

Mark I. 

Why is the Government giving the fishing 
industry this aid? Johnson points out that a 
law passed in 1792--and still in effect--re- 
quires U.S. fishermen to construct their 
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vessels in U. S. shipyards. ''The subsidy 
program," he said, ''is designed to afford our 
fishermen with a more equitable vessel cost 
in comparison with the cost of vessels con- 
structed in foreign yards. Thus, the grant is 
to correct inequities." 

--F. B. Sanford 

BCF Will Direct 2 Films for Gulf States 

The States of Alabama, Florida, Louisi- 

ana, Mississippi and Texas, comprising the 
Gulf States Fisheries Commission, have asked 
BCF to direct the production of two motion 
pictures on estuarine conservation. Both will 
be in sound and color: one a 28-minute doc- 
umentary and the other a 14-minute theatri- 
cal version. Original musical scores will be 
composed to enhance both films. While re- 
leases will be available in 16mm., original 
photography will be 35mm. The films are 
expected to be finished next year. 

The films will stress the importance of 
estuarine conservation, not only to the com- 
mercial fisheries, but also from other view- 

points, including industrial development and 
outdoor recreation. 

The States have selected Charlie/Papa 
Production, Inc. of Washington, D.C., to pro- 
duce the films under the direction of Elliot A. 
Macklow, Chief, Audio-Visual Services, BCF. 

Report on Loans 

From the program's beginning in 1956, 
through June 30, 1967, 1,975 applications for 
$51,650,004 were received by BCF, the ad- 
ministering agency for the Federal Fisheries 
Loan Fund. By that date, 1,041 applications 
($24,152,641) had been approved, 622 
($14,421,977) had been declined or found in- 
eligible, 298 ($9,924,348) had been withdrawn 
by the applicants before being processed, and 
14 ($1,040,776) were pending. Of those ap- 
proved, 375 were for amounts less than ap- 
plied for--the total reduction was $2,110,262. 

Under the Fishing Vessel Mortgage Insur- 
ance Program (also BCF administered) dur- 
ing second-quarter 1967, 9 applications for 
$2,483,501 were received. Since the program 
began on July 5, 1960, 167 applications were 
received for $20,302,018. Of these, 133 were 
approved for $15,052,071, and 12 for $3,158,501 
were pending on June 30, 1967. 

The first applications for a Fishing Ves- 
sel Construction Differential Subsidy under 
BCF's expanded program were received in 
December 1964. Through June 30, 1967, 80 
applications for an estimated $19,058,500 in 

subsidies had been received. Of these, 55 
applications for about $13,386,500 were ap- 
proved after public hearings; 22 subsidy con- 
tracts for $12,495,288.70 were executed. 

Dr. Smoker Named Director 

of Auke Bay (Alaska) Lab 

Dr. William A. Smoker has been named 
director of BCF's biological laboratory at 
Auke Bay, Alaska. The laboratory is con- 

cerned primarily with studies of fishes im- 
portant to the Alaskan economy. Dr.Smoker 
succeeds Dr. George Y. Harry, who takes 
over leadership of BCF's laboratory at Ann 
Arbor, Mich. 

Dr. Smoker conducted fisheries research 
for the Washington State Fisheries Depart- 
ment and the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game. He became chief of the research di- 
vision before joining BCF in 1961. 

Dr. Smoker received his BS degree in 
‘biology from the University of California in 
1948 and, in 1955, his Ph.D. in fisheries from 

the University of Washington. 



FEDERAL ACTIONS 

Interior and Army Sign Agreement 

to Safeguard Resources 

Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall 
and Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor 
have signed an agreement to cooperate in 
combating pollution and in conserving natural 
resources and other sources of recreational 
value in dredging, filling, or excavation in 
U. S. navigable waters. 

The principal areas involved are inland 
waters and the 8 million acres of prime estu- 
aries, where salt and fresh water meet and 

wildlife and marine life thrive. 

Field representatives of Interior and the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers will seek to 
agree before the Corps decides whether to 
grant permits affecting any navigable areas. 
Concerned Federal and state agencies and 
other interested parties will be informed 
when dredging and similar applications are 
filed with the Corps. 

The ''Memorandum of Understanding" be- 
tween Interior and Army provides for final 
Secretary-level discussions if problems can- 
not be resolved by their representatives. 
Secretaries Udall and Resor said they agreed 
that ''there shall be full coordination and co- 
operation" between their Departments and 
that ''maximum efforts. . .including the reso- 
lution of differing views, must be undertaken 
at the earliest practicable time and at the 
field organizational unit most directly con- 
cerned," 

District Engineers, empowered to grant 
dredging and similar permits, will coordi- 
nate their programs with Interior's fish and 
wildlife, recreation, and anti-pollution re- 
sponsibilities. 

"The Secretary of the Army will seek the 
advice and counsel of the Secretary of the In- 
terior on difficult cases,'' the agreement stip- 
ulates. "If the Secretary of the Interior ad- 
vises that proposed operations will unreason- 
ably impair natural resources or the related 
environment, including the fish and wildlife 
and recreational values. . .or will reduce the 
quality of such waters in violation of applica- 
ble water quality standards, the Secretary of 
the Army, in acting on the request for a per- 
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mit (to dredge, fill, excavate, or perform 

other related work), will carefully evaluate 
the advantages and benefits of the operation 
in relation to the resultant loss or damage, 
including all data presented by the Secretary 
of the Interior, and will either deny the per- 
mit or include such conditions in the permit 
as he determines to be in the public interest, 
including provisions that will assure compli- 
ance with water quality standards... ." 

Procedures To Be Followed 

Under the agreement, these procedures 

will be followed: 

1. Upon receiving an application for dredg- 
ing, filling, excavating, or performing other 
work, a District Engineer will notify Interior's 
regional directors for the Federal Water Pol- 
lution Control Administration, the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and National Park Service, 
and state conservation, resources, and water 
pollution agencies. 

2. Interior's regional directors will im~- 
mediately make necessary studies, consult 
with state agencies, and advise the Army's 
District Engineer whether the proposed work 
will reduce the quality of waters in violation 

of specific standards, ''or unreasonably im- 
pair natural resources or the related envi- 
ronment." 

3. The District Engineer will hold public 
hearings on permit applications when response 
to a public notice indicates hearings are de- 
sirable. All interested parties will be given 
full opportunity to be heard on objections 
raised. 

4, In deciding whether a permit should be 
issued, the District Engineer ''shall weigh all 
relevant factors.'' Should Interior's directors 
find that water quality standards will be af- 
fected adversely, or that natural resources 
and the related environment will be impaired 
the Army Engineer will encourage the appli- 
cant for a permit to resolve the objections. 
If this effort fails, the case is to be forwarded 
to the Chief of Engineers and Interior's Under 
Secretary in Washington, Ifanyissues stillre- 
mainunresolved, they willreferred tothe Army 
Secretary for a decision in consultation with 
the Interior Secretary. 

BIOVAY AAs 
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INTERNATIONAL 

International Whaling Commission 

Sets Quota Below Sustainable Yield 

At its 19th meeting in London, June 26 to 
30, the International Whaling Commission 
set the Antarctic Whaling quota below the 
sustainable yield by the 1967/68 season in 
recommending 3,200 blue whale units. This 
is the first time that the quota has been con- 
sistent with the recommendations of scien- 
tists. 

The Commission also agreed to ban com- 
pletely the killing of blue whales in the South- 
ern Hemisphere. 

The Commissioners made progress in 
dealing with regulation of North Pacific 
whaling; they had been deadlocked in February 
1967's special meeting. Dr. D. G. Chapman 
of the U. S. was chairman of the Scientific 
Committee; Dr. J. L. McHugh, Deputy Direc- 
tor of BCF, was chairman of the Technical 

Committee and chairman of the Special Com - 
mittee of North Pacific Commissioners. 

Intergovernmental Asian Tuna 

Conference Proposed 

At the Asian tuna industry conference in 
Tokyo, May 30-31, Formosa proposed anin- 
tergovernmental conference with Japan, South 
Korea, and Taiwan (Formosa). Her delega- 
tion said that industry members alone would 
be unable to achieve effective international 
cooperation in the tuna fishery. 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency reported- 
ly views the proposal favorably but feels that 
industry meetings should continue for 2 or 3 
more years before talks at government level 
are held. (''Minato Shimbun," June 13, 1967.) 

World Fish Meal Production Is Steady 

World fish meal production in January ~- 
April 1967 was about the same as the 1966 
period, Higher production in Norway and 
South Africa offset lower output in Chile. 

Most principal countries producing fish 
meal submit data monthly to the Internation- 
al Association of Fish Meal Manufacturers. 
cr a 

April Jan.-Apr. | 
Country 1967 | 1966 1967 1966 

6.0 Io pia, oy. (Metric) Tons) Sate. een 

Canadary waists tewertenetions Adio 2,669 22,805) 21,587 
DenmMarksveeuciueneneedcne 8,691 4,491 22,608 24,347 
prance sya Whee eaten 1,100 1,100 4,400 4,400 

German Fed. Repub. 6,708] 5,586 24,429) 25,586 
Netherlands eave arate 1/ 459 1/ 1,510 
Spain eye reaee eiees 1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 
SWEGE Mey evel Vet teptellien #lesit = 600 336 1,946 1,104 
United Kingdom..... 7,099) 7,898 27,667 34,295 
United States....... 7,266| 10,000] 20,230] 19,782 
Angola Nees sane 1/ 2,304| 2/7,606| 15,788 
Leeland se (er cneueieueneNeiens 5,380] 13,526 27,893 37,732 

Norway. ..+-+-e-e-ese- 59,101] 33,209) 155,623) 123,384 
PED Ui Fe evteliel VeitenetifetieHoyiells 226,047|173,313) 786,689) 789,332 
So. Afr. (including 
S.-W. Afr.).. eee 43,850} 35,557] 130,646 89,833 
Beloiuimits nape vepenteleney eis 375 375 1,500 1,500 
Chile . 2.0222 ec oee 1,925] 14,003 47,045 88,065 
Morocco. ++. e+e eee 1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 

_| 
Total 2. 2 ea oe es 0931304, 786)|l 281 08 |leemoneto 

1/Data not available. 
2/Data available only for January-February 1967. 
Note: At present, Japan doesnot report production monthly. In 

1965, Japanese production was 356,000 metric tons, according 
to the Food and Agriculture Organization ''Y earbook of Fishery 
Statistics, 1965," vol. 21. 
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UNDP /FAO Caribbean Fishery 

Project Report, June 1967 

During March-May 1967, vessels of the 
UN Development Project/ FAO in the Carib- 
bean carried out 5 cruises using the live-bait 
fishing method to capture pelagic (open sea) 
school fish. The ''Calamar" conducted 2 in 
the Lesser Antilles south of Martinique, and 
the ''Alcyon'' 3 in the Greater Antilles and 
Gulf of Honduras. 

The primary aim was to develop techniques 

for locating and capturing live bait for use in 
pelagic school fishing, Secondary emphasis 



Fig. 1 - The Calamar. 

was on geographic coverage and sampling of 
fish schools. 

The crews were successful in capturing 
small fish for live bait. The best method 
was a lift net fished at night with a light to 
attract fish. A lampara net also used was 
less successful than the lift net. 

Where Bait Was Caught 

The Alcyon fished for bait at 6 locali- 
ties with the lampara net and 11 with the lift 
net. The lampara net's best catches were in 
East Kingston Harbour. The most productive 
lift-net catches were in Port Royal and Lime 
Cay, Jamaica; off Puerto Quijano, Guaniquil- 
la, and in Mayaguez Bay, Puerto Rico. The 
Calamar fished 14 localities with a lift net. 
The largest catches were made in Chaguara- 
mas Bay, Trinidad--mostly anchovy (En- 
graulis and Anchoa sp.). Good catches 
consisting of scad (Decapterus punctatus), 
thread herring (Opisthonema ‘oglinum), and 
sardine (Harengula sp.) were made in Ad- 
miralty Bay, Bequia Island. 

There was limited success in sampling 
schools sighted. Schools of skipjack, yellow- 
fin, and blackfin tuna were observed and 
fished west of St. Vincent, the Grenadines, 
and Grenada. Good signs of fish also were 
observed and sampled in Mona Passage area 
between Puerto Rico and Hispaniola. In the 
Gulf of Honduras, during May, detailed cov- 
erage was made cooperatively by the BCF's 
"TIndaunted.'' But fresh winds reduced visi- 
bility, and little fishing was done. 
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Fig. 2 - Yellowfin tuna being gaffed aboard M/V Calamar. 

Skipjack Taken 

Both vessels caught skipjack tuna: The 
Alcyon caught 64 in the Mona Passage area 
during March and April. She took a few skip- 
jack tuna and 18 dolphin during May between 
Jamaica and the Honduran coast. Near Wind- 
ward Islands, the Calamar took 81 skipjack 
during March and April south and southwest 
of Grenada. 

Dolphin schools associated with floating 
debris also were fished during March. Thirty 
dolphin were caught southwest of Grenada and 
46 south of Barbados. Troll fishing was con- 
ducted during all 5 cruises. 

During May, the Calamar conducted tuna 
long-line explorations in the Atlantic south- 
east of Barbados and off the Guianas. Thir- 
teen longline sets were made and the number 
of 6-hook baskets set each day ranged from 
75 to 100. During this cruise, 1,144 baskets 
and 6,864 hooks were set. Catches totaled 75 

tuna and 19 spearfish--a catch rate of 1.3 fish 
per 100 hooks, Saury (Cololabis saira) and 
thread herring (Opisthonema oglinum) were 
bait. 
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Fig. 3 - Trainees on M/V Calamar weigh a bigeye tuna after 
longlining operation. 

Fig. 4 - Hauling tuna longline gear aboard M/V Calamar, A 
crewman (2nd from right) watches coiling of mainline through 
mechanical hauler, Other trainees arrange a "basket" of long- 
line gear. 

In cooperation with other agencies, oceano- 
graphic data were collected and some fish 
tagged. Drift bottles were released from the 
Calamar during Cruise 67-5 to provide infor - 
mation on current movements, (Project Head- 
quarters, Barbados, W.1., June 19, 1967.) 

Japan and Indonesia to 

Start Pearl and Shrimp Ventures 

Japan and Indonesia will launch two joint 
ventures, one for pearl raising and the other 
for shrimp fishing. 

Preliminary contracts have been signed 
between Japanese firms and Indonesian coun- 
terparts. The work will be started pending 
approval by Indonesian authorities. 

These will be the first joint ventures for 
private Japanese enterprises under Indonesia's 
legislation to introduce foreign capital. The 
latter's production share system has been 
changed to a system of foreign capital initia- 
tion and joint ventures for the economic de- 

velopment of Indonesia. 

Raising Pearls 

The pearl-raising venture will be launched 
by the Arafura Pearl Co. of Wakayama Pre- 
fecture and its Indonesian counterpart, Cora- 

cora. 

The Japanese and Indonesian firms will 
haul white-lip oysters from the islands around 
Aru, Kei, and Kepulanan north of Arafura Sea 
and cultivate them at Aru and other islands. 
The first cultivation site will be Dobo near 

Aru. 

The Japanese firm will send US$1 million 
worth of vessels and machinery necessary for 
the cultivation and 20 engineers. The culti- 
vated pearls will be sold by the Japanese. 
Profits will be shared equally with the Indo- 
nesian firm, 

The trial operation period willbetwo years, 
and the contract will be effective for the next 

20 years. 

Rich Shrimp Resources Reported 

The shrimp fishery will be undertaken by 
the Toyo Menka Kaisha, which has asked the 
Indonesian authorities for full-scale investi- 
gation. Concrete measures will wait on the 
investigation results. 

The project calls for shrimp fishing in wa- 
ters west of Kalimantan and the catches to be 
sent directly to Japan. The shrimp resources 
are said to be very rich in those waters. 



The contract is for 11 years, to be ex- 
‘tended for another 5 upon conclusion, with 
approval of both parties. (''Japan Times," 
June 26, 1967.) 

LD Sr 

Japan Wants Indonesia’s Agreement 

to Protect Former’s Vessels 

The Japanese Agriculture-Forestry Min- 
ister urged the Government at the June 9 
Cabinet meeting to negotiate an agreement 
with Indonesia to protect the former's fishing 
vessels from seizure. Since 1960, when In- 
donesia began enforcing her 12-mile sea law 
adopted in 1957, 17 Japanese fishing vessels 
(including one freighter) were reported seized 
and fined on charges of territorial sea viola- 
tions or unauthorized navigation in Indonesia's 
inland waters, 

Japanese vessels fishing off Indonesia an- 
nually take about 6,000 metric tons of tuna 
worthclose to US$3.3 million, ("Minato Shim - 
bun," June 10, 1967.) 

Ss; 

Japan to Discuss 

with Spain and Mauritania 

The Japanese Overseas Trawlers Associ- 
ation plans to send a 7-man fact-finding mis- 
sion to Spain and Mauritania to discuss their 
extension of fishery zones. Spain adoptedthe 
12-mile exclusive fishery zone in May, and 
Mauritania recently revised its 12-mile limit. 
These actions are said to have handicapped 

considerably Japan's Atlantic trawl fishery: 
reducing Japanese bottomfish catches off west 
Africa by 30 percent and octopus by over 80 
percent. 

Government-Level Talks May Follow 

The Japanese group is scheduled to meet 
with Spanish and Mauritanian industry repre- 
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sentatives to find out whether those countries 
would change their views about Japanese fish- 
ing inside the reserved zones. Another pur- 
pose is to pave the way for government-level 
negotiations comtemplated by Japan. 

The group consists of key members of the 
Japanese distant-water trawl fishery and one 
Fisheries Agency official. It was scheduled 
to depart Japan July 7 on a 20-day trip to 
Madrid and Vigo, Spain, and Nouakchott, Mau- 
ritania. (''Minato Shimbun,'' June 21 and 23, 
1967.) 

Japan to Study 

Pacific Fisheries Convention 

The feasibility of forming a ''Pacific Fish- 
eries Convention" between the coastal nations 
of the Pacific region is to be studied by the 
Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The 
purpose is to try to cope with the internation- 
al trend toward unilateral extension of terri- 
torial and fishery limits. 

The Convention, proposed by Foreign Min- 
ister Takeo Miki, provides for an agreement 
similar to the European Fisheries Convention, 
There, the contracting nations agree to adopt 
an exclusive 12-mile fishery zone and to set- 
tle fishery problems through multination ne- 
gotiations, 

The Foreign Ministry reportedly intends 
to conduct the study on the basis of the 12- 
mile sea limit proposed at the United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea, convened 

in Geneva in 1960. (‘Minato Shimbun," June 
20, 1967.) 
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FOREIGN 
LATIN AMERICA 

Peru 

FISH MEAL INDUSTRY IN CRISIS 

Peru's fish meal industry continues in 
crisis. Stocks rose to record levels, while 
exports from January 1 to May 15, 1967, 
were below those for the same months of 
the past 3 years. World prices declined from 
the 1965/66 season but appear to have re- 
covered somewhat and become firmer. 

The Peruvian Government, after studying 
the industry's problems, apparently has de- 
cided not to give the industry immediate tax 
and customs duties relief. Instead, it iscon- 
sidering using such collections to establish 
a fund to help finance modernization and im- 
provement of plants and fleets. On June 6, 
1967, widespread increases were made in 
import duties. Newspapers report industry 
concern that these increases will aggravate 
the situation. The current fishing season 
ended on June 15. The size of the 1966/67 
anchovy catch likely reached about 8.5 mil- 
lion metric tons. This catch is estimated to 
have produced about 1.5 million tons of fish 
meal. Stocks at the end of the fishing season 
are expected to be over 750,000 tons. The 
industry says a high percentage already has 
been sold. 

REPORT ON FISHING INDUSTRY 

Panama 

Panama's shrimping operations are the 
major part of its commercial fishing. Pre- 
liminary figures on 1966 shrimp exports in- 
dicate about 10 million pounds, all to the 
U.S. and slightly lower than 1965, But In- 
ternational Monetary Fund data show that 
1966 shipments were about $1 million above 
1965. The higher percentage of premium 
grade shrimp and price rises were respon- 
sible for the overall increase. 

The fishmeal and fishoil industry con- 
tinues to grow but at a slower pace than ex- 
pected. Two reduction plants are now oper- 
ating; firms desiring to establish plants have 
to submit their plans to the Ministry of Agri- 

culture, Commerce and Industries for approv- 

al. Official sources say this requirement was 
made to protect the developing industry and 
the marine sources used by it. The quality of 
the fishmeal and fishoil produced is consid- 
ered very good, but declining world prices 
have affected investment returns. 

Panama hopes that the UN fisheries 
study will be inaugurated in the area this year. 
Both Government and industry sources are 
optimistic that major advances will be made 
possible by the study's recommendations. 
Part of the study's cost is to be paid by Pan- 
ama. To help meet this expense, the Govern- 
ment has introduced a "sailing permit" re- 
quirement for fishing vessels of 10 tons or 
over which leave from Panamanian ports; a 

tax stamp of $20 or $40, depending on type of 
vessel, must be attached to sailing permit 
applications. 

In its 1966-67 session, the Panamanian 
National Assembly passed legislation extend- 
ing territorial waters to 200 miles. It has 
not ratified the 1958 "Convention on Fishing 
and Conservation of the Living Resources of 
the High Seas." 

Shrimp Production 

The Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of Ag- 
riculture, Commerce and Industries, reports 

that 1966 shrimp catch totaled 12,440,440 
pounds, about 3.6% less than 1965 and 20% 
less than 1964, the record year. Government 
and industry describe the 1966 figure as "'sat- 
isfactory.'' Both expect the average of 12-13 
million pounds of the past few years to con- 
tinue and even improve. Unofficial figures 
on shrimp exports from the largest local 
shipping lines indicate shrimp exports 
amounted to about 10 million pounds, includ- 
ing an estimated 75,000 pounds of lobster 
tails. 

Premium grade "whites" taken in 1966 
were nearly five percent above 1965; the 
catch of valuable "pinks'’ decreased about 12 
percent. This latter figure was partially off- 
set by the higher catch of "Titi," the only 
other important category. Because prices 
were good in U. S. markets, the value of 1966 
shrimp exports exceeded 1965 by almost $1 
million or 14 percent ($7.66 million and 



$8.6 million, respectively). Marketing within 
the country is handled by individual fisher - 
men; sales promotion does not exist. 

The bulk of Panama's shrimp catch is 
transported by sea, mostly to New York; 
shipments to the U. S. West Coast have in- 
creased in recent months. Further increases 
are predicted, also that shipments to the U.S. 
East Coast will continue steady. Some pro- 
duction in the Chiriqui region is shipped by 
air to Miami. 

General Conditions 

The possibility that shrimp conservation 
measures may have to be taken is discussed 
occasionally, but industry representatives 
appear to believe they are not necessary. 
Many contend that the indirect control Gov- 
ernment exercises by limiting number of 
shrimp boats--232--is adequate control. Of 
the 232, some are in such poor condition as 
to be inoperative. Others are used occa- 
sionally due to age and/or need for extensive 
overhauling. But, as the older, less efficient 
boats go out of operation, they are being re- 
placed by larger and better-equipped vessels. 
This means that the average catch per boat 
will increase noticeably before long, and the 
question of conservation measures will need 
careful consideration. 

Fishing conditions throughout 1966 were 
generally good, although January-February 
and October-December reflected traditional 
"slack" periods. Early 1967 was somewhat 
slower than usual, but industry representa- 
tives expected improvement to continue until 
late 1967. 

Chile 

WHALING DEVELOPMENTS 

In 1965, Chile killed 385 blue and 6 hump- 
back whales; in 1966, 128 blue and 7 hump- 

back whales. The 1965 kill shows that regu- 
lation and conservation are not completely 
effective. Although 2 Chilean fishing con- 
cerns are Government authorized to whale, 
the bulk of the catch (particularly blue and 
humpback) has been made by one firm. Dur- 
ing the past 2 seasons, this firm agreed to 
let a Japanese company operate 5 whale catch- 

er boats and Sell the catch for processing at 
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its plant in Quintay and subsequent export of 
whale products to Japan. 

Agreement Will Lapse 

Officials of the Chilean firm say this 
agreement will not be renewed and that their 
firm has decided to cease whaling activities - 
for the next few years. They cited two rea- 
sons: scarcity of whales and the low profit. 
The officials were aware that this time would 
be required to build up the whale population. 

The catch of blue and humpback whales off 
Chile's coast will be minimal during the next 
few years. No important company seems in- 
terested in large-scale operations. Chilean 
initiatives with the Secretary General of the 
South Pacific Commission to tighten regula- 
tions on killing whales is a step in the right 
direction. (U. S. Embassy, Santiago, May 31, 
1967.) 

He OK OK 

ANCHOVY LANDINGS IN FIRST-THIRD 
1967 WERE HALF 1966 PERIOD 

Landings of anchovy in northern Chile 
from January through April 1967 were 
258,719 tons; in the 1966 period--510,785 
tons; 1965--231,158 tons. 

Fish meal produced from anchovy in 
northern Chile for January-April was: 1967-- 
45,681 tons; 1966--88,220 tons; 1965--38,072 

tons. 

Fish oil production in northern Chile was: 

Year January-April 

Metric Tons 
ILS YOS i eR BERNE tigrce Bis nel cea 3,898 
ILS Satan ieaind Non ata ad Sec nE ED 7,232 
1:9 BD EE Se HRMS ater auk attte 5,036 

Fish Meal Exports to U.S. 

Exports of fish meal (produced from fish 
and shellfish, excluding whales) in 1966 were 
184,697 tons worth US$25,433,829, Exports 
of fish oil (excluding whale oil) were 16,401 
tons worth US$2,605,449. Fish meal was ex- 
ported mainly to the U. S., Netherlands, West 
Germany, and Belgium. (‘'Instituto de Fo- 
mento Pesquero,'' May 29, 1967.) 

F 
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Cuba 

INCREASES HER FISHING FLEET 

Cuba was scheduled to receive two medi- 
um trawlers from the Soviet Union by the end 
of July 1967. The vessels most likely will be 
of the ''Maiak'’ class (SRTM), equipped with 
freezing capacity for fishing in the tropics as 
well as northern latitudes. 

In June 1967, the first steel-hull fishing 
vessel, the ''Cocal,'' was launched in Cardena's 
Shipyard for Cuba's state-owned fishing fleet. 
Displacing 112 tons, the vessel has a range of 
about 13,000 miles and willhave a crew of 16. 
The Cocal is probably the prototype of a new 
series of vessels that willbe built by the Car- 
denas Shipyard, which until now only con- 
structed wooden vessels. 

Ato laltste) 

BANS PRIVATE FRESH-WATER 
COMMERCIAL FISHING 

On May 24, the Director of the Cuban Na- 
tional Fishing Institute banned all private 
commercial fishing in Cuban lakes and riv- 
ers. The Institute will control these areas. 

Guatemala 

REPORT ON FISHING INDUSTRY 

In 1966, Guatemala's fisheries contributed 
less than 1 percent of the gross national 
product of US$1.4 billion. Marine research 

is not being conducted. 

There are two ports of some importance 
on the Atlantic Coast--Puerto Barrios and 
Matias de Galvez; the latter, run by the Gov- 

ernment, is being enlarged to double its 
freight-handling capacity (by 1970). 

The two Pacific ports are now merely open 
roadstands, although they do have small 
shrimp-freezing plants. The Government 
has approached international lending agencies 

to finance a US$15 million Pacific port to 

stimulate the fishing industry. 

Shrimp Fishery 

Commercial exploitation of the Pacific 
coast shrimp fisheries began in 1960. The 
fleet has totaled around 30 vessels in recent 

years and flies the Guatemalan flag. Almost 
all the vessels were built in Florida and are 
less than four years old. The construction of 
these wooden vessels is standardized to facil- 
itate repairs and replacement of parts. The 
vessels range from 62 to 72 feet. 

The Directorate General of Natural Re- 
sources reports that finfish landed in 1965 
totaled more than 242,000 metric tons; in 

1963, landings were 130,000 metric tons. 

Shrimp catches in 1965 of 897 metric tons 
declined from recent years. Although no data 
are available, catches of shrimp apparently 
improved in 1966. The two major shrimp en- 
terprises are comprised of 49 percent Japa- 
nese capital, and 51 percent Guatemalan; a 
third smaller company is Guatmalan owned. 
These companies operate offthe Pacific coast. 
(U. S. Embassy, Guatemala, May 13, 1967.) 

Brazil 

PROTESTS PRESENCE OF 
SOVIET FISHING FLEET 

Brazilian Admiral S, da Gama, President 
of the Brazilian Navy Club and of the Marine 
Studies Foundation, told the press recently 
that the Government cannot tolerate Soviet 
fishing in ''Brazilian territorial waters.'' Ap- 
parently, he was referring to the statement 
of a Brazilian fishing boat captain who re- 
ported 30 Soviet fishing fleets near the shores 
of Rio Grande do Sul Province. 

In Porto Allegre, there has been sharp lo- 
cal reaction to Soviet fishing off Rio Grande 
do Sul. Editorials in the local press call''for 
more fish in Brazilian nets and less Russians 
in Brazilian waters.'' They also chastise the 
national Government for its failure to "keep 
the Russians out of Brazilian waters'' and to 
build the domestic fishing industry. Secre- 
tary of Agriculture Machado, of Rio Grande 
do Sul Province, even issued a call for ex- 
tending Brazilian waters from 12 to 200 
miles. (U. S. Consulate, Porto Allegre, July 
6, 1967.) 



EUROPE 

USSR 

FIRST-QUARTER 1967 CATCH 
IS 5% ABOVE 1966 

During the first 3 months of 1967, Soviet 
fishery landings were 2,345,000 metric tons, 
about 5 percent higher than landings in the 
1966 period and about 5 percent above the 
quarterly plan. The 1967 catch plan is 
6,300,000 tons. Catch increase apparently 
was due to the use of more vessels and fish- 

ermen. 

However, labor productivity in the fishing 
industry increased by only 2 percent over 
1966. 

sesle oe 

IMPROVES FRESH-WATER SUPPLIES 
FOR FISHING FLEET 

In 1966, according to Vladivostok news- 
papers, the Soviets had great difficulty sup- 
plying their fishing fleets off Alaska and the 
Pacific Northwest with fresh water. Many 
fishermen complained that even when water 
was supplied it was unclean. Four tanker 
vessels (called fuel and water carriers by 
the Soviets) were assigned in 1966 to supply 
the fleets off the U. 5S. and Canada. 

In 1967, the Soviets expect a change for 
the better since the Canadians consented to 
allow a Soviet water carrier to come into 
Vancouver regularly for fresh water. About 
50,000 metric tons of water will be bought in 
Canada this year. The Main Administration 
of Far Eastern Fisheries has permanently 
assigned the water carrier ''Evensk"' to this 
job; she will not carry any fuel. 

In late 1966, the Soviets already had be- 
gun to ferry water from Vancouver. The 
Erebus" averages 2 trips a month. It takes 

10-12 days to deliver the fresh water to fish- 
ing vessels and 2-3 days to resupply in port. 
She has a capacity of 3,000 metric tons. 

skosle ok 

PACIFIC OCEAN PERCH CATCH 
DROPS IN GULF OF ALASKA 

Average Soviet catches of Pacific ocean 
perch in the Gulf of Alaska have decreased 
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tremendously during the past year. In 1966, 
the average haul was 6 to 10 metric tons. In 
April and May 1967, average catches did not 
exceed 2 tons per haul; they were often as 
low as 1 ton per haul. In early May 1967, 5 
exploratory research vessels led by the 
"Kanopus" began to study reasons for the 
catch decline. 

HOLDS SEMINAR ON 
RADIATION PRESERVATION 

Radiation preservation of fishery products 
was the principal subject of the Kaliningrad 
Seminar of the Soviet Isotope Association. 
Scientists of the USSR Ministries of Fisher- 
ies and Atomic Energy and specialists from 
other Soviet Ministries also participated. 
The main purpose of the seminar was to sur-: 
vey recent advances in research on radioac- 
tivity and propose steps for introducing these 
advances into the fish-processing industries. 

FORMS COMMITTEE ON 
ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE 

Under the sponsorship of the Soviet Acad- 
emy of Sciences (Section for General Biology), 
a Committee on Zoological Nomenclature was 
formed within the National Committee of So- 
viet Biologists. Both the chairman and the 
vice-chairman of the new committee are 
ichthyologists: A. N. Svetovidov, who is re- 
sponsible for the nomenclature of living fish; 
and D. V. Obruchev, for the nomenclature of 

fossil fish. Among other members, I. M. 
Gromov will supervise the nomenclature of 
marine mammals, and Ia. I. Starobogatov 
molluscs and crustaceans, Correspondence 
with the committee reportedly is welcome. 
("'Voprosy Ikhtiologii,'' Vol. 43, No. 2.) 

Lp SY 

Denmark 

1966 EXPORTS WERE BELOW 1965's RECORD 

Danish exports of fishery products during 
1966--364,840 metric tons worth 886 million 

kroner were Slightly below 1965's record lev- 
el. Landings by Danish vessels in other 
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Denmark (Contd.): 

countries totaled 10,416 metric tons, nearly 
three times 1965's direct landings, Principal 
markets were West Germany, the United 
Kingdom, and Sweden. Sales to the U.S. rose 
25 percent, to nearly 75 million kroner. 

The quantity of cod fillets and blocks ex- 
ported increased to 30,855 metric tons worth 
119.6 millionkroner, up 11 percent in quantity 
and 14 percent in value. Exports of salted, 
dried, and smoked fish declined. Exports of 
pond trout decreased slightly in quantity but 
value increased by 11 percent. Fish meal 
exports showed little change, but fish oil ex- 
ports declined sharply. 

Direct landings in foreign ports increased 
greatly. The United Kingdom took by far the 
major share of Danish direct landings. Those 
in Norwegian ports nearly ceased in 1966. 

Exports to EEC, EFTA, East Bloc 

The Common Market (EEC) was the lead- 
ing market for Danish fishery products. It 
took 348 million kroner, a slight decline from 
1965. Denmark's EFTS (European Free 
Trade Association) partners bought products 
worth 323 million, almost unchanged from 
1965, 

Exports to East Bloc countries increased 
by about 50 percent, but they were still small 
relative to exports to EEC and EFTA. West 
Germany remained the principal market, buy- 
ing products worth 238 million kroner. These 
included large quantities of herring, cod, 
plaice, pond trout, and many others, The 
United Kingdom and Sweden were other major 
markets, Although East Germany is not a 
leading buyer, sales to her increased by 68 
percent over 1965. This was due partly toa 
substantial contract signed by 2 large Danish 
fish exporters. 

K 3K oe 

1967 EXPORTS OF GROUNDFISH 
FILLETS AND TROUT DECLINE 

Danish exports of fresh and frozen fillets 
and blocks of cod and haddock in the first 4 
months of 1967 were down sharply from the 
1966 period, In January-April 1967, total 
exports of these items were about 10 million 
pounds, of which 2.3 million pounds went to 
the U. S. That was a drop of 49 percent in 
total shipments and 54 percent in exports to 
the U. S. 

In January-April 1967, exports of rain- 
bow trout of 6.9 million pounds were down 
slightly from the 7 million pounds in the 1966 
period. However, rainbow trout exports to 
the U. S. rose 61 percent to 348,559 pounds, 

Norway 

LIMITS PRODUCTION OF FROZEN FILLETS 

Norwegian frozen fillet production totaled 
about 19,000 metric tons in January-April 1967, 
down 15 percent from the 1966 period. But 
stocks were building up and storage facilities 
were overloaded because of slow sales. So 
Norwegian freezing plants decided to cut out- 
put of frozen groundfish fillets in May-Sep- 
tember 1967 to 30 percent of the quantity fro- 
zen in the 1966 period. (''News of Norway," 
May 22, 1967.) 

France 

FISHING LIMITS EXTENDED 
TO 12 MILES 

France announced fishing limits of 12 miles 
inadecree published June 9. The extension ac- 
corded withthe principles ofthe Western Euro- 
pean Fisheries Convention approved March 9, 
1964, by France and 12 other countries. The 
convention proposeda''6-plus-6"' plan: anin- 
ner 6-mile zone reserved to the coastal state 
for fishing after a phasing-out period for for- 
eign fishing, and an outer 6-mile area where 
traditional fishing rights of foreign fishermen 
might be recognized. (U. 5S. Embassy, Paris, 
June 12, 1967, and other sources.) 

gy 
EXTENDS FISHING LIMITS TO 12 MILES 

Spain 

Spain extended its fisheries jurisdiction to 
12 miles, measured generally from the low- 
water mark along the coastline, by law num- 
ber 20/1967, April 8, 1967. However, provi- 
sion also was made to draw straight base lines 
between certain nautical points less than 24 
miles apart. 
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The extension was in accord with the prin- 
ciples of the Western European Fisheries 
Convention approved March 9, 1964, by rep- 
resentatives of Spain and 12 other countries 

(see France on p. 46). 

Under the law, traditional foreign fishing 
in the 6-12 mile zone may be continued at a 
level not exceeding the habitual catch, pro- 

vided reciprocal rights are granted Spanish 
fishermen by the foreign countries involved. 
(U. S. Consul, Bilbao, June 14, 1967, and 
other sources.) 

*k OOK ook 

ADDED 32 VESSELS IN 1966 

Expansion of the Spanish distant-water 
fishing fleet continued in 1966 with the addi- 
tion of 32 vessels over 250 gross tons. The 
long-range freezer fleet operated mainly off 
South Africa and increased its landings by 46 
percent to 195,000 metric tons. This gain 
was offset, however, by lower landings in the 
coastal fishery. Total landings in 1966 of 1.1 
million tons were about the same as in 1965. 

In recent years, fleet development has 
been stimulated by a Government loan pro- 
gram. Its aim is to create a modern fleet 
by 1970 capable of catching 1.5 million metric 
tons a year. (U.S. Consul, Bilbao, June 14, 
1967.) 

Greece 

REPORT ON FISHING INDUSTRY 

The processed fishery products of Greece 
include canned fish, salted fish, sea sponges, 
and fishmeals. Only one small factory, in 
Thessaloniki, cans fish. The decrease in 
production of canned fish seems attributable 
to increased foreign competition in the Greek 
market. 

Fish salting is done in many small, un- 
mechanized establishments in coastal locali- 
ties, chiefly in Cavala, Thessaloniki, Volos, 
and on the islands of Euboea and Mitylene. 
The Directorate of Fishing, Ministry of In- 
dustry, estimated 1966 production at 4,000 
tons, compared with 4,500-5,000 tons in1965. 
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The decrease may have resulted from a die- 
tary trend toward more nutritional foods. 

Sea Sponges: These are Greece's prin- 
cipal processed fishery export product. In 
1966, sponge production, conducted in Greek 
and Libyan waters, amounted to 54 tons (com- 
pared with 69 tons in 1965). Decreased pro- 
duction was due chiefly to difficulty in enrol- 
ling crews and in obtaining permits from 
North African countries. 

Fishmeals: Initiated in late 1965, produc- 
tion rose in 1966 to 714 tons. This was pro- 
duced on board 3 fish-factory vessels (one 
operated only the last two months of 1966). 
There are no shore-based fishmeal factories. 
Production is expected to increase as more 
fish-factory vessels now on order are com- 
missioned this year and in 1968. 

Construction of Fish Markets 

The buildings of the fish markets have 
been completed in Piraeus, Thessaloniki, 
Patras, Chalkis, and Cavala. Work on the 
fish market at Volos was delayed. A public 
tender was held in 1966 among East European 
bilateral trading countries to supply equip- 
ment for the markets against the export of 
Greek agricultural products. A Soviet orga- 
nization was high bidder but no award hasbeen 
made. The management of the fish markets 
reportedly will be undertaken by the Agricul- 
tural Bank of Greece. The bank has been fi- 
nancing small and medium-size owners of 
fishing and sponge-fishing vessels. 

Governmental Activities 

A corporation has been established by the 
Hellenic Industrial Development Bank (ETVA) 
to organize production and marketing of the 
deep-sea fleet's catch. The catch increased 
from 1,360 tons in 1956 to 29,500 tons in1966; 

it is expected to reach 86,000 tons by 1970. 
Eventually, this corporation will set up facili- 
ties to process fish and fish byproducts. Its 
capital is 20,000,000 drachmas ($667,000); 
49% of the share capital is open to subscrip- 
tion by owners of deepsea vessels. 

Foreign Trade 

Exports of fishery products, except sponges, 
totaled 1,954 tons ($1,326,200) in 1966, com- 
pared with 3,483 tons ($1,602,400) in 1965. 
The difference was due chiefly to decreased 
exports of fresh, frozen, salted, and canned 
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fish. Exports to Bulgaria recorded the largest: 
decrease (36 tons, $8,300 in1966; 1,447 tons, 
$305,900in1965). Sponge exports amounted 

to 102 tons ($2,591,100) in1966 (of which 98 
tons were bleached or otherwise processed), 
compared with 106 tons ($2,496,900) in 1965, 
In 1966, the U. S. was the principal buyer 
(30 tons, $876,000). 

Imports 

Greece imported 40,620 tons of fishery 
products worth $13.2 million in 1966; in 
1965, 55,084 tons valued at $16.9 million. 

Imports in1966 included: fresh, frozen, and 
salted fish, 15,374 tons ($6.3 million); canned 
fish 7,175 tons ($3.3 million); sea sponge 17 
tons ($219,000); and fish and meat meals 
18,054 tons ($3.3 million). Import of frozen 
fish into Greece was prohibited in March 
1966. 

Imports from the U. 5S. included: canned 
fish 3,129 tons ($826,200), of which 3,072 
tons ($784,700) were canned squid; and fish 
and meat meals 247 tons ($40,733). 

(gare \ 

Romania 

FISHES FOR HERRING OFF 
GEORGES BANK 

In 1965 and 1966, Romanian vessels fished 

Georges Bank mainly for herring. It takes 
24 days to reach the Bank from Romanian 
ports and to return; actual fishing extends 

for about 50 days. Average catches per ves- 
sel per day in 1966 were 40-50 metric tons, 
but up to 70 tons were caught on some days. 
Total production costs of one metric ton of 
Georges Bank herring to the fishing industry 
is about 7,000 lei (US$589.20); selling price 
is 10,000 lei ($842.70 a ton). Thus, the in- 
dustry makes a "'profit,'"' but its significance 
is academic because it, as all other indus- 
tries, is State owned. The "profit,'' how- 
ever, does make it possible to expand and 
obtain new investments. 

Romania plans to buy by 1970 15 large 
stern factory trawlers to expand her fishing 
on Georges Bank and off Southwest Africa. 
In 1966, she had only 2 alternating large 
stern factory trawlers (both purchased in 

Japan) fishing inthe northwestern and South- 
eastern Atlantic. Each had on board a fish- 
ery scientist who collected data on the biol- 
ogy of the species and oceanographic condi- 
tions. 

Yugoslavia 

AIDS ARABS WITH FISHERY PRODUCTS 

The Federal Executive Council (the Cabi- 
net) of Yugoslavia disclosed on June 17 its 
long-range program of economic aid to Arab 
countries. This includes an increase intrade, 
better credit arrangements, new capital in- 
vestments, and immediate aid in food prod- 
ucts. Under the latter, 1,000 metric tons of 

canned fishery products will be shipped. 
= 
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Poland 

TRAWLERS STOP LANDING FISH 
IN EASTERN NIGERIA 

Polish trawlers that were delivering fresh 
and frozen fish to cities in Nigeria have been 
ordered by the Polish Government to discon- 
tinue deliveries to Eastern Nigeria, which 
has proclaimed itself the independent State 
of Biafra. The order probably reflects a de- 
sire to respect the naval blockade of Biafra 

instituted recently by the Central Government 
in Lagos, 

TWO FISHING VESSELS ENTER 
NEW ENGLAND PORTS 

At 8:30 p.m., Sunday, June 11, 2 Polish 
fishing trawlers entered Gloucester harbor 
in Massachusetts. U.S. Coast Guard offi- 
cers boarded them and advised that they 
were violating both the U.S. 3-mile terri- 
torial sea and 12-mile fishery limit and 
ordered them to leave. The Polish captains 
said they were out of fuel and water, and had 
been advised by their authorities to contact 
a Gloucester stevedoring company incase of 
need, They complied with U.S.C.G. orders 
but remained just outside the 12-mile zone. 
There, they contacted the stevedoring com- 
pany in Boston. OnJune 13, U.S, authorities 
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finally allowed both trawlers to refuel and 
reprovision at Boston. OnJune 15, both ves- 
sels left for the Georges bank herring fishery. 

All available evidence indicates that the 
685-gross-ton vessels were forced to seek 
U. S. assistance by "force majeure.'' Both 
trawlers (''Sleza'' and ''Radwa'') belong to the 
Gryf fishery cooperative. Its vessels for years 
have fished the Northern ICNAF area (espe- 
cially the Labrador Sea) but never asfar south 
as Georges Bank. The Gryf cooperative, 

however, had an extremely bad 1966/67 win- 
ter cod fishing season off Labrador--the ex- 
pedition was an economic failure. Because 
of rough weather, medium Polish fishing ves- 
sels were unable to catch much cod or de- 
liver the catches to processing vessels. 

Vessels Needed Food and Water 

Before leaving Poland, the Gryf adminis- 
trators contacted the Dalmor cooperative, 
whose vessels fished on Georges Bank dur- 
ing the last few years, They were told that 
Polish fishing vessels normally obtain their 
supplies in the Canadian port of Halifax, but 
that in emergencies they may go to U. S. 
ports. The regulations governing entry of 
Polish vessels into U. S, ports apparently 
were not explained or transmitted to the cap- 
tains of individual vessels, 

U. S. Coast Guard boarding of the 2 ves- 
sels in Boston revealed that on the Radwa 
only 2 percent of normal drinking water ca- 
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pacity remained, and the Sleza's food sup- 
plies were ‘'rottenand moldy."’ Both trawlers 
were low on fuel. 

Bulgaria 

EXPANDS FISHING FLEET AND GROUNDS 

A few years ago Bulgaria contracted with 
the Soviet Union to buy 20 large stern trawl- 
ers by 1970. In mid-1967, at least 7 trawlers 
(each about 3,200 gross tons) were delivered. 
Initially, the Bulgarians fished in the south- 
eastern Atlantic off southwest Africa. Soviet 
experts were aboard the newly delivered 
trawlers to train the Bulgarians in naviga- 
tional and fishing techniques. 

In March and April 1967, high-seas fish- 
ing operations expanded into the southwest- 
Atlantic. Two large stern trawlers (the 
"Pelikan''and the ''Feniks") left the Bulgari- 
an fishing fleet, which was catching pilchards 
off Africa, and crossed the Atlantic towards 

the Patagonian Continental Shelf off Argentina. 

The Soviet Unionbeganafisheryfor south 
western Atlantic hake off Argentina in late 
1966. It is believed the Bulgarian vessels 
may fish with the Soviet fleets, whichcould 
provide them with fishing data and supplies 
(water, fuel, repairs, etc.). 

ii UNA 9 Ne AN ay De SONG 
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A significant increase inthe number of good cultured pearls produced in Ja- 
pan results from dipping seeds into an antibiotic solution before inserting them 

| intothe oyster. Aureomycinchlortetracyc line has been found the most effective 
antibiotic against the infections that misshape or discolor pearls. 

It takes 3 to 5 years to produce a reasonably sized pearl. 
nese industry produces 400 million cultured pearls annually. 
biotic has resulted in a 30 percent increase in output of top quality pearls and a 
Significant increase in ordinary pearls. 

ANTIBIOTIC IMPROVES PEARL HARVEST 

The huge Japa- 
Use of the anti- 

(From Sea Frontiers, copyright 1966 
by The International Oceanographic Foundation, Miami, Florida.) 
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Japan 

FISHERY EXPORT TARGETS 
ARE LOWER FOR FY 1967 

Japan's Supreme Export Trade Council 
met on June 6 to determine fiscal year 1967 
(April 1967-March 1968) export targets and 
develop measures toattainthem. The Council 
set the FY 1967 export target at US$10,569.3 
million, 10.6 percent above FY 1966 actual 
exports of $9,558.9 million. 

The goal for fishery products was set at 
$319.2 million--3.02 percent of the total ex- 

port target and 88.1 percent of FY 1966's 
actual exports. The cut in fishery products 
below 1966 exports was based on the outlook 
that exports likely will not increase much 
because of growing international restrictions 
on fisheries and increasing consumer de- 
mand in Japan for higher-priced fishery 
products. 

The FY 1967 export target for fishery 

Export Target, 
FY 1967 

products is: 

Comparison with 
Actual Exports 

FY 1966 
Fishery 
Product 
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STUDY OF 12-MILE ZONE SLATED 

The Japanese Fisheries Society's Inter - 
national Fisheries Committee agreed at the 
June 14 meeting to form a subcommittee to 
study Japan's fishing zone problem. The 
subcommittee will conduct a thorough inde- 
pendent study to assess the merits of estab- 
lishing a 12-mile exclusive fishery zone off 
the coast. This is being strongly urged by 
Hokkaido coastal fishermen but opposed by 
some circles because it would have adverse 
effect on Japan's high-seas fisheries. 

Government's Position 

The Government's attitude appears to be 
that setting up a 12-mile fishery zone is 

premature. This is based on the view that 
extension of fishery jurisdiction would: (1) 
contribute nothing toward solving the contro- 
versial problems of South Korean salmonfish- 
ing and Soviet saury fishing off Japan; (2) 
compel Japan to recognize, to her great dis- 
advantage, fishery jurisdictions claimed by 
other countries; and (3) conflict with Japan's 
basic position that unilaterally established 
fishery zones have no effect internationally. 
This conflict with her basic position would 
occur when Japan, entering bilateral agree- 
ments, would seek to maintain administrative 
and legal jurisdiction over her fishing vessels 
within foreign-claimed waters (beyond the 3- 
mile limit), Even if the Government should 
decide to establish an extended fishing zone, 
it will wait until the 12-mile limit becomes 
more accepted internationally. (''Suisan Tsu- 
shin" and "Shin Suisan Shimbun Sokuho," June 
16, 1967.) 

Kk 

FISHERMEN URGING 12-MILE 
FISHING ZONE FOR HOKKAIDO 

Japanese coastal fishermen in Hokkaido 
want to see a 12-mile exclusive fishing zone 
established off their island. They claim that 
exploratory fishing by South Koreans in re- 
cent years within or about 10 miles off Hok- 
kaido's southern coast--and Soviet saury and 
squid fleet operations off the coast--threaten 
to disruptorderly operations. They say these 
operations will lead inevitably to conflict un- 
less Japan's fishery jurisdiction is extended 
beyond the present 3-mile limit. 

A delegation of Hokkaido fishermen went 
to Tokyo to urge their Diet representative to 
press for passage of 12-mile exclusive fish- 
ing zone legislation in the current session. 
(""Hokkai Suisan,'' June 5, 1967; ''Minato Shim- 
bun," June 1, 1967.) 
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CARIBBEAN SHRIMP 
OPERATIONS INCREASE 

On May 23, the Fisheries Agency inform - 
ally approved applications of 7 firms to op- 
erate experimentally a total of 35 shrimp 
vessels in the Caribbean Sea and off the Gui- 
anas, The7firmsare: Nichiro Gyogyo, Toyo 
Shrimp, South Pacific Fishery Cooperative 
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Association, Hakodote Kakai, Hokoku Suisan, 
Yutaka Gyogyo, and Shinyo Gyogyo. 

At present, 15 shrimp vessels are oper- 
ating in that area. Shrimping prospects are 
reported good off the Guianas, where pres- 
ently 260-270 U. S. and Mexican vessels are 
said to be operating profitably. (''Suisan 
Keizai Shimbun,"’ May 26, 1967.) 

Ke OK 

SHRIMP TRAWLERS ASSOCIATION 
FORMED FOR SOUTH AMERICA 

A Japanese trawlers organization, named 
South America Trawlers Association, was 
formed in Japan on June 7. Its purposes are 
to ensure efficient management of shrimp 
operations off the coast of the Guianas in 
northern South America--and to help resolve 
international problems its vessels might 
encounter because many U. S. and Mexican 
shrimp vessels operate there. ("Minato 
Shimbun," June 8, 1967.) 

OK OK 

PEARL PRODUCTION CUT 30 PERCENT 

Thirty-three cooperatives of fishermen in 
the Japanese National Federation of Pearl 
Culture Cooperative Associations will re- 
duce their combined annual production by 30 
percent in an attempt to cope with a recent 
sharp decrease in exports of cultured pearls 
since the second half of 1966. 

The federation said that the decline is at- 
tributed partly to business developments in 
the U. S. and West European countries, the 
principal customers, but also to the growing 
circulation of poorer quality pearls. 

It decided therefore to ask its members 
to stop undesirable practices of planting pearl 
nuclei in pearl oysters during the summer. 

The federation anticipates at least a 30 
percent cut in national output by halting these 
practices. It also scheduled a new overseas 
publicity drive to promote cultured pearl ex- 
ports. (‘Japan Economic Journal,'' June 6, 
1967.) 
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SUMMER ALBACORE LANDINGS 
AND PRICES RISE 

Early in June, albacore vessels were scat- 
tered over a wide area east of the Izu Islands 
(south and east of Tokyo) and fishing continued 
good, Some vessels were landing over 30 
tons per day. Despite the increasing catch, 
exvessel prices in Japan held firm in early 
June at around 155-160 yen per kilogram 
(US$391-403 per short ton); local packers 
were buying most of the landings. 

The Japan Federation of Tuna Fishermen's 
Cooperative Associations (NIKKATSUREN), 
which plans to buy and store around 3,000 
tons of albacore to help stabilize prices, 
made no move in early June because of the 
firm prices. 

On June 22, Japanese pole-caught summer 
albacore landings at the tuna ports of Yaizu 
and Shimizu totaled 22,580 metric tons-- 
7,280 tons more than the 15,300 tons landed 
there during the 1966 period. The fishery, 
however, was nearing the end of the season; 

many pole-and-line vessels already were 
shifting to skipjack fishing. 

Summer albacore prices in Japan con- 
tinued to advance. In late June 1967, they 
averaged exvessel 167-168 yen a kilogram 
(US$421-423 a short ton). This compared 
with around 155-160 yen a kilogram ($391- 
403 per short ton) of a week earlier. Japa- 
nese fishing and packing industries are un- 
able to readily explain the cause of rising 
prices. They attribute it partly to rising 
fresh food prices. 

So far, NIKKATSUREN had purchased, 
under its stabilization program, about 150 
tons. They were being held in cold storage 
until they could be packed in oil for market- 
ing in Japan. (''Suisancho Nippo," June 23, 
1967.) 

ALBACORE EXPORT PRICES RISE 

Japanese frozen albacore prices for ex- 
ports to the U. S., stimulated by the recent 
U. S. purchase of 2,000 tons at c.i.f. $470 
per short ton, are reported advancing rapid- 
ly. Exporters are said to be asking around 
c.i.f. $480-485 per short ton for ship-frozen 

fish. This is about $50 more than the mid- 
May export price of c.i.f. $435 per ton, Even 
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summer albacore are reportedly being of- 
fered to U. S. buyers at prices up to c.i.f, 
$470 per ton, 

Japanese circles attribute the uptrend in 
albacore prices to: (1) resumption of buying 
by U. S. packers, who believed prices in Ja- 
pan would not drop any further despite pre- 
dicted good summer albacore season; (2) im- 
proved U. S. canned tuna sales; (3) decline in 
albacore catches off American Samoa since 
April; and (4) uncertain outlook for Califor - 
nia albacore fishery. (''Suisan Tsushin,"' 
June 12, 1967.) 

Oy dys Kok ok 

MOST OF 1966 FROZEN TUNA 
EXPORTS SHIPPED TO U. 5. 

According to the Japan Export Frozen 
Tuna Producers Association, frozen tuna ex- 

ports in business year 1966 (April 1966- 
March 1967) totaled 192,136 metric tons. By 
country of destination, 145,841 metric tons 
were exported to the U. S., 35,323 tons to 
Italy, 9,391 tons to other European countries, 
and 1,581 tons to Africa. 

Shipments to the U. S. consisted of 76,709 
metric tons delivered direct from Japan, 
38,464 tons transshipped from the Atlantic, 
and 30,668 tons delivered to overseas bases. 

Exports to Italy included 2,997 tons of di- 
rect shipments and 32,326 tons of Atlantic 
transshipments. To other European coun- 
tries, 435 tons of direct shipments and 8,956 
tons of transshipments. (''Suisan Keizai 
Shimbun," May 26, 1967.) 

este st Sa ee satas 

JAPANESE-ITALIAN TUNA 
FISHING VENTURE BEGINS 

A joint Japanese -Italian tuna-fishing ven- 
ture, involving Hoko Suisan Fishing Company, 
was scheduled to begin in July. The venture 
was agreed to originally in 1964, but its op- 
eration was postponed by the delay of the 
Italian partners to get the vessel built in 
Italy. 

A 1,150-gross-ton tuna mothership is now 
under construction, Scheduled for comple- 
tions in July, the vessel will begin fishing 

soon afterward. Production target is 2,000 
metric tons of tuna annually. All catches will 
be sold to Italian packers. (''Suisan Keizai 
Shimbun," June 20, 1967.) 
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SALMON FISHING IN 
CHUKCHI SEA BEGINS 

The Japanese firm Hoko Suisan's fishing 
vessel ''Dairin Maru No. 10" (299 gross tons), 
which ended gill-net herring fishing in the 
Bering Sea, was proceeding to the Chukchi 
Sea to begin fishing for salmon July 1. The 
Bering Sea gill-netting operation was con- 
ducted experimentally to capture egg-bearing 
herring. It failed to attain the 144-ton catch 
target. (''Shin Suisan Shimbun Sokuho," June 
27, 1967.) 
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TAIYO POT FISHES TANNER CRAB 
IN WESTERN BERING SEA 

Taiyo Fishing Company sent its freezer 
carrier ''Banshu Maru No. 5" (3,567 gross 
tons) and 2 catcher vessels to the western 
Bering Sea off Cape Ozernoy, Kamchatka 
Peninsula, for exploratory tanner crab pot 
fishing. The catcher vessels, each carrying 
500 crab pots, began fishing in early June, 
but results as of mid-month had not been 
good, 

Taiyo plans to continue the operation to 
determine the potential for developing a com- 
mercial fishery. Catches will be frozen, 
brought back to Japan to be packed in cans 
primarily, but some also will be marketed 
frozen. ("Shin Suisan Shimbun Sokuho," 
June 16, 1967.) 

KOK 

TRAWLER ENDS OPERATION 
OFF U. 5S. EAST COAST 

The Japanese trawler ''Kaimon Maru" 
(2,500 gross tons) ended operations off the 
U. S. east coast on June 20 and returned to the 
fishing base at Las Palmas, Canary Islands. 
She had been sent on an exploratory cruise to 
the western Atlantic in early May 1967 by the 
Japan Overseas Trawlers Association. 

The vessel surveyed the waters from Flo- 
rida northward to 42°28' N. latitude (off New 



York). In 45 days of operation, to June 15, 
it landed 530.92 metric tons of fish, mostly 
butterfish. In some areas, red snapper, 
highly esteemed in Japan, were abundant; 
catches up to 23 tons were landed on some 
days. Off New York, heavy concentrations 
of herring were located, but fishing fell off 
rapidly from June 15. 

On the whole, fishing wasvery spotty. The 
Association believes that problems still re- 
main to be solved before operations can be 
conducted commercially. (''Shin Suisan Shim- 
bun Sokuho,'' June 22, 1967.) 

* KOK 

PERMITS ONE-BOAT PURSE 
SEINING FOR COASTAL MACKEREL 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency announced 
that, beginning November 1967, it will license 
one-boat purse seiners in the mackerel fish- 
ery off Japan's Pacific coast. Now only two- 
boat seining is permitted. The new policy 
will enable mackerel fishermen to fish in 
more distant offshore waters where, pres- 
ently, single purse-seine vessels are per- 
mitted only for tuna fishing. 

Two 100-gross-ton purse seiners, sched- 
uled for completion in July and September, 
have been licensed to conduct trial mackerel 
fishing off the Pacific coast until October 
1967. If successful, it may create a major 
trend toward one-boat purse seining in this 
mackerel fishery. (''Shin Suisan Shimbun," 
June 5, 1967.) 

OK OK 

FIRM WILL LONG LINE RED SNAPPER 
IN WESTERN ATLANTIC 

The Japanese fishing company Seiju 
Gyogyo has been authorized by the Govern- 
ment's Overseas Investment Liaison Council 
to form a local corporation in Saint Martin 
Island, Netherlands Antilles (east of Puerto 
Rico), to long line red snapper off that coast. 

The Curacao Seiju Corporation, as it will 
be named, will be organized with a capital 
investment of US$150,000 in Seiju Gyogyo's 
4 fishing vessels, ''Seisho Maru’! Nos, 2 & 5 
(each 112 gross tons) and two 2-ton skiffs. 
This year's plans call for production of 508 
metric tons of red snappers and 222 tons’ of 
groupers to be frozen and exported to nearb 
islands and to the U. S. (''Suisancho Nippo,' 
June 13, 1967.) 
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LAB STUDIES ELECTRIC SHOCKER 
FOR TUNA TROLLING GEAR 

The Shizuoka Fisheries Research Labora- 
tory's gear development base at Ito launched 
a 3-year research program on April 1 to de- 
velop an electric shocking device for trolling 
gear to prevent the escape of tuna and yellow- 
tail hooked on the line. The device will be 
designed to paralyze the fish at the instant of 
hooking--preventing their escape and facili- 
tating retrieval. 

The research is being conducted in coop- 
eration with the Fishing Vessel and Gear Re- 
search Divisions of the Fisheries Agency. 
("Suisan Keizai Shimbun,"' May 23, 1967.) 
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LARGE PURSE SEINER IS BEING BUILT 

A 500-gross-ton U. S.-type purse seiner, 
largest of its kind in Japan, is now under con- 
struction at the Usuki Shipyards for the firm 
Kawajiri Gyogyo of northern Japan, The 
"Hakuryu Maru No. 55" is being built at a 
total cost of 320 million yen (US$888,889). 

She will be equipped with various kinds of 
mechanical equipment, including a power 
block, wire reel, windlass, and power rollers. 
Upon completion, scheduled for mid-Septem- 
ber, she will join the Nichiro Fishing Com- 
pany's purse-seine fleet now off west Africa. 
(‘'Suisancho Nippo," June 22, 1967.) 
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REFRIGERATED CARRIER 
IS BEING CONSTRUCTED 

A 3,800-gross-ton refrigerated fish car- 
rier is being built at the Shimonoseki Ship- 
yards in southern Japan for the Taiyo Fish- 
ing Company. The vessel, to cost 830 million 
yen (US$2.3 million), will have an overall 
length of 338.7 feet, a beam of 53.1 feet, and 
a depth of 27.8 feet. Main engines of 4,370- 
hp. will drive her at 15 knots, The refrig- 
erated holds will carry 2,400 metric tons of 
fish and the freezing equipment will have a 

daily output of 55 tons. Upon completion in 
late September, the carrier will be placed in 
service on the West African run to haul trawl- 
caught fish back to Japan. The vessel is one 
of 4 similar-sized refrigerated carriers 
Taiyo plans to build to enlarge its fish car- 
rier fleet. (''Minato Shimbun," June 8, 1967.) 
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Communist China 

HER EXPORTS OF FISHERY PRODUCTS 
TO JAPAN INCREASE 

Communist China's fishery exports to Ja- 
pan have quadrupled in value during the last 
4 years--from US$7.1 million in 1963 to $30.5 
million in 1966. The total value of Japanese 
imports of all products from Communist 
China, however, also increased at about the 
same rate--from $74.6 million in 1963 to 
$306.2 million in 1966. So fishery imports 

still represent about 10 percent of total im- 
port value. 

Japanese fishery imports from the USSR, 
though still small and worth only US$3.7 mil- 
lion in 1966, also increased significantly from 
1963's $0.6 million. (U. 5S. Embassy, Tokyo, 
June 12, 1966.) 
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South Korea 

PLANS NEW FISHERY 

The South Korean factoryship recently 
purchased from Norway may be used in the 
North Pacific ocean perch fishery or in Ma- 
laysian territorial waters in a joint venture 
with Malaysia. No definite decision has been 
made. However, a later report indicates that 
she will be used in the North Pacific shrimp 
fishery by its owner, the Shin Hung Refriger - 
ation Company. Negotiations are underway 
to make the venture, scheduled to begin in 
November 1967, a joint enterprise with Bum- 
ble Bee Seafood of Astoria, Wash. (U.S. Em- 
bassy, Seoul, May 31, and June 19, 1967.) 

In 1966, the research vessel ''Paekkyong- 
Ho'' of the Pusan Fisheries College studied 
extensively Pacific ocean perch and shrimp 
in the North Pacific off Alaska and in the Ber- 
ing Sea. 

South Vietnam 

U.S, AIDS SOUTH VIETNAM'S FISHERIES 

The United States has agreed to contri- 
bute US$2,012,000 to the Food and Agricul- 
ture Organization, under the Freedom from 

Hunger Campaign, to aid a United Nations De- 
velopment Program (UNDP) fisheries project 
in South Vietnam. Under the agreement, the 
U.S. contribution willhelpto expand the proj- 
ect's scope. FAO is conducting it for the 
UNDP at Vietnam's request. 

Recent research in the South China Sea has 
indicated that a great increase in fish catch 
would be possible if traditional coastal oper- 
ations could be modernized and expanded to 
include deep-water operations. Since fish 
provide a large portion of the protein in the 
average Vietnamese diet, this project could 
produce much-needed improvement in the food 
supply. 

Original UNDP Project Was Limited 

The original UNDP project called for $1 
million from the Special Fund and $336,000 
as Vietnam's counterpart contribution. It 
consisted of coastal surveys and feasibility 
studies, The U.S. contribution will enlarge 
the project to include investigations and feasi- 
bility studies for offshore and high-seas op- 
erations, It will enable FAO to charter a 
deep-water exploratory trawler, necessary 
equipment and personnel, including a UN ex- 
pert. 

The Netherlands also is planning to con- 
tribute to this enlarged project. (Press re- 
lease, U. S. Department of State, May 26, 1967.) 

India 

PLANS INCREASE IN FISH PRODUCTION 

India expects to make much progress dur- 
ing her ''fourth plan'' to augment the available 
food supply with fish. She plans to use 8,000 
small mechanized boats; only 3,000 were sup- 
plied during the third plan. The diesel-engine 
boats will be constructed at home. 

The Government reportedly has completed 
plans to obtain 58 trawlers for deep sea fish- 
ing. Fifty of them will be designed for local 
conditions; the other 8 will be modified. To- 
tal cost of the trawlers will be Rs. 60 million, 
The 8,000 mechanized boats will cost Rs. 480 

million. 

UN and Norway Help 

India has entered into agreement with Nor- 
way and the United Nations to undertake 



India (Contd.): 

offshore and exploratory fishing. Practical 
training and demonstrations in modern tech- 
nology will be given ashore and at sea. 

The agreement provides for completion of 
some construction works--fish meal plant, 
slipway, and other harbor works. Norway 
will provide Rs. 42 million in grants and cred- 
its, and India will supply land, buildings, and 
installations. (''Fishing News International," 
June 1967.) 

Malaysia 

SABAH FISHERIES MAKE PROGRESS 

The East Malaysian State of Sabah an- 
nounced on June 30 that its shrimp fisheries 
are progressing well and that ''more than 
M$10 million (US$3.3 million) was netted 
last year from prawn catches.'' By the end 
of 1968, the Sabah State Department of Agri- 
culture and Fisheries hopes to have more 
than 200 shrimp trawlers; at present, there 
are only about 170. 

A spokesman pointed out: "It is not true 
that licenses given to shrimp trawlers donot 
allow the catching of fish. It was because the 
fish caught was of poor quality that the fish- 
ermen had to throw them back into the sea." 

He said that about 150 trawling licenses 
have been issued so far--most to local fish- 
ermen. Of these, only about 30 were issued 
to joint enterprises of Malaysian and foreign 
firms. The Government also has provided 
its own trawlers to demonstrate methods and 
trainlocalfishermen. It also sends several 
fishermen to West Malaysia for training from 
timie to time. 

New Methods Supported 

The spokesman stressed that it was Gov- 
ernment policy to introduce new methods of 
fishing. This hasbeen its policy even before 
Sabah joined Malaysia. Good progress is 
being made. 

The State Government has approved es- 
tablishment of a large fish meal plant in 
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Sandakan, the spokesman said. One of the 
biggest seafood companies in West Malaysia, 
now operating at Ipoh:in Perak State, will set 
up the plant as soon as market and feasibility 
studies are finished. The plant would produce 
animal feed and components for fertilizers-- 
for domestic consumption and for develop- 
ment into an important export item. The 
plant would use low-quality ''trash" fish, 
abundant in Sabah waters. At present, the 
bulk of such fish is wasted; in many cases it 
is thrown back into the sea. 

There are two shrimp freezing plants at 
Sandakan, Sabah: one owned by a Philippine- 
U. S. group, the other by a joint Malaysian 
(Chinese)-Japanese firm. Reportedly, there 
is also a freezing plant in Labuan. (U. S.Con- 
sulate, Kuching, July 7, 1967.) 

pana me: 
Philippines 

SETS UP FOREIGN CURRENCY DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM FOR FOOD IMPORTS 

To reduce the outflow of foreign currency, 
the Philippine Government has established 
a foreign currency deposit system for food 
importers applying for loans. Food items on 
the import list have been grouped into 4 classes 
according to their importance as essential 
food, Foreign currency deposit rates have 
been set for each class, with higher rates 
imposed on less important items. 

Deposit rates for each class are: Class 
I--25 percent; Class II--50 percent; Class 
II--75 percent; and Class IV--150 percent, 
Fishery products such as canned saury, sar- 
dine, salmon, and mackerel are in Class I. 
However, it is reported that importers nor- 
mally have to deposit more when establishing 
credit for letter-of-credit transactions, so it 
appears that Philippine imports of those prod- 
ucts will decline sharply. 

Canned squid, which come under Class IV, 

have become virtually impossible to import. 
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SOUTH PACIFIC 

Australia 

SHRIMP PRODUCTION RISES 

Big catches in Western Australia and 
higher overseas prices could make 1966/67 
a record year for Australian shrimp exports. 

Exports totaled 1.8 million lbs. for 9 
months of the current financial year (July 1- 
June 30). This was 20 percent more in quan- 
tity and 42 percent more in value than for the 
same period in 1965/66. 

The 1964/65 financial year was a record 
one for shrimp exports--2.4 million lbs. 
The 1965/66 exports totaled 2.2 million lbs. 
In the 9 months to March 31, 1967, Western 
Australia exported 1.2 million lbs., Queens- 

land 500,000 lbs., and New South Wales 
(N.S.W.) 100,000 lbs. Compared with the 
same period in the previous year, this was 
a 70 percent increase for Western Australia 
and a 29 percent increase for N,S.W. Queens- 
land exports fell 17 percent. 

Japan, the U. S., and France (Australia's 
main customers) are paying more this year 
than they did in 1964/65, ("Australian Fish- 
eries Newsletter,'' June 1967.) 

SHRIMP TRAWLER LAUNCHED 

A 64-ft., all-steel welded, double-rigged 
trawler for shrimp fishing in Western Aus- 
tralia was launched recently in Fremantle. 
Named ''N.W. Carnarvon,'' she was sent down 
the ways by the wife of the West Australian 
Fisheries Minister. The owning company 
hopes the vessel will be a prototype for an 
enlarged type of trawler it considers needed 
for operations off northern Australia. At 
first, the vessel will be working with shrimp 

in ice, but various methods of preserving the 
catch will be tried. 

Designed Along U. S. Lines 

The wide beam (20 ft.) provides a good 
working platform, Extra tanks for fuel and 
fresh water allow her to stay at sea for 3 or 
more days. 

The roomy wheelhouse contains a separate 
cabin for the skipper, a galley, and shower 

room. There are accommodations for 4 

crewmen forward. 

N.W. Carnarvon is designed along Amer - 
ican lines. It incorporates the refinements 
of shrimp trawlers that operate in the Gulf of 
Mexico. The company's general manager 
spent some time at sea last year with the Gulf 
of Mexico fleet. (‘Australian Fisheries News- 
letter,'' June 1967.) 

TUNA CATCH IS POOR 

The South Australian tuna catch for 1967 
is likely to be only a little more than half of 
1966's, With the season practically over, the 
catch in late May totaled 3,510 short tons-- 
3,099 tons less than in 1966, 

The New South Wales catch for 1966/67 
was 2,363, 188 tons more than in 1965/66. 

There may be 2 reasons for the poor sea- 
son in South Australia: overfishing of stocks-- 
the adults by the Japanese, and the juveniles 
by Australian fishermen--or a change in the 
normal migratory pattern of tuna schools. 
(‘Australian Fisheries Newsletter,'' June 
1967.) 

American Samoa 

ASIAN GROUP WILL NOT PARTICIPATE 
IN U.S. SAMOAN TUNA PRICE TALKS 

The American Samoa tuna price group 
formed at the recent Asian tuna conference 
in Tokyo will not participate in the tuna price 
negotiations between Japanese trading firms 
and U. S, packers in American Samoa. This 
was reported by the Japan Federation of Tuna 
Fishermen's Cooperative Associations 
(NIKKATSUREN), sponsors of the conference, 

NIKKATSUREN was informed bythe Japa- 
nese firms that various financial and legal 
problems prevented participation of South Ko- 
rean, Formosan, and Okinawan tuna producers 
in the price talks at the present time. (''Kat- 
suomaguro Tsushin,"' June 23 and 18, 1967.) 

<2 pPse 



AFRICA 

South Africa 

CANNED PILCHARD SALES IN 
UNITED KINGDOM ARE UP 

The increase in sales of South African 
canned pilchards on the United Kingdom mar - 
ket has been so dramatic it has mystified 
even those marketing executives concerned 
with their distribution. "It was a great 
achievement," declared one sales manager, 
"but it was surely the marketing mystery of 
the year." 

Marine Products Limited increased ex- 
ports to the United Kingdom from 776,866 
cases in 1965 to 1,034,800 last year. One 
journalist covering the British food market 
remarked that even the agents selling South 
African pilchards did not know the reason for 
the 25 percent increase although he remem- 
bered one advertising man connected with 
pilchard publicity commenting: 

"We would like to think that the sales 
growth is partly due to our efforts but we 
are afraid that a lot of pilchards are bought 
for cats," 

This year, reports the London journalist, 
around £50,000 (US$140,000) will be spent on 
advertising two canned pilchard brands, 
Some of the money allocated to advertising 
other brands, while not normally involving 
pilchards, will help their sales along. 

"Marketing of South African pilchards has 
been consistently sound, rather than spectac- 
ular. It is a value-for-money product which 
may have benefited from the wage freeze and 
the growth in unemployment, 

"And while prices have gone up, they have 
not risen by anything like the extent of many 
other canned foods. So whether they are eat- 
enby mother, the kids, or the cats, who 
cares? It's nice business."' (''South African 
Shipping News and Fishing Industry Review," 
May 1967.) 
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Tanzania 

SOVIETS AID FISHERY 

In April 1967, a three-man team of Soviet 
fishery aid technicians recommended to the 
Tanzanian Government the construction of a 
$140,000 fish-drying plant at Kigoma, at the 
northeastern shore of Lake Tanganyika. The 
team spent one week determining the catch- 
ability rates of Tanganyika Lake whitebait 
(Stolothrissa tanganicae), and studied the 
suitability of the plant's future location, If 
the Tanzanian Government approves the proj- 
ect, the USSR will finance it from the almost 
$20 million credits Tanzania obtained in May 
1966, (''The Standard,'' April 17, 1967.) 

Senegal 

SOVIETS AID SENEGAL'S FISHERIES 

Senegal's Minister of Agriculture, Magatte 
Lo, and Department of Oceanography and Ma- 
rine Fisheries Director Arnoux flew to Mos- 
cow June 28 fora1l0-day meeting with Soviet 
officials, They discussed implementation of 
the March 1965 Senegal-U.S.S.R. Agreement 
on Marine Fisheries. 

The 1967 Protocol of Cooperation, signed 
in Moscow, provides for (1) exchange of fish- 
ery experts and of scientific and technical 
fisheries and oceanographic information; and 

(2) joint biological research in tropical east- 
ern Atlantic. (''Tass,'' June 28, 1967.) 

The Tass release does not mention the 
building of a tuna cannery in Senegal, although 
Article 1 of the March 1965 Agreement speci- 
fies that the Soviet Government "agrees to 
supply technical cooperation. . .in construct- 
ing a fish canning factory of a capacity of 6 
metric tons of raw material per one hour or 
15,000-20,000 tons per year, working in two 

shifts." 



ARTICLES 
In the North Gulf of Mexico, this 
system caught during daylight 96 
to 109% of shrimp caught at night 
by nonelectric trawl; inthe south- 

eastern Gulf, catchrate was 50%. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELECTRO-SHRIMP TRAWL SYSTEM 

By Norman L, Pease* and Wilber R. Seidel** 

The Gear Research Unit of the Exploratory Fishing and Gear 
Research Base in Pascagoula has developed an electrical shrimp 
trawl capable of catching nocturnally active species of shrimp 
during the day. As part of the project, over 1,000 shrimp were 
stimulated with various electrical fields to determine the neces- 
sary characteristics--a minimum field of 3.0 volts at 4 to 5 
pulsesper second. The staff then designed and built a prototype 
electro-shrimp trawl system. 

In the system, the vessel's generator produces alternating 
current, which is transmitted by an electrical cable to an elec- 
tronic pulse generator on the trawl door; here the current is 

converted to direct current and is then released at a specified 
pulse rate to an electrode array on the trawl. 

Fishing trials on the mud bottom in the north Gulf of Mexico 
indicated that the system could catch, during daylight, 96 to 109 
percent of the shrimp caught at night by a nonelectrical trawl. In 
the southeastern Gulf, on a calcareous sand-shell bottom, the 
catch rate was 50 percent. 

The shrimp industry in the Gulf of Mexico 
has grownimpressively during the last three 
decades, In 1934, the exvessel landing value 
of shrimp was $1.9 million; by 1966, it had 
grown to $82.8 million. During this period 
shrimping techniques were refined, such as 
double-rigged trawling (Knake, Murdock, 
Cating, 1955), and vessel design was im- 
proved (Juhl, 1966). Additional modifications, 
such as the change from cotton to synthetic 
webbing, helped increase the strength and 
useful life oftrawls. Various designs of tick- 
ler chains, mud ropes, and rollers were de- 
veloped by fishermen to help increase the 
catch or to adapt the shrimp trawl to fishing 
areas not previously worked. New shrimp 
handling and processing equipment afloat and 
ashore have been designed and developed for 
the commercial fishing industry ("Fish Boat," 
1966a, 1966b), Collectively, these innova- 
tions have contributed to the expanding shrimp 
industry. 

“Chief ; 
>%*Mechanical Engineer } 

Trawling for the pink shrimp (Penaeus 
duorarum) and the brown shrimp (P. aztec- 
us), however, has continued to be regulated 
by the shrimp's daily activity cycle. These 
shrimp burrow in the bottom during daylight, 
apparently for protection from predators, and 
come out at night to forage for food. Com- 
mercial fishing, therefore, is restricted to 
night trawling when the shrimp are avail- 
able--effectively reducing the fleet's fishing 
activity at sea almost 50 percent. 

To increase the fleet's efficiency, it was 
necessary to find a method that would catch 
shrimp while they are normally burrowed in 
the bottom and not available to conventional 
gear. The BCF Gear Research Unit at Pas- 
cagoula proposed to develop equipment that 
would permit the expansion of the existing 
night shrimp fishery into a 24-hour-a-day 
fishery. The harvesting system would use 
electricity to make shrimp come out of the 

Gear Research Unit, BCF, Pascagoula, Mississippi. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Sep. No. 796 



bottom involuntarily, where they could be 
captured. 

SHRIMP BEHAVIORAL STUDIES 

Higman (1956) established that a pulsed 
direct current produced definitive behavior 
patterns in shrimp and that increasing the 
strengthand duration of electrical impulses 
induced variationsinbehavior. Kessler 
(1965) used capacitor discharge pulses to de- 
termine the threshold electrical voltage 
needed to produce a hopping response in 
shrimp. 

In1964, the BCF Gear Research Unit be- 
gan shrimp behavior studies to determine 
optimum electrical requirements needed to 
stimulate burrowed shrimp (Klima, MS). 
These studies were made in the eastern Gulf 
of Mexico on different bottom types using 
various electrical voltages and pulse rates. 
Over 1,000 burrowed shrimp were stimulated 
electrically todetermine the best combina - 
tion of voltage and pulse rate needed to force 
shrimp out of the bottom. SCUBAdivers 
placed individual shrimp on the bottom and 
allowed themtoburrow. Then a diver using 
a 16-mm. movie camera filmed an entire 
sequence: from the initial activation of the 

electrical field to the shrimp emerging 
from the bottom and swimming up into the 
water. 

A frame-by-frame analysis ofall the re- 
sultant film footage was used to determine 
the elapsed time each shrimp took to reach 
a position 3 inches above the bottom. Under 
optimum electrical conditions, the average 
time to reach this height was 2.0 seconds. 
We determined that the width of the electri- 
cal fieldinfront of the trawl should be 8 feet 
by using the 2-second interval and a trawl 
dragging speed of 4 feet per second (2.5 
knots). Inrelationtothe trawl speed and the 
width of the electrical field, the optimum 
electrical characteristics were found to be 
3.0 volts at 4 to 5 pulses per second, 

Upon completion of this phase of the proj- 
ect, the engineering staff began designing and 
fabricating components for the system. 

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM 

The use of continuousdirect current in 

seawater would require large amounts of 
electricity from generators of prohibitive 
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sizeandcost. Therefore, the electro-shrimp 
trawl system uses a pulsed direct current 
field toforce shrimp out of the bottom. The 
system has a power control panel, power 
supply cable, pulse generator, electrode ar- 
ray, and a 40-foot Gulf of Mexicoshrimp 
trawl (fig. 1). Alternating current from a 
ship's generator is converted to a capacitor 
discharge pulse by the underwater pulse 
generator, which can be attached to either 
the port or starboard trawl door when using 
a single trawl. 

PULSE GENERATOR HOUSING 

Fig. 1 - Basic components of the electro-shrimp trawl 
system. 

When towing 2 trawls simultaneously, the 
pulse generator for each trawl shouldbe 
attached to the inboard door to facilitate its 
handling. The output of the pulse generator 
is supplied to the electrode array, which is 
towed in front of the footrope on the trawl 
and creates the electrical field. This low 
voltage field causes an involuntary "jump- 
ing" response in shrimp that are burrowed 
during daylight and not available to nonelec- 
tricalshrimptrawls. The jumping response 
forces the shrimp out of the bottom. 
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Power Control Panel 

The power control panel was used to check 
the alternating current input, capacitor volt- 
age, and pulse rate of the underwater pulse 
generator. Alternating current was supplied 
to the underwater unit through a variable 
transformer. A direct-current voltmeter on 
the control panel showed voltage readings on 
the output of the pulse generator, Although 
2 conductors in the power supply cable were 
required for this voltmeter, it was useful be- 
cause it provided a continuous check on the 
functioning of the underwater unit. 

Pulse Generator Housing 

An 8-inch diameter polyvinyl chloride 
pipe was used as an underwater housing for 
the pulse generator (fig. 2). Polyvinyl chlo- 
ride is a good electrical insulator and is 
very resistant to salt-water corrosion, Un- 
derwater electrical connectors and an''O"'- 
ring sealensured watertightness, Cooling oil 
was used inside the housing to remove heat 
from the electrical components. Also, the 
weight of the oil served to cancel the buoy- 
ancy of the housing sothat the pulse genera- 
tor unit would not adversely affect the op- 
eration of the trawl door on which it was 
mounted, 

Fig. 2 - The pulse generator and its underwater housing. 

Power Supply. Cable 

A neoprene-coated power supply cable 
(fig. 3) containing 4 American wire gage No. 
12 wires was used during fieldtests and fish- 

ing trials of the electrical trawl. Two con- 
ductors supplied alternating current from 
boat to pulse generator. The other 2 con- 
ductors were used to return voltage readings 
from pulse generator capacitor bank to di- 
rect-current voltmeter onthe control panel. 

Fig. 3 - Power supply cable coiled beside the trawl door on which 
the pulse generator is mounted, 

Electrode Array 

Through the shrimp behavior studied, it 
was determined that an array about 8 feet 
deep was needed to provide the necessary 
stimulation time for a trawl moving 2.5 
knots. Therefore, the electrode array com- 
prises 5 parallel bare conductors spaced 2 
feet apart from each other at the center of 
array (fig. 4), Any noninsulated, flexible, 
copper alloy cable, about inch diameter, 
can be used for the electrode material if it 
is durable enough to withstand the constant 
chafing of the oceanbottom. During the field 

Fig. 4 - The electrode array installed on the electrical trawl 
during field trials. 



trials, we used a wire with 6 strands--3 
strands ofinsulated stainless steel wire for 
strength and 3 of noninsulated copper wire 
for current carriers. The strength and 
electrical characteristics of this wire proved 
satisfactory. 

Operating Characteristics of System 

The pulse generator was designed to sat- 
isfy the electrical characteristics developed 
during behavior studies. The minimum field 
voltage occurs at the center of the electrode 
array because the electrodes are farthest 
apart at this point. Because of the electrode 
array's shape, space between electrodes de- 
creases toward each end of the array; this 

results inanincreased field voltage in these 
areas. The alternating current power re- 
quirement of an electro-shrimp trawl sys- 
temis110voltsand 20 amperes. The ship's 
generator should provide a minimum of 3 
kilowatts for each electrical trawl. A 12- 
or 32-volt system cannot be used to power 
this electro-shrimp trawl system. 

ENGINEERING FIELD TESTS 

Fieldtests of a prototype electro-shrimp 
trawl were performed aboard the R/V 
"George M. Bowers". SCUBA diverson 
towed diving sleds made observations and 
film recordings of gear performance. These 
showed that the electrode array and the un- 
derwater pulse generator housing were com- 
patible with the trawl and did not adversely 
affect the trawl performance. Operational 
tests were made during several cruises to 
check the system's operationand reliability. 
Several component changes and minor design 
modifications were made before the unit was 
ready for fishing trials. 

FISHING TRIALS 

Methods 

The George M. Bowers was rigged with 2 
standard 40-foot Gulf of Mexico shrimp 
trawls (Bullis, 1951). The electro-shrimp 
trawlsystem was installed on the starboard 
trawl, andastandard 32-inch galvanized chain 
tickler was attached tothe port trawl. Loop 
chain was hung onthe footrope of the electri- 
calnettocause it totendbottomclose enough 
sothat electrically stimulated shrimp would 
be caught at a minimum vertical distance of 
3 inches off the bottom. An equal amount of 
chain was added to the nonelectric net. 
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Except for these modifications, the 2 
trawls were identically rigged sothat differ- 
ences inthe amount of shrimp caught in the 
2 nets could be attributed to the electrical 
system on the starboard trawl. Other fac- 
tors that could affect catch rates were mini- 
mized by comparing a large number of drags 
in one area, 

To determine the catching ability of the 
electric trawl, both trawls were dragged 
simultaneously day and night. Comparison 
of the individual trawl catch rates for the 
nighttime nonelectric trawl and the daytime 
electric trawl provided the measurement of 
effectiveness of the electro-shrimp trawl 
system. Fishing trials were made in sev- 
eral areas within the major Gulf of Mexico 
shrimp grounds off Mississippi and Texas 
for brown shrimp, and off southern Florida 
for pink shrimp. One-hour drags were first 
made during daylight on each area. Then, 
beginning immediately after sunset, addi- 
tional 1-hour drags were made in the same 
area worked during the day. This day-night 
procedure was repeated numerous times. 
From the 24-hour test cycles on each major 
shrimp ground, we obtained a percentage of 
effectiveness based oncatches of shrimp 
caught by the electrical trawl during day- 
light versus those taken by nonelectric trawl 
at night. 

Results of Fishing Trials 

Table 1 isa summary of the shrimp 
catches and catch rates for the electric and 
nonelectric trawls in the 3 major grounds, 
A comparison of average catches taken dur- 
ing the fishing trials is presented in fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 - Average catches made during fishing trials with the 
electro-shrimp trawl. 
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Table 1 - Summary of Trawl Catches Taken During Comparative Fishing Trials with the Electro-Shrimp Trawl 

Texas Grounds Tortugas Grounds 

Lb./1 Hr. 

| Bags [Tout Cate 
Electric 17.7 
Nonelectric 7.3 
Electric 13.0 
Nonelectric 16.3 

In the 2 northern Gulf grounds off Missis- 
sippi and Texas, the average daytime 
shrimp catch withthe electric trawl was 17.7 
and 15.5 pounds per hour, respectively. On 
the Tortugas shrimp grounds, the average 
daytime catch by the electric trawl was 18.9 
pounds per hour. Nighttime nonelectric 
averages for the three grounds were 16.3, 
16.2, and 37.7 pounds per hour, respectively. 
All shrimp weights are with heads on. 

Table 2 - Day-Night Effectiveness of 
Electro-Shrimp Trawl System 

Catch Comparison 

=a 
Mississippi | Texas | Tortugas 
Grounds Grounds} Grounds 

aytime electric trawl/night- 
time nonelectric trawl .. . 
ighttime electric trawl/night- 
time nonelectric trawl ... 

Table 2 presents the effectiveness of the 
electrical shrimp trawl obtained by compar - 
ing the average catches from each fishing 
ground (daytime electric trawl/nighttime 
nonelectric trawl). Off Mississippi and 
Texas, the daytime electric trawl caught 109 
percent and 96 percent of the nighttime non- 
electric catch, but onthe Tortugas shrimp 
grounds the catch rate dropped to 50 percent. 

DISCUSSION 

Initial field trials revealed faulty or in- 
adequate electronic components that caused 
malfunctions in thesystem. After they were 
replaced, the system functioned satisfactori- 
ly. The electrodes and pulse generator did 
not require any special handling techniques. 
The neoprene-covered power cable we used 
was not designed to withstand the heavy 

strain or chafing normally encountered with 
trawling gear. Therefore, we were cautious 
and controlled the cable by hand to complete 
our tests, but we recognize its limitations for 
commercialuse. Anarmoredcablethat also 
could function as the trawl warp would be the 
best solution. Several wire manufacturers 
are now developing a cable suitable for this 
purpose. 

Klima demonstrated that electrically 
stimulated shrimp emerge faster and jumped 
higher from a mud substrate than from any 
other bottom type. This was substantiated 
during our fishing trials where the catch 
ratio was highest on the mud substrate com - 
mon to the shrimp grounds in the northern 
Gulf. The catchratiowas reduced almost 50 
percent onthe Tortugas shrimp grounds, 
where the substrateis primarily calcareous 
sand-shell material. 

The nighttime electric trawl catches were 
consistently less than nighttime nonelectric 
trawlcatches (table 2). Based oncomparable 
catch data, about 20 to 40 percent of the avail- 
able shrimp were not being caught with the 
electrical trawl system whenit) was dragged 
at night. We were not able to obtain data that 
specifically indicate the reason for this lower 
catchratio, Studies of the nocturnal behavior 
of pink shrimp, however, have shown that they 
come out of their burrows during the night 
to forage on the bottom (Fuss, 1964). Ifwe 
assume that shrimp were foraging during the 
nighttime fishing trials, they could use the 
time interval required during daytime to 
emerge from the bottom to swim out of the 
electrical field. Those shrimp located inthe 
area of the approaching trawl wings would 
thus have the opportunity to evade the trawl. 
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OLD ITALIAN FAVORITE BECOMES NEW SEAFOOD SLIMMER 

Taking a cue from the Italians, a new low 

calorie salad, Sea Garden Antipasto, is steal- 

ing the show at luncheons these days. Maine 
sardines are featured in this production, but 
equally talented standby stars are ready to 
go onstage. Lobster, tuna, crab, pickled her- 
ring, or shrimp may be substituted for sar- 
dines to present a seafood spectacular. The 
sardines and mushrooms are marinated and 
chilled in a low-calorie French dressing mix- 
ture made interesting with soy sauce, ginger, 
garlic, and wine vinegar before being served 
on lettuceleaves witha variety ofcrisp, gar- 
den-fresh vegetables. 

Sea Garden Antipasto is one of many new 
ideas that make dieting fun with fish and shell- 
fish ina new, 16 page, full-color booklet, = a, wales 
Seafood Slimmers, just released by the United SRE DSS, 
States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. It is available for 25¢ 

from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20240. 

Tas Ce 

SEA GARDEN ANTIPASTO 

3 cans (3-3/4 or 4 ounces each) 24 cucumber slices 
Maine sardines 18 celery sticks 

2 cans (4 ounces each) button 12 radish roses 
mushrooms 12 tomato wedges 

Marinade 6 green pepper rings 
6 large lettuce leaves 

Drain sardines andmushrooms. Place in shallow baking dish. Pour marinade over sar- 
dines and mushrooms and chill for 30 minutes. Prepare vegetables andchill. Remove sar- 
dines and mushrooms from marinade, Drain. Arrange allingredients, except the marinade, 
attractively on lettuce leaves, dividing the ingredients evenly among the 6 servings. Serves 
6. Approximately 130 calories in each serving. 

MARINADE 

1/2 cup low calorie French 2 tablespoons water 
dressing 1 clove garlic, crushed 

1/4 cup soy sauce Dash powdered ginger 
2 tablespoons wine vinegar Dash pepper 

Combine all ingredients and mix thoroughly. Makes approximately 1 cup marinade. | 



THE ATLANTIC SURF CLAM FISHERY IN 1966 

By Thomas M, Groutage and Allan M, Barker* 

The fishery for Atlantic surf clams (Spisula solidissima) landed 
a record 45 million pounds of clam meats in 1966. New Jersey land- 
ings, centered at Point Pleasant, composed 96 percent of the total. 
Less than2 percent of the total landings was used for fish bait. Sam - 
pling at Point Pleasant, Barnegat, Cape May, and Wildwood, N. J., 
provided data on the fishery. Daily catches averaged 332 bushels at 
Point Pleasant and 315 at Wildwood; both averages are less than those 
for 1965, Clams landed for processing had a mean shell length of 151 
mm, (6 in.) at Point Pleasant and 130 mm, (55 in.) at Wildwood. 

The surfclam industry has developed rap- 
idly since the early 1940's and is a major con- 
tributor tototal shellfish production, In 1966, 
the fishery produced about 32 percent of the 
U.S. mollusean shellfish landings and was 
second only tothe oyster fishery. This report 
is the second designed to document the expan- 
sion of the fishery and to summarize statistics, 
The 1965 data were reported by Groutage and 
Barker (1967)2 . 

FISHING AREA 

Surfclams were dredged from two princi- 
pal areas along the New Jersey coast. The 
largest and most productive grounds were be- 
tween Barnegat Lightship and Point Pleasant 
(fig. 1). Point Pleasant, the center of com- 
mercial landings, had an operating fleet of 
about 45 vessels, an increase of 5 over 1965, 
During the year, two to five vessels were 
based at Barnegat Inlet and one to three at 
Atlantic City. Depth of clam beds inthe 
Barnegat Lightship-Point Pleasant fishing 
area ranged from 15 to 34 meters (48 to 110 
feet); average depth was 22.5 meters (74 feet). 

About 10 boats operated out of Cape May - 
Wildwood. Water depths in this fishing area 
(fig. 1) ranged from 7 to 21 meters (24 to 70 
feet) andaveraged 10.7 meters (35 feet). 
Fishing effort was concentrated in the inshore 
area. 

GEAR AND METHODS 

Most surf clam boats made 1-day trips; 

some Point Pleasant boats made 2-day dredg- 
ing trips off Long Island, Length of dredging 
time per trip varied from 1 to 22 hours (aver- 
age 9.5) at Point Pleasant and from 1 to 

* Fishery Biologists, BCF Biological Laboratory, Oxford, Maryland. 
1967. The surf clam fishery. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, "Commercial Fisheries 1/Groutage, Thomas M, and Allan M, Barker: 

Review," vol. 29, no. 2, pp. 55-58 (also Sep. No. 780). 
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11 hours (average, 6.0) at Wildwood. Com- 
pared with 1965, fishing time increased slight- 
ly (from 8.9 to 9.5 hours) at Point Pleasant 
and decreased slightly (from 6.4 to 6.0 hours) 

SANDY HOOK 

Fig. 1 - Location of surf clam dredging off the New Jersey coast 
in 1966 (percentage of total New Jersey effort). 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Sep. No. 797 



at Wildwood. Towing time per dredge haul 
remained at an average of 4 tows per hour. 
Eight boats entered the fishery; seven were 

converted vessels and one was a metal boat 
specifically constructed for surf clam dredg- 
ing. 

LANDING STATISTICS 

Over 1,400 interviews of vessel captains 
were obtained for information on fishing lo- 
cation and effort, and 10,500 commercial- 
size clams in 883 samples from landings 
were measured. Seven trips were made on 
commercial vessels, where 1,500 clams were 
measured from catches in 115 dredge hauls. 
The amounts of surf clams landed along the 
Atlantic coast were taken from "Current Fish- 
ery Statistics". 

Total landings of 45 million pounds of surf 
clam meats in 1966 set a new record. The 
previous high was 44 million pounds in 1965 
(Groutage and Barker, 1967). Greater de- 
mand for the product and higher prices to the 
fishermen ledto an in increase in total effort 
andtotherise. Ninety-six percent (43.2 mil- 
lion pounds of meats) of the total landings were 
made in New Jersey, 4.0 percent (1.8 million 
pounds) in New York, and 0.2 percent (60,000 
pounds) in Maryland. Only about 2.2 percent 
of the total U. S. catch was used for baitin 
sport fisheries; included were 1.4 percent 
(600,000 pounds) of the catch in New Jersey, 
21 percent (387,000 pounds) in New York, any 
4.7 percent (3,000 pounds) in Maryland,.2 
Compared with1965, landings increasedin 
New Jersey and New York and decreased in 
Maryland. Landings in Rhode Island and 
Massachusetts remained insignificant and 
were used entirely for bait. 

Nearly 76 percent (32.4 million pounds of 
meats) of the New Jersey landings were made 
at Point Pleasant and Barnegat, compared with 
over 79 percent (33.5 million pounds) in1965. 
Winter weather in 1966 restricted dredging in 
deeper waters. Daily landings per boat at 
Point Pleasant ranged from 21 to 1,061 bush- 
els (353 to 18,044 pounds of meats) andaver- 
aged 332 bushels (5,644 pounds). Average for 
1965 was 355 bushels (6,035 pounds). Catch 
rate per hour of dredging (fig. 2) averaged 35 
bushels (593 pounds of meats); in 1965, 40 
bushels (678 pounds). 

Clam landings at Wildwood (fig. 3) amounted 
to over 22 percent (9.5 million pounds of meats) 
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Fig. 2 - Monthly averages of daily effort and catch per hour at 
Point Pleasant and Cape May, N. J., 1966. 

Fig. 3 - Unloading a day's catch of surf clams at Wildwood, 

N. J. 

of the New Jersey total; they were less than 
20 percent (8.4 million pounds) in 1965, 
Monthly landings in Wildwood increased, gen- 
erally, throughout the year (fig. 4). No boats 
moved from Point Pleasant to Cape May in the 
spring of 1966 (in contrast to 1965), but four 

2/Data provided in personal communications from BCF, Office of Statistical Services, Fishery Reporting Specialists in the respective 
states. 
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Fig. 4 - Mean lengths of surf clams and monthly landings of surf 
clam meats in New Jersey in 1966. 

boats did change ports late in the year. Daily 
catches per boat ranged from 40 to 867 bush- 
els (634 to14,746 pounds of meats) and aver- 
aged 315 bushels (5,355 pounds). The average 
hourly catch rate was 53 bushels (893 pounds 
of meats). Hourly catch rates were highly 
variable at Wildwood (fig. 2). This variation 
can be ascribed to weather conditions, loca- 

tion of clam beds, and sampling methods. 

Over 1.5 percent (653,000 pounds) of the 
New Jersey total catch of surf clam meats 
was landed at Atlantic City; in 1965, itwas 

only 0.1 percent (43,000 pounds). Landings at 
Belmar in Monmouth County amounted to 0.9 
percent (395,000 pounds) of the New Jersey 
total, compared with 0.8 percent (357,000 
pounds) in 1965. 

Monthly average lengths of surf clams 
landed at Point Pleasant were more uniform 
than those of clams landed at Cape May-Wild- 
wood (fig. 4). The mean shell length of 6,485 
clams, randomly sampled at Point Pleasant 
throughout the year, was 151 mm. (6 in, ) and 
the range was 105 to 189 mm. (4+ to 72 in.). 
Figure 5 shows the 1965 and 1966 length fre- 
quencies; Point Pleasant clams had similar 
lengths inboth years. Clams landed at Wild- 
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Fig. 5 - Length comparisons of surf clams landed in New Jersey 
in 1965 and 1966. 

wood had a mean length less than that of Point 
Pleasant clams; for 3,637 Wildwood clams 
measured throughout the year, the range was 
100 to 160 mm. (4 to 64. in.) and the mean 
length was 130 mm. (5g in.). In 1965, the 
mean length of Wildwood clams was 139 mm. 
(53 in.). 

At Point Pleasant, amounts of small clams 
(lessthan130 mm. or 5 in. long) discarded at 
sea were negligible--about 1 bushel per 200 
bushels landed. In the Wildwood area, 
amounts of discarded clams (less thanl15mm. 
or 43 in.) were slightly greater (about 2 bush- 
els per 200 bushels landed). 

STATUS AND TRENDS OF THE FISHERY 

Information from interviews with vessel 
captains indicated that fishing effort has in- 
creased over 1965's. The average length of 
surf clams caught in the Barnegat Lightship 
area has remained at 151 mm. (6in.). The 
mean length at Wildwood, however, decreased 
from 139 mm. (53 in.) in 1965 to 130 mm. (53 
in.) in 1966. Acceptance of smaller clams by 
some processors permitted clam boats tofish 
on the smaller, dense, inshore clam beds. 
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Increased demand for surf clam meats orderly expansion it has experienced for the 
caused higher prices, which encouraged more past 20 years. 
effort by the fleet. The fishery continued the 

GUIDES TO HANDLING FROZEN FOODS 

Proper handling is the decisive factor indeveloping and retaining a volume-get- 
ting frozenfood department. Next to the consumer, the retailer is the most impor- 
tant factor inthe expansion of frozen foods because he is next to the consumer. 
Consumers, in ever-increasing numbers, want and buy frozen foods--but only where 
they know that quality is assured. Packers lavish care on their frozen foods to as- 
sure quality. But results of this care are dissipated if the products are permitted 
to deteriorate in the store--sales and customers are lost. 

Frozenfoods are profit-making foods. They win customers and make sales. It 
paysto take careof them. Here are10 guidesto the proper store handling of frozen 
foods--10 direction signs to the successful winning of customers and making of sales. 

Nothing invigorates you like sun- . Give customers maximum choice. 
shine and fresh outdoor air, but ~S Keep cabinets well-stocked atall 
they're deathto frozenfoods. Get times. Remember, the bigger the 
that delivery off the sidewalk fast ! Wm aAN display, the bigger it sells. 

SRDS SSS 

Rush the delivery to zero storage. . Beagoodhousekeeper. Keepcab- 
Don't give it a chance to thaw. / inetstidy. Workover them often. 
Frozen foods which defrost andare f Customers buy only what they can 
refrozen lose taste appeal and Fe see--let them see what you have. 
customers, 3 

Frozenfoods suffer damage when . The plateline is the defrosting line; 
permitted to stand on the floor. stock nothing above it. Andkeep 
Protect quality--get them off the packages back from the glass front 
floor and into the cabinet fast! to let the cold air circulate. 

Don't leave anything in long enough d . Frozen foods become incurably ill 
to become frost-covered. Rotate é i above zerotemperature. Keepthat 
stocks, Always take out old pack- destructive fever down. Check 
ages and place them on top of the " cabinet temperature every morn- 
new! x a ing and every night. 

Chetomers wont buyornlerusned! oo ay . Stocks don't sellin the backroom. 
or frost-covered packages. So : aes Order in just what you need be- 
take your choice--either you'll get Tote tween deliveries and a small re- 
rid of them or they'll get rid of serve of fast-movers to avoid out- 
your customers, of-stocks. 



AN EVALUATION OF SAMPLING TRAPS IN FARM PONDS 

By James E, Ellis* and Kenneth L. Coon** 

Channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) and blue catfish (Ictalurus 
furcatus) are now rearedinponds totaling several thousand acres in 
southeastern United States. Pond-rearedcatfish are sold as food fish 
and to operators of pay fishinglakes. In intensive fishculture, week- 
ly samples of at least 100 fish are needed to check the growth and 
general well being of the fish. The aim of this study was to deter- 
mine if various types of fish traps could take adequate samples of 
fish from the pond. Eight different types of traps were fished ina 
9-acre catfish-rearing pond near Gould, Arkansas. All failedto catch 
100 fish per week. 

EQUIPMENT 

We fished 9 traps--5 (1 to 5) were fabri- 
cated specially for this study; 4 (traps 6-9) 
were purchased from manufacturers. 

Trap 1: A 2-foot square top made of 13- 
inch mesh hardware cloth and wooden strips 

(fig. 1), (All mesh sizes arebar measure.) 
The entrance, 2 inches high and 18 inches 
long, is formed by slanting wire walls from 
the trap top and bottom. 

Fig. 1 - A2-foot square trap with slanting wire walls, which form 
the trap entrance. Material is hardware cloth. 

Trap 2: A 3-inch mesh hardware cloth 
was used to build a cylindrical trap, 4 feet 
long by 19inches in diameter (fig. 2). It has 
a single throat at one end that extends 14 
inches into the trap and has a 2-inchdiame- 
ter opening. 

Trap 3: Cylindrical trap (fig. 3), con- 
structed of l-inch mesh hardware cloth; it 

has a throat at each end. The trap is 4 feet 

Fig. 2 - A cylindrical trap with one throat. Material is hard- 
ware cloth, 

Fig. 3 - A cylindrical trap with two throats, Material is hard- 
ware cloth, 

long and the diameter 2 feet. The throats 
extend 12 inches into the trap and have 2- 
inch diameter apertures. 

Trap 4: A cross-shaped trap made of $- 
inch mesh hardware cloth (fig. 4). The four 
compartments that form thecross are 1-foot 
square and 2-feet high. Fish enter through 
2-inch square swinging doors at the angles 
formed by the cross walls. 

2 * Fishery Biologist, BCF, Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, 5 Research Drive, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103. 
*©€ Commercial catfish culturist, P. ©. Box 476, Tuckerman, Arkansas 72473. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Sep. No. 798 
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Fig. 4 - A cross-shaped trap with swinging doors located at the 
angles formed by the cross walls. Material is harware cloth. 

Trap 5: A cylindrical trap, 4feet long by 
19 inches diameter, constructed of $-inch 
mesh poultry wire (fig. 5). A throat witha 
3-inch aperture extends 22 inches into the 

trap. 

Fig. 5 - A cylindrical-shaped trap with one throat. Material 
is poultry wire. 

Trap 6: A rectangular trap, 3 feet by 13 
inches by 13 inches, made of one-inch mesh 
welded wire (fig. 6). A V-throat is formed 
by 2 slanting wire walls. Fishenter through 
two swinging doors, 5 inches by 2 inches, lo- 
cated at the throat base. 

Trap 7: A wooden slat trap, 5 feet by 11 
inches by 11 inches, made of white oak strips, 
2 inches wide and 3 inch thick with a g-inch 
space between them (fig. 7). Twothroats 
formed by slanted oak strips are at one end 
the outermost throat has an aperture of 53 
inches and the inner throat aperture is 2 
inches in diameter. 

Fig. 6 - A rectangular trap with swinging doors. Material is 
welded wire. 

Fig. 7 - Aslat trap with two throats. Material is wood. 

Traps 8 and 9: Two 1-inch mesh nylon 
hoop nets were used. Eachnet has an overall 
length of 103 feet and 7 white oak hoops, 2 
feet in diameter. The hoop net has two 
throats, one between the second and third 
hoops, and one between the fourth and fifth 

hoops. A 10-foot wooden strip was nailed to 
the hoops to holdthetrap erect in still water. 

Fig. 8 - A hoop net with two throats. Material is nylon. 
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METHODS 

The 9 traps were fished for 63 consecutive 
days during Mayto July 1965. The pond had 
been stocked in mid-March with 15,000 chan- 
nel and blue catfish fingerlings averaging 6 
inches long. A grid system was laid out in 
the pond and the traps were rotated weekly 
to avoid bias. All traps were baited with 1 
pound of industrial cheese wrapped in burlap. 
The bait was attached near the middle of each 
trap. During the study, the catfish were fed 
daily 3 percent of their body weight. The 
traps were checked daily and the catch 
weighed, measured, and released. 

RESULTS 

The 9 traps (table) caught 106 fish in 63 
days--anaverage of 1.68 fishper day or 0.19 
fishpertrap-day. Trap7, the slat trap, made 
the best catch--51 fishfor 0.80 fish per trap- 
day. Trap 6, a rectangular trap, was second 
with 19 and a daily rate of 0.33 fish. Only 
one other trap caught enough fish to men- 
tion--trap 2,a cylindrical trap with a single 
throat, caught 15 fish during the 63 days or 
0.23 fish per trap-day. 

Catches by Traps from an Intensively Managed 
9-Acre Catfish Rearing Pond 

Percent 
of Total 

Fish Caught 

Teo hoop nets were fished and their catches have been combined, 

DISCUSSION 

Several investigators have reported catch- 
es takenby trapsin riversand lakes. Baker 
(1962) reported an average catch of 10.72 
white catfish per 48-hour set of basket or 
slat traps in High Rock Reservoir, Ohio. 
Starrett and Barnickol (1955) found that com - 
mercial fishermen on the Mississippi River 
were catching 0.22 channel catfish per trap- 
day inbasket or slat traps, and 0.13 channel 
catfish per net-day inl-inch mesh hoop nets. 
Catch rates of channel catfish from Louisi- 
ana lakes were 2.15 fish per day withbasket 
or slat tra ape (Posey and Schafer, 1963, un- 
published!/) and 2.63 per day with 14-inch 
mesh hoop nets (Davis and Posey, 1959). 
Only one study reported on trapping catfish 
in intensively managed ponds--an evaluation 
of slat traps as partial harvesting device-- 
found that 4.61 channel catfish could be 
cae, per trap-day (Posey, 1964, unpub- 
lished2/), 

Because of the high densities of catfish in 
commercial rearing ponds, we assumed the 
fish could be trapped easily; however, this 
proved wrong. The traps failed to catchthe 
minimum arbitrary number of 100 fish per 
week establishedasadesirable sample. The 
wood slat trap caught the greatest number of 
fish--0.80 fish per day--but this figure is far 
below the minimum set. 

The results indicate that the sampling 
traps were ineffective for obtaining an ade- 
quate sample of commercially reared cat- 
fish to determine their growth and general 
well being. A study of catfish behavior as 
related to entrapment gear design and fish- 
ing methods is needed. 
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"Miller Freeman” Joins BCF Fleet 

A $4-million, 215-foot research vessel that 
will study the fishery resources of the North 
Pacific and the Bering Sea and can cruise 
13,000 miles at 14-15.5 knots has become the 
newest member of the BCF fleet. She is the 
"Miller Freeman,'' commissioned in Seattle, 
Wash., on September 9 after an 8,000 mile 
trip from the yards of the American Ship Build- 
ing Corporation in Lorain, Ohio. 

The vesselis assigned to BCF's Seattle re- 
gional office. She will contribute much to the 
Bureau's studies of such groundfish as halibut, 
flounders, and cod, the distribution of salmon, 
and of the sea's mysteries. 

The Miller Freeman has aquaria and bio- 
logic, electronic, and oceanographic labora- 
tories. She has accommodations for 10 scien- 
tists and 26 crew members. She boasts sev- 

eral unusual features: a center-board to re- 

duce the roll at sea; 2 evaporators to distill 

3,600 gallons of seawater daily to provide 
fresh water; a room-sized tank to hold live 
specimens; and an atomic-energy irradiator 
to preserve fresh fish. 

The vessel is named for Miller Freeman, 

founder and publisher of the ''Pacific Fisher- 
man,'' who died in 1955, He proposed several 
of today's internationalagreements onfishery 
resources, 

+ — 



1967 U. S. CATCH MAY BE LOWEST IN 25 YEARS 

In mid-September, the latest figures on the 

U. S. catch of fish and shellfish indicated that 

landings in 1967 would be about 4.1 billion 

pounds --200 million below 1966 and the lowest 

in 25 years. 

Landings are down appreciably in Alaska and 

New England. They are up, or at about the 1966 

level, in other areas. 

Changes inthe year-to-year catch of certain 

species are particularly noteworthy in 1967. 

Canned Salmon Pack Lowest This Century 

Salmonusedfor canning inAlaska was down 

about 170 million pounds from 1966. The 

canned pack was the lowest in this century. 

This year's total Alaska salmon catch prob- 

ably will not exceed 150 million pounds--183 

million less than 1966--and lowest since the 

1959 landings of 147 million pounds. 

The catch of allsalmon species, except 

kings, was less. Pinks and reds were showing 

the greatest decline, followed by chums and 

cohos. The records of the previous ten years 

indicate that the 1967 catch of pinks was about 

45 percent less than 1965; it was slightly less 

than landings in 1957, 1958,and1960. The catch 

of reds was about the same asin1962 and 1964, 

but exceeded landings in 1958, 1959, and 1963. 

Other Species Decline 

So far this year, certain species other than 

salmon registered declines from 1966: 

e Menhaden was down 60 million pounds. 

e Haddock, whiting (silver hake), king crabs, 

and Atlantic flounder landings wereless by 20, 

17, 16, and 12 million pounds, respectively. 

Ocean perch, Pacific halibut, sea scallops, and 

Atlantic cod landings also were downfrom the 

1966 catch. 

Shrimp Landings Increase 

The decline in the total catch was offset 

partially by significant increases in landings 

of shrimp, the country's most valuable species. 

They rose 46 million pounds. 

e The tuna catch was up--yellowfin and skip - 

jack tuna increased 38 and 25 million pounds; 

bluefin and albacore were down from 1966. 

e California anchovies, Pacific hake, and 

bonito were up 20, 18, and 5 million pounds, 

respectively. 

No significant trend in the catch of other 

important species was discernible as the 3rd 

quarter of 1967 began. 

From January through July, total imports 

of fishery products were 900 million pounds 

(round weight basis) greater than in the same 

period of 1966. 

billion pounds (round weight). Edible fishery 

Fish meal imports were up l 

products were down100 million pounds. (BCF 

Branch of Fishery Statistics.) 



UNITED STATES 
Hurricane Beulah Battered 

Shrimp Fleet 

In the early morning of September 20, 
Hurricane Beulah, propelled by winds of up 
to 160 m.p.h., smashed into the Brownsville, 

Texas, area. She destroyed many millions 
in property, made thousands homeless, and 
paralyzed the area. President Johnson des- 
ignated it a ''disaster area". 

Beulah struck the South Texas shrimp 
fleet at about its peak production period. She 
knocked out of service about 8 percent of the 
boats--and sent to the bottom with many of 
them (in Brownsville and Port Isabel) about 
100,000 pounds of shrimp that could not be 
unloaded in time. 

Federalagencies moved quickly to aid the 
fishermen. The Bureauof Commercial Fish- 
eries announced that the two Interior Depart- 
ment loan programs it administers were 
available to help replace losses. 

The Small Business Administration (SBA) 
of the Commerce Department announced that 
its disaster loans, designed to take care of 
losses not covered by insurance claims, also 
are available to help restore applicants to pre- 
hurricane condition. 

DAMAGE TO SHRIMP INDUSTRY 

Preliminary estimates put the damage to 
the shrimp industry at $25-40 million. This 

TEXAS 

~ 
~ 

Aj 

BROWNSVILLE 
\ a 

includes 85 to 90 shrimp vessels sunk or 
beached; 150 more with considerable dam- 
age to their hulls; 6 processing plants de- 
stroyed, and many others damaged exten- 
sively; and shrimp lost on vessels or in cold 

storage whenthe electricity was knocked out. 

BCF'S LOAN PROGRAMS 

1. New commercial fishing vessels may 
be financed through BCF's Mortgage Insur- 
ance Program. This insures mortgages up 
to 75 percent of the construction cost. The 
mortgages have maximum interest rates of 
6 percent, 15-year maturities, and one per- 

cent insurance premiums. 

2, The purchase of used vessels may be 
financed throughthe Fisheries Loan Program 
directly from the Government--instead of 
from private sources as in the Mortgage In- 
surance Program. 

SBA LOANS 

Its disaster loans require only 3 percent 
interest. Generally, however, SBA will not 

allow disaster loans for upgrading property. 
This means that a man who lost a $10,000 

vessel would not receive a loanto buy a more 
expensive vessel. 

SBA has opened an office in Corpus Christi 
and is opening others inthe Brownsville area. 

ALABAMA 

GULF OF MEXICO 



Boston Holds Commercial 

Fish Exposition 

A commercial fish exposition designed to 
bring together under one roof the major sup- 
pliers of fishing and processing equipment-- 
and hundreds of experts from the United 
States and abroad--is being held in the Suf- 
folk Downs Exposition Hall, Boston, Massa- 

chusetts, October 10-14. Its sponsor, ''The 
Boston Globe,'' sees the exposition as a nec- 
essary opportunity for all segments of the 
fishing industry to discuss domestic and in- 
ternational fishing problems. The exposition 
is billed as the first international forum for 
products and ideas held inthe Western Hemi- 

sphere. Between 5,000 and 10,000 persons 
from 27 countries are expected to attend. 

Over 100,000 square feet of space are de- 
voted to the exposition--more than 150 exhib- 
itors and 200 booths. The exhibits include: 
vessel design and construction; naval archi- 
tects and boat builders; propulsion and pow- 
er; propellors and transmissions; gears and 

hydraulic haulers; detection equipment and 
techniques; nets and ropes; twines and cables; 

buoys and lobster pots; electronics, radar and 
sonar; pumps, winches and gear; fish handling 
equipment; processing and packaging ma- 
chinery; preserving and refrigeration; bread- 
ing machinery, ice making machinery; chlo- 
rinators; packaging and containerization; 
modern transportation methods; seafood 
processing and packaging. 

Speakers and Seminars 

Under Secretary of the Interior David S. 
Black is the featured speaker at the opening 
dinner on October 10. Senator Edward M. 
Kennedy of Massachusetts is the featured 
speaker at the Fish and Seafood Dinner on Octo- 
ber 13. GordonO'Brien, manager of the Ca- 
nadian Fisheries Council, speaks onproblems 
facing world's fishing industry, particularly 
of Canada and U.S., on Canada Day, October 13. 

Senator Warren G. Magnuson of Washing- 
ton, chairman of Senate Commerce Commit- 
tee, conducts seminar, October 11, on gov- 

ernment subsidies to fishing fleet, and an- 
swers questions of a panel of shipbuilder, 
ship owner, and naval architect. 

On October 12, there are two 1-hour sem- 
inars: ''Propulsion''--the efficient use of 
diesels; ''Modern Fishing Techniques" -- 

"How Scottish Seining can increase catch up 
to 8 times over current methods.'' On Octo- 
ber 13, ''Electronics''--latest techniques and 
equipment for detection and communication; 

and ''The Captains Speak Out''--successful 
captains discuss industry problems from the 
fisherman's point of view. 

AN 
Conflict Over the Atlantic Estuaries 

The oceans of the world are not full of 
fish. As a matter of fact, says David Bul- 
loch, acting president of the American Lit- 
toral Society, the deep ocean is a desert. 
Only scattered oases of fish life occur where 
currents converge or an undersea mountain 
rises near the surface. The real abundance 
of sea fish is close into land, along open 
coasts and in the deep bays, and tidal waters 
of estuaries. Here they are vulnerable toall 
man's activities. Because we are not prac- 
ticing conservation of estuaries, we will be 
faced with threats of serious depletion of fish 
resources if something isn't done soon." 

Bulloch had in mind the quickening pollu- 
tion of the coastal waters and the physical 
damage to the estuaries, shallow tidal lands, 
rivers, lagoons, bays, and sounds along the 
U. S. coasts--findings of an 84-page, illus- 
trated booklet, ''Fish & Man,'' written by 
John Clark, and published recently by the 
American Littoral Society. 

Several of the Society's conclusions are: 

e ''Fish resources are the economic 
mainstay of hundreds of coastal communi- 
ties. Salt water fishing is a three billion 
dollar business in the United States. Com- 
mercial fishing is the key to prosperity for 
many seaside towns while sportfishing sup- 
ports the economy of many resort areas. 
Apart from any economic gain, fishing pro- 
vides a necessary recreational outlet for 
many of our people. Fish resources of the 
seashores and bays of the Atlantic coast are 
in danger of depletion from poorly planned 
community and industrial development." 

e ‘It isthe sadtruth that our Atlantic estu- 
aries are not being maintainedin good condi- 
tion - instead they are being systematically 
demolished, altered or poisoned inalmost 
every town and country along the sea coast. 
Big and small projects are gradually eating 



away this precious environment and wreaking 
havoc with fish and shellfish resources har- 
vested there. For example, Lake Worth, a 
Florida salt lagoon and historically a great 
salt water fish producer in the Palm Beach 
area, is now almost devoid of useful fish life." 

e ''Of the tidal wetlands along our North 
Atlantic coast, from Maine to Delaware, 

45,000 acres of marshland were destroyed 
in the ten year period 1955-64, An accurate 
inventory kept for the lastfive of those years 
showed that 34 percent to fill for housing de- 
velopments; 15 percent to recreational devel- 

opments (park beaches, marinas); 10 percent 
to bridges, roads, parking lots, and airports; 
7 percent to industrial sites; 6 percent to 
garbage and trash dumps; and 1 percent to 
other causes." 

e@ ‘Other activities that may alter estu- 
aries to the detriment of Atlantic coastal 
fish are digging of boat channels, mosquito 
work, gravel and sand mining, highways with 
oceans, marshes and dams and other water 
control structures." 

The booklet explains that the waters of the 
ocean nearest land produce most of the fish 
because the shallow, brackish waters of the 
estuaries receive the fertilizing minerals 
washed into them from the land. Sunlight 
reaches to the bottom of bays and tidalrivers 
and stimulates lush plant growth. Estuaries 
are among the world's most fertile areas. 
Bait fish, worms, shrimp, plankton, and 
shrimp thrive--and they provide estuarine 
fish the nourishment they need for growth 
and health. Many coastal fish depend on the 
estuaries for sanctuaries or nursery areas. 

The report does not brush aside the legit- 
imate need by communities for some estu- 
arine land. "Critical decisions must be made 
whenever progress conflicts with conserva- 
tion of natural resources.’ But it urges that 
these decisions be made with care--after the 
facts have been gathered by experts and all 
parties have had their say. 

The booklet contains summaries of the 

situation existing in the 14 states along the 
Atlantic Coast. Each state conservation 

agency reviewed its State's section. 

MAINE 

The estuarine habitats of the lengthy coast 
line have suffered only minor physical dam- 

age. But it is necessary to plan orderly land 
use now to prevent the losses suffered by 
Connecticut, New York, and Florida. Maine's 
estuarine losses so far have resulted from 
dredging in shallow waters and piling the 
dredge spoilon good wetlands. There is lit- 
tle shore development now because more than 
983 percent of the coastis privately owned. 

Maine and the U. S. are jointly acting to 
preserve some high-value marshes, particu- 
larly those between Kittery and Portland, by 
buying them for natural areas. ''But local 
appreciation of the value of estuarine area 
appears to be lacking." 

The estuarine areas, especially the tide 
flats, produce many clams. Estuarine con- 
servation attention is now on shellfish. The 
estimated annual take from the flats range 
from $2,000 to $46,000 per acre. The flats 
also produce millions of dollars of sand- 
worms and bloodworms each year. Mostly, 
they are shipped to states along the whole 
Atlantic coast as bait for sportfishermen. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

"The estuarine zone of the New Hampshire 
coast is just now coming under serious attack." 
Thebetter upland areas along the coast are 
being usedup rapidly by developers, who also 
are encroaching on the marshes. The first 
marsh losses were caused by dredging and de- 
positing of spoil on wetlands to make boat 
channels, marinas, housing lots, bridges, 

roads, and parking lots. 

Seeing the menacing wave, Several state 
agencies joined to preserve the marshes and 
mudflats through educational activities to ac- 
quire wetland property for conservation. They 
concentrated first on the 'irreplaceable' 
Hampton marshes. ''A small amount of acre- 
age has been acquired but real danger still 
exists." 

"A real roadblock to effective planning of 
New Hampshire estuarine land use is confu- 
sion over jurisdiction and ownership." 

To preserve estuarine areas, they must be 
acquired for public management, or laws must 
be enacted to govern private land use--as is 
done in Massachusetts. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

"With long coastline and miles of estuary, 
Massachusetts has taken a lead among states 



in protecting its tidelands. . .has made out- 
standing progress in the past five years with 
a successfully combined scientific and legis- 
lative drive to protect its tideland habitats.' 

The Department of Natural Resources 
fashioned a crash program because of its 
deep concern for the future of salt water fish 
and shellfish resources, the plight of water- 
fowl and shore birds, the need to control ero- 
sion, and to protect ''scenic, historic, and 
tourist values." 

The Department conducted a research pro- 
gram that substantiated the importance of 
estuarine areas to fish. ''The conclusion 
from all these studies is obvious--fishing in 
coastal waters around the Commonwealth 
would be nearly ended if all the estuaries 
were destroyed. And yet many forces are at 
work to adjust that." 

To date, Massachusetts 'has lost about 
20 percent of valuable tide-marsh and estu- 
arine habitat, but still retains about 45,000 
acres to sustain the fisheries.'' The Depart- 
ment says ''dredging and filling projects 
present the most overt threat to our coastal 

wetlands." 

"Less than 10 percent of Massachusetts 
wetlands acreage has been protected by local 
action such as zoning... ." 

Protective Legislation 

Following the scientific studies, Massa- 
chusetts enacted legislation in 1963 giving 
legal control over coastal wetlands projects 
to the Department of Natural Resources. A 
supplementary act passed in 1965 gave the 
Department more authority to protect wet- 
lands, ''It provided for state acquisition by 
eminent domain; and for compensation tothe 
owner in cases where the action amounted to 
land-taking.'' The Department also was given 
authority to set rules governing wetlands al- 
teration, It is carrying out, in effect, an en- 
forced zoning program by surveying the 
state's wetlands and assigning valuestothem. 

If all levels of government and conserva- 
tion groups continue their efforts, the state 
may succeed inprotecting key precious estu- 
arine habitat. ''But much more acreage will 
have to be acquired by the state, the individ- 
ual towns, and private or citizen conserva- 

tion groups." 

RHODE ISLAND 

There is a series of shallow salt ponds 
all along Rhode Island's southern shore pro- 
tected on the seaward side by strips of bar- 
rier beach. The ponds and adjoining marsh- 
es are rich nursery grounds for young salt 
water fish. 

Two of these nursery areas--Green Hill 
and Charlestown Ponds--were surveyed by 
Dr. Saul Saila, a marine biologist. He found 
that they produced 215,710 young winter 
flounder inone year. The young are spawned 
and live in the ponds for one year, then move 
to the open waters off Rhode Island. Dr. Saila 
calculated that these two ponds--covering 
2,000 acres--''can provide 25 percent of all 
flounders caught each year by Rhode Island 
fishermen." 

The state is "low in acreage of saltmarsh 
compared to many states, and this scarcity 
makes the remaining marsh all the more 
precious. . There is no longer any hope of 
saving the wetlands of upper Narragansett 
Bay; they have been doomed by intensive de- 
velopment. But many good areas remain in 
the state which can be kept fertile.'' Thebest 
hope for this is the Marshlands Zoning Act of 
1965, which restricts the use of coastal wet- 
lands for the benefit of public health,marine 
fisheries, wildlife, and other conservation 
purposes." It also gives the Department of 
Natural Resources some measure of zoning 
power over the marshes.'"' An extensive sur- 
vey of wetlands has determined which areas 
to protect and priorities have been given to 
them, An acquisition program has begun. 

CONNECTICUT 

"Tt is a startling fact that nearly one-half 
of Connecticut's good coastal wetlands have 
been destroyed in the last 50 years. There 
now remain only about 20 square miles of 
good wetlandsarea... .'' Thisloss jeopard- 
izes salt water fish resources because, as in 
other states, most important salt water fish 
resources depend on wetlands and other parts 
of the estuary. The fish include striped bass, 
flounder, bluefish, scup, tautog, shad, and 

menhaden. 

"The greatest threat to the estuaries to- 
day comes from dredging activities to make 
boat channels and marinas, The Board of 
Fisheries and Game favors public purchase 
to preserve marshes. ‘There is no state 



control over the tidal marsh areas above 

mean high water.'' The Board now owns 3,500 
acres of tidal marsh and is seeking funds to 
buy 7,500 more acres, 

NEW YORK 

"The alarming conclusion of the most 
recent survey of Long Island's estuaries is 
that 29 percent of the marsh and shallow 
coastal habitat was 'obliterated' in just ten 
years, from 1954 to 1964."" The report 

doubted that the remaining 30,600 acres 
of coastal marshland could be saved. 

The state legislature had passed the "Long 
Island Wetland Bill" in 1959 providing funds 
up to 50 percent of development and 50 per- 
cent of maintenance to town- or county- 
owned lands dedicated to conservation. But 
Long Island communities 'were slow to take 
advantage of its provisions." 

A bright spot ina gray pictureis the 
achievement over a 6-year period of a group 
of citizens in the Town of Hempstead. They 
have ''so far saved a major portion of the 
town's rich and beautiful wetlands from ruin 
at the hands of developers.'' The Hempstead 
marshes support 60 species of fish. In 1966, 
the group persuaded the town to put aside 
10,000 acres for conservation purposes. The 
action was taken in a joint program with the 
state under the Wetland Bill. The state will 
pay for the development and 50 percent of 
maintenance. 

Besides encouraging conservation through 
the Wetland Bill, the state can do little to 

save privately owned wetlands. ''The state 
has no control over wetlands in town, county, 
or private ownership." 

Conservationists believe there is some 
chance of saving much of Long Island's re- 
maining estuarine areas through state pur- 
chase. They point to the actions of New Jer- 
sey, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and other 
states. 

"Hope is nearly exhausted" for Staten Is- 
land and Queens County. Over half their wet- 
lands are gone and "the rest apparently will 
be gone ina short time.'' Long Island's north 
shore is being threatened by recreation de- 
velopment and gravel and sand mining. 

NEW JERSEY 

"No Atlantic state has better or more 
varied salt water fishing than New Jersey. 
Nor does any state derive more economic or 
social value from its fisheries... . Already 
hard hit by pollution, New Jersey's fisheries 
are threatened further by physical disruption 
of valuable shoreline habitat,’ A report of 
the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild- 
life says that the state's rich estuaries "are 
of great importance to fish and shellfish as 
spawning and/or nursery grounds," 



Most of the state's valuable and popular 
fish depend on estuaries of sea coast and of 
Delaware Bay--striped bass, bluefish, fluke, 
weakfish, white perch, flounder, menhaden, 
and others. 

In 1954-1964, the state lost 24,600 acres 
of coastal wetlands--about 9.6 percent of what 
it had in 1954. Landfill for housing, garbage 
dumps, industrial sites, andharbor and chan- 

nel dredging were mainly responsible. Also, 
the quality of existing areas deteriorated-- 
especially Hackensack Meadows and the 
shores of Raritan River and Bay--because 
of siltation, pollution, etc. These losses do 
not include 10,000 acres of southern New Jer 
sey marshes diked in to produce salt hay. 
Diking interferes with the access of fishes 
to the marshes and the flow of nutrients to 
the sea. 

New Jersey legally controls only state- 
owned wetlands. The state's major program 
to prevent loss of estuarine areais to buy as 
much coastal marshlands as possible. In 
present and planned purchases, the state and 
the U. S. together will own 150,000 acres of 
coastal marsh. 

DELAWARE 

Although Delaware's rich coastal lowlands 
"have suffered almost every possible kind of 
disruption over the years,.. the total loss 
of estuarine habitat to date through man's 
maneuvers is not so great as in many other 
states. But unfortunately, the areas now be- 

ing threatened are among the most valuable 
in Delaware for salt water fish." 

The most extensive alteration of marshes 

came through extensive ditching for mosqui- 
to control. 

Studies by the University of Delaware have 
shown that the state's estuarine areas are 
very fertile and able to support substantial 
marine life. For example, a study of Canary 
Creek Marsh showed that for each acre of 
marsh two-thirds of a ton of plant material 
produced each year is washed out of the 
marsh to fertilize estuarine area. The plant 
material becomes fine particles called detri- 
tus and feeds many shrimp on the shores of 
Delaware Bay. The shrimp then feed fluke, 
weakfish, andothers. The detritus also pro- 
duces Vitamin B;9, which is fed upon by oys- 
ters, mussels, crabs, and shrimp. Although 
the marsh has some year-round species, 
most are tidal migrants. 

Beyond the marshes, in intertidal zone of 
beaches along the bayshore, are more rich 
areas producing baitfish (anchovy, killifish). 
The young of valuable species are abundant 
here too during their first year--young blue- 
fish, striped bass, weakfish, flounder, croak- 

er, menhaden, etc. 

The University reports urge preservation 
of marshlands, particularly those in lower 
half of the state. 

MARY LAND 

The booklet bases its Chesapeake Bay sec- 
tion, which describes the Maryland estuarine 
situation, on the 1961 writings of Dr. Romeo J. 
Mansueti. 

Chesapeake Bay is one of the largest estu- 
arine systems of the Middle Atlantic coast. 
It is an extremely important spawning, nurs- 

ery, and feeding area for many game fishes. 
"In spite of all the changes wrought by man 
up to now, Chesapeake Bay has been remark- 
ably resilient, and it may still be considered 
a relatively unspoiled reégion.'' Although its 
overall fertility remains good, "there have 
been permanent and devastating effects 
through sedimentation, pollution, wetland 

reclamation, and dams." 

The greatest losses, by far, of wetland 
areas in Maryland have taken place along the 
Western Shore, the Bay's northern end, and 
south along Eastern Shore to Eastern Bay. 
These areas are being developed rapidly for 
homes and industry--and wetlands losses to- 
taled nearly 14 percent during the past dec- 
ade. As population increases, losses mount 
at a quicker rate. ''A long term plan for the 
preservation of the more valuable wetlands 
is absolutely essential." 

The state's wetlands are largely privately 
owned. However, there are vast shallower 

water areas below mean low tide, with adepth 
of six feet or less, which are state owned. 
"There appear to be adequate laws to insure 
that most publicly owned wetlands will not be 
destroyed indiscriminately." Their future 
and optimal use should be planned carefully. 
There are vast areas of privately owned wet- 
lands, over which the state has no control, 
which are being lost at "an ever increasing 
rate.'' Jurisdiction over them rests with lo- 
cal governments--and the state should pro- 
vide incentives to the former to preserve wet- 
lands. 



VIRGINIA 

The state has not suffered the serious es- 
tuarine damage of many states "but constant 
vigilance is needed."" There are few impor- 
tant salt water fish that are not "critically 
tied to the estuarine zone for at least part of 
their lives.'' Striped bass, white perch, and 
shad spawn in fresh or nearly fresh water; 

the young of all 3 live in rivers or brackish 
upper estuaries. Weakfish, croaker, spot, 
flounder, bluefish, menhaden, and many less- 
er species spawn in open salt water--but 
their young move into shallow areas for feed- 
ing and protection during the critical first 
year. 

"Increasing attention must be paid to large- 
scale engineering projects to protect the val- 
uable estuarine resources of Virginia.'' The 
changes in the estuarine area from Back Bay 
down to Currituck Sound make it difficult to 
classify the area as fresh or brackish water. 
Action must be taken if these waters "are to 
remain as productive fishing area for striped 
bass, white perch, and for fresh water spe- 
cies such as large-mouth bass and yellow 
perch; and as nursery area for salt water 
fish such as menhaden, croaker, and spot." 

NORTH CAROLINA 

"North Carolina is blessed with an extra- 
ordinary abundance of coastal life. Large 
salt water fisheries, both sport and commer- 
cial, and waterfowl resources as well depend 
on the state's estuarine zone. The shallow 
sounds, marshes, and tidal rivers behind the 

outer banks provide a mecca for estuarine 
life. The outpourings of these shallow areas 
into the sea provide nourishment for the ma- 
rine fishes along the outer coast." 

The shallow water areas behind the outer 
banks appear also to be major nursery 
grounds for many migratory species. Floun- 
der (fluke) populations along the whole coast 
north to Massachusetts appear to originate 
in North Carolina estuaries. This may be 
true too for croakers and weakfish, though 
they travel shorter distances. 

Dangers Threaten 

But dangers exist. The recent Intracoast- 
al Waterway dredging operations in Bruns- 
wick County caused heavy losses of oysters 
under cultivation on private and public bot- 
toms, Estuarine mining for phosphate from 

the bottoms of the Pamlico River areathreat. 
The diking off of large marsh areas for mos- 
quito control impoundments ''must be very 
damaging to salt water fish resources."’ And 
land developers are threatening the state's 
large undisturbed natural estuarine areas. 

David A. Adams, the state's Fisheries 
Commissioner, states: ''The single most 
important cause of habitat change and de- 
struction in North Carolina, as well as most 

other coastal states, is the creating and main- 
taining of navigational channels and harbors, 
and the associated reckless and uncontrolled 
disposal of dredge material.'' He cites an- 
other problem: "Private citizens don't know 
how much of their alleged holdings of these 
habitats are valid and neither does the State. 
Until we have an adequate inventory of this 
resource, we can't possibly plan for its long- 
term utilization." 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Dr. Robert Lunz, State Director of Com- 
mercial Fisheries, referring to work done by 
Bears Bluff Laboratory, said: 'It has been 
shown that the basic caloric energy released 
by an acre of marshland is about ten times 
that of acre of good wheat. This energy from 
the salt marsh goes into production of sports 
and commercial marine fish and fisheries. 
It is now established that 98 percent of South 
Carolina's fish and fisheries is directly con- 
nected, in Some manner, to marshlands, The 
stability of the State's crab crop, shrimp 
harvest, and oyster production rests square- 
ly on marshlands. Unwise exploitation of 
marshland must be stopped." 

Water control projects are aconstant threat 
to the estuaries. 

GEORGIA 

"Georgia's extensive salt marshes make 
her estuarine zone among the most produc ~- 
tive littoral areas of the Atlantic Coast... . 
About 45 percent of the plant material formed 
in the marshes is carried off to fertilize ad- 
jacent bays and coastal waters,'' This ma- 
terial supports marine life--''sea trout, floun- 
der, drum, whiting, croaker, mullet, spot, 
tarpon, shad, striped bass, sheepshead, cobia, 
shrimp, crabs, and oysters." 

Conservationists believe that long-term 
planning should be done now. Dr. Eugene P. 
Odum of the University of Georgia, says: 



"while we push ahead with research (into es- 
tuaries) it is equally urgent that the idea of 
landscape zoning become generally accepted.' 

One imminent threat to estuaries is water 
level control operations in the coastal area. 
This ''endangers salt marshes by cutting them 
off from the bays with dikes and altering nat- 
ural water flow patterns.'’ Another threat 
comes from navigation improvement activ- 
ities that have "complex ecological ramifica- 
tions.'' This is shown by attempts to control 
the silt buildup in the Savannah waterways by 
using an "involved hydraulic theory'' as an 
alternative to diverting the fresh water river 
flow completely away from theharbor. ''Loss 
of fresh water from diversion would alter 
adversely the whole ecology of the Savannah 
River estuary, causing pollution problems and 
detrimental effects on fish and wildlife... ." 

FLORIDA 

"Nowhere in the country is salt water fish- 
ing more appreciated or more important ec- 
onomically than in Florida. Yet ignorance of 
ecological consequences of shore projects, 
short-sighted public works, and uncontrolled 
fast-buck schemes have probably had amore 
ruinous effect on coastal resources in Flori- 
da than in any other state. No Atlantic state 
faces more serious problems in littoral con- 
servation... ."' 

Losses due to shorefront development 
"appear to have significantly affected coastal 
living resources.'' But in 1964, the state 
strengthened its controls over bulkhead lines, 
submerged land sales, and dredge permits. 
In 1965, Florida created the first in a series 

of large marine preserves. 

Dredge-and-fill projects have caused much 
damage to coastal resources. A notorious 
example is Lake Worth, long a productive 
brackish water lagoon. Fish catches have 
declined drastically. This is blamed on 
physical changes in environment from dredg- 
ing andfrom muck materials from the Ever- 
glades brought down by the Palm Beach Ca- 
nal. Canal building produces ecological dis- 
ruption and is another growing threat to salt 
water and inland fishing. 

Still A Chance 

Figures for 1961 showed that Florida's 
coastline of over 8,000 miles had been de- 
veloped 20 percent. ''Changing economics 

will require that much of this be re-de- 
veloped.’ And this will provide another 
chance to regulate coastal development 
soundly. 

One of the most promising precedents in 
conservation is the setting up, in 1966, ofa 

10,000-acre marine preserve in the Estero 
Bay, which includes the northwest fork of 
Loxahatchee River (between Ft. Myers Beach 
and the Lee Country mainland). At least 6 
other outstanding marine areas are being con- 
sidered for inclusion in a system of marine 
preserves under the management of the Flori- 
da Outdoor Recreational Development Council. 

1967 Shrimp Catch 

Expected to Set Record 

The U.S. shrimp catch in 1967 probably 
will exceed the previous record of 160 mil- 
lion pounds (heads-off weight) taken in 1954, 
according to BCF. Asaresult, shrimp prices 
are much lower than a year ago. U.S. fish- 
ermen capture most of their shrimp along 
the Gulf Coast from Florida to Texas. 

The U. S. is the world's leading shrimp 
consumer--accounting for about one-third of 
the world catch. 

Sea Scallop Supplies Drop, 

Prices Rise 

Supplies of sea scallops this year are 
nearly 40 percent less than a year ago. Their 
abundance apparently has declined to levels 
before the large catches of the late 1950s and 
1960s. 

The decline has had a self-regulating ef- 
fect on the New England scallop fleet. Thirty 
scallop boats now operate out of New Bedford. 
There were 34 at the start of 1967 and 38 at 
this same time last year. In the early 1960s, 
the New Bedford fleet had 70 scallop vessels. 
Substantially higher exvessel prices this year 
have compensated for the lower catches. Fish- 
ermen are now receiving about 50 percent 
more than a year ago. Consumption has drop- 
ped a third from last year because of higher 
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prices due to lower catches and a marked 
decline in supplies. Retail prices for frozen 
sea scallops in mid-August were at an all- 
time high. There seems little likelihood of 
price weakness for the fall and winter. In- 
stitutional users may find current shrimp 
prices more favorable than those of scal- 
lops--and substitute more shrimp. 

@ 
Puerto Rican Fisheries Development 

Aided by U. S. Funds 

Scientists of the University of Miami In- 
stitute of Marine Sciences are helping the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico develop its 
commercial fisheries. Dr. C. P. Idyll, 
Chairman of the Institute's Division of Fish- 
ery Sciences, is directing an analysis of cur- 
rent commercial fishery operations in the 
Commonwealth to establish guidelines for 
the industry's development. 

Puerto Rico became eligible for matching 
funds from the U. S. under the Commercial 
Fisheries Research and Development Act. 
The Act was designed to help the individual 
states enlarge and maintain fishing resources 
capable of yielding maximum production. 

The project's principal investigator said: 
"We want to find out the true value of thecur- 
rent Puertio Rican fishing industry, as well 
as the seasons and areas in which the fish 
are caught, and to used these basic facts for 
planning purposes in order to assign prior - 
ities for the future benefit of the Common- 
wealth's fisheries." 

Achievements So Far 

To date, the Institute's investigators have 
helped Puerto Rico buy and equip a 37-foot 
boat and design another 23-footer for explor- 
atory and demonstration purposes. To sup- 
port the vessels, they have provided a mobile 
shore base, which includes an air-condi- 

tioned van with self-contained ice-making 
equipment and insulated ice storage. They 
have advised in the selection of a site fora 
fisheries laboratory the Commonwealth pro- 
poses to build. They have recommended 
qualifications and duties of personnel in the 
development program, 

The next step is a statistical study of pres- 
ent fishing practices and yields. A system 
for collecting these data was developed by 
interviews with fishermen and buyers. The 
fishermen catch a wide variety of fish spe- 
cies. These are handled and marketed as 
classes rather than species, but their prin- 
cipal landings are in snapper and grouper 
families. There also is substantial produc - 
tion of spiny lobster. 

The Institute of Marine Sciences group 
hopes to help enlarge the fisheries program 
and have it operate at maximum efficiency -- 
not only for economic benefits but for dietary 
values. (Institute of Marine Sciences, Univer- 
sity of Miami, August 10.) 

American Samoa Tuna Price Set 

The prolonged price negotiations between 
Japanese suppliers and U. S. packers in Amer- 
ican Samoa for August tuna deliveries finally 
was settled on September 7. The prices per 
short ton set by the new, 3-month agreement, 
are: August--same as July prices (for for- 
zen tuna: albacore $370, yellowfin $3090, big- 
eyed $185 a short ton); September--up $2.50 
a ton for albacore and $5 a ton for yellowfin; 

October--same as September prices. (''Suis- 
an Tsushin," Sept. 11.) 

Packaged-Type Small Fish-Meal 

Plants Made by Coast Firm 

A line of packaged-type, small, fish-meal 
plants has been introduced by a Los Angeles, 
Calif., firm. The firm has been manufactur - 

ing fish-meal plants for more than 50 years. 
The plants are complete, self-contained units. 
The currently popular Model 22 processes 
one ton of raw material per hour producing 
whole fish meal. The units are built for con- 
tinuous operation. They contain a cooker, 
drainer, press, solids screen, dryer, meal 
grinder, sacking unit, and motors, piping 
wiring, switches and controls. The compon- 
ents are assembled as a complete package 

on a Ssingle-base frame. 



The firm's vice president of sales an- 
nounced that the plants have been developed 
for canneries, processing plants, and fisher- 
ies having limited capacities--either shore 
or floating installations--for both salt-water 
and fresh-water operators. He said the plants 
were ''completely self-contained... . These 
compact fish-meal plants incorporate the 
most modern technology for producing high 
quality whole fish meal with full recovery of 
all protein available in the raw material. 
The process is accomplished without pro- 
ducing any waste water effluent, thus elim- 
inating the question of pollution in inland wa- 
ters. 

Recovers and Uses Stickwater 

One of the unit's unique features is the 
recovery and utilization of stickwater en- 
tirely within the dryer of the basic unit. This 
eliminates the need for a separate stickwater 
evaporator and greatly simplifies the equip- 
ment installation and operation. 

The official also said: ''One of our cus- 
tomers who is processing lake fish had a 
costly problem in disposing of wastes from 
his filleting plant. By installing our fish 
meal plant, he turned a costly nuisance into 
a handsome profit. So far, the plants have 
successfully processed a wide variety of ma- 
terial, including ribbon fish, anchovies, 

mackerel, and miscellaneous varieties of 
trash fish caught by shrimpers; as well as 
wastes from packing operations of tuna, 
mackerel, crab, shrimp, and even fresh- 
water carp.'' (The ''Fishermen's News," 
September.) 

In Brief 

CANNED KING CRAB STOCKS 

On September 1, canners' stocks (sold 

and unsold) in the U. S. of canned king crab 
totaled 49,350 cases (basis 48/4's)--6,988 
cases more than on August 1. The Septem- 
ber 1 stocks were 75,611 actual cases of 
fancy pack (71,636 cases were 24/4's) and 
20,452 actual cases of chunk pack (18,696 
cases were 24/3's). 

x OK OK 
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MENHADEN CATCH 

Total catch of menhaden in the U. S. dur- 
ing August was 219.4 million pounds, com- 
pared with about 183.3 million pounds during 
August 1966--an increase of 19.7 percent. 

SHRIMP IMPORTS 

U. S. shrimp (fresh, frozen, canned, and 
dried) imports from all sources in August 
1967 were 11 million pounds, compared with 
11.3 million pounds for the same month in 
1966. Imports during August 1967 of fresh 
or frozen heads-off shrimp (shells-on) 
amounted to 6.5 million pounds; peeled and 
deveined, 3.3 million pounds; frozen breaded 

(raw or cooked) 1,456 pounds; and other types 
of shrimp products (some dried and canned) 
1.3 million pounds. 

Mexico shipped 1.9 million pounds during 
August 1967 (compared with 2.1 million 
pounds in August 1966) consisting of 487,820 
pounds of fresh or frozen heads-off shrimp 
(shells-on); peeled and deveined, 1.3 million 

pounds; and other types of shrimp products, 
145,852 pounds. 

BREADED SHRIMP PRODUCTION 

During second quarter of 1967, production 
of breaded shrimp in the U. S. totaled about 
18.9 million pounds--a decrease of about 1.2 
million pounds, or 6.1 percent, from April- 
June 1966. 

The Inland and Gulf States produced 11.4 
million pounds, Atlantic States 5.6 million 
pounds, and Pacific States 2 million pounds. 
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OCEANOGRAPHY 

Scripps Announces Central 

North Pacific Study 

A pilot program to investigate the vast 
central North Pacific was announced in Sep- 
tember by the University of California, San 
Diego's Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
and the Office of Naval Research(ONR). It is 
designed to obtainknowledge of ocean-atmos- 
phere interaction and to improve long-range 
oceanographic and meteorological forecasting. 

Dr. William A. Nierenberg, director of 
Scripps Institution, said: ''A four-million- 
square-mile region extending some 1,000 
miles southofthe Aleutian Islands comprises 
the area in which we will initiate observa- 
tions and study of physical changes in the 
upper ocean layers. If the results of the 
pilot study warrant, we will plan to carry out 
a long-range study. Included among the ben- 
eficiaries of a long-range study will be Navy 
vessels and aircraft, U. S. Weather Bureau 
forecasters, the U. S. Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries, commercial fishermen, farmers, 
ship operators, and UNESCO's World Weath- 
er Watch, which is expected to become oper - 

ational in the early 1970's," 

The study's principal investigator is 
John D. Isaacs, professor of oceanography 
at Scripps and director of its Marine Life 
Research Group. 

To Install Deep-Moored Stations 

To conduct this initial study, Scripps 
scientists and engineers will install ''two 
clusters of four, deep-moored, unmanned, 

catamaran-type, floating instrument stations 
north and northwest of Hawaii,'' In the cen- 
ter of each cluster will be a 40-foot Monster 
buoy. The buoy, developed for the Office of 
Naval Research by the Convair Division of 
General Dynamics, already has been tested 
extensively off the Florida coast and Ber- 
muda. 

The Scripps-developed instrumented sta- 
tions, moored in water 12,000 to 18,000 feet 
deep, will record surface wind speeds and 
directions and water temperatures at depths 
to 1,000 or 1,500 feet. A separate station in 

each cluster will measure ocean currents. 
The moored stations also will record baro- 
metric pressures, solar radiation, and rela- 

tive humidity. 

"The two Convair-developed stations will 
record water temperature, surface wind, 
speed, and direction; barometric pressure, 
precipitation, relative humidity, solar radia- 
tion, and wave height.'' They will telemeter 
data for immediate use by Government scien- 
tists. The Convair-ONR Monster buoy Alpha, 
anchored off La Jolla, Calif., in early June, 
was scheduled to undergo long-range teleme- 
try tests. 

Cooperating with Scripps and ONR in the 
study are the Weather Bureau, BCF, the 
Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather Facility, 
Monterey, Calif., the U. 5S. Coast Guard, 
NASA, and universities. 

Knowledge About Surface Waters Sought 

Prof. Isaacs said that one of oceanography's 
critical problems is to determine the nature 
and causes of the large-scale persistent shifts 
in temperature of the surface water of oceans. 
He explained: 

"We have long beenaware of historical and 
continuing fluctuations in conditions along 
most coasts, but it has been only in the last 
ten years that we have realized that these lo- 
cal changes are only a part of very extensive 
changes involving entire oceanic regions. 

"The immense scale of these changes was 
revealed by the Bureau of Commercial Fish- 
eries in studies of sea surface temperatures 
from ship reports. 

"The existence of these changes is readily 
apparent from vessel measurements, but the 
nature of the processes involved cannot be 
documented by any feasible ship survey, so 
we are turning to an array of these success- 
fully tested, deep-moored platforms bearing 
continuous recording instruments at a number 
of depths to give us the data we need." 

Map Published of Seabed 

off San Diego, Calif. 

A detailed map of the sea bottom off the 
California coast near San Diego has been 
published by Coast and Geodetic Survey. The 
bathymetric map, covering about 5,000 square 
miles, includes the area extending seaward up 
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to 50 nautical miles from Huntington Beach, 
Calif., to Punta Sal Si Puedes, Mexico. 

The new map is third in a topographic 
series of the sea bottom that ultimately will 
cover the entire west coast. The first cov- 
ered the area immediately northwest to Santa 
Barbara; the second extended from Cape San 
Martin in the north to Point Conception and 
Santa Rosa Island in the south, Similar maps 
are being made by the Commerce Department 
agency of seabeds off the Gulf of Mexico and 
Atlantic coasts. 

Aid Continental Shelf Study 

The maps are designed to aid Federal, 
state, and industrial interests in exploring 
and developing the potentially vast resources 
of the Continental Shelf in and under the 
ocean. Economic development of these re- 
sources depends heavily onbottom topograph- 
ic maps; few exist now. 

For the first time, the sea floor off San 
Diego is detailed by depth contours, from a 
few feet off the coast, to 6,532 feet at the 
map's most seaward point, 
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Prominent underwater feature shown in- 
clude San Clemente Basin; La Jolla Canyon; 

Coronada Canyon and Escarpment; San Diego 
Trough; and Lasuen Knoll. Also included are 
the Mexican islands of Los Coronados. 

Hydrographic surveys dating from 1922 to 
1944 were used to produce the new map. It 
includes an evaluation of hydrographic survey 
coverage and an index showing survey limits. 
Undersea features are emphasized in gradient 
colors. 

Designated 1206N-16, the map may be pur- 
chased for 50 cents from the Coast and Geo- 
detic Survey (attn C44), Washington Science 
Center, Rockville, Md. 20852, or from chart 
distribution centers of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey at 121 Customhouse, San Francisco, 
Calif. 94126, and 602 Federal Office Bldg., 

A gravity survey of the Gulf of Maine's 
seabed was conducted by the Coast and Geo- 
detic Survey's Discoverer!’ September 10- 
25. It included part of Georges Bank. The 
survey is a key step in determining whether 
oil deposits exist off the New England coast. 

Scientists of the Commerce Department 
agency were trying to ascertain the field 
strength of gravity of the seabed off the 
coasts of Maine, New Hampshire, and Mas- 
sachusetts in an area extending from Cape 
Cod to the Bay of Fundy for about 200 miles 
out to Sea. 

Dr. Hyman Orlin, a Coast Survey geode- 
sist who headed the project, explained: 

"Seismic and magnetic surveys have al- 
ready been made of the bottom of the Gulf of 
Maine. When the gravity data is added to 
these findings, a determination can then be 

made as to the geological structure of the 
bottom. This will provide a better idea as to 
whether oil deposits may exist there." 

Survey Part of Large Program 

The Gulf of Maine gravity survey was part 
of an extensive program underway by the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey to accelerate the 
economic development of the continental 
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shelf. This vast submerged area embraces 
about 800,000 acres off U. S. shores. 

The program produces topographic maps 
of the seabottom. Bathymetric maps cover- 
ing the bottom of the Gulf of Maine, the mid- 
Atlantic Coast, Southern California, and the 
Aleutian Islands already have been issued. 

Dr. Orlin emphasized that the gravity, 
seismic, and magnetic surveys, supple- 
mented by bathymetric maps, will speed the 
search for solid minerals, as well as oil, on 
the continental shelf. 

Navigational Hazards Along 

New Jersey Coast Being Studied 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey (CGS) is 
conducting a 3-month hydrographic investi- 
gation of over 100 reported navigational haz- 
ards in inlets, bays, and harbors along the 
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Pia. Sal si puedes? 
New bathymetric map (i206 N-16) issued by Coast & Geodetic 
Survey -ESSA covers seabottom off the coast of Southern Cali- 
fornia and Mexico. 

110 miles of New Jersey coast from Sandy 
Hook to Cape May. 

Sunken wrecks, rocks, shallow areas, and 

other obstructions to navigation are included 
inthe investigation, which will determine their 

location and depth--or prove they do not ex- 
ist. A basic hydrographic survey of Toms 
River, last done in 1935, also is under way. 

The task is part of a continuing program 
of the Commerce Department's ESSA to keep 
C&GS nautical charts up to date. 

Most of the hazards were reported to the 
Coast Survey's Rockville, Md., headquarters 
by Government and private sources and through 
the cooperative charting programs of the U.S. 
Power Squadrons, U. S. Coast and Auxiliar- 

ies, and mariners who navigate the waters. 

Weather Radars 

Weather radars will enable weathermen 
to ''see'' distant electrical storms with new 
equipment developed in the University of Mi- 
ami Institute of Marine Sciences' (IMS) radar 
meteorological laboratory. The equipment 
is known as a Sferics-to-Radar Data Conver - 
tor. Sferics is the technical term for radio 
noise produced by electrical discharges ina 
cloud--whether or not they are great enough 
to produce visible lightning strokes. 

At present, weather radars display areas 
of rain but observers have no sure means of 
identifying active thunderstorms. Instead, 
they rely on their own experience to interpret 
the display. Although a few sferics sensors 
are in uSe, they are not coupled to a weather 
radar to provide the two items of information 

on one display. 

Rain and Electrical Activity Seen 

The new convertor, developed under con- 
tract from the Geophysics Branch, Office of 
Naval Research, adapts signals from a Litton 
Systems, Inc., SPARSA sferics sensor in the 
format of vectors displayed at the same time 
on the radar screen. Thus, the obServer can 
see which areas of rain are accompanied by 
electrical activity; from the length of the 
vector, he can judge its severity. This dis- 



play is made on the center of the radar 
screen, in the area usually dominated by 
ground clutter from nearby buildings, ter- 
rain, etc. This clutter is removed, leaving 
a clear area in which the vectors are shown. 
These increase in length in proportion to the 
strength of electrical activity. All solid- 
state electronics techniques were used in 

developing the convertor. 

The director of the IMS radar laboratory, 
who heads the project, believes this added 
capability for weather radars will prove in- 
valuable to forecasters, for pilot briefings 
and severe storm warnings, andother areas 
of meteorology. (Institute of Marine Sciences, 
University of Miami, Fla., Sept. 8.) 

University of California Reports 
Highlights of Its Sea Studies 

"Tf the current annual catch from the sea 
were only quadrupled--to 200 million tons -- 
there would be enough fish to provide protein 
for the six billion people expected on the 
earth by the year 2000."' The writers of state- 
ment--in a special report ("Food From The 
Sea'') to the Board of Regents of the Univer- 
sity of California--believe it can be done. 
They say the oceanographer "knows that the 
supply of annual protein can be increased ten 
times with more efficient harvesting of the 
sea. But he also knows that this increase 
must await better charting of when and where 
marine life is, and that to enjoy its potential 
fully marine hunters must be changed into 
marine ranchers." 

The report discusses the scientific search 
for food in the sea by the University of Cali- 
fornia and especially its Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography. There is urgent need to 
take more animal protein from the sea's vast 
storehouse. ''Already, 500 million humans 
suffer from malnutrition for lack of protein, 
a more frequent cause of death than any dis- 
ease. And those who suffer from chronic 
protein starvation are often maimed for life." 

What Scripps Is Doing 

Several problems under study by Scripps 
and other University of California campuses 
are: 
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The Chain of Life: Dr. J. D. H. Strickland 
heads the Scripps research group seeking bet- 
ter understanding of the chain of life. Dr. 
Strickland says the oceanographer ''should 
learn where and when edible sea life may be 
found in vast areas of the ocean, and how to 
maintain the supply for an unending harvest." 
He must learn the pathway of energy in the 
food chain, how to measure the sea's "'stand- 
ing'' stock, and the reproductive rates and 
growth throughout the system. 

The job is very difficult, Strickland says. 
He notes, however, that scientists are enter- 
ing an age of automated, sea going analysis. 
They can record basic facts continuously: 
temperature, phosphate, oxygen, nitrite, sili- 
cate, chlorophyll, and the distribution and size 
of particles. 

Dr. Strickland is searching for artificial 
ways to recreate the sea's conditions under 
scientific controls. 

Finding the Fish: Until 1950, the adventur- 
ous fishermen discovered new fishing grounds. 
They were followed by the oceanographers. 

The University of California's studies of 
life in the California Current has made the 
current ''one of the best known segments of 
the sea.'' Intensive studies were begun fol- 
lowing the disappearance of the sardine, once 
the major catch for California fishermen. 
The search led to great quantities of Pacific 
hake and the anchovy, the sardine's competitor. 

Conserving the Species: While Scripps 
scientists seek new areas to fish, they worry 
about overfishing certain species. Walter R. 
Schmitt estimates that 90 percent of the 

world's fishing industry involves a dozenfish: 
herring, anchovy, menhaden, cod, hake, had- 
dock, rockfish, mullet, tuna, mackerel, salm- 

on, and flounder. 

Scripps studies of the anchovy off Peru 
disclosed that the fishery had reached its 
maximum annual rate. The Peruvian govern- 
ment has set conservation regulations based 
partly on these studies. 

a 
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Foreign Fishing Off U. S. Coasts 

in August 

IN NORTHWEST ATLANTIC 

Soviet: Fogand haze blanketed the Georges 
Bank area during much of August, restricting 

aerial observations and limiting somewhat the 
assessment of Soviet fishing. 

The number of vessels decreased sharply 
from 150 early in August to about 60 by 
month's end--a normal decrease this time of 
year. Smaller side trawlers return home 
after 5 or more months of extensive fishing. 
Surprisingly, only 10 stern trawlers fished on 
Georges Bank in recent months. 

Fig. 1 - Soviet factory base ship, "Leningradskaya Slava," anchored 
170 miles east of Nantucket Island, Mass., on June 7, 1967. In 
the background, a medium side trawler approaches to unload her 
catch. 

Fig. 2 - Large catch of herring on board Soviet medium side trawl- 
er fishing Georges Bank area. (Photos: C. L. Philbrook) 

Mostly from mid-August on, 74 individual 
vessels were sighted and identified as 7 fac- 
tory stern trawlers, 17 medium refrigerated 
side trawlers (11 SRTR's, 6 SRTM!'s), 44 
medium side trawlers (SRT's) and 3 factory 
base ships (see photo No. 1), one refrigerated 
fish transport, one tanker, and one repair tug. 
In July, an estimated 200 vessels were re- 

ported. 

Early in August, the fleet worked in two 
areas: about 125 vessels were along the south- 
east slopes of Georges Bank and catches were 
believed to be herring and whiting. Inasmall 
area 25-30 miles south of Nantucket Island, 
about 25 vessels fished mostly whiting and 
some red hake. 

By mid-month, the fleet, already reduced 
to 60-70 vessels, concentrated in a 25-mile 
area on southeast part of Georges Bank (Cor- 
sair Canyon) fishing at 40 to 60 fathoms. 
Heavy-to-moderate catches on deck were 
identified as mainly herring (see photo 2). 

By month's end, the same fleet shifted to 

the inner shoals along Banks' northern edge. 
Herring in moderate quantity was principal 
catch. 

Other Nations Fish Georges Bank 

Late in August, in addition to Soviet ves- 
sels on Georges Bank, there were vessels 

from Poland, West Germany, East Germany, 

and Romania. 

Poland: Two freezer stern trawlers and 
8 large side trawlers were observed fishing 
among the Soviet fleets. Catches appeared to 
be herring. (About 16 Polish trawlers were 
reported on Georges Bank in June.) 

East German: Five freezer stern trawlers 
were sighted among the above vessels. At 
least one fished intermittently on the Banks 
in recent weeks, apparently searching for fish. 

West German: Five stern trawlers arrived 
late in August to iish for herring--believed the 
first instance of this many vessels operating 
at one time. (In the past years, 1 or 2 were 
reported occasionally but rarely sighted dur- 
ing surveillance flights.) 

Romania: One stern trawler, ''Galati!' was 
observed on Georges Bank in mid-August but 
not later in month. 



IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

Cuban: In June and early July, most ves- 
sels concentrated off Bahama Islands and 
north Cuban coast. However, by July's end 
and during early August, the fleets fanned out 
throughout the Gulf of Mexico. Their largest 
concentration, up to 40 vessels, was onCam- 

peche banks off the Yucatan Peninsula; indi- 
vidual units were spread along slope of Con- 
tinental Shelf (in waters 200-1,000 fathoms 

deep) of Mexican and U.S. coasts. 

In first week of July, the U. S. Coast Guard 
sighted 6 vessels about 120-150 miles south- 
southwest of mouth of Mississippi River be- 
tween edge of Continental Shelf and 1,000- 
fathom curve. They were probably long- 
lining for tuna and sharks. Another 3 long- 
liners were sighted on July 19 in about the 
same area. This was first time in several 
years that a sizable number of vessels oper- 
ated in Northern Gulf of Mexico. One or two 
years ago, Soviet research vessels were 
sighted in the same general area. 

Most of these vessels remained 50-200 
miles from shore (depending on contour of 
Continental Shelf). On July 30, the ''Liseta"' 
and ''Aquaji'' were sighted off the Louisiana 
coast, 27° 5' N. and 92° 45' W. No catch 
information is available. (See ''Louisiana,"' 
1 AW), 

Soviet: Only individual vessels were sight- 
ed passing through Florida Straits to or from 
South American fishing grounds. 

OFF CALIFORNIA 

Soviet: Throughout August, up to 10 ves- 
sels fished off California. On August 4, four 
large stern factory trawlers were sighted 17 
miles northwest of Point Reyes (north of San 
Francisco). On August 28, one stern trawler 
and a supply vessel were sighted about 14 
miles west of Pigeon Point (south of San Fran- 

cisco). Nocatch information is available. 

OFF PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

Japanese: During August, 3 Japanese stern 
trawlers operated here, working 50 to 60 
miles offshore. Pacific Ocean perch were 
observed on one vessel. 

Soviet: Extensive fog off Washington 
and Oregon made air and sea surveillance 
difficult, sometimes impossible. Early in 
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month, about 70 fishing and support vessels 
fished off Pacific Northwest, about the same 
as July. Complete data are unavailable for 
next two weeks, but at month's end total de- 

creased to about 50. (This compares with 
107 in early August 1966 and 82 late that month.) 

Notably absent were large stern trawlers; 

only a few were sighted during last week. 
Most vessels were medium side trawlers. 

Early in month, the Soviet Fleet operated 
in 5 separate groups off Washington, between 
Point Grenville and Cape Disappointment; 
only 2 were sighted off Oregon. During month, 
however, more vessels drifted south, and 13 

were sighted fishing off Oregon by month's 
end, 

Information on Soviet landings is scant. 
It appears that most catches were Pacific 

hake, with incidental catch of rockfish species. 

All available data indicated that total catch of 
hake this year will not reach 1966's 130,000 
metric tons. 

The fleet was supported by 5-6 research 
and exploratory vessels throughout the month. 

OFF ALASKA 

Japanese: With end of her North Pacific 
whaling, number of fishing vessels off Alaska 
decreased from about 200 in early August to 
about 175 by month's end. 

In early August, 8 Japanese trawlers fished 
for Pacific ocean perch in Gulf of Alaska--4 
vessels on Portlock Bank, 3 near Middleton 

Island, and 1 on Yakutat grounds. By mid- 
month, number of trawlers increased to 9, 

as one transferred to Gulf from eastern 
Bering Sea. Effort shifted during mid-month 
when Middleton Island area was abandoned. 
Three vessels continued on Portlock Bank, 
2 trawlers resumed operations on Albatross 
Bank, 1 trawler continued fishing on Yakutat 
grounds, and 3 trawlers began fishing off 
southeastern Alaska coast. By endof August, 
the effort in Gulf perch fishery had increased 
to 13 vessels--5 trawlers off coast of south- 
eastern Alaska, 1 on Yakutat grounds, 3 on 

Portlock Bank, 3 on Albatross Bank, and 1 

near Chirikof Island. The trawlers fishing in 
Gulf of Alaska were serviced intermittently by 
refrigerated transport and cargo ships. 

During first-half August, about 9 trawlers, 
periodically serviced by refrigerated trans- 
ports, fished for perch along Aleutian Islands 
Chain: 8 along central Aleutians and 1 south 
of western Aletuians. About mid-month, a 

few Aleutian Islands trawlers transferred to 
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Gulf of Alaska. However, the arrival of new 

trawlers along Aleutians shortly thereafter 
increased number to about 10 trawlers. In 
late August, perch operations like Soviets’, 
became more dispersed. One trawler was 
south of Fox Islands in eastern Aleutians, 4 

were south of central Aleutians, and 5 (sup- 
ported by two reefers) were fishing south of 
western Aleutians. 

In early August, 4trawlers fished for perch 
along 100-fathom curve from north of Unimak 
Pass to northwest of Pribilof Islands in east- 
ern Bering Sea. By late August, 2 of these 
had transferred to Gulf of Alaska; it is be- 
lieved the other two continued fishing for perch 
near Pribilofs. 

One small factory trawler remained active 
on shrimp grounds near the Trinity Islands, 
off southwest Kodiak Island, throughout month, 

Throughout August, 5 fish meal and oil 
fleets--5 factoryships accompanied by 105 
trawlers--continued operations in eastern 
Bering Sea and northwest of Pribilofs in 
central Bering Sea. In early August, 2 fleets 
were on Bristol Bay ''flats'' east of Pribilofs, 
2 fleets were along 100-fathom curve north- 
west of Pribilofs, and 1 fleet was just north 
of Fox Islands in eastern Aleutians. About 
mid-month, one of the fleets from northwest 

of Pribilofs moved southward along 100-fath- 
om curve to just north of Fox Islands. The 
disposition of the remaining 4 fleets remained 
the same as above. By month's end, the area 
north of Fox Islands had been abandoned. 
Four fleets were located on Bristol Bay 
"flats'' and 1 just northwest of Pribilofs. 

Throughout August, the Japanese tangle- 
net fishery in eastern Bering Sea--2 factory- 
ships and 10 net-setting trawlers--remained 
centered on Bristol Bay ''flats,''’ about 100 
miles north of Unimak Island. 

Two trawlers continued experimental pot 
fishing for crab just north of Unimak Island. 
Both had been operating since late April and 
did not end operations in July. Catches con- 
sist entirely of tanner crab which are frozen 
aboard the two trawlers and transported to 
Japan by refrigerated transport vessels. 

Four long-liners fishing for sablefish were 
reported in Alaskan area during August--2 (1 
near Middleton Island in central Gulf and 1 
off Fox Islands in eastern Aleutians) were 
active during first week, then, apparently, 

returned home. The remaining 2 vessels 
were off the 100-fathom curve in western 
Gulf about mid-month; it is believed they 
returned to Japan by late August. 

A stern trawler was seized on July 16 by 
the U. S. Coast Guard for fishing within the 
U.S. 3-mile territorial waters off Aleutian 
Islands. The vessel was radar-tracked for 
one hour while fishing near Adak, Alaska. 

The captain pleaded no contest and was fined 
$5,000 by the U. S. District Court in Anchor- 
age. The Coast Guard later escorted the 
vessel out of U. S. waters. 

Soviet: The number of fishing and support 
vessels decreased from about 50 in early 
August to about 40 at month's end. This com- 
pares with about 40 vessels off Alaska during 
August 1966. 

Pacific ocean perch fishing in Gulf of 
Alaska remained at low level. Early inmonth, 

one SRTM (medium freezer trawler) was 

active off southeastern Alaska, one BMRT 

(stern factory trawler) fished on the Yakutat 
grounds, and one BMRT operated along 100- 
fathom curve in western Gulf. By mid-month, 
there were no vessels in the western Gulf; by 

end of August, only one BMRT remained in 
Gulf, fishing Yakutat grounds. 

Soviet perch fishing was mostly along Aleu- 
tian Islands; about 12 vessels were active 
throughout the month. 

Early in August, 9 BMRT's and 1 SRTM, 
supported by l reefer, were fishing off Seguam 
and Amukta Islands in central Aleutians, and 

two BMRT's fished for perch along Near Is- 
lands in western Aleutians. 

By mid-August, operations had become 
more scattered along Aleutians. Two BMRT's 
and 1 SRTM were fishing for perch along Fox 
Islands in eastern Aleutians, 4 BMRT's sup- 

ported by a reefer remained in the Seguam- 
Amukta Islands area, 1 BMRT was north of 
Andreanof Islands, 2 BMRT's and a reefer 
were active near the Buldir Island, and 1 

BMRT and a SRTM were fishing along Near 
Islands. No perch catch information is avail- 
able. 

About mid-month, 1 BMRT and 1SRTM 

were reported along 100-fathom curve near 
Pribilof Islands. Those vessels were be- 
lieved fishing for perch and remained through 
rest of August. 



In early August, the deep-water trawl fish- 
ery north of Fox Islands was conducted by 10 
SRTM's and 1 BMRT catching flatfish and 
sablefish. By mid-month, there were5SRTM's 
and one BMRT. By month's end, this fishery 
was ended. 

Whaling fleets generally remained well off- 
shore. During early August, one fleet--afac- 
toryship and about 12 whale killer vessels-- 
was just north of Attu Island in western Aleu- 
tians. It is believed another fleet was also 
fishing along Aleutian chain. 

About mid-month, one fleet was reported 
near Pribilofs and one fleet was believed 
located south of Rat Islands in western Aleu- 
tians. Two fleets were believed operating 
along Aleutians at month's end. 

SEIZURE OF SOVIET VESSEL 

On August 3, U. S. Coast Guard (USCG) 
patrol cutter ''Avoyel'' observed a Soviet 
medium freezer trawler (probably fishing 
for ocean perch) hauling gear about 10 miles 
off Akutan Island in Aleutians (549 22' N. and 
166° 71 W.). The vessel (SRTM-8457 of Far 
Eastern Fisheries Administration) is the one 
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seized on March 22 for fishing within the 
U. S. 12-mile contiguous fishery zone off 
Alaska (her captain was fined $10,000). The 
USCG directed vessel to heave to, but the 
SRTM headed full speed towards international 
waters. The vessel was overtaken at about 
13.5 miles offshore and boarded for violating 
12-mile fishery zone. The USCG 17th Dis- 
trict directed Avoyel's captain to seize ves- 
sel and tow it to Dutch Harbor on Unimak 
Island. 

The U. S. Government dismissed illegal 
fishing charges against captain of SRTM- 
8457 and announced out-of-court settlement 
of Admiralty suit against vessel's gear. 

U. S. Attorney McVeigh and Soviet attor- 
neys agreed to $20,000 settlement to be paid 
by the Soviets to avoid Admiralty suit trial. 

According to U. S. Coast Guard, Soviet 

captain was flown out of Anchorage on August 
15 aboard Coast Guard plane to Dutch Har- 
bor, where he rejoined his crew and vessel. 
Immediately thereafter, the vessel was es- 
corted out of U. S. fisheries zone by a Coast 
Guard cutter. 

FISH HEARING LIKENED TO HUMAN SMELL 

A fish is in about the same predicament as a man trying to 
determine the source of an odor as far as telling the location of 
a sound source is concerned, the Acoustical Society of America 
meeting in New York was told by Prof. Willem van Bergeijk of 
the Center for Neural Sciences at Indiana University. Because 
humans have only one nose, the only way they can detect the di- 
rection of a smell is by ''sniffing it out,'' trying here and there 
until stumbling upon the source. It is believedfish have the same 

problem locating the direction of a sound since fish have only one 
middle ear. 

Fish can locate a sound source if they are close to it, but 
they do this through their lateral line (tiny sensory buds spread 
over the body) which is sensitive not to sound but to the small 
water currents near the sound source, such as those caused by 
a wriggling worm. 
News,’ 
Service, Inc.) 

(Reprinted, with permission from ''Science 
weekly summary of current science, c 1966 by Science 
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STATES 

Alaska 

13-MAN TRADE MISSION 

VISITS JAPAN 

A 13-man Alaska trade mission, headed by 
Governor Walter J. Hickel, visited Japan 
early in September to talk with industry and 
business leaders. Gov. Hickel indicated his 
desire for Japanese participation in the ex- 
ploration and cooperative development of 
Alaska's unutilized fishery resources. (''Shin 
Suisan Shimbun Sokuho," Sept. 8.) 

Kk Xe 

EDA-FINANCED FREEZING PLANT 
AND DOCK FOR YAKUTAT 

The U. S. Commerce Department's Eco- 
nomic Development Administration has ap- 
proved a $831,000 grant and a $357,000 loan 
to build a dock and a fish-freezing plant at 
Yakutat, Alaska. The EDA funds will finance 
the total project cost of $1,188,000. The loan 
will run 25 years at 44 percent interest, 

Yakutat is on Monti Bay, anice-free, deep- 
water harbor in southeastern Alaska. Fish- 
ing is the economy's mainstay. Timber, an- 
other resource, is underdeveloped. 

The EDA project will include construction 
of a heavy-duty dock so that steamship serv- 
ice, discontinued because of run-down dock- 

ing facilities, can be resumed. The project 
also includes construction of a flash-freeze, 
cold-storage plant employing 15 workers. 
The plant also will increase jobs and income 
for fishermen. 

KKK 

JAPANESE TO BUY SALMON AND TROUT 

Gov. Hickel has announced that the Japan- 
ese firm Mitsubishi will station a freezer- 
ship at Cape Blossom--14 miles south of 
Kotzebue, just above the Arctic Circle. A 
U. S. businessman will sell to them 400,000 
pounds of chums and 60,000 pounds of trout. 
The Japanese have agreed also to take all 
salmon eggs. 

The freezership can freeze 7 tons andsalt 
5 tons of fish a day. Fish will be produced 

by about 50 local fishermen. They will get10 
cents a pound for the salmon. (Practically 
all inhabitants in this general area are Eski- 
mos.) Ashore, about 25 women will be hired 
to clean and lightly salt the fish. Gov. Hickel 
said this will utilize the "heretofore unde- 
veloped chum salmon run in the Arctic." 

This is the first report of a recent U.S. 
effort to take Arctic chums commercially. 
However, the Japanese will have in the area, 
for the second year, an ''exploratory'' chum 
salmon fishing operation. In 1966, a 200-ton 
vessel ''Hoko Suisan"'’, took close to 200,000 
pounds of Arctic chums. This year the com- 
pany will send a 300-ton vessel. At least 10 
Japanese fishing companies applied for li- 
censes to fish this year, but the Japanese 
Government licensed only one. This was due 
in part to U. S. and Soviet objections to such 
a fishery. 

Louisiana 

CUBAN VESSELS FISH OFF LOUISIANA 

In August, the U. S. Coast Guard confirmed 
reports of New Orleans sports fishermen that 
Cuban vessels were fishing in the Gulf, 40 
miles off Louisiana's shoreline. As many as 
20 vessels were sighted at one time. 

They are conventional steel-hulled vessels 
40-100 feet long. They are fishing with thou- 
sands of hooks hanging on miles of line strung 
across tuna and marlin grounds at the edge 
of the Continental Shelf. The Cuban fisher- 
men string out stout lines of hooks, which 
often are 5 miles long and have 1,000 or more 
hooks at a depth of 120 feet. 

New Orleans sportsmen complained to the 
Coast Guard that the Cuban operations are 
cutting into the supply of marlin and sailfish. 
The Coast Guard maintains that nothing can 
be done about it because the fleets are in in- 
ternational waters. 



Oregon 

RAZOR CLAM YIELD IS BEST IN DECADE 

The 1967 razor clam season was the best 
since 1958 as Oregon beaches yielded more 
than 1.5 million of them to an estimated 
65,000 diggers. The near-record haul came 
despite an experimental closure of the pro- 
ductive Clatsop beaches from July 15 thru 
August 31 by the Oregon Fish Commission, 
The commission sought to curtail the high 
percentage of small clams wasted during that 
period. 

Ban Is Success 

The experimental ban shows signs of being 
a major success, Preliminary data from the 
commission's shellfish staff in Astoria indi- 
cate a 60 percent reduction from the 1966 
wastage of 500,000 small razor clams. Bio- 
logists point out, however, that diggers dis- 
carded about 200,000 small clams this year-- 
despite the experimental closure and long- 
standing requirement that the first 24 razor 
clams dug must be kept regardless of size. 

Razor clams may still be dug year-round 
from beaches south of Tillamook Head. Fair 
digging can be found on Indian, Arch Cape, 
and Cove or Falcon Beaches, all in the Can- 
non Beach area. Clams in these areas were 
reported quite large. 

Commission shellfish biologists antici- 
pate a significant carry-over of large clams 
on the Clatsop beaches due to the closure. 
They say the outlook for Oregon razor clam- 
mers is excellent next year, (Oregon Fish 
Commission, Aug. 2.) 

* ok OK 

EARLY FALL CHINOOK CATCH 
IS ABOVE AVERAGE 

Chinook salmon landings from the Colum- 
bia River during the recent early fall com- 
mercial fishing season were about 20 percent 
above the average of the past 7 years. Pre- 
liminary figures show that during the 16-day 
season--from August 6 to August 26--125,600 
fall chinook weighing 2,840,000 pounds were 
taken. Arthur L. Oakley, Columbia River 
fisheries management project leader for the 
Oregon Fish Commission, said the figures 
were based on landings at major canneries 
and may be revised when all remaining land- 
ing reports arein,. 
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The average catch of fall chinook in the 
August season since 1960 has been 105,000 
fish, Oakley said. Based on landings only, it 
appears the fall chinook run is normal in 
timing this year and will be near the 263,000 
fish predicted by biologists of the Oregon 
Fish Commission and the Washington Depart- 
ment of Fisheries. (Oregon Fish Commis- 
sion, Aug. 31.) 

3K OR 

RECORD COHO LANDINGS REPORTED 

The best commercial troll landings of 
coho salmon for a comparable period in the 
42 years since complete record keeping be- 
gan have been reported from Oregon ports 
thus far this season, according to the Oregon 
Fish Commission. 

In the first 6 weeks of the coho troll sea- 
son, which opened June 15, commercial fish- 

ermen landed 4,098,000 pounds dressed 
weight. Last year, the landings for the same 
period totaled 2,647,000 pounds dressed. 
Since 1948, the average troll landings of coho 
for the same period have been 1,100,000 

pounds. 

Robert E. Loeffel, biologist in charge of 
troll salmon studies for the Fish Commis - 
sion, said the figures include landings of 
390,000 pounds at Ilwaco, Washington, where 
fishermen who work the waters off Oregon 
land their catches. 

Coho Landings Improve 

Coho landings off northern Oregon and 
southern Washington were relatively light 
during the first few weeks of the season, but 
they improved recently, Loeffel said. Dur- 
ing the 1966 season, coho fishing generally 
was better off the southern half of the coast 
but, during the previous year, it was more 
productive northward. 

The offshore showing of salmon is excel- 
lent and substantial numbers of hatchery- 
marked fish are showing up in the catch. 
Thus far, Oregon Fish Commission Klaska- 

nine and Alsea hatchery marks have been the 
most common, although other stations also 
are represented byfin-clippedfish. In addi- 
tion to the Fish Commission, the Washington 
Department of Fisheries and the U.S, Fish 
and Wildlife Service liberate large numbers 
of coho each year. 
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Loeffel said that while the hatcheries un- 
doubtedly are contributing much, the spec- 
tacular sport and commercial fishing cannot 
be attributed solely to hatchery releases. He 
added that natural spawning still plays an im- 
portant role in maintaining fish runs. Ocean 
survival conditions also are extremely im- 
portant in determining success or failure of 
salmon production. These conditions, pres- 
ently not well understood, appear to have 
been very favorable off the Oregon coast dur- 
ing the past few years. (Oregon Fish Com- 
mission, Aug. 8.) 

Texas 

REPORT ON SHRIMP FISHERY 

The Texas shrimp fleet lands about 
64,000,000 pounds of shrimp worth over $25 
millioneach year. About 80 percent of shrimp 
landed are brown shrimp. Most of the catch 
is taken within 20 miles of the 375-mile-long 
Texas coast in 1-5 day trips. When catches 
off Texas decline, many boats travel to the 

Bay of Campeche near Mexico's Yucatan Pen- 
insula. Trips there may last 50-60 days. 
They are usually made in winter, when sudden 
storms are frequent. For economic reasons, 

shrimp are loaded on one shrimp or freezer 
boat and shipped to Texas. This allows the 
other shrimpers to fish longer and make the 
trip worthwhile. 

Because salt water anglers prefer live 
shrimp as bait, a multimillion-dollar indus - 

try has developed on the Texas coast. 

These are some of the facts contained in 
"The Shrimp Fishery In Texas," by A. W. 
Moffett, published by the Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Department. 

Industry Developed After World War I 

After World War I, commercial shrimp- 
ing developed from a small, part-time indus- 
try to the most valuable sea fishery in the 
U.S. Texas fishermen played an important 
part in its development. Modern shrimping 
is exclusively a bottom-trawl fishery. 

With the introduction of trawl, the industry 
boomed. Fishermen had the tool that needed 
only a small crew, could catch more shrimp 
in less time, and could fish efficiently dense 

shrimp stocks in Gulf of Mexico. 

GULF OF 

MEX/CO 

Fig. 1 - Life history of a shrimp. (a) shrimp eggs; (b) nauplius 
larva; (c) protozoea; (d} mysis; (e) postmysis; (f) juvenile shrimp; 
(g) adolescent shrimp; (h) mature adult shrimp. (a, b, c, d, 
and e after Heegaard.) 

Before the late 1940s, white shrimp sup- 
ported industry. After 1947, catches dropped 
dangerously. Shrimpers were forced into 
deeper Gulf waters--where they found vast 
quantities of brown shrimp. 

In 1955, shrimpers at Rockport developed 
a very effective method of trawling--''double 
rig''. A single boat pulled 2 identical trawls 
simultaneously. The trawls were 40-42 feet 
wide at mouth. Catches increased 15 to 30 
percent. Within 2 years, a large part of 
Aransas Pass fleet converted to the new sys- 
tem. Its popularity grew and the trend spread 
to other states. Virtually all offshore shrimp 
vessels built in recent years were double- 
rigged; many pull two 75-foot trawls. 

Modern shrimp vessels come in all sizes: 
small "mosquito" boats that shrimp in the 
bays to 50- to 85-foot super-trawlers that 
can fish the bays and Gulf waters. Unlike the 
primitive earlier craft, today's large trawl- 
ers carry up-to-date navigational aids: ra- 
dar, fish finders, fathometers, ship-to-shore 
radios. 
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Fig. 2 - Texas shrimp landings, 1956-1966. 
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Shrimping Grounds 

Brown shrimp are caught all year in the 
Gulf. The area from the Colorado River to 
Sebree Bank is trawled heavily to 175 feet, 
but shrimping between Freeport and Sabine 
Pass is limited to waters less than 100 feet 
deep. Most brown shrimp are taken in out- 
side waters, but juveniles are plentiful in 
coastal estuaries in spring and summer-- 
but are protected by law. 

The prime white shrimp grounds stretch 
from the Mississippi River west toFreeport, 
Texas. Best catches are made in water un- 
der 85 feet; some catches are made out to 
120 feet. White shrimp reach larger sizes 
than brown in the bays. Whites are the main- 
stay of fall bay shrimping, especially along 
upper coast where estuaries are less salty. 

Pink shrimp are fairly abundant in catches 
off the central and lower coast in spring and 
fall. Their scarcity off the upper coast may 
be due to lack of suitable nursery habitat. 
The young prefer firm bottom and protec- 
tive vegetation--turtle grass or algae. The 
centers of commercial abundance are Flor- 
ida's Dry Tortugas and Mexico's Campeche 
Banks. 

Wisconsin 

RHODE ISLAND TRAWLER TO FISH 
ALEWIFE IN LAKE MICHIGAN 

Wisconsin has issued a license to a Rhode 
Island trawler to begin fishing for alewife in 
Lake Michigan. This will be the first time an 
ocean trawler has participated in the Great 
Lakes trawl fishery. Its experience may 
lead to increased efficiency in the trawl fleet. 
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BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES PROGRAMS 

Electrical Field Increases 

Catch Rates in Lake Michigan 

Comparable tests of trawl gear with and 
without an electrical field were recently com- 
pleted aboard the exploratory research ves- 
sel ''Kaho'' in Lake Michigan. The tests were 
made by personnel of BCF's Ann Arbor Ex- 
ploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base. 
Twenty-one experimental trawl drags were 
made: 10 used an electrical field in the 
trawl's forward part, and 11 were without an 
electrical field. The results showed a high- 
er catch rate per half-hour of fishing effort 
for alewife, white suckers, and smelt when 

electrical field was used. 

Using an electrical field, 931.3 pounds of 
alewife were taken, compared to 724.9 pounds 

‘when a nonelectrified trawl was used. 

White suckers and smelt were taken with 
the electrical trawl at the rate of 51.9 and 
26.7 pounds, respectively. The nonelectri- 
fied trawl produced only 32.7 and 7.6 pounds 
of white suckers and smelt. 

“Cobb” Completes Saury Explorations 

The John N. Cobb (Cruise 89) returned to 
Seattle on September 8 after a three-week 
saury (Cololabis saira) survey off the coasts 
of Oregon, Washington, and southern British 
Columbia. The gear systems used included 
a midwater trawl, two lift nets, and a vari- 
able mesh gill net. They were used with an 
11.5 kw. blue-and-red incandescent light at- 
traction system. 

Saury at 80% of Stations 

Saury were observed at more than 80 per- 
cent of the 32 stations occupied. The great- 
est abundance of large fish was encountered 
west of Destruction Island (30 miles offshore) 

and a lesser, but substantial, quantity 5-10 

miles offshore near the 42nd parallel. Once, 
near Destruction Island, dense concentrations 

of fish were observed in the searchlight beam 
over a 3-4 mile area. Saury were not en- 
countered in water temperatures higher than 
18.9° Centigrade. However, no definite trend 
was established for saury distribution and 
abundance relative to lower temperatures. 

Trawl and lift nets did not work as satis - 
factorily as gill nets for sampling; saury re- 
acted negatively to bridle systems used on 
trawls and gill nets. 

“Cobb” Bork, Abundance 

and Distribution 

The John N. Cobb returned to Seattle in 
August after a 4-week cruise (No. 88) in 
coastal waters of Washington and northern 
Oregon. 

Cruise objectives were: (1) to determine 
distribution and relative abundance of hake in 
area of operation; (2) assist commercial ves- 
sels in locating concentrations of hake; (3) 
observe diel behavior and availability of hake, 
and (4) to investigate daily change in the ver- 
tical movements of euphausiids, the principal 
food organism on which it feeds in Washing - 
ton waters. 

The Gear 

The BCF Universal trawl was used. It is 
a modified Cobb pelagic trawl and can be 
fished on and off bottom. The webbing through - 
out is 23-inch mesh with a liner of $-inch 
mesh placed in the codend to retain Anal 
organisms. Hydrofoil doors were used to 
spread the trawl. 

A 6-foot Isaac-Kidd trawl was used to 
sample macroplankton. The body and inter- 
mediate sections of the net were constructed 
of 33-inch mesh webbing and lined with }- 
inch mesh nylon netting; the codend was con- 
structed of 14-inch mesh nylon netting. No 
collecting bucket was used. 

A high-resolution, low-frequency echo 
sounder was used to locate fish. 

Method of Operation 

A double warp trawling arrangement was 
used in fishing the BCF trawl; a single warp 
arrangement was used to fish the Isaac-Kidd 
trawl. Depth of nets was determined by a 
depth-telemetry system. 

Towing speed for the BCF trawl ranged 
from 1.2 to 2.4 knots; the Isaac-Kidd trawl, 

4 to 5 knots. 



Fish were located either by making off- 
shore-inshore sounding transects, or by 
sounding along depth contours where hake had 
been found previously. When probable hake 
signs were located, they were fished with the 
BCF Universal trawl. 

In areas where hake were located, system - 
atic sampling determined diel changes inver- 
tical distribution of hake and their chief prey, 
euphausiids. No attempt was made to sample 
both hake and euphausiids during same period. 
When hake diel movements were investigated, 
hake signs were fished whenever present. 
When no signs could be distinguished on echo 
sounder, or signs were fairly well scattered 
throughout the water column, 3 depths were 
fished with BCF trawl--near bottom, mid- 

depth, and 10 fathoms below surface. 

Since euphausiids could not be distinguished 
by echo sounder, 3 depths were fished (7 fath- 
oms off bottom, mid-depth, and 5 to 10 fath- 
oms below surface) once every 3 hours during 
periods of 12and 18hours. The 12-hour peri- 
od was from 1800 Pacific Standard Time (eve- 
ning) to 0600 hours (morning); the 18-hour pe- 
riod was from 0400 hours (morning) to 2200 
hours (evening). The duration of the Isaac- 
Kidd trawl tow at the depth of sampling was 
15 minutes; most ofits catches were preserved 
in 10% formalin. A few catches of euphausiids 

and cumaceans were frozen to be studied later 
for food value and level of radioactivity. 

Samples of hake from selected hake catches 
were frozen for later examination of stomach 
contents. Cursory examination of stomach 
contents was also made from selected catches. 
A sample of 200 hake from selected catches 
was measured by sex. 

When diel movements of hake and euphau- 
siids were investigated,/a profile of the tem- 
perature from sea surface to near sea bottom 

was obtained by bathythermograph cast usu- 
ally made every 3 hours. 

Results 

Distribution and availability of Pacific 
hake: The areas off Washington where hake 
were available in large quantities were: (1) 
off Willapa Bay to southwest of Grays Harbor 
over bottom depths of 33 to 52 fathoms; (2) 
north of Grays Harbor to Queets River (24-52 
fathoms); and (3) between La Push and De- 
struction Island (29-40 fathoms). (See figure 
1.) 
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Fig. 1 - Localities where hake were found in large schools (slanted 
lines) and where diel changes in the vertical distribution of the 
hake were investigated (darkened areas). 

The commercial hake fleet located hake in 
the first two areas. In the third, the Cobb 
located fish which were fished later by com- 
mercial boats. When first located, the school 
off La Push was only 13 miles long in a nar- 
row band over bottom depths of 29 to 32 fath- 
oms. A half-hour set yielded 10,000 pounds 
of hake. The Cobb watched the La Push school 
for the remainder of the day and resumed 
fishing in the evening. Next morning, the 
signs of hake were few and a search for the 
main body of fish was made. The school was 
relocated about 1 mile south of the previous 
day's position. By then the school had in- 
creased. It was about 43 miles long and about 
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2 of a mile wide over bottom depths of 29 to 
32 fathoms. A 15-minute set produced 16,000 
pounds of pure hake. After this catch, Cobb 
personnel told commercial hake fleet aboutit. 
Later, 3 vessels entered the area of hake con- 
centrations and obtained full loads in 2 and 3 
days. They concentrated their effort between 
the 30 and 40 fathom isobaths. Catches were 
as high as 35,000 pounds per tow, and were 
frequently 10,000 to 15,000 pounds per tow. 

Hake signs were few south of the Columbia 
River. A small body of fish was located and 
fished southwest of the Columbia River, 

but the catches were low--2,500 pounds in 

a half-hour tow, and 200 pounds in a one-hour 
tow. 

Diel Changes in Vertical 
Distribution of Hake 

Pacific hake were sampled during evening 
and early morning hours on 3 occasions and 
in different localities (figure 2). These 
patterns of vertical distribution were 
observed: 

1. As sunset approached, about 2000 hours 
the dense schools of hake present near sea 
bottom during daylight began to rise and dis- 
perse. The depths where hake signs could be 
detected during this rise and dispersion were 
fished, but the catches were much lower than 

during daylight catches. During the day, 
catch rates of hake in the area of night fishing 
ranged from 10,000 to 64,000 pounds per half 
hour. Between 1830 and 2030 hours, catches 

were only 3,500 to 6,000 pounds per half hour 
fishing. By 2100 to 2300 hours, the signs of 
hake were considerably dispersed in the wa- 
ter column; the maximum catch was only 2,000 

pounds ina half hour. 

> 

Maximum dispersion appears to occur dur- 
ing midnight hours. It is reflected in scatter- 
ed signs on echo sounder and low catches at 
the three fishing depths: near the surface at 
10 fathoms, maxiumum of 90 per half hour; 
mid-depth, 60; and near sea bottom, 64. 

2. As sunrise approaches, about 0500, hake 

begin to descend and regroup. By 0700, they 
have resumed schooling near the sea bottom. 
However, during each night and early morning 
sampling period, signs of hake in early morn- 
ing had greatly decreased compared to pre- 
vious evening. This is alsoreflected insmall- 
er catches in morning hours compared to pre- 
vious evening's catches. The maximum catch 

between 0200 and 0600 was 241 individuals 
(about 500 pounds) in one-half hour. The 
behavior of the school off La Push as de- 
scribed in "Results" (p. 25) suggests this 
possibility. 
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Fig. 2 - Generalized view of the diel changes in the vertical dis- 
tribution of hake, Hake signs are presented as they would appear 
on an echo sounder. Depth presented in meters (73 meters=40 
fathoms). 

Figure 2 gives a generalized picture of 
diel changes in vertical distribution of the 
hake. Variations occur as observed during 
past surveys when hake were found a consid- 
erable distance (10 to 20 fathoms) off sea bot- 
tom during daylight hours. Also, hake pos- 
sibly may undergo less dispersion and verti- 
cal ascent in late evening and midnight hours, 
as depicted in figure 2. From study of feed- 
ing habits, there is some suggestion that hake, 
which have their stomachs partially filled with 
food in the evening hours, may not ascend as 
high in the water column as hake with empty 
or almost empty stomachs. If majority of 
hake school are well fed, vertical ascent and 
dispersion may not be too great. 

Diel Changes in Euphausiids' 
Vertical Distribution 

Euphausiids were sampled on 3 occasions 
off Queets River south to Cape Elizabeth, over 
bottom depths of about 44 and 52 fathoms. A 
complete analysis of the Isaac-Kidd trawl 
catches during these samplings have yet to be 
made, so only a generalized picture of the 
euphausiids!' vertical distribution can be pre- 
sented now (figure 3). 

During daylight hours (0800 to 1400) no 
euphausiids were collected from near-surface 
tows (7-8 fathoms) nor from tows at mid- 
depth, but small catches (j to 15 pounds) were 
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Fig. 3 - Generalized view of the diel changes in the vertical dis~ 
tribution of the euphausiid, Thysanoessa spinifera. 
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taken in tows near sea bottom. After 1800, 
euphausiids were collected during tows atall 
3 depth levels. Largest catches were taken 
about 1800 and between 0000 to 0230 hours. 
At 1800 hours, about 20 pounds were taken in 
the near-bottom tow. Shortly after 1800, 
catches from tows at mid-depth and near sur- 
face were less than 2 pounds. The large 
catches (about 10 pounds) made during 0000 
to 0200 were from tows near surface. Catch- 
es from tows at mid-depth and near sea bot- 
tom during same period were 2 pounds orless. 
At other periods of the evening, 2100 to 2300, 
and morning (0300 to 0500), catches from 
near surface and mid-depth were about com- 
parable, but tows near sea bottom caught less 
than tows higher up. Only a few euphausiids 
were identified from each catch; in every in- 
stance, they were identified as Thysanoessa 
spinifera, 

In general, it appears that the euphausiids 
are found near the sea bottom during the day- 
light hours. After 1800 there is a movement 
of the euphausiids off the bottom to near sur- 
face waters. They appear to reach their 
greatest density during the hours of darkness 
near the surface after midnight. After 0200 
the euphausiids begin their descent and by 
0800 are concentrated near the sea bottom 
again. 

Feeding Habits of Hake 

Although a detailed analysis of the stomach 
contents of hake has not been completed, a 
cursory examination during the cruise sug- 
gests: 

(1) Euphausiids appear to be dominant food 
organisms of hake in Washington coastal wa- 
ters during cruise period. 
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(2) Hake feed upon the euphausiids during 

hours of twilight and darkness. 

(3) The amplitude of vertical movement of 

hake during evening hours may depend upon 
the degree of stomach fullness. Fish with 
little food in stomachs may rise higher in wa- 
ter column at night than fish with considerable 
food remains. 

(4) Fish captured from dense schools have 

their stomachs filled with euphausiids. 

The vertical movement of euphausiids dur- 
ing the evening and early morning hours coin- 
cides intime with vertical movement and dis- 
persion of hake. The fact that hake were found 
feeding on euphausiids during hours of twilight 
and darkness suggests vertical movement and 
hake dispersion is response to movement of 
its prey. However, diel changes in vertical 
distribution and integrity of hake schools may 
occur whether there are euphausiids present 
or not. 
Note: For further information contact: Dayton L, Alverson, Base 
Director, Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, 2725 
Montlake Blvd. East, Seattle, Washington 98102, Phone583-7729, 

wel 

‘Manning’ Explores 

for Alaska Pollock 

BCF's John R. Manning completed in July 
a 26-day pelagic exploratory cruise (67-2) 
for Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogrammus) 
and pink shrimp (Pandalus borealis). It sur- 
veyed both inshore and offshore waters off 
the southeastern coast of Kodiak Island, and 

offshore waters of the southeastern Bering 
Sea between and due north of Umnak Island 
and Port Moller. 

The cruises primary objectives were: (1) 
to gain information on species composition of 
midwater echo-traces observed in waters ad- 
jacent to Kodiak Island; the information would 

determine if commercially interesting species 
of shrimp occupied this layer, and (2) to ob- 
tain data on the availability of Alaska pollock 
to the 648 Cobb pelagic trawl. 

2 Trawl Models 

Sampling gear consisted of two models of 
midwater trawls: the 648 Cobb pelagic anda 
smaller version, the Cobb anchovy trawl No. 1. 
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Fig. 1 - Eastern survey area. 
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Both trawls were fished with a pair of alumi- 
num hydrofoil doors and 30 fathom dandy- 
lines. Fishing depth of the trawl was moni- 
tored by a dual electric depth-telemetering 
system with a sensing unit housed at the ter- 
minus of each electrical towing warp. 

Six tows were made with the Cobb anchovy 
trawl No. 1 (on loan from the Seattle Explora- 
tory Fishing and Gear Research Base), Tran- 
secting was conducted during evening and 
early morning hours, generally between 1700 
and 0900 hours the following day. Both in- 
shore (i.e., bays and straits) and offshore 
areas were surveyed; the majority of inshore 
survey time was spent in Sitkalidak Strait. 
Surveys offshore extended to about 30 miles 
due east of shore. Onshore-offshore sound - 
ing transects were made at oblique angles to 
shore, between the 25 and 92 fathom depth 
contours. 

PRIBOLOF ISLANDS 
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Cruise Results 

Midwater echo-traces indicative of possi- 
ble pink shrimp concentrations were not ob- 
served in any offshore area surveyed, but 
they were observed in most inshore waters. 
Catch composition analysis of the five tows 
made in inshore waters showed pink shrimp 
the dominant species. 

No commercial-size catches of pink shrimp 
were made. The largest catch, 710 pounds, 
(Haul No. 2, 775 pounds total) was captured 
during a 60-minute tow (intersection of Sit- 
kalidak Strait and Kiliuda Bay). It was made 
through fair-to-good echo-traces between 25 
and 40 fathoms over average bottom depth of 
62 fathoms. 

The single offshore tow (Haul No. 4, 12 
miles ESE Cape Barnabus) captured 1,050 

Cape: Mordvinof 

 UNIMAK ISLAND 

Fig. 2 - Western survey area. 
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pounds of small Alaska pollock (¥ 31 cm.). 
Strong echo-traces observed during this tow 
extended to maximum height of 12 fathoms 
from bottom, with bottom depth ranging be- 
tween 68 and 73 fathoms. Recordings showed 
the school to be quite small, consisting of 
several small isolated nodules lying within a 
distance of one-quarter mile. 

What Results Suggest 

Results of catch composition analysis and 
echo-gram observations suggest that pink 
shrimp experience a daytime migration and 
are negatively phototropic (taking a particular 
direction under influence of light). A constant 
fathometer gain was used throughout the in- 
shore survey area to help reduce problems 
associated with interpreting relative densities 
of echo-traces. If the results noted are rep- 
resentative of pink shrimp responses to light 
intensity, there may be an optimum time for 
fishing this species with midwater trawls, 
i.e., either as they begin their vertical mi- 
gration or as they compact toward the bottom 
in the early morning hours. 

Western Survey Area 

In the western survey area, the major ef- 
fort was expended along each side of the 100- 
fathom curve between 166.59 W. Longitude x 
54.89 N. Latitude and 169° W. Longitude x 
56° N. Latitude, and in waters lying north of 
Unimak Island to a distance of 90 miles. Re- 
sults are disappointing because no echo- 
traces indicative of Alaska pollock concentra- 
tions were observed. Hauls 7 (500 pounds 

jellyfish) and 8 (125 pounds jellyfish) were 
made on fair but scattered echo-traces lo- 
cated 35 and 33 miles due north of Cape Mord- 
vinof, respectively. Zero catch occurred 
during Haul No. 9 at 55° 44.1' N. Latitude x 
168° 44,0' W. Longitude. 
Note: For further information contact: Base Director, Exploratory 
Fishing and Gear Research Base, BCF, P, O. Box 1668, Juneau, 
Alaska 99801. m 
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Shrimp Surveyed 

in Southeast Alaska 

Good concentrations of spot shrimp (Pan- 
dalus platyceros) were located in the Ernst 
Sound-Behm Canal area of southeast Alaska 
during a recent survey by BCF's Juneau Ex- 
ploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base. 
The optimum soaking time for shrimp pots 

and shrimp bait preference also were investi- 
gated. Short soaking times were found to be 
most effective; seal meat proved superior as 
bait to herring, pet food, and salmon tails. 

Trawls Prove Ineffective 

BCF cooperated with a commercial trawler 
this summer to test the effectiveness of trawls 
for catching spot shrimp (Pandalus platy- 
ceros). Participating were personnel from 
BCF's Juneau and Seattle Exploratory Fishing 
and Gear Research Bases. 

Midwater and conventional bottom trawls 
equipped with BCF -supplied depth-telemetry 
systems were fished by the trawler for 30 
days in areas of Southeastern Alaska where 
spot shrimp were known to be abundant. Re- 
sults indicated that trawls would not catch 
spot shrimp in commercial quantities. 

Study Midwater Availability 

of Pink Shrimp in Alaska 

BCF's Juneau Exploratory Fishing and 
Gear Research Base cooperated with industry 
to investigate the midwater availability of 
pink shrimp (Pandalus borealis) around south- 
eastern Kodiak Island. Echo-sounding tran- 
sects, coupled with test drags of a Cobb pelagic 
trawl from the "John R. Manning" found 
schools of pink shrimp present at night at con- 
siderable distances above the ocean bottom in 
inshore waters. 

Although no commercial-size catches were 
taken--largest was 710 pounds in a one-hour 
haul--considerable information was obtained 
on the diurnal movements of pink shrimp. Re- 
sults suggest that pink shrimp would be most 
available to midwater trawls either as they 
begin their ascent from ocean bottom with 
onset of darkness, or just before they com- 
plete their descent to the bottom in early 
morning. 



“Bowers” Studies Use 
of Lights to Attract Anchovy 

The R/V George M. Bowers cruised Mis- 
sissippi Sound and Pensacola Bay to deter- 
mine the effectiveness of a small-mesh purse 
seine for catching anchovies attracted to 
various types of above-surface and subsurface 
lights. (Cruise 80, ended Aug. 1.) 

A variety of light attractors was used: a 
90-lamp incandescent bank (13,500 watts), a 
3,000-watt incandescent cluster, both sys- 

tems use alternating current; a 500-watt 28- 
volt direct current underwater incandescent 
light; a 1,000-watt alternating current under- 
water quartz iodide light; and 3,250-watt al- 

ternating current above-surface mercury 
vapor lights. 

A light skiff equipped with 2 above-surface 
12-volt direct-current sealed beam lamps 
and a high intensity underwater photo lamp 
was used effectively to control the fish while 
setting the purse seine. Too few tests have 
been made under comparable conditions to 
indicate clearly the most effective light-at- 
tractor system. However, the largest individ- 
ual catch (830 pounds) was made using the 
13,500-watt above-surface incandescent and 
the 500-watt direct current underwater sys- 
tem. More tests are planned for the next 
cruise. 

Species Caught 

Three species of anchovies (A. hepsetus, 
A. mitchilli, and A. lyolepis), usually domi- 
nated the catches; however, small-size scaled 
sardines (H. pensacolae), Spanish sardine 

(Sardinella sp.), and thread herring (QO. og- 
linum) were taken in most catches. Juvenile 

and young Spanish and king mackerel were 
present in several catches. Most anchovies 
caught were less than 3 inches. A few of A. 
hepsetus were larger. 

Summertime squalls created excessive 
turbidity in Mississippi Sound at times and 
limited the effectiveness of the light attrac - 
tors. Water clarity in Pensacola Bay was 
good at all times despite gusty winds. Vis- 
ual and electronic detection of anchovy schools 
was possible in both areas, but the light at- 
tractor systems performed better consistent- 
ly in Pensacola Bay. 

—: ate 
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Commercial Quantities 

of Calico Scallops off Florida 

Surveys of the exploratory fishing vessel 
"Oregon" off Florida have found commercial 
quantities (20 bushels per hour) of calico 
scallops. Catches by the Oregon between 
Vero Beach and New Smyrna Beach are rang - 
ing from 36 to 64 bushels per hour. 

BCF has told the local calico scallop in- 
dustry in Florida and North Carolina of the 
Oregon's success. Industry members will 
board the vessel to observe further tests with 
trawl gear used by the commercial fleet for 
taking scallops. BCF efforts are aimed at 
aiding the scallop industry of the Southeast 
coast, which has recently experienced de- 
creased catches. 

The ''Criswell,'' owned by Elmer Willis of 
North Carolina, will work with the Oregon. 
Willis reportedly has orders for 3,000,000 

pounds of scallop meats from one customer. 
A restaurant chain and a cafeteria also have 
made large orders. 

Harvey Bullis, Director of BCF's Explora- 
tory Fishing Base in Pascagoula, Miss., be- 
lieves the scallop resources located by the 
Oregon are as vast as those supporting the 
commercial fishery off North Carolina. 

Study Lake Superior 

Trawling Potential 

Experimental fishing conducted by 2 coop- 
erating trawlers, ''A. E. Clifford'' and ''Hia- 
watha,' in the Economic Development Admin- 
istration (EDA) Technical Assistance Project 
has added considerably to knowledge of the 
commercial potential of Lake Superior. Test 
fishing in waters near Keweenah Peninsula, 

Michigan, demonstrated that bloater chubs 
are available regularly to trawls throughout 
the year; smelt are available in substantial 
quantities only intermittently. 

Successful commercial trawling in Michi- 
gan waters of Lake Superior would depend on 
the development of suitable markets for small 
bloater chubs, small smelt, and suckers, 
which dominated the trawl catches. Trawl 
catches in western Lake Superior, where the 

amount of trawlable bottom is very limited, 
have consisted primarily of smelt and cisco. 
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Echograms here suggest heavy concentra- 
tions of fishes above the lake bottom, where 

they are unavailable tobottomtrawls. Mid- 
water trawls will be used this fall to deter- 
mine if these fishes can be harvested profit- 
ably. 

“Rorqual” Studies Summer 

Distribution of Small Brit 

The R/V Rorqual of BCF's Biological 
Laboratory, Boothbay Harbor, Maine, con- 
ducted Cruise 3-67 in July to determine the 
summer distribution of small brit (2"-3") 
prior to their entry into the fishery. 

Its preliminary findings: small brit (2''- 
3'') were present only on the inshore transect. 
They were most numerous from Mooseabec 
Roach to Machias Bay, where traces were 

almost continuous. Concentrations also oc- 
curred in Muscongus Bay, the Sheepscot, and 
Damariscotta areas. No herring were ob- 
served from Sheepscot Bay to Cape Ann, ex- 
cept for a few taken in Casco Bay. 

The Rorqual's area of operations was Cape 
Ann to Machias Bay, inshore to5fathoms and 

offshore to 50 fathoms. Measurements of 
salinity and temperature were made. The 
thermograph was run continuously. Surveys 
were made with an echo sounder, and traces 

were sampled with a high-speed trawl and a 
shrimp try net. 
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BCF Honolulu Aids 
Skipjack Tuna Industry 

The aku fishery is the chief U. S. fishery 
in the central Pacific Ocean. Aku is the Ha- 
waiian namefor skipjack tuna. About10 mil- 
lion pounds of this valuable food fish are 
caught each year. Although the Hawaiian re- 
source is large, the industry has failed for 
several years to keep pace with the expand- 
ing U.S. economy. The fishing vessels are 
old and the number of fishermen decreasing. 

To strengthen this industry, representa- 
tives of the State of Hawaii, the U. S.,and the 
industry have joined to coordinate long- and 
short-term research on the central Pacific 
fishery problems. 

John C. Marr, Director, Hawaii Area, 
BCF, says the major goal of research on 
skipjack tuna at BCF's Biological Laboratory 
in Honolulu is to increase the catch substan- 
tially--not only near Hawaii but in adjacent 
waters of the central Pacific. But the labo- 
ratory and other research agencies also face 
the shorter range problem of aiding the pres - 
ent Hawaiian fleet. 

Industry Is 2 Separate Fisheries 

The skipjack tuna fishery consists of two 
separate fisheries: for skipjack tuna itself 
and for nehu, the little anchovy used as live 
bait. The skipjack tuna is caught by pole and 
line. Schools are attracted to the vessel by 
tossing handfuls of nehu overboard. 

At present, each vessel fishes for its own 
bait and takes about 20 buckets (160 lbs.) of 
nehu for each trip. Studies show that a lot of 
time is spent fishing for bait that could be 
spent fishing for skipjack tuna. Director 
Marr believes this added time would produce 
a large increase in the total tuna catch. 

The Honolulu lab is attacking the problems 
of obtaining bait in two ways. The first is by 
investigating the possibility of taking bait in 
stationary traps and nets. The ultimate aim 
here is to prove the feasibility of asmall, 
independent, bait-catching industry. The 
second way is by studying other small fishes 
as supplements or substitutes for the nehu. 

Weir and Lift Nets Built 

In a project partially supported by Hawaii, 
personnel of the lab's Fishery Development 
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Program constructed an experimental weir 
and a night lift net and installed them in 
Kaneohe Bay, on the windward side of Oahu. 
The bay is one of the chief sources of nehu 
for the skipjack tuna fleet. 

The heart-shaped weir, about 450 feet 
around, extends from shore into water about 
10 feet deep. The baitfish are collected at 
night. A light attracts them intoa small 
pocket at the tip of the weir. Richard S. 
Shomura, who heads the project, says results 
of the first weeks of operation have been en- 

couraging. The lowest catch was less than 1 
bucket of bait, but most have been larger; one 
reached 78 buckets. Another weir is under 
construction. Results with the lift net have 
been less successful; the largest catch was 
16 buckets. 

Seek Alternate Bait Species 

Alternate bait species have been tried in 
the Hawaiian fishery before. Now a new ap- 
proach is being used. The behavioral char- 
acteristics of the nehu--which makes it so 
attractive to the skipjack tuna--have been 
studied. Knowing some of these character- 
istics, the scientists have been seeking other 
small fishes that equal or exceed the nehu. 
Several kinds have been tried. Some have 
been imported from mainland U. S., others 

from Southeast Asia. 

Some of this work is done in shoreside 
tanks, some at sea. In the tanks, the behav- 
ior of the nehu and other prey fish has been 
observed in the presence of a predator, us- 
ually the kawakawa, a close relative of the 

skipjack tuna. 

At sea, scientists have donned diving gear 
to study the behavior of the bait species and 
the tunas under actual fishing conditions, 
Using scuba, they have measured the diving 
rates of the baitfish and observed other as- 
pects of their behavior. John J. Magnuson, 
head of the lab's behavior studies, says films 

also have been taken and are expected topro- 
vide quantifiable data on baitfish behavior. 

The most promising alternate species so 
far is the threadfin shad, a fresh water fish 
introduced into Hawaii about a decade ago. 
The shad has naturalized itself in Hawaii. 
Other species are still being studied. 
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Operations Analysis of Fishing 

The program to aid the industry includes 
an operations analysis of fishing activities. 
The captains of the fleet have cooperated. 
During the summer of 1967, for the first 
time, trained observers were Stationed aboard 

several fishing sampans and recorded every 
aspect of the fishing operation--from the 
time the vessels left port until the catch was 
unloaded. 

The information they collected, millions 
of separate items, are being coded for analy- 
sis by computer. Preliminary inspection of 
the data shows that it will provide much new 
information, says Tamio Otsu, who supervised 
the project. 

Where Does Fish Spend Its Time? 

Researchers do not know where the fish 
spend the time they are not at the sea sur- 
face--most of their time. The laboratory's 
research vessel ''Townsend Cromwell," 
equipped with a high precision sonar, spent 
much of summer 1967 studying this problem. 
The sonar gathers information on the depth a 
target is swimming, its direction, and its 

speed. Sofar, most targets have been located 
within 30feet of the surface. There is another 
heavy concentration between 200 and 500 feet. 
Skipjack tuna schools have been tracked from 
the surface to the depths. More than half 
went deeper than 200 feet, between their 
sorties to the surface. Some went down to 
400 feet. 

The Waters Studied Too 

The observers aboard the skipjack tuna 
sampans have been collecting information on 
the temperature and salinity of the waters in 
which tunas are caught. To add to this in- 
formation, the Townsend Cromwell, in sum- 

mer 1967, the height of the fishing season, 
collected oceanographic data both in and out- 
side the fishing area. These data are now 
being analyzed. The information from fish- 
ing vessels and the Cromwell is expected to 
pinpoint physical and chemical characteris - 
tics of waters in which the fish are caught. 

A final line of attack on the skipjack tuna 
problems is the application of the methods of 
systems analysis widely used in industrial 
and military planning. Brian J. Rothschild, 
Acting Deputy Area Director, BCF, Hawaii, 

says the object of such a study is to design 
an economically feasible plan for the opera- 
tion of the Hawaii-based fishery for tunas. It 
would be one healthy enough to stimulate in- 
vestors to put their money into it. 

pes 
“Delaware’”’ Studies Herring 

and Lobster Offshore Populations 

The M/V Delaware of BCF's Biological 
Laboratory at Boothbay Harbor, Maine, 
cruised the northern part of Georges Bank 
and Lydonia Canyon, September 6-15 (Cruise 
67-6). 

The cruise, hampered by bad weather, 
had 3 purposes: to sample populations of sea 
herring and lobsters and to obtain related 
environmental data; to obtain blood samples 
from lobsters; and to make plankton tows for 
larval herring. 

Fishing Operations 

To sample herring population, 18 trawl 
sets were made. The sets, of 1 hour dura- 

tion, were made in 26 to53 fathoms and yield- 
ed 19 bushels (approximately 1,400 pounds), 
The herring obtained were 21.7 to 36.5 cm. 
long. The 1960- and 1961-year classes were 
dominant in the catches, followed in percent- 
age occurrence by fish of the 1959-year class 
and older. Shipboard examination indicated 
the majority were in stage V of gonadal con- 
dition. To sample lobster population, 5 trawl 
sets were made at Lydonia Canyon in waters 
from 55 to 120 fathoms. They yielded 18 lob- 
sters (44% females and 56% males). Only one 
lobster was berried. 

Plankton Operations 

Thirteen 1-meter net plankton tows of 15- 
minutes duration (5 minutes at 20 meters, 5 
minutes at 10 meters, and 5 meters at sur- 
face), were made. No larval herring were 
obtained. 
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Geronimo’ Cruises Entire Gulf of Mexico in Late Winter 

By Reed S. Armstrong and John R. Grady* 

BCF's R/V Geronimo, Galveston, Texas, 
has completed the first in a series of hydro- 
graphic surveys of the Gulf of Mexico (Cruise 
12). The immediate purposes of these sur- 
veys are to describe the circulation and stra- 
tification in the Gulf of Mexico and to analyze 
the time variations of Gulf waters. Addition- 
al, long-range, goals are to relate the state 
and variations in the waters to the driving 
force (the atmospheric circulation), and to 
predict the circulations and characteristics 
of the waters. We intend to occupy about 135 
hydrographic stations, sampling from the 
surface to the bottom, over all the Gulf dur- 
ing each cruise. Bathythermograph casts-- 
and standard meteorological observations 
and radiation measurements for heat budget 
analyses--are made routinely along the 
cruise route. 

During this first ''all Gulf" cruise (Feb. 
20-April 1, 1967), continuing problems with 
the ship's navigational gear curtailed opera- 
tions in the eastern Gulf, but the cruise plan 
was rearranged to accomplish a rather com- 
prehensive survey of the entire Gulf. Weoc- 
cupied 114 hydrographic stations and collected 
surface salinity samples and made bathyther- 
mograph casts at 281 stations. 

We had planned to make vertical plankton 
hauls to 100-m. depth witha $-m. Hansen net 
at each hydrographic station--and to make 
vertical plankton hauls to near the bottom in 
the deeps of the Gulf with a Gulf V sampling 
net. Because of almost continuously poor 
weather and high seas, only 87 shallow and 2 
deep plankton hauls were made. 

This cruise was very successful, particu- 
larly because it was only the second time the 
entire Gulf of Mexico has been surveyed dur - 
ing one cruise operation. (The first was by 
the R/V ''Hidalgo'' of Texas A & M University 
in Feb.-March 1962.) 

As the data are processed and analyzed, 
numerous interesting features of the Gulf 
waters are noted in surface distribution of 
the various water properties. 

The circulation pattern of the surface wa- 

ters can be inferred from the surface tem- 

perature distribution (fig. 1). Warm water 
(more than 24° C.) from the Caribbean Sea is 
the main driving force for the circulation 
throughout most of the Gulf. The water en- 
ters the Gulf along the western side of the 
Yucatan Straits and streams north to about 
28° N. latitude. It then turns sharply to the 
south and, after following a rather intricate 
path, leaves the Gulf through the Florida 
Straits. 

Some of the water entering the Gulf returns 
as countercurrents, in a series of eddies, on 

the western side of the Yucatan Straits. Other 
Caribbean water encounters an apparent coun- 
tercurrent from the Florida Straits off the 
coast of Cuba, thereby setting up the clock- 
wise-rotating eddy of the ''C''-shaped cell of 
water more than 26° C. The flow from the 
western edge of this eddy to about the center 
of the Yucatan Straits is moving south, back 
in the Caribbean. The remaining water com- 
ing into the Gulf seemingly moves westward 
across the Campeche Shelf and then turns 
northeastward to join the main flow. 

The circulationof the eastern Gulf of Mex- 
ico is reacting directly to the looping flow that 
enters through the Yucatan Straits and de- 
parts through the Florida Straits. Interaction 
of this loop current with adjacent waters es- 
tablishes the circulation over most of the 
western Gulf. The general easterly and north- 
easterly flow in the western Gulf is probably 
also associated with the prevailing south and 
southeast winds over the area. The small 
pockets of cool water near shore may be as- 
sociated with river discharge and land runoff. 

Three particularly significant features are 
apparent from the temperature distribution: 
(1) the presence of a southward flowing coun- 
tercurrent through the Yucatan Straits; (2) the 
lack of offshore penetration of Mississippi 
River discharge; and (3) the turbulent charac - 
teristic of oceanic circulations, as evidenced 
by the presence of numerous eddies, particu- 
larly those lining the boundary of the main 
flow of the loop current. 

The distribution of surface salinity (fig. 2) 
almost exactly follows the temperature pat- 
terns. The Caribbean water in the eastern 

*Research Oceanographers, BCF Biological Laboratory, Galveston, Texas. 
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Gulf is easily distinguished by its low salin- 
ity; 36 parts per thousand (p.p.t.). The rather 
direct influence of the loop current is delin- 
eated by the 36.4 p.p.t. contour in the central 
part of the Gulf along a north-south transect. 
The offshore surface waters of the western 
Gulf are of high salinity (more than 36.4 
p.p.t.) in contrast to the low salinity in the 
eastern Gulf. 

The extensions of river discharge and land 
runoff are well defined by the low-salinity 
cells in the northwestern corner, to the east 

of the Mississippi Delta, and inthe southeast- 
ern sector of the Gulf of Campeche. 

The distribution of the dissolved oxygen 
content of the surface water (4.40 to 5.55 
ml./1.) throughout the Gulf (fig. 3) is more 
similar to the distribution of temperature 
than of salinity. In the eastern Gulf, surface 
oxygen has a clearer relation to the currents 
and the distribution of other water properties 
than in the western Gulf, whichis complicated 
by the eddy systems. 

The dominant feature of the distribution 
of oxygen at the surface is the lower oxygen 
content of water of the large looping flow of 
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the eastern Gulf. The relatively low oxygen 
content of the water entering the Gulfthrough 
the Yucatan Straits (about 4.48 ml./1.) ac- 
counts for the distinctively lower values in 
the eastern Gulf. 

An interesting feature of this distribution 
is a westward-extending lobe of water from 
the eastern loop. This water has probably 
been entrained by the counterclockwise eddy 
north of the Campeche Bank and drawn tothe 
west. 

The vertical structure of the waters inthe 
Gulf is exhibited by the profiles of salinity, 
temperature, and dissolved oxygen for three 
representative stations in the western Gulf, 
eastern Gulf, and Yucatan Straits (fig. 4). 

The surface layers in the western Gulf 
are characterized by high salinity and low 
temperature, and the waters in the eastern 
Gulf have the lowest salinity and highest tem - 
perature. Oxygen contents of the surface wa- 
ters are almost identical for the three areas. 

The sharp salinity increase toward the sa- 
linity maximum layer (about 100-200 m. depth) 
produces a highly stabilized stratification. 
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Fig. 4 - Vertical profiles of salinity (p.p.t.), temperature (°C.), and dissolved oxygen (ml./1.) representative of major marine 
areas of the Gulf of Mexico. See fig. 2 for station locations. 
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Because the high salinity water within and be- 
low this layer cannot come in contact with the 
air, the decrease in oxygen is pronounced 
through the layer. The western Gulf station 
has no significant subsurface salinity maxi- 
mum, buta strong temperature gradient exists 
(about 150 m.), which has the same effect on 

stability. 

The following points, apparent from the 
vertical profiles, help to interpret the sur- 
face circulations, 

(1) In the western Gulf: 

(a) If water is upwelling (as with a 
counterclockwise curving flow--surface di- 
vergence), low-temperature, low-salinity 
water is brought toward the surface. 

(b) With convergent flow, warm, high- 
salinity water is collected. 

(2) In the eastern Gulf: 

(a) Surface divergence brings high-sa- 
linity, low-temperature water to the surface, 

(b) Surface convergence acts to collect 
the low-salinity, warm water. 

As many as four water masses are evident 
in the Gulf waters from the station profiles. 

(1) Subtropical Underwater--defined by 
the salinity maximum layer (apparently ab- 
sent at the western Gulf station). 

(2) Sub-Antarctic Intermediate Water-- 
core at the salinity minimum layer (750 to 
950 m.). This water mass is also in the re- 
gion of the oxygen minimum layer. 

(3) North Atlantic Deep Water--character- 
ized by the deep, secondary salinity maximum. 
The western Gulf is the only station of the 
three that exhibits this water mass (1,400-m. 
core depth). 

(4) North Atlantic or Antarctic Bottom 
Water--secondary salinity minimum layer 
underlying the North Atlantic Deep Water. 

The presence of what appears to be bot- 
tom water was unexpected because the sill 
depths of the Yucatan and Florida Straits are 
considerably less than the depth of this water 
mass. Examination of the deep waters at 
the other stations is required to determine 
whether or not this water mass is truly pres- 
ent in the Gulf. The low oxygen values in the 
deepest waters of the western Gulf station in- 
dicate the water has been out of contact with 
the atmosphere for a considerable time. 

Complete Two-Year Bottom 

Temperature Record off Cape Cod 

On July 19 and 20, scientists of BCF's 
Environmental Oceanographic Research 
Program, Washington, D. C., made the final 

recovery of temperature recorders main- 
tained for 2 years at 5 locations on the bot- 
tom off Cape Cod. The instruments, self- 
contained and designed to run 400 days, were 
recessed in 12,000-pound mooring blocks of 
navigation type buoys. The buoys, now re- 
trieved, were specially established by the 
U. S, Coast Guard along a profile extending 
from 6 to 29 fathoms. 

This instrument work had two objectives: 
(1) to obtain ''continuous" temperature rec- 
ords with which to correlate the bathymetric 
ranges, times of reproduction, growth rates, 
etc., of benthonic (sea bottom) invertebrates 

along the profile, and (2) to develop a reliable 
method to put recording instruments on the 
continental shelf fishing grounds. Tempera- 
ture data recovery from the 5 stations was 
about 80 percent during the first-year --bet- 
ter than usual for recording instruments at 
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Oxford Lab Studies Oyster Disease 

A sample of pearl oysters from Bahrein 
Island in the Persian Gulf was examined at 
BCF's Oxford (Md.) Biological Laboratory 
for the presence of microparasites. It had 

been sent by the California Texas Oil Corpo- 
ration. The sample contained a high preval- 
ence of nematodes as well as larval cestodes 
(presumably the genus Tylocephalum). 

A sample of Pacific oysters (Crassostrea 
gigas) from the Denman Island, British Co- 
lumbia, area was examined for ''Denman Is- 
land disease,'' which affects oysters on the 
Pacific northwest coast during the summer 
period. Three of the 12 oysters examined 
showed symptoms of the disease. Efforts 
are being made to culture the ''microcells" 
present in these oysters. 
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Oxidative Changes Are Being Investigated 

at New Food Science Pioneer Research Laboratory 

By Maurice E. Stansby* 

The Food Science Pioneer Research Lab- 
oratory, established in July 1966 at Seattle, 
is conducting research primarily in the field 
of oxidative changes in fishery products. Al- 
though bacterial spoilage is the chief cause 
of the deterioration of fish, advances in re- 
frigeration and the development of newer 
techniques of preservation such as irradia- 
tion pasteurization, give promise that, before 
long, bacterial spoilage will be a minor prob- 
lem for the fishing industry. Yet these same 
advances in technology of fish preservation 
greatly increase damage caused by oxidation. 
Both frozen and irradiation preservation in- 
crease rather than decrease the tendency for 
fish oils to oxidize. 

The development of antioxidants useful for 
other foods has not solved this problem for 
fishery products because of the much greater 
instability of the chemical components infish. 
Oxidation leads to loss of original normal 
flavors, leaving the fish almost tasteless. 
Prolonged oxidation can result in development 
of unpleasant rancid flavors and in discolor- 
ation. Even texture canbe adversely affected. 

Many oxidation problems also occur in the 
utilization of the oils after extraction from 

the fish. 

Seeks Basic Knowledge 

The new laboratory is undertaking projects 
that will yield basic knowledge about the way 
fish oils oxidize and the way these reactions 
can be controlled. Initial research is being 
carried out mainly on two species of fish-- 
menhaden and silver salmon. Theformer 
represents by far the largest source of com- 
mercial fish oil in this country; the latter 
represents a typical species for which oxida- 
tion problems are severe when the fish is 
used for human food. 

The program of research is being carried 
out along the following lines: 

1. A study of just what oxidation problems 
exist during the commercial handling of fish. 
Particular attention is paid to flavor and odor 

changes. 
* Director, Food Science Pioneer Research Laboratory, Seattle, 

Washington. 

2. A study of the mechanism of oxidation 
of fish. 

3. A study to determine what role bacteria 
play in oxidation of fish oils when bacterial 
spoilage is going on simultaneously with oxi- 
dation of the oils. 

4, A study of antioxidants that are to be 
used with fish oil both while in fish and after 

extraction from the fish. 

5. An investigation of the mechanism of 
oxidation of fish oils which have been incor- 
porated into paint. When paint in which fish 

oil is incorporated dries, as a result of oxi- 

dation an undersirable change takes place 
simultaneously resulting in development of 
"fishy'' odors. An investigation of the mech- 
anisms of these two kinds of oxidation is 
aimed at controlling the latter at the same 
time permitting the desirable drying of the 
paint to take place. 

6. In addition to the research on oxidative 
deterioration, the laboratory is about tocarry 
out a small investigation dealing with certain 
aspects of the biochemistry of living fish. 
This investigation is being planned to be 
carried out in collaboration with the Division 
of Fishery Biology. 

RESEARCH 
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Year of Acquiring 
Oceanographic Data is Successful 

BCF's Biological Laboratory at Stanford, 
Calif., completed a successful year of ac- 
quiring oceanographic data through an ex- 
pendable bathythermograph (XBT) system. 
The system was aboard the Matson Line 
freighter ''California.'’ Since June 1966, the 
system has provided temperature-depth data 
for 19 trips between Honolulu and San Fran- 
cisco, and 2 trips between Honolulu and Los 
Angeles. 

The XBT data are transmitted from the 
vessel, through BCF radio station WWD, to 
the Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather Facility 
at Monterey, Calif., for operational use. 
Copies of the analog records are forwarded 
to the Navy Electronics Laboratory for re- 
search application, and to the National Ocea- 
nographic Data Center to become records. 
Temperature-depth sections for each cross- 
ing are constructed at the BCF Stanford Lab- 
oratory. The resulting time-series of sec- 
tions are the first of this nature ever obtained. 
They are being analyzed, along with studies 
of changes in monthly mean sea level, to es- 
tablish the character of temporal fluctuations 
of the California Current. Such fluctuations 
may be significant to fisheries of that region. 

This project is considered an outstanding 
example of successful interagency and Gov- 
ernment-industry cooperation. 

Fish Not Affected 
by Seismic Profiling ‘Sparkers” 

A biologist of BCF's Biological Labora- 
tory, Woods Hole, Mass., has participated in 

an experiment to study the effect of a 120,000 
Joule spark discharge system, used for seis- 
mic profiling, on a known concentration of 
fish off the New England coast. After a con- 
centration of cod was located at 18-20 fath- 
oms on Nantucket Shoals, a flag buoy was 

placed, and the "'sparker" discharged about 
50 times in the vicinity. 

Codfish, mussels, and sea lemons taken 
within a 2-hour period following the dis- 
charges were dissected and examined. All 
organs appeared normal. There was nosign 

of dead or injured fish at the surface. A re- 
check of the area 2 days later showed that 
fish were still present, and there were no ab- 
normalities apparent in specimens dissected. 

Me 
Develop New Handling 
Techniques for Catfish 

An improved method for pumping live cat- 
fish from a floating live box to a holding tank 
has been developed by the Ann Arbor (Mich.) 
Gear Research Program staff. About 500 
pounds of catfish were pumped into a vacuum 
tank and held for 2 hours; there was no mor- 
tality. Also, a unique holding net was tried 
into which catfish entered readily from a 
haul seine net. 

Fig. 1 - Combination vacuum tank-fish pump developed by BCF 
for pumping live catfish from haul seine. 

Fig, 2 ~ Detachable bag section used in conjunction with haul 
seine to hold catfish. 



These techniques may be a breakthrough 
in the present difficult area of handling live 
fish from seine to shoreside containers in 
commercial operations. They may greatly 
reduce the mortality rate. 

In the first trial, over 3,000 pounds of cat- 
fish were isolated and held without the fish 
showing signs of distress. The tests were 
conducted on a40-acre pondnear Yazoo City, 
Mississippi, and at Stuttgart Fish Farming 
Experimental Station in Arkansas. 

Gloucester Lab Designs Eviscerator 

BCF's Gloucester (Mass.) Technological 
Laboratory has applied for a patent on a de- 
vice that automatically eviscerates fish, 
flush-washes the empty visceral area and 
packs the washed cavity with a refrigerant, 
such as ice. These operations are carried 
out ''without cutting or otherwise damaging 
the fish." 

The Gloucester scientists believe the 
eviscerator would be useful both to the com- 

mercial fishing industry and to fishing party 
boats. 

Firms Request 

Continuous USDI Inspection 

Three large fish-processing firms have ap- 
plied for continuous inspection service by the 
U. S. Department of the Interior. The Sea Pak 
Corporation, Division of W. R. Grace and Com- 
pany, requested inspection at its newly con- 
structed plant on St. Simons Island, Georgia. 
Precooked and raw breaded fish sticks and por- 
tions willbe the main products produced and 
inspected. The firm already has on the is- 
land a large facility that produces breaded 
shrimp. 

The O'Donnell-Usen Fisheries Corp. re- 
quested the USDI service at its plant inGlouces- 
ter, Mass. The firm,which already has one 
plant under continuous inspection, produces 
primarily breaded fish sticks, portions, and 
frozen seafood dinners. 
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Booth Fisheries, a Division of Consolidated 

Foods, is completing construction of a proc- 
essing plant in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. 

Many fishery products will be produced there. 
Booth also has a plant in'St. Louis, Missouri, 

where much of the production of fish sticks 
and portions is USDI inspected. 

USDI inspection at these 3 large plants will 
increase significantly the volume of inspected 
products available to the consumer. 

g 
Find Fewer Parasites in Pacific Hake 

Scientists of BCF's Seattle Technological 
Laboratory report a significant reduction in 
the number of Pacific hake found infested with 
a near microscopic protozoan parasite. Be- 
fore U. S. and Soviet fishermen began to har- 
vest thesefish on a large scale several years 
ago, 50 to 90 percent of the fish were found 
to contain the parasite, and 10 percent were 
heavily infested. 

This year, as testing began for the third 
consecutive summer, a reduction in infesta- 

tion was noted. Only 30 percent of the fish 
were infested, and only 3 percent heavily. 
Some suggest this reduction resulted from 
the removalfrom the fishing grounds and re- 
placement by young fish of the older and ma- 
turefish. The latter hadbeen in contact with 
the parasites for a longer time. 

The parasite, a myxosporidian harmless 
to man, appears to cause no problem for the 
fishinitsnatural environment. But after the 
fish dies, the parasite releases an enzyme 
that softens the flesh and makes it less use- 
ful and desirable as food. 
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FEDERAL ACTIONS 

Interior Department 

$4 MILLION MADE AVAILABLE FOR 
ANADROMOUS FISHERIES PROJECTS 

More than $4 million in Federal funds have 
become available to the states for anadromous 

fishery projects during fiscal 1968, Interior 
Department has announced, 

Anadromous fish ascend rivers from the 
sea to spawn. They include salmon, striped 
bass, and shad. The Anadromous Fish Act, 

administered by BCF and the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, awards money for coop- 
erative projects that will benefit these fish. 

The money will be used to improve spawn- 
ing areas, install fishways, construct fish 

protection devices and hatcheries, and to 
conduct research to improve management and 
increase stocks. 

Under the 1965 law, Federal money may 
be used to finance up to 50 percent ofapproved 
state projects. Federal appropriations up to 
$25 million are authorized through June 30, 

1970. 

EE 

TASK FORCE WILL INVESTIGATE 
OVERFERTILIZATION OF LAKES 

Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall 
and E. Scott Pattison, President of the Soap 
and Detergent Association, named a 13-man 
task force in August to recommenda cooper- 
ative research program for controlling eu- 
trophication (overfertilization) of lakes. 

Eutrophication is the excessive fertiliza- 
tion of algae and other aquatic plants with 
nutrients, principally nitrates and phosphates. 
Phosphate is a common element in municipal 
sewage, human waste, agriculturalfertilizers, 
detergents, and industrial discharges. 

As the public uses more nutrients, aqua- 
tic plants increase anddie. Organic deposits 
pile up on the lake bottom. The lake be- 
comes smaller, shallower, warmer, and or- 
ganic decay depletes the supply of oxygen. It 
becomes a marsh and eventually disappears. 
Lake Erie is an example of serious eutro- 
phication in the U.S. There,much of the oxy- 

gen has disappeared and aquatic plants are 
filling the lake. 

Industry Enlisted to Help 

The help of many industries is being en- 
listed by the Department of the Interior in 
solving the problem. The industries include 
fertilizer, chemical, phosphate, agricul- 

ture, and others that discharge wastes con- 

taining phosphates and nitrates. 

The task force will recommend a broad 
research program that may be initiated by 
Government and industry. 

* ok 

TASK FORCE OFFERS PLAN 
TO EASE ALEWIFE PROBLEM 

A Federal task force named by Interior 
Secretary Stewart L. Udall to study the ale- 
wife problem in the Great Lakes has recom- 

mended a remedial plan. 

In recent years, the vast annual death of 

alewives has clogged water systems and 
covered beaches. In spring and summer 1967, 
millions of dead alewives drifted onto Lake 
Michigan beaches--forcing out some home- 
owners, drastically reducing tourist trade, 
and producing an expensive cleanup condition. 

The program proposed by the task force 
on September 21 seeks to ease the immediate 
problem and go on to make the lakes com- 
pletely useful again. Lake Michigan would 
receive attention first. The group is headed 
by Dr. Stanley A. Cain, Assistant Secretary 
for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. 

3-Stage Program 

The plan proposed has 3 stages: 

1, Measure the alewive population, pre- 
dict the amount and place of the enormous 
annual deaths, and determine the causes. 

2. Find methods to remove efficiently the 
vast carpet of dead fish from the lakes and 
shores. 

3. Reduce the alewife population and re- 
store abalance ofnative and new fishspecies. 



Federal and State Cooperation Necessary 

The task force believes that Federal and 
State cooperation will be necessary to 
achieve the goal. It recommends that the 
joint U. §8.-Canadian Great Lakes Fishery 
Commission--which coordinates fishery de- 
velopment in the lakes--participate active- 
ly. Federal aid programs would increase 
state efforts. 

In addition to Dr. Cain, task force mem- 

bers are: Frank C. Di Luzio, Assistant Sec- 

retary for Water Pollution Control; Commis - 

sioner James M. Quigley, Water Pollution 
Control Administration; Director H. E. 
Crowther, BCF; Director JohnS. Gottschalk, 

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife; and 

Dr. Milner B. Schaefer, Science Advisor to 
Secretary Udall. 

KK OK 

PROPOSE IMPORT CURBS ON 
TROUT-LIKE FISH OR EGGS 

A proposedamendment to the Code of Fed- 
eral Regulations, Importation of Wildlife or 
Eggs Thereof, was published by Interior De- 
partment's Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife in the ''Federal Register" on July 27. 
The amendment would prohibit import of wild 
birds or their eggs. Italsoincludes salmon- 
ids of the fish family Salmonidae, which em- 
braces all species of fresh and frozen trout 
and fresh and frozen Atlantic and Pacific 
salmon. 

Certificate Required 

The proposed amendment prohibits import 
into the U.S. of all live or dead fish, or eggs 
of salmonids of the family Salmonidae, unless 
these imports are accompanied by a certifi- 
cate signed by selected officials incountry of 
origin or in U. S.,that the products are free 
of viral and bacterial diseases and parasitic 
infections. 
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Extend Time for Comments 

A period of 60days from July 27 was pro- 
vided within which persons might file written 
comments, suggestions, and objections with 
the Director, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife, Washington, D. C. 20240. This 
period has been extended to November 30. 

Federal Trade Commission 

PROPOSED GUIDES FOR DOG AND CAT 
FOOD INDUSTRY PUBLISHED 

The Federal Trade Commission published 
a notice of Proposed Rule Making in the 
"Federal Register'' September 16 to guide the 
Dog and Cat Food Industry. 

The proposed guides include sections on: 
(1) Definitions; (2) Misuse of terms; (3) Grade 
or quality misrepresentation; (4) Misuse of 
terms "'can'' and "canned"; (5) Deceptive 
pricing. 

The definitions include: 

(u) ''Fish'' is the clean, acceptable, fresh 
flesh and incidental bone of any fish, freed of 

the head, scales, fins, and viscera. When 

canned, all bone should be cooked to a soft 

consistency. 

(v) "Whole fish" is clean, acceptable, 
whole, fresh, fish (unscaled and uneviscera- 

ted), under 19 inches in length. Larger fish 
shouldbe freed of their heads, viscera, scales, 

and fins, and described as fish. Whencanned, 

all bone shouldbe cooked toa soft consistency. 

(w) ''Fish meal" is finely ground, dry, 
rendered fish or whole fish. 

(x) "Chowder" is acceptable, thick seafood 
soup or stew containing at least 30 percent of 
the type of seafood specified in advertisements 
and on labels. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

U. S. and Soviet Vessels Conduct 

Joint Fishery Research in Atlantic 

Two vessels named ''Albatross''--the U.S. 
"Albatross IV" of BCF's Biological Labora- 
tory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and the 
Soviet ''Albatros''--are cruising the mid-At- 
lantic between Woods Hole and Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina, in a joint fishery project that 
will acquire important information about the 
resources of that area. The project was ar- 
ranged during bilateral meetings held in Bos- 
ton last June. This joint cruise continues the 
international cooperative work started when 
the Soviet Albatros arrived in Woods Hole on 
September 11. 

Fig. 1 - The Albatross IV, research vessel of BCF. 

The vessels have been engaged in two dif- 
ferent ventures: 

The first concerns a study of the survival 
of the early stages (eggs and larvae) of im- 
portant commercial species of fish inthe 
Georges Bank area. The International Com- 
mission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
(ICNAF) has been planning such a study for 

years. Eventually, it will involve the partici- 
pation of vessels from member countries in 
an intensive plankton survey of the Georges 
Bank area. The purpose of the recent joint 
cruise was to standardize collecting equip- 
ment, methods of collection, and analysis of 
samples so that results of future surveys by 
the two countries will be directly comparable. 

Groundfish Surveys 

The second phase of this joint work con- 
sists of groundfish surveys between Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts, and Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina. The work was planned dur- 
ing last June's Boston meetings. The Soviet 
fleet is fishing this area intensively. The 

(Photo: Robert K, Brigham.) 

two countries decided that assessment of the 
effect of their fishing on the stocks of silver 
hake, red hake, scup, and fluke required more 
scientific information. They agreed on a co- 
operative program to obtain the information. 

The Cruises 

The Soviet vessel arrived at Woods Hole 
on September 11. After a week of scientific 



discussions, the two vessels departed ona 
one-week plankton cruise. All goals were 
achieved. The two vessels than exchanged 
trawl nets and left on September 28 for a 
two-day shakedown cruise. Then, following 
an exchange of several scientists, the two set 
out on the first of their two 10-day cruises. 
Biologists from a number of Atlantic States 
also were aboard. 

Fig. 2 - The Soviet Albatros. 

Importance of Project 

Dr. Herbert W. Graham, Laboratory Di- 
rector, BCF's Biological Laboratory, Woods 
Hole, said: ''The fishery resources of the 
Georges Bank area are being fished more in- 
tensively each year by more and more coun- 
tries. Last year the Soviet Union harvested 
more tonnage from the area than any other 
country. The wise management of this re- 
source requires a thorough knowledge of the 
biology of the fishes concerned and the ef- 
fects of fishing on the populations. Through 
ICNAF the member countries have been sub- 
mitting statistics and biological information 
on their catches and carrying out scientific 
surveys. However, this is the first time two 
countries have worked so closely together to 
get an absolute comparison of the methods 
used; this will be extremely valuable in all 
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future work conducted by their research 
vessels." 

The Two Vessels 

The Albatross IV is a 187-foot, single- 
screw, stern trawler that carries a crew 
of 19 and 6-8 scientists. It Serves as an 
all-season base for fisheries and physical 

(Photo: Robert K. Brigham.) 

oceanographic research in the Northwest 
Atlantic. 

The Soviet Albatros is a 165-foot, gray- 
hulled, converted side trawler. She reminds 
old Woods Hole hands of the U. S, "Albatross 
Ill’. The Albatros is a scouting vessel that 
works with a fishing fleet. She carries 31 
persons, including 8 scientists. 

Chief Soviet scientist is Arkady Noskov. 
He and Dr. Robert L. Edwards, Assistant 
Director of BCF Woods Hole, met during 
past international fishing negotiations in 
Moscow. 
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U. S. and USSR Hold Fishery Talks 

Fisheries experts of the U. S. and the So- 
viet Union met in Seattle, July 19-28, to dis- 

cuss the exchange of statistics and scientific 
data and to plan cooperative research on 
species of common interest in the Northeast- 
ern Pacific Ocean. 

The conference was concerned primarily 
with stocks of Pacific ocean perchand Pacific 
hake off Washington and Oregon. Other 
species and other areas, from California to 
Alaska, also were discussed. The partici- 
pants reviewed research on Bering Sea king 
crab. 

The U. 8S. delegation was led by Donald R. 
Johnson, BCF Regional Director; the Soviet 

delegation by Dr. V. G. Lafitsky, Chief Inter- 
national Maritime Law expert of the Minis- 
try of Fisheries. 

The Subjects Discussed 

The scientists of the two delegations: (1) 
Described their statistical systems for col- 
lecting and recording catch and fishing-effort 
data for the trawl fisheries of the Northeast- 
ern Pacific. (2) Reviewed the principal spe- 
cies of groundfish caught, the fishing areas, 
types of vessels and gear used, biological 
aspects of the groundfish species taken, and 
research studies in progress. (3) Exchanged 
information on methods used to estimate size 
and maximum sustainable yield of stocks of 
Pacific ocean perch and Pacific hake off 
Washington and Oregon, and of king crab in 
the Bering Sea. 

Agree on Recommendations 

Based on the discussions, the experts 
agreed on recommendations concerning ex- 
change of fishery statistics and biological 
data and coordinated research. The recom- 
mendations will be submitted to the appro- 
priate agencies of the U.S. and USSR for re- 
view and approval. 

The recommendations define proposed 
areas for reporting fishery statistics; spe- 
cies to be reported; time periods; categories 
of vessel and gear combinations; depth in- 
tervals tobe used; sampling procedures; and 
biological measurements. 

Also proposed are coordinated research 
on size of hake stocks; spawning behavior of 

hake; methods of determining age of ocean 

perch and hake; relative fishing power of 
each vessel-gear combination in trawl fish- 
eries of the 2 countries; abundance of juve- 
nile king crab; and exchange of scientists be- 
tween research vessels. 

U. S. and USSR Exchange Vessel Visits 

The February 1967 U.S.-Soviet Agreement 
on Fishery Problems in Northeast Pacific 
provides for visitsby representatives of fish- 
ermen's organizations of the two countries. 
BCF's Regional Director in Seattle proposed 
to the Commander of the Soviet Fishing Fleets 
in the Northeast Pacific a 1-day visit to a So- 
viet vessel. On July 27, the Soviet Command- 
er suggested a visit to ''SRTM-8410," an ex- 
ploratory vesselof the Far Eastern Fisheries 
Administration. 

The U. S. party consisted of the Regional 
Director, the Commander of the U. S. Coast 

Guard cutter 'Yocona," the presidents of two 
U. S. fishery associations, and a BCF inter- 
preter. Soviet hosts were Commander E., I. 
Andriushchenke, his deputy, the captain of the 
Soviet vessel, and a fishing gear specialist. 

One of the subjects discussed was the com- 
plaints of U.S. fishermen about dangerous 
navigational procedures of Soviet fishing cap- 
tains. The Soviet Commander replied that 
part of the problem may be that ''Soviet fish- 
ermen are curious to see how U. 5S. fisher- 
men fish.'' He said "he would appreciate it 
if in the future notices of violations commit- 
ted by Soviet vessels would be passed on to 
him rather than to the Soviet Government." 

On August 3, the Soviets visited the U. S. 
commercial fishing vessel ''Western."' 

@ 
Soviet-Japanese Talks Held in Moscow 

Japanese Foreign Minister Takeo Miki dis- 
cussed the ''fisheries question" several times 
during his visit to Moscow in late July. Miki 
and Kuznetsov, Acting Soviet Minister of For- 
eign Affairs, took up ''fishery problems" in 
addition to ''China and Vietnam." No details 
are available. 



On July 22, during a ceremonial visit to 

the Kremlin, Miki renewed an earlier Japa- 
nese proposal for a bipartite meeting in Oc- 
tober 1967 to discuss: (1) safety of Japanese 
fishermen operating north of Japan--where 
the Soviets, over the years, have arrested 

dozens of them; (2) renegotiationof the USSR- 
Japan Northwest Pacific Fisheries Treaty; 
and (3) joint fisheries research in the Sea of 
Okhotsk. 

Soviet Prime Minister Kosygin replied 
that the USSR accepts the Japanese proposal 
and that Fisheries Minister Ishkov will be 
the chairman of the Soviet delegation to the 
meeting. Exact date and place will be de- 
cided later. 

On July 24, 1967, Miki and Ishkov signed 
a bilateral agreement (renegotiated every 
year) on Scientific and Technical Coopera- 
tion in Fisheries. 

i 
Japan Supervises Her Nationals’ 

Fishing off New Zealand 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency's research 
vessel ''Hakuho Maru" left Tokyo August 10 
to guide and supervise Japanese vessel op- 
erations within New Zealand's 6-12 mile fish- 
ing zone. This is to ensure smooth adminis- 
tration of the recently concluded Japan-New 
Zealand fishery agreement, which provides 
for continued Japanese fishing within this 
zone. (''Minato Shimbun,'' August 4.) 

Sion. 
Norway and Denmark Ratify 

Agreement on Fishing off Greenland 

Denmark and Norway have ratified the 
agreement (negotiated April 20) on fishing 
off Greenland. The agreement, now in force, 

gives Norwegian citizens the same fishing 
rights as Danish citizens in the fisheries off 
Greenland's east coast. 

These rights will be maintained for the 
next 5 years. They will be continued for 5 
more years if there is no demonstrable dam ~ 
age to fisheries of the native Greenlanders. 
(U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen.) 

mM SSi.g ot 
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New Zealand and Australia Concerned 
over Soviet Southwest Pacific Fishing 

Australia and New Zealand are concerned 
over the implications of extensive Soviet fish- 
eries research off their coasts. The research 
is being conducted by the Pacific Research In- 
stitute for Fisheries and Oceanography (TINRO, 

New Zealand newspapers have quoted a 
"Pravda'' statement by TINRO's Director, 
Prof. Kizevetter, that Soviet fisheries expan- 
sion into the South Pacific is only beginning. 
According to him, there are not enough 
TINRO research vessels to study South Pa- 
cific resources more rapidly. 

For the entire Pacific Ocean area, each 

available TINRO vessel would have to survey 
800,000 square miles; to cover the entire 
Atlantic Ocean area, each vessel would 

have to survey only about 200,000 square 
miles. The Soviet Atlantic research effort 
(judging by the number of vessels alone) is 
about 4 times that in the Pacific. Since the 
Soviet Atlantic fisheries produce only about 
40 percent more than the Pacific, the imbal- 
ance is obvious. 

The Soviet Position 

New Zealand journalists contacted the So- 
viet Legation in Wellington to obtain more in- 
formation. The Soviet reply was that ''we ex- 
ploit marine resources in all of the oceans 
because we need them.'' However, the First 
Secretary of the Embassy added that Soviet 
captains have received strict orders to re- 
spect New Zealand's new 12-mile fishery 
limits. 

In Australia, J. C. Wharton, Deputy Direc- 

tor of the Victoria Fisheries and Wildlife De- 
partment, told newsmen that after TINRO's 

extensive research off Australia ''the Soviet 
Union knows more about Australian fishing 
grounds than does Australia." 

Since the summer of 1966, at least 3 re- 
search vessels (the ''Akademik Berg," 
"Seskar," and ''Iskona'') accompanied by up 
to 10 exploratory research vessels have con- 
tinuously conducted fishery investigations off 
Australia. 

Soviet Landings 

Soviet landings of fishery products from 
the Pacific and Indian Oceans (including Ant- 
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arctic whaling) were 2.05 million metric tons 
in 1966. By 1970, those landings are expected 
to increase to 3.1 million tons--over 50 per- 
cent greater. 

Sy Jag Poow., 

EFTA May Liberalize Fish Trade 

Depending on the findings of a working 
party, the European Free Trade Association 
(EF TA) may liberalize trade in fish and oth- 
er marine products among its member na- 
tions. Ministers of EF TA agreed to review 
the situation during their 1966 meeting in 
Lisbon. The working party met for the first 
time in May 1967 and agreed to discuss at 
its next meeting the ideas for liberalizing 
trade suggested by its members. The group 
must make its recommendations to the Min- 
isters before the end of 1967. (''Seventh An- 
nual Report on the European Free Trade As- 
sociation,'’ Sept. 1967.) 

EFTA Landings Almost 10% of World Catch 

EFTA members include Austria, Den- 
mark, Finland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the United Kingdom; Finland is 

an associate. Their fishery landings repre- 
sent almost 10 percent of world fish produc - 
tion and more than 50 percent of catches in 
Western European countries. EFTA's share 
of world catches has been declining in recent 
years. Norway is EFTA's biggest producer, 
followed by the United Kingdom, Denmark, 
Portugal, and Sweden. 

OS? 

Antarctic Whale Oil Output 

Declines in 1966/67 Season 

Production of baleen whale oil in the 
1966/67 Antarctic pelagic season--Decem- 
ber 12, 1966-April 7, 1967--is provisionally 
estimated at 71,155 short tons. It was 83,955 

in 1965/66 and 158,244 tons in 1964/65. 

Production data for sperm whale oil are 
not yet complete, but output by Japan and 
Norway declined 16 percent. Total produc- 
tion will likely be markedly below the 59,232 
tons produced in 1964/65. 

Production of Whale Oil in the Antarctic Pelagic Season1/ 

Sperm Oil2/ 

3/ 1966/67 | 1965/66 

Baleen Oil 

1965/66 

34,222 
4/22) 035 

14, 898 

1/Converted from original unit at rate of 170 kilograms, or 
~ 374.7820 pounds of oil, per barrel. 
2/Including catch of sperm whales north of latitude 40° S. on 

voyage to and from Antarctic. 
3/Preliminary. 
4/Estimate based on catch of 1,069 blue whale units, with as- 

sumed outturn of 110 barrels of oil per blue whale unit. 
5/Not available. 
Source: "Norwegian Whale Gazette, '' Oslo. 

Antarctic Catch 3,503 BWUs 

The total Antarctic catch this season 
amounted to 3,503 blue whale units (BWU). 
Based on official figures, baleen whale oil 
output by Japan declined. Norway's output 
also declined as a result of reduced oilyield 
per BWU caught. Soviet output is estimated 
to have increased; however, actual produc- 

tion has not yet been reported officially. 

During the 1966/67 Antarctic pelagic sea- 
son, 9 factoryships and 120 catcher boats 
were in operation--1 less factoryship and 8 
fewer catcher boats than in the previous sea- 

son. ("Foreign Agriculture,’ May 29, U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture.) 

Bi 
Symposium on African Continental 

Shelf Fisheries Is Rescheduled 

The Symposium on the Living Resources 
of the African Atlantic Continental Shelf, 
scheduled originally for June 1967 in Madrid, 
was rescheduled for Santa Cruz de Teneriffe, 
Canary Islands, March 25-28, 1968. The 
symposium will be held under the auspices 
of the International Council for the Explora- 
tion of the Sea (ICES), with FAO support. Its 
purpose will be to establish the state of trawl- 
able fish stocks and their fisheries (including 
fishing effort) between Gibraltar and Dakar, 
Senegal. 

Papers on allaspects of fishing in the area-- 
in French or English--are being sought. 



Symposium will include sessions on (1) 
general faunistics of the area; (2) physical 
oceanography; (3) plankton; (4) crustacea and 
mollusca; (5) fishes; (6) stock assessment 
and statistics; and (7) fishing and utilization 
of the catch. (U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, 
Aug. 2.) 
Note: Titles of contributions should be submitted to the Convenor 
of the Symposium by November 1, 1967. For more information, 
write the Convenor: R, Letaconnoux, 59 Avenue Raymond- 
Poincare, Paris 16eme, France. 

FAO Council Recommends 

New Indian Ocean Commission 

At its 48th Session in June, the FAO Coun- 
cil recommended establishment of a new "'In- 
dian Ocean Fishery Commission" to develop 
and use the area's fishery resources. The 
Council also recommended that regional fish- 
eries commissions be defined in relation to 
sea areas, rather than by land areas, as they 
are now. This change would allow all nations 
interested ina fishery area to join the re- 
gional '"'sea-area'' commission. At its meet- 
ing in April 1967, most members of the FAO 
Committee on Fisheries recognized the need 
for this change to facilitate conservation. 
Final approval of these proposals rests with 
the 114-nation FAO Conference, which meets 
in November. 

Undersea Telephone Cables Buried 

In ''Operation Sea Plow," the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company is bury- 
ing the shore-end sections of transatlantic 
undersea cables beneath the ocean floor to 
prevent their damage by fishing vessels. 
Occasionally ocean cables have been broken 
or damaged by fishing gear, undersea slides, 
icebergs, currents, and rough ocean bottom 
conditions. Despite the fishing industry's 
cooperation, almost 90 percent of all cable 
breaks along the Continental Shelf were 
caused by commercial fishing vessels. 

When breaks in the high-capacity cable to 
Great Britain occurred off New Jersey, 
AT&T decided to bury the cables with a''sea 
plow."' The plow weighs 27,000 pounds and 
is towed by a ship at 0.5 to 1.5 knots on 4 
runners. The cost was about $2 million, but 
AT&T expects the program to produce substan- 
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tial future savings by reducing costs in cable 
patrol and repair work. (AT&T, July 20.) 

Tried Education Campaign 

AT&T several years ago began a program 
of educating fishermen on how to protect the 
undersea cables. It mass-distributed to U. S. 
fishermen maps of the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans indicating the precise locations of the 
cables. In 1966, maps in Russian also were 
printed and distributed via AT&T barges and 
patrol vessels to any Soviet fishing vessel 
encountered in the Atlantic. Apparently, this 
was not totally successful, and the company 
decided to bury the cables. 

Ecuador Will Withdraw from 

Tuna Commission 

Ecuador has notified the U. S., the deposi- 
tory government, of its intention to withdraw 
from the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Com- 
mission. Its note, dated August 18, 1967, in- 

dicated that in accordance with the provisions 
of the Tuna Convention the withdrawal will be 
effective 1 year from the date it is received. 

e ~ 
BCF-Operated Irradiator Becomes 

International Training Facility 

The BCF-operated Marine Products De- 
velopment Irradiator in Gloucester, Massa- 
chusetts, has been selected by the Interna- 
tional Atomic Energy Agency (Vienna, Aus- 
tria) as an approved training facility for work- 
ers in the food irradiation field. 

Food and Agriculture Organization 

SEMINAR HELD 
ABOARD SOVIET VESSEL 

On June 15, the 3,730-gross-ton ''Akademik 
Knipovich,'' the largest Soviet fisheries re- 
search vessel, left Odessa with 20 fisheries 

experts from developing countries for an FAO- 
sponsored high-seas seminar in advanced meth- 
ods of fisheries research. Aboard were bio- 
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logists, gear specialists, and technologists 
from Kenya, Dahomey, Tunisia, Pakistan, In- 

dia, and other countries. The vessel operated 
mostly in the Mediterranean Sea. She 
stopped in Varna, Bulgaria, and Istanbul, Tur- 
key, where fish-processing enterprises and 
marine laboratories were visited. Leader of 
the seminar was Professor P. A. Moiseev, 
Deputy Director for Biological Research of 
VNIRO. 

FEO Fish Meal Output Up Slightly 

Fish meal production of member countries 
of the Fish Meal Exporters' Organization 
(FEO), which supplies about 90 percent of 
world exports, was up Slightly in first-half 
1967 over the 1966 period. 

June Jan. -June 

(Metric Tons) 
: 6 3/50.5 
Behe 4 2/14.6 
. 44.8 
. 282.3 

° 3/998.5 
uding 

215.4 

1/Not available. 
i2/Data for Jan.-Apr. 1967 only. 

Data for Jan.-May 1967 only. 

The current fishing season for anchovy in 
Peru ended June 15; it was likely that the 
1966/67 anchovy catch would reach 8.5 mil- 
lion metric tons. The new fishing season 
was expected to open Sept. 1, or soon after. 

Exports of FEO countries were: 

World Fish Meal Production Rises 

World fish meal production from January 
through May 1967 was higher than in the 1966 
period. Higher production in Norway, Peru, 
South Africa, and Denmark offset lower out- 
put in Chile, United Kingdom, Iceland, and 
Angola. 

= Oo 
World Fish Meal Trade 

Increased in 1966 

World fish meal exports, including the 
meal equivalent of fish solubles, increased 
to 2.6 million short tons in 1966--164,600 
tons higher than 1965 and 43 percent above 
the 1960-64 average. The increase chiefly 
reflected record Chilean exports. Recovery 
from the reduced 1965 Peruvian exports, plus 
increases in exports from Norway and Ice- 
land, accented this increase. Exports from 
South Africa declined substantially for the 
second consecutive year. 

A sharp rise in production in the major 
producing countries (Peru, Chile, Norway, 
and Iceland) resulted in larger supplies in 
world markets. Prices fell sharply as stocks 
increased. To correct the situation, fishing 
in Norway was stopped in November and De- 
cember 1966, In Peru, an industry-wide 
strike took place November 1-December 14. 
In February 1967, the Peruvian Government 
prohibited anchovy fishing during February 
15-March 14, and on Saturdays and Sundays 
throughout the season, Despite these re- 
strictions, stocks in the major producing 
countries continued to rise. 

May 

1966 1967 

1/Not available. 
2/Data only for Jan,-Apr. 1967. 
3/Herring meal only. 
4/Total to July 15, 1967, was 245.8 tons. 
9/Data for Jan. -July 1967. 
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U. S. Becomes World's No. 1 Importer 

Imports into specified countries in 1966 
increased by 65,300 tons from 1965 and were 
only slightly less than 1964's record high. 
The U. S. displaced West Germany as the 
world's major fish meal importer. U. S.im- 
ports, chiefly anchovy meal from Peru and 
Chile, increased by two-thirds and were about 
one-fifth of the total. Imports by EEC coun- 
tries were 9 percent below 1965 and 1964. 
Imports by other European countries, chiefly 
the United Kingdom, declined while move- 
ments to East European countries continued 
upward. Japan's imports, up in recent years, 
declined by 15 percent in 1966. Mexican im- 
ports increased by more than one-half from 
1965 and were at a new high in 1966. 

Abundant supplies at price levels one- 
fourth below a year ago have stimulated the 
uptake by the major importing countries. In 
1967, through April, U. S. imports of fish 
meal, including the meal equivalent of solu- 
bles, amounted to 211,809 tons--markedly 
above the 115,114 tons of the 1966 period. 
West Germany's imports in January-April 
rose to about 164,250 tons, compared with 
127,600 tons in the 1966 period. 

Based on current prospects of ample sup- 
plies from the major exporting countries, 
there is little likelihood of a significant price 
advance this season. Fish meal prices in 
European markets on a crude protein basis 
have been competitive with soybean meal 
prices since June 1966. (''World Agricul- 
tural Production and Trade," Statistical Re- 
port, July 1967, U. S. Department of Agri- 
culture.) 

Fish Oil Output and Export 

in 1966 Set Record 

World fish oil production set a record in 
1966--16 percent above 1965 and 46 percent 
above the 1960-64 average. The increase 
was influenced chiefly by record outputs in 
Norway and Iceland and by some recovery 
from the reduced 1965 production in Peru 
and Chile. Other producing areas accounted 
for about 22 percent of the total, compared 
with 28 percent in 1965. 

The 1966 fish oil output resulted in record 
exports of 13 percent above 1965 and 39 per- 
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cent above the 1960-64 average. Most of this 
increase reflected record shipments of her- 
ring and mackerel oil from Norway and Ice- 
land. Exports of anchovy oil from Peru ap- 
proximated 1965's, Exports of menhaden oil 
from the U. S., and pilchard oil from South 
Africa, declined. 

e U.S. supplies and exports (largely men- 
haden oil) declined as catch declined. The 
industry, which conducts its operations off 
mid-Atlantic coast, is concerned over the 
continuing decline. 

@ Peru's 1966 production recovered par- 
tially from the 1965 low. Despite the increase, 
supplies were significantly below 1965 and 
1964. Exports, virtually all anchovy oil, in- 

creased slightly from 1965. Based on esti- 
mated build-up in stocks, and prospects of 
some increase in production this year, Peru's 
1967 fish oil supply is expected to increase, 
perhaps to 220,000 tons. 

Because of increased supplies, exports 
should expand. During January-April, Peru's 
fish oil exports were 118,052 short tons com- 
pared with only 25,398 tons in the 1966 period. 

e Chile's production and exports of an- 
chovy oil rose to new highs in 1966, following 
sharp decline in 1965. Apparently, the in- 
crease reflected a marked improvement in 
fishing. 

e Iceland's production and exports in1966 
rose Sharply above 1965 and more than dou- 
bled 1960-64 average. The increase reflected 
a marked increase in herring catch due to in- 
creased use of modern boats and fish-locating 
equipment. Exports of herring oil during Jan- 
uary-April 1967 were 34,137 tons, compared 
with 40,560 tons in the 1966 period. 

e Norway's fish oil production and ex- 
ports set records. Exports were 5 times the 
1960-64 average. This increase was due to 
increased fishing pressure by new vessels 
with purse-seining equipment. Because the 
sharp increase in supplies in 1966 resulted 
in lower oil prices, fishing was suspended in 
November and December. To reduce 1967 
catch and raise oil prices, herring proces- 
sors reduced their buying prices one-third 
from 1966. Herring oil production through 
April 1967 was 65,000 tons, compared with 

36,300 tons in the 1966 period. 

@ South Africa (including South-West Afri- 
ca) fish oil production and exports declined 
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again. Favorable fishing conditions for pil- 
chard during early 1967 resulted in a catch 
substantially above the same 1966 period. 
Existing conservation measures offer little 
likelihood of sizable expansion in the near 
future. 

Because of increased world supplies, fish 
oil prices since March 1966 declined signifi- 
cantly. They reached a low in April 1967 and 
have increased slightly since then. Unusual- 
ly low prices for fish oil relative to compet- 
ing oils increased consumption. 

Much of the increased supplies of fish oil 
available in world markets is being absorbed 
in the United Kingdom, West Germany, the 
Netherlands, and France. Because of higher 
lard prices and a scarcity of whale oil, fish 
oil is being used more in margarine produc - 
tion in the United Kingdom. (‘World Agri- 
cultural Production and Trade," Statistical 

Report, July 1967, U. S. Department of Agri- 
culture.) 

Japanese-Peruvian Joint Whaling 
Venture Negotiated 

The Japanese Nippon Kinkai Hogei and 
Peruvian interests signed a provisional con- 
tract early in September on a joint whaling 
venture in Peru. According to the plan, the 
Japanese firm will conduct whaling opera- 
tions from the base at Paita, deliver its hauls 
to the Peruvian processors, and buy back the 
meat for shipment to Japan. 

SHARK STILL A VILLAIN 

One of the first records of a shark attack on man is recorded 
onavase painted about 725 B.C. It shows a sharklike fish devouring 
a sailor. Butitwas not until the 16th century, when an English sea 

captain placed one of these fearsome fishes on display in London, 

that they came to be known as sharks. 
name from the German word ''schurke,'' meaning villain. 
Sea Frontiers, copyright 1966 by The International Oceanographic 
Foundation, Miami, Florida.) 

Upon approval of the venture by the Japa- 
nese Fisheries Agency and the Peruvian Gov- 
ernment, the Japanese firm plans to senda 
3,000-ton refrigerated vessel and 3 catcher 
boats ''Tokachi Maru Nos. 7, 8, & 10," to 
Peru. The fleet will conduct exploratory op- 
erations until March 1968. (''Suisancho Nip- 
po,'' Sept. 2.) 

Joint Japanese-U. S. Crab 

Venture in Alaska Slated 

The Japanese fishing firm Nichiro Gyogyo 
and the trading firm Mitsubishi Shoji have 
concluded an agreement with a U. S. company 
to establish a joint crab-packing venture at 
Sand Point, Shumagin Island, Alaska. The 
new company, tentatively named Sand Point 
Packing Co., has capital of US$400,000; the 

U.S. company contributed 50 percent, Nichiro 
30 percent, and Mitsubishi Shoji 20 percent. 

The joint operation will use a 614-ton 
processing vessel, to be provided by the U.S. 
partners, topack crabs purchased under con- 
tract from local fishermen. The new compa- 
ny is scheduled to begin operation in Septem - 
ber. 

This is the second joint venture of the three 
firms. The first was salmon packing opera- 
tion at Orca, Alaska, set up in summer 1965. 
("‘Suisan Tsushin,"' July 4.) 

English sailors adopted the 
(From 



FOREIGN 
Canada 

HOLDS CONFERENCE ON 
FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE 

Canada is holding a conference on fish 
protein concentrate (FPC) Oct. 24-25 to deal 
with various aspects of production. Sponsored 
by the Federal-Provincial Atlantic Fisheries 
Committee (Federal and Atlantic provincial 
fisheries officials), the meeting is chaired by 
Deputy Minister of Fisheries Needler. 

It is divided into 5 sessions: World Pro- 
tein Situation, Canadian Raw Material Re- 
sources, Processing Technology, Standards 
of FPC, and Status of FPC Development. Sci- 
entists and specialists from the U. S., Canada, 
and FAO are participating in largest numbers, 
although other interested persons are attend- 
ing. 

The Industrial Development Service of the 
Department of Fisheries arranged the confer - 
ence. (Canada's Dept. of Fisheries, Aug. 15.) 

Ok OK 

EXTENDS PERIOD OF YELLOW PERCH 
PRICE STABILIZATION 

On Aug. 10, the period was extended to 
March 31, 1968, for the stabilization price of 
10 cents a pound for yellow perch caught by 
Canadian fishermen in Ontario waters. The 
original program, effective August 1966, ran 
until August 1967. During that period, the 
Fisheries Prices Support Boardunderwrote 
a price of 10 cents a pound for yellow perch, 
8 inches long, or longer, of No. 1 quality. To 
maintain this price to Canadian fishermen, 
the Board purchased frozen round perch and 
perch fillets from Canadian processors at 
designated cold-storage locations. 

The commercial marketing of these prod- 
ucts from the 1967 production would normally 
be completed before the 1968 spring fishing 
begins. The extension will stabilize the price 
to fishermen for yellow perch during the fall 
fishing season of 1967. It willallow the Board 
to clear its holdings during the normal com- 
mercial marketing season. 

BY) 

NEW INSURANCE PLAN IS AVAILABLE TO 
ONTARIO FISHING VESSEL OWNERS 

Canadian commercial fishermen in Ontario 
may now buy insurance under the Province's 
Fishermen's Indemnity Plan. 

Low-cost insurance is provided for vessels 
and equipment engaged in commercial fishing. 
Similar protection has been available to ma- 
rine fishermen for a number of years. Cov- 
erage is provided for fishing vessels, shore 
installations such as net sheds and fishing 
gear stored in them, and for certain types of 
fixed fishing gear while in the water. 

What Plan Provides 

To be eligible, the appraised value of the 
vessel or shore installation and equipment 
may not exceed C$15,000. Premiums are one 

percent per annum of the appraised value of 
the asset. In the event of complete loss, 

benefits are 60 percent of the asset's value. 
In partial loss, there is a 30-percent deduct- 
ible clause; then the Plan will pay up to 60 
percent of the appraised value towards addi- 
tional repairs. 

The Plan provides insurance against colli- 
sion, foundering, storm, stranding, fire, or 

any other recognized peril. Officers of the 
Department of Lands and Forests will act as 
agents and adjustors for the Plan. (Ontario 
Dept. of Lands & Forests, July 31.) 

me KK 

PUSHES NEWFOUNDLAND FISHERIES 
RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM 

If they volunteer to move from isolated 
communities to fisheries growth centers, 

Newfoundland families will be able to get 
Government grants of up to $6,200 under 
Federal-Provincial regulations approved 

June 20. The new regulations liberalize 
benefits under a program in effect since the 
early 1950s. Already, it has helped resettle 
about 11,500 people. (U.S. Consul, St. John's, 
Newfoundland.) 
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LATIN AMERICA 

Peru 

1967/68 ANCHOVY SEASON 
BESET BY PROBLEMS 

The 1967/68 anchovy fishing season began 
September 1. The Peruvian Government is- 
sued a decree on August 30 granting tax re- 
lief requested earlier by the industry. As 
late as August 21, several processors said 
they would keep their vessels in port until 
tax and other relief measures, including acut 

in fishermen's wages, were granted to re- 
duce production costs. The August 30 decree, 
in addition to reducing taxes for the next 12 
months, authorized the Navy to limit purse 

seiner crews using a formula based on ves- 
sel size, efficiency, and other factors. 

Fishermen are upset over the expected 
reduction in crew Size, and processors claim 
the reliefs granted are insufficient. In at 
least one instance, fishermen have seized a 

plant and tried to operate it themselves. It 
is not clear which plants will operate this 
year, or which have commenced operation. 

Stocks of fish meal on hand in late August 
were almost twice those held in August 1966, 
but reduced production in early September 
might reduce them to levels well below those 
of late September 1966. (U.S. Embassy, 
Lima, Aug. 23, 30, 31; Peruvian broadcasts.) 

w 
DEMAND GOOD FOR OCTOPUS 

Mexico 

Mexico plans to export 6,000 metric tons 
of Gulf of Mexico octopus this year. This 
production was sparked by the demand from 
markets created by sample shipments to the 
U.S. and other countries. This development 
has been a boon to Mexican fishermen and to 
the new port of Alvarado. 

The octopus, previously little in demand, 
is caught off Yucatan and Campeche, trucked 
to Alvarado, cut up, and quick-frozen for ex- 
port. The port directors are worried about 
the capability of the existing fleet to satisfy 
the new demand. They claim a bigger fleet 

is needed. More demand is anticipated from 
sample shipments sent to Europe. (''Mexico 
City News," Aug. 2.) 

OK OK 

BUILDS 15 SHRIMP TRAWLERS 
FOR ALVARADO 

A Veracruz shipyard is building 15 new 
shrimp trawlers for the pilot fisheries com- 
plex at Alvarado at a total cost of US$2 mil- 
lion. The first will be launched in November, 
followed by another each 20 days. They will 
be incorporated immediately into the 6,528 - 
vessel Mexican fishing fleet. 

The port of Alvarado lacks fishing vessels. 

These new trawlers should help materially in 
utilizing fully the port's facilities. (''El Sol," 
Aug. 6.) 

%* OK OK 

SHRIMP FLEET IS AGING 

Mexico's shrimp fishing fleet is old, say 
sources close to the fishing industry. All but 
400 of the 2,000 vessels are 50 years old and 
less than 19 meters (62 feet) long. Fewer 
than 200 are fully adequate. The aged vessels 
contribute to industry's inefficiency. Two- 
thirds as many new vessels could take the 
shrimp now taken by all old vessels. Mexi- 
can shipyards could easily produce the ves- 
sels needed to modernize the industry. 

A plan is being considered to replace all 
old vessels with new ones in 10 years, in- 
cluding vessels for other species such as 
tuna. The method of financing this project 
has not been decided. 

Shrimp is Mexico's fifth largest export, 
representing an annual income of US$17.2 
million. (''Mexico City News," Aug. 1.) 

Cuba 

ACHIEVES PLANNED 1967 
CATCH IN MID-JULY 

The planned 1967 catch of the Cuban fish- 
ing fleet (15,235 metric tons) was achieved in 
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mid-July; 15,268 tons of fish had been caught 
and processed. High-quality food fish made 
up 81 percent of catch. Fleet operated both 
in the Atlantic (Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean, 
Mid-Atlantic, Newfoundland grounds, South 

Atlantic off Argentina, and Brazil) and the 
Pacific. 

This fleet, ''Flota Cubana," is only part of 
the total fleet of fishing vessels. It is dis- 
tinguished from the others in that it operates 
on the high seas. In 1965, it landed only about 
4,400 metric tons of fish. The early achieve- 
ment of the 1967 goal was made possible by 
the purchase from Spain in 1966 of tuna long- 
liners and bottomfish trawlers. 

OK OK 

FISHES FOR TUNA IN EASTERN PACIFIC 

The long-liner ''Bonito,'' manned by 
Cubans, left Havana January 25, 1967, to fish 

tuna in the eastern Pacific. The vessel re- 
turned to Havana in early April with 155 met- 
ric tons of tuna and billfish taken in 41 days 
of fishing time; the rate was 3.8 tons per ac- 
tual fishing day. Principal species caught 
were yellowfin tuna, big-eyed tuna, and Amer- 
ican sailfish. The area fished extended from 
Baja California to Ecuador. 

Two scientists of the Cuban Fisheries 
Center accompanied the vessel. Scientific 
studies included stomach analyses, catch 
sampling, water temperature, etc. 

The Bonito 

The "Bonito" is a 655-gross-ton long- 
liner built in Spain. It has a crew of 38. In 
1966, 19 such vessels were delivered to Cuba. 

The vessels are 55.25 meters (181 feet) long, 
9 meters (29.5 feet) wide, and4.25 meters (14 
feet) deep. Eachhasa1,300-hp. diesel engine 
witha speed of 11.25 knots; anair-blast freezer 
of 22-tons-per-day capacity, with a re- 
frigerated hold capacity of 580 cubic meters. 

The vessels were constructed in five ship- 
yards in northern Spain. Ten are 655 tons, 
7 are 569 tons, and 2 are 642 tons. The Cu- 
bans also have five 387-ton Japanese long - 
liners purchased in 1962, with a freezing ca- 
pacity of 220 tons each. 
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The rate of catch of 3.8 tons a day com- 
pares favorably with Japanese catch rates. 
The fleet apparently is ready to begin fish- 
ing on a large scale, possibly in the eastern 
Pacific. 

Cuba is not a member of the Inter-Amer- 
ican Tropical Tuna Commission, and so is 

not bound by its yellowfin tuna quota and 
recommended regulations. (''Mar y Pesca," 
May 1967.) 

Chile 

ANCHOVY CATCH, MEAL AND 
OIL OUTPUT DROP 

Chile's total fish meal production during 
January-July was 99,452 tons. 

In the area between Mejillones and Tal- 
cahuano, fish meal production for January- 

July 1967 was 20,465 tons, compared to 
18,401 tons for the 1966 period. 

Northem Chile's Anchovy Catch, Fish Meal and Oil Production, 
January-July 1967 
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1/Not available. 

For first-half 1967, production of fish meal 
from fish other than anchovy amounted to 
17,306 tons--compared to 16,398 tons infirst- 

half 1966 and 13,737 tons in the 1965 period. 

He ok OK 

EXPORTS OF FROZEN SHRIMP 
AND LANGOSTINOS INCREASE 

The export of Chilean shrimp and langos- 
tinos continues to increase. In 1966, exports 

were 2,612.4 metric tons--3.7 times the 1961 
figure. Top 1966 customers were the United 
Kingdom, the U.S., Sweden, and West Germany. 
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Chile (Contd.): 

In 1966, for the first time, the U. S. was 
not the leading buyer. 

Exports of Frozen Shrimp and Langostinos 

F564 | ise [56 | 
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The 1966 Chilean declared export value per 
metric tonwas US$1,777(80¢a lb.) for shrimp 
and US$1,567 (71¢ a lb.) for longostinos. 

Brazil 

U. S. COMPANIES PLAN SHRIMP BASES 

W.R. Grace is setting up a shrimp fishing 
and processing base in Belem, northern Bra- 

zil, through its Brazilian subsidiary PRIMAR. 
The operation is scheduled to begin in October. 
Eventually, it will have 20 modern trawlers. 

It has been reported that the Borden Com- 
pany in the U.S, intends to make a move in 
this direction--probably late this year or 
early 1968. (U.S. Consulate, Belem, Aug. 3.) 

nN 

Ecuador 

FISHING INDUSTRY CONTINUES 
TO DEVELOP 

The Ecuadorean fishing industry continued 
to develop in the second quarter of 1967 as it 
attracted foreign investment. Tuna fishing 
was good. Frozen tuna exports from Manta 
were 8,000,000 sucres (US$440,000) in Jan- 
uary-May; there had been none in the 1965 
period. Manta's canned tuna exports rose 

from 4,250,000 sucres (US$233,516) in the 
first five months of 1966 to 6,720,000 sucres 

(US$369,231) in January-May 1967. INEPACA's 
Manta fish meal plant reopened, and the fish- 
ing center's tuna packers imposed quotas as 
the local fleet brought in a record catch. 

Industry Developments 

New fish-related companies are located at 
Guayaquil or the Santa Elena Peninsula. At 
Guayaquil, Far Camp opened a plant to proc- 
ess tuna and sardines. It plans to can fruit 
juice at a later date. Pesquera Industrial del 
Pacifica (CAPINPAC) was organized to build 
a 1,000,000-sucre (US$55,000) plant tofreeze 
and can fish and shellfish, and to extractfish 
oil and refine fish meal, for export and do- 

mestic use. Americana de Conservas S, A., 
capitalized at 1,000,000 sucres by German, 
Portuguese, and local interests, will can 
"binchagua"' (sardines) in tomato paste and 
oil. Sirio Cia. Ltda. will can tuna and make 
fish meal. 

On the coast, the million-sucre Frigori- 
ficos Lemar S.A. plant at Santa Elena will 
freeze tuna and white fish, and extract fish 
oil. At nearby Santa Rosa, Pesquera Indus- 
trial Sol S.A. (PISSA) will can and freeze 
fish and shellfish. 

Government and International Aid 

Government efforts to promote even more 
development in the fishing industry included 
establishment of a Fisheries Institute at the 
Technical University of Manabi, and approval 
of a Decree Law authorizing fishermen to 
import necessary equipment free of duty. 

FAO and Pan American Union fisheries 
experts visited the coast during March-June. 
They discussed creation of a Fisheries Insti- 
tute in Manta to teach practical skills. Also, 
a Mexican-Ecuadorean organization (DIECA) 
announced plans to produce alfalfa meal and 
mix it with molasses and fish meal to pro- 
vide a quality livestock food. It is expected 
that atleast part of the firm's production will 
be exported to Mexico. (U.S. Embassy, Quito, 

Aug. 18.) 
KOK OK 

RAISES FISHING FEES 
AND EXPORT DUTIES 

Ecuador has raised substantially the fees 
it charges foreign vessels to fish in her 200- 
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mile territorial sea. A law passed June 8, 

and published in the "Official Register’ July 
17, amends the Maritime Hunting and Fishing 
Law. It provides: annual registration (Mat- 
ricula) fee, valid until Dec. 31 of each year, 
of US$350 for vessels fishing tuna and sword- 
fish and $200 for vessels fishing other species. 
It provides also for a license fee per net ves- 
sel registered ton per voyage of $35 for tuna 
and swordfish, and $18 for other species. 

Previous matricula fees for tuna and sword- 
fish were $200, plus a license fee per net 
vessel registered ton per voyage of $20 for 
swordfish and $12 for tuna. Fees will be 
paid to Ecuadorean consulates abroad or to 
the General Directorate of Fisheries in Quito. 

They must be in U.S. dollars or their equiva- 
lent in freely exchangeable currencies. 

New Export Duties 

The new law provides also for new export 
duties in sucres per net kilo (U. S. cents per 
lb.): tuna (filleted) and swordfish, 0.04 (0.09¢ 
lb.); whole frozen tuna, 0.08 (0.18¢ lb.); cod- 
fish, 0.06 (0.14¢ lb.); filleted codfish, 0.03 
(0.07¢ lb.); liver, oil, fins, or skins of sharks, 
0.05 (0.11¢ lb.); frozen shrimp or crayfish, 
0.03 (0.07¢ lb.); and others 0.02 (0.05¢ 1b.). 
Note: 20.33 sucres equal US$I. 

v 
JAPANESE FIRM TO EXPLORE 
FOR SHRIMP OFF COLOMBIA 

Colombia 

Colombia has licensed the Japanese fish- 
ing firm Nichiro to conduct exploratory 
shrimp fishing off her coast. The firm's 
trawler ''Nisshin Maru No. 50" (260 gross 
tons) was scheduled to depart Japan on July 
18 to operate out of the fishing base at Buen- 

aventura. 

Nichiro also plans to conduct mothership- 
type shrimp fishing near the mouth of the 
Amazon River this fall. It has selected the 
"Kuroshio Maru No. 22" (499 gross tons) to 
serve as mothership for 5 trawlers. (Sui- 
sancho Nippo,"' July 11.) 

a 
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El Salvador 

ISSUES LICENSES AND 
OPENS DATA CENTER 

A June 6 decree provides for issuance of 
18 licenses (including 8 previously granted) 
for catching fish to be processed into fish 
meal. The licenses are valid for 5 years. 
Purse seines, long lines, and gill nets are 

authorized gear, but trawls are prohibited. 
The licenses apparently are not limited to 
individual vessels because the first license 
was issued to a group with 4 vessels. Of 10 
new licenses available, 7 are reserved for 

vessels attached to the shrimp fleet and used 
to collect incidental fish taken by shrimp ves- 
sels; the 7 also may fish for industrial fish. 

The number of licenses willbe restricted 
until more is known about the effects of the 
industrial fishery on coastal resources. 
Shortly after the decree was issued, a license 
was granted to one firm to purse seine with 
two 65-foot vessels (each has capacity of 50 
metric tons) and five 35-foot auxiliary boats. 

Inspection Office and Data Center Opens 

A fishery inspection office and data center 
was opened in El Trifuno. In addition to in- 
spection, it will collect statistical data onthe 
shrimp fishery. Itis also the operational base 
for the Central American Regional Fisheries 
Project. 

Firm Promotes Fish Consumption 

Atarraya, S. A., a large shrimp fishing 
firm, has intensified efforts to promote local 

consumption of seafood. The company has di- 
vided San Salvador into 6 zones. Each zone is 
visited weekly by asmall truck carrying fresh 
fish. The truck does not stop in the wealthy sec- 
tions, where fresh fishis available in good mar- 
kets. (U.S, Embassy, San Salvador, Aug. 17.) 

Honduras 

LEADING SHRIMP PLANT OPERATION CUT 

The leading shrimp-packing plant in Hon- 
duras' north coast was operating at half ca- 
pacity in early August. This was due to the 
absence of many U. S. vessels, which nor- 

mally trawl and land their catch there. They 
had moved onto fish off Texas because shrimp 
were more abundant there. (U.S. Embassy, 
Tegucigalpa, Aug. 9.) 

ALALASA 
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EUROPE 

USSR 

RESEARCH VESSELS STUDY 
SOUTH AMERICAN FISHERY RESOURCES 

Two research vessels, ''SRTM-8453"' and 
the ''SRTM-8459,"' of the Pacific Research 
Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography 
(TINRO), have been studying fishery resources 
off Latin America's west coast since early 
1967. The area includes large expanses of 
water off Ecuador, Peru, and Chile. In May, 
both vessels came into Puerto Mott (southern 
Chile) for water, fuel, and food, 

Both vessels concentrated on fisheries 
and oceanographic research off southwestern 
Latin America (particularly the Humboldt 
Current area) and throughout the South Pa- 
cific. Researchers determined the biological 
characteristics of Pacific pike-mackerel 
spawning habits. On their way home, Soviet 
scientists visited the fisheries laboratory at 
Papette, capital of French Tahiti. 

Meager Research in Southeastern Pacific 

Southeastern Pacific fishery oceanography 
research has been meager and Soviet scien- 
tists are pioneering in the area. TINRO has 
sent research vessels there several times in 
the last few years. They discovered signifi- 
cant fishery stocks and interesting oceano- 
graphic data. The Sovietsclaim, for example, 
that cold Humboldt Current not only swings 
westward but also sinks as it goes north. 
Plankton penetrates to great depths and serves 
as food for the Peruvian anchovy which, in 
turn, is forage for giant squid found in enor- 
mous concentrations in the Humboldt Current 
(especially south of Galapagos Islands) by 
previous Soviet expeditions. Squid weighed 
from 10-40 kilograms (22-48 lbs.) each. 

The scientists found abundant stocks of 
South Pacific saury or mackerel-pike (Scom- 
beresox forsteri) from Southern Peru to 
Southern Chile. This species is related to 
North Pacific saury and is also responsive 
to light--but, unlike its northern relative, 
only from January to April (the northern 
saury from July through November), This 
peculiarity might make it possible for the 
Soviet Far Eastern fishermen to develop a 
year-round fishery for Pacific sauries. 

Other fish stocks found by TINRO scien- 
tists in southeastern Pacific include tuna, 
yellowtail (found near Sebastian Vizcaino Bay 
off Baja California, Mexico), and whales. 

TINRO'S Large 1966 Operation 

In 1966, TINRO organized a research fleet 
of 15-20 vessels to study fisheries and ocean 
conditions of the eastern and southern Pacific. 
These vessels were sighted passing the U. S. 
coast. There is considerable information on 
their activities off Mexico, Australia, New 
Zealand, and in the Indian Ocean--but none 
on the research off the west coast of Latin 
America. 

OK OK 

WILL EXPAND FISHING OFF 
NORTHERN CANADA AND GREENLAND 

Exploratory research by the Murmansk 
Fisheries Administration in first-half 1967 
around the southern tip of Greenland, in the 
Labrador Sea, and in the Davis Strait indi- 
cates the Soviet Northern Fleet can expand 
its fisheries. The area's fish stocks include 
many species presently in great demand by 
Soviet consumers but not fished intensively. 

One reason for switching part of the fleet 
northward is that Soviet fleets experienced 
poor fishing off Nova Scotia this past sum- 
mer. 

OK Ok 

PATROLS SALMON FISHERY 
IN NORTHWEST PACIFIC 

Three Soviet medium side trawlers were 
assigned fishery patrol duty in the area where, 
under the USSR-Japan Pacific Northwest Fish- 
eries Agreement, salmon fishing by Japanese 
firms is allowed. The 3 trawlers (the "Diana, 
"Neva,'' and ''Nelma,') belong to the Sakhalin 
RYBVOD, a fisheries protection and enforce- - 
ment organization administered by the Minis- 
try of Fisheries. 

The surveillance of Japanese fishing began 
in early July and continued until mid-August. 

* OK OK 
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ACTS TO PROTECT KURIL ISLAND SEALS 

The Fishery Management Section (RYBVOD) 
of the Sakhalin Fisheries Administration re- 
cently acted effectively to control fully all 
seal and sea otter hunting in the Kuril Island 
Chain. Preliminary estimates show that the 
islands are rich in fur seals (15,000-20,000 
heads), sea lions (about 20,000), sea otters 
(about 4,000), and ringed seals. 

In spring 1967, the Sakhalin RYBVOD pro- 
hibited any seal or otter hunting. Two in- 
spection teams were organized in May 1967 
to enforce the regulations; one worked from 
Urup Island, the other from Paramushir Is- 
land. At the same time, RYBVOD fisheries 
management vessel ''Diana'' left her home 
portof Korsakov to conduct acensus of Kuril 

Island sea otters. 

HK OK OK 

STUDIES ARTIFICIAL REPRODUCTION 
OF PACIFIC SCALLOPS 

In late June, scientists of the Pacific In- 
stitute for Fisheries and Oceanography 
(TINRO) began studying the possibility of 
raising scallops by artificial propagation in 
a natural marine environment. Their study 
area is Aniva Bay, south of the City of Kor- 
sakov on Sakhalin Island. 

The scientists are using an underwater 
research vehicle. Aqualung divers catch the 
female specimens on the ocean bottom and 
transport them to a preselected lagoon. 
There, special underwater containers have 

been installed to aid in the undisturbed de- 
velopment of young scallops. 

Scallop Fishery Not Successful 

Soviet Far Eastern fishermen begancatch- 
ing scallops in 1966. They had little success. 
Instead of the planned 3,000 metric tons, only 
1,000 tons were landed by year end. Most 
were exported to Japan. 

In 1964, the USSR attempted to establish 
a scallop export market inthe U.S. It did 
not succeed because the Pacific scallops were 
coarse and had dark meats. 

*k ok OK 
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ORDERS FISHERY VESSELS FROM 
THE NETHERLANDS 

The Royal Shipyards ''De Schelde" at 
Flushing, the Netherlands, has received an 
order from the Soviet import firm ''Sudoim- 
port" for 4 fully automated fish-processing 
refrigerated transports. The 2,600-gross- 
ton vessels each will have a crew of over 100, 
an endurance of 60 days, and be able to proc- 
ess 50 metric tons of fresh fish each day. 

Six similar vessels were ordered from the 
Dutch shipyard in July 1964 for delivery in 
1965-67 and were assigned to the Soviet At- 
lantic fishing fleets. (U. S. Embassy, Hague) 

te ook sk 

EXHIBITS FISHERY PRODUCTS 
IN MONTREAL 

Soviet fishery products and activities are 
prominently displayed at EXPO-67 in Mont- 
real. A large and highly visible section of 
the Soviet Pavilion features a tank with large, 
live sturgeon and a fisheries bathyscaphe. 

A Soviet-made hydrofoil (capacity 100 
passengers) takes visitors to a large Soviet 
stern factory trawler anchored in Montreal's 
commercial harbor. 

Fishery Products Are Promoted 

Soviet fishery exports are promoted. At- 
tractive advertising pamphlets praise the 
quality of various Soviet fishery products. 
These include traditional caviar and sturgeon 
("Royal Sturgeon" trade mark) and products 
the Soviets have just begun to manufacture: 
canned saury in oil, canned shrimp in natural 
oil, canned mussels in natural juice, and can- 
ned tuna in oil. 

The phamphlets carry the name of PRO- 
DINTORG, the official export trade firm. At- 
tractively designed, they are printed on ex- 
cellent paper. 
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Denmark 

FISHERMEN ARE RETURNING TO 
NORTH NORWAY FOR SALMON FISHING 

Fishermen from the Danish port of Esb- 
jerg made excellent salmon catches last year 
along the North Norwegian coast, but they 
were not permitted to land catches in Norway 
for transshipment to Denmark. The cutters 
had to sail home with their catches, losing 
much fishing time and greatly increasing ex~ 
penses. 

Several Esbjerg fishermen plan to return 
to salmon fishing off Norway. This year, 
however, they intend to be accompanied by a 
mothership that will transport the catch. Ne- 
gotiations have begun with the owner of a 
large steel cutter that could be converted for 
this purpose. Salmon fishing in the area be- 
gins in September. (''Fiskaren,'' Aug. 16; 
U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Aug. 25.) 

LARGEST DANISH STEEL 
SIDE-TRAWLER BEING BUILT 

A Danish shipyard is building a steel 
trawler using new production principles that 
involve mathematical methods to reduce 
building time and to increase production 
economics, The trawler will be the largest 
steel vessel ever built in Denmark for Dan- 
ish owners. It will be used for midwater and 
bottom trawling. 

The vessel's main dimensions are: over- 

all length, 35 meters (115 feet); width, 7.30 
meters (24 feet); and height, 3.65 meters (12 
feet), A diesel engine of 990 hp. will be in- 
stalled. 

Midwater and Bottom Trawls 

The fishing gear has been developed by 
Danish netmakers, It consists of one 30- to 
40-fathom midwater nylontrawl, and 3 ''tailed'"' 
bottom terylenetrawls. This gear is expected 
to increase the profitability of midwater and 
bottom trawling. It is used on the Greenland 
fishing grounds. It is considered especially 
well suited for combined midwater and bottom 

trawling when the vessel is sufficiently pow- 
erful--about 1,000 hp. 

The vessel's design includes provision for 
later conversion to power block purse-sein- 
ing and long-line fishing. (''Sofart,' July 1967; 
U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Aug. 25.) 

Greenland 

WEST GREENLAND 
PELAGIC SALMON FISHERY GROWS 

Three Danish and 4 Faroese gill-netters 
will fish salmon off Greenland this year. The 
Danish catches will be landed at Faeringhavn, 
Greenland, They are already committed. An 
excellent market is expected in Denmark for 
the Faroese-caught salmon. 

The addition of these vessels to the fish- 
ery represents a large increase in effort 
from 1966. Then, one Norwegian and one 
Faroese vessel caught, respectively, 18 and 
70 metric tons (eviscerated, heads on). The 
captain of the Faroese vessel said only bad 
weather kept his catch below 100 tons. (U.S. 
Embassy, Copenhagen, Aug. 25.) 

Norway 

FISH MEAL AND OIL 
PRODUCTION SETS RECORDS 

During first-half 1967, Norway's produc- 
tion of fish meal and oil increased more than 
50 percent over first half 1966--to records of 
285,000 metric tons, and 115,000 metric tons, 
respectively. According to Norsildmel, the 
central sales organization of the fish reduc- 
tion industry, all but 60,000 tons of the fish 
meal were shipped to customers at home and 
abroad; the entire production of fish oil was 
sold for summer and fall delivery. 

Exports of fish meal totaled 222,062 tons 
in January-June--nearly twice the first-half 
1966 figure. Fish oil exports increased from 
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22,800 tons in January-June 1966 to 36,000 
tons during the 1967 period. Export prices 
are not published. According to official for- 
eign trade statistics, however, the average 
export price for fish meal was reduced 15 
percent--to 1,180 kroner (US$165) per met- 
ric ton--in January-May, compared with 1966 
period; fish oil price dropped 24 percent to 
1,065 kroner ($150) a metric ton. 

Prospects for exports of fish meal and oil 
for the rest of the year are less favorable 
due to increased world supplies. 

Fish Supplies Are High 

In January-June 1967, supplies of fish 
(mainly herring, mackerel, and capelin) 
reached a record 13.4 million hectoliters 
(about 1.25 million metric tons). So far this 
year, 4 major fish-marketing organizations 
have imposed fishing stops a total of 33 times 
for certain periods and fishing areas--due to 
large discrepancies between catching and 
processing capacities. The lack of process- 
ing capacity has been especially pronounced 
in the middle and northern parts of Norway. 
Fish stops idled the fleets in those areas 12 
times for a total of 23 months during Janu- 
ary-June. This curbed particularly capelin 
fishing activities in Finnmark. 

According to an industry source, fish re- 
duction capacity would have to be increased 
about 50 percent, at a cost of US$20-30 mil- 
lion, to equalize the capacity of the fleet fish- 
ing for reduction purposes (600 power -block 
purse-seiners account for about 90 percent 
of the catch). The industry is not thinking 
seriously of so large an expansion because 
of the capital needed, the capriciousness of 
shoal fish, and the current instability of the 
meal and oil markets. 

A medium-sized reduction plant (daily 
capacity 2,000 tons of fish) was recently put 
into operation in Baatsfjord, Finnmark. Oth- 
er increases in capacity, planned or under- 
way, are relatively insignificant. (U. S. Em- 
bassy, Oslo, Aug. 11.) 
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FISHERMEN PROTEST IMPORTS 
OF SOVIET SALTED FISH 

Norwegian fishermen complain that when 
they return from long trips (4-5 monghs) to 
West Greenland they have to go to Danish 
ports to obtain acceptable prices for their 
fish--while the Soviets land salted fish in the 
Norwegian port of Aalesund. 

Soviet salted fish has been imported by 
Norway for over one year. The factory stern 
trawler ''Pluton,"’ from Murmansk, brought 
the last shipment. The vessel was delivered 
from Gdansk, Poland, on June 14, 1967. Then 
it sailed to Murmansk, where the rest of the 
crew came aboard, the outfitting was com- 
pleted, and the cargo loaded. 

Pluton departed recently for the South 
American coast. It is equipped with purse 
seines and fish pumps. It will serve as an 
experimental base for Soviet attempts to in- 
troduce a link between large processing ships 
and sterntrawlers. (''Fiskaren'' and other 
sources, July 12.) 

Sweden 

FIRM MAY TEST-MARKET FPC IN MEXICO 

A Swedish firm intends to test-marketfish 
protein concentrate (F PC) in Mexico beginning 
this fall, according to a Swedish newspaper re- 
port. A hospital in Mexico City reportedly will 
cooperate inthetest. The price proposed by 
the Swedishfirm for its FPC is about 32 cents 
a pound. (U. S. Embassy, Stockholm.) 

LIFTS TARIFFS ON CERTAIN IMPORTS 

Sweden announced the removal of all tar- 

iffs on certain fats and oils, effective Septem - 
ber 1, 1967. These include crude sperm oil; 

crude seal oil; fish oils and oils derived from 
the blubber of marine animals for medicinal 

and veterinary uses; cod-liver oils and indus- 

trial liver oils. 

In 1966, the U. S. exported over 6.6 million 
pounds of fish and fish-liver oils to Sweden, a 
tremendous decline from the 45 million pounds 

in 1965 and 73.5 million in 1963, 
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Total U. S. exports of fish and fish-liver 
oils also declined over the same period-- 
from 262 million pounds in 1963 to only 77 
million pounds in 1966. (U. S. Embassy, 
Stockholm, Sept. 8.) 

West Germany 

COMBINATION TRAWLER-SEINER 
IS BEING BUILT 

A shipyard in Bremerhaven, West Ger- 
many, is building a combination trawler - 
purse seiner, the ''Seefahrt,'' for a shipowner. 
The vessel is 64 meters (210 feet) long; 10.8 
meters (35 feet) wide; and height to top deck 
is 7.48 meters (24.5 feet). 

Two diesel engines have been installed. 
Each supplies 1,320 hp. at 500 r.p.m., gear 
coupled to a single propeller, which gives a 
speed of 15.5 knots at 200 r.p.m. 

The purse seine is carried on a platform 
aft near a mast equipped with derrick and 
power block. Two fish pumps are used to 
haul the catch aboard. To increase maneu- 
verability, 250hp. steering propellers are 
installed fore and aft. The vessel is equip- 
ped with sonar and two echo-sounders. 
("Fiskets Gang," July 20; U. S. Embassy, 
Copenhagen, Aug. 25.) 

CUTS BACK CONSTRUCTION 
OF FACTORY TRAWLERS 

West Germany deemphasized the building 
of factory trawlers in 1966 when only 2 of the 
5 trawlers built were freezer trawlers. The 
other 3 were built to land fresh fish. 

West Germany caught fewer fish in dis- 
tant waters in 1966 than in 1965; its catch off 

Greenland was down 25 percent. This de- 
cline was offset only partly by an increase 
in the catch off Canada. Some trawlers were 
diverted from the distant-water fishery to 
nearby waters to midwater trawling for her- 
ring. (U.S. Consul, Bremen, May 29.) 

Ireland 

GETS US$14 MILLION FRENCH CREDIT 
TO EXPAND FISHING FLEET 

The Irish Sea Fishing Board has obtained 
credit of US$14 million from French finan-— 

ciers associated with shipbuilders to expand 
Ireland's fishing industry. The funds will be 
used to add 100 new trawlers (mostly 90- 
foot and under) to the fleet over the next 5 
years, and to provide educational and tech- 
nical assistance to the industry. 

Prospective vessel owners will pay a 
minimum of 5 percent down, supplemented 

by a 25-percent grant from the Board. They 
will pay the remaining 70 percent in install- 
ments over 5 years at 5.2 percent interest, 
or 9 years at 6.3 percent. For vessels under 
90 feet, interest will be 4 percent. Loans will 
be guaranteed by the Board, a semigovern- 
ment body. 

Foreign Credit Was Necessary 

The Board sought foreign credit after 
plans for fisheries improvement failed to 
raise needed funds within Ireland. Board 
members talked with Norwegian, British, 
Polish, and French financiers. The French 
group was chosen because it offered better 
terms and it was associated with shipbuilders 
that quoted lowest trawler construction prices. 
With the additional vessels, the Irish fleet 

should number around 400. 

Overall landings have been increasing 15- 
20 percent a year. Annual landings of 35,000 
tons have been worth US$5.9 million, The 
two-year-old fishermen's training program 
has proved itself. In recent years, exports 
have increased 13 percent per annum. Ex- 
pansion plans have been stymied until now, 
however, because new vessels were lacking. 
The Irish plan to enter the Common Market 
and are promoting fishing as a major indus- 
try. (U. S. Embassy, Dublin, Aug. 3.) 

Italy 

LIBERALIZES FISHERY IMPORTS 
FROM USSR AND EAST EUROPE 

The Italian Government has includedfresh 
and frozen fishery products among products 
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that may be imported free of duty from the 
Soviet Union and East European countries. 
The latter are Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, and Albania. 

The Italian Federation of Fishery Enter - 
prises led the opposition to this step inthe 
Italian Parliament. It pointed out that other 
Common Market countries have not fully lib- 
eralized duties on imports of fishery prod- 
ucts. (''La Peche Maritime," July.) 

Kk ois oie 

FIRM OPENS TOKYO 
TUNA BUYING OFFICE 

An Italian tuna-importing firm jointly es- 
tablished by 4 packers in Sicily and Venice 
has opened a purchasing office in Tokyo. The 
firm's president went to Tokyo recently to 
arrange tuna purchases from Japanese firms. 

The Italianfirm plans to purchase annually 
10,000 metric tons of tuna (around 75 percent 
yellowfin and 25 percent big-eyed). It also 
plans to buy tuna from South Korea and For- 
mosa. (''Suisancho Nippo,"' July 22.) 

yy 
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United Kingdom 

FURTHER RESTRICTS 
FOREIGN COD LANDINGS 

The ban on foreign cod landings, insti- 
tuted July 27 by the British Trawlers' Fed- 
eration (BTF), spread August 7 from Grims- 
by to other ports in England and Wales. The 
BTF now provides facilities to unload cod 
only in amounts equal to one-half the weight 
of other species aboard a foreign vessel. 

The action was taken to stem increased 
imports and reduce prices. Its proponents 
said that Britain, unlike most other countries, 

did not restrict landings by foreign vessels, 
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and that low tariffs did not deter foreign land- 
ings. They said also that ''disturbances" in 
market conditions in other countries meant 
that cheap fish always ended up in England. 
The BTF action was taken in the absence of 
government action. The restrictions do not 
apply to Faroese vessels because of a previ- 
ous industry-level agreement. ("Fishing 
News," Aug. 11.) 

France 

REQUIRES DATE MARKING 
OF FROZEN FOODS 

A French Government Order published 
earlier this year requires date marking of 
all frozen foods in institutional or retail 
packs. The regulation does not cover frozen 
foods in bulk packs that are to be broken 
down for sale as unfrozen products through 

retail outlets. 

Date marking may be either in clear fig- 
ures or in code, provided the code is given 
to the French Service for the Repression of 
Frauds. (U. S. Embassy.) 

eK OK 

IMPORTS MORE FISHERY PRODUCTS 

Total French imports of fish and crusta- 
ceans from all countries in first-half 1967, 
were valued at over $45 million. First-half 
1966 imports were worth $38 million. 

Imports of U. S.-produced fish and crusta- 
ceans were US$1.5 million (3.4 percent of to- 
tal) in first-half 1967; in the 1966 period, 
US$1.1 million (2.8 percent of total). 

Frozen salmon is the primary U. S. export 
to France. (U. S. Embassy, Paris, Septem ~- 
ber 15.) : — 

(Som 
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ASIA 

Japan 

RATIFIES ATLANTIC TUNA CONVENTION 

The International Convention for the Con- 

servation of Atlantic Tunas was ratified by 
the Japanese Government on July 25. The 
ratification document was deposited with the 
UN's Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO). Japan is the second nation to ratify 
the Convention, following the U. S. The Con- 
vention will enter into force after 7 ratifica- 
tions. (''Katsuo-maguro Tsushin,"' Aug. 4.) 

xe 3K Ok 

CUTS TARIFFS ON FISHERY PRODUCTS 

Among the tariff cuts Japan made during 
recently completed negotiations for imports 
are those on fresh and frozen tuna and salm- 
on. Naturally, the cuts will increase imports. 

Tariff Reductions on Major Fishery Items 

Former New 

EDEN Tariff Ba laeee Rate 
Gig aio (Percent) Mone 

IWhhailel oils) Say. Welicure verte! siiisitehallvel-ell's Free ree 
Salmon (fresh & frozen) . ...-~ 10 5 
Tuna (fresh & frozen) .- + +e e+e 10 5 
Salmon) roe sys eyteleiier siieitell is siete 15 7.5 
Shellfish yee: io siteile) Je foe.s srieiieinenre’ Free Free 
Canned fish and preparations ... . 20 15 
Crustacea and mollusc preparations . 20 15 

There is speculation about the effect the cuts 
will have on salmon imports from the USSR 
and Alaska. Attracting most attention, how- 
ever, because of the import trend in marine 

products, is the tariff cut on''saki-ika,'' dried 
and stripped squid. (Fishery Attaché, U.S. 
Embassy, Tokyo, Aug. 9.) 

Tepe ster sks; 

EXPORTS OF FRESH AND FROZEN 
PRODUCTS DROPPED 

Finance Ministry data show that Japanese 
exports of fresh and frozen tuna during Jan- 

Quanti Value 
Froduct 1967 1966 1967__| 1966 

(Metric Tons) (USS1, 000) 
Tuna .... | 48,939 | 90,619 41, 453 
Swordfish. . «+» 2,700 3,530 3,096 
Sea bream . 4,794 11,718 1, 686 
Saury. «es eeee 4,988 4,154 
Rainbow trouts . . 1,484 1,073 
Oysters... .e- 737 77 
Whale meat 5,241 3,571 1, 682 
Others iscseeweie 25,865 | 28, 166 10, 351 

Total . 94,748 | 142,908 60, 127 

uary-June 1967 totaled 48,939 metric tons, 

almost 50 percent less than the 1966 period 
total of 90,619 tons. Oyster exports gained 
sharply over 1966. (''Suisan Tsushin,'’ Aug. 19.) 

iSlempaiciinstcy 

FISH LANDINGS AT YAIZU 
DECLINE SHARPLY 

Landings at the fishing port of Yaizu in 
July totaled 10,979 metric tons worth about 

1.6 billion yen (US$4.33 million), according 

967 | 1966 | 
| July | June 

Quanti 

=1967 ,_1966 | 
| July TJ i 

Species 

Tuna: 
‘Bluefint/. . 
Albacore . . 
Skipjack .. 

Mackerel, .. 

jt/Includes yellowfin and big-eyed tuna, 

to the Yaizu Fishery Cooperative Associa- 
tion. Due to the poor albacore tuna catch, 
landings were sharply below the 19,188 tons 
of June 1967. (''Kanzume Nippo,"' Aug. 4.) 

Sip oceans 

EXPORT TUNA PRICES RISE 

The price of Japanese albacore tuna for 
direct export to the U.S. rose toc.i.f, US$530 
a short ton, according to a mid-July 1967 re- 

apanese Tuna Export Price Trends, January-July 1967 

Direct Exports to 
United States & Canadal/ | American Samoa2/ 
Albacore | Yellowfin Albacore | Yellowfin 
Minion geo (f.0.b. US$/Short Ton). ....- 

439 390 350 
479 409 370 330 
446 401 355 315 
404 336 345 305 
404 339 340 295 

shrotte 424 351 350 295 
uly ++. - - 370 300 

1/Prices represent averages for the month. 
2/Prices are for ship-frozen tuna. 

port. The price strengthened in late July. In 
Japan, domestic processors were paying ex- 
vessel 190-195 yena kilogram ($479-492 a 
short ton). The highest export price attained 
in recent years for direct shipments to the 
U. S. was $575 a short ton c.i.f. in February 
1966. A decline in exports depressed prices 
to a low of $420 a tonc.i.f. in March 1967. 
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Japanese yellowfin prices for direct ship- 
ment to the U. S. west coast continued at 
around $400 per short ton c.i.f., but a sale of 
about 1,900 tons to a Puerto Rican packer was 
made at $440 a short ton c.i.f. ("'Suisan Tsu- 
shin" and ''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," July 20.) 

KK 

ALBACORE EXPORTS ARE SLOW 
BUT FISHING GOOD 

Japanese albacore tuna exports to the U.S., 

which began declining in late July, continued 
sluggish in mid-August. U.S. packers showed 
very little buying interest. However, Japan- 
ese exporters expected sales to improve from 
around mid-September when the U. S. alba- 
core season begins closing. 

In negotiating prices with Japan, U. S. buy- 
ers are expected to be very cautious to avoid 
boosting prices, as occurred last year. The 
Japanese suppliers also realize that holding 
out for excessively high prices could create 
an adverse reaction. So the albacore export 
market is considered likely to continue strong 
without any sharp price upswing. 

Fishing Good 

Albacore fishing in the Indian Ocean was 
good in Madagascar waters. The catches will 
begin arriving in Japan in September and will 
build up in cold storage, 

The albacore fishery in the Atlantic Ocean 
also continued good. Landings were accumu- 
lating in cold storage. However, in view of 
continued good sales of canned white-meat 
tuna in the U. S., and its underproduction in 
Japan, supply and demand of albacore is ex- 
pected to be kept in balance. (''Suisan Tsu- 
shin,'' Aug. 22.) 

SUMMER ALBACORE FISHING ENDS 

The 1967 summer pole-and-line albacore 
fishery off the Japanese islands has ended. 
The season's total landings at the fishing 
ports of Yaizu and Shimizu reached 28,500 
metric tons in early July. Fish size aver- 
aged 13-14 kilograms (28.6-30.8 pounds): 
about 3,000 tons of the catch were under 10 

kilograms (22 pounds). 
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The total quantity of summer albacore 
landings purchased by the Japan National 
Federation of Tuna Fishermen's Cooperative 
Associations (NIKKATSUREN), under its tuna 
price stabilization program, came to 181 tons. 
The tuna will be canned in oil for domestic 
sale. ("'Suisancho Nippo,” July 10.) 

we OK OK 

ALBACORE FISHING 
GOOD IN INDIAN OCEAN 

Japanese albacore tuna boats in the Indian 
Ocean make excellent catches in June and 
July. This was particularly true off South 
Africa between latitudes 20° and 30° S. to 
southern Madagascar Island. 

About 60 Japanese vessels were concen- 
trated in those waters, an unusually high 
number for an Indian Ocean area. 

kK 

CANNED TUNA IN OIL EXPORT 
VALIDATIONS, APRIL-JULY 1967 

Japanese canned tuna in oil validated for 
export during April 1-July 31, 1967, totaled 
871,159 cases, according to the Export Can- 
ned Tuna Packers Association, West Germany 

Quantity Exported, 
April-July 1967 

No. Cases 
228, 355 
146,737 
95,996 
80, 481 
53, 382 
36, 807 
354997, 
31,131 
23,210 
22,656 
17, 400 
15,500 
14,010 
69, 497 

871, 159 

was the leading purchaser, taking 228,355 
cases of total exports during the 4~month 
period. ("Kanzume Nippo," Aug. 22.) 
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HK Ok 

FROZEN TUNA EXPORTS DECLINE 

Fresh andfrozen tuna validated for export 
during April-July 1967 totaled 35,287 metric 
tons, down 42 percent from the 1966 period's 
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60,998 metric tons, according to the Japan 
Frozen Foods Exporters Association. Yel- 

lowfin tuna exports declined sharply because 
of the U. S. fleet's abundant catches in the 
eastern tropical Pacific. 

Exports to Europe also declined. This 
was due primarily to the depressed canned 
tuna sales in Italy and to the blockade of the 
Suez Canal during the mid-East conflict. 
("Suisan Tsushin,'"’ Aug. 22.) 

mk Ok 

TUNA PURSE SEINING 
CONTINUES OFF AFRICA 

The Japanese Atlantic tuna purse-seine 
fleet, now in its third year of experimental 
operation off West Africa, still has difficulty 
operating profitably on a year-round basis. 
The mothership ''Chichibu Maru No. 2" (1,697 
gross tons) and 3 purse seiners, now off An- 
nobon Island, Gulf of Guinea, find fishing good 
from July-February. They catch up to 100 
metric tons a day. But from late February 
until the end of June, fishing becomes spotty 
and landings decline sharply. The fleet is 
now searching for new grounds to fish during 
the slow season--to operate steadily year- 
round, 

Target Is 12,000 Tons 

The fleet's 1967 production target is 12,000 
metric tons of tuna. This would make opera- 
tions profitable. From January to mid-Au- 
gust 1967, catches totaled 6,000 tons (75 per- 
cent yellowfin and 25 percent skipjack). Fish- 
ing picked up thereafter and the fleet is be- 
lieved likely to attain its goal by December. 
('Suisan Tsushin,'' Aug. 19.) 

ase ted est 

REPORT ON ATLANTIC TUNA FISHERY 

Forty-two Japanese tuna vessels were 
operating in the Atlantic Ocean in July, re- 
ported the Japan Export Frozen Tuna Pro- 
ducers Association. In April, there had been 
43; in May, 44; and in June, 44. During the 
remainder of 1967, 38 vessels were expected 
to operate in August, 35 in September, 31 in 
October, 30 in November, and 33 in Decem- 

ber--a combined carrying capacity of 23,600 
metric tons. 

The Association estimated that from July 
to December 15,180 metric tons of the total 

Japanese Atlantic landings, or close to 65 
percent of the fleet's carrying capacity, would 
be exported. This is about half the 29,920 
tons of Atlantic-caught tuna exported during 
the 1966 period. 

Exports to U.S. and Italy 

Exports of Atlantic tuna during April-June 
1967 were 8,153 metric tons; of these, 3,338 

metric tons were transshipped to the U. S., 
4,049 tons to Italy, and 766 tons to other 

European and African countries. Comparable 
1966 exports were 14,775 metric tons. ("Sui- 
sancho Nippo,"' July 19.) 

OK 

SKIPJACK TUNA FISHERY OFF 
PALAU ISLAND WILL BE DEVELOPED 

To help depressed independent skipjack 
tuna fishery operators, the Japan Federation 
of Tuna Fishermen's Cooperative Associa- 
tions (NIKKATSUREN), is exploring the pos- 
sibility of developing a skipjack fishery based 
at Palau Island in the western Pacific Ocean. 
The surrounding waters can be developed into 
a productive fishing ground because skipjack 
tuna and bait sardines are abundant there. 
However, the lack of adequate fueling facili- 
ties prevents vessel operations on a commer- 
cial scale. Therefore, NIKKATSUREN is 

studying the feasibility of constructing a fuel 
tank on the island, or conducting at-sea refuel- 
ingoperations. (''Suisancho Nippo," July 24.) 

Setar 

MACHINE- PACKING OF 
TUNA IN BRINE IS UNDER STUDY 

To improve production efficiency and off- 
set the rising cost of labor, Japanese tuna 
packers are considering adoption of the ma- 
chine-packing method to process canned tuna 
in brine for export. Some Japanese packers 
already are machine-packing tuna in oil to 
overcome the high cost of hand-packing. 

The Standards Committee of the Tuna Pack- 
ers Association is now studying the machine- 
packed product from the standpoint of quality 
and output. If all remaining problems can be 
resolved, packers may be able to begin ma- 
chine-packing tuna in brine for export in the 
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next fiscal year (April 1968). ('"Kanzume 
Nippo,'’ Aug. 31.) 

ok 

"TUNA STEAK" MARKET DEVELOPED 

A Japanese cold-storage company, which 
introduced in June its new tuna product 
"Daien Steak'' on a trial basis in the Tokyo- 
Nagoya districts, achieved great success. It 
planned to start selling it nationally in Sep- 
tember. 

The steak consists of loins of yellowfin or 
big-eyed tuna. It is processed aboard the 
firm's tuna vessels in the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans. The vessels were specially equipped 
to package and freeze it in airtight 10-kilo- 
gram (22-lb.) cartons. The 10-kilogram 
package retails at 5,000 yen, US$13.88--said 
to be 20-30 percent below tuna prices in the 
Japanese fresh fish markets. 

Claims Advantages 

The company claims these advantages for 
its tuna steak: (1) freshness, since fish is 

dressed and packaged immediately after 
catch; (2) uniform size and quality; (3) con- 
venience in serving either raw or cooked; 

and (4) savings in freezing cost and storage 
space aboard vessels, since fish heads, tails, 
and entrails are discarded at sea. 

Two other firms are marketing marlin 
steaks in Japan through their own sales out- 
lets, but the Daien product is reported the 
first packaged tuna steaks for sale nationally. 
("Minato Shimbun,'' Aug. 25.) 

Hook Ok 

REPORT ON N, PACIFIC MOTHERSHIP 
SALMON OPERATIONS 

Near the end of June, the 11 Japanese 
salmon mothership fleets were operating in 
the area of 163°-170° E. longitudes and 510- 
54° N. latitudes in the North Pacific. They 
were gradually moving northeast toward the 
Aleutian Islands as they pursued Asian red 
salmon. Total fleet catch on June 30 was 
about 29,845 metric tons, 70 percent of the 

target of 42,635 metric tons. 

The percentages of the catch by species 
(1966 figures in parentheses) were: reds-- 
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50 percent (40.3 percent); chums--32 percent 

(47 percent); pinks--11 percent (8.4 percent; 
silver and kings--7 percent (4.3 percent). 

The mothership fleets began operations on 
May 20 and encountered good fishing for about 
one month, From around June 20, catches 

began falling off. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," 
July 6, ''Suisan Tsushin," June 30.) 

3K ok 

NORTH PACIFIC WHALING SEASON ENDS 

Japanese whaling in the North Pacific ended 
August 20. All 3 fleets attained their assigned 
catch targets (see table). 

Species 

"Kyokuyo Maru | Fin back 
No, 2" 

Period of Operation 

May 17-Aug. 20 
(96 days) 

629 whales 

2,517 whales 
734 BWU 
215 whales "Tonan Maru" May 21-Aug. 19 

(91 days) 
957 whales 
267 BWU 

1,000 whales 
May 17-Aug. 15 

S 
"Nisshin Maru" | Sperm 2,000 whales 

(91 days) 

Note: BWU equal blue-whale units. 

This year, the southern boundary of the 
whaling area east of 170° E. longitude was 
extended southward by 5 degrees, from 45°N. 
to 40° N. latitude. Hauls by "Kyokuyo Maru 
No. 2" attained a record 3,146 whales. ("Shin 
Suisan Shimbun," Sept. 4.) 

HX He 

PURCHASES OF MEXICAN SHRIMP 
INCREASED 

Two major shrimp importers, Marubeni 
lida and Mitsubishi Shoji, contracted in early 
August to purchase about 500 metric tons of 
Gulf of Mexico shrimp--despite heavy losses 
suffered by Japanese trading firms in mid- 
July when shrimp import prices declined 
sharply. The importers based their action 
on the belief that shrimp prices would not 
decline any further. (''Suisan Keizai Shim - 
bun," Aug. 8.) 

FROZEN SHRIMP IMPORTS ROSE 

Japanese imports of frozen shrimp during 
January-June 1967 totaled 22,739 metric tons 
worth US$35 million, up 17.4 percent in quantity 
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and 20.1 percent in value over the 1966 per- 
iod. Then, imports were 19,367 tons worth 
$29.2 million. The imports for first-half 
1967 correspond to 63 percent of total 1966 
purchases of 36,156 tons. 

Shipments from the Soviet Union this year 
already have exceeded the total 1966 quantity, 
while imports from Communist China are 
running less than 50 percent of 1966 receipts. 
Shrimp purchases from Mexico and Thailand 

also are ahead of the 1966 period. (''Suisan 
Keizai Shimbun," July 24.) 

Oe 

GOOD SHRIMP FISHING OFF ALASKA 

The Japanese ''Chichibu-Maru"' fleet 
(mothership and 10 catcher boats) discovered, 

in early June, concentrations of North Pacific 

red shrimp off Alaska and caught about 1,500 
metric tons. This new area is southeast of 

Unalaska Island in the Aleutian chain. The 
fleet is engaged in year-round operations in 
the Bering Sea. 

For the past 2 or 3 years, the shrimp fish- 
ery in the eastern Bering Sea has been de- 
clining--so the shrimp were named ''phantom 
shrimp.'' The sudden appearance of dense 
schools of red shrimp is a surprise. 

Plankton Abundant 

Although the North Pacific red shrimpare 
found over a wide range, concentrations are 
so rare that a fishery was considered very 
difficult. The recent discovery of shrimp 
concentration is attributed to a dense produc- 
tion of plankton, due perhaps to oceanographic 
conditions. 

The vessel's operators say that since the 
shrimp are called "phantom shrimp," they 
may again disappear suddenly. However, if 
present conditions continue, it will be possi- 
ble to catch about 3,000 tons. (Fishery At- 
taché, U. S. Embassy, Tokyo, Aug. 9.) 

OX 

VESSELS ADVISED TO AVOID CLOSED 
AREAS OFF U.S. PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency has ad- 
vised the governors of prefects to instruct 

vessel owners to avoid fishing in the 6 re- 
stricted areas off the U. S. North Pacific 
Coast specified in the U. S.-USSR Fishery 
Agreement. The advice was given along with 
the Agency's licensing of exploratory trawl 
operations in the eastern Pacific east of 135° 

W. longitude, between 50° N.-10° N, latitudes 
(Vancouver to Costa Rica), during September 
1, 1967-August 31, 1968. 

Vessel owners were informed that while 
they were not subject to operational restric- 
tion outside the U. S. 12-mile fishery limit 
under the Japan-U. S. Fishery Agreement, 
their involvement in a dispute in the closed 
areas might adversely affect future negotia- 
tions between Japan and the U. S. ("Shin 
Suisan Shimbun Sokuho,'' Aug. 29.) 

OK 

CANNED MACKEREL AND SARDINES 
CONSIGNED TO SALES COMPANY 
FOR EXPORT 

Data of the Japan Export Canned Mackerel 
and Sardine Packers Association show that 
canned mackerel and sardines consigned to 
the Sales Company during April 1-June 30 of 
business year 1967 (April 1967-March 1968) 
totaled 139,856 cases. They consisted of 
167,276 cases of canned mackerel and 72,580 

cases of canned sardines. 

Mackerel Sardine 
Business 
Year1/ 

aijelfeljameie:(@a6es) 

463,218 
775, 273 
866, 464 
568, 550 

1962 549, 306.5 
1961 756,476 472, 183.5 

1/Begins April 1 and ends March 31 of following year. 

1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 

Export has been reported normal, but 

trading firms are concerned over recent re- 
ports of deteriorating foreign currency situ- 
ation in the Philippines. (''Suisancho Nippo," 
July 5; "'Kanzume Nippo," July 6.) 

Ok OK 

CANNED PINK SALMON PRICES 
ARE UNCHANGED 

The mothership committee of the Salmon 
and Crab Canners Association decided on 
June 30 not to change the export prices of 
canned pink salmon. They are US$14 a case 
of 48 No. 2 flat (half-pound) and $7.65 a case 
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for No. 3 flat (quarter-pound). The land-based 

canners committee made the same decision 

on June 26. In 1965, the price per case of No. 
2 flats was $12.25; in 1966, it was increased 

to $14. 

Because of international market conditions 
for No. 2 flat canned pink salmon, it was first 
believed the 1967 price would be cut 50 cents 
a case. However, because of the unexpected 

low production of canned pink salmon by shore 
canneries, and the drastic price increase for 
raw fish compared with last year, the Associ- 
ation decided against a price change. 

About Half-Million No. 3s 

Many believed there shouldbe little differ - 
ence in price between No. 2 and No. 3 cans--but 
because of the large production of No. 3s, it 
was considered inadvisable to change the 
price. Depending upon future sales, there 
was some chance that the price would in- 
crease later inthe year. It wouldalso depend 
on the size of pack inthe U.S. and Canada. 

The production of No. 3 flat cans from shore 
canneries will probably be about 500,000 cases. 
The pack of No. 2 flats is expected to be about 
200,000 to 250,000 cases. Consignment of 

canned pink salmon to the Joint Sales Com- 
pany was about 200,000 cases of all kinds. 

The number of cases packed by the moth- 
erships for consignment to the Joint Sales 
Company was not known. It was assumed, 
however, that since the catch of pink salmon 
was quite good, a larger number would be 
consigned than last year. (Fishery Attaché, 
U. S. Embassy, Tokyo, Aug. 9.) 

Kok OK 

ARCTIC SALMON FISHING IS FAIR 

The Japanese firm Hoko Suisan's ''Dairin 
Maru No. 10" (300 gross tons), which opera- 
ted in the Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean 
for about 33 months, returned to Japan with 
30 metric tons of herring and 86 tons of 
salmon. The herring catch, off Nome, fell 
far below the 100-ton target because of the 
late start of operations. 

The salmon catch, 87 percent chums and 
the rest kings, also failed to attain the 100- 

ton target. Catch rate for salmon was less 
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than two fish per ''tan'' (unit of gear), or 
about one-half that normally obtained in 
mothership-type operations. 

Both the quantity of salmon catch, andarea 
of fishing (166° W.-1699 W. longitudes and 
66°30! N.-67° N. latitudes), were about the 
same as the 1966 operation by the firm's 
smaller vessel, ''Dairin Maru No. SunOS 

gross tons). Despite the discouraging re- 
sults, the company hopes to conduct further 
test OSI ENOo aS to gain better knowledge of 
the resources! potential. (''Shin SuisanShim- 

bun,'' Sept. 4.) 

OK 

BOTTOMFISH CATCH IN 
BERING SEA IS GOOD 

Japanese mothership-type bottom trawl 
fleets in the Bering Sea were harvesting an 
abundance of bottomfish. Data prepared by 
the Northern Waters Bottomfish Council 
showed landings by 14 motherships and over 
170 accompanying trawlers reached 463,000 
metric tons on July 26. This exceeds by far 
the comparable 1966 landings of 265,000 tons. 

i Catches through July 26 
| 1967 1966 

- (Metric Tons)... . 

Vatfishveqspciter.s)s isliehie jeiianie 47,000 25, 000 
SOW rie celieliosfopten sob eineldoliie 22,000 14,000 

aska pollock, . 2... 339, 000 174, 000 
ablefish!< is) 6) epteilie! (lise 5,000 4,000 
acific ocean perch 22,000 24,000 
erring. 2. +--+ ees 23, 000 19, 000 
rim pyefewes cave wens 3,000 2,000 

Others . . ae 2,000 3, 000 

Motalweene 463,000 265, 000 

Total production for 1967 was expected to 
surpass the 1961 record of 623,000 tons. 
Alaska pollock and flatfish catches were al- 
most double last year's landings. The high 
production this year was attributed to great- 
er concentration of effort on Alaska pollock 
for processing into minced meat (ingredient 
for fish sausage). (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun, 

Aug. 4.) 

W 

OK OK 

TRAWLER FLEET WILL FISH 
NORTHEAST PACIFIC OCEAN 

The Japanese fishing firm Hokuyo Suisan 
was scheduled to send its factoryship ''Koyo 
Maru No. 2" (3,432 gross tons) and two 300- 
ton trawlers to the northeast Pacific Ocean 
inSeptember. The fleet was to conduct 
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experimental trawl fishing off Washingtonand 
Oregon until November 10. The fleet was 
assigned a catch target of 1,500 metric tons 
of bottomfish. It was to fish for hake, cod, 

Alaska pollock, and Pacific ocean perch. The 
fish will be processed aboard the factoryship 
into fish meal and minced meat. Hokuyo 
Suisan sent the ''Koyo Maru No. 2" fleet in- 
stead of its originally planned ''Kazushima 
Maru" (3,757 gross tons) mothership and 6 
trawlers. 

3 Firms Licensed 

The firm is one of 3 licensed by the Fish- 
eries Agency to conduct experimental trawl 
operations in the eastern Pacific east of 135° 
W. longitude, between 10° N.-50° N. latitudes 
(off North and Central U.S. coasts). Of the 
other two, Nihon Suisan planned to send the 

7,163-ton mothership ''Kashima Maru" on 
October 1. The vessel was being equipped 
with meal and minced meat plants. Fleet 
departure plans for the third firm, Taiyo, 
have not yet been reported. ("Shin Suisan 
Shimbun Sokuho," Aug. 30; 'Suisan Tsushin," 
Aug. 23.) 

x OK 3K 

FISHERY MISSION RETURNS FROM 
MAURITANIA AND SPAIN 

The Japanese private fishery mission sent 
to Mauritania and Spain on a one-month fact- 
finding tour of the exclusive fishery zones 
established by those countries returned to 
Japan August 1, Its purpose was to soundout 
Mauritanian and Spanish government and in- 
dustry leaders about bilateral fishery agree- 
ments with Japan to permit the latter's fish- 
ing within their claimed waters. 

What Mauritania Wants 

Discussions with Mauritanian officials re- 
vealed that they would agree to Japanese fish- 
ing inside the restricted zone without assess- 
ing entry fees if Japan would extend the fol- 
lowing technical aid: (1) train Mauritanian 
vessel crews; (2) help repair vessels and 
fishing gear; (3) help build and operate cold 
storages and market fishery products; and 
(4) send fishery consultants. The number of 
Japanese fishing vessels to be licensed by 
Mauritania would depend on the extent of 

fishery cooperation. The Japanese industry 
is reported studying this proposal. 

Talks With Spain Unsuccessful 

Talks with Spanish officials concerning 
recognition of Japan's past fishing in Spain's 
claimed waters were unsuccessful despite 
Japanese offers of technical and economic 
cooperation. (''Suisancho Nippo," & 'Suisan 
Tsushin," Aug. 3.) 

KOK 

SCHEDULE COASTAL FISHERY 
RESOURCE SURVEY OFF PERU 

At Peru's request, the Japan Fisheries 
Society was preparing to send a vessel to 
explore the fishery resources off the form- 
er's coast. The request followed a Japanese 
fishery team's survey in March, The team's 
purpose was to determine the feasibility of 
harvesting Peru's unutilized fishery resources 
and developing a seafood processing industry. 

By establishing such an industry, Peru 
hopes to enrich the nation's diet with protein. 
At the same time, the industry would provide 
off-season fishing for the anchovy fishermen. 

The Japan Fisheries Society planned to 
senda 550-gross-tontrawler to be jointly oper- 
ated by 4 Japanese firms. Peruvian research- 
ers will participate in the survey scheduled 
to begin in late 1967 and continue for about 6 
months. ("Shin Suisan Shimbun," Aug. 21.) 

A OK 

SETS UP DISTANT-WATER 
FISHERIES RESEARCH LABORATORY 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency announced 
that a Distant-Water Fisheries Research 
Laboratory has been set up at Shimizu. It is 
headed by Dr. Hiroshi Yabe, former director 
of Nankai Regional Fisheries Research Lab- 
oratory. 

The new laboratory will undertake re- 
search on tuna, salmon, trawl, and other 

distant-water fisheries. 

The Nankai Laboratory, which formerly 
conducted tuna research, was merged with 

the Naikai (Inland Sea) Regional Fisheries 
Laboratory. It was renamed Nansei (Southwest) 
Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory. 
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It will be headed by Dr. Takashi Ino, former 
director of the Inland Sea Laboratory. (''Sui- 
sancho Nippo,"' Aug. 2.) 

OK OK 

WESTERN BERING SEA 
TANNER CRAB FISHING IS GOOD 

Taiyo Fishing Company's factoryship ''Ban- 
shu Maru No. 5" (3,567 gross tons) and 2 
catcher vessels conducted exploratory tanner 
crab fishing in the western Bering Sea off 
Cape Olyutorski, Kamchatka Peninsula. They 
caught close to 200 metric tons during two 
months of operation beginning in June. The 
test fishing has revealed the possibility of 
full-scale commercial operations. The catch 
is processed aboard the factoryship. Leg 
meat in the shell is packaged and frozen for 
shipment back to Japan for sale there. Taiyo 
plans to can the meat and market the product 
experimentally. 

Another Firm Fishing 

A second Japanese fishing firm, Kokusai 
Gyogyo, is also doing experimental tanner 
crab fishing with its factoryship 'Seifu Maru" 
(8,269 gross tons) and two other catcher ves- 

sels. Its production as of early August was 
around 200 tons. (''Suisan Tsushin," Aug. 2.) 

Southeast Asian 

Fisheries Center Planned 

Thirty delegates from 7 Southeast Asian 
countries met for a week inSingapore in August 
to talk about the development of a fisheries 
center to be established in Singapore. 

Singapore's Minister for National Devel- 
opment told the delegates that rapid develop- 
ment in Southeast Asia could best be achieved 
through close cooperation and mutual under- 
standing. The minister expressed apprecia- 
tion for the Japanese Government's initiative 
concerning the proposed center, for which 
Singapore offered the site and research facili- 
ties. Although the region possesses abundant 
natural resources, he said, full use has not 

been made of them. 
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Japanese Leader Elected Chairman 

The leader of the 9-man Japanese team 
was elected chairman of the meeting. Other 
delegates came from Thailand, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Viet- 

Nam, and one observer from the Food and 

Agriculture Organization. 

Although Burma, Cambodia, and Laos ac- 
cepted invitations, no delegates attended. 

India 

U. S. OFFERS OCEANOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCH VESSEL 

The U. S. Department of State and the Na- 
tional Science Foundation (NSF) announced 

on June 8 that President Johnson has ap- 
proved a proposal to transfer the ''Anton 
Bruun,'' an oceanographic research vessel 
owned and operated by NSF, to India. Indian 
representatives will survey the ship and con- 
duct technical discussions with NSF about the 
proposed transfer later this year. 

Formerly Presidential Yacht 

The Anton Bruun, formerly the Presiden- 
tial yacht ''Williamsburg,'' was built in 1930, 
In recent years, it has been operated as a 

biological oceanographic research ship. Dur- 
1963-1964, it participated in the International 
Indian Ocean Expedition. Thirteen nations, 
including the U. S. and India, cooperated in 
this first comprehensive study of the Indian 
Ocean. The vessel will be used by the Indian 
Government for oceanographic research, 
(U. S. Department of State ''Bulletin," July 3.) 

South Korea 

REPORT ON FISHERY TRENDS 

Two major events have occurred in Korean 
fisheries during the past 2 years: the Nor- 
malization Treaty with Japan, and establish- 
ment of an Office of Fisheries, a semi-auton- 

omous agency responsible to the Ministry of 
Agriculture. The new office is the consoli- 
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dation of 5 offices dealing with fishery mat- 
ters. It will provide institutional facilities to 
carry out the Second 5-Year Plan. Under the 
plan, US$53.4 million--mainly Japanese rep- 
arations grants but including credits and com- 
mercial loans--have been earmarked for fish- 
eries development. 

Aquiculture, stimulated by the U.S. Agency 
for International Development (AID), is in- 
creasing rapidly. Production of seaweeds and 
laver (mainly for export) has increased greatly. 
Shrimp production also has expanded through 
the increase in number of rearing ponds on 
the west coast; this was achieved principally 
with private capital. A seed oyster industry 
is well underway, but technical problems 
make U.S. aid necessary. First shipments 
for export were made in 1966, but the results 
were disappointing. 

In coastal fisheries, additions to the fleet 

(rather small vessels of 15 to 20 tons) were 

not followed by an expansion of processing 
facilities. 

Most Activity in High-Seas Fisheries 

Most activity and most problems have oc- 
curred in the high-seas fisheries. The fleet 
has increased rapidly with additions of 90 
Government-owned and 75 privately owned 
vessels, mostly tuna long-liners. However, 

Korea does not have a support vessel to 
service these fleets operating now in the 
Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic Oceans. So she 
has had to use hard currencies to buy bait 
and supplies abroad. 

Government-owned vessels were not oper- 
ated efficiently, and a Korean-U. S. survey 
team recommended that these vessels be 
transferred to private ownership. The Gov- 
ernment has announced that half the 90 ves- 
sels will be transferred to private owners 
during the second half of 1967. 

To expand shrimping operations, Koreans 
are planning a joint venture with Malaysians 
(on Penang and Sarawak) and Indonesia. 

A major recent feature of U. S. aid is the 
Tuna and Mackerel Project. A feasibility 
study of this project is expected to be finish- 
ed in early 1968. Under the project, a large 
processing complex (including a cannery, 
cold-storage, and fish meal plant) will be 

built on Cheju Island. A U.S. company will 
participate in the joint venture that was de- 
signed to enable Korea to utilize a large quan- 
tity of mackerel from ''joint Japan-Korea 
fishing zone'' in the Sea of Japan, and to begin 
a pole-and-line skipjack and yellowfin tuna 
fishery with tuna clippers in the South Pacific. 

Another major feature of U. S. aid is the 
provision of technical teams to advise on 
specific problems. One team has already 
completed its survey. It established that 
there are good possiblities for developing 
salmon runs in Korean rivers and expanding 
trout production, Other surveys in the near 
future will include oyster production, pollu- 
tion control, and management of fishery re- 
sources. (U.S. AID, Seoul, Aug. 16.) 

ba 

FIRST JAPANESE PRIVATE FISHERY 
LOANS TO SOUTH KOREA ARE APPROVED 

The Japanese Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI) has decided to 
approve the export of fishing vessels through 
a loan applied for by Kanematsu-Gosho and 
Matsuoka Shoten, Moji. MITI has been ex- 
amining the individual private loans to be 
granted South Korea for plants and fishing 
vessels under the agreement for Economic 
Cooperation. This export of fishing vessels 
will be the first under the private fisheries 
cooperation fund of US$90 million of a total 

$300 million for private loans to Korea. 

The two fishing vessel loans approved are 
for 4 tuna vessels (300-ton class) valued at 
$992,000 exported from Kanematsu-Gosho 

to Saito Industries--and for 10 trawlers (120- 
ton class) valued at $1,790,000 exported from 
Matsuoka Shoten to Shinko Freezing Co. (Shin- 
hung Refrigeration Co. Ltd., in Korea). 

Japan Pledged Long-Term, 
Low-Interest Loans 

During the Japan-S. Korea negotiations 
for a fisheries agreement, in December 1964, 
the Japanese Government pledged that the 
private loans to improve the efficiency of 
Korean fisheries would be long term at a low 
interest rate. Later, the 2 countries agreed 
that down payment would be 10 percent, the 
interest rate 5.75 percent per year, and re- 
payment deferred for 8 years. The terms 
for the MITI-approved loans follow this agree- 

ment, 
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After diplomatic relations between the 2 
nations became normal, the Japanese Gov- 
ernment approved the export to S. Korea, by 
private loan, of 31 heavy industry plants to 
manufacture textiles, cement, and fertilizer 

worth around $160 million. The loans are 

nearing the original limit for grants on $180 
million. But there has been much delay in 
approving private fisheries loans under the 
$90 million--and shipping loans under the $30 
million--allocations. 

Some points in the agreement need to be 
adjusted. The 2 governments will discuss 
ways of administering similar grants in the 
future. (Fishery Attaché, U. S. Embassy, 
Tokyo, August.) 

se osle ole KOK OS 

STUDIES CLAIM TO CONTINENTAL SHELF 

South Korea is considering claiming sov- 
ereign rights over her Continental Shelf, 
according to the Japanese Fisheries Agency. 
South Korea's president recently ordered a 
study of the problems involved. 

The Convention on the Continental Shelf, 

effective June 10, 1964, provides that coastal 

states shall exercise jurisdiction over the 
Shelf resources. These include mineral and 
other nonliving resources of the seabed and 
subsoil, and living organisms belonging to 
the sedentary species. Principal signatories 
are the U. S., USSR, Great Britain, Denmark, 

and Australia. 

Japan, which is not a signator, fears that 
if South Korea claims the Continental Shelf 

and shellfish and bottomfish resources, it 

would seriously jeopardize Japanese trawl 
fishing in the Korea Strait and the Yellow 

Sea. ("Suisan Keizai Shimbun," July 24,and 
other sources.) 
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SHRIMP CULTURE SUPPLEMENTS CATCH 

The Shinhung Company, largest processor 
of Penaeid and Pandalid shrimp in S. Korea, 
does 90 percent of its business in shrimp, 

mostly frozen for export. To supplement the 
catch, the company began to culture Penaeid 

shrimp in 1966 near Keya Island, Cholla Nam- 
do, on the west coast. 
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Ponds covering 35,000 pyong (1,260,000 
sq. ft.) were constructed. The culture meth- 
ods follow the techniques of Dr. Fujinaga in 
Japan. The gravid females are caught near 
the farm and transferred to a pond. In 7 to 
10 days, the shrimp spawn and the adults are 
removed. Nutrients are added to the water to 
produce plankton to feed young larvae. Crabs 
are collected from nearby beaches and chop- 
ped to feed the young. 

38 Million Shrimp Reared 

In 1966, the company reared 3,000,000 
young shrimp and sold two-thirds of them 
(about 1 inch long) to fishery cooperatives 
for 1 won (0.4 U. S. cent) each. The remain- 

der was reared to market size (about 10/pound 
heads on) in about 6 months from spawning. 
The first year's operation was not econom- 
ically successful. The 1967 plans specify 
rearing 3,000,000 shrimp to market size. 

Because of the larger number, the cost per 
shrimp should be low enough to assure a 
profit. (U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Aug. 1.) 

Note: 267 Korean won equal US$1. 

NOTE 

In the August-September 1967 issue, p. 54, Commercial Fish- 
eries Review said of a North Pacific shrimp operation con- 
templated by a South Korean company: ''Negotiations are 
underway to make the venture, scheduled to begin in No- 
vember 1967, a joint enterprise with Bumble Bee Seafood of 
Astoria, Wash." 

CFR has been informed that Bumble Bee is not associated with 
this venture. 

Thailand 

REPORT ON THAI FISHERIES 

The Thai Department of Fisheries budget 
increased from 8 million baht (US$400,000) 
in 1962 to 75 million baht (US$3,750,000) in 
1967. The increase was stimulated by in- 
creased marine fisheries. These fisheries 
demand more research and larger invest- 
ments than fresh-water fisheries, where 
Thailand already has done much research. 

Marine landings more than doubled in the 
1960s--from 273,000 metric tons in 1962 to 

over 533,000 in 1965 (most recent data avail- 
able). Despite the large increase, the value 

of marine landings increased only by about 20 
percent--from $45.9 million to $56 million. 
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Thai demand for traditional, highly valued 
fresh-water species (carps, air-breathers, 
etc.) is strong. Although the production of 
these species (66,300 metric tons in 1962 and 

81,700 tons in 1965) is much smaller than 
marine fish, their value is relatively high-- 
$24 million in 1962 and $32.3 million in 1965. 

Joint Survey With Malaysia 

The Thai Fisheries Department recently 
carried out a cooperative trawling survey 
with Malaysia off the latter's coasts. The 
results are available to both countries, but 
it appears that Thai trawlers may be fishing 
in the explored area before Malaysian. The 
joint survey was completed as part of the 
UN-sponsored cooperative study of the Kur- 
oshio Current (CSK). 

Thailand is conducting research with 2 
larger vessels--''Fisheries Research No. 1" 
and ''Fisheries Research No. 2,'' constructed 
in Japan with reparations funds--and 5small- 
er, wooden research vessels built in Thai- 

land. These 7 vessels were constructed be- 
tween 1963 and 1967. Most research is in 
the Gulf of Thailand for both pelagic and de- 
mersal species. (John C, Marr, BCF Hawaii 
Area Director.) 

Taiwan 

1966 FISHERY LANDINGS SET RECORD 

Taiwan's fishery landings (including ma- 
rine, fresh water, and fish culture) in 1966 

reacheda record 425,000 metric tons-- 43,000 
tons above 1965's. This increase of 11.4 
percent is one of the world's highest. Since 
the early 1950s when her fishing fleet was 
rehabilitated, modernized, and expanded, 

Taiwan has increased her fishery catches 
steadily. 

As the high-seas and outer coastal fisher- 
ies expanded in the last 15 years, the relative 
importance of the different fisheries changed 
greatly (table 1). 

Under her 5-Year Plan (1962-1967), the 
Chinese Government set the 1966 goal at 
400,000 metric tons. It was surpassed easily 
by 25,000 tons, or 6 percent, despite below- 

Table 1 - Taiwan's Landings by Type of Fishery for 1951, 
1961, and 1966 

Metric 
Tons 

169,260 ; 
172,267 |30. 
25,239 
58,511 

High-seas 
Outer-coastal 
Inner-coastal 
Fish culture 

16,330 |15.6 
27,595 |26.5 
35,288 |33.9 
24,965 124.0 

quota catches in inner-coastal fisheries. But 
increases well above the goals in high-seas 
and outer-coastal fisheries offset these be- 
low-quota catches. 

Outer-Coastal Fisheries Largest 

The outer-coastal fisheries still supply 
the largest portion of total landings, but the 
rapid growth rate in high-seas fisheries 
(about 300 percent since 1956) threatens that 
fishery's position. In 1966, high-seas fish- 
ing contributed almost 170,000 metric tons, 

or 39.8 percent, to the total catch. 

The inner-coastal fisheries (conducted 

within 5 nautical miles of shore with small 
nonmotorized sampans and bamboo rafts) 
are declining. In 1956, that fishery contri- 
buted almost one-fourth of all landings; in 

1966, only 5.9 percent. The reason for this 
decline is two-fold: the primitive fishing 
methods (beach seining, torch-light fishing, 
angling, gill-netting, etc.) cannot compete 
with modernized outer-coastal fisheries 
that attract fishermen because of higher 
earnings. Second, the resources near the 
coast are not as abundantas they used to be. 

Culture of Fish and Shellfish Declines 

Culture of fish and shellfish has declined 
in relative importance during the last decade 
because of the rapid expansion of marine 
fisheries. Still, its progress, though modest, 

has been steady. Production from fish cul- 
ture doubled from 1951 to 1960, and by 1966 
increased another 20 percent. Many new 
species are being cultivated (including rain- 
bow trout, jamato carp, and bullfrogs), but 
the principal species remain milkfish, tilapia, 

and oysters. Fish is cultured throughout the 
island, but especially on the western coast. 
It is not unusual to harvest 2 or 3 crops a 
year since fish grow rapidly in Taiwan. 

Importance of Various Species Changes 

The relative proportion of various species 
in the total catch also has changed significantly. 
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Herring and allied species, commercially 
known as sardines, used to provide the largest 
tonnage in marine landings. In 1966, tuna be- 
came No, 1. Tuna landings in 1966 were 
double 1965's and were surpassed only by 
the traditionally large crop of milkfish. 

Purchases of new long-liners will help to 
expand tuna fisheries this year. Tuna are 
highly valued domestic food and the principal 
fishery export item. 

Lizardfishes, the leading species landed 
by trawlers (mostly bull or pair-fishing) are 
caught year-round. The peak season is No- 
vember throughApril. Catches increased rap- 
idly since 1953 and tripled during last decade. 

Cuttlefish became significant only recent- 
ly. In 1960, only 4,500 tons were landed, 

compared to over 18,600 tons in 1966. Both 
cuttlefish and squid are commercially im- 
portant in Taiwan's fisheries; both are widely 

distributed in coastal and offshore waters. 
Many of these mollusks are taken incidental 
to trawling for fish. 

Shark landings were the second major 
marine species landed as late as 1960. They 
have lost their relative significance, although 
the catch increased from 14,300 tons in 1960 

to 18,100 tons in 1966. Much of the increase 
probably is due to expanded tuna long-lining 
and good demand for dried shark fins, a deli- 
cacy much used in Chinese cooking. 

Fleet Changed Considerably 

Taiwan's fishing fleet has changed consid- 
erably during the last two decades. Damage 
to fishing vessels during World War II was 
extensive, especially to motorized ocean- 
going vessels. During 1950-60, the fleet in- 
creased from over 21,000 vessels to over 

28,000. During the 1960's, however, the im- 

petus was in building larger vessels; the 
fleet size decreased to about 25,000 in 1966 

(see table 2). 

Table 2 - Taiwan's Fishing Fleet, 1955, 1960 and 1965-66 

1966 | 1965 
Motorized vessels: 

Gross tonnage....... 
Horsepower 

Non-motorized sampans: 
INUMbDeT eee emai 4,923 4,871 

coddialae 6,529] 7,011 

Non-motorized rafts: 
INIT eel KFS tool auGudhG: bole 11,105] 11,570} 16,587 

Ud 

On the other hand, total gross tonnage in- 
creased from 32,500 gross tons in 1950 to 
over 148,000 gross tons in 1966. The in- 
crease was in motorized vessels; the tonnage 
in nonmotorized vessels decreased by 50 
percent as more units were retired or 
equipped with motors. Nonmotorized ves- 
sels--sampans and bamboo rafts--are used 
exclusively in the inner-coastal fishery. 
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WORLD BANK TO FINANCE TAIWAN'S 
PURCHASE OF TUNA VESSELS 

The World Bank will provide foreign ex- 
change to Taiwan needed to add 20 tuna long- 
liners and 4 stern trawlers to her deep-sea 
fishing fleet. It was made possible by a 
US$14.4 million loan at 6 percent annual in- 
terest for 15 years. The remaining $3.3 
million of the estimated cost of $17.7 million 
will be provided by Taiwanese fishing com- 
panies. 

Taiwan will relend the World Bank money 
through the Land Bank of Taiwan. The com- 
panies will begin repayment on the loan in 
August 1970. (''The Wall Street Journal," 
June 15.) 

OK 

TUNA EXPORTS TRIPLED IN 1966 

In 1966, the Republic of China exported 
23,230 metric tons (worth about US$2.1 mil- 
lion) of her tuna landings. Both the exported 
quantity (mostly frozen) and value were over 
300 percent greater than in 1965. ("Taiwan 
Industrial Panorama," April.) 

Hong Kong 

HONG KONG IMPORTS 2/3 OF FISHERY 
PRODUCTS FROM COMMUNIST CHINA 

In 1966, over 64 percent of all Hong Kong 
fishery imports came from Mainland China. 
They were worth US$21.1 million. Communist 
China has exported fishery products to Hong 
Kong since the early 1950's. There was a 
large increase in 1964, when Chinese exports 
reached $18.7 million--68 percent higher 
than 1963. 
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Since then, the yearly increases in value 
were more modest: about 13 percent from 
1964-1966. 

It is believed that Hong Kong fish traders 
re-export some fishery products. (U. S. Con- 
sulate General, Hong Kong.) 

Singapore 

DEVELOPS HER FISHERIES 

The first part of a multimillion-dollar 
complex, aimed at making Singapore self- 
sufficient in fisheries products, has been 
completed on the Jurong River's west bank. 
The 39-acre Jurong fishing port will have 
docks 700 feet long and be capable of accom- 
modating the largest fishing vessels. The 
docks will be connected with a covered auc- 
tion market, capable of handling 150 metric 
tons of fish daily, and an icemaking plant. 

The Singapore Government expects that 
domestic as well as foreign vessels will use 
the new port. 

Singapore is one of the Asian ports used 
extensively for bunkering by Soviet fishing 
and whaling vessels. ("Asahi Evening News," 
July 10.) 

Malaysia 

SABAH STATE'S SHRIMP LANDINGS 
AND EXPORTS RISE 

Landings of shrimp by the East Malaysian 
State of Sabah increased almost 50 percent 
from 1965 to 1966; from 1,659 metric tons 
to 2,407. This year's plan calls for a catch 
increase of about 600 tons; it is estimated 
that 3,000 tons of shrimp will be landed. 
During 1967-1970, annual increases of about 

660 tons are expected to produce 1970 land- 
ings of 5,000 tons. 

Total Exports Up 

While the shrimp catch increased by about 
one-half from 1965 to 1966, Sabah's total 

fishery exports increased by over 70 percent=- 
from 3.5 million to 6.1 million Malaysian 
dollars. This indicates an increased export 
price for shrimp, or a greater proportion of 
exports ofother fishery products. 

Exports of fish and shrimp for the first 4 
months of 1967 were M$2.4 million. If the 

increased rate for the rest of the year re- 
mains proportionately the same, total exports 
of fish and shrimp will be M$7.2 million, 
about 1 million above 1966's. The projected 
1967 increase in the value of exports will be 
only about 15 percent, much below the 1966 
rate of increase. 
Note: $3,048 Malaysian dollars equal US$1. 

Pakistan 

EXPORTS TO U.S. INCREASED 25% 

Exports of shrimp from Pakistan to the 
U. S. increased more than 25 percent from 
1965 to 1966. In 1966, they reached about 8.5 

million pounds, mostly frozen shrimp. 

(mostly shrimp) ... 2 e- 
Dried eco: eisepiehiei ois! wp ele « 
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Pakistan exported almost 9 million pounds 
of frozen fish and shrimp (mostly shrimp) in 
1966; almost 90 percent went to the U. S.; 
Japan and Afghanistan were the other princi- 
pal markets. 

Dried shrimp exports totaled 1.3 million 
pounds, half for the U. S.; most of the re- 
mainder went to Hong Kong or Kuwait. 

Canned shrimp is the only product for 
which the U. 8. is not the major market; 
only 14 percent of the 975,000 pounds export- 
ed went to the U. S. The United Kingdom 
purchased almost six times as much. (Ma- 
rine Fisheries Department, Pakistan.) 
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South Africa & South-West Africa 

FISH MEAL AND OIL PRICES DROP 

The 1967 South African fishing season was 
good through May, according to the annual 
report of a major processor. Mackerel con- 
tributed most to the increased catches. This 
species is not entirely suitable for canning, 
so the greater partof the catch was converted 
to fish meal. 

Because Peru's production in early 1967 
was exceptionally high, fish meal prices for 
this year are expected to be about US$112 a 

short ton, compared to $133 in 1966. 

The indicated 1967 price for fish body oil 
is between $133 and $137 a long ton; it was 
$181 in 1966. Judging by first-quarter 1967 
production reports, however, the oil yield 

from available fish supplies is likely to in- 
crease during the year. A yield of 8 gallons 
a ton of fish was recorded in 1966. This need 
only rise to 11 gallons a ton to offset the 
price difference. 

Most 1967 Production Sold Lower 

The chairman of another company reported 
that most 1967 fish meal production had been 
sold forwardat reduced prices. This year's 
prices are unlikely to exceed $115 a ton, f.o.b. 

Walvis Bay. He noted an encouraging increase 
in the percentage of fish meal put into balanced 
feeds on worldmarkets. This resultedfrom 
the present more favorable cost of fishmeal 
against vegetable proteins and synthetics. 

The 1967 production of fish body oil was 
sold forward at 20 percent lower prices than 
last year. Increased sales of canned fish 
were expected at higher prices because of in- 
creasing demand in local and export markets. 
("Barclays' Trade Review," July.) 

South Africa 

SHOAL FISH CATCH IS UP 

The Cape west coast shoal fish catch in the 
first 5 months of 1967 was 71,118 short tons 

of pilchards, 8,940 tons maasbanker, 153,095 

Cs) 

tons mackerel, 134,243 tons anchovy, and 
13,966 tons red-eye herring. Total catch was 
371,363 tons. 

In the 1966 period, total catch was 234,481 

tons: 108,765 tons pilchards, 13,457 tons 

maasbanker, 61,233 tons mackerel, 46,123 

tons anchovy, and 4,903 tons red-eye herring. 

In 1965, the total catch was 313,874 tons: 

206,720 tons pilchards, 30,575 tons maas- 

banker, 43,967 tons mackerel, 32,612 tons 

anchovy, and 100 tons red-eye herring. (''The 
South African Shipping News and Fishing In- 
dustry Review," July.) 

OK OK 

AUSTRALIA IS GOOD MARKET 
FOR SOUTH AFRICAN SHRIMP 

South Africa has high hopes of developing 
a market in Australia for shrimp caught on 
newly discovered grounds off Durban. Shrimp 
from this new source also could go a long 
way toward filling the gap left by Australian 
exports of her largest shrimp to the U.S. 
and Japan. 

The managing director of an Australian 
company said the new product was a small 
variety of shrimp and was peeled. It would 
be sold in both consumer and catering packs 
under the ''Ocean Fresh"' label. He said there 
was a very healthy demand in Australia for the 
small or cocktail shrimp meat. 

For many years, South Africa has beena 
very good customer of Australia for large 
shrimp. (Australian 'Fish Trades Review," 
June). 

South-West Africa 

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA 
FISHERIES DEVELOPMENTS 

The executive committee of the South- 
West African Administration has approved 
some suggestions by the Committee of In- 
quiry into the Fishing Industry. These in- 
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clude the proposal to build a new fishing har- 
bor at Walvis Bay. Committee approval 
means the suggestions will be carried out, 

The Prime Minister announced recently 
that South Africa was negotiating withseveral 
countries to convene a conference to consider 
fishing in the South Atlantic. The executive 
committee then decided that if foreign fishing 
in South-West African waters were not curbed 
by international agreement, the committee 
would consider using South-West Africa's 
total resources to exploit these waters as 
quickly as possible. 

Committee Approves Recommendations 

The committee approved recommendations 
to supervise fishing activities more closely; 
ban export of frozen sardines for canning; 
restrict number of fishing vessels licensed, 
with allowance for larger vessels than at 
present; ban export of live spiny lobster. The 
committee recommended additional research 
and the construction ofa white fish processing 
factory. 

Newspapers have reported that 3 major 
Scuth African fishing companies have been 
excluded from the new 48,000-ton fishing 
quotas issued by the South-West African Ad- 
ministration, The reason apparently is that 
they operate 2 factoryships off South-West 
Africa in competition with the fish factories 
at Walvis Bay. The factoryships handle 
mainly pilchards and operate outside the 12- 
mile limit. (U.S. Embassy, Pretoria, Aug. 10.) 

/\ 

Tunisia 

NEW FISHING PORT OPENS 

On August 11, the President of Tunisia in- 
augurated a new fishing port built at Mahdia 
with the aid of West German capital. The 
West GermanSecretary of State in the Ministry 
of Economic Cooperation, visiting Tunisia at 
the government's invitation, attended the cere- 
mony. West German assistance for this pro- 
ject began in 1963 with a long-term loan of 
about US$2 million. This aid was increased 
in 1966 by $250,000. 

The port's facilities include refrigeration 
equipment and a slipway for fishing vessels. 
(U.S. Embassy, Tunis, Aug. 28.) 

Gee 

Ivory Coast 

FISHERY SURVEY BEGINS 

An agreement for the ''Survey and Devel- 
opment of Pelagic Fishery Resources,'' signed 
on August 18 by representatives of the Ivory 
Coast and the United Nations Development 
Program /Special Fund (UNDP/SF), is being 
put into effect. Its purposes are to help develop 
coastal pelagic fishery resources through 
surveys, research, experimental fishing, and 

personnel training to study the biology of pe- 
lagic fish, evaluate stocks, fluctuations, and 

migration; and to compare catches by differ- 
ent gear. 

The 4-year program will be financed by a 
UNDP/SF allotment of US$1,273,000 and an 
Ivory Coast counterpart contribution of 
US$906,931. The UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) will carry out the pro- 
gram. A Scotch fishery expert is project 
director. The research vessel 'John F. 
Kennedy" probably will participate. 

Project Is Part of Larger Program 

This projectis part of anoverall UNDP/SF 
program, the ''Sardinella Program," to study 
the distribution and abundance of "Sardinella" 
and other pelagic species off the West Afri- 
can coast. The methods suitable to exploit 
these species will also be studied. The proj- 
ect had been recommended by a special UN 
Fishery Mission sent in response toa request 
from governments in the region. 

The ''Sardinella Program" includes and 
closely coordinates national SF-supported 
projects in the Ivory Coast, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone, and Congo (B). It includes too the SF 
regional project to survey the pelagic fishes 
in waters along the West African coast from 
Senegal to the Congo River, and special SF- 
fishery projects in Ghana and Nigeria. Ex- 
perts, directors, and co-directors of each 
project will collaborate with one another and 
with the manager of the SF Regional Fishery 
Survey. This should facilitate exchange of 
ideas and findings and standardization of 
equipment and methods so that the overall 

program can be evaluated properly. 

The Assistant Director General of FAO 
(Fisheries) said at the recent FAO Technical 
Conference on the Fisheries of West African 
Countries in Dakar that agreements had 
been signed, or were about to be signed, ona 
all projects in the ''Sardinella Program," 
(Regional Fisheries Attaché, U. S. Embassy, 
Abidjan, Sept. 1.) 
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Senegal 

1966/67 TUNA SEASON 
IS DISAPPOINTING 

Senegal's tuna catch totaled only 6,500 

metric tons when the season ended on May 
15--2,200 tons less than in 1965/66. Bad 
weather was blamed. Most of the 60 Basque 
and Breton tuna vessels returned to France, 
but 4 French vessels and Senegal's 5 refrig- 
erated tuna vessels belonging to SOSAP (Soci- 
ete Senegalaise d'Armenent a la Peche) con- 
tinued to fish the West African coast as far 
south as Pointe-Noire off the Congo. 

Between May and August, SOSAP vessels 
made record catches of up to 300 metric tons 
a month per vessel. SOSAP anticipated a to- 
tal catch of as much as 2,000 tons by the end 
of August. The tuna were frozen and stocked 
at SOFRIGAL in Dakar. They were to be 
turned over to one of Dakar's 3 canneries, 

scheduled to reopen in September, to process 
the fish for export to France. Senegal's can- 
ning season normally runs from mid-Novem- 
ber through mid-May. 

Industry's Future Discussed 

The future of the tuna industry is stilla 
matter of discussion and speculation. There 
appears to be general agreement that con- 
struction of the 15,000-20,000-ton capacity 
Soviet tuna complex has been postponed in- 
definitely. It is expected that SOSAP will 
acquire 14 new freezer tuna vessels (10 from 
the Soviet Union and 4 from France) by 1970, 
bringing its fleet up to 19. Nevertheless, 
there are numerous unresolved financing 
problems. 

Besides 14 vessels on order, there is con- 

siderable discussion about the prospect of 
more vessels. Government sources have 
indicated that SOSAP will have 39 modern 
freezer tuna vessels by 1974, or an additional 
20. The Government hopes to use the credits 
extended by the Soviet Union for a tuna can- 
nery (about $3.2 million) to purchase instead 
13 more freezer tuna vessels. At the same 
time, SOSAP would buy 7 more vessels from 
France--and have a modern fleet of 39 tuna 
vessels and a landing capacity of 20,000 tons 
a year. 

Private industry sources discount some of 
these plans. They say the Government will have 
great difficulty finding money for even the 14 
vessels onorder. Moreover, they believe there 
is little likelihood that the tuna canneries could 
sell any tuna outside their protected French 
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quota (11,000 tons in 1966/67) at a profit. 
(U.S. Embassy, Dakar, June 27 and Aug. 21.) 

Togo 

REPORT ON 1966 FISHERIES 

Despite its coastal location and closeness 
to good fishing grounds, Togo in Northwest 
Africa is able to satisfy its food fish needs 
only through imports. The 1966 trendinfish 
imports, as in previous years, was up. Sig- 
nificant imports: 

e 1966 1965 
Fish Quanti Value | Quantity | Value 

Metric US$ Metric US$ 
Tons 1,000 Tons 1,000 

Ereshetishyy.ccucnrane el tc 262 37 694 109 
Frozen or chilled fish . .| 3,997 590 | 4,096 628 
Dry, smoked, or salted.| 2,024 863 1, 002 353 
Otaleaeaecme nm ccren: 6,283 11,490 | 5,792 1,090 

Soviet Vessels Provide Imports 

In 1966, virtually all fresh and frozen 

or chilled fish imported into Togo came from 
Soviet fishing vessels and factoryships that 
appear frequently off the Lome wharf. Near- 
ly three-quarters of the imported dry, smoked, 
or salted fish came from Ghana in 1966. Fish 
exported from Togo in 1966 amounted to only 
8.8 tons, worth about $4,300. 

Fishing Developments 

In other fishing developments, West Ger- 
many continued her aid to Togo's Service de 
Peche throughout 1966. A fishing trawler was 
presented as part of this program early inthe 
year. The boat has not performed satisfac- 
torily. It will be replaced this year witha 
vessel more suited to Togo's conditions. 

With the 1967 opening of Lome's new port, 
fishing vessels will be protected from the 
open sea while at anchor, increasing Lome's 
attractiveness as a potential commercial 

fishing port. 

The Peace Corps inland fisheries project 
begun in 1965 is proving to be a success. 
More volunteers were added toward the end 

of 1966. (U. S. Embassy, Lome, June 30.) 



ARTICLES 
THE SPONGE INDUSTRY OF TARPON SPRINGS 

By Myrtle Ferry 

In 1960, Elliot A. Macklow, Chief, Audio-Visual Services, 

BCF, supervised the production of a sound, color motion picture 

entitled ''Sponge--Treasure from the Sea" for the sponge indus- 

try centered in Tarpon Springs, Florida, During film production, 

Macklow was made to feel part of this sponge fishing commun- 

ity, which is made up of people mainly of Greek ancestry. 

About 6 years after the motion picture was released, during the 

filming of another BCF motion picture, Macklow again visited 

Tarpon Springs. He was welcomed warmly. It was during this 

recent visit that Mrs, Myrtle Ferry, Secretary of the Tarpon 

Springs Sponge Exchange, told him about this account of the 

sponge industry which she had written. The accompanying photo - 

graphs were taken by Macklow during the 1960 filming. --Editor. 
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Although the first record of sponge gather - 
ing in Florida dates back to 1822, it was not 
until later in the century that the domestic 
sponge became commercially valuable. Many 
personsin Tarpon Springs, which is about 25 
miles northeast of Tampa, on Florida's west 
coast, had become interested in harvesting 
sponges. But the prospect for an industry did 
not appear until the arrival of John K. Chen- 
ney. 

Chenney was a Pennsylvania Dutchman who 
came to Floridain 1882 to invest in land. He 
and some Pennsylvania associates formedthe 
"Lake Butler Villa Company,'' which bought 
from the State of Florida sizable acreage in 
and around Tarpon Springs. It is said that 
through this venture Chenney acquired some 
wealth and began to invest wisely. He in- 
volved himself in harvesting sponges, but he 
felt the need for more skilled men and proper 

equipment. 

The second important figure in the story 
of Tarpon Springs was John M. Cocoris. Born 
in Leonidion, Greece, in 1878, he was the first 
Greek to be engaged in the Tarpon Springs 
sponge fishing industry. He had landedin New 
York City in 1895 and had gone to work there 
for the Lembesis Sponge Company. The firm 
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sent him to Tarpon Springs to buy and work 
up sponges. They were being brought in from 
the Gulf of Mexico by the "hookers" (small 
boats) stationed at Bailley's Bluff, about 6 
miles from town. 

By 1901, two other brothers, George and 
Louis, had arrived from Greece to work with 
John, Thistrio worked the coastfrom Tarpon 
Springs to Key West. In 1902, a fourth broth- 
er, Gus, joined them. Today, Gus, 85, is the 
only survivor. He and his wife Metaxia still 
live in TarponSprings. The Cocoris brothers 
came from a family that operated its own 
sponge business in Hydra, Greece, and was 
very familiar with the harvesting of sponges. 

CHENNEY AND COCORISES JOIN FORCES 

Chenney had acquired 2 sawmills and was 
realizing a good income from them. He was 
shipping sponges all over the U.S. and he 
hired the Cocoris brothers to expand his op- 

erations. 

After it was determined that the Gulf of 
Mexico was rich withthe ''golden fleece," the 
Cocorises made plans to import skilled men 
and diving gear from Greece. In 1904, the 
first divers, boat helpers, life line tenders, 
and deck hands arrived inthe States. The 
Cocorises bought their first diving boat, "El- 
dora,''whichreally was a fishing boat. They 
convertedit into a diving boat and renamed it 
"Elpis,'' which in Greek means ''Hope." 

In February 1905, the Elpis hoisted to her 
mast a flag of the U. S. and a Greek flag and 
sailed for the sponge beds in the blue waters. 
The first diver to go overboard was Demo 
Kavasilos, who stayed down 10 minutes and 
brought up his sponge bag full of beautiful 
wool sponges. Hisfirst words were: "There's 
enough sponges in these beds to supply the 
whole world." By nightfall, the Elpis re- 
turned loaded from stern to bow. 

Financed by Chenney, the Cocorises built 
5 more diving boats and brought crew after 
crew from the "old country." By the end of 
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the first year, 1,500 Greeks had arrived in 
Tarpon Springs, many of them bringing their 
families. They built their own school and 
church. 

As time went on, many local people joined 
in the sponge business. Tarpon Springs be- 
came known as the world's largest sponge 
center. From the very beginning, there was 
recognitionof the need to conserve this valu- 
able resource. 

Many of the boats were christened after 
distinguished men and saints. During World 
War II, one was christened ''General Papa- 
gos,''fieldmarshal of the Greek army. Oth- 
ers were ''General MacArthur" and ''Presi- 
dent Roosevelt.’ There were ''Socrates'' and 
"Saint Nicholis.'' The most recent christen- 
ing was that of the "John F. Kennedy," a 
strong and graceful craft. The occasion was 
impressive and poignant. 

TECHNIQUES OF SPONGE HARVESTING 

Two methods of harvesting sponges are 
used in Florida: hooking and diving. Both 
methods use a pronged iron hook to detach a 
sponge from its location, The hooker works 
in a small dinghy, which is always near the 
mother boat. He kneels in the bow searching 
for sponges through a glass bottom bucket. 
When he locates a sponge on the Gulf bed, he 
lowers immediately a long pole with the iron 
hook attached. He measures the sponge for 
legal size by the width of the hook. If the 
sponge is 5 inches, the hooker sets the hook 
into the sponge as near its base as possible 
and liftsitinto the boat. The operation goes 
onfor severaldays, or until the captain feels 
he has a good catch and sails for home. If 
the water is clear, hookers usually work in 
depths of 30 to 40 feet. 

The diving boats working out of Tarpon 
Springs are of the same design as those used 
inthe Mediterranean. The design was brought 
to the States by the Greeks several years ago. 
The vessels are diesel powered and steered 
by tiller rather thanwheel. A crew of 6, two 
of them divers, is needed to handle the boat, 

clean the sponges, and provide food. Sponge 
divers wear a thick rubberized suit with 
bronze helmet and breast plate. Air is 
pumped into the helmetby an air pump aboard 
the boat. The boats are fully provisioned to 
enable the crew to stay at sea 3 to 6 weeks, 
depending largely on the weather. 
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Diving operations are conducted in depths 
up to 125 feet. As fast as sponges are sent 
up to the deck by the diver, they are trod on 
thoroughly by the barefoot crew to crush the 
soft animal matter and tissues to hasten 
death. Then they are washed several times 
with sea water andhungon lines to dry. Back 
in Tarpon Springs, they are sorted, strung 
on lines, and stored to await an auction day. 

Auctions are held each Tuesday and Fri- 
day, if there are sponges to be sold. Each 
lot is bid on Separately and sold to the highest 

Fig. 2 - Experienced sponge fisherman. 
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Fig. 7 - Drying the catch. 

Fig. 8 - Six weeks of sponging and a fully loaded boat returns to 

Fig. 5 ~ Diver and sponges surface. Tarpon Springs. 



Fig. 9 - Preparing the sponges for auction - during the filming of 
"Sponge Treasure From The Sea." 

Fig. 10 - After trimming, grading the sponges for size. 

bidder. The buyers take their purchases 
to their warehouses, where the sponges are 
reassorted, trimmed, and classified as to 
size and quality. Qualities determining com- 
mercial value of a sponge are color, size, 
shape, softness, durability, resiliency, and 
absorptiveness. This finalassortment is 
done by men who have expert knowledge of 
the natural sponge. 

The best known and most valuable sponge 
is the Rock Island Sheepwool Sponge, which 
is unequaled for durability, absorptiveness, 
and general utility. It is used by chemical 
companies, schools, janitors, hotels, motels, 
drug stores, and many other organizations, 
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VARIED FORTUNES OF THE INDUSTRY 

The sponge industry has suffered many 
ups and downs. It realized the peak year in 
1936, when production reached more than $3 
million. Several prosperous years followed. 
During the good years, the waterfront was a 
beautiful picture to behold--more than 75 
sponge boats, berthed side by side, lifting 
their prows from time to time asthe ripples 
of the water pushed them up and lowered 
them back into their berths. 

When the crews returned to port, the city 
wasbathed in gaiety. Streets were crowded, 
faces beamed. Coffee houses buzzed, bar- 
bers! scissors clicked--+he butcher and baker 
busy as bees. 

During this period, too, the captain-own- 
ers of boats were busy taking care of neces- 
sary chores and assembling new crews. 
Boats had to go on ways for generalrepair, 
engine overhaul, and new coats of paint. A 
thorough checkup was made to assure the 
crew of a boat's seaworthiness. The Captain 
either 'sShared'' his crew or advanced them 
more money tocare for their families. Food 
and other necessities were bought. Readi- 
ness was the word. All in all, it was a joy- 
ous time. 

The picture has changed; it has become 
bleak, Beginning 1943 and running through 
1949, the sponge beds suffered a disease 
known as the "red tide." It all but closed the 
industry. There were virtually no sponges to 
be gathered. The minute production of the 
1940's went mainly to the Army and Navy. 
The public was forced to use the synthetic 
sponge. Many boats were converted to fish- 
ing boats. Several were sold and taken to 
Cuba for lobstering. Those tied to their 
moorings sankfor lack of proper care, never 
to be raised. A few--12 or 15--survived 
through the wisdom of their owners. 

Gradually, year after year, the sponge 
beds beganto regain their health and became 
productive again. By 1960, production was 
up to $425,000 and stayed near this figure 
until 1966 when it fell to about half. So far 
this year, a trememdous amount of healthy 
sponges on the beds wait to be gathered, but 
production is acutely limited. In fact, this 
resource needs harvesting badly, else the 
overgrowth will cause the beds to become 
dormant and a very rich resource will cease 
to be. Our present problem is the shortage 
of manpower. 
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Population has doubledinthe past 6 years, 
Itis now 16,000 including the suburbs. Many 
Captains are eager to take their boats out to 
work the beds, but they cannot secure a crew. 
The older menof the industry are now feeble 
men and cannot endure the rough sea life. 
The younger generation does not care to fol- 
low their fathers! footsteps--at sea 2 to 3 
weeks each trip, away from families, en- 
during the dangers of aspongeman!'s life. 
The old spongeman had a limited education 
and knew no other way of earning a living; 
his sonhas received an education andprefers 
another profession. Many young people have 
become teachers; others, the less fortunate 

ones, are working in the industrial centers. 

Louis S. Smitzes, president of the Tarpon 
Springs Sponge Exchange for the past 24 
years, and his Boardof Directors have made 
severalappealsto our governmental bureaus 
for permission to import skilled spongemen 
from Greece who are willing to come to the 
States to work in the industry. The bureaus 
denied the appeals saying that manpower was 
available here. The most recent appeal was 
made to the Bureau of Immigration in Miami 
for Cuban refugees, many of whom no doubt 

workedas spongemeninCuba. Just how long 
the few remaining diving boats now in opera- 
tion (two of them have been sponging for more 
than 40 years) can supply part of the demand 
and keep the industry alive is anybody's 
guess. 

There is acertain amount of overhead 
that cannot be eliminated if the Exchange is 
tofurnish captains facilities for storage and 
preparation of their catch. Since the Ex- 
change is sustained by a smallpercentage of 
the sponge sales, if productiondecreases for 
yet another year the Exchange will be forced 
to close. It can survive only if skilled 
spongemen become available. Otherwise, it 
couldbe the endof the once colorful and pros- 
perous Sponge Industry of Tarpon Springs. 

On October 4, the U. S. Employment Service notified Com- 
mercial Fisheries Review: 

"Applications for alien employment certification were approved 
for 20 job openings as sponge divers on November 1, 1966, and 
for 30 job openings as sponge diver helpers on January 1, 1967, 
forthe Tarpon Springs Sponge Exchange, Tarpon Springs, Florida. 
Since the dates of approval, 15 divers and 18 diver helpershave 
been certified against these job openings." 

SPONGE FISHING 
Florida 



DECK EQUIPMENT LAYOUT ON M/V “DELAWARE” 
FOR SURF CLAM SURVEY 

By Lars A. Fahlen* 

The surf clam (Spisula solidissima) has become an important 
national food source. New Jerseyis the largest producer. In 1965, 
it produced 42,306,687 pounds of surf clam mets worth $3,047,857; 
in 1966, 42,688,462 pounds worth $3,666,9951 . Between 1960 and 

1965, the increase in production averaged more than 3,000,000 
pounds of meats per year. About 65 vessels--48 to 136 feet long 
and 14 to 160 tons (fig. 1)--are now operating in this fishery off the 
New Jersey coast. 

DELAWARE'S FISHING GEAR 

The BCF exploratory fishing vessel Del- 
aware was especially rigged for a surf clam 
survey off New Jersey, Maryland, and Vir- 
ginia to evaluate the availability and abun- 
dance of surf clams. Her equipment differed 
from that of commercial boats because she 
is longer (148 feet) and because heavier fish- 
ing gear was needed for the survey. This 
paper describes the rigging to serve as refer- 
ence for future research cruises and for pos- 
sible applicationto large commercial vessels. 

LIE 

Fig. 1 - Converted shrimp trawlers used in surf clamming. 

Deck Layout 

As a basic support for handling the dredge 
gear, the Delaware is fitted with a 16-foot 7- 
inch long piece of 16-inch I-beam secured to 
welded brackets onthe foremast (fig. 2). The 
I-beam extends horizontally and athwartship 
from the mast to about 2 feet beyond the rail. 
The outboard end of the beam has a 9-foot 7- 
inch long support of 6-inch steel pipe stepped 
on the deck. For additional support, a 3-inch 
steel cable securedunder the crosstree of the 

mast is attached at the outboard end of the 

Fig. 2 - Deck layout on the Delaware when surf clamming. 

** Fishery Methods and Equipment Specialist, Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, BCF, Gloucester, Mass. 01930. 
1/Statistics based on BCF figures, New Jersey Landings, C.F.S. No. 4335, December 1966. 
lote: This is Equipment Note No. 22. 
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I-beam, At the beam's outer end, a swivel 
hanging bollardis installed for a 1-inch haul- 
back cable; this cable is shackled to the for- 
ward end of the dredge on the crossbar be- 
tween the shoes (or runners). The cable ex- 
tends through the hanging bollard and two 
deck bollards to the port drum of the main 
trawl winch, 

A hoisting boom for taking the dredge 
aboard is 31 feet 9 inches long and made of 
extra heavy-duty 8-inch steel pipe; the boom 
is fitted with a swiveling gooseneck at the 
bottom end. The boom is stepped ona base 
laid horizontal to but about 6 inches above 
the deck, between the two forward deck fair- 
lead bollards. The base, 5 feet long, is made 
from two 6-inch by 5-foot long pieces of 15 - 
inch flat steel; the two pieces are joined ohe 
above the other by two 6-inch square gussets 
of 12-inch steel. Inthe center of the base, a 
24-inch hole is drilled through both pieces of 
steel; the gooseneck is inserted through both 
holes and pinned below the bottom piece. This 
method allows the boom to swivel in any di- 
rection. Each end of the base for the boom 
is welded to the steel base of the deck fair - 
lead bollards. 

When the dredge is hauled to the hanging 
bollard at the end of the I-beam, a luff (or 
watch) rigged lifting tackle from the top of the 
boom is hooked into three permanently at- 
tached straps on the dredge. The straps are 
made of 2--inch welded chain. The forward 
strap is 5 feet long and is shackled onto the 

The remaining two towing bar of the dredge. 

ei ee 
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Fig. 3 - Winches (A) and hydraulic power units (B) used in han- 
dling surf clam gear. 

strapsare each4 feet longand are secured to 
the forward part of the aftercage. Allthree 
straps are shackled into an 8-inch lifting ring 
made of 14-inchround steel. The topping lift 
for the boom is a twofold purchase; it is used 

for bringing the entire dredge across the ves- 
sel's bulwark. The lifting and the topping 
tackles are fitted with 8-inch steel blocks and 
2-inch galvanized wire rope. Two Marco2/ 
4050-S winches, each powered with Vick- 
ers2/ M2-330 hydraulic motors, supply ade- 
quate power for handling the 48-inch dredge. 
The dredge weight alone is about 3,000 pounds; 
a full load of clams and bottom sediment 
weighs an additional 6,000 pounds (fig. 3). 

Towing Position 

To tow the dredge with the shortest possi- 
ble length of jet hose, a bow towing position 
is used. To implement towing from this po- 
sition, a 48-foot long piece of 4-inchsteel 
pipe was welded tothe outside of the bow and 
the forward part of the keel. The adjustable 
towing cable is housed by this pipe (fig. 4). 
The towing cable is passed through it down 
to the dredge, and the dredge is towed beneath 
the vesselrather than behind it. So lesshose 

Fig. 4 - Delaware's hawser pipe for the clam dredge towing haw- 
ser or cable. 

2/The products and equipment used in this survey do not constitute endorsement. 
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is required and higher water pressure at the The dredge is brought aboard the vessel 

dredge results because of less frictionin the inthe same manner whether towed conven- 

shortened length of hose. Also, additional tionally or by using the bow hawser pipe. 
hose sections are not neeeded. 

LOBSTER BOATS 

23 

+ pound cooked lobster meat, fresh 2 tablespoons mayonnaise or salad 
or frozen dressing 

24 fresh mushrooms, approximately ; teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 
13 inches in diameter 4 teaspoon liquid hot pepper sauce 

a cup condensed cream of mush- Dash pepper 
room soup Grated Parmesan cheese 

2 tablespoons fine soft bread crumbs 

Thaw frozen lobster meat. Drain lobster meat. Remove any remaining shell or carti- 
lage. Chop the lobster meat. Rinse mushrooms incold water. Dry mushrooms and re- 
move stems. Combine soup, crumbs, mayonnaise, seasonings, and lobster. Stuffeach 
mushroom cap with a tablespoonful of the lobster mixture. Sprinkle with cheese. Place 
mushrooms on a well-greased baking pan, 15 by 10 by 1 inch. Bake ina hot oven, 400° F., 
for 10 to 15 minutes or until lightly browned. Makes 24 hors d'oeuvres. 

This idea for entertaining is from a 22-page, full-color booklet, ''Nautical Notions for 
Nibbling,'' released by the United States Department of the Interior's BCF. It is available 
for 45¢ from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washing- 

ton, D. C. 20402. Ask for Market Development Series No. 10 (catalog no. 1-49/49/2:10). 
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CONSERVATION HAS GONE TO SEA 

The "era of the sea'' is a term which someday may 
be applied to the latter decades of the 20th century-- 
the time when man began to explore the possibilities 
of raising his seafood instead of hunting for it. 

Heavier fishing by more nations and the realization 
that sea life, like land life, can be destroyed by over- 

harvest, has prompted man to apply conservation 
practices to the sea. 

The United States is a member of nine international 
commissions which regulate to some extent sea har- 
vest; many biologists and oceanographers are getting 
information which will aid in conservation of present 
resources and still others are working toward the 
time when ''farming the sea'! will be anactual fact. 

Helping adjust fisheries and wi'tlife resources Gas : 
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Created in 1849, the Department of the Interior—America’s 

Department of Natural Resources—is concerned with the man- 

agement, conservation, and development of the Nation’s water. 

fish, wildlife, mineral, forest, and park and recreational re- 

sources. It also has major responsibilities for Indian and 

Territorial affairs. 

As the Nation’s principal conservation agency, the Depart- 

ment works to assure that nonrenewable resources are developed 

and used wisely, that park and recreational resources are con- 

served for the future, and that renewable resources make their 

full contribution to the progress, prosperity, and security of 

the United States—now and in the future. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Stewart L. Udall, Secretary 
David S. Black, Under Secretary 

Stanley A. Cain, Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, Clarence F. Pautzke, Commissioner 

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, H. E. Crowther, Director 



To Increase public awareness of fishery products, the U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Commercial 
Fisherles is cooperating with the fishIng Industry in the annual October "Fish 'n Seafood Parade" promotion. 

The Bureau searched the seven seasto bring a treasure chest of seafood hors d'oeuvres to tum Mrs. Home- 
makers‘ appetizer tables into bootloads of “Nautical Notions for NibbiIng.” Nautical notlons are colorful, 
stylish ond easy to do. So easy thata wide-awake hostess can prepare them ahead of time, put on the 
finishing touches at her party, and still have time to enjoy her guests. The Branch of Marketing distributed 
hors d'oeuyre color transparencles, black and white food photographs and press releases to major metropollton 
newspapers throughout the country and arranged for public service radio and television time In October. 
Talk about a sea breeze, thls promotion Is designed to stir up a regular trade wind for smooth party-time 
sailing and help a hostess put some real sea legs under the most blasé party appetites. 

Toglve thls promotion lasting appeal, the Bureau has prepared a 24~page color recipe booklet, "Nautical 

Notions for Nibbling," whichgives Instructlons on how to easily prepare 25 different seafood hors d'oeuvres. 

Single copies may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S, Government Printing Office, 

Washington, D.C. 20402 for 45 cents. Purchases of 100 or more sent. to one address recelve a 25 percent 
price discount. 
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COVER: Object being lowered is a''door'';a second door is on other side 
of vessel. They will be attached toa trawl, already in water, to keep its 
"mouth''open. Water pushing against doors keeps them in desired posi- 
tion--and trawl open. 

BCF's research vessel ''Silver Bay'’ was conducting bottomfish explora- 
tions off South Carolina in winter. (Photo: J. B. Rivers). 
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A comprehensive view of United States and foreign 
fishing industries--including catch, processing, market- 
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Preparing to "trip the bag" with a catch of brown shrimp during a nighttime exploratory drag by BCF's research vessel "Oregon" off Flor- 
ida's east coast. (Photo: J. B. Rivers) 



U. S. SHRIMP LANDINGS MAY SET RECORD 

Available data, principally for the first 9 

months of 1967, indicate thatthe U. S. shrimp 

catch will seta record this year: at least 

285 million pounds, heads-on. This will ex- 

ceed 1954's record landings of 268 million 

pounds. 

Although the monthly catch can, and does, 

fluctuate widely from season to season, the 

1967 estimate assumes that landings at ports 

of the Gulf and South Atlantic States in October 

through December will approximate the aver- 

age volume for these 3 months during the past 

10 years--and that landings in other states 

will be slightly higher than in 1966. 

The catch in southern states during Janu- 

ary-September totaled 187 million pounds, up 

47 million from the same period in 1966. 

Available information indicates the combined 

catch from the Pacific and North Atlantic 

Oceans, landed principally in Alaska and 

Maine, is above comparable periods in 1966. 

Abundant in N. Gulf of Mexico 

The upwardtrendinthe catchthis year re- 

sulted from an abundant supply of shrimp in 

the northern Gulf of Mexico--in waters off 

Texas and Louisiana. Landings were heavy in 

the summer months, height of the brown shrimp 

season. Compared with 1966, there were sig- 

nificant increases inthe catch each month be- 

ginning with May and ending with August. Sep- 

tember landings also increased. But, in mid- 

September, Hurricane Beulah paralyzed fish- 

ing operations and did extensive damage to 

many vessels (some were destroyed) and shore 

establishments. The hurricane reduced the 

fleet for the remainder of the year. Major 

damage centered in the Pt. Isabel-Brownsville, 

Texas, area, an important shrimp production 

center, but a wide area was affected. 

Small Size in May-June 

Much of the Gulf coast catch was small in 

size, particularly during May and June, and 

canning plants and, to a lesser extent, sun- 

drying shrimp platforms utilized appreciable 

quantities. However, the bulk of the catch so 

far this year was destined for the fresh and 

frozen trade, primarily as frozen headless 

shrimp, frozen raw meat, frozen breaded, and 

frozen cooked meat. 

During the period of heavy landings, canning 

plants operated at full capacity. In January- 

September, Gulf canning plants received 38 

million pounds for processing; nearly 70 per- 

cent of this quantity was cannedina 13-month 

period ending withJune. Most of the remain- 

der was packed and processed during July and 

August. Plants used about 24 million pounds 

for canning inJanuary-September 1966 and 30 

million in January-September 1965. (BCF 

Branch of Fishery Statistics.) 



COMMERCIAL FISHING HAS WORLD ROLE, 
SAYS INTERIOR UNDER SECRETARY BLACK 

Under Secretary of the Interior David S. 
Black spoke at the opening dinner of the Com - 
mercial Fish Exposition at Suffolk Downs, 
Boston, Mass., on October 10. Nearly all of 
his speech follows: 

"|. . This is the first time sucha group 
has gathered in the United States, and it is 
another fitting first for New England. It was 
here in New England that the first fisheries 
in this country sprang up. These waters off 
our 'stern androckbound coast! are the cradle 
of the U.S. fishing industry. It was here, too, 

that freezing and filleting of fish were first 
tried. The firststeam trawler operated out of 
New England. The oldest fish auction in this 
country is Boston's own. The first convenience 
processing and packaging of fish was New Eng- 
land-based, and New England has industriously 
maintained its leadership inthis very impor- 
tant field. In 1966, the first subsidy vessel-- 
the 88-foot 'Victor'--was delivered to a dock 
in New Bedford... 

"Before we look at the commercial fishing 
picture, it might be well to consider briefly 
the framework in whichitstands. That setting, 
if we look at it honestly, can have only one 
name--worldwide hunger. The music of the 
spheres is being drowned out by the growls of 
empty bellies all over the earth, and there is 
a growing appreciation of the need to mobilize 
against the menace of mass starvation. 

"With the land in many underfed countries 
already producing at levels of near-maximum 
yield, it is natural that we turn our attention 
to the sea. As population pressures mount in 
these countries, they are being backed up 
against the oceans. We can count ourselves 
uncommonly blessed that the oceans are so 
full of food," 

World Interest in Food From Sea 

"Tam happy to report that there is a healthy 
range to the worldwide interest in food from 
the sea. The resurgence of U.S. interest in 
the ocean and its riches comes from the top 
echelons of government, and from education 
as wellas from industry. Vice President 
Humphrey is chairman of the National Coun- 

cil on Marine 
Resources and 
Engineering De- 
velopment and in 
this capacity he 
has visited sev- 
eral of our Bu- 
reau of Commer- 
cial Fisheries! 
scientific instal- 
lations. Sec- 
retary Udall 
will be making a 
presentation be- 
fore the National 
Council next 
week of a proj- 
ect to make fish 
protein concen- 
trate a really 

significant weapon inthe war on world famine. 

David S. Black 

"Universities everywhere are expand- 
ing the teaching of oceanography and the 
various scientific disciplines it includes, and 
eager young men and women are responding 
to this modern version of the age-old chal- 
lenge of the seas. 

"And industry is getting the signals. Manu- 
facturers, large andsmall, are coming up with 
more and more effective and sophisticated gear 
for oceanographic work." 

The Seas! Food Potential 

"The prospect of the seas has always 
arousedman's sense ofexcitement and adven- 
ture. Something in the pulsing state of rest- 
less change and the limitless nature of oceans 
has set amysterious sealof promise onthem. 
Today we know a little, andare determined to 

know more, about what that promise holds, 

and industry is helping us tool up for the 
search. The results hold vast promise of 
being well worth the effort. Experts vary in 
their assessments of the food potential of the 
seas, but we do know that the present world 

marine catch is approximately 52 million 
metric tons per year. At the Law of the Sea 
Institute meetings at the University of Rhode 
Island in June, experts presented exciting 



estimates of potentials ranging from 200 mil- 
lion to 4 billion metric tons, or nearly 100 
times the present world catch. 

"The lowest of these estimates--or 200 
million metric tons--would provide about 20 
grams of animal protein per day for 5 billion 
people. Of the 60 grams of total protein re- 
quired daily per individual, 10 grams is the 
minimum that should be animal protein." 

"Wild Catch'' and Fish Farming 

"Obviously, the answer to world hunger lies 
at least partially in the world's oceans. And 
when we talk of potential today, we are still 
talking in terms of 'wild catch.' The rich- 
ness andease of harvest offered by the oceans 
and estuaries today put any consideration of 
future fish farming into somewhat the same 
category as desalination. We have the know- 
how to produce fresh, potable water in quan- 
tities and at a cost that makes it a real bar- 
gain already in some parts of the worldand a 
reliable cushion for future water-hard times. 
In much the same way we may view the prospect 
offishfarming. There is no doubt about the 
feasibility of producing shellfish and some 
finfish by marine farming and freshwater pond 
culture--indeed, some choice species in de- 
mand on the high-pricedmarket, such as oys- 
ters and catfish, are already being cultivated 
in just this way. Butuntil we have taken every 
technological and industrial advantage of the 
wild water harvest, such methods will not 
claim top attention or energy in the over-all 
commercial fishery picture. 

"Instead, we look today for new ways of in- 
creasing the yield of our commercial fishing 
fleets. Other countries have been faster than 
the United States in taking advantage of the 
vast food potential of the seas. Ina way, we 

Americans are paying today for the victory 
we achieved in World War II. We came out of 
that conflict with a comparatively intact fleet 
of ships. Other nations had to start from 
scratch and rebuild, andasa result, their 
floating stock is newer and far superior to 
ours today. 

"But aside from this, the performance of 
U.S. commercial fisheries still lags far be- 
hind the achievement potential that research 
and development have opened up. In this re- 
spect, our ocean 'farmers! could take a page 
from the book of their landed counterparts. 
Agricultural technology has been adopted with 
enthusiasm and vigor by the farming industry, 

and the results speak for themselves in the 
statistical language of food production." 

Small Fishes Can Make Large Contribution 

"There are many ways of approaching the 
food potential of the oceans, but size is a handy 
separator, and Dr, W. M. Chapman's break- 
down of fish into three size categories is help- 
ful in pointing up some of the avenues of devel- 
opment that beckon today. 

"While world hunger is a universal chorus, 
the tune is not the same everywhere. Rising 
incomes in some parts of the world are re- 
flected in a demand for higher-priced prod- 
ucts and these are generally the products 
that fall into the upper size category--over 
10 inches. The high-income nations demand 
most of their fish (with the exception of shell- 
fish) inthis category, andare willing andable 
to pay for particular flavor, texture and ap- 

pearance. 

"In the middle size category--5 to 10 inches 
long--fall the herring-like fishes, and these 
form the major part of the world catch. The 
greatest volume of protein in the ocean, how- 
ever, is in animals less than 5 inches long, 

andit is intheselast two groups that the hope 
for substantial help for the underfed two-thirds 
of the world lies. 

"The possibilities--like the potential--are 
unlimited. 

"With millions of tons of ocean protein 
available, and with the technology to produce it 
at hand, the most obvious avenue open today is 

development of new ways to get this protein 
into acceptable forms of food for human con- 

sumption." 

i aA © 

"Fish protein concentrate is the most ex- 
citing and promising of the new ideas in this 
field. Eventually, if educational methods are 
successful in introducing it into the diets of the 
various cultures most inneed of it, this method 
couldutilizeas raw material the marine life in 
any of the size categories in the sea. Its 
tasteless, odorless, neutral nature lends itself 

to the 'additive' role, so that it can be intro- 
duced inoffensively into the native dishes of 
almost any prevailing culture without doing 
violence either to custom or to taste. 

"Another methodalready widely used is to 
turn fish into some other form of protein 
before we turn it into human beings. Peru, 
with its 8 million ton annual catch of ancho- 



vettas, is the world's leading example of this 
particular method. The anchovettas are easily 
transformed into fish meal, which in turn is 

fed to poultry. Justas people who prefer their 
corn in the form of bacon or ham can indulge 
their taste preferences on cornfed hog prod- 
ucts, so those who prefer poultry to anchovies 
can get their fish protein by chewing ona 
chicken leg fattened on fish meal." 

Fishing's World Role 

"Essentially, what I am asking for here 
tonight is that you who make your living in and 
around and off the seas, extend your vision in 
the same manner that conservationists every- 
where have been extending theirs--to accom- 
modate a world view. We human beings are 
askingso much of our worldand of each other 
today. The questions are notarising from idle 
curiosity but from urgentneed. The earthand 
air and water cry out for care and considera- 
tion, and we human beings, although we have 
needs of our own, have also a role as custo- 

dians. We are the movers and the shakers of 
the natural world and of the world of human 
affairs. The overlapping of these two worlds 
is making it increasingly necessary that we 
look at everything we do inthe light of every- 
thing that is being or needs to be done. 

"Your greatest role, as I see it, is not just 
making a living from the sea. It is also pro- 
viding living for fellow human beings. Once 
you widen your view to take in this second 
consideration, your goal becomes higher than 
a mere plus sign on the profit side of the 
ledger. And the satisfactions of success come 
less from an additional eked-out penny than 
from a sense of performing a necessary and 
worthwhile role in the total world scene, 

"T am building up to a sincere pat on the 
back to the manufacturers of commercial 
fishing hardware--the ships, the gear, the 
increasingly various ways of processing and 
packaging and distributing the bounty of the 
sea. And Iwant to make it clear thatmy con- 
gratulations are not merely onthe higher 
profits that these things mean for everyone 
in your industry. These higher profits are 
very real and should act as a spur to greater 
efforts at modernization, but self-interest in 

your case involves human profits, too. Re- 

search and technology have made it possible 
for you to profit by enlightened self-interest. 
You can afford to think of the world's hungry 
people." 

North America Lags 

"Tam speaking now particularly tothe 
North American representatives of the fishing 
industry. We in this hemisphere have not 
carriedout a vigorous policy toward increas- 
ing the use of high seas fishery resources. 
Where other nations have intensified their 
efforts, our own fisheries have remained 
largely static. With the hunger of the world 
mounting, the methods of processing ocean 
products multiplying, the means of making the 
catch widening and improving, we can no longer 
justify the cautious creaky old ways that worked 
well enough once upon a time. 

"Ocean specialists have done a yeoman 
service in charting new and profitable paths 
for commercial fishermen. Their knowledge 
has too often been unused--the methods and 
gear ignored. And as a result, it is not un- 
common to find our U.S. industry being fished 
circles around, in waters it once dominated-- 

indeed, even thought of as 'our own.! 

"In great measure, this is failure by default. 
But the race is not over. The competition is 
byno means closed. Onthe contrary, the field 
is opening wider every day, and the prizes--in 
both economic and human terms--grow daily in 
importance. 

"President Johnson, last Aprilat Punta del 
Esta, said: We are also prepared to set up in 
Latin America a demonstration center in the 
field of fish protein concentrates. We believe 
that this essential ingredient ofa balanced diet 
canbe providedat a much lower cost than has 
ever been known in our history. 

"A team of men from Interior's Bureau of 
Commercial Fisheries has just returned from 
Latin America, and is preparing recommenda- 
tions as to where such aplan could be located 
at the lowest cost and the highest benefit to the 
people of LatinAmerica. The President feels 
that the first such plant outside the United 
States should be built where there is the great- 
est likelihood of rapid success in utilizing the 
ocean potential in feeding the hungry." 

Industry on the Move 

"What I see and sense here in Boston to- 
nightis an industry on the move. Withseven- 
tenths of the earth's surface given to oceans, 

with the tremendous surge forward in method- 
ology and tooling, and witha heightened aware- 
ness of hunger and concern for the hungry, the 



eyes of the worldare oncommercial fisheries. 
Andinthis case, the eyes are NOT bigger than 
the stomach. You will find an eager taker for 
every edible gram of protein you place onthe 
world's table. 

"Yours is nolonger just abusiness. Itisa 
worldrole, andan increasingly vitalone. Gov- 
ernment and education are deeply interested in 
helping you fill it successfully. 

"The help given your industry by govern- 
ment and education centers is not proferred 
entirely in your economic interests. Itstems 

from the larger world stake in commercial 
fisheries. By taking full advantage of all the 
knowledge and technology available, you serve 
not just your own interests, but those of an 
anxious, needy world. 

"lI congratulate you on your industrial 
initiative,as evidenced by the enthusiastic 
participation in this Exposition. And I urge 
you, as individuals, to take full advantage of 
the information and resource pool available to 
you in stepping up your production. In doing 
so, you areactingas worthy stewards of a huge 
and priceless resource. 

DO FISH HEAR? 

Most fish are deaf to general noise at frequencies higher than 1,500 to 
2,000 cycles per second (well within human auditory range). Although min- 
now, sucker, and catfish can detect noise in the 800- to 1,500-c.p.s. range, 

most other fish cannot. Sounds in the 300- to 800-c.p.s. range are audible 
to most marinefishes. Noise in the low-frequency range, below 300 c.p.s., 
is detected through the lateralline system or skinrather than the ear struc- 
ture. 

Noises which most fish probably cannot hear include those made by air 
bubbles, water currents, fishfeeding sounds, and ultrasonic sounds produced 

by porpoises and whales for purposes of echo-ranging. Noises which they 
evidently can detect are those produced by waves, the hydrodynamic shock 
waves produced by fish movements, and the drumming sounds produced by 
the swim bladder of other fish. 

These are the conclusions of a detailedstudy andreview of information 
on the hearing ability of fishes presented in "Bulletin", volume 126, article 
2,of the American Museum of Natural History, New York City. In their stu- 

dy, American Museum biologist William N. Tavolga and Brandeis Univer - 
sity (Waltham, Massachusetts) psychologist Jerome Wodinsky employed so- 
phisticated acoustical instruments and training techniqueson nine different 
speciesof marinefish. The latter included squirrelfish, blue-striped grunt, 
schoolmaster, red hind, and slender sea robin. 



UNITED STATES 
Marketing of Edible 

Fishery Products in 1967 

Supplies of edible fishery products in1967 
are expected to total 2.66 billionpounds edible 
weight, down fractionally from 1966. Land- 
ings by U. S. fishermen and imports are 
down. Per-capita consumption in the U. 5S., 
however, still is expected to hold at last 
year's 10.6 pounds due to the larger -than- 
usual depletion of year-beginning stocks. 

Consumer prices during the fourth quar- 
ter of 1967 likely will average a little higher 
than last year because the reduced supplies 
of some popular products continue. Supplies 
of canned salmon, frozen cod fillets, lobster 
tails, and scallops are down sharply from a 
year ago. Also, frozen stocks of halibut, 
swordfish, whiting, and crabs (including 
crab meat), are below last year's. Frozen 
holdings of shrimp are ample compared with 
a year ago. Among other canned products, 
there are good packs of tuna and shrimp, and 
a fair pack of Maine sardines. 

At the end of 1967, stocks of fishery prod- 
ucts are expected to be smaller than at the 
end of 1966. A reduction of about 3 percent 
is expected in frozen stocks and of about 22 
percent in canned inventories. (BCF Branch 
of Current Economic Analysis.) 

Menhaden Catch Drops 
in First 9 Months 

The catch of menhaden in the U. S. from 
January through September 1967 was 931.6 
million pounds. In the same period of 1966, 
it had been 1,015.8 million pounds. 

Jan. -Sept. Sept. 

1967 | 1966 1967 | 1966 

+ « . «(Millions of Pounds)... . 

States 

iddle Atlantic ... 
Chesapeake ..... 
South Atlantic ... 

U. S. Fish Meal, Oil, and Solubles 

Production in September 

During September, about 13 million pounds 
of marine animal oils and 17,164 tons of fish 
meal were produced inthe U.S. Compared 
with September 1966, this was a decrease of 

about 7.5 million pounds of marine animal oils 
and 6,009 tons of fish meal and scrap. Fish 
solubles production was 6,642 tons--down 
3,144 tons from September 1966, 

U. S. Production of Fish Meal, Oil, and Solubles, 
September i9671/ with Comparisons 

Sept. 

1/1967] 1966 
Product 

11967 | 1966 

Fish Meal and Scrap: 
Alewives ee eo we wo 

Herringh pve yeentonn the 
Menhaden2/ eitoaeale! 
Tuna and mackerel4/ 
Unclassified 

Grand total meal 
and scrap «+e. 

5/ | 9,259] 11,773 

5/ |178, 723|223, 120 

Oil, Body: 
Alewives ...... 
Groundfish) Wcweg.qi 
ELC Tri NG ie Wess topes 659] 1,248 
Menhaden3/ . . 10, 058]18, 393 
Tuna and mackerel4/| 603] 276 
Unclassified (includ- 

ing whale) 

Total oil 

1/Preliminary data. 
2/Included with unclassified. 
3/Includes small quantities of other species. 
4/Includes anchovies. 
S/Not available on current monthly basis. 
Source: U. S. Department of the Interior, BCF. 
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Columbia River Coho Salmon 

Run Sets Record 

1,559 532 

12, 984|20, 458 

The 1967 Columbia River coho salmon run 
appears to have broken all records. Thecom- 
mercial troll fishery off the coast of Oregon 
has harvested an estimated 7.3 million pounds, 



an all-time record. The sport catchof coho at 
the mouth of the Columbia River has exceeded 
250,000 fish, arecord. The commercial gill 
net catch in the Columbia River was approxi- 
mately 280,000fish. This was down somewhat 
from last year but stillavery high harvest. 

Returns of adult coho to hatcheries have 
been outstanding. They are more than suffi- 
cient tofillallegg-takingneeds. In addition, 
the run past Bonneville Dam, as of October 
12, totaled 95,031 fish. It is the highest ever 

recorded at Bonneville for that species. 

More Aluminum Used in Vessels 

Shipments of aluminum for commercial 
and naval marine uses increased 90 percent 
in 1966, according to The Aluminum Associ- 

ation. An estimated 55 million pounds were 
shipped for use in hulls, engines and compo- 
nents for fishing vessels, barges, cargo ships, 

passenger liners, naval crew and patrolboats, 
gun boats, hydrofoils, andother craft. Pleas- 
ure boats are not included. 

A major project is a 226-foot, all-alumi- 
num, trailer ship, the world's largest ocean- 

going aluminum-hulled vessel, using nearly 
800,000 pounds. (''Under Sea Technology," 
Sept.) 

— 

University of Michigan 

Studies Electronic Fishing 

Michigan University reports that it has 
demonstrated the feasibility of effective, rel- 
atively low cost electronic fishing by which 
fish are attracted to electrodes placed in the 
water. The system maybe useful in the Great 
Lakes to control alewives. The electronic fish- 
ing study is being done under aresearch con- 
tract from Interior Department's BCF. 

The university used asmall pond and gold 
fish todemonstrate the system at the Nation- 
al Electronics Conference at Chicago in Oc- 
tober. The system will make use of elec- 
trode screens operated from boats to sweep 
or herd fish toward the mouth of a net or the 
intake of a fish pump. 

Lower Power Supply May Be Effective 

A university research engineer said the 
system, which uses power supplies of 5 to 10 
kilowatts, may prove as effective in fresh 
water as previous methods requiring 50-kw. 
supplies. He said a composite pulse with a 
10-percent duty cycle showed, in the labora- 
tory, that it was just as effective as a solid 
pulse. The low average power of the com- 
posite pulse used is expected to produce less 
fatigue in fish, he said, while allowing longer 
range, lower operating costs, and lighter 

equipment. 

Because salt water's high conductivity re- 
quires 100 times the power needed for fresh 
water, the composite pulse is even more im- 

portant in holding average power to reason- 
able levels. The engineer pointed out: ''Pre- 
vious electrode arrays often created a strong 
field which stunned the fish before they got 
where you wanted them to go." 

Such equipment, he continued, had an ef- 

fective range of only 10 to 20 feet, while the 
equipment under study is effective up to sev- 
eralhundred feet. ‘Authorities estimate that 
two or three times as many fish escape as 
are caught by conventionalnets. Proper elec- 
tronic fishing can increase the catch by 100 
to 200 percent. Further economic savings 
can be made by combining electronic fishing 
with the use of fish pumps for emptying trap 
nets. 

Electronic Fishing Is Selective 

An advantage of electronic fishing is that 
it can attract selectively fish of a particular 
size or type, while leaving out those not de- 
sired. Thus, third-year alewives could be 
caught before they die on the beaches, anda 
supply of smaller fish could be left to main- 
tain the population and provide food for the 
coho salmon. 

The University of Michigan study should 
end this year with field studies in the Great 
Lakes and Tennessee Valley Authority lakes. 
The project also will involve building proto- 
type commercial power units and making 
tests in towing tanks and model basins to 
choose the best array of electrodes. After 
finaltests, the university says, prototype de- 

signs shouldbe available to commercial man- 
ufacturers by spring 1968. 
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OCEANOGRAPHY 

Sub “Alvin” Loses--Then Finds-- 

Its Famous Arm 

The submarine Alvin's mechanical arm-- 
which last year lifted the parachute shroud- 
ing the H-bomb that had been dropped acci- 
dentally off the Spanish coast--fell into the 
Atlantic inlate September this year 100 miles 
off Woods Hole, Mass., on the continental 

slope. 

The research submarine of the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution had been en- 
gaged in studies of the sea bottom. Whenthe 
weather became extremely heavy, its mother 
ship began to recover it. While this was be- 
ing done, the famous arm--500 pounds and 
extending to 8 feet--fell to the ocean floor in 
4,400 feet of water. 

When the arm fell, the sub's catamaran 
tender and the research vessel ''Gosnold" 

— 

Fig. 1 - The sea on day Alvin lost its arm. 

fixed their positions with Loran A, This en- 
abled the tender to return later to take part 
in the search. 

New Recovery Techniques Used 

A transponder was placed on the bottom, 
which provided the sub's pilots with a range 
and bearing from a fixed point to conduct the 
search operations. Then beacons or pingers 
were placed in several locations as reference 
points for the search pattern. The sonar was 
used to map the terrain. Once the sonar's 
effectiveness was learned, individual objects 
were picked up and a grid pattern laid out for 
search. 

The search area was 2 miles long and one 
mile wide--"'gentle rolling hills with a soft 
layer of sediment.'' Accurate and continuous 
plots of the submarine's location were ob- 
tained with the aid of the transponder and 

(Photos: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute.) 



Fig. 2 - The fallen arm at 4, 400 feet. 

beacons. After the outstanding features of 
the ocean floor were obtained, the sonar was 

used to find metal objects for visual identifi- 
cation. Consistent sonar contacts were ob- 
tained with objects such as gallon cans and 
frequent contacts were made with objects the 
size of half-gallon cans. 

On the third dive, the mechanical arm was 
located and recovered. The recovery was 
made by inserting a hook, fastened to the 
sub's bow, through the mechanical arm. The 
trim and ballast within the sub were then 
changed to permit it to surface normally with 
the arm on the hook. When the sub surfaced, 
swimmers attached lines to the arm and it 
was lifted aboard the catamaran. 

Then, with its arm rejoined, the Alvin 
again changed the ballast and trim and dove 
to the bottom to complete its scientific work. 

of ee 
U. S. Tests Sea Bottom’s Ability 

to Support Structures 

The U. S. is testing the sea bottom with 
new instruments designed to determine the 
sea floor's ability to support structures. 
The tests are important in a long-range pro- 
gram that may lead to construction of habi- 
tations and to engineering activities. 

The tests were conducted at 885 feet in 
the Wilkinson Basin, about 60 miles east of 

Boston in the Gulf of Maine, by the Environ- 
mental Science Services Administration 
(ESSA) of the U. S. Department of Commerce, 
and the University of Illinois Department of 
Geology. ESSA's hydrographic survey ship 
"Davidson" was used. 

Instruments were developed capable of 
measuring the mass physical properties of 
ocean sediments directly in the sea floor 
down to 10 feet below sea bottom. 

af ~= a r/ 

Inspect Hawaiia 

Navigational Facilities 

The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey's 
(CGS's) new ship ''McArthur"' is making a 
complete inspection of navigational facilities 
and conditions in the Hawaiian Islands. It is 
the first check of this scope in almost 20 
years. Oahu, Hawaii, and Kauai have been 
covered and the remainder--Maui, Kaho- 
olawe, Lanai, Molokai, and Niihau--is sched- 
uled to be finished by year end. The inspec- 
tors consult local Federal agencies, port au- 
thorities, pilots, and other marine interests. 

The findings for the Hawaiian Islands will 
be included in a new edition of ''United States 
Coast Pilot 7,"' with similar information be- 
ing gathered in California, Oregon, and Wash- 
ington, 

The Coast Pilots are a series of nautical 
books issued by CGS, The books supply 
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information important to navigators of U. S. 
coastal and intracoastal waters. ''Generally, 
the books furnish in narrative form informa- 
tion which can not be shown graphically on 
marine charts, such as navigation regula- 
tions, weather, ice, freshets, routes, and port 

facilities." 

A new edition of each Coast Pilot is pub- 
lished at intervals of 4 to 10 years. Thenew 
edition of United States Coast Pilot 7 is 
scheduled for September 1968. The books 
contain information considered vital for safe 
navigation. They are consulted regularly by 
skippers of naval and commercial craft and 
small-boat operators. 

= 
USC Studies California Gulf’s 

Deep Basins 

The research vessel ''Velero IV" of the 
University of Southern California (USC) is 
conducting the first examination since 1889 
of benthic (sea bottom) animals in the deep 
basins of the Gulf of California. The opera- 
tion will continue into December. 

Small samplings were made in the basins 
77 years ago by the 'Albatross."' USC says 
that nothing significant has been published on 
the basins' bottom animals since 1919, when 
the American biologist Chamberlin, who had 
been aboard the Albatross, published his 
findings. 

USC scientists will use both midwater 
trawling equipment and a 900-pound "grab" 
(resembles an excavating shovel) to study 6 
basins ranging from 800 to 2,200 fathoms. 
The deepest, the Tres Marias Basin, is near 
the upper end of the Central American trench 
and just inside the Gulf. The others lie north 
of it; the 800-fathom Sal si Puedes Basin is 
the northernmost. 

The scientists take samplings from depths 
where there is no light and where tempera- 
tures average about two degrees centigrade. 
They will probe distribution of fish, crusta- 
ceans, and polychaeta worms. 

STANFORD EXPEDITION 

"OCEANOGRAPHIC AWARDS: Stanford 
Oceanographic Expedition 18 will commence 
3 April 1968 from Guayaquil, Ecuador, and 
terminate 16 June 1968 at Monterey, Califor - 
nia. During this period, the RV TE VEGA 
will study the shallow water benthos along 
the coast of the Eastern Tropical Pacific 
from northern Peru to southern Mexico. In- 
tensive ecological and physiological studies 
willbe conducted in selected areas and re- 
lated to the geographic distribution of partic - 
ular marine organisms. Applications for 
this Expedition willbe accepted until 1 Jan. 
1968, and advance inquires are encouraged. 
Applicants may be of either sex, must be 
research-oriented graduate students or 
'young professionals' inbiology, should be 
in good academic standing, and in excel- 
lent physical and emotional health. The 
Expedition represents an extensive 15- 
unit graduate-level course in Biological 
Oceanography given atsea by a faculty of 
three (Drs. Donald Abbott, Stanford Univer- 
sity; William Evans, University of Alberta; 
Richard Bovbjerg, University of lowa). Ten 
NSF Awards covering subsistence, full tui- 
tion, and transportation to andfrom the ves- 
sel are available. Contact Malvern Gilmar- 
tin, Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove, 

Calif. 93950, for further information." 

HAKE — A lean fish, native of the 
Atlantic. Reaches a maximum of 25 lb.; aver- 
age weight 4 lb. Season all year. An all- 
Purpose fish, with a white meat. 



Foreign Fishing Off U. S. Coasts 

in September 

IN NORTHWEST ATLANTIC 

Soviet: Weekly sightings show that between 
45 and 50 Soviet vessels fished on Georges 
Bank throughout September; a year earlier, 
about 65. 

During the month, 63 individual Soviet ves- 
sels were identified: 16 factory stern trawl- 
ers, 12 medium refrigerated side trawlers, 
29 medium side trawlers, 2 refrigerated fish 
transports, 1 factoryship, 1 tanker, and one 
repair tug. 

Although scattered, the fleet generally was 
concentrated in 2 main groups: (1) Between 
10 and 15 vessels (stern trawlers and side 
trawlers) fished along the 50-fathom edge of 
Cultivator Shoals (80 to 90 miles east of Cape 
Cod). Moderate catches of fish on deck ap- 
peared to be primarily whiting and herring. 
Some haddock catches were noted, particularly 
on side trawlers. (2) Between 30 and 35 ves- 
sels (mostly side trawlers and several sup- 
port vessels) were dispersed along northern 
slopes and inner shoals of Georges Bank 
working in 25 to 35 fathoms. Large catches 
of herring filled the open storage areas on 
decks. This area was fished extensively dur- 
ing September and October 1966 and accounted 
for substantial increase in their herring catch 
from ICNAF sub-area 5 (117,346 metric tons) 
over their limited 1965 catch (36,300 tons). 

Poland: Ten freezer stern trawlers, 26 

large side trawlers, and two supply vessels 
were observed fishing among Soviet fleets on 
Georges Bank in September. Tremendous 
catches of herring were observed on deck and 
in trawl nets. Several trawls hauled more 
than an estimated 50,000 pounds of fish per 
haul. Open storage areas of large side trawl- 
ers were so full of fish that crewmen tempo- 
rarily had trouble handling them. Only 3 to 5 
stern trawlers fished herring on Georges 
Bank during September and October 1966. 

East Germany: 11 freezer stern trawlers 
were sighted on Georges Bank among Soviet 
and Polish vessels with huge catches of her- 
ring. They fished intermittently during late 
August, apparently searching for herring. 
Two stern trawlers operated there during 
September and October 1966. 

ial 

West Germany: 4 freezer stern trawlers 
were sighted on Georges Bank with large 
catches of herring. 

IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

Soviet: No fishing vessels were sighted 
near U.S. coasts in September. Severalwere 
passing to and from Cuban ports and South 
American Atlantic fishing grounds. Periodic 
fishing off the Bahama Islands was reported. 

Cuban: Novessel was sighted in September 
near U.S, coasts. It appears that a part of 
the fleet, observed off Louisiana in July and 
early August 1967, moved south to Campeche 
Banks and into southwestern Caribbean Sea 
off Honduras and Panama. Some might have 
been on their way to tuna fisheries in central 
eastern Pacific. 

OFF CALIFORNIA 

Soviet: The number of vessels decreased 
in September. In mid-month, a group of 5 
large stern factory trawlers were sighted in 
general area off San Francisco. Four were 
fishing. The 5th was heading north, presum- 
ably returning home. During rest of month, 
only one stern trawler was sighted off Cali- 
fornia (north of Farrallon Islands) on Septem - 
ber 24. No information is available on spe- 
cies breakdown of catches. 

OFF PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

Japanese: About 7 stern trawlers, accom- 

panied by 1 tanker, were reported during Sep- 

tember. They were fishing ocean perch but 

reportedly not very successfully. By month's 

end, only 2 remained. 

On 3 occasions, vessels were sighted fish- 
ing in closed areas under the U. S.-USSR 
agreement on fishing in the U. S. contiguous 
zone. The Japanese had indicated they would 
also respect these zones. It is known that a 
condition of the license granted the vessels 
by the Japanese government was that they 
avoid these areas. 

Three trawlers were refueled by a trawler 
in the straits of Juan de Fuca in early Septem- 
ber by permission of the U. S, Coast Guard 
because of stormy conditions. On the same 
day, a large freezer trawler entered Seattle 
for repair. She left after 24 hours. 
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Soviet Vessels Fishing Off Pacific Northwest in September 1967 

Medium 
Side Trawlers 

Stern Factory Support 
Trawlers Vessels 

Fianna aire a ene e © © e@ © © © © © © © © 8 ee 8 

Wash. (The coast was fogged but there probably were the same number of 
|_ Oregon 

Wash. 
Oregon 

Soviet: The number of fishing and support 
vessels off Washington and Oregon fluctuated 
from 50 to 60. Early in September, the fleet 
was about equally divided between the two 
areas; towards month's end, the concentra- 

tion off Oregon was much greater (table). 

Most fishing vessels were medium side 
trawler type at beginning of the month but, by 
month's end, there were about as many large 
stern factory trawlers as medium trawlers. 
The stern trawlers (average catch about6 
times the smaller medium trawlers) were 
moving south throughout the month; in last 
week, 15 fished off Oregon and only 5 off 
Washington. 

The number of support vessels (refriger- 
ated carriers and processing factoryships) 
also fluctuated, presumably with number of 
vessels and quantity of fish. The highest 
number was Seen during week ending Septem- 
ber 14. Resource Management Agents of U.S. 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, with U.S. 
Coast Guard, on a weekly surveillance flight 
over Soviet fleets observed that in that week 
Soviet fishing for Pacific hake was excellent. 
They observed one single haul by 2 Soviet 
medium trawlers fishing with a pair trawl 
yield an estimated 100,000 pounds. This was 
one of the largest hauls ever observed. Itin- 
dicates that Soviets have mastered pair trawl- 
ing, which they began using in Northeastern 
Pacific in 1966. 

Soviet catches were not as good throughout 
month. In first week, as well as in third and 
fourth, hauls averaging about 10,000 pounds 
each were observed; on some occasions, 

blank or water hauls also were made. Fish- 
ing was concentrated on Heceta and Stonewall 
Banks off Oregon. 

vessels as sighted the previous week.) _ 

From 2 to 4 fishery research and explora- 
tory vessels also supported the fleets. They 
cruised off Pacific Northwest in search of 
fish concentrations and alerted fleet when 
they found new ones. The fleet fished until 
schools dispersed or fishing tapered off, then 
moved to anew area. But 1 or 2 exploratory 
vessels remained to check for reschooling of 
fish. 

There were fewer Soviet fishing vessels 
off Pacific Northwest in September 1967 than 
in September 1966, when all fishing and sup- 
port vessels were medium side trawlers; in 
September 1967, only about 2 of 3 were medi- 
um trawlers. This accords with general 
growth of Soviet fleets: more and more large 
stern factory trawlers are replacing smaller 
medium side trawlers, especially on distant 
fishing grounds. 

OFF ALASKA 

Japanese: The number of vessels de- 
creased from 175 early in September to about 
150 at month's end. This resulted from ter- 
mination of king crab fishery in eastern Ber- 
ing Sea and a decrease in effort along Aleu- 
tians. 

In the Gulf of Alaska Pacific ocean perch 
fishery, there were about 14 vessels through 
the month. Active in the eastern Gulf were 5 
factory trawlers off southeastern Alaska and 
one on Yakutat grounds. The others were in 
central Gulf. During first-half September, 3 
factory trawlers fished on Portlock Bank, 3 
on Albatross Bank, and 1 near Chirikof Is- 
land, By month's end, all but one were centered 
on Albatross Bank; the one remained on Port- 

lock Bank. 



In early September, about 13 factory trawl- 
ers fished for perch along Aleutians. One ves- 
sel was located south of eastern Aleutians, 5 

south of central Aleutians, and 7 along west- 
ern Aleutians. As month progressed, number 
of vessels declined; at month's end, one trawl- 
er remained south of Seguam Island in central 
Aleutians, and 4 trawlers continued fishing 

along western Aleutians south of NearIslands. 

Two trawlers fished for perch along 100- 
fathom curve in eastern Bering Sea during 
first week of September and then stopped. 
Late in month, 3 new 300-gross-ton factory 

trawlers appeared. 

Soviet: Vessels off Alaska decreasedfrom 
about 43 in early September to about 25 by 
month's end. The end of whaling off Alaska 
was principal reason for decrease. 

Pacific ocean perch, particularly along 
Aleutians, was principal species sought. 

In Gulf of Alaska, only 1-2 trawlers fished 

for perch, first on Yakutat grounds and later 
off southeastern Alaska. 
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The number of trawlers fishing for perch 
south of Fox Islands in eastern Aleutians in- 
creased from 3 to 8 during month. About 
mid-month, 5 medium side freezer trawlers 

began fishing north of FoxIslands. The effort 
in Seguam and Amukta Islands area in central 
Aleutians decreased from 4 to2 trawlers, 
while 2 trawlers fishing north of Adak Island 
ended operations about mid-month. Three 
large stern trawlers and one medium trawl- 
er fished for perch along western Aleutians 
throughout month. 

West of Pribilofs, 2 Soviettrawlers fished 
for perch along 100-fathom curve only in 
early September. 

One whaling fleet was reported along cen- 
tral Aleutians during first-half September. 
A second fleet also might have operated along 
Aleutians inearly September. By mid-month, 
the whalers had departed Alaskan area. 

room 

SOUND WAVES USED TO MAP OCEAN FLOOR 

A side-looking sonar (SLS) can be used to produce quickly detailed and ac- 
curate maps of coastal shelves, lake bottoms, harbors, and rivers. It may be- 
come as important in charting the ocean floor as aerial photography is for map- 
ping the land. 

SLS scans the ocean floor much as a slanted beam of light sidelights the 
landscape. Pulsed, high-frequency sound waves are sent out by a transmitter 
housed either in a researchvesselor ina ''fish'’ towed behind. The pulses are 
aimed at the ocean floor a few degrees below the horizontal in a direction per- 
pendicular to the ship's course. As sound hits the bottom, it is reflected ina 
visual pattern that describes the contours--hills, channels, plateaus--and can 
be used as amap. Routes for pipelines or shipping channels may be plotted 
from these data. However, SLS cannot produce three-dimensional images that 
are mathematically possible but not technically practical at this time. (Re- 
printed, with permission from Science News, weekly summary of current 
science, copyrighted 1966 by Science Service, Inc.) 
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STATES 

Alaska 

FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT PLANNED 

BCF Juneau reports that Gov. Walter J. 
Hickel of Alaska told foreign newspapermen 
in Juneau on August 26 that Japanese inter - 
ests have invested about $125 million in the 
State since 1958: $60 million in the lumber 
and pulp industry; $40 million in the petro- 
leum industry, and $25 million in the fishing 
industry. 

There are atleast 5 joint Japanese-Ameri- 
can fishery operations in Alaska, 4 of them 

major: 

1. The Orca Cannery in Prince William 
Sound and all Alaska properties of Pacific 
Alaska Fisheries purchased jointly by Mit- 
subishi Shoji, the largest corporate complex 
in Japan; Nichiro Gyogyo, the world's largest 
salmon canning company; and New England 
Fish Company. 

2. The Sand Point Packing Co., of Sand 
Point, formed by the same 3 companies. 

3. B. & B. Fisheries Inc., Kodiak Island, 
jointly formed on a 50-50 basis by Taiyo 
Fishing Co. of Japan, one of the world's 
largest fishing companies, and Bix Bonney. 

4, Seward Fish Freezing Co., 49 percent 
Japanese owned, bought jointly by Hoko Suis- 
an, a fishery firm; Marubeni lida, a trading 
firm; and the U. S. firm TAD Fishing Co. 

Governor Visits Japan 

Returning from a 10-day visit to Japan in 
September, Hickel reported concluding an in- 
formal agreement with Taiyo Fisheries for 
participation of the Japanese Fisheries As- 
sociation on a 50-50 basis with Alaska to es- 
tablish and operate a fisheries research cen- 
ter at Kodiak. A research center and a re- 
search vessel are needed first. Hickel 
stressed that all information developed by 
the center must be made public. 

Hickel added that in his talks with Japa- 
nese industrialists he had assured them that 
no restrictions would be placed on the size 
of foreign investment in Alaska industry. 

Fisheries Complex Planned 

The Governor recently announced his 
three-part program to create a complex of 
marine research and educational facilities at 
Kodiak. This is conceived as a Federal-state 
effort with local government and private en- 
terprise. 

The first part of this program is the Alas- 
ka Institute of Fisheries Development. The 
other two are the Alaska Maritime Academy 
and the Alaska Marine College, a Sea Grant 
institution. 
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PLAN SHIPYARD IN SEWARD 

A $2.5 million shipyard with a 1,000-ton 

capacity and drydocking facilities for eight 
150-foot vessels and five 250-foot vessels is 
going to be built in Seward. It is being funded 
privately and is expected to be operational by 
June 1968. 

The Resurrection Bay Shipyard, as it will 
be called, will employ the new Syncrolift meth- 
od of drydocking. The heart of the system is 
a platform lowered and raised by paired elec- 
tric hoists, all interconnected and controlled 
centrally. The platform has 3 pairs of rail- 
way tracks to permit placing the railway 
truck cradles in whatever position is neces- 
sary to fit the hull of the vessel being dry- 
docked. 
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KING CRAB VESSELS MUST 
PASS STABILITY TESTS 

Because of king crab vessel losses in 
Alaska, the underwriters now require each 
vessel fishing out of Kodiak to have a stabili- 
ty test before renewing its insurance. This 
is disturbing the industry because no one in 
Alaska is qualified to make these tests. 

The Kodiak fishermen affected are being 
encouraged to join in a group project tobring 
in a qualified marine architect. 



Oregon 

TUNA LANDINGS HIGH 

Tuna landings at Oregon ports this season 
have been the heaviest in the 30-year history 
of the state's highly important albacore fish- 
ery, reported the Oregon Fish Commission 
on October 24. Biologist Larry Hreha of the 
agency's Astoria research laboratory said 
preliminary figures showed 25.5 million 
pounds of albacore reported. This is 350 
percent above the past 30-year average. Al- 
though tuna fishing season was practically 
ended, late reports could push the 1967 total 
to 28 million pounds. 

The highest previous catch was 1944's 
22.0 million pounds. In the 30-year period, 
1937 to 1966, the average of albacore land- 
ings at Oregon ports was 7.3 million pounds. 

Season Started Normally 

Hreha said this season started normally 
in mid-July off the southern Oregon coast. 
Catches were good from the start. By the 
third week of August, the center of fishing 
activity had moved up off Newport. Stilllater, 
the fish were centered off the Columbia Riv- 
er's mouth and northward off the southern 
Washington coast. 

Seven of the 223 albacore tagged during a 
Fish Commission tuna investigation cruise in 
late July were caught in the commercial fish- 
ery during September. Recoveries reported 
were all from live-bait boats and made 35 to 
135 miles north of the point of tagging. 

Contributing to this year's good landings 
were the relatively warm water currents off 
the coast preferred by albacore; the currents 
persisted all summer. This and exceptional- 
ly good weather permitted more intensive 
fishing throughout the season. 

Tuna 60-100 Miles Offshore 

The fish were found at their usual distance 
from shore: 60 to 100 miles. The smaller 
boats troll with jigs (feathered or plastic 
lures). In recent years, the larger tunaclip- 
pers have been fishing Oregon waters. They 
use live forage fish as bait and as chum to 
attract tuna schools. Some local larger boats 
also have been equipped with live bait tanks. 
During the season's height, one clipper re- 
portedly caught 119 tons of albacore in one 
day off southern Washington. 
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While Oregon waters were active, normal- 

ly productive southern California fishing 
grounds were quiet. At one period, Califor- 
nia biologists reported that about 90 percent 
of the California albacore fleet was off 
Oregon. 

Landings Up For Coast States 

From 1937 to 1966, average landings at 
Oregon, California, and Washington ports 
were 36.7 million pounds. Preliminary esti- 
mates are for landings in these 3 states of 
46 million pounds this year. 

Ed ree 

1967 SHRIMP CATCH SETS RECORD 

Oregon's 1967 shrimp catch of 10.2 million 
pounds topped previous records by a substan- 
tial margin. Landings for October, the season's 
final month, should add another 200,000 pounds, 
according to a biologist of the Oregon Fish 
Commission's Astoria laboratory. Average 
annual landings from Oregon waters during the 
past 10 years have been 2.5 million pounds. 

The previous record landings for Oregon, 
Washington, and California combined were 9.8 
million pounds in 1958. The average total 
catch for the three states has been 6 million 
pounds a year since 1957. 

Excellent demand for shrimp, coupled with 
a poor market for bottomfish, attracted more 
trawlers to the shrimp beds this year. Up to 
40 vessels were fishing shrimp off the Oregon 
coast at one time, compared with 15 to 25 
boats during other seasons. Exceptionally 
good weather and more fishing days also con- 
tributed to the record catch. 

Vessels and Gear 

Most shrimp vessels working Oregon wa- 
ters are 50-55 feet long. A few 80-footers, 
which last season fished Washington hake, 
were on the Oregon shrimp beds this year. 

Shrimp are taken in otter trawl nets towed 
along green mud bottoms 360 to 600 feet deep 
and 4 to 20 miles off the coast. Productive 
beds are located offshore near Brookings, 
Port Orford, Coos Bay, Newport, and Tilla- 
mook Head. The Newport bed was located 
during an Oregon Fish Commission shrimp 
survey in spring 1966. Landings of about a 
half million pounds were made from that bed 
last season. This year the bed produced about 
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1.4 million pounds, The shrimp reaching the 
market from Oregon beds average about 3 
inches long, the so-called cocktail size, and 
are mainly 2- and 3-year-olds. 

The outlook for next season is promising 
onthe basis of the presence of large numbers 
of 1966 year-class shrimp, which will be of 
marketable size by next season. This is es- 
pecially true on Coos Bay, Port Orford, and 
Brookings beds, where shrimp of the 1966 
year-class predominated in the 1967 catch. 
(Oregon Fish Commission, Oct. 31, 1967.) 

OK OK 

KOREANS TRAIN AT 
FISH COMMISSION HATCHERY 

Two South Korean fish culturists are learn- 
ing modern salmon hatchery practices at the 
Oregon Fish Commission's Sandy River sta- 
tion. After additional on-the-job experience 
atother northwest fish culture locations, they 
will return to Korea in January 1968 to man- 
age a salmon hatchery now being designed 
with U. S. aid. Their agenda includes visits 
to state fish culture stations. 

Chum salmon are present in some Korean 
streams. Korea's new fish cultural program 
will be devoted initially to this species. On 
this side of the Pacific, the species is found 
from northern California to the Bering Sea, 

but it is more common in the northern portion 
of its range. InOregon, chums (or dog salm- 
on) run relatively late in the fall compared 
with other salmonids. The young go to sea in 
the first spring and reachmaturity inthe 3rd 
or 4thyear. The weight of mature fish ranges 
from about 8 to 18 pounds. 

U.S. Team Visited S. Korea 

In June, Ernest R. Jeffries, director of 

the Fish Commission's fish culture division, 
toured South Korea as a member ofa 3-man 
team that selected potential hatchery sites. 
His colleagues were Richard T. Pressey, 
BCF, and Clinton Atkinson, U. S. Fisheries 
Attaché in Tokyo. 

California 

PELAGIC FISH CATCH 

The September report of the Resources 
Agency of California contains these data on 
the catch of pelagic fish: 

anuary 1 - September 30 
10-yr. Mean 

2/1967 | 1960 14956-1965 

6, 022 
21,991 IMackerel, jack . 
10, 656 

oN a 9,723 
Squidin es QU, 722 Wi ShO74 | 7223 hn5 9372 

Total 359 51, 161 | 44, 808] 53,764 
1/Estimated. Accumulated landings are revised monthly. 

New Jersey 

STATE ADOPTS PLAN TO 
FIGHT WATER POLLUTION 

Interior Department's Federal Water Pol- 
lution Control Administration (FWPCA) and 
New Jersey officials agreed at a November 
1 conference on a program to control water 
pollution along 100 miles of the state's coast- 
al waters. FWPCA endorsed a state plan to 
build a string of regional sewage treatment 
plants along the coast to pump effluents through 
pipes extending up to a mile into the ocean. 
The plants would cost nearly $100 million. 
The cost of the state's overall pollution 
abatement program is put at $500 million. 

State Health Commissioner Roscoe P. 
Kandle said: 'We are convinced that it is not 
possible for the bay waters to continue to re- 
ceive increasing amounts of treated waste 
water and remain acceptable for shellfish 
harvesting and recreation uses." 

Shellfish Infected 

Murray Stein, FWPCA's chief enforce- 
ment officer, said the Government had come 
into the situation because dirty water had 
infected a large part of New Jersey's shell- 
fish, which are sold interstate. ''Clams have 
truly become an amenity of American life," 
he said, and should be protected. 



Stein said the conference's recommenda- 
tions would be sent to Interior Secretary 
Stewart L. Udall for final approval. 

State's Program 

Richard J. Sullivan, director of the state's 
Division of Clean Air and Water, said the 
program would cover about 100 miles of tidal 
bays and inlets lying behind barrier beaches 
from Shark River Inlet south to Cape May. 

The regional treatment plants would be 
ready by November 1970. The cost would be 
met by matching Federal, state, and local 
funds. 

Sullivan said the treated waste would be 
dumped so far in the ocean that it would not 
affect the shoreline. 

Large Area Can Be Restored 

The abatement program can restore about 
36,000 acres of New Jersey's 163,000 acres 
of Atlantic shellfish beds. If this is achieved, 

New Jersey would replace New York as the 
leading producer of shellfish. 

HE 

Virginia and Maryland 

VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND SCIENTISTS 
PLAN CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 

Scientists of the Virginia Institute of Ma- 
rine Science (VIMS) Gloucester Point, Va., 
Maryland's Chesapeake Biological Labora- 
tory (CBL), and the Johns Hopkins Univer - 
sity's Chesapeake Bay Institute (CBI) met 
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last month at Gloucester Point to discuss 
their possible involvement in providing data 
to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to con- 
struct a model of Chesapeake Bay. 

Records of currents andvelocities, salini- 

ties, andtemperatures wouldhave to be made 
in relatively short periods over a year or 
more to supply the necessary information. 
The scientists agreed tentatively that CBI 
would work in the upper bay, CBL in the 
middle bay, and VIMS in the lower bay and 
ocean. All 3 would cooperate in measure- 
ments involving the bay's entire length dur- 
ing a Single tidal cycle. 

The Chesapeake Bay Model would cover 
about 11 acres in Maryland and provide use- 
ful information to those using its marine wa- 
ters. It would be like the James River Model 
now being operated by VIMS. 

James River Model Used Constantly 

Dr. Morris Brehmer, Assistant Director 

VIMS, noted that the James River Model has 
been used constantly since it was employed 
primarily to determine the effect of proposed 
channel dredging on the seed oyster beds. 
Four recent studies involved the best design 
for a land-fill in Hampton Roads to provide 
additional docking facilities; location of 
sewage outfalls to lessen damage to other in- 
terests; estimate of changes in water temper- 
ature resulting from the river's use as a 
coolant. At present, the Federal Water Pol- 
lution Control Board is using the model for 
pollution studies. 
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BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES PROGRAMS 

“Manning” Surveys Bottomfish 

in Gulf of Alaska 

BCF's John R. Manning returned to Juneau, 
Alaska, on August 31 after an 8-week explora- 
tory bottom fish survey in the northwestern 
Gulf of Alaska (Cruise 67-3, July 10-Aug. 31). 
Operations were conducted ininshore and off- 
shore waters between and due south of Point 
Elrington and Nuka Bay (see figures 2-3), 

ALASKA 

SEWARD 

Fig. 1 - General Area of Operation, Cruise 67-3. 

The cruise's primary objectives were to 
obtain dataoncommercial concentrations of 
bottomfish and locate and log trawlable fish- 
ing grounds. Its secondary objectives: to gain 
more information on bathymetric and geo- 
graphic distribution of benthic (sea bottom) 
organisms common to Alaskan waters, and to 
log sightings of foreign fishing vessels and 
give this information to Branch of Enforce- 
ment and Surveillance. 

The Gear 

Sampling gear consisted of conventional 
400-mesh eastern otter trawls equipped with 
3-inch single-brad polypropylene chafing 
gear along cod-end. Trawls were construct- 
ed of 4-inch mesh throughout wings, square 
and belly; and 3.5-inch mesh throughout in- 
termediate and cod-end. 

Headrope and footrope lengths were 71 and 
94 feet. Trawls were fished with 22-fathom 

split ''V"'' dandylines (10-fathom single to main 
warp with 12-fathom ''V'' to wings), anda pair 
of 4.5 x 7-foot Astoria V-doors (800 pounds 
each). Optional equipment included: (1) 30- 
fathom ;-inch snag cable, (2) 92-foot $-inch 
tickler chain, and (3) roller gear--four 9- 
inch rubber wing bobbins; two 16-inch round 

steel bobbins; thirty-eight 6-inch rubber 
spacers; and five 18-inch, six 14-inch, and 
six 12-inch rubber rollers. 

The Operation 

Echo-sounding transects were madetolo- 
cate trawlable fishing grounds. All soft-bot- 
tom areas that appeared reasonably level and 
sufficiently long were sampled. Hard-bottom 
trawling was limited to 14 tows--because the 
entire roller gear assembly was lost off Pye 
Reef during tow 33. Towing time was gener- 
ally held to one hour. A 3:1 main-warp scope 
ratio was used for all drags. Towing speed 
averaged 3 knots. 

Sixty-six of the 79 drags attempted during 
survey were successful--no solid hang-up or 
trawl damage occurred. The bathymetric in- 
terval for all drags ranged between the 43 - and 
158-fathom isobaths; most sampling effort 

was between 80 and 125 fathoms. Total 
weights recorded from 6 hauls were over 
3,000 pounds. 

The Catch 

The following species, listed in order of 
decreasing abundance, were collected in 
quantities of 100 or more pounds for any 
single tow: turbot (Atheresthes stomias), 
Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogrammus), 
Pacific cod (Gadus macrocephalus), flathead 
sole (Hippoglossoides elassodon), Pacific 
ocean perch (Sebastodes alutus), blackcod 
(Anoplopoma fimbria), rex sole (Glyptocepha- 
lus zachirus), dover sole (Microstomus paci- 
ficus), Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus steno- 
lepis), and idiot rockfish (Sebastolobus alas- 
canus). 

The most dominant invertebrate collected 
was tanner crab (Chinonoecetes sp.). Only 
incidental quantities of shrimp were collected. 
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Fig. 2 - Western Area of Operation, Cruise 67-3 
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Kaho” Seeks More Effective Ways 

to Catch Great Lakes Fish 

BCF fishing gear specialists are conduct- 
ing research in the Great Lakes to develop 
more effective and selective fishing systems. 
They are emphasizing harvesting of abundant 
and underutilized fish species. From July 11- 
August 19, aboard the Kaho (Cruise 43), they 
carried out studies in Green Bay, Lake Mich- 
igan. 

Preliminary trials of prototype experi- 
mental fishing gear were made. These in- 
volved several new concepts in fresh-water 
fish production and an evaluation of equip- 
ment design and mechanics of operation. 
The investigations included initial tests of a 
fish pump for pumping fish directly from an 
operating bottom trawl, and using an electri- 
cal field in conjunction with fish pumps, pound 
nets, and trawls. Thetrawl net-fish pump 
system tests were inconclusive due to unex- 
pected mechanical problems. Initial tests 
with the Freshwater Fish Electro-Motivator 
(FFEM) system, in conjunction with pound 
net and trawl fishing, were encouraging. 

The studies were undertaken in coopera- 
tion with local commercialfishermen and re- 
searchers from the Industrial Sciences group 
of the College of Engineering, University of 
Michigan, The trawl-fish pump trials were 
conducted by the R/V Kaho and a cooperating 
commercial trawler, the M/V "Art Swaer," 
Schilling Fish Co., Pensaukee, Wisconsin. 
The pound net-fish pump trials were conduct- 
ed in cooperation with Angwall-Dormer Fish- 
eries, local Green Bay pound net operator. 

Equipment and Methods 

Electrified trawl (fig. 1): The electrified 
trawl tests were made south of Chambers 
Island in Green Bay at 4 to 12 fathoms. The 
experiments were made with a standard 52- 
foot (headrope) fish trawl provided with an 
electrical field to increase efficiency. The 
cathode (negative electrode) arrangement 
was attached at various locations in the vicin- 
ity of the trawl'’s mouth. The "'H''-shaped 
anode (positive electrode) array was attached 
to the inside of the trawl, 5 to 10 feet behind 
the cathode. Copper and aluminum screening 
and tinned braided copper electrode materials 
were tested. Pulsed d.c. was supplied at 
13 p.p.s. (pulses per second) and 10 millisec- 
onds in duration. 

Fig. 1 - Attaching copper and aluminum cathode (negative elec- 
trode) to 52-foot sampling trawl used in electrified fishing gear 
experiments in Green Bay. 

Fig. 2 - Stunned fish on surface in pound net. The anode (posi- 
tive electrode) of the electrical system is attached to the pump 
intake hose at left, while 4 cathodes (negative electrodes) are 
spaced approximately 10 feet apart across the pot of the poundnet. 

Trawl net-fish pump System: Experiments 
to determine the feasibility of pumping fish 
directly from an operating bottom trawl were 
made at4fathoms in Green Bay off Pensaukee, 

Wisconsin. The Kaho, fishing a standard 52- 
foot (headrope) bottom trawl, towed the Art 
Swaer, which carried a fish pump with a 30- 
foot flexible suction hose attached to the cod- 
end of the trawl. 

Pound net-fish pump system (fig. 2): Ex- 
periments with an electrified fish pump were 
conducted in a 37-foot square pound net set in 
18 feet of water. A 6-inchbladeless im- 
peller fish pump coupled to a 40 hp. engine 
capable of pumping 2,000 pounds of fish per 
minute was employed. Power for electro- 
motivation was supplied by a 10 kw. single 
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phase a.c. generator coupled to a solid state 
pulse-forming unit which supplied pulsed d.c. 
voltage from 0 to 250 volts d.c. The pulse 
frequency was variable from 5.3 to 50 p.p.s. 
and from 10 to 55 milliseconds in duration. 
The cathode assembly was a series of four 
10-foot lengths of 2-inch conduit pipe, each 
fitted with ten 15-foot lengths of sash chain, 
spaced 10-feet apart across the pot of the 
pound net. The anode arrangement was six. 
20-inch lengths of 1-inch flat steel stock, 
shaped in the form of a funnel, attached to the 
mouth of the fish pump suction hose. 

Results 

FFEM-trawl: Efforts were concentrated 
on selection of electrode materials and de- 
sign. Although comparison drags were made 
during development trials, the most effective 
electrode system has not yet been tested 
thoroughly enough to draw definite conclusions. 
Of the 14 species caught, the electric field ap- 
peared to affect alewife, smelt, and white 
suckers most significantly. 

Pound net-FFEM-fish pump: Tests involv- 
ing the use of electricity to guide fish into a 
fish pump were partially successful. It was 
found possible to move alewife only 10 feet. 
Sequential switching through a series of elec- 
trodes will be necessary to remove fishfrom 
a normal sized pound net effectively and ef- 
ficiently. 

Trawl net-fish pump: Results of the trawl 
net-fish pump trials were inconclusive be- 
cause the tests were limited by the mechanics 
of the trawl--fish pump hook up and inability 
of towed pump vessel to stay directly over 
the trawl. 

“Oregon” Dredges Scallop 

Off Florida 

The R/V Oregon returned to St. Simons 
Island, Georgia, on September 22, after 25 
days of scallop-dredgingexplorations off 
Florida's east coast. The cruise objective 
was to provide an up-to-date assessment of 
grounds that previous explorations have shown 
to hold the greatest potential for commercial 
exploitation of calico scallops (Pecten gibbus). 
This was the first in a series of industrial 

development cruises scheduled to make an 
intensive systematic resurvey of the Cape 
Kennedy scallop beds. 285 fishing stations 
were occupied between 10 and 40 fathoms. 

Largest Calico Scallops 

From St. Augustine to Ft. Pierce, commer- 
cial concentrations were located over a broad 
area--from the offings of New Smyrna Beach 
to Bethel Shoal in 19 to 27 fathoms. Thecal- 
ico scallops found here were the largest in 
the surveys and provided the largest meat 
yield to date. 

The gear used was 8 -foot tumbler dredges 
with 2-inch bag rings fished with and without 
liners on bags 13 and 20 rings deep and a 35- 
foot North Carolina type scallop trawl. 

The Catch 

East of New Smyrna Beach, in 25 to 27 
fathoms, maximum catches of up to 21 bushels 

per 15-minute drag (84 bushels per hour) 
were obtained with a single 35-foot scallop 
trawl, and 19 bushels per 15-minute drag(76 
bushels per hour) with a single 20-ring bag 
8-foot tumbler dredge. The best counts 
averaged 50 to 66 meats per pound, and yields 
averaged 6 to 7; pounds of meat per bushel 
(65 to 70 pounds in the shell. Maximum 
production rate in this area was 570 pounds 
of scallop meats per hour per 8-foot dredge. 

From Hetzel Shoal to Melbourne, in 21 to 
23 fathoms, catches of up to 16 bushels per 
15-minute drag were made with a 13-ring 
bag 8-foot tumbler dredge. Meat counts 
averaged 68 to 76 per pound, and meat yields 
averaged 5.3 to 7 pounds per bushel. 

Northeast of Bethel Shoal, in 19 to 21fath- 
oms, catches of up to 16 bushels per 30-min- 
ute drag were made with a 13-ring bag 8 -foot 
tumbler dredge. Meat counts averaged 88 to 
115 per pound and meat yields averaged 4 to 
5 pounds per bushel. The scallops in this 
area were generally smallerinsize and con- 
stitute a stock, which should attain commer- 

cial size in the near future. 

Small "seed" scallops were found through- 
out the area surveyed. 

On September 19, a 100-bushel sample of 
shell stock was landed for experimental proc- 
essing by industry. 
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Gear trials showed that the North Carolina 
type scallop trawl is an excellent device for 
catching scallops on the Florida grounds, and 
that catch rates exceed those of smaller 
dredges. 

The Sub 'Aluminaut'' in Action 

On September 20, the DRV Aluminaut made 

an observation dive in the New Smyrna Beach 
area to study scallop distribution patterns 
and to corroborate scallop density calculations 
resulting from exploratory fishing efforts. 
Observations and photographs taken by BCF 
Pascagoula observer, Harvey R. Bullis, Jr., 

confirmed intermittent distributions with in- 
dividual ''beds" oriented in north-south bands. 
Typical "beds" were 100 to 300 feetwide and 
up to 1,500 feet long. Typical densities were 
found to be about 4 scallops per square foot 
within the confines of a ''bed'', with some den- 
sities exceeding 8 scallops per square foot. 

Dredging demonstrations were made for 
an industry observer. Midway through the 
cruise, meetings were held with industry 
participants from Florida and North Carolina 
to provide past and present information about 
the resource. Commercial exploitation began 
on October 4 with reports of high catch rates. 

Leg & 
“Delaware” Tests 
Fish-Handling Equipment 

Three components of a fish-handling sys- 
tem for groundfish trawlers were tested dur- 
ing Cruise 67-7 of the Delaware (Sept. 20-21, 
Oct. 1-4). The equipment, designed by the 
Food Engineering Unit of the BCF Gloucester 
Technological Laboratory, included a fish- 
sorting hopper, a fish-washing conveyor, and 
a vacuum system for eviscerating fish. Also, 
fish washing experiments were conducted to 
evaluate several bacteria-inhibitors. All 
fishing was on the northern edge of Georges 
Bank. 

Fish Sorting Hopper 

The purpose of the sorting hopper is to 
provide a comfortable workplace for person- 
nel sorting and ripping fish--by mechanically 
elevating fish to table height. The hopper has 
a capacity of about 5,000 lbs. For this cruise, 
it was located on the portside just abaft the 

mast, and the cod end was discharged direct- 
ly into it. Operation proved satisfactory. 
Personnel who culled, sorted, and rippedfish 
noted that it simplified their work. Twoother 
advantages were noted: the hopper was use- 
ful for buffer storage when ice was applied to 
the fish, and it collected shrimp that other- 
wise would have escaped through the scuppers. 

Following minor modifications, the hopper 
will be given extended service trials under 
commercial conditions. 

Fish Washing Conveyor 

The washer is part of a system designed 
to simplify gutting operations by placing fish 
at table height. Space is provided for 4 men 
to gut fish alongside the washer on a table or 
conveyor. Gutted fish are dropped directly 
into the washer, which is basically a turbulent 
flume. An inclined conveyor carries the fish 
out of the flume, and a spray header gives 
them a final rinse while they are on the con- 
veyor. Bacteria-inhibitors can be inducted 
into the spray. 

The use of washer and table greatly sim- 
plified the labor associated with gutting fish. 
However, it was found that the turbulence in 
the flume and the pressure of the spray should 
be increased. Despite this, bacterial counts 
taken during the cruise indicated that the 
clean sea-water spray reduced bacteria levels 
by 90% compared to conventionally washed 
fish; when some bacteria inhibitors were in- 

ducted into the spray, levels dropped 99%. 

Following modifications, the washer will 
be given extended service trials under com- 
mercial conditions. 

Vacuum System for Eviscerating Fish 

The purpose of the vacuum eviscerator is 
to reduce the time required to gut fish and 
reduce bacterial levels in the gut cavity-- 
compared with conventionally ripped and gutted 
fish. During the cruise, haddock up to 18 
inches long were gutted with this equipment 
by inserting a tube into the throat of the fish 
and applying a sudden vacuum. About 500 lbs. 
of scrod and medium haddock were gutted 
satisfactorily by this method. Following re- 
moval of the viscera, the gut cavity was rinsed 
with clean sea water. In some cases, the wa- 

ter contained a bacteria-inhibitor. 

Development work on this process is con- 
tinuing at the Gloucester Technological Lab- 
oratory. 



Quality and Shelf Studies 

All fish obtained during the cruise were 
stored in boxes with ice, and returned to the 
Technological Laboratory. Bacteria levels 
and organoleptic quality of the fishare being 
monitored. Shelf life and fillet yield deter- 
minations also are being conducted. The re- 
sults of these experiments will be published. 

Fishing Gear Trials 

Initial trials were made with 3fishing 
gear units during the September 20-21 part 
of the cruise. These units are: trawl warp 
load-cell dynamometers, polyurethane im- 
pregnated trawl ground cable, and steel 
framed offshore lobster pots. Data were ob- 
tained on performance of these devices to 
guide modification as necessary and addition- 
al testing. More extensive sea trials will be 
given these units. 
Note: Foradditional information conceming this cruise and program 
work associated with it, contact: John A. Holston, BCF Tech- 
nological Laboratory, Gloucester, Mass., or Keith A. Smith, 
BCF Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, Gloucester, 
Mass. 01930. 

“Delaware” Samples 

Offshore Herring and Lobsters 

The latest cruise of the M/V Delaware of 
BCF's Boothbay Harbor (Maine) Biological 
Laboratory was designed to sample popula- 
tions of sea herring and lobsters and to ob- 
tain related environmental data, obtain lob- 
ster blood samples, and to sample for larval 
herring. (Cruise 67-8, Oct. 9-18.) 

The areas of operation were eastern 

Nantucket Shoals, Hudson Canyon eastward 

to Oceanographer Canyon area, the southwest 
and northern parts of Georges Bank. 

Fishing Operations 

Herring: Sixtrawl sets were made for her- 
ring at stations indicated onthe chart. Thesets 
lasted up to 2 hours in 30 to 90 fathoms and 
yielded a total of 35 bushels (approximately 
2,400 lbs.). The herring obtained were 22.1 
to 35.7 cm. long. The 1960 and 1961 year 
classes were dominant, followed in percent- 
age by 1959 year class and older. The fish 
had recently spawned (gonadal stage VII). 

Lobster: 21 trawl sets were made at sta- 

tions indicated on chart. The sets, in50to80 

fathoms, yielded 763 lobsters (59% females 
and 41% males) and ranged from g pound to 

15 pounds; the mean was 1.3 pounds. 
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TRAWL STATIONS 
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Fig. 1 - Herring and lobster trawl operations during Cruise 67-8 
by M/V Delaware. 

Other species: Other animal species of 
consequence in the catches were butterfish 
(4 bushel), cod (8 bushels), dab (2 bushels), 
dogfish (5 bushels), goosefish (8 bushels), 
haddock (9 bushels), squirrel hake (4 bushels), 
shad (4 bushel), skate (1 bushel), squid (13 
bushels), northern shrimp (12 bushels inher- 
ring trawl 3), and whiting (29 bushels). 
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Fig. 2 ie Hydrographic and plankton Operations by M/V Delaware. 

Plankton Operations 

Thirty-five 1-meter net tows of 15 minutes 
(5 minutes at 20 meters, 5 minutes at10 me- 
ters, and 5 minutes at surface) were made 

(see chart). Herring larvae obtained from 21 
stations ranged from 5 to 30 mm.; the mean 
(total length) was 12 mm. 

QQOO 
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“Gilbert” Seeks Skipjack Tuna Blood 

BCF's Honolulu-based "Charles H. Gil- 
bert" returned from a month-long cruise 
whose objective was to seek out and bring back 
blood specimens of skipjack tuna (aku) from 
the Line Islands. (Cruise 104, 8/31-9/30.) 

To conduct fishing operations, live baitfish 
(iao, Pranesus insularum) were caught at 
French Frigate Shoals. The baitfish, about 2 
to 4 inches long, were kept alive in the ves- 
sel's baitwells throughout the 1,000-mile voy- 
age. They wereused extensively inthe fishing 
around the Line Islands. 

Cruise Part of Blood-Collecting Network 

The Gilbert encountered numerous skip- 
jack tuna schools and 10 were fished success- 
fully. Blood was drawn from thefish and pre- 
served by freezing in a glycerine solution, 
The blood specimens, collected by biological 
technicians Tagay Kang and Lloyd T. Watarai, 
were brought back to the BCF Laboratory, 
where serological analyses will be conducted. 
The data will aid the Laboratory's evaluation of 
the Pacific-wide distribution of skipjack tuna. 

The cruise represents only one phase of 
the Laboratory's skipjack tuna blood-collect- 
ing network. Specimens collected in similar 
fashion are being forwarded to it from Japan, 
Okinawa, Palau, Ecuador, the eastern Pacific, 
and from the tuna cannery in Honolulu. John 
C. Marr, BCF Area Director, says: ''Ar- 
rangements have been madefor samples from 
several other sites which will broaden our 
scope for evaluating the skipjack tuna popula- 
tion structure in the Pacific Ocean." 

Marr points out that the skipjack tuna of 
the central Pacific are the largest remain- 
ing underexploited tuna resource. It has 
been estimated that the stock could bring fish- 
ermen as much as $25 million a year, At 
present, the figure is about $1 million. 

"Miss Behavior’ Studies 

Albacore With Sonar 

Miss Behavior of BCF's La Jolla, Calif., 
Fishery-Oceanography Center cruised the 
albacore fishing grounds off northern Califor- 
nia and Oregon August 28-September 15 to 
obtain target signatures from albacore tuna 

using continuous transmission frequency modu- 
lated (CTFM)--Doppler sonar. The sonar 
worked well but there were problems. The 
fish, moving always at 5-6 knots, changed 
course repeatedly; whenever their body ori- 
entation changed, their targets would fade out. 

It is becoming increasingly evident to the 
researchers that near-surface tuna schools 
are tricky sonar targets. CTFM sonar scans 
fast enough to track tunas, but their spacing 
and orientation within the school make it 
virtually impossible to maintain contact 
beyond about 100 meters. Even these short 
ranges might work well in a seining operation, 
if the vessel's speed and course changes can 
keep pace with the fish school's. 

BCF Honolulu Attempts 

Bottom Trawling in Hawaiian Area 

BCF's research vessel ''Townsend Crom- 
well'' sailed from Kewalo Basin on October 
25 for a 3-week research cruise to determine 

whether commercial stocks of bottom fishes 
and invertebrates canbefound off the Hawaii- 

an Islands. The vessel concentrated on the 

Maui-Molokai area. The University of Ha- 
waii was cooperating in the cruise. 

The Cromwell was using commercial-type 
bottom trawls providedby BCF's Exploratory 
Fishing and Gear Research Base, Seattle, 
Wash. Heater Heyamoto and Robert P. Lar- 
son of the Seattle base were aboard for the 
first days of trawling. 

Little Known About Fishery Resources 

The grounds trawled lie at depths of 600 
to 2,400 feet off the islands. John C. Marr, 
BCF Area Director, said: ''Almost nothing 
is known about the resources of the sea floor 
around the islands. Much of our scanty in- 
formation comes from the voyage of the Gov- 
ernment research vessel, ''Albatross,'' about 
70 years ago. Since that time, there have 
been a few sporadic attempts at commercial 
bottom or near-bottom trawling but none was 
successful." 

Modern trawling depends heavily on echo- 
sounding equipment, which locates areas 
where the ocean floor is smooth and allows 
the ship to avoid rocky areas that tear the 
trawls. The Townsend Cromwell is equipped 
with echo-sounders and sensitive sonar. 



Marr added: "Around the main islands in 
the Hawaiian chain, there are 4,330 square 
nautical miles of grounds we believe may be 
trawlable. There are about 6,200 square 
nautical miles of potentially trawlable grounds 
around the Leeward Islands. If ithe yield of 
all these grounds were about 13 tons a year 
then Hawaii might be able to establish an in- 
dustry providing more than 15,000 tons of 
valuable marine products a year, or more 
than twice as much as all the current Hawaii- 
an fisheries provide. 

"What we hope to find, among other things, 
is shrimp. Thereis some evidence that there 
may be stocks of shrimps on the bottom off 
Hawaii. Deep-sea fishes sometimes have 
stomachs full of shrimp. In the Gulf Coast 
States, shrimp commands a price of about 
$900 a ton to the fishermen. In addition to 
shrimp, there may be stocks of valuable bot- 
tom fishes.’ 

The bottom trawling was directed by Rich- 
ard S. Shomura, Chief of the Fishery Devel- 
opment Program at BCF's Honolulu Labora- 
tory. Shomura says it will take several voy- 
ages to assess the true potential of the Ha- 
waiian area. 

Typhoon Cuts Fish Kill 

by Grounded Tanker’s Oil 

Scientists of BCF's Honolulu Biological 
Laboratory recently assessed damages to 
fish fauna and invertebrates caused ahs ag 
grounding of the tanker ''R. C. Stover'' 
Wake Island. The damage was slight, ae 
ably because tanker carried mostly jet fuel, 
aviation gas, and diesel fuel rather than 
bunker oil. The kill of marine life was about 
2 tons--mostly fishes from the shallow reef 
flats. The scientists detected no harm tothe 
thousands of sea birds that nest on the is- 
land, 

Another factor that kept fish kill low was 
typhoon Sarah, which struck shortly after the 
Stover was grounded, She blew away the oil 
and partially scoured the oil-fouled parts of 
the island, 
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Auction Prices for 
Regular Sealskins Drop 

At the semiannual fur seal auction at 
Greenville, South Carolina, September 28-29, 
21,622 sealskins were sold for the account of 
the U. S. Government. Prices for regular 
sealskins--dressed, dyed, machined, and fin- 
ished--averaged $80.22, down 11 percent from 
the last sale. This continued the decline 
started in 1966 thathas seenthe average price 
fall from $127.99 in April 1966. 

Faring much better was ''Lakoda,''a sheared 
product offered in smaller quantities. Other 
furs, particularly mink, have suffered similar 
declines. A new color called 'Sandrift" 
brought an average $91.77 per skin. 

The auction produced $1,153,000 for the 
U. S. Government. If prices are not higher 
at the spring 1968 sale, income for fiscal 
1968 will be less than expenditures. If that 
happens, no payment will be made to Alaska 
in fiscal 1969 under provisions of the Alaska 
Statehood Act. 

Royal-Red Shrimp 

Seen from “Aluminaut”’ 

BCF staff from Brunswick, Georgia, and 
Pascagoula, Mississippi, went down in the 
chartered sub Aluminaut to see the deepwa- 
ter royal-red shrimp grounds off Cape Ken- 
nedy, Florida. Tenyears ago, BCF discovered 
commercial concentrations of shrimp in this 
area at 175 to 210 fathoms. Since then there 
has been a small-scale commercial fishery 
here, 

This experimental diving trip was the first 
direct observation of royal-red shrimp on 
these grounds, The shrimp weremore abun- 
dant than the trawl catches indicate. Motion 
and still pictures are being analyzed for clues 
that would lead to gear modification to in- 
crease its efficiency. 

Also, dives were made out of Miami, at 

the edge of the Gulf Stream, to 1,600 feet to 
observe plankton and other midwater forms, 
and on calico scallop grounds off north Flore 
ida. 
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Ketchikan Studies 
Shrimp Flavor Retention 

BCF's Ketchikan Technological Laboratory 
(Alaska) has extendedits nucleotide studies to 
include commercial species of Alaskan shrimp 
during ice holding. Certain nucleotides have 
flavor-enhancement properties. By studying 
their degradation during handling and proc- 
essing, the researchers hope to be able to 
specify conditions that will retain as much 
flavor as possible. 

Dr. Roy Porter traveled to Wrangell to 
collect pink shrimp and side stripe shrimp 
aboard the trawler ''Thomas E.'' Time zero 
samples were peeled directly from the net 
and frozen immediately in powdered dry ice. 
About 50 pounds of each species were placed 
in ice and transported to Ketchikan for per- 
iodic sampling during ice storage. These 
samples will be compared with similar 
samples of spot shrimp collected earlier at 
Ketchikan. 

Expands Markets 

by Air Shipping Fresh Fish 

BCF marketing personnel have been work- 
ing for several months with airline freight 
companies and midwestern food chains to ex- 
pand markets for fresh domestic fishery prod- 
ucts. Freshfishfrom the east and west coasts 
have been flown to stores in Chicago, Mil- 
waukee and Madison. The early results have 
been encouraging. Other supermarket chains 
in the midwest are watching the fresh fish 
market closely. 

U. S. Overseas Trade Shows 

Will Display Fishery Products 

BCF's Office of International Trade Pro- 
motion, Branch of Marketing, will take part 
in two overseas trade fairs displaying fish 
for use in institutions: catering services, 
restaurants, hospitals, government agencies, 

homes for the aged, etc. 

The shows will be held at Hotelympia, 

London, Jan. 9-18, and at the U. S. Trade 

Center, Milan, Italy, Jan. 20-27. 

All processors of fishfor institutional use 
are invited to display their products. Floor 
space and adequate freezing space will be 
free. Fishery items must be produced or 
processed in the U. S. 

Dr. Longhurst Named Head 

of BCF La Jolla Center 

Dr. Alan R. Longhurst is the new director 
of BCF's Fishery-Oceanography Center in 
La Jolla, Calif. He succeeds Dr. Elbert H. 
Ahlstrom, who takes up his research on lar- 
val fishes at the center. 

Fig. 1-Dr, Elbert H. Ahlstrom (standing) congratulates his succes- 
sor, Dr. Alan R. Longhurst, as directorof BCF's Fishery -Oceanog- 
raphy Center in La Jolla, Calif. (Photo: "San Diego Union") 

Dr. Longhurst was associated with the 
University of California's Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography since 1963. He served re- 
cently as coordinator for EASTROPAC, the 
oceanographic study of the eastern tropical 
Pacific conducted by several agencies. 



Fig. 2 - Fishery-Oceanography Center in La Jolla, Calif. 

La Jolla Is Important Research Center 

The Fishery-Oceanography Center is a 
center for West Coast fishery and oceano- 
graphic research. It studies the tunas of the 
eastern Pacific, and the anchovy, sardine, 
and jack mackerel resources of the Califor- 
nia Current. 

Dr. Longhurst, a native of England, re- 
ceived his doctorate in 1954 from the Uni- 
versity of London's Bedford College. Be- 
fore joining Scripps, he did fishery research 
and held administrative posts in Africa and 
New Zealand. He has written 40 papers on 
fisheries and oceanography. 

Dr. Ahlstrom Honored 

About a year ago, Dr. Ahlstrom was pro- 
moted to Senior Scientist, one of six in BCF, 
but remained as director of La Jolla until 
Dr. Longhurst was named his successor. 

BCF originated the position of Senior Sci- 
entist a decade ago and has appointed men of 
excellent scientific achievement. The 
appointees are relieved of administrative 
duties and permitted to devote themselves to 
their special fields. 

Dr. Ahlstrom's Achievements 

In 1959, BCF picked one of Dr. Ahlstrom's 
papers as the Bureau's outstanding scientific 
publication. In 1965, Interior Department 
gave him its highest award--the Distinguished 
Service Award. He is an internationally rec- 
ognized authority on the egg and larvae stages 
of marine fishes and has represented the U.S. 
in this field at scientific meetings around the 
world. He discovered the distribution and 
abundance of young Pacific hake, which led 
to the start of a new fishery in the Northwest. 
His research pointed the way to the discovery 
that the Pacific anchovy has replaced--and 
may be more numerous than--the sardine off 
California. 

Dr. Ahlstrom will publish the findings of 
his long and extensive study of the young 
stages of marine fishes. The publications 
will mirror the fishery resources of the 
California Current System. Because many 
major groups of fishes in the world have their 
equivalents in the California Current, Dr. 
Ahlstrom's work will contribute a great deal 
to tomorrow's oceanographers. 
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FEDERAL ACTIONS 

Interior Department 

UDALL OPPOSES PAMLICO 
SOUND CHANNEL PROPOSAL 

Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall 
has urged the Army Corps of Engineers to 
delay asking Congress for authority to dig a 
ship channel 40 feet deep in Pamlico Sound 
behind North Carolina's Outer Banks until 
scientists can study the probable damages to 
the abundant fish, wildlife, and other recrea- 

tional values. 

The Corps has been conducting a feasibil- 
ity study of 7 alternate routes for the channel 
from the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. phosphate 
mining operation near Aurora, North Caro- 

lina, to the Atlantic Ocean via one of 5 inlets 

through the Outer Banks. 
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Dotted lines indicate altemate channel proposals under study by 
Corps of Engineers. 

Secretary Udall saidhis Department under - 
stands the Corps now plans to ask Congress 
to authorize construction before the impact 
on the natural resources has been adequately 
evaluated. He added: 

"We are compelled to take a position in 
opposition to the proposed channel project 
until adequate studies and analyses can be 
conducted which will conclusively demonstrate 
that the project can be constructed and oper- 
ated in such a manner that natural resources 
can be preserved and protected." 

Interior Department, recognizing the scope 
of an appraisal of the effects, has offered to 
assist the Corps of Engineers in organizing 
and conducting the necessary studies. 

Open waters in Pamlico Sound reach 20- 
foot depths, less than half needed for proposed 
channel. The 7 alternate routes range from 
50 to 97 miles in length. Construction would 
involve removal of 120 million to 233 million 
cubic yards of spoil materials from channel 
areas of 3,800 to 7,300 acres. Spoil disposal 
easement sites would range from 19,800 
acres to 35,300 acres. A variety of jetties 
and breakwater structures would be needed 
to stabilize the inlets and reduce channel 
shoaling. Project construction would require 
about 4 years and annual maintenance dredg- 
ing. The 5 inlets under consideration for the 
channel's ocean end are Oregon, Hatteras, 
Ocracoke, Swash, and Beaufort. Except for 
Beaufort Inlet, all are through Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore or Cape Lookout National 
Seashore, both administered by Interior's 
National Park Service. 

Secretary Udall said the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife advised him: 

"Evaluation of the probable effects of the 
seven proposed channel routes on fish and 
wildlife resources is impractical owing to the 
limited amount of available engineering, hy- 
drological, and biological data. However, it 
is obvious from the magnitude of the pro- 
posed project that sizable damages could oc- 
cur. 

Secretary Udall said the Bureau's prelimi- 
nary estimates show initial channel construc- 
tion will destroy fish and wildlife habitat and 
sessile (attached by base) organisms in area 
of channelization and spoil deposition. These 
damaged areas will range from 22,000 to 
42,600 acres, depending on route selected. 

Potentially greater damages can result from 
alteration of existing salinities, currents, 

and turbidity levels. These factors play 



sizable roles in governing the ecology of the 
Pamlico Sound estuarine complex. (Ecology 
is biology dealing with the mutual relations 
between organisms and their environment.) 

In offering to help the Corps, Interior De- 
partment said: 

"The ecology of this area is governed toa 
large degree by the fresh-water inflow from 
four major river systems mixing with salt 
water encroaching through the several inlets. 
To this are added a variety of bottom types, 
tidal and wind currents, nutrients from the 

upland, and many otherelements. These 
basic ingredients contribute to the immense 
biological productivity of the area. 

"The Pamlico-Albemarle Sound complex 
contains over 1.6 million acres, which rep- 
resents about 90 percent of the total estua- 
rine area in North Carolina. Many fishes, 
such as fluke (summer flounder), croaker, 
and weakfish (spotted sea trout) utilize the 
area aS a nursery and migrate to other areas 
as distant as Massachusetts. 

"A variety of wildlife species also con- 
tribute to the total fauna. The most evident 
of these are the flocks of migratory water- 
fowl that over-winter here. Multitudes of 
shore and marsh birds add to the variety and 
abundance. The plentiful food supply, diver- 
sity of habitats, and relative remoteness of 
the area combine to make it of outstanding 
value to aquatic birds and animals. Further 
importance is reflected by the fact that three 
State wildlife management area and four Na- 
tional wildlife refuges have been established 
in the area. 

"Commercial and sport fishing and hunt- 
ing do not represent the total natural value of 
these North Carolina estuaries and Outer 
Banks. Of possibly even greater value are 
the enormous recreational uses from boaters, 
campers, nature enthusiasts, swimmers, and 

others. The focal points for many of these 
activities are the Outer Banks areas of the 
existing Cape Hatteras National Seashore 
Area and the newly authorized Cape Lookout 
National Seashore Area. These areas pos - 
sess outstanding scenic, historic and recre- 
ational values. Cape Hatteras National Sea- 
shore Area had 1,133,000 visitors in 1966 
and comparable use is expected at Cape Look- 
out National Seashore Area when it is devel- 
oped." 

ORK 
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PROTECT MARINE LIFE ON 
CONTINENTAL SHELF 

Three agencies in the Department of the 
Interior--Geological Survey (GS), Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM), and Fish and Wild- 
life Service (FWS)--have signed a memoran- 
dum of understanding to cooperate in mini- 
mizing possible damage to marine resources 
on the Outer Continental Shelf during mineral 
exploration and development. 

The Outer Continental Shelf covers at least 
850,000 square miles. Portions of it are ex- 
ceptionally rich in petroleum, natural gas, 
and sulphur. 

"As these resources are developed more 
fully, it becomes increasingly important for 
Interior to exercise its legal responsibility 
for safeguarding aquatic resources, "| Interior 
Secretary Udall said. ''Experts from each 
agency will work together in the field and in 
Washington to see that the delicate ecological 
system that prevails on the Outer Continental 
Shelf is not harmed." 

Under international convention, the Outer 

Continental Shelf extends at least to a depth 
of 656 feet (200 meters), or further if ex- 
ploitation of the sea bed is possible. 

Responsibilities of Agencies 

The Geological Survey issues mineral ex- 
ploration permits and supervises development 
and production of mineral resources on the 
Outer Continental Shelf. The Bureau of Land 
Management issues and administers leases 
on the Shelf. The Fish and Wildlife Service 
is responsible for the conservation and 
management of the commercial and sport 
fishery resources. It provides advice andas- 
sistance on aquatic resources to Survey and 
BLM. 

Survey and BLM will provide FWS with 
information on marine geophysical explora- 
tions supervised by Survey and will give FWS 
a chance to recommend restrictions in such 
permits and leases for mineral development. 

FWS also may observe geophysical explo- 
rations and recommend corrective action if 
it appears that undue damage to living re- 
sources may result. 

FWS also will assist Survey and BLM by 
providing results of periodic studies on 
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problems of the impact of mineral explora- 
tion and exploitation on the commercial and 
sport fishery resources; and information on 
aquatic life which relates directly or in- 
directly to administration of the Outer Conti- 
nental Shelf lands by BLM or Survey. 

The Outer Continental Shelf is an area 
more than three times that of Texas: 140,000 
square miles off the Atlantic Coast, 135,000 
off the Gulf Coast, 25,000 square miles off the 
Pacific, and 550,000 square miles off Alaska. 

Census Bureau 

FISH INCLUDED IN SURVEY 
OF CANNED FOODS STOCKS 

An annual survey of inventories covering 
distributors! stocks of specified canned foods, 
including fish, as of December 31, 1967, is 

planned by the U. S. Bureau of the Census. 
This is the usual survey covering 30 canned 
and bottled products, including vegetables, 

fruits, juices, and fish. The survey would 
begin not earlier than 30 days after the Oc- 
tober 20th publication of the notice in the 
"Federal Register.'' This survey and pre- 
vious ones provide the only continuing source 
of information on stocks of specified canned 
foods held by wholesalers --and in warehouses 
of retail multiunit organizations. 

Scientific Sampling of Firms 

Reports willnot be requiredfrom allfirms. 
They willbe limited to a scientifically selected 
sample of wholesalers and retail multiunit 
organizations handling canned foods. This 
should provide year-end inventories of the 
items with measurable reliability. These 
stocks will be measured in terms of actual 
cases, with separate data requested for "all 
sizes smaller than No, 10" and for'"'sizes No. 
10 or larger." (In addition, multiunit firms 
reporting separately by establishment willbe 
requested to update list of their establish- 
ments maintaining canned food stocks.) 

PRINCIPAL UNITED STATES FISHERIES 

PACIFIC SARDINE 

ALASKA 

UNITED STATES 

SHRIMP 
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1966 World Fish Catch Up Six Percent 

The 1966 world catch of fish and shellfish 
reached 56.8 million metric tons, 125.2 bil- 
lion pounds, up 6 percent from the 1965 total 
of 53.3 million tons. Norway took over fifth 
place from the U. S. Peru, Japan, Commun- 
ist China, and the Soviet Union accounted for 
most of the increase. Their combined catch 

totaled 27 million metric tons--47 percent 
of the world total. 

Catches were smaller for the Federal Re- 
public of Germany, the Netherlands, and the 
U. S. (BCF Branch of Fishery Statistics.) 

World Fisheries 

The United States long was one of the 
world's major producers of fishery products. 
Before World War II and until 1959, the U.S. 
catch ranked second only to Japan's. In 1959, 
the U. S. dropped to third--behind the expand- 
ing fisheries of mainland China. The fish- 
eries of Peru and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, which had been close behind, 
surged ahead and, in 1960, dropped the U. S. 
to fifth place. In 1966, Norway dropped the 
U. S. to sixth place. 

The 1966 Norwegian fisheries catch was a 
record 5.8 billion pounds (live weight)--about 
28 percent more than in 1965. This increase 
was produced by larger catches of winter her- 
ring and fatherring. There were record 
catches of capelin and mackerel anda sub- 
stantially larger haddock catch, The short- 
term outlook for the Norwegian fisheries 
is promising. Seasonal fisheries have recorde 
ed even better results in 1967 thanin 1966. The 
Norwegian Government has committed itself 
to a policy of supporting incomes of fishermen 
and subsidies, loans, and programs to mod- 

ernize vessels, processing plants, and other 
facilities. 

1966 U. S. Catch 

The U. S. catch in 1966 was 5.7 billion 
pounds (live weight)--the smallest domestic 
catch since 1953. There were smaller land- 
ings of important species (tuna, jack macker- 
el, Pacific and Atlantic sea herring, yellowtail 
flounders, and shrimp) in 1966 thanin 1965, 

More serious was the large decline inland- 
ings of menhaden. This is the principal spe- 
cies taken by Atlantic and Gulf fishermen (30 

percent of the 1966 catch of all species). The 
menhaden fishery yielded a disappointing catch 
of 1.3 billion pounds--435 million pounds, or 
9 percent, less than in 1965, and more than 1 
billion pounds below 1962's record 2.3 billion 
pounds, 

In 1965, the domestic catchof fishery prod- 
ucts accounted for 70 percentof the total U.S. 
supply of 7.6 billion pounds. By 1966, the 
domestic catch accounted for only 35 percent 
of the total U. S. supply of 12.4 billion pounds. 

The U.S. failure to maintain its relative 
position in world fisheries can be attributed 
largely to its failure to maintain the catches of 
such important species as menhaden and pil- 
chard. (Foodand Agriculture Organization.) 
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Antarctic Whaling Quota Set 

Representatives of Japan, Norway, USSR, 

and Great Britain, met in Oslo, Norway, to 

set national quotas for the 3,200 blue-whale 
units recommended by the International Whal-: 
ing Commission for the 1967/68 Antarctic 
Whaling season. OnSeptember 2, they agreed 
on these allocations, which are the same as 

the previous year's: 

Allocation of 
ee Quota 

Ratio of: 

The Oslo conference was the second meet- 
ing of the 4 nations to discuss national quotas. 
The first, held in London July 4-5, 1967, failed 
to produce an agreement. ("Suisan Tsushin," 
Sept. 5.) 

New ICES Convention 

May Become Effective July 1968 

Because Italy alone of 16 signatories had 
not ratified the Convention on International 
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), 
the Convention did not come into force in July 
1967. But it was thought that the 15 ratifying 
Governments might adopt protocol at the Oc- 
tober meeting of ICES in Hamburg bringing 
the Convention into effect among themselves 
in July 1968. This action would accord with 
the Convention. (Fisheries Attaché, U. S, 
Embassy, Copenhagen, Aug. 25.) 

To Replace Original ICES 

The Convention will replace the olderICES 
statutes, which were informal agreements not 
a treaty, adopted in 1902. The U. S., partyto 
the earlier agreement from 1912 to World 
War I, ratified the new convention April 24, 
1967, 

Current ICES members and signatories to 
the new Convention are Belgium, Denmark, 

West Germany, Finland, France, Iceland, 

Italy, Netherlands, Ireland, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, U. K., and USSR. 
Canada and the U, S. have applied for mem- 
bership by accession. 

= 
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Complete First Cruises 

in Study of Eastern Tropical Pacific 

Scientists and ships of the U. S., Mexico, 
Chile, and Peru have completed the first sur- 
vey cruises for Eastropac, the largest ocean 
research expedition ever to study the eastern 
tropical Pacific. The program's first 18 
months emphasized physical, chemical, and 
biological oceanography. From 1968 through 
1970, major attention will be given to fishery 
investigations, including development of 
weather forecasting techniques, exploration, 
and experimental fishing. 

The expedition vessels will cover the 
area between latitudes 209 N. and S., and 
from the coast of the Americas to 1269 W. 
longitude. This is roughly from San Diego 
to northern Chile and some 2,000 to 4,000 
miles west. 

When the oceanographic work ends, 

Eastropac will become largely fishery 
oriented. 

Surveyed N-S Course 

In the first survey, February-March 1967, 
the Eastropac vessels made scientific ob- 
servations on a rectangular north-south 
course. They surveyed the region inten- 
sively for 40 to 50 days at opposite sea- 
sons--in February-March and August-Sep- 
tember 1967. Another survey is planned for 
February-March 1968. 

Before and after these multiship surveys, 
2 single-ship monitoring cruises, each for 
about 50 days, record ocean climate changes 
at consecutive seasons by following strategi- 
cally selected tracts. 

Peru and Chile Study Their Waters 

The contributions of Peru and Chile con- 

sist of observations to at least 300 miles off 



their own coasts by the research vessels 
"Unanue"' (Peru) and 'Yelcho" (Chile). (Mex- 
ico's vessel is the ''Yolanda."') 

The first buoys used measured ocean and 
air temperatures, and wind velocity and di- 
rection. They monitored and accumulated in- 
formation on seasonal and year-to-year vari- 
ations in the ocean environment. This mon- 
itoring is considered vital to future weather 
forecasting. 

Six information papers have been issued 
describing Eastropac. Copies are available 
from: Dr. Alan A. Longhurst, Coordinator, 
EASTROPAC, Fishery Oceanography Center, 
La Jolla, Calif. 92037. 

Minimum Trawl Mesh Recommended 

for South-East Atlantic Hake 

The joint research project carried out by 
the West German vessel "Walther Herwig" 
and the South African "Africana II" into hake 
stocks off the South and South-West African 
coasts had markedly successful results. 

The month-long joint program was de- 
signed primarily to find a ''selection factor" 
for Cape hake (Merluccius capensis) which 
could be used as the basis for an internation- 
al agreement on conservation. The factor 
would permit the calculation of a minimum 
mesh size, which would be applied by agree- 
ment in trawls of vessels fishing the area, 
The research team recommended one 
of 110 mm. (43% inches). This would allow a 
sufficient proportion of immature fish to 
escape--to minimize effect of heavy 
fishing. 

German Leader Sees Urgent Need 

The leader of the German team believes 
this limitation of net mesh size is virtually 
the only practicable measure available to 
check the destructive effect of undisciplined 
fishing for bottomfish in South-East Atlantic. 
He believes too that time is running out. 

The selection factor--still only in prelim - 
inary form --couldform key to successful ne- 
gotiation of afishery convention for the South- 
East Atlantic along lines planned by FAO. 
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A member of German team said: "I re- 
gard it as absolutely vital that an agreement 
should be reached soon. Ihave studied catch 
statistics from the major trawl fishing 
grounds in the world and in my opinion the 
results we have recorded on this voyage 
show that at present the South-East Atlantic 
is as rich as any--including the great fish- 
eries off Iceland and Labrador. 

"But on one day we spent on the grounds, 
I counted 78 trawlers busy fishing--and no 
grounds can withstand that sort of attack for 
long without being damaged. The amazing 
thing is that the fishing is still as good as it 
is, despite the pace of it." 

Evidence of Indiscriminate Fishing 

Another member revealed that the 
Walther Herwig's trawls had dredged upfrom 
the bottom net fragments from trawls of un- 
known foreign trawlers that had snagged their 
gear. 

These fragments indicated a cod-end mesh 
of only 23 inches (60 mm.)--well below the 
size used by the average South African trawl- 
er and designed to scoop fish of all sizes. 

"This indiscriminate fishing is proof that 
action is urgently needed to regulate the mesh 
widths used in the trawls,'' he pointed out. 

The researchers said that hake mature 
when they are over 40 cm. (15% in.) long. 
From a scientific viewpoint, it would be un- 
wise to catch smaller fish. ''Trawling is a 
selective method of fishing but nevertheless, 
a cod-end of specified mesh size will capture 
fish of a wide variety of sizes (ages). 

Recommend Mesh Size 

"The current experiments were designed 
to establish the percentage of hake of each 
size class retained by a cod-end of known 
mesh size. From the results of fishing, a 

mesh selectivity factor could be calculated. 
This was found to be 3 to 5 and is related to 
the size of the fish at 50 percent retention 
divided by the average cod-end mesh size. 

"From this selectivity factor, it is a sim- 
ple task to calculate the optimum mesh size 
to ensure the desired escape rate of the small 
fish." 
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The researchers recommended trawl nets 
with mesh size of at least 110 mm. (43 in.) 
to conserve Cape hake. They believe that the 
small mesh size presently used by certain 
trawlers means a heavy wastage of smallfish. 

"Not only is this unnecessary destruction 
of small fish adversely affecting the hake 
stocks but it also represents fruitless effort.' 
(''The South African Shipping News and Fish- 
ing Industry Review, July 1967.) 

Catch of UNDP/FAO Trawler 
Sold in Barbados 

Fish caught by an exploratory trawler of 
the UN Development Program/FAO Carib- 
bean Fisheries Development Project were 
sold in Barbados this summer to test recom- 
mendations made by a marketing specialist. 
The sale was part of the joint project involv- 
ing several Caribbean countries, UNDP/FAO, 
andthe U.S, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. 

The 19,214 pounds of fresh fish, mainly 
Snapper, had been caught by the "Calamar, 
one of several new exploratory trawlers used 
by the Project. They were sold at normal 
commercial prices to the Barbados Market- 
ing Corporation, which agreed to test modern 
techniques recommended by the marketing 
specialist--on handling, packing, storing, and 
retail sale--after earlier landings. 

Public Response Excellent 

The iced fish, packed inaninsulated fiber - 

glass box, were sold installs intownandfrom 
avan that visited country districts. The daybe- 
fore the sale, ample publicity was given through 
radio and press tothe sale and to stall locations 
and the van's route. Public response was ex- 
cellent. People assembled before the stalls 
opened and were 4 to 6deep atcounters allday. 
At one stall, crowds had to be broken into 
small groups before being allowed to enter. 

In the country, the van was overcrowded. 
A second van was pressed into service tocom- 
plete the advertised route. On the first day, 
11,000 pounds were sold. The remainder, 

except 1,000 pounds frozen for later use, was 

sold by 1:00 p.m. the next day. Further tests 
are planned. 

In earlier cruises, 8,000 pounds of fish, 
mainly snapper, were sold on July 7 to two 
wholesalers in Kingston, Jamaica, and 11,366 
pounds were sold in Georgetown, Guyana. 

"Alcyon's'' Cruise 

The Alcyon arrived at Kingston, Jamai- 
ca, on July 7, after a 19-day cruise for ex- 
perimental snapper fishing on Pedro, Rosi- 
land, and Walton Banks. Of the 8,000 pounds 
of mixed fish, about 75 percent were yellow- 
tail snapper. The Alcyon left Kingston on 
July 19 for St. Martin. It arrived on the 
23rd to take on bait for 4 weeks of long-lining 
in the vicinity of the Virgin and Leeward Is- 
lands and off Puerto Rico. 

The Calamar left Bridgetown on July 11 
and returned on the 26th after a trawl cruise 

off Surinam and Guyana. It made a port call 
at Georgetown, Guyana; 30,000 pounds of fish 
were landed there and in Barbados after 6 

days! actual trawling. 

The ''Fregata" left Bridgetown on July 13 
after last- minute changes to ready it for bait 
fishing during "shakedown" cruise to Curacao 
area. Some live bait;was taken at Bequia. 
Scouting for tuna schools was conducted off 
the Grenadines, Grenada, and the Netherlands 

Antillian Islands of Aruba, Bonaire, and Cur- 
acao. At least one moderate-size school of 
skipjack tuna was seen between Curacao and 
Bonaire; however, the fish would not take live 
bait and none was captured. 

Mexico and U. S. 

Hold Fisheries Talks 

Mexican and U. 5S. officials completed dis- 
cussions on mutualfishery problems in Mex- 
ico City on September 19 and reported to their 
Governments. Fishing industry representa - 
tives from both countries attended as observ- 
ers. The delegations agreed on recommen- 
dations to their Governments which would 
regulate the fisheries of each country within 
the contiguous fishery zone of the other. 

If the 2 Governments consider the reports 
appropriate, they will conclude a formal ex- 
ecutive agreement. 



The discussions arose out of Mexico's ex- 
tension, late in 1966, of her jurisdiction over 
fisheries in adjacent waters to 12 nautical 
miles from shore. Like the Mexican law on 
the exclusive fishery zone, the U. S. law of 
1966, which extends her fishery jurisdiction 
to 12 nautical miles from shore, also pro- 
vides for continuation of such traditional fish- 
ing within the zone as may be recognized by 
the Government having jurisdiction. 

Delegations Headed By Ambassadors 

The Mexican delegation was headed by Am- 
bassador Oscar Rabasa, Legal Adviser tothe 
Secretary of State for External Relations. It 
included Antonio Gonzalez de Leon, Director 
General of the Diplomatic Service, Ministry 
of External Relations; Enrique Azuara Salas, 
Director General of Internal Revenue, Minis - 
try of Finance and Public Credit; Jorge Ech- 
aniz Ruvalcaba, Director General of Fisher- 
ies and Related Industries, Ministry of Indus- 
try and Commerce; and Commander Gilberto 
Lopez Lira, Private Secretary of the Navy. 

Co-chairmen of the U. S, delegation were 
Ambassador Donald L. McKernan, Special 
Assistant for Fisheries and Wildlife to the 
Secretary of State, and the United States Am- 
bassador to Mexico, Fulton Freeman. The 
U. S. delegation included Raymond T. Ying- 
ling, Legal Adviser for Special Functional 
Problems, Department of State; William M. 
Terry, Assistant Director for International 
Affairs, BCF; Seton H. Thompson, Southeast- 

ern Regional Director, BCF; Gerald V. How- 

ard, Pacific Southwest Regional Director, 
BCF; Milton J. Lindner, Director, Galveston 

Biological Laboratory, BCF; Lieutenant Com- 

mander C. J. Blondin, Law Enforcement Di- 
vision, United States Coast Guard; and Philip 
M. Roedel, State of California Department of 

Fishand Game. (U.S. Dept. of State, Sept. 19.) 

Soviet Fisheries Minister 

Visits Canada and Great Britain 

Soviet Fisheries Minister Ishkov and 6 of- 
ficials of his Ministry arrived in Ottawa on 
September 18 to start a 16-day visit to Can- 
ada's west and east coast fishing ports, re- 
search institutes, and fish-processing plants. 
Special attention was paid to salmon devel- 
opment programs on the west coast (Big 
Qualicum River and Babine projects). 
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In early October, Ishkovwas scheduled to 
visit Expo-67 in Montreal, where the Soviets 
have a large fisheries exhibit, and then go on 
to visit Great Britain October 4-14. 

Ishkov is returning the visits to the USSR 
of British Parlimentary Secretary for Agri- 
culture, Fisheries and Food, J. H. Hoy, in 1965, 

and the Canadian Minister of Fisheries, H. J. 

Robinchaud, in March 1967. Minister Ishkov 

had invited them. 

Contacts Increase 

Accompanying Ishkov were 2 Regional Di- 
rectors (for Western and Far Eastern Fish- 
eries), 2 officials of the Ministry's Foreign 
Relations Department, and 2 fishery research 
administrators. 

Both Canada and Britain recently expanded 
their fishery contacts with East European 
countries and the USSR. The Canadians sent 
a team to study Soviet training methods for 
fishermen, and another team to study the ex- 
pansion of fishery exports to Eastern Europe. 
The British sent a fisheries team to Poland, 
bought fishing vessels from her, and ex- 
changed fishery scientists with the USSR. 

LE 

Mediterranean Tuna Group Meets 

The tuna research working party of the 
General Fisheries Council for the Mediter- 

ranean (GFCM) met in Sicily, May 22-24, 
and discussed catch and effort statistics, 
standardization of measurements, and devel- 

opment of a tagging program. 

The participants adopted recommendations 
to provide separate statistical data for each 
species of tuna; to take into consideration va- 

rious types of fishing methods when deter- 
mining catch and fishing effort; to tabulate 

bluefin weight and length using ICES data 
methods; toobtain sportfishermen's cooper- 

ation in tuna recapture and tagging programs; 
to undertake one or more international expe- 
ditions for tuna surveying, exploratory fish- 
ing, and tagging under GFCM's aegis; and to 
have FAO sponsor a seminar on the dy- 
namics of fish populations for Mediterranean 
research workers. 

A report of the May meeting will be pre- 
sented to the 9th Session of the GFCM, in 
Split, Yugoslavia, Dec. 4-10, 1967. (Circular 
18, VII, 1967, GFCM.) 

SeDe ro 
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Iceland and West Germany 
Protest EEC Fisheries Policy 

Iceland's Ambassador to the European 
Economic Community (EEC) visited Robert 
Mansholt of the EEC Commission on Septem- 
ber 14 to seek Community reversal of its de- 
cision to decrease Germany's tariff-free 
quota on iced fish (haddock, ocean perch, and 
flatfish) from 11,000 to 4,500 metric tons. 

Excluded from the quota are cod and saithe, 
which will now be assessed the higher 9-per- 
cent duty; so too will haddock, ocean perch, 
and flatfish outside the quota. Icelanders 
would like tariff-free or lower-duty treat- 
ment for both categories. (U. S. Embassy, 
Reykjavik, Sept. 14.) 

W. Germany Protests EEC Policy 

A Brussels report says the West German 
Government has strongly protested EEC's 
fisheries policy. EEC quotas on certain of 
the most important fish are set much lower 
than the West Germans desire. Also, some 
species that earlier were included in the 
customs quota have been removed just as the 
customs duties were increased. West Ger- 
many expressed concern that these changes 
will be detrimental to trade conditions for 
nonmember countries. The most important 
suppliers of fish to the EEC are the Nordic 
countries and Iceland. West Germany noted 
also that EEC countries are not capable of 
delivering the amount of fish needed by Ger- 
man importers. Further, there is a risk that 
the lower EEC quotas will increase prices on 
the German market. (''Politiken,'' Sept. 12; 
Regional Fisheries Attaché, U. S. Embassy, 
Copenhagen, Sept. 15.) 
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Denmark Recognizes West Germany’s 
Traditional Fishing Rights 

West Germany's traditional fishing rights 
within Denmark's new 12-mile fishery limit 
have been recognized following negotiations 
in Copenhagen. Denmark considered the Ger- 
man claims in accordance with the London 
Fisheries Convention of 1964. German fish- 
ermen will be allowed to fish flatfish off the 
Danish west coast as far north as the village 
of Bovbjerg--and to fish for shrimp off the 
southern Jutland coast. 

Germany To Extend Her Limits 

Preliminary discussions were held on pos- 
sible Danish claims of traditional fishing 
when Germany extends her fishery limits in 
the near future. No agreement was reached 
on Danish claims, but the positions of the two 
countries were more clearly defined. (''Vest- 
kysten,'' Aug. 24; Regional Fisheries Attache, 
U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 15.) 

fe 
Norwegians to Manage 

Ghana Fishing Operation 

On August 31, after several months of ne- 
gotiation, Ghana signed an agreement with a 
Norwegian company to improve Ghana's fish- 
ing industry. The company is obliged to oper- 
ate the State Fishing Corporation (SFC) ona 
strictly commercial basis--to transform the 
debt-ridden enterprise into a paying concern. 
For its part, Ghana must keep the Corpora- 
tion's vessels seaworthy and provide adequate 
docking, loading, off-loading, and storage fa- 
cilities, The contract also stipulates that the 
number of expatriate employees should be 
kept as low as possible. Since early in the 
year, the SFC has operated 6 stern trawlers 
built by the Norwegian firm. (U. S, Embassy, 
Accra, Sept. 10.) 

Netherlands Adds Synthetic Protein 

to Flour for India 

A synthetic protein booster called "lysine" 
was added to a shipment of flour on August 22 
from Rotterdam to India. The proportion was 
11 tons of lysine to 5,500 tons of flour. Lysine 
is produced from coal and boosts the protein 
value of grains. It has beendescribed by 
some food experts as "a product which may 
revolutionize the world's food problem." 

Only 1 or 2 kilos added to a ton of wheat 
can bring wheat up toits required protein val- 
ue. One kilo of lysine costs 273 U. S. cents. 

Lysine will be manufactured in large quan- 
tities ina plant inGeleen (Limburg), the Nether- 
lands. It is scheduled to be opened by the end 
of 1967. (U.S. Embassy, Hague, Sept. 5.) 
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World Fish Meal Production 

Up 3% in First Half 1967 

The production of 1.9 million metric tons 
of fish meal during first-half 1967 was more 
than 3 percent above the 1966 period. Pro- 
duction in Peru, Norway, South Africa, Den- 
mark, Canada, Sweden, West Germany, and 
the United Kingdom increased this year. 

1, 029, 262 

214, 823 
2,250 
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1 /Data not available. 
2/Data available only for January-April 1967. 

lote: Japan does not report fish meal production monthly to the 
International Association of Fish Meal Manufacturers. In 1965, 
she produced 356,000 metric tons of fish meal, according to 
the Food and Agriculture Organization "Yearbook of Fishery 
Statistics, 1965" vol. 21. 

FEO Meal Exports, Jan.-July 1967 

Member countries of the Fish Meal Ex- 
porters! Organization (FEO),which accounts 
for about 90 percent of world exports of fish 
meal,are Chile, Angola, Iceland, Norway, 
Peru, and South Africa/South-West Africa. 
Their exports in January-July 1967 were: 

1/Not available (18.4 soars an aeough May er ) 
2/129.1 thousand tons exported in August 1967; total Jan. -Aug. 

1967, 1,012.5 thousand tons; Jan.-Aug. 1966, 945.3 thou- 
sand tons. 
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Fish Meal Conference Held in Norway 

The Seventh Annual Conference of the In- 
ternational Association of Fish Meal Manu- 
facturers (IAFMM) was held in Bergen, Nor- 
way, through the week beginning September 4. 
Over 100 leading producers, fishing industry 
scientists, and nutritionists from many coun- 
tries attended. 

The 16-member-nation Association has 
liaison with FAO. It meets regularly in the 
member countries. This leads to better un- 
derstanding of industries and problems. It 
helps producers and scientists advising the 
industry to cooperate more closely in pro- 
ducing and marketing a high-quality product, 
which is used primarily in intensive poultry 
and pig feeding. 

The participants reviewed the present world 
market and methods of market research and 
promotion designed to ensure regular supplies 
of fish meal to consumers at prices that en- 
sure maximum usage of animal feeds. Al- 
though the association considers commercial 
matters, its activities are advisory and do 
not deal with price or control of markets. 

Increased Production Was Foreseen 

The participants had foreseen that during 
1967 increased production would be matched 
by increased consumption. They stressed that 
considerable stocks were necessary for or- 
derly marketing--because of seasonal fishing 
in some major producing countries, weather 
conditions, and fluctuating catches. 

They reviewed methods of keeping users 
more aware of the high nutritional value of 
fish meal, particularly in countries using 
relatively less meal in animal feeds. An in- 
tensified program of promotion will be started. 

Developments and increased interest in 
the manufacture of fish protein concentrate 
(FPC) for human consumption were discussed. 
This is considered a problem of economics 
and acceptance--rather than of manufacture. 

Analysis of Fish Meal 

The Scientific Committee and Working 
Groups agreed on appropriate methods of 

analyzing fish meal. They drew attention to 
the effect of sampling errors and the need 
for detailed sampling procedures. 
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At a special session, leading agents, im- 
porters, and brokers in the fish meal trade 
discussed matters of mutual interest. 

1967 World Trade 

and Output of Marine Oils 

It is estimated that exports of marine oils 
in 1967 will be about 7 percent above 1966 and 
the largest since 1962. An estimated 850 
short tons will be exported compared with 795 
tons in 1966 and 906 in 1962. The increase 
reflects estimates of record net exports of 
fish oil, 520 tons, partly offset by a further 
decline in whale oil. 

World production of fish oil, however, is 
forecast at 1,020 tons, up slightly from 1966's 
1,001 tons. 

Record world exports of fish oil in 1967 
are forecast, continuing an upward trend. The 
expected increase reflects larger movements 
of anchovy oil from Peru and herring oilfrom 
Norway. However, exports of herring oil 
from Iceland, menhaden oil from the United 
States, and anchovy oil from Chile are ex- 
pected to decline somewhat. The Peruvian 
fishing season again was closed during June- 
August 1967. The shutdown continued until 
the last week of September. Fishing condi- 
tions in last 3 months will be an important 
factor governing 1967 exports. 

Whale Oil Output Down 

Production of whale oil in 1967 will con- 
tinue downward--for the sixth consecutive 
year. This reflects further reductions in 
operations in compliance with reduced Ant- 
arctic pelagic catch quotas for 1966/67 sea- 
son. Because whale stocks have been threat- 

ened by extinction, the International Whale 
Commission acted on the recommendations 

of scientists and cut the 1967/68 Antarctic 
pelagic quota to 3,200 blue-whale units--300 
less than in 1966/67. 

The 1966/67 catch results in blue-whale 
units (1965/66 bracketed) were: Japan, 1,633 
(2,340); USSR, 1,069 (920); and Norway, 801 
(829). The actual Antarctic catch in the 
1966/67 pelagic season was 71,155 shorttons, 

compared with 83,955 in 1965/66. 

World Exports of Marine Oils, Average 1955-59, 1960-64; 
Annual 1964-66; Forecast 1967 

«+ «© « » (1,000 Short Tons)... 
19672/, 155 175 520 
19663/. 175 170 450 
1965. 211 170 430 
1964... ° 249 165 384 
Avg. 1960-64. 356 137 347 
Avg. 1955-59. .| 427 119 160 

1/Includes liver oils. Net exports. 
2/Forecast. 
3/Preliminary. 

Complete information on sperm oil produc- 
tion is not currently available. However, out- 
put this year may not differ significantly from 
1966. ("World Agriculture Production and 
Trade," Statistical Report, U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, Sept. 1967.) 

coh at 
New Double-Reeled 

Power Blocks Marketed 

A Scandinavian firm is marketing 3 power 
blocks of a new type said to permit smoother 
and more rapid hauling of the purse seine. 
The 2 larger sizes, of 2 and 4 tons pulling 
capacity, have double reels separate from 
each other that can be rotated independently 
or inunison. These blocks are carried by a 
hydraulically operated crane. 

A smaller model, of one-ton pulling capa- 
city, is designed for use aboard smaller ves- 
sels that fish small nets, shrimp trawls, or 
purse seines. The two spools of this smaller 
unit cannot be rotated independently. (''Fisk- 
aren," June 7; Regional Fisheries Attache, 

U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 15.) 



FOREIGN 
CANADA 

TESTS MID-WATER 
HERRING TRAWL SUCCESSFULLY 

A midwater trawl for herring was tested 
successfully in Canada. A converted scallop 
dragger caught 200 tons in the last week of 
August--including as much as 30 tons ina 
single 30-minute haul. The catch was made 
off west side of Digby Neck, Bay of Fundy, in 
daylight, when herring were too deep and 
dispersed for successful purse seining. 

The vessel fished in 25 to 40 fathoms with 
the net 1 to 20 fathoms off the bottom. When 
fishing, the trawl measures 70 feet wide, 40 
feet deep, 300 feet long, and is spread by steel 
hydrofoil otter boards each weighing 1,400 
pounds, 

Fishing Industry Interested 

Early success of this government project 
is arousing the interest of the fishing indus - 
try. This is the first time large quantities of 
herring have been taken by a Canadian trawl- 
er off the Atlantic coast. Tests are continu- 
ing. (Department of Fisheries, Information 
Branch, Sept. 12.) 

% OK OK 

EXPERTS CONFER ON 
FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE 

The potential of marine life as a source 
of protein has long been realized. But onlyin 
the past decade have technological advances 
made it possible to extract protein from pre- 
viously underexploited sources of fish in 
commercial quantities. The development of 
fish protein concentrate (FPC) is becoming 

increasingly important in providing rich but 
inexpensive additives to such foods as cere- 
als and rice. It may help to fill the ever- 
widening gap between food needed by the 
world’s hungry millions and the amounts 
available to them. 

Over 200 Participate 

These possibilities have generated world- 
wide interest in FPC. Attesting this interest, 
more than 200 scientists, food and pharma- 
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ceutical experts, government administrators, 
economists, technologists, and engineers met 
in Ottawa on October 24 and 25. About 20 
papers were submitted by Canadian, U. S., 
and United Nations specialists on all aspects 
of FPC development. These included availa- 
bility of raw material, methods and costs of 
production, quality of product and need, mar- 
kets, and techniques and equipment needed 
for large-scale production. 

FPC's Future Promising 

Some participants predicted that the meet- 
ing will have a great impact on both govern- 
mental and industrial FPC programs to ben- 
efit the world. Over a ten-year period, tests 
using FPC were conducted to improve the 
diets of undernourished children in Peru, 
Indonesia, Mexico, and other countries. They 
have shown remarkably good results. Be- 
sides its humanitarian aspect, FPC is thought 
to have great possibilities as a commercial 
product. Highly refined FPC has no objec- 
tionable odor or taste, which helps its cause. 
(Dept. of Fisheries, Ottawa, Canada, Sept. 20.) 

* OK OK 

TUNA FIRM INTERESTED IN 
ECUADORAN FREEZING PLANT 

A press release of the Canadian Foreign 
Ministry stated that a Montreal company is 
interested in establishing a fish-freezing 
plant in Ecuador. The firm's General Man- 
ager planned to visit Ecuador to discuss this 
proposal with local authorities. (U.S. Em- 
bassy, Quito, Aug. 2.) 

% OK 

BRITISH COLUMBIA CHANGES 
SALMON EXPORT REGULATIONS 

British Columbia fishery regulations have 
been amended to permit export of cohosalmon 
in any form throughout the year. 

Also, the amendment adds "frozen" to the 
forms in which pink salmon may be exported, 
in addition to canned, salted, smoked, and 

cured. 
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Canada (Contd.): 

LANDINGS DROP IN FIRST 6 MONTHS 

Canadian sea fisheries landings (including 
Newfoundland) during January-June 1967 were 
833.2 million pounds with an exvessel value of 
C$49.4 million. These compare with 887 mil- 
lion pounds worth $56.2 million inthe 1966 
period. (Excludes seaweeds.) The figures 

are from the June 1967 ''Monthly Review of 
Canadian Fisheries Statistics." 

Landings and exvessel values of principal 
species: 

Jan. -June 

1967 1966 
Jan. -June 

1967 1966 

» «(1,000C$). . . . (1,000 Lbs.).. 

COdMS eielerene 
Hladdocktiteiien'ers 
Pollock .rse:1= ene 
Flounder & sole, 
Herring « . « « « « 
Ocean perch... 

186,012 
60,251 
27,121 
102,713 
236, 632 
27, 121 

439 
20, 097 
5 

239, 123 

Lobsters. . « 
Scallops .. 

Pacific Coast: 
Halibut. . . 
Herring. . . =). 
Salmon... 
Cod. oo» 

OYSTER FISHING IN NEW BRUNSWICK 

Public fishing for oysters will be allowed 
from October 1 to November 30 inclusive in 
the Richibucto River, New Brunswick, Canada. 
The area is upstream of the Main River Bridge 
to Brown's Yard, in a section of the Molus 
River downstream from Warman's Point and 
in the Nicholas River upstream from Meth- 
odist Point. 

The decision to allow a 2-month oyster 
season this fall was prompted by the severe 
loss of income from poor lobster catches in 
District 8 this season, and the inadequate use 
of the main river, and no use at all of the St. 
Nicholas River, during the spring seasonfor 
oysters now allowed. (Dept. of Fisheries, 

Ottawa, Canada, Sept. 19.) 

* OK OK 

REPORT ON TRADE IN FISH MEAL 
AND MARINE OILS 

Production of fish meal for first-half 1967 
was 31 million pounds (15,500 short tons), up 
21.4 percent from first-half 1966. Despite 
this production increase, exports of fish meal 
declined slightly, to 11.9 million pounds 
(5,950 short tons), by June 30, 1967. 

Production of marine oils during first-half 
1967 of 3.1 million U. 5, gallons was 3.3 per- 
cent above the 3 million U. S. gallons in the 
1966 period. Almost all was herring oil, with 
insignificant quantities of seal and other ma- 
rine oils included. 

1967 
EES (ANOcolbss) enone 

.| 1/11,920 1/12, 286 
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Exports of marine oils increased from 4.2 

million pounds for first-half 1966 to 7.2 mil- 
lion pounds this year. Imports, however, in- 
creased even more--to 7.3 million pounds this 
year, compared with only 2.4 million pounds 
ayearearlier. (Foreign Agricultural Service, 
U. S. Embassy, Ottawa, Oct. 6.) 



LATIN AMERICA 

Mexico 

JAPAN TO NEGOTIATE FISHING RIGHTS 
IN MEXICO'!S 12-MILE ZONE 

Japan will seek Mexico's permission this 
year for Japanese tuna long-liners to contin- 
ue fishing within the latter's 12-mile fishery 
zone. Mexico's new law, which became effec- 
tive in January, established a 3-mile exclu- 
sive fishing zone beyond the present 9-mile 
territorial sea limit. However, it allows for- 

eign nationals already fishing within the 12- 
mile zone to continue without restrictions for 
one year. 

Fishing Extension Can Be Negotiated 

During that year, Mexico would negotiate 
with those countries conditions under which 
their nationals would be permitted to continue 
fishing for five more years, beginning Janu- 
ary 1968. When the new law was enacted, 
Japan made a representation to Mexico claim- 
ing she could not recognize the fishing zone 
established unilaterally and that such a law 
has no effect internationally. ("'Suisan Keizai 
Shimbun," Sept. 5.) 

x KK 

WEST GERMANY TO GIVE MEXICO 
$1 MILLION RESEARCH VESSEL 

The German Federal Republic is giving 
Mexico a US$1 million fishery research ves- 

sel. The 100-foot vessel will be built as a 
practical fishing craft. With a crew of 10and 
6 scientists, she will conduct exploratory fish- 
ing under the Mexican Department of Fisher- 
ies. This action is part of a U. N. Special 
Fund Fisheries Development Project await- 
ing final approval and expected to be opera- 
ting soon. Details remain to be worked out. 

Mexican technicians will visit Hamburg to 
familiarize themselves with the vessel sched- 
uled to be completed next year. During Au- 
gust, 2 representatives of the W. German Pres- 
ident visited Mexico to discuss the vessel. 

mK OK 

SELLS 6 SHRIMP VESSELS TO VENEZUELA 

Six shrimp vessels built in Mazatlan, Mex- 
ico, have been sold to Venezuela. Each cost 
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US$90,000, is 22 meters (72 feet) long and 6 
meters (19.7 feet) wide, and has a 380-hp. 
engine. They were delivered to Lacustre de 
Pesca, Maricaibo. ("El Rio,'' Aug. 21.) 

OK 

FIRMS MAKE SHIPBOARD 
FISH MEAL PLANTS 

Portable fish meal plants, designed for 
use aboard shrimp trawlers, are available 

through these 2 firms: Ing. Hector Vargas, 
Productos Marinos Industrializados, S. A., 

Avenida Chapultepec 151-1, Mexico, D. F.; 
Ing. Carlos Diez de Sollano, Montevideo No. 
29, Mexico 14, D. F. 

Plants are the "instantaneous" type: fish 
go into hopper and come out as meal ina 
short time. The meal produced is good qual- 
ity but high in moisture and oil content. Qual- 
ity varies with species. Best results are re- 
ported with lean fish. Meal has a good mar- 
ket in Mexico, where law requires local prod- 
uct to be used before imported meal, Plant 
with a capacity of 5 metric tons of raw fish 
per 24 hours (1 ton meal) costs US$11,200. 
It can be run off ship's engine. 

Plants have not been tested in U. S., al- 
though fresh-water rough-fish control agen- 
cies are interested. (U.S. Fisheries Attache, 

Mexico, Sept. 6.) 

Brazil 

FISHERIES STUDY GROUP FORMED 

The Sao Paulo fishing industry has formed 
a working groupunder auspices of the Sao 
Paulo State Department of Agriculture to re- 
commend methods of developing fishing, fish 
processing, and distribution within the State. 
The Department will work with the State's 
marketing agency (CEASA) and the Federal 
agency in charge of fisheries development 
(SUDEPE) to implement measures to be re- 

commended by the working group. 

The new group has identified the industry's 
major need as the creation of an adequate in- 
frastructure for industrialization of fishing 
and distribution of fish to consumers. 
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SUDEPE and the Department emphasized 
that adequate funds to finance development 
projects are available from several Brazilian 
Government and foreign sources. (U.S. Con- 
sulate, Sao Paulo, Aug. 15.) 

Argentina 

REPORT ON FISHING INDUSTRY 

The 1966 Argentine fish catch was 250,825 
metric tons. In 1965, it was 205,044 metric 
tons; in 1964, 168,542. 

The 1966 sea catch of 211,066 tons was up 
47 percent from 1965, and the freshwater 

catch of 10,091 tons was down 31 percent. 
About 48 percent of the catch went to canning, 
salting, freezing, and filleting plants; about 
40 percent to fish oil and meal processing 
plants. 

Over 92 percent of the 1966 fish catch was 
delivered to Mar del Plata, which has become 
the center of the fishing industry because it 
has plants for fillets, fish meal and oil, and 
canning. 

Processing Facilities 

There are an estimated 65 firms engaged 
in fishery enterprises, many integrated plant 
Operations. There are an estimated 52 can- 
neries, 40 filleting and freezing plants, 67 
salting and drying plants, and 12 fish meal 
and oil plants. 

In 1966 and early 1967, 7 additional fish 
meal plants were opened in Mar del Plata, 
Necochea, and Quequen. (Only 8 plants were 
operating in early September 1967.) 

During 1966, about 40 percent of the catch 
was used for reduction. Fish meal factories 
operated at about 65 percent capacity. Never- 
theless, fish meal and oil production are the 
only industrial sectors showing advances. 

Processors of canned fish products have 
been forced to hold down production due to a 
leveling off of domestic consumption, which 
resulted in early 1967 in a stock build-up. 

Plant investments of all fish industrial 
activities total more than 3.14 billion pesos 
(US$8.97 million). 

Fish meal production was 21,282 metric 
tons, or 44.6 percent more than 1965's 
14,716 tons. Fish oil productionof 1,464 tons 
was 55.6 percent over 1965's 941 tons. 

The potential of anchovy resources has 
been determined by a national laboratory and 
FAO as one million tons per year. 

In late 1966, Machiavello S. A. opened its 

PROMASA fish mealfactory in Mar del Plata, 
with an estimated investment of US$300,000. 
Annual capacity of the plant is 9,000 tons of 
fish meal and 2,250 tons of oil. 

Exports Rose 

Exports of fish products in 1966 were 
13,210 metric tons, triple the 1964 figure of 
4,585 metric tons. Fish meal and oil have a 
market in Western Europe and the U. S. 

Imports during 1966 rose to 10,608 metric 
tons from the 1964 level of 4,746 metric tons. 
They consist of crustaceans and molluscs 
from Chile, Peru, and Uruguay. Imports of 
frozen bonito and green cod have begun to 
fall off, due to the increased catch beginning 
in early 1967. In 1965, Argentina was.a net 
importer of 11,905 metric tons of fish meal; 

in 1966, she was a net exporter of 1,571 met- 

rictons. Most mealexports go to West Ger- 
many; most imports come from Peru. 

Ecuador 

FISHERY PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS 
DROPPED IN 1966 

Ecuador's fishery catch in 1966 dropped to 
48,200 metric tons from 53,500 tons in 1965. 

Exports also declined in 1966: 9,200 tons of 
fishery products bringing US$4,200,000 com- 
pared with 1965's 10,300 tons worth $4, 400,000. 
Fishery products ranked fifthas an earner of 
foreign exchange. 

Government plans to bolster the fishing 
industry have been hampered by lack of 
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modern vessels. Despite large red shrimp 
beds discovered offshore, the lack of suitable 
vessels limited the shrimp catch to inshore 
areas yielding "titi," 'pomada,"' and ''tigre" 
varieties. 

A few small seiners fished experimentally 
for tuna, but most of the catch continues to be 

caught by pole-and-line fishing. No tuna ves- 
sels had refrigeration at the end of 1966. The 
spiny lobster catch was incidental. 

Landings and Exports of Fishery Items, 1962-1966 
SS 
fr t—“‘C‘COC‘é 9266 ~T1965 [1964 | 1963 | i962 

» . - (1,000 Metric Tons) . 

Tuna landings 
Shee landings . 
Spiny lobster Tandings!: 

Exports to U. Sat 
Sanna: tuna... e 
Whole frozen tuna . . 
Shrimp, frozen. ... 
Spiny lobster, frozen. 

1/Not available. 

Several fish meal plants were added to 
process waste, but lack of fish resources 

probably would hinder an expansion of pro- 
duction. 

Peru 

TROUBLED FISH MEAL INDUSTRY 
STARTS SLOWLY 

The fishing season opened in Peru onSep- 
tember 1, but producers refused to open their 
plants because they wanted tax relief. Fish- 
ermen wanted more jobs and increased wages. 
The Government wanted increased wages for 
fishermen, higher import and export taxes, 
and retention in Peru of 40 percent of export 
profits. There were premature reports early 
in September that some vessels had started 
to fish. 

In August, the Government had granted 
minor tax relief and authorized the Navy to 
limit crew size, but industry considered these 

reforms insufficient to begin production. The 
Labor Ministry decreed a return to work on 
September 21, and on September 22 all sides 
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agreed to begin fishing. Fishermen and ves- 
sel owners agreed not to interfere with pro- 
duction by increasing costs or stopping work. 
About 80 percent of the fleet was fishing in 
late September; the rest were getting ready. 
Crew size remained unchanged. This was 
not a major issue with producers because the 
crew's share is the same regardless of size. 
The Congress is considering further relief. 

Industry in Crisis 

The fish meal industry has been in crisis 
since late 1966. Its future is bleak for the 
remainder of 1967 and far into 1968. Lower 
world demand and prices for Peruvian fish 
meal, combined with higher production costs, 

placed the industry in a financial crisis from 
which it shows no signs of recovering. 

Currency devaluationon September 1 may 
reduce some local costs--but may greatly in- 
crease cost of imported equipment and sup- 
plies. 

In mid-September, stocks probably were 
about 350,000 metric tons and sold for future 
delivery. With future production (October - 
December) estimated at 200,000 tons a month, 
and shipments running about 130,000 tons a 

month, stocks at year end may approach the 
half-million-ton mark. This would depend 
on length of shutdowns because of strikes, 
lockouts, or closed seasons. 

The price of fish meal, f.o.b. Peruvian 
ports, fell early in 1967 to unexpected lows. 
They remained down until early September, 
when they were reported to have dropped 
slightly with expectation that fishing would be 
resumed soon. 

Record First Half Production 

In first-half 1967, Peru produced a record 
1,029,242 tons of fish meal, despite a four- 
week closed season and, for the last three 

months of fishing, a reduction of work week 
to 5 days. Added to 501,509 tons produced in 
second-half 1966 (despite 6-week strike), this 
produced 1966/67 fishing season total of 
1,530,751 tons. 

It is estimated that production for second- 
half 1967, during which 1967/68 fishing season 
will begin, may be over 500,000 tons. This 
would depend on availability of anchovy, ab- 
sence of prolonged strikes, lockouts, or new 

closed seasons. 
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In 1966, Peru shipped 1,304,482 metric 
tons of fish meal. By middle 1967, 750,663 
tons had been shipped--slightly better than 
same date of 1966 but much below the 1965 
level. By September 15, 1967, shipments for 
the year were believed considerably above 
one million tons. 

Venezuela 

LEAFLET DISCUSSES 
FISHERIES OF VENEZUELA 

A new leaflet on Venezuela's fisheries for 

1965 and 1966 was issued recently by the U.S. 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (BCF). 

During these years, 2 of the 3 major com- 
mercial fisheries experienced a prolonged 
severe shortage of their basic raw materi- 
als--shrimp and sardines. Shrimp trawlers 
and lake fishermen turned to finfish, and 

processing plants were forced to close. Only 
one shrimp plant experimented with frozen 
fish fillets (fresh-water catfish steaks) and 
those were for the U. S. market. The can- 
neries increased slightly their processing of 
tuna and "pepitones" or turkey wings ("Arca 
zebra"), but there was no one species avail- 
able in ample supply to offset the prolonged 
absence of the sardine. 

Editor's Note: In late April 1967, sar- 
dines returned to the eastern coast, and by 
May all canneries were in production. The 
shrimp reappeared in the Gulf of Venezuela 
in March 1967, but very few have been located 
throughout mid-1967 in Lake Maracaibo. No 
commercial supply of shrimp has been found 
in Venezuela's eastern waters. 

No Sardine Exports In 1966 

Short supply of sardines forced Venezuela 
out of the export market in 1966 because pro- 

duction was required to meet local demand. 
Japanese importers moved into the shrimp 
market in April 1967. They continue to buy 
mostof the shipments of the premium grades 
of pink and brown at prices well above those 
paid by the U. S. market. 

Government Obtains UN Aid 

The Government is optimistic over Vene- 
zuela's marine resource development poten- 
tial, but itis concerned over the lack of knowl- 
edge of the resources. It has obtained the 
assistance of the United Nations Special Fund 
in a project designed to provide the scientific 
and economic basis for rational development. 
The five-year project, which should be initi- 
ated before the end of the year, will be financed 
jointly: the Venezuelan Government will con- 
tribute some US$4 million and the Special 
Fund $1 million. 

The leaflet discusses Government policy 
and programs; shrimp, fresh fish, canning, 
tuna, and fish reduction industries; shellfish 
other than shrimp, including spiny lobsters. 
It includes detailed data on landings by spe- 
cies and ports, exports, etc. 

Colombia 

DEBATE RESUMES ON 
200-MILE TERRITORIAL SEA BILL 

A motion to begin Senate debate on Colom- 
bia's contemplated 200-mile territorial sea 
was introduced the weekof October 8. A bill 
to extend maritime jurisdiction was introduced 
in the House of Representatives in February. 
It passed and went tothe Senate. It remained 
in committee since then. 



EUROPE 

USSR 

TINRO'S DIRECTOR REVIEWS 
SOVIET PACIFIC FISHERIES 

In a recent article, Prof. I. V. Kizevetter, 
Director of the USSR's Pacific Scientific Re- 
search Institute for Fisheries and Oceanog- 
raphy (TINRO), reviewed the Soviet Pacific 
fisheries. He stated that in 1960 the Far 
Eastern Fisheries Administration landed on- 
ly about 800,000 metric tons--but in 1966 the 
total catch was over 2 million tons (including 
a small Indian Ocean fishery). 

During the current 5-Year Plan (1966- 
1970), Soviet Far Eastern catches will in- 
crease by one-third over 1965, to about 3 
million tons. Despite these large increases, 
the USSR will take, in 1970, only about 8 per- 
cent of the total Pacific catch of all nations. 

Kizevetter noted the changed species com- 
position of the Soviet landings. New species 
now caught are: ocean perch, hake, fat her- 

ring, saury, tuna, etc. He added: ''Intense 
fishing, conducted by the fishing fleets of So- 
viet Union and Japan during the last half dec- 
ade in the Northern Pacific did have an effect 
on stocks of flounders and ocean perch. In 
this connection, the problem of unavoidable 
regulation of this fishery by interested coun- 
tries has risen." 

His Complaints About Soviets' 
Pacific Fishing 

He chided the Far Eastern Fisheries Ad- 
ministration fleet for not doing more deep- 
water trawling in the ''area of the Continental 
Shelf of the Bering Sea where commercial 
concentrations of valuable fish species, for 
example, halibut and sablefish, are available" 
He complained that "long-lining for cod, hali- 
but, and sablefish has not been given enough 
attention. He deplored the ''weak develop- 
ment of Pacific shrimp fishing" and insuffi- 
cient use of Alaska pollock, saury, seaweed, 

etc. 

Of Pacific Northwest hake, Kizevetter 
said it was ''an interesting species of our 
trawl fishing" and that its stocks permit an 
annual fishery of over 100,000 metric tons. 
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As for the new Soviet Pacific fisheries, 
they will be developed in tropical and sub- 
tropical zones; pelagic fishing will predomi- 
nate. The Soviet tuna fishery must be organ- 
ized so that ''the resources will be fully uti- 
lized" and the USSR will earn a ''leading po- 
sition in world tuna fishing.'' In 1966, the 
Soviets caught only about 6,000 metric tons 
of tuna--4,400 tons in the Indian Ocean and 
the balance in the southern Atlantic. 

In the tropical eastern Pacific, the Soviets 
will go after mackerel, sardines, small tuna, 
sailfishes, swordfish, and pike-mackerel 
(southeastern Pacific saury). 

In the southern Pacific, the expansion will 
be principally in horse mackerel, tuna, gilt- 

heads, jacks, various species of perch, red 
Snappers, and others. 

ae OK OK 

KOSY GIN INSPECTS 
BALTIC FISHING INDUSTRY 

While vacationing in Lithuania, Soviet 
Prime Minister Kosygin visited the fishing 
port at Klajpeda. He toured a cannery, a 
processing mothership, and a large stern 
factory trawler just returned from the North- 
west Atlantic. Kosygin was interested mostly 
in quality of fishery products and ''the life 
and working conditions of fishermen and their 
families." 

While returning to Moscow, Kosygin also 
inspected the fishing port at Kalinigrad. 

This is twice in as many months that top 
Soviet administrators paid special attention 
to the fishing industry. It could be that the 
poor performance of the Soviet fishing indus- 
try under the new economic system ("not pro- 
duction but productivity") is one of the rea- 
sons for these visits. 

In June 1967, the Soviet Ministry of Fish- 
eries was 9 percent (about 20 million rubles) 
below the 1967 semiannual "'profit'' quota. Of 
23 other Soviet ministries only that of the 
meat and milk industries had a poorer "prof- 
it’ performance (10 percent below the semi- 
annual quota). 
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East German source reports that Deputy 
Prime Minister Novikov visited shipyards at 
Stralsund where East Germans construct lat- 

est series of 3,200-gross-ton stern factory 
freezer trawlers for the Soviets (over 100 
freezer trawlers were ordered in 1965 for 

1967-1970 delivery). 

Ke oe OK 

TUNA FACTORY MOTHERSHIP 
FISHES IN ATLANTIC 

In late 1964, the Japanese delivered to 
Sudoimport, the Soviets' ship-importing firm, 
a 5,300-gross-ton tuna factory mothership 
for the Western Fisheries Administration in 
Riga. The vessel, ''Solnechnii Luch" (Sun- 
light), cost about US$3.6 million. She is 380 
feet long, 57 feet wide; her speed is 14 knots 

and cruising range 120 days. By mid-1965, 
5 identical motherships had been delivered. 
Each carries six 22-ton catcher boats. 

The ''Solnechnii Luch" departed January 
20, 1965, on its maiden voyage from the Far 
Eastern port of Nakhodka. By the end of 
February, she was fishing near the Galapa- 
gos Islands and along the Mexican and U. 8S. 
coasts. She passed through Panama Canal, 
resupplied at Havana, and then continued to- 
wards Brazil. By April 24, she was fishing 
off the coast of northeastern Brazil, thencon- 

tinued towards west Africa. The last leg of 
her journey is described by the fishery scien- 
tist V. G. Iurov, Atlantic Scientific Research 
Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography, in 
the November 1966 issue of ''Rybnoe Khozi- 
aistvo," 

Iurov wrote that the tuna factory mother- 
ship Solnechnii Luch operated along Brazil's 
northeastern coast from April 24 to May 2, 
1965, Adverse weather made launching and 
hoisting tuna fishing boats very difficult and 
hampered fishing. 

Catch of Solnechnii Luch, 

The search for tuna in the region could not 
be aided by any guiding hydrological factor 
affecting the distribution of the fish. The 
sites for the setting of long lines were there- 
fore selected on the basis of non-Soviet sta- 
tistical data, taking into account changes in 
the hydrometeorological regime. Five long 
lines were Set radially at 2 to 3 a.m. The 
catch is tabulated in table. 

Catch Mostly Yellowfin Tuna 

Most of the catch was yellowfin tuna (40.6 

percent) 52 to 155 cm. (20.5-61.0 inches) and 
8 to 96 kg. (17.6-211.6 pounds). The average 
size of male yellowfin tuna gradually increased, 
reaching 150 cm. (59.1 inches) by end of fish- 
ing period(endof April). At that time, the fe- 
males varied more widely in size--from 127 
to 145 cm. The sex ratio in catch averaged 
1:1. Most captured specimens were close to 
spawning. As fishing shifted south, proportion 
of return spawners and sexually immature in- 
dividuals decreased; large specimens with al- 
most mature sexual products began to pre- 
dominate. Tunafeed mainly on squid and small 
fish. The feeding rate was low. 

Other species found were big-eyed tuna, 
albacore tuna, marlin, spearfish, swordfish, 
and wahoo. Although bluefin tuna provide the 
bulk of the winter catch off northeastern Bra- 
zil, only one was caught during the entire 
fishing period. 

The Solnechnii Luch operated during May 
6-19 in the region of the South Trade Winds. 
Weather conditions generally were favorable 
to fishing. 

Marlin Found Often 

Marlin were found frequently in the cen- 
tral and southern sectors of this region. Yel- 
lowfin and big-eyed tuna were caught only in 
early May, the beginning of the fishing period. 
Tuna reappeared in the northern part with a 
commercial school of spawning swordfish. 

April 24-July 6, 1965 

Fishing Region 
Composition 

ec ee eo eo ee we wo oe 

N. E. Coast of 
Brazil lineclnnepenehe ie 

South Trade Winds 
Current Region. . 

Sherbro-Conakry 
Region!/ J... 2. : 

Total Catch... 

1/Off the coast of Sierra Leone and Guinea. 

21, 800 

51,700 

171, 370 
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Big-eyed tuna ranged from 100 to 179cm. 
(89.4-70.5 inches). Sexually immature fish 
were not included. Most of the catch were 
individuals close to spawning. 

Swordfish were second in importance to 
big-eyed tuna. They ranged from 120 to 205 
em. (47.2-80.7 inches). The females were 
slightly larger than the males. At first the 
sex ratio was 1:1, but later the proportion of 
males began to increase. Small numbers of 
return spawners were found. This indicates 
that spawning of swordfish is not completed 
by late May. Both sexes were actively feed- 
ing. Large squids, luminous anchovies, and 

macroplankton were found in their stomachs. 
Judging from their food, the swordfish in- 
habited deep waters. 

Time of Setting Long Line Important 

An important factor in tuna fishing is the 
time of setting the long line. The fishermen 
used both the traditional method of throwing 
the long line at 2-3 a.m., and completing the 
set at dawn--and a new procedure that 
markedly increased the catch. 

In the new method, the setting began at 
4-5 p.m., drifting continued till 9-10 a.m. the 
following day, and the line was lifted from 9- 
10 a.m. to 3-4 p.m. The tuna fishing boats 
using this new method returned to the main 
vessel after setting long lines equipped with 
radio buoys. From 6 a.m. the following day, 
the boats dispersed in the direction of their 
radio buoys andbeganhauling. Thelong lines 
were fished at dawn and dusk, when tunabite 

most avidly. Pacific saury was used as bait. 
This fish does not lose its palatability even 
after 14-18 hours in the water. Long-line 
fishing at night is possible where the danger 
of sharks eating the catch is not great. (In 
the case of albacore the long line would be 
set below 100 meters, 328 feet.) 

Fished Sherbro-Conakry Area 

From May 23 to July 6, 1965, the Solnech- 
nii Luch operated in the Sherbro-Conakry 
area (off coast of Sierra Leone and Guinea). 
There yellowfin tuna formed the bulk of the 
catch. The average length of male and fe- 
male was 150-160 cm. (59.1-63.0 inches) and 
137-145 cm. (53.9-57.0 inches). These fig- 
ures varied daily with the arrival or disap- 
pearance of groups of small, sexually imma- 
ture tuna. The stock fished had not reached 
the spawning stage. 
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Peak catches (up to 150-200 kg. or 331-441 
pounds per 100 hooks) were obtained at the 
boundary between warm and cold waters. 

The general warming of the fishing region 
due to the northward advance of the Equatorial 
Countercurrent proceeded irregularly and of- 
ten was offset by northerly winds. Operations 
were impeded by constant changes in the 
oceanologic structure of the region. Small 
schools of tuna scattered over the whole re- 
gion often migrated southward because of the 
northerly winds. The force and duration of 
the winds determined the extent of these lo- 
cal migrations; usually they did not exceed 
30-40 miles. However, this did not affect the 
seasonal northward migration of tuna, which 
corresponded with the movement of the bound- 
ary between the Equatorial Current and the 
Canary Current. 

Maiden Voyage Data Confirm 
Earlier Research 

The results obtained on the maiden voyage 
of the Solnechnii Luch in Atlantic tropical wa- 
ters confirmed the data on spring and sum- 
mer distribution of tuna stocks established 
by previous expeditions of the Atlantic Scien- 
tific Research Institute of Marine Fisheries 
and Oceanography. 

In late spring, tuna vessels accompanied 
by an exploratory vessel can operate profit- 
ably in the eastern part of the tropical Atlan- 
tic--Angola and the open waters of the Gulf of 
Guinea. 

Catches were highly varied: during the 
first 8 days of fishing, 10.7 metric tons of 
fish were landed, or 1.3 tons per day; during 
the next 13 days, 50 tons were landed, giving 
a daily catch of 3.8 tons; and during the last 
44 days off West Africa, 274.6 tons were 
caught, or over 6 tons per day. The average 
daily catch per day by long-lining during the 
35 fishing days was slightly below 10.0 metric 
tons. Tuna catches were low--1-2 tons per 
day (see table). 

The Solnechnii Luch returned to Kalinin- 
grad on July 22, 1965, with about 800 metric 
tons of tuna and other fish. The trip lasted 
about 180 days; daily catches per trip day 
were about 4.3 metric tons. Since the vessel 
carries 180 men, the average catch per crew 

member was about 24 kilograms per trip day. 

He OK OK 
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CONDUCTS FISHERY RESEARCH 
OFF CALIFORNIA 

Early in August, the 'Iskatel'’ (Seeker), a 
scientific research vessel of the Pacific In- 
stitute for Fisheries and Oceanography 
(TINRO), arrived at Vladivostok after a long 
cruise off the U. S. west coast. Ona previ- 
ous cruise to the same areas in 1966, Iskatel 
found large concentrations of sardines, an- 
chovies, and mackerel off California. The 
1967 cruise was scheduled to confirm earlier 
data. It would appear that the Soviets intend 
to begin a fishery for the 3 species in the 
near future. 

As of mid-September, surveillance flights 
of the California Fish and Game Commission 
and other sources indicated no Soviet fishery 
off California for these species. 

ok ook ole 

POLAND BUILDS OCEANOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCH VESSEL FOR USSR 

The oceanographic research vessel 'Mus- 
son" was launched recently at the Warski 
shipyard at Szczecin, siand, for delivery to 
the USSR. The Musson has a displacement 
of 3,700 tons. She is 86 meters long, and 
13.8 meters wide. 

The vessel is adapted for fishing in both 
tropical and subarctic zones. The storage 
capacity enables her to remain at sea for 90 
days and cruise 15,000 nautical miles with- 
out calling at a port. A special device de- 
signed by the Szczecin shipyard enables the 
vessel to anchor in ocean depths down to 
6,000 meters. She can accommodate 60 

scientists and technicians in 23 laboratories 
equipped with modern instruments. These 
labs will facilitate oceanographic observa- 
tions and synoptic research in meteorology 
measuring direct heating power of sun's 
rays and soundings of the atmosphere with 
rockets and radiosonics. 

Polish press stressed the expertise needed 
to construct ships of this kind. The design 
work was done entirely by Polish technicians 
and the plans accepted readily by the Soviets. 
The designers were presented with an award 
of excellence by the Polish Council of State. 
(U. S. Embassy, Warsaw, Aug. 25.) 

OK OK 

TINRO STUDIES USE OF SEAWEED 

Large beds of sea flax (Phyllospadix) 
stretch along the Siberian coast not far from 
Vladivostok and around the southern tip of 
Sahkalin Island. The Soviet estimate is that 
up to 10,000 metric tons of dry Phyllospadix 
couldbe produced from those beds each year. 

Experiments conducted by Pacific Insti- 
tute for Fisheries and Oceanography (TINRO) 
technologists have proved fibers of sea flax 
to be exceptionally strong and able to with- 
stand rot. Further testing will determine if 
the flax has any practical use. 

sle eh * ook oe 

COOPERATES WITH JAPAN 
IN FISHERIES RESEARCH 

In recent months the USSR and Japan have 
exchanged fishery and research teams. On 
July 20, a Japanese delegation of fishery re- 
search scientists from Kushiro (Hokkaido) 
Salmon Research Institute arrived at the Sa- 
khalin Branch of TINRO (Pacific Ocean Scien- 
tific Research Institute of Fisheries and 
Oceanography) for a week of talks on cooper- 
ative salmon programs. On July 23, a Soviet- 
delegation visited the Shimonoseki sea urchin 
processing factory, fishing port, shipyards, a 
net factory, and a fish meal plant. In mid- 
September, 4 Soviet scientists arrived in Ja- 
pan to participate (aboard a Japanese research 
vessel) in a 45-day research cruise to study 
saury resources off Japan. In 1966, a similar 
joint research project was undertaken aboard 
a Soviet research vessel. (U. S. Embassy, 
Tokyo, Sept. 1, and other sources.) 

x 3k ok 

FISHERY RESEARCH OFF AUSTRALIA 

The Soviet research vessel ''Lira,'' TINRO 
flagship, returned from a 7-month cruise to 
the South Pacific in early Sept. 1967. Itspri- 
mary purpose was to investigate the commer- 
cial potential of fishery resources in Great 
Australian Bight during fall and winter. The 
Soviet scientific party's leader was N. A. 
Kulikov, a TINRO biologist who used to re- 
search Antarctic whales. Soviet sources re- 
port the party collected many biologic sam- 
ples, data on hydrology, and other information 
that ''made the cruise highly successful."' This 
probably means the Far Eastern Fisheries 
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Administration wants to begin a large-scale 
commercial fishery off Australia as soon as 
possible. 

Australian fisheries officials seem to un- 
derstand this and are concerned over Soviet 

expansion plans. 

Despite the position of provincial fishery 
officials, Australia does permit Soviet fish- 
ery research vessels to come into her ports. 
("The Australian Fish Trades Digest," July.) 

oi 

Denmark 

LANDINGS RISE 12 PERCENT 
IN FIRST-HALF 1967 

Landings by Danish fishing craft during 
January-June 1967 increased about 12 per- 
cent above the 1966 period's--from 462,500 
metric tons to 520,000 tons. Nearly allcate- 
gories were up. Exceptions were the cod- 
like species, eels, and Norway lobster. 

Catches of herring and brisling were up sig- 
nificantly from the 1966 period. Mackerel 
catches more than tripled. The supply of 
pond trout was little changed. 

The quantity of processed products-- 
79,000 tons--increased in all categories over 
1966 except for fresh and frozen fillets, which 
declined nearly 15 percent. Both cod and 
flatfish have been in good supply recently, so 
the decline in production of fillets indicates 
a diversion of these fish into sales channels 
for fresh fish. This diversion further re- 
flects the price decline in western markets 
for frozen blocks of cod fillets. Among in- 
dustrial fish products, significantly more 
fish meal, oil, and solubles were produced 
than in the 1966 period. 

Exports Increase But Value Down 

Exports of fishery products increased 
slightly in quantity but decreased in value com - 
pared with January-June 1966. Over 169,000 
tons of fishery products worth US$55 million 
were exported in first-half 1967, compared with 
163,000 tons worth $58 milliona year earlier. 

The major factors behind the decline in 
value were substantial decreases in value of 
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fillets, fish meal, and fish oil exported. The 

quantity of fillets exported also decreased. 
However, quantities of mealand oil increased, 
and the decline in the value of these exports 
reflects lower prices in recent months. The 
quantity and value of pond trout exported were 
up Slightly from the 1966 period. Also, the 
canned category increased by 20 percent in 
quantity and 10 percent in value. 

Exports to U. S. 

Exports to the U. S. during first-half 1967 
of about 2,500 tons ($1.8 million) were only 
about half the 1966 period in value and quan- 
tity. Frozen blocks of cod fillets are the pre- 
dominant export to the U. 8S. These declined 
more than 60 percent in quantity and nearly 
70 percent in value. Pond trout, the other 
major frozen export to the U. S., were up sub- 
stantially in quantity and value. 

Cod fillets .. 
Flatfish fillets. . 
Other... 

The important canned items--sprats, her- 
ring, shrimp, and mussels--all declined in 
quantity and value. There were no reports of 
industrial fishery products exported to the 
U. S. (U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 1.) 

ok sk iste 

NEW FISHING PORT OPENS 

Denmark's new North Sea fishing port of 
Hanstholm was opened officially on September 
8--50 years after it was conceived. 

The new harbor is protected by a break- 
water formed of giant precast-concrete cais~ 
sons. It offers moorage for 200 fishing cut- 
ters and will later be expanded to accommo- 
date 400. A large new auction hall provides 
excellent facilities for selling catches from 
North Sea fishing grounds. Also, an attrac- 
tive, modern town has sprung up which will 
expand rapidly as fishing vessels, processing 
plants, and supporting activities shift their 
base of operations to the new harbor. (Re- 
gional Fisheries Attaché, U. S. Embassy, Co- 
penhagen, Sept. 15.) 

ok ok ook 
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FISHERMEN MAY USE 
MOTHERSHIP OPERATION 

A mothership operation may be used this 
season by Danish fishermen from the port of 
Esbjerg. Last year they made excellent 
salmon catches along the North Norwegian 
coast, but they were not permitted to land 
their catches in Norway for transshipment to 
Denmark. The loss of valuable fishing time 
and increased cost prompted fishermen to 
negotiate with the owner of a large steel cut- 
ter to convert it into a mothership to trans- 
port the catches. Salmon fishing in the area 
was scheduled to begin in September. (''Fisk- 
aren,’ Aug. 16, U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, 
Aug. 25.) 

*k ook oof 

STEEL VESSELS ARE GALVANIZED 

Steel trawlers that have been used in Dan- 
ish fisheries for some time are being cold- 
galvanized. [If not broken by impact, or re- 
moved by abrasion, the galvanized finish is 
expected to last about 7 years. Molten zinc 
is sprayed onto the hull using a pressure 
spraygun-torch apparatus. 

As an example, the 180-ton "Signe Antho- 
nisen" was scraped and cold-galvanized for 
about $2,400 by 4 men in about 6 weeks. In 
all, 10 steel vessels at Skagen have been gal- 
vanized. (''Vestkysten,'" Sept. 9; Regional 
Fisheries Attaché, U. S. Embassy, Copen- 
hagen, Sept. 15.) 

rie eos 

DANE ATTEMPTS 
MARINE FISH FARMING 

A fisherman on the Danish island of Hirts- 
holm in the Kattegat has stocked 1,200 small 
plaice in a 1,600-square-meter enclosure of 
nylon netting. The fish weighed 600 kilograms 
(1,320 pounds) when stocked and are said to 
be gaining weight rapidly on two feedings a 
day of wheat germ. 

A biologist of the Danish Institute for Fish- 
eries and Marine Research stated that plaice 

are not primarily plant-eaters and that the 
"experiment'' was doomed from the very be- 
ginning. Thefishfarmer, ignoring this warn- 
ing, points out that many fishermen know of 
particularly fat and tasty plaice caught near 
shipwrecks containing grain. 

Fish farming projects are also underway 
in the United Kingdom. (''Vestkysten,"’ Aug. 
26; U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 15.) 

He ok ote 

BEST OYSTER SEASON IN YEARS 

Prospects are that 1967 may be the best 
season for oysters Denmark has experienced 
in several years. Ideal growth conditions for 
the shellfish have prevailed this year. Pro- 
duction is expected to be about one million 
oysters, somewhat more than the harvest in 

each of the last 5 or 6 years. Landings, how- 
ever, will not approach the 4 million mark 
reached several years ago. (Bérsen, Aug. 31, 
U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 15.) 

Greenland 

SEAL SKIN SALE 

At the auction of Greenland seal skins on 
September 5, 18,055 skins were offered for 
sale. Nearly 99 percent--17,797--were sold. 
The auction was held at the Danish Fur Sales, 
Copenhagen, for the account of the Royal 
Greenland Trade Department. 

Prices were considered fair: skins in the 
middle-quality grades increased about 15 per- 
cent. The price decline evident at the April 
12 sale appeared stopped. In April, only 
21,039 (78 percent) of 27,279 skins offered 
were sold, 

The next auction of Greenland seal skins 
will be held in spring 1968 at Danish Fur 
Sales, 60 Langagervej, Glostrup, Copenhagen. 
A sale of Greenland fox skins and polar bear 
skins will be held December 14, 1967, at the 
same location. (Regional Fisheries Attache, 
U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 20.) 



Ireland 

$1.1 MILLION FISH MEAL 
PLANT TO BE BUILT 

The Irish fishing industry has received a 
strong boost from the announcement that a 
fish meal plant will be built at Burrow Point 
by Chr. Salvesen & Co. Lid., of Leith, Scot- 
land. The plant is scheduled to be in opera- 
tion by next summer. It will have an annual 
intake of 35,000 metric tons of fish and an 
output of up to 10,000 tons of meal and oil. 

A grant for the £400,000 (US$1.1 million) 
project has been approved by the Grants 
Board An Foras: Tionscal. 

Experienced Company 

The company has obtained considerable 
experience in fish meal and industrial fishing 
operations. It is constantly looking round the 
world for suitable fish meal plant locations. 
The decisive factor in selecting Ireland was 
the suitable climate for growth in her fishing 
industry. This potential attracted the Salve- 
sen Company in the first instance. 

The plant will be highly automated and 
have one of the most up-to-date odor -sup- 
pression systems. 

Boon to East Coast Fishermen 

Ireland imports nearly all her require- 
ments of fish meal at an estimated annual 
cost of £800,000 (US$2.2 million). The new 
company hopes to produce nearly 10,000 tons 
of meal and oil yearly, which would require 
35,000 tons of industrial fish. This equals 
Ireland's current landings of food fish. The 
additional revenue will open a new era for 
the east coast fishermen supplying the plant. 
("The Fishing News," Sept. 8.) 

se te" se mK Ok Os 

QUALITY FISH STANDARDS 
USED FOR FIRST TIME 

The first use of Ireland's quality fish stand- 
ards was recently awarded to a Dublin firm. 
The standards, oriented towards consumer 

requirements, are the first standard specifi- 
cations of their kind for processed fish in 
Western Europe. Ireland is attempting to 
make inroads into the world market and is 
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emphasizing quality. She will introduce reg- 
ulations covering fish handling next Jan. 1. 

A license to apply the symbol to a product 
is granted by the Institute for Industrial Re- 
search and standards. A license may be 
granted only if a specification exists for the 
product, and the manufacturer has a quality- 
control system in operation. Adequate rec- 
ords must be maintained by the processor, 
and the government may make random tests 
on his product. 

Ireland's exports of fishery products 
showed an impressive 25-percent rise in 
value last year. Greater potential is there. 
("The Irish Skipper,'' Sept. 1967.) 

TESTS MARINE FISH FARMING 

Rearing flatfish under artificial conditions 
is being tested in Ireland and is encountering 
difficulties. Sole stocked at Hunterston were 
of poor quality and hatchery fish mortality 
was high. But the survivors grew and gained 
weight throughout the winter. In fall 1966, 
50,000 plaice joined the 1965 survivors of the 
sea-lock enclosure at Ardtoe--and a substan- 
tial number survived the winter. The Port 
Erin hatchery produced 3,000 plaice and 5,000 
sole in 1966, instead of the expected 100,000 

of each species. Biggest cause of mortality 
was a change in source of food supply for 
larvae. 

Ireland is well situated to develop fish 
farms because the many indentations along 

BLOCKADE BROKEN ON 
FOREIGN LANDINGS 

The partial blockade on foreign cod land- 
ings in the United Kingdom fishing port of 
Grimsby was broken on September 14 when 
the Belgian trawler "Stella Maris'’ was un- 
loaded by an association formed by the city's 
350 fish dealers. Local trawler owners ear- 
lier held control of the unloading apparatus 
and had been able to limit the unloading of 
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foreign vessels. The fish dealers reacted by 
forming their ownassociation. They say 
they are prepared to handle any amount 
of foreign-caught fish. Foreign fishermen 
were reported extremely enthusiastic 
about the breaking of the blockade. ("Bér- 
ge Sais 4s Whe S, Embassy, Copenhagen, 

Sept. 15.) 

w 

EEC REPORTS ON 
UNITED KINGDOM MEMBERSHIP 

A comprehensive report by the European 
Economic Commission on October 7 strongly 
supports opening negotiations for accepting 
the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, and 
Norway into the European Economic Commu- 
nity (EEC). 

The report presented several obstacles to 
Britain's membership--most important, the 
role of the pound sterling as an international 
reserve. This problem, tied in withbalance- 
of-payment problems, is one Britain believes 
she has solved by a policy designed to get 
balance of payments into surplus. Moreover, 
Britain is willing to discuss any change in in- 
ternational monetary arrangements with the 
EEC, 

Other Obstacles 

Other obstacles to British entry are polit- 
ical: (1) she has not broken away sufficient- 
ly from U. S.; (2) her joining possibly would 
weaken Common Market by diluting it into a 
loose free-trade area; (3) possible adverse 
effect on East-West negotiations; and (4) 
present members need more time to consid- 
er effects among themselves of Britain's 
membership. 

Britain is hopeful that negotiations, which 
might begin in November, willbe short, quick, 
and effective. Only full membership inter- 
ests the United Kingdom, not associate nor 

probationary membership. (''British Record," 
Oct. 12.) 

Poland 

GDANSK BUILDS 50TH 
FACTORY STERN TRAWLER 

On September 15, State-owned Gdansk 
shipyards completed their 50th factory stern 
trawler, the ''Perlamuter,"' ordered by the 
Soviet import firm Sudoimport of Moscow. 

Factory stern trawler, Perlamuter. (Photo: "Polish Maritime News") 

Poland began building large factory stern 
trawlers in late 1958. The first vessels were 

the B-15 or ''Leskov" class, but later they 
were modernized as the B-26 or ''Kosmos" 
class. 

The B-26-class vessels, designed for 
stern fishing like their predecessors, proc- 
essed the catch into fish fillets and the offal 
and incidental catch into fish meal. The fil- 
lets are frozen and stored at -25° C.(-130F). 
Frozen whole-fish blocks can also be pro- 
duced. About 30 metric tons of fish can be 
frozen daily. The maximum capacity of the 
fish meal plant is also 30 tons of raw fish 
per day. In addition, each vessel also has a 
liver-oil producing plant and a cannery that 
can pack 200 cans of fish-liver paste daily. 

The B-26 

B-26-class vessels are 83 meters (272 
feet) long and 13.8 meters wide (45.3 feet); 
their gross tonnage is 2,890 tons. The crew 
is about 110 persons. A 2,400-hp. main en- 
gine can generate a speed of 12.5 knots. An 
electrically driven trawl winch can pull 12 
tons with a rope speed of about 72 meters 
(236 feet) per minute. 
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Much of their machinery is Polish-made, 
including the fish meal plant and main en- 
gine. Previously, the plants were bought 
from Norway. Radio-navigational equipment 
is imported from the USSR and the automatic 
pilot from Denmark. 

At present, the Poles are refining the B- 
26. They have built a prototype of a new 
class, the B-22, and are fitting it out. The 
B-22 will be built for the domestic industry. 
The B-15 and B-26 were constructed mainly 
for the Soviet Union. 

sk ok ok 
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FISH TUNA FOR FUN 

Crews aboard 6 Polish stern trawlers 
fishing for bottomfish species off the west- 
ern coast of Africa spend their leisure time 
angling for tuna. They use natural bait and, 
apparently, have been successful. During 20 
days in February, they landed about 90 met- 
ric tons of tuna. (''Polish Maritime News," 
April.) 

Portugal 

ESTABLISHES 12-MILE FISHING LIMIT 

Portugal's new 12-mile fishing limit pro- 
hibits foreign vessels to fish, prepare to fish, 
or to carry on activities harmful to fishing 
within these "jurisdictional fishing waters." 
However, the new law does not prohibit the 

Government from granting foreign vessels-- 
under terms of conventions, international 

agreements, or for historical reasons--the 
right to fish permanently or during a negoti- 
ated period in all or part of the jurisdiction- 
al waters. But these foreign vessels would 
be subject to the same regulations and pen- 
alties as national vessels. 

For violators, the penalties are arrest, 

detention of vessels with gear and catch, 

along with varying fines. The measure is 
applicable to Portugal and to her overseas 
provinces. (U.S. Embassy, Lisbon, Sept. 31.) 

ceases Ke iss ok 
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CANNED FISH PACK ROSE SLIGHTLY 
IN FIRST-HALF 1967 

The Portuguese pack of canned fish in oil 
or sauce during January-June 1967 was up 
slightly in weight from the 1966 pack. 

In oil or sauce: 
Sardines. . « o « 
Chinchards . « « ° 
Mackerel... © ° 
Tuna & tunalike. ° 
Anchovy fillets . ° 
Others. « o oo oe » o 

The important sardine pack was down, so 
was the mackerel pack, but the canned tuna 

pack increased. ("Conservas de Peixe,'' Au- 
gust 1967.) 

OK OK 

CANNED FISH EXPORTS DROP 

Portugal's exports of canned fish in oil or 
sauce in January-June 1967 were down about 
10 percent from the 1966 period due mainly 
to lower shipments of mackerel and tuna. 

Metric 

Tons 

24,052 
216 

4, 367 Mackerel... © 
Tuna’ 6 tunaliken. : 1) 462 

| Anchovy fillets . . 227 | 1,958 
Others sevetenemens 18 391 

29,074] 1,605 1,717 

Portugal's principal canned-fish buyers in 
January-June 1967 were: West Germany, 4,377 
tons; France, 3,040 tons; the United Kingdom, 
4,303 tons; Italy, 2,284 tons; the U. S., 2,406 
tons; and Belgium-Luxembourg 2,544 tons. 
("Conservas de Peixe,"' August 1967.) 
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TO BUY JAPANESE SQUID FOR BAIT 

A Japanese trading firm recently con- 
tracted to export 1,000 metric tons of Hok- 
kaido-produced squid to Portugal. The squid, 
which will be used as tuna bait, reportedly 
were sold at between US$170-200 a metric 
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Boxing squid at Choshi (Boso Peninsula near Tokyo). 
(Photo: Edelsberg) 

tonl/, In 1966, the Japanese firm won a bid 
to supply 500 tons of squid to Portugal. 
("'Suisan Keizai Shimbun," Sept. 12.) 
1/Article does not mention whether price is c.i.f. or f.o.b. 

Iceland 

EXPORTS OF 
FISHERY PRODUCTS DECLINE 

In January-June 1967, Iceland's exports 
of all major categories of fresh, frozen, and 
salted fish were lower than the 1966 period. 
Exports were up slightly for fish meal but 
down for fish oil. (Icelandic "Statistical Bul- 
letin,"’ Aug. 1967.) 

HERRING CATCH DROPS SHARPLY 

The herring catch through September 23 
was only half last year's production during 
the same period, despite improved catches in 
early September. 

Herring catches off the southern coast of 
Iceland were good during the summer and to- 
taled 47,027 tons (42,135 tons in 1966). No 
herring were caught there after August 18. 

For the northeastern herring stocks, the 
fleet had to operate during August and early 
September near Jan Mayen and Spitzbergen, 
700 to 800 miles from Iceland's shores. The 
herring caught so far away were unfit for salt- 
ing when they reached shore and could beused 
only for oil or meal. In September, however, 

the herring moved to within 400 miles of the 
coast. The herring were obliging. 

Herring Movement Studied 

The movement of herring towards Iceland 
is followed with considerable interest. Its 
study is facilitated by the Marine Research 
Institute's acquisition this summer of an Eng- 
lish-built 450 G.R.T. fisheries research ves- 
sel, the ''Arni Fridriksson.'' Reportedly, the 
northern extremity of the herring stock is be- 
ing extensively fished by the Soviet Union. 

Recently, Icelandic ships have been ex- 
perimenting successfully with onboard salting. 
Some herring also have been successfully 
transported under refrigeration for salting 

Sept. 23, 1967 
¢.0, 6 «, e)(Metric fons) joy 26) eyes 

1/1, 446 
120 

2/53, 322 
1,698 

207, 653 359, 126 
6, 650 

215, 859 414, 146 
1/9,907 barrels. 
2/365, 221 barrels. 

Jan. -June 1966 

Value (f.0.b.) 
1, 000 
Kr. 

Metric 
Tons 

Salted herring 
Other salted fish 
tockfish 

Fish fillets, frozen .... 

137, 646 
280, 922 
94,084 
67,446 

373, 501 
36,924 

274,752 
424, 694 

12,098 
22,458 
2, 831 
13,443 
20,033 

431 
50, 468 
65, 236 

150,058 
432, 436 
90, 458 
87,056 

532, 814 
44, 297 

400, 602 
499, 651 

K oe ok 
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in Iceland. Advance sales of salted herring 
this year are close to 400,000 barrels. It is 
not certain whether these commitments can 
be met. 

By value, herring were 49.3 percent of 
1966 fish exports. The important lag incatch 
this year is only one of several indications of 
a significant decrease in value of exports. 
During first-half 1967, value was 25 percent 
lower than 1966. (U. S. Embassy, Reykjavik, 
Sept. 29.) 

OK OK 

FISHERMEN PAY FOR 
HERRING SEARCH SHIP 

A vessel now on its first voyage for the 
Fisheries Research Institute in Iceland was 
considered so necessary for finding herring 
that boat owners and fishermen are paying 
for it from a voluntary levy. It is the 136- 
foot ''Arni Fridriksson,''a herring search 
vessel and mobile laboratory capable of 
spending long periods at sea seeking the her- 
ring shoals that, in 1966, yielded nearly 
680,000 metric tons of fish to Iceland. 

The vessel is working northeast of Iceland 
investigating the disturbing movements of the 
Atlanto-Scandian herring stocks. These her- 
ring are the basis of the summer fishery. 
They once moved west as far as the northern 
Icelandic coast but, since about 1960, the 

shoals have been stopping farther and farther 
east. This year they also veered north, and 

Icelandic boats had to travel up to 800 miles 
to find fish. With the Arni Fridriksson, and 

a 900-ton ship tobe ordered later this year, the 
research institute in Reykjavik hopes to keep 
closer track of these movements and find 
some reasons for them. 

The vessel has a length between perpen- 
diculars of 117 ft. 6 in., a moulded breadth 
of 32 feet, and a moulded depth of 15 feet 6 
inches. It is operated by the Lowestoft Lab- 
oratory of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fish- 
eries, and Food. (''The Fishing News," Oct. 13.) 
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Norway 

EXPORT TRENDS FOR 
JANUARY-JUNE 1967 

Frozen Fillets: Norwegian exports of fro- 
zen fillets in first-half 1967 increased about 
7 percent from the 1966 period. Shipments 
of all major products were up. 

Exports of Selected Fishery Products 
ee 

an, ~june 

- - - (Metric Tons)... 
[Frozen fillets: 

(Canned fishery products: 
Brisling ourenie 
Small sild sardines ... 
Kippers ... 
Shellfish 

Canned Fish: In early 1967, exports 
of canned brisling ransomewhat behind the pre- 
vious year when shipments were exception- 
ally high, but 1967 shipments through June 
were ahead of the year-earlier totals. Ex- 
ports of small sild sardines were up about 8 
percent. The main canning season for bris- 
ling and sild sardines begins in the spring. 

Industrial Fish: Exports of fish meal in 
Jan.-June 1967 were up 90 percent from the 
1966 period. The large stocks on hand at the 
start of 1967 contributed to the gain. Land- 
ings of fish for industrial purposes continued 
atahigh level in early 1967. Fish meal out- 
put ran slightly ahead of the first half of 1966. 
The gain was due to larger landings of capelin 
andmackerel. ("'Fiskets Gang," July 6 and 27.) 
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CATCH OF HERRING 
IN NORTH SEA TO STABILIZE 

Norway's North Sea herring catch is likely 
to stabilize at 700,000 to 800,000 metric tons 
a year, according to a Norwegian marine biol- 
ogist. During 1950-1963, the catch of all na- 
tions averaged 700,000 tons annually. By 1965, 
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the total catch had risen to 1.3 million tons, 
with Norway taking about half. In 1966, pro- 
duction dropped 30 percent from 1965; catch 
per unit of effort also decreased, from 2,000 
to 1,300 tons. Norway hopes to continue 
taking about 50 percent of the catch. 

Only 13 Norwegian purse seiners partici~ 
pated in the fishery in 1963--and over 300 
in 1966. If profits decline, the fleet could 
shift to other grounds or fish herring for 
human consumption (present catch is used 
only for meal production). 

Overfishing May Become Problem 

Overfishing may become a problem, how- 
ever, because the factors affecting herring 
year-class strength are little known. There 
is no clear evidence that stock size and re- 
cruitment are related. Increased fishing may 
decimate the stock so that recruitment will 
be diminished. Overfishing will be indicated 
if the total catch for some years drops below 
700,000tons. Ifthis happens, regulatory meas - 
ures willbenecessary. (Regional Fisheries 
Attaché, U.S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Sept. 8.) 

KK 

ONLY ONE EXPEDITION SLATED 
FOR ANTARCTIC WHALING 

Norway will use only one expedition in the 
1967/68 Antarctic whaling season because of 
her reduced share of the international whaling 
quota. During the last 2 seasons, the Norwe- 

gians were assisted by 5 Japanese catcher 
boats in an agreement with a Japanese com- 
pany that included selling the whale meat to 
Japan, That contract was cancelled this sea- 
son, partly because of oversupply of whale 
meat in Japan. All whale meat to be pro= 
duced this season by "Kosmos IV" has been 
sold to European buyers. (U.S. Embassy, 
Oslo, Sept. 21.) 
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NEW MARKETING ORGANIZATION FORMED 

A new Norwegian marketing organization, 
the Nordic Group A/L, was formed by 14 in- 
dependent producers of frozen fish fillets. 
The group, which begins operations this fall, 
emphasizes the U. S. market. 

A press release said the new export or- 
ganization was motivated by an offer of the 

Ministry of Fisheries to extend general ex- 
port rights to all markets except Eastern 
Europe to the 14 firms if they established a 
joint export organization. 

Since 1955, the Ministry of Fisheries has 
centralized exports of frozen fish fillets to 
most significant markets: All Eastern Euro- 
pean countries, Sweden, Denmark (for frozen 
saithe fillets only), France, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, Israel, 
the U. S., Canada, and Australia. Exclusive 
export rights to these markets have been 
granted to Norsk Frossenfisk A/L(Frionor), 
a voluntary combine of 120 companies, and 
A/S Findus, a subsidiary of Nestle and the 
single largest company in Norway's fish 
processing industry. Frionor's export rights 
cover all the above markets, but Findus’ are 
confined to markets in Western Europe. 

The 14 Had Other Markets 

The 14 firms withstood all efforts by Fri- 
onor, fishermen's organizations, and the 
authorities over the years to join the Frionor 
group. They contented themselves with ex- 
ports to other markets (the most important 
are Great Britain, West Germany, and Fin- 

land) and occasional export licenses for ship- 
ments to France and the U. S. Despite these 
limitations, the 14 independents were quite 
successful. In 1966, their joint exports were 
11,000 metric tons of frozen fish fillets, or 

more than 16 percent of Norway's total ex- 
ports of such products. Their 1967 exports are 
estimated at more than 20 percent of the total. 

The initiative of the Ministry of Fisheries 
has been severely criticized in fisheries circles, 
particularly by the Frionor group and Norges 
Faafisklag, the marketing organization handling 
the bulk of first-hand sales of fish for filleting 
purposes. Thecritics particularly stress that 
the new markets for Norwegian frozen fish fillets, 
which willbe opened for the Nordic Group, have 
been developed at great cost by Frionor; also, 

that Nordic willreap gains at Frionor's expense. 
Frionor will futher have to bear the burden of 
supplying the reportedly less profitable East- 
ern European markets. 

Nordic Will Get Export Rights 

Despite these objections, it is believed the 
Nordic Group will be granted their new export 
rights. This is mainly because the Ministry 
of Fisheries offer has a rider stating that all 
frozen fish fillet export markets will be re- 
served by the Ministry for Frionor and Nor- 
dic, but with no infringement on the current 
rights of Findus. Norges Raafisklag, a very 
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influential element in fisheries policy, has 
strongly advocated for many years that in- 
dividual companies should be denied access 
to frozen fish fillet export markets because 
of alleged adverse effects on exports of such 
products (competitive price-cutting, products 
uneven in quality, etc.). Although the Minis - 
try's proposal does not meet another ''de- 
sideratum" of Raafisklaget in this matter-- 
exclusive export rights for Frionor--it will 
probably be accepted as a step in the right 
direction. 

It seems too early to form any well-founded 
opinion on the possible impact on the U.S. 
frozen fish fillet market of the Nordic Group's 
planned sales drive. According to Nordic's 
press release, some member companies are 
already represented in the U. 8. for other fish 
products and seem optimistic about market- 
ing their frozen fish fillet also. However, 
Norwegian frozen fish fillets have not done 
too well in the U.S. lately. During the first 
seven months of 1967, Norway's exports of 
such products were 3,691 metric tons, or 24 

percent less than during the 1966 period. 
(U. S. Embassy, Oslo, Sept. 28.) 

*K OOK OK 

REPORT ON NORWAY'S 
FISHING INDUSTRY 

The season for brisling reopened on July 
20 and sufficient quantities were caught in 
seines by August 10 to cover industry needs 
for this season. Brisling caught after August 
10 was to be used for reduction. 

Most factories resumed work at the end of 
July or early August. Packing continued at 
full capacity, especially with brisling, but 
partly with sild sardines. During first-half 
1967, about 1 million cases of 100 quarter 
cans per 25-lb. case, or about 25 million lbs. 
of sardines, kippered herring, and soft her- 
ring roes had been produced. This was 
achieved despite difficulties with raw material, 

working conditions, closed season, and 

many spring holidays. There is a fair possi- 
bility that industry in 1967 may produce more 
of its main products than the 1.9 million 
cases (in quarter cans) during 1966. 

Exports Exceed Production 

Production is increasing, but it will be 
difficult to produce surplus stocks. Stocks 
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of sild sardines in 1966 were much too small; 

now they are increasing slowly to a fair level. 
Since Jan, 1, exports have been 10 percent 
greater than production. 

The export of sild sardines has exceeded 
this year's pack. This, plus domestic sales, 
has reduced stocks since beginning of 1967, 
Brisling exports in early September were 
about 40,000 cases behind last year's figures, 
but stocks remain low. The main reason for 
lower exports is the continued reduction in 
deliveries to England. Exports and stocks of 
kippered herring are about the same as last 
year; the same applies to stocks of soft her- 
ring roe, (''Tidsskrift for Hermetikindustri," 
Norwegian Canners Export Journal, Sept. 1967.) 

HK 

NORWAY EXPORTS 13 
DEEP-SEA VESSELS TO ICELAND 

The largest shipyard in northern Norway 
has delivered, or has contracted for, 13 deep- 

sea fishing vessels for Icelandic owners. The 
13 are worth 30 million Norwegian kroner 
(about US$4 million). They are an interesting 
example of exports Norway has developed in 
this field in recent years. 

The entire production of the Norwegian 
shipyard is characterized by serial produc- 
tion. Since the firstfishing vessels were de- 
livered in 1958, the shipyard has concentrated 
on the same specialized basic designs. 

First Purse Seiner With 3 Propellers 

In 1964, the shipyard delivered the world's 
first purse seiner fitted out with 3 propellers. 
This feature previously had been reserved for 
ferryboats and vessels inline service--to im- 
prove maneuverability in foul waters and dur- 
ing difficult weather conditions. The shipyard 
tested this system's advantages on a vessel 
delivered to Iceland in 1964. It proved so 
successful that it became a feature of many 
vessels built for Norwegian and Icelandic 
owners. 

Building capacity has been exploited to the 
limit in recent years. Demand has exceeded 
capacity. To meet Icelandic demand, some 
operations have been transferred to subcon- 
tractors. ("Norwegian Fishing and Maritime 
News,'' No. 3, 1967.) 

5 
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Harvesting seaweed at Shirahama, South of Tokyo. (Photo: E, Edelsberg) 



ASIA 

Japan 

1967 MOTHERSHIP-TYPE SALMON 
FISHERY SUCCEEDS EARLY 

The 1967 Japanese North Pacific mother - 
ship-type salmon fishery began on May 20 in 
Area A (north of 45° N. latitude) and allfleets 
(11 motherships accompanied by 369 catcher 
vessels) attained their catch targets by July 
15--ahead of schedule. Total production was 
42,635 metric tons, averaging 115.5 tons per 
catcher vessel. Compared with 1966, the 
1967 fleet quota was 3,654 tons higher, aver- 
aging about 10 tons more per catcher vessel. 

Catch composition was 40 percent red, 33 
percent chum, 25 percent pink, and 2 percent 
silver and king. In 1966, landings were 40.3 
percent red, 47 percent chum, 8.4 percent 
pink, and 4.3 percent silver and king. The 
poor catch of Bristol Bay red salmon was 
offset by the good harvest of Asian reds. 

Asian Stocks Stabilized 

The goals were reached early primarily 
because Asian salmon stocks had stabilized. 
Good weather and favorable ocean conditions 
also contributed. An abundance of salmon 
harvestable in 1968 was observed. This 
raised hopes in the salmon industry for an- 
other good year, although 1968 will be a poor 
pink year. 

All 11 fleets began operations in the cen- 
tral fishing grounds between 165° E.-170° E, 
longitudes and 46° N.-48° N. latitudes. From 
late May to June, 3 fleets shifted operations 
eastward seeking Bristol Bay red. They 
were joined by another fleet. Later, 2 of the 
remaining fleets moved southwest of Attu Is- 
land. 

From late June until July, 8 fleets deployed 
in the Olyutorski region. One fleet moved 
into the silver salmon grounds at 170° E.- 
175° E. longitudes and 469 N.-47°N. latitudes. 
The fleet in the central fishing grounds moved 
northwest off Cape Kozlova. The fleets fished 
in these positions until they reached catch 
targets. 

Salmon In Wide Area 

The 1967 mothership-type salmon fishery 
was characterized by the occurrence of salm- 
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on of all species over a wide area. This en- 
abled fleets to disperse. Fishing had to be 
suspended 2-6 days because of fleet move- 
ments, and 3-4 days due to bad weather. 

The land-based, gill-net fleet in Area A, 
and gill-net and long-line fleets in Area B 
(south of 45° N, latitude) attained their re- 
spective catch quotas of 9,865 metric tons 
and 55,500 metric tons. They ended opera- 
tions on June 23, also ahead of schedule. 
Land-based gill-net catches were predomi- 
nantly chum and red, but sizable quantities 
of Asian pink were taken by the long-line 
fishery. (''Nihon Suisan Shimbun," Septem - 
ber 6 & 9.) 

OK OK 

TUNA FLEET IN ATLANTIC DECREASES 

The Japanese Atlantic tuna fleet, which 
several years ago totaled over 150 vessels 
during peak periods, has declined sharply. 
In August 1967, it had only 39 vessels. The 
decline, despite higher catch rates in the At- 
lantic than in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, 
is attributed to greater efforts of fishing 
firms to improve the freezing facilities of 
their vessels rather than enlarge their fleets. 

Operators of large vessels are reported 
competing to install better freezing equip- 
ment to quick-freeze at -40° C, (-40° F.) 
temperatures. This would improve the keep- 
ing quality of the catch--and fish with good 
color and texture bring much higher prices 
on the domestic fresh-fish market. 

1 Trip A Year 

These large, better-equipped vessels have 
reduced their Atlantic operations to about one 
trip per year. Now only about three 1,000- 
ton vessels operate there regularly. Therest 
of the fleet is mostly smaller long-liners in 
the 200- to 500-ton class. 

Atlantic fishing is concentrated in 3 areas: 
albacore off Saint Martin Island (east of Puer- 
to Rico) and Angola, and yellowfin off the 
Ivory Coast. Fishing is reported good. Daily 
catches per vessel average 3.5-4 metric tons. 
("‘Suisan Tsushin,"' Sept. 6.) 

* OK OK 
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SURVEY OF EASTERN ATLANTIC 
TUNA RESOURCES IS SCHEDULED 

The Japanese Government has commis- 
sioned the 416-gross-ton fishery training 
vessel Shin Miyagi Maru," owned by the 
Miyagi Prefectural Government, to conduct 
a tuna resource survey in the Atlantic Ocean 
for one year beginning in November. The 
purpose is to gain a better knowledge of the 
actual condition of Atlantic tuna resources. 
This would strengthen Japan's position of 
leadership in the International Convention for 
the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, expected 
to go into effect shortly. 

South of Equator In 1967 

The Shin Miyagi Maru was scheduled to 
depart Japan in early October and proceed 
directly to Cape Town, Union of South Africa. 
From there she will begin surveying equato- 
rial Atlantic off the Africa coast from early 
November 1967. She will explore south of the 
equator from _0°-45° S, latitudes in 1967, and 
north from 0°-45° N, latitudes in 1968. The 
vessel is equipped with the latest scientific 
instruments for collecting oceanographic and 
biological data about the tunas. ('Suisan Kei- 
zai Shimbun," Sept. 18.) 

* ook ok 

MINCED FISH MEAT 
PRODUCTION INCREASES 

Japan's annual production of minced fish 
meat (ingredient for fish sausages and cakes) 
continues to rise. Undertaken experimentally 
in 1965, production has been spurred by the 
rising sales of fish cakes. The fish-cake in- 
dustry produced 270,000 metric tons in1966. 
It is experiencing a "silent boom," with con- 
sumption jumping at least 10 percent since 
1963. 

In1967, minced meat production willreach 
68,000 metric tons, a 50-percent over 1966. 
The minced meat is prepared mainly from 
Alaska pollock, mackerel, and flatfish. It is 
produced by factoryships in the Bering Sea 
and North Pacific, Hokkaido land-based proc - 
essors, and Isei (China Sea west of 128° E. 
long.) fishery operators. 

Producer's prices are quoted at about 
US$340 a short ton for factoryship products, 
$315 a short ton for minced Alaska pollock, 

Production 

and $454 a short ton for minced flatfish proc - 
essed in Hokkaido. (''Suisan Tsushin," Sept. 
5, & ''Nihon Suisan Shimbun," Sept. 4.) 

%* OK OK 

PLANS LARGE PROGRAM OF 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency has sub- 
mitted to the Finance Ministry a preliminary 
budget request totaling about US$97.9 million 
for fiscal year 1968 (April 1968-March 1969). 
This is a 30-percent increase over the 
FY 1967 fishery budget of $74 million. 

For FY 1968 programs, much importance 
is attached to high-seas fishery resource in- 
vestigations. The Agency is requesting $3.08 
million for these, more than ten times the 
$237,475 appropriated in FY 1967. 

For tunaresource development, the Agency 
has developed the following 5-year plan: first 
and second year--survey the South Pacific 
Ocean between 170° W.-90° W. longitudes and 
40° §.-56° S, latitudes (south of Samoa to the 
coast of Chile); third year--explore areas 
south of Alaska; fourth and fifth years--sur- 

vey the South Atlantic Ocean off Argentina 
("Katsuro-maguro Tsushin," Sept. 8,and other 
sources.) 

* OK OK 

MORE VESSELS ARE USING AUTO REEL 

About 150 government and industry mem- 
bers attended a meeting in Tokyo on Septem - 
ber 4 to evaluate the performance of the long- 
line ''auto reel'' device. The device mecha- 
nizes long-line setting and retrieving --there- 
by reducing the need for labor by about 6 men 
per vessel. The meeting was sponsored by 
the Japan Federation of Tuna Fishery Re- 
search Society. The participants noted steady 
progress in the uSe of this gear. 

The auto reel, developed over a year ago, 
has been installed on about 50 tuna vessels. 
Another 20 plan to adopt it shortly. Twoprob- 
lems discussed were: crews were not yet fully 
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accustomed to using the equipment--and ves- 
sels suitable for this gear must be at least 
200 gross tons. However, because the auto 
reel reduces manpower requirements sub- 
stantially, the Fisheries Agency intends to 
encourage its adoption by the tuna fishing in- 
dustry. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," Septem - 
ber 6.) 

He oKi ok 

WHALE OIL PRICE IS UP 

In early July, 1,400 metric tons of finback 
oil produced in the North Pacific were sold 
to independent companies in Europe at US$173 
per ton c.i.f. for delivery in Rotterdam Octo- 
ber and November. At the same time, 4,300 
tons of oil were sold for domestic use at $178 
per ton. This is the first contract for export 
and domestic sales of North Pacific whale oil. 

The sale of 34,000 tons of finback whale oil 

in March to a Dutch firm included unsold 
stocks from the North Pacific and the Ant- 
arctic whaling seasons. The price was $166 
per tonc.i.f. Thus, even oil produced during 
the Antarctic whaling season was sold ata 
very low price. (The 1966 price was $258.) 

The contract price with independent firms 
is now only a little higher than that offered 
the Dutch firm this spring. However, since 
no Dutch offer has been received, it is as- 
sumed some time will pass before the next 
contract is concluded. For the present, the 

export price for finback whale oil will be 
$166 to $173, (Fishery Attaché, U. S. Em- 
bassy, Tokyo, Aug. 9.) 

xe ook ok 

FROZEN SHRIMP IMPORTS ARE UP 

Japanese imports of frozen shrimp in Au- 
gust 1967 totaled 3,908 metric tons worth 
about US$5.9 million on a customs-clearance 
basis. Imports from the Soviet Union were 
the largest by far, totaling 1,407 tons of red 
shrimp. Other leading suppliers were Thai- 
land, 488 tons; Mexico, 446 tons; and Aus- 
tralia, 247 tons. 

Imports during January-August 1967 to- 
taled 28,713 tons, compared with 24,708 tons 
for the 1966 period. Imports from Commu- 
ist China during January-August 1967 de- 
clined over 50 percent from the 1966 period, 
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Imports of Frozen Shrimp, Jan.-Aug. 1967 

Quantity Imported 

Aug. Jan. -Aug. 

1967 1967 

Soviet Union ... 

e+ ee ew 

while purchases from Mexico and the Soviet 
Union increased by more than 60 percent and 
16 percent. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," Sep- 
tember 19.) 

3k Ok 

TUNA LANDINGS AT YAIZU DECLINE 

August 1967 fish landings at the Japanese 
port of Yaizu totaled 8,526 metric tons worth 
about US$4 million, down 26 percent in quan- 
tity and 14 percent in value from the 1966 pe- 
riod, according to the Yaizu Fishery Cooper- 
ative Association. 

August 1967 Landings and Average Exvessel Prices 

usa 
Product 

. (US$/Short Ton) . 
Tuna: 
BluefinY , , , 
Albacore 
Skipjack 

Mackerel 

eee ec 10,979 | 11,445 ae a ia 

1/Includes yellowfin and big-eyed tuna. 

Compared with July, landings were down 
by 2,453 tons or 22 percent. The decline is 
attributed to poor fishing in both the bait-boat 
and long-line tuna fisheries. (''Nihon Suisan 
Shimbun,'' Sept. 16.) 

wk ok ok 

FROZEN TUNA EXPORT PRICES RISE 

Frozen tuna exports direct from Japan to 
the U. S. during April-August 1967 were 
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17,288 short tons--albacore, 11,564 tons, and 
yellowfin, 5,724 tons--according to the Japan 
Frozen Tuna Producers Association. 

August 1967 Frozen Tuna Export Prices for Direct Shipments 

Export Price, f.o.b. Japan 

Product High Average 

1967 | 1966 1967 | 1966 1967 |.1966 

Albacore, round 
ellowfin, gilled 

ellowfin loins 

Tuna loin exports to the U. S. and Canada 
during the same period were 594 tons. Fro- 
zen tuna export prices for August were up. 
(‘'Suisancho Nippo,'' October 2.) 

sich ite. ok 

CANNED TUNA EXPORT 
PRICE MAY RISE 

The Japanese Canned Tuna Sales Compa- 
ny heard a report on September 18 from its 
3-man survey team just returned from a 3- 
week trip to the U. S. It also discussed plans 
to raise canned tuna prices from October. 

The purpose of the U. S. tour was to sur- 
vey actual market conditions there before 
carrying out any price changes. Details of 
the survey report are not yet available, but 

it appears that discussion based on that re- 
port favored a substantial price increase. 
This could be between US$1-1.50 a case (7 
oz. 48's) for canned whitemeat tuna in brine. 

Canned Tuna Holdings 

The Sales Company's inventory of canned 
whitemeat tuna in brine is practically ex- 
hausted, Holdings at the packers level are 
estimated to be 500,000 cases, which include 

about 300,000 cases of 4-lb. 6's. The Sales 

Company's holdings of canned lightmeat tuna 
in brine are reported to be about 140,000 
cases. Export of canned lightmeat tuna is 
stagnant due to slow movement on the U. S. 
market, where it is being outsold by the U.S. 
pack. (''Kanzume Nippo," Sept. 20, ''Nihon 
Suisan Shimbun," Sept. 15.) 

* Ok oof 

TUNA CANNERS ARE 
SHORT OF RAW FISH 

Japanese tuna packers in Shizuoka, near 
the tuna Port of Yaizu, who switched from 
fruit canning to tuna packing in September, 
were operating under extremely difficult con- 
ditions: they were short of raw tuna. The 
recent decline in tuna landings at the two 
major fishing ports in Shizuoka Prefecture 
compelled most tuna packers, primarily put- 
ting up canned tuna in oil, to sharply reduce 
operations. Moreover, the high cost of raw 
material, averaging about US$252 a short ton 
for skipjack, is said to allow packers little 
or no margin of profit. (''Kanzume Nippo,"' 
September 29.) 

ok ok ook 

PRICES RISE ON CANNED-IN- 
BRINE TUNA FOR EXPORT 

The directors of the Japan Tuna Packers 
Association, at their September 27 meeting, 
raised prices for canned tuna in brine exports 
to the U. S., effective October 1. For both 
whitemeat and lightmeat tuna, price increases 
on 7-0z. 48's were highest--US$1 per case for 

Canned Tuna in Brine Export Prices, Effective October 1 

Can Size & 
No. Cans 

Old Price at Beginning Net 
Price | of FY 1967 (Apr. 1967) 

itemeat solid: 

7-02. 48's 
13-02z. 24's 

664-0z. 6's 

32-02. 48!s 
2 

65-02. 48's 

whitemeat and 50¢ per case for lightmeat. 
The lower net increase for the canned light- 
meat tuna was due to slow sales on the U.S. 
market. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," Oct. 2, 
and other sources.) 

KOK oe 

FISHING HAKE OFF 
U.S. PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

The Japanese factoryship ''Hoyo Maru No. 
2" (3,456 gross tons) owned by Hokuyo Suisan, 
which began fishing experimentally for hake 
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off Vancouver Island from September 19 with 
three 250-gross-ton trawlers, took 485 met- 
ric tons of fish (70 percent hake and 30 per- 
cent rockfish) in 13 days. The catch was 
processed into minced fish meat and fish 
meal. The fleet's production was reported 
running behind schedule due to loss of fish- 
ing time caused by collision between 2 ac- 
companying trawlers. 

Second Fleet Fishing 

The second fleet to participate in the Pa- 
cific northwest fishing departed Japan on Oc- 
tober 3. It consisted of mothership ''Kashima 
Maru" (7,163 gross tons) accompanied by 8 
trawlers. It is assigned a target of 35,000 
tons of hake and 5,500 tons of other bottom- 
fish. ("Suisancho Nippo," Oct. 2 & 4.) 

& 
SOUTH KOREA-JAPAN MINISTERIAL 
TALKS INCLUDE FISHERY PROBLEMS 

South Korea 

A 3-day Ministerial Conference between 
Japan and South Korea in Tokyo, which ended 
on August 11, paid much attention to fishery 
relations. Directors of both nations' fisher - 
ies agencies participated. The most impor- 
tant statement in the joint communique was 
that a Japanese loan of US$50 million, put up 
by private firms, would be made to joint fish- 
ery ventures and foreign markets. A Japa- 
nese newspaper reported that this announce- 
ment stimulated much interest in Japan, es- 

pecially in the tuna industry. There, the use 
of South Korean labor could substantially re- 
duce production costs and alleviate the acute 
labor shortage in its distant-water fisheries. 

The 2 nations also agreed on joint devel- 
opment of South Korea's coastal marine fish 
culture if the products do not compete with 
Japanese products. The Japanese negotiators 
stated that their recently passed ''Law to 
Control Foreign Fishery Firms'' was not in- 
tended to prevent Korean fishing vessels 
calling at their ports. 

Agreements Incomplete 

Complete agreement was not reached on 
approval of Japanese exports for the Korean 
shipbuilding industry. Private Japanese 
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firms apparently offered Korea another US$30 
million loan to buy Japanese -built fishing ves- 
sels. The Koreans are trying to develop 
low-cost domestic shipbuilding and find Japa- 
nese vessel prices extremely high. They 
"strongly requested" that part of the $30 mil- 
lion be used for exports not only of vessels-- 
but of construction materials and machinery 
to help build fishing vessels more cheaply in 
Korea. The Japanese, however, were noncom- 
mital and promised only ''to study the matter!!! 

Total Japanese private credits of US$90 
million for South Korean fisheries develop- 
ments also were confirmed. (Joint Commun- 
ique of Japan-Republic of Korea 1967 Minis- 
terial Conference, and ''Suisan Keizai Shim- 
bun," Aug. 24.) 

North Korea 

ORDERS 2 LARGE FISH-PROCESSING 
VESSELS FROM NETHERLANDS 

A North Korean state-owned firm has 
placed a US$13.8-million order with the Ver- 
olme United Shipyards of Rotterdam to con- 
struct 2 fish-processing vessels. The 7,050- 
gross-ton vessels will be capable of process- 
ing 125 metric tons of fish a day. Their daily 
freezing capacity of 180 tons reportedly isthe 
world's largest. Each vessel will be equipped 
with a 5,500-hp. main engine and have a crew 
of about 250. Negotiations to construct 2 more 
similar vessels are still in progress. (U.S. 
Embassy, the Hague, Sept. 12.) 

Third Fish-Processing Vessel 

This is the third fish-processing vessel 
North Korea has bought from the Netherlands. 
In January 1965, a 7,200-gross-ton vessel was 
delivered by the same shipyards. The ''Top 
Van Witte Berg'' has a 120-metric-ton daily 
processing capacity. It was used in the her- 
ring, flatfish, and Alaska pollock fisheries in 

the Sea of Okhotsk. 

In 1966, North Korea concluded a fisheries 

cooperation agreement with the USSR soon 
after Soviet Fisheries Minister Ishkov visited. 
North Korean fishermen and technicians train 

on Soviet fishing and support vessel oper- 
ating out of Far Eastern ports. 

vil 
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India 

FISHERY EXPORT CRISIS APPROACHES 

A near crisis is developing in India's ex- 
ports of marine products. It is attributed 
largely to (a) shortage of available raw 
shrimp, until now believed abundant along 
Kerala coast; (b) a combination of spiraling 
domestic prices motivated by increased rupee 
earnings as a result of rupee's devaluation in 
June 1966, coupled with higher living costs; 
and (c) bumper catches in Mexico and the 
U. S. stiffened competition with Indian prod- 
ucts and forced prices down, reportedly 40- 
50 percent. 

It is reported that in late August a few 
firms in and around Ernakulam-Cochin in 
Kerala State had ceased canning and freezing 
operations, while others were using only part 
of plant capacity. Processors and exporters 
have urged the Government to restore the 
former incentive schemes to enable the ma- 
rine foods industry to withstand the crisis. 

Exports Rose In Past Few Years 

Exports of marine products have increased 
in the past several years in quantity and value. 
Exports of nearly 12,000 metric tons worth 
rupees 37.4 million (US$7.8 million) in 1962 
rose to the peak of over 19,000 tons valued at 
rupees 135.2 million ($18 million) in 1966. A 
further stimulus was provided by devaluation 
of the rupee with exports totaling 21,100 tons 
valued at rupees 173.7 million ($23.1 million) 
in 1966/67. This was a 38-percent increase 
in quantity (over 15,300 tons worth rupees 
70.6 million or $14.8 million) exported in 
1965/66. 

Officials of the Marine Products Export 
Promotion Council in Ernakulam, Kerala 
State, had said after rupee devaluation in 
June 1966 that their problem lay in locating 
and catching sufficient supplies of shrimp to 
satisfy increasing U. S. demands. However, 
recent discussions with Indian officials have 
revealed the developing crisis resulting from 
reduced catches, rising local prices, and 
growing competition from foreign countries. 
(U. S. Consulate, Madras, Aug. 30.) 

ste ok ok 

SYMPOSIUM ON MOLLUSCA 

A Symposium on Mollusca is scheduled by 
the Marine Biological Association of India for 
Jan, 12-16, 1968, in Cochin/Ernakulam. Sub- 
jects to be discussed: Taxonomy, Phylogeny 
and Evolution, Distribution, Morphology and 
Anatomy, General Biology, Radiation Biology, 
Reproduction, Early Development, Ecology 
and Behavior, Physiology, Boring and Foul- 
ing Molluscs, Parasitism and Commensal- 
ism, Culture, Economics and Fishery. 

This is the third Association-sponsored 
symposium. The first, in1962, dealt with 
Scombroid Fishes; the second, on Crustacea, 
was held in 1965. 

Ceylon 

LARGE-SCALE TUNA FISHING PLANNED 

On its maiden fishing voyage in September 
the Ceylonese tuna vessel ''Kalmunai" un- 
loaded its catch of 85 metric tons of tuna and 
marlin at Penang, Malaysia, for processing 
by a joint Japanese-Malaysian company. Three 
Japanese experts assisted the Kalmunai's 
crew. 

The vessel is one of two tuna vessels re- 
cently purchased by the Ceylon Fisheries 
Corporation. It spent the summer fishing in 
the Indian Ocean. The other vessel, the Mi- 

rissa,'' was fishing in the same area in Sep- 
tember. 

The processors are the Malayan Marine 
Industries, Ltd., in Penang, They also proc- 

ess Japanese and Taiwanese catches for ex- 
port to the U. 8., Britain, and Italy. 

The Ceylon Government plans to embark 
soon on large-scale tuna fishing. ("Fishing 
News International," Sept.). 



SOUTH PACIFIC 

Australia 

FISHERY EXPORTS ARE UP 

Australian exports of marine products 
rose about US$928,000 to a record $30.7 mil- 
lion in 1966/67 (July-June 30), according to 
the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Sta- 
tistics. 

A drop of $1.6 million in value of spiny 
lobster tail and whole spiny lobster exports 
was offset by increases of $747,000 in value 
of shrimp exports, $722,000 in scallop ex- 
ports, and $1.1 million in canned and frozen 
abalone shipments. 

1966/67 1965/66 
$ 

piny lobster tails. . 

(Canned fish, crustacea 
and molluscs « » « « 

21,539 | 27,240 
2, 139 

609 11 

156 153 72 
Gals. Gals. 

1,118 512 1,546 1/692 

eae A A 205653, [BUNA 
1/Includes $9,900 worth of whale meat, meal, and solubles. 

Exports of edibles--fish, crustacean, and 

molluscs--were worth $27.2 million, com- 
pared with $26.8 million in 1965/66. 

Lobster tail exports increased by 577,000 
lbs., but value fell $958,000. The weight of 

whole spiny lobster exported fell 698,000 lbs. 
and the value $705,000. 

Of edible products, exports of whale prod- 
ucts fell, but cultured pearl exports were 
valued at nearly $2.2 million, up about $440,000 
over the previous year. ("Australian Fish- 
eries Newsletter,’ September.) 

* OK OK 
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EXPORTS OF SPINY LOBSTER 
TAILS DECLINE 

Australian exports of frozen spiny lobster 
tails for the 9-month period ended March 31, 
1967, totaled 7.3 million lbs. and were worth 

US$12.6 million. This was a drop of 6.4 per- 
cent in quantity and 15 percent in value com- 
pared with the 1965/66 period. 

Exports from 5 states were: Western 
Australia, 5.3 million lbs. (2 percent more 
than 1965/66 period); Victoria, 1 million lbs. 
(up 1 percent); South Australia, 600,000 lbs. 
(down 30 percent); Tasmania, 400,000 lbs. 
(down 20 percent); and New South Wales 
100,000 lbs. (down 50 percent). ("Australian 
Fisheries Newsletter, '' June.) 

New Zealand 

JAPANESE SHOW LITTLE INTEREST 
IN JOINT TUNA VENTURE 

New Zealand's proposal for a joint tuna 
venture with Japan was revealed by the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary, Fishing Industry Board, 
who visited Japan recently to discuss cooper- 
ative fishing, gear purchase, and trade. The 
proposed venture reportedly has not been re- 
ceived enthusiastically by the Japanese in- 
dustry since it calls for delivering only such 
tuna species as yellowfin and albacore to New 
Zealand packers. 

Japanese vessel owners claim they cannot 
make profits unloading only part of their 
catches in New Zealand because this would 
damage other fish in the holds. Tuna catches 
off New Zealand are predominantly bluefin 
which, in good condition, bring better prices 
on the Japanese fresh-fish market, so vessel 
owners prefer bringing their catches home. 
The prospects for a joint venture are dim. 
("Suisan Keizai Shimbun,'' Sept. 15.) 
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AFRICA 

South Africa 

SHIPS WHALE MEAT TO JAPAN 

The first shipment of whale meat from 
South Africa was exported to Japan recently. 
This represents an important new export 
market for the fishing industry. 

World production of whale meat is about 
150,000 metric tons a year. Mostofit is con- 
sumed in Japan, although it is also popularin 
many other countries, including Norway. 

The South African whaling company, whose 
fleet of catchers operates up to 200 miles off 
the Durban coast, planned to produce 2,000 
tons of whale meat during the current whaling 
season (February to September). The com- 
pany also is introducing whale meat to the local 
market. The two main types of edible whale 
in great demand by consumers are the sei and 
the fin. ("South African Digest,'' Sept. 22.) 

KOK OK 

SHOAL FISH CATCH CONTINUES UP 

The Cape west coast shoal fish catch inthe 
first six months of 1967 was 74,730 short tons 

pilchards, 8,940 tons maasbanker, 153,095 
tons mackerel, 169,635 tons anchovy, and 

13,966 tons of red-eye herring. The total 
catch was 410,367 tons. 

In the same period of 1966, the total catch 
was 314,317 tons: 115,166 tons pilchards, 
21,955 tons maasbanker, 61,274 tons mack- 
erel, 110,959 tons anchovy, and 4,963 tons of 
red-eye herring. 

In 1965, the total catch was 381,855 tons: 
222,291 tons pilchards, 42,096 tons maas- 
banker, 43,967 tons mackerel, 73,501 tons 
anchovy, and 100 tons of red-eye herring. 

June Catch 

According to figures of the Division of Sea 
Fisheries, the June catch comprised 3,612 
tons pilchards and 35,392 tons anchovy. In 

June 1966, the catch was 6,401 tons pilchards, 
8,498 tons maasbanker, 41 tons mackerel, 

64,836 tons anchovy, and 60 tons of red-eye 
herring. InJune 1965: 15,571 tons pilchards, 

11,521 tons maasbanker, 40,889 tons anchovy. 

The June 1967 catch yielded 8,864 short 
tons of fish meal, 270,076 imperial gallons 
of fish body oil, and 76,860 lbs. of canned 
pilchards. 

In South-West Africa, the June shoal catch 
was 106,925 tons pilchards, 1,650 tons anchovy, 
and 100 tons maasbanker, yielding 26,928 tons 

Z = 

South-West Africa _ 

PILCHARD FISHING POOR 

Pilchard fishing at Walvis Bay was very 
poor in July. The fish were erratic and had 
moved far north--almost to the Kunene River 

mouth. Some had moved 10 to 12 hours' 
steaming from port. When the fish arrived 
at the plant, most werenot suitablefor can- 

ning. 

The 7 pilchard factories (6 with canning 

licenses) worked at reduced capacity. To- 
wards the end of July, there were some Signs 

of the fish moving south again. 

Abnormal Weather 

Although the fish are plentiful tothe north, 

the fact that they are not to be found close to 
Walvis Bayis ascribed toweather conditions. 
The weather has been abnormal this year 
with an almost complete absence of south- 
west winds. The water temperatures off 
Walvis Bay have been unusually high, and 
more anchovy than usual have intruded from 
the north. ("The South African Shipping News 
and Fishing Industry Review," Aug.) 

re afi Nags 
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ARTICLES 
NEW TESTS ASSESS QUALITY CHANGES IN FISH 

By John Spinelli* 

Any weekend fisherman knows that freshly 
caught fish has aflavor that is both subtle and 
attractive and that these desirable character- 
istics are graduallylost as the fish ages. Al- 
though the ability to describe and measure 
these changes in qualityhas eluded scientists, 
recent research is beginning to shed some light 
on them. 

Because fish spoil rapidly, most people have 
associated flavor changes in fish with bacterial 
growth. So, for years, fresh and frozen fish 
were evaluated by sensory or objective tests 
based on the detection of the end products pro- 
duced by growing bacteria. These tests have 
been useful but, because they failed to detect 
the more subtle changes in quality closely re- 
lated to the acceptability of fish, they have 
never been considered adequate. 

Recently, however, studies of certain bio- 

logical changes that occur infish post-mortem 
have resulted in important contributions to 
measuring the quality of fish and to under- 
standing the chemical reactions that lead to the 
loss of quality. After a fish dies, a class of 
chemical compounds known as nucleotides is 
gradually broken down inthe flesh into simpler 
chemical constituents. During iced storage, 
the nucleotides break down ata fairly rapid 
rate so that measurement of either the re- 
maining nucleotides in the flesh, or their 
breakdown products, provides a basis to es- 
tablish the time the fish has been held. Also, 
the degradation of nucleotides is involved in 
the changing flavor characteristics of the fish 
flesh. 

The Key to Understanding 
the Degradation Process 

The key to understanding this whole degra- 
dation process lies in a knowledge of the parent 
nucleotide known as adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP). ATP is acombination of two com- 
pounds, adenine and ribose, and of three phos - 
phate molecules (figure). In living tissue, 
ATP provides the essential fuel for a whole 
series of life processes, In doing so, it is 
continually broken down and regenerated. 
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Complete breakdown of muscle ATP into its final degradation prod- 
ucts--hypoxanthine, ribose, and phosphate. 

After the death of the fish, it is no longer 

able to regenerate ATP, andATP quickly goes 
through a sequence of reductions to the smaller 
molecules, adenosine diphosphate (ADP), 
adenosine monophosphate (AMP), and finally 
inosine monophosphate (IMP). IMP then slowly 
breaks down to inosine, and then to hypoxan- 
thine, ribose, and phosphate--all as shown in 
figure. 

The rates at which degradation occurs are 
different for different species of fish, so these 
rates must be determined experimentally to 
derive useful information from the measure- 
ment of nucleotides or their degradation prod - 
ucts. For example, we have experimentally 
determined that Pacific ocean perch will lose 
about 50 percent of its IMP content after 5 days 
of iced storage and about 85 percent after 10 
days of storage. Thus, an analysis of Pacific 
ocean perch for its remaining nucleotide con- 
tent, or its hypoxanthine content, will yield a 
close approximation of the time it has been 
held in ice. 

To date,scientists in the United States, 

Canada, Great Britain, and Japan have estab- 

lished the rates of nucleotide degradation for 
practically all commercially important spe- 
eles: 

Relation of Nucleotides to Flavor 

In addition to its use indeveloping a quality 
index, this work on nucleotides has given us 

*Research Chemist, BCF Technological Laboratory, Seattle, Washington 98102. 
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insight intothe chemistry of theflavor offish. 
Japanese workers established that IMP is not 
only a very flavorful compound, but that it en- 
hances the flavors of other compounds. Its 
flavor-enhancing ability is far greater than 
that of monosodium glutamate. In Japan, it has 
alsobeen observed that buyers continually pay 
higher prices fortuna with higher IMP content 
than for tuna with low IMP content. 

Work at BCF in Seattle shows that losses 
of flavor in fish closely parallel the loss of 
IMP, and that fish containing IMP above its 

threshold level--that is, above the level at 

whichIMP can barely be tasted--are definitely 
preferred to fish containing less than this 
amount. Other work at Seattle aims at retard- 
ing the degradation of IMP in fish. Laboratory 
trials show that superior flavor ratings are 
given to fish thathave been treated to prevent 

the degradation of IMP over fish that have not 
been similarly treated. 

Future Testing of Fishery Products 

The implications of these and other findings 
will undoubtedly influence the way in which 
commercial fishery products are tested. To- 
day's methods readily distinguish between 
spoiled and not-so-spoiled fish. New methods 
will distinguish between fresh and not-so-fresh 
fish. Though once complicated, the procedures 
for determining nucleotides and their degrada- 
tion products have evolved to the point where 
chemists cando them rapidly and with ease in 
modest, routine, quality-control laboratories. 
Through a combination of analytical tech- 
niques, a comprehensive quality profile will 
eventually emerge that will, with much greater 
accuracy, reflect the attitude of that final 
judge--the consumer. 

AIR FROM THE SEA FOR OCEANAUTS 

A system for pulling oxygen out of seawater to supply underwater dwell- 
ings indefinitely hasbeendevised by Dr. Harold P. Vind at the U.S. Navy Civ- 
il Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, Calif. 

Air Compressor 

tt 
~ PRESSURE-REDUCING PUMP H 
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The pressure-reducing pump is 
particularly important, the Navy 
points out. Anordinary pump would 
have to be very powerful (and thus 
bulky) to discharge the water back 
into the ocean due to the pressure 

difference between the inside and the 
outside of the system. Thenew pump 
essentially uses the high pressure of 
the incoming water to push the used 
water through the discharge valve. 
Thus, the pump can run on little more 
power than that needed to overcome 
the friction of its components. inlet cylinder 

The inexpensive system uses basically a tank, some tubing and a pres- 
sure-reducing pump. In the system, oxygen-deficient stale air is forced into 
a gas-exchange tank where it meets a continuously circulating stream of sea- 
water. The surfaces of the many droplets and bubbles act as diffusion mem- 
branes. The excess carbon dioxide in the stale air diffuses into the seawater, 
and the oxygen in the seawater diffuses into the air. The revitalized air is re- 
turned to the living chamber of the structure. 

The Navy is studying the idea for both fixed shelters and undersea vehi- 
cles. (Reprinted, with permission from ''Science News,'' weekly summary of 
current science, copyright 1966 by Science Service, Inc.) 



A METHOD FOR TAPERING PURSE SEINES 

By Jerry E. 

This paper describes how to compute tapers 
of netting to any predetermined length prior 
to cutting. Southeastern Alaska salmon purse 
seines, which are made up of horizontal 
strips of netting, and a Norwegian tuna seine, 
of vertical strips, are used as examples. 
The diagrams show how to cut netting with 
the least waste. 

For the past 10 years, vessel owners in 
the salmon fishery in Puget Sound and south- 
eastern Alaska have favored using wedged or 
tapered strips in one or both ends oftheir 
seines. The taper is inserted between strips 
of identical mesh size, and equal twine weight, 
and as near the corkline as possible. A ta- 
pered seine can be fished near shore without 
having a deep section of web dangling near 
the bottom. Deep gavels or breast lines have 
atendency to foul the purse line, and a ta- 
pered strip reduces this tendency to a mini- 
mum. Although the need is obvious in sein- 
ing for salmon, tapering of seines may be 
advantageous in other fisheries. 

Purse seines are made up of either hori- 
zontal or vertical strips of webbing. In the 
United States, most purse seines, other than 
those usedinthe menhadenfishery, have hor- 

112-12 fath. web hung on 
10 fath. of corkline 

— 

Bunt 
JOOMD-3/2"Mesh 36 THO Gavel or 

Breast 

line rings 

‘ 
Bunt 

JOOMD- 3%." Mesh 36 THO 

k— 24 fath SM web hung on 20 fath. of corkline —| 
25 MD 4 Mesh _ 2| THD i Selvage Strip 

' 

100 MD 4"Mesh 

50MD 4"Mesh 15 THO ’ 

100MD! 4"Mesh 15 THO 

N/E 25M Oo 0 D “ 

oN WK eS 36 THD or 42 THO 

Jurkovich* 

izontal strips of webbing; in northern Europe, 
purse seines have vertical strips. 

Nearly all experienced fishermen can cut 
tapers or wedges when they are needed, but 
few can compute a taper to a predetermined 
length before cutting. Haphazard cutting of 
netting can be costly if mistakes are made. 
This report presents an easy method of com- 
puting and cutting a taper. 

U. S. PURSE SEINE WITH UNIFORM TAPER 

For the first example of a taper, lusea 
salmon purse seine from the Icy Strait dis- 
trict of southeastern Alaska (fig.1). The 
bunt end begins with 225 MD (meshes deep) 
hung 113 to 12 fathoms in length to 10 fath- 
oms of the corkline, which is the longest side 
because the leadline is usually 10 percent 
shorter than the corkline. At the completion 
of 10 fathoms of bunt, 25 more meshes of 

corkline selvage webbing are laced in. A ta- 
per starts at the junction between bunt and 
body between two adjacent strips of 4-inch 
stretch mesh.l/ This taper is to be 20 fath- 
oms (hung measure) long, so allow 16.6 per- 
cent additional length for "hanging in'’ length 
(24 fathoms of webhungon 20 fathoms of 
corkline). 

|5 THD * 1 

50MD 4" 15 THD i 
Taper ! 

Continued 

Junction of bunt and lighter web is 

sewn together with a 2 mesh pickup 

opposite every eighth mesh or 

(baiting | pt.- 8 meshes). 

Fig. 1 - Diagram of bunt end of a salmon purse seine that is 300 meshes deep. 

*Fishery Methods and Equipment Specialist, BCF's Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, Seattle, Wash. 
1/All mesh measurements in this paper are stretched mesh inside of one knot over and including opposite measured parallel to the sel- 

vage. 
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Computing the Taper 

First step: Draw a sketchof desired taper 
(fig. 2). 

IMD k— 24 fathoms stretch measure —| 

4"mesh stretch measure | t. 
50 MD 

ne 

Fig. 2 - Sketch of desired taper. 

Second step: Convert 24fathoms SM 
(stretch measure) to number of meshes by di- 
viding 1 fathom or 72 inches, by 4-inch mesh, 
to get 18 meshes per fathom; 24 fathoms x18 = 
432 ML (meshes long). The 432 meshes are 
rounded to the nearest 50, to get 450 ML. 

Check a 1-fathom piece of webbing with a 
fathom stick, then count the meshes per fath- 
om. This will prevent any mistakes caused 
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oe 
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by shrinkage or other variations quite often 
found in machine-made netting. 

Third step: Set up a proportion ae 

The fraction (1/9) indicates a proportion of 
one meshinvertical direction opposed to nine 
meshes in a longitudinal direction. Vertical 
direction can only be achieved through the use 
of bar cuts. Becausetwo bars make one mesh, 

multiply the fraction (1/9) by 2 (see fig. 3). 

2 el aiaes 
2 9 18 

A netting fundamentalis that two bars con- 
stitute one mesh. Therefore, all tapers must 

include two or four bars. 

ii 

Use of a two-bar 

| Full Mesh 

1/2 Mesh Double Selvage 

100 Bars 

k—50 Meshes Deep—| 

ke 50 Meshes 
Long 

=] 

STRIP OF WEB 50 MESHES DEEP 

1/2 Mesh Double Selvage 

When a bar-cut (bias cut)is made on a 50 mesh deep piece of 

webbing we have cut into the web 50 meshes in length, the 

resulting number of bars equal 100, proving 2 bars equal 

one (1) full mesh 

Fig. 3 - Basic netting fundamentals. 



formulais preferred fortwo reasons: (1) two 
bars reduce the chances of making mistakes; 
(2) four bars produce larger steps, resulting 
in a taper that is not quite sosmooth. Hither 
a two- or four-bar formula can be used with 
good results. 
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Substitute: 18 - 2 _ 8 
amr ane meshes 

The taper is two bars and eight meshes. 
Figure 4 reveals that in a two-bar, eight- 
mesh, taper the total number of legs cut is 

Tapered Strip of Web 

The Taper Formula is: 

2 Bars and 8 Meshes 

Total number of legs cut are enumerated 

on the tapered strip, and ore equal to 

the denominator in our formula: 

= 2 of which are bars. 2 
18 = total of legs cut. 

Broken lines between tapered strip 

and adjacent strip indicate the com- 

patibility of 2 bors and a full mesh. 
They fit in exact unison. 

Adjacent Strip 

Full Meshes 

NOTE: 2 legs ore cut for each mesh. 

2 Bor Cuts NOTE:(One leg is cut for each bar) this appears to be (3) bors, however the 

3 bar is one leg of the full mesh. 

Fig. 4 - Method of cutting a uniform taper. 

Result: Fraction 2/18--the numerator (2) 
indicates a cutof twobars. Next, compute the 
number of meshes in this taper: 

Denominator - Numerator 
5 = No. of meshes 

18, which is the denominator. The first two 
legs cutformbars, or numerator of the frac- 
tion 2/18. A cut of two bars eight meshes; 
two bars eight meshes; repeated until the op- 
posite selvage side is reached will result in 
a taper about 24 fathoms long. 
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At this point, it is obvious that tapering is 
not precise; at best it is a compromise. The 
aforementioned taper was computed for 432 
meshes long, then rounded to 450 meshes in 
length. The resultis a taper that is 18 mesh- 
es, or 1 fathom, too long. Regardless of this 
minor variation, the system is far more ac- 
curatethan random cutting. As one becomes 
more familiar withthis system, a minor com- 

promise inlengthcan reduce the 1-fathom va- 
riation. 

Note also that two bars are equal to one 
mesh and are laced to the adjacent strip in 
this manner (fig. 4). Note the dotted lines be- 
tween the taper and adjacent web. 

Procedure for Cutting A Taper 

Place a strip of web 50 meshes deep ona 
flat surface, spread evenly, and keep the op- 
posite double selvages almost parallel. 

Facethe web from the end, start at the left 

side, and count one full mesh to the right, then 
cut two bars eight meshes, and continue with 
two bars eight meshes until the opposite sel- 
vageisreached. The fullmeshes are cut par- 
allelwiththe selvage. Thisis a crucial point. 
The strips are usedin a longitudinal direction, 
and the knots on the full meshes used in this 
taper will clean to form a rounded loop. The 
opposite is true when vertical strips are used; 
the knots in the full meshes will untie to form 
two separate legs. Invertical strip seine con- 
struction, the reference to fullmeshes will 

become points (two bars eight points). 

Left Side 

Count down 
25 meshes 

Start cut at 
25> MD 

12 Fathoms Stretch Measure 

24 Fathoms Stretch Measure (Double Selvage) 

— 

24 Fathoms Stretch Measure 

When a taper is cut in the aforementioned 
manner, the remains may be used at the op- 
posite end of the seine. 

An alternate method for better utilization 
of webbing should be used if a taper is needed 
only at one end of the seine. 

The 50 MD webbing is spread in the same 
manner as above. Count 25 meshes starting 
from left to right and begin a two-bar, eight- 
mesh, taper on the next half mesh. This cut 
is continued until the right selvage is reached. 
The severed piece is 12 fathoms long. It is 
then matched selvage to selvage, taper to 
taper, and sewntogether to eliminate all waste 
(see fig. 5). 

After the taper has been cut, I strongly ad- 
vise selvaging the tapered edge prior to lacing 
it tothe adjacent strip. Themost experienced 
net maker should lace the taper because it 
must be sewnproperly with the same number 
of meshes used on the tapered side as on the 
adjacent side. Twobar cuts equal one mesh-- 
is a Simple but most important rule to re- 
member whenlacingthetaper. Once started, 

the person lacing should never stop without 

making a secure tiedown so the meshes can- 
not slip. The best procedure is to lace the 
entire taper without any stops. 

To make taper computation complete, one 
more example has to be explained. In the 
first example, figure 4, the proportion of 2/18 

is an even number inthe denominator. Inthe 
next example, the denominator is an odd num- 
ber. 

eee 

Double Selvage 

Double Selvage 

Double Selvage 

Fig. 5 - Method of cutting a taper when only one end of the seine has a taper. 
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Bunt 
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25 MD 4 Mesh 21 or 24 THO 

100 MD - 4" Mesh 15 THO 

Taper - |MD to 100 MD 
4"Mesh I5THD B50 Meshes Deep 

100 MD - 4" Mesh 

Fig. 6 - Diagram of bunt end of a salmon purse seine that is 350 meshes deep. 

Note that in figure 6 the netis 350 MD and 
the taper is 100. 

Computing the Taper 

First step: Drawa diagramof taper (fig. 
ts 

24 fathoms stretch measure 

Fig. 7 - Sketch of desired taper. 

Second step: Convert 24 fathoms SM to 
number of meshes long. 

72 inches per fathom + 4-inch mesh = 18 
meshes per fathom. 

24 fathoms x 18 meshes per fathom = 432 
meshes which, rounded to nearest 50 mesh- 

es, will be 450 ML. 

A piece of webbing should be checked for 
possible shrinkage after treatment by a pre- 
servative. Stretch the webbing to be used 
and measure along the selvage with a 1-fath- 
om stick and count the meshes in1 fathom. 
Do not be surprised to find a different count 
than your computation. Always use the count 
obtained from the measured length. 

Third step: Proportion: 

MD = 100(MD) = 2 
ML 450(ML) 9 

2 inthe numerator = 2 bar cuts. 

Denominator - Numerator - No. of meshes 
2 in taper 

33 meshes Substitute: 9 - 2 = 
2 

It is impossible in net making (with ta- 
pers) tocut $ meshas each full mesh is made 
up of two legs. Whenever a fraction is en- 
countered, use the nearest smaller whole 
number and the nearest larger whole num- 
ber. In this example use three meshes and 

four meshes. 

Fourth step: The taper formula is: 

Two bars three meshes; two bars four 

meshes; two bars three meshes; two bars 
four meshes; repeated, until the double sel- 
vage at the right is cut (see fig. 8). Please 
note that two bars three meshes and two 
bars four meshes can be added together to 
result in the formula: four bars seven 
meshes. The tapers are identical and the 
ultimate 24-fathom taper is achieved with 
either formula. However, I prefer to use 

the two-bar formula for two reasons: (1) 
two bars reduce the chances of making 
mistakes; (2) the four-bar, seven-mesh, 
taper makes larger steps, and the taper is 
not as smooth. 

Cutting Procedure 

This taper will be started inthe same 
manner asthe first. Spread the 100 MD 
webbing ona smooth flat surface, spread even- 
ly, and keep opposite double selvages almost 
parallel. Count one full mesh (see fig. 8), then 
start two bars three meshes; two bars four 

meshes; twobars three meshes; twobars four 

meshes, alternating three and four meshes 
after each two bars. This will produce a24- 
fathom taper from 1 to 100 MD. 
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Taper Formula is: 

2 Bars, 3 Meshes; 

2 Bars, 4 Meshes. 

Total of 18 separate legs cut are 

enumerated on tapered strip and 

are equal to the denominator: 

of which are bars 

fotal leg cuts 
a 
18 

Broken lines between tapered 

strip and adjacent strip indicate 

compatability of two bars and 
one full mesh. They fit in exact 

unison, 

Adjacent Strip of Web 

Full Meshes 

NOTE: 2 legs are cut for each 

full mesh. 

2 Bar Cuts NOTE: One leg is cut for each bar 

LEFT SIDE LOOKING 

Fig. 8 - Method of cutting a nonuniform taper. 

NORWEGIAN TUNA PURSE SEINE 

The purse Seine on data sheet FAO No. 305 
(Food and Agriculture Organization, Catalogue 
of Fishing Gear Design, 1965) was selected 
for the example of a purse seine made up of 
vertical strips of webbing (fig. 9). The seams 
of vertical strips are laced together to make 
the selvages line up perfectly. This task is 
accomplished by using a baitingrate of 1 point 
15 meshes to lace the long selvage to the short 

selvage sothat they are the same length on the 
bottom edge. This baiting rate causes a bag- 
ging effect that is considered a good feature in 
purse seine configuration. 

I believe that vertical strips laced mesh on 
mesh and a taper cut would work even more 
effectively becausethis seinehas a 40 percent 
"hang in" initially, which gives plenty of bag- 
ging. Any additional bagging achieved by bait- 
ingis superfluous and will be a detriment, in- 



Baiting (1 Pt. - 15M) 

Fig. 9 - Diagram of bunt end of tuna purse seine 

stead of anasset, whenthe Seine is used where 
tides are strong. 

From data sheet No. 305, the following is 
derived: 130 MDisthe difference between 390 
MD at the beginning of the taper and 520 MD 
at the completion of the taper. 

130 MD 

BOS Bo INOs Cut 

2 
Denominator - Numerator 

2 

meshes = 14 meshes. 

A 2 bar 14point taper starts at 390 MD and 
ends at 520 MD overadistance of 1,950 
meshes. 
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Taken from FAO catalog of fishing gear designs (1965) 

designed in Norway (from data sheet FAO No. 305). 

Panel I. Count down 403 meshes. At the 
next = mesh, start cutting a 2-bar, 14-point, 
taper. Then match bottom and top on 403- 
mesh sides and lace together. 

Panel II. Count down 429 meshes. Atthe 
next 3 mesh, start cutting a 2-bar, 14-point 
taper and lace 429-mesh sides together. Then 
match 416-mesh sides from Panel I and II and 
lace together. 

Panels III, IV, V--Repeat as in Panel I and 

Il. 

The result is a piece of netting with 390 
MD gradually increasing to 520 MD overa 
span of 1,950 ML. The bottom edge is a con- 
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Fig. 10 - Method of cutting the webbing for FAO No. 305 with no waste. 

i Panel I-195 ML x 8064 meshes deep 
Panel II - 195 ML x 8582 HY Hy 
Panel III - 195 ML x 9102 we " 
Panel IV - 195 ML x 9623 i i 
Panel V -195MLx1i1014$ " u 

The half mesh is important because it is 
lost when the taper is cut. 

tinuous 2-bar, 14-point, taper and the top 
seam has straight meshes. 

The tapered edge at the bottom will lace 
mesh upon mesh to the selvage. When two 
bars are reached, they are treated exactly 
the same as one mesh. This willnot be diffi- 
cult. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. This taper method will work equally 
well inaltering old seines or constructing 
new nets. 

2. The taper is insertedbetween strips of 
identical mesh size and equal twine weight, 
and as near the corkline as possible. 

3. Ona seine using horizontal strips, full 
meshes--not points--are cut because the cuts 
are made in a longitudinal direction. When 
the knots are cleaned, complete loops are 
formed. 

2 tablespoons chopped parsley 
5 teaspoon salt 

Place oysters on a broiler pan. 

Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. 

no. 1-49,.49/2:10). 

1 can (12 ozs.) oysters, fresh or frozen 

Thaw frozen oysters, Drain oysters. Sprinkle with parsley and seasonings. Place 
an oyster on eachpiece of bacon. Wrap bacon around oyster and secure with a toothpick. 

Broil about 4 inches from source of heat for 8 to 10 
minutes or until baconis crisp. Turncarefully. Broil 4 to 5 minutes longer or until 
bacon is crisp. Makes approximately 30 hors d'oeuvres. 

This idea for entertaining is from a new, 22-page, full-color booklet, "Nautical No- 
tions for Nibbling, released by the United States Department of the Interior's BCF. It 
is available for 45¢ from the Superintendent of Documents, U. 8S. Government Printing 

Ask for Market Development Series No. 10, (catalog 

4. On European nets using vertical strips, 

the tapers consist of bars and points because 
the cut full meshes will untie at the knot. 

5. Always count the single legs as you cut 
them as bars. All tapers with two bars may 
appear to have three bars, but the "third" bar 
is part of the next full mesh. 
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Paprika 
Pepper 
10 slices bacon, cut in thirds 
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Landing fish in snowstorm. (Photo: Robert K. Brigham) 
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Whipping the "belly rollers" of a fish trawl aboard the "Silver Bay" during bottom fish explorations off Florida's East Coast. 
(Photo: J, B. Rivers) 



1967 U. S. CATCH IS LOWEST SINCE 1943 

The 1967 U. S. catch of fish, shellfish, and 

other aquatic products is expected to be 4,1 

billion pounds--a drop of about 200 million 

from 1966 and the smallest catch since 1943, 

The shrimp catch will set arecord, It is 

expected to be about 292 million pounds, 24 

million pounds higher than 1954's record 268 

million pounds, Again this year, shrimp will 

be by far the most valuable commercial spe- 

cies. 

There also were increased catches of ale- 

wives, cod, Dungeness crabs, Pacific hake, 

Maine sea herring, tuna, and anchovies. 

Landings of menhaden this year are ex- 

pected to be about 1.2 billion pounds--almost 

100 million pounds below 1966 and only about 

half the 1961 record of 2.3 billion pounds, 

Landings of other industrial fish also declined, 

There will be declines in catches of had- 

dock, New England flounders, king crab, ocean 

perch, jack and Pacific mackerel, Alaska 

salmon, sea scallop meats, and whiting. 

After many years, the steady climb in king 

crab landings ended, The 1967 catch will be 

about 130 million pounds, 29 million less than 

1966. 

The strong 1963 year-class of haddock that 

has supported the fishery for the past few 

years appears to have passed its peak. The 

1967 catch will be only about 116 million 

pounds, down 16 million from 1966, 

Landings of New England flounders, prin- 

cipally yellowtail, continued to decline in 1967, 

They will be about 15 million pounds less than 

the 1966 catch of 105 million pounds, 

Perhaps the greatest disaster for U.S. 

fisheries in 1967 was the failure of Alaskan 

salmon runs, The catch is expected to be 

the lowest since 1959, 

Landings of sea scallop meats will decline 

to about 7 million pounds--down 4 million 

from 1966 and the lowest since 1945, 

Landings of whiting will be about 57 mil- 

lion pounds, down 24 million pounds from 

1966, 

1967 TUNA CATCH 

The catch of tuna by the United States and 

Puerto Rico will be about 380 million pounds-- 

one of the higheston record, California land- 

ings usually account for about 90 percent of all 

landings. During the first 11 months of 1967, 

the state's landings reached 281.9 million 

pounds--nearly 30 percent above the 218.8 

million pounds of the 1966 period, A record 

albacore catch of 15,738 tons was made off 

Oregon. 

U, S. SUPPLY OF FISHERY PRODUCTS 

Since 1957, the total supply of fishery prod- 

ucts--domestic catch plus imports on live- 

weight basis--has increased 94 percent, It 

rose from 7.2 billion pounds in 1957 to nearly 

14 billion in 1967. The 1967 supply will be 12 

percent above 1966's. The estimated 1967 

domestic catch of only 4,1 billion pounds is 6 

percent lessthanin1966 and only 29.5 percent 



of the total available supply. This is the low- 

est percentage in U. S. history. 

Recordimports of fish mealfrom Peru and 

Norway account for a large part of the increase 

in total quantity available. The supply of 

edible fishery products will be down from 5.4 

billion pounds in 1966 to about 5,2 billion 

pounds in 1967, Bothdomestic catch and im- 

The 

supply of industrial products willreach a rec- 

ports were slightly off the 1966 volume. 

ord 8,7 billion pounds in 1967 because of heavy 

imports. Only 20 percent of the supply of in- 

dustrial products was produced domestically. 

Pack of Canned Fishery Products 

January -September 

1967 li 1966 
. . . .(Standard Cases). ... 

sbasttige se ons ceca 2, 110, 000 4, 344, 047 
ea ieealy sah aitea Ni 21,729, 964 19,953, 567 

US See 1, 250, 000 1, 332,783 
STIR cain eat 2, 360, 000 2, 234, 676 
ee © ee ew ow 530, 000 200, 000 

EXPORTS 

U.S, exports of fishery products in 1967 

will be at about the 1966 level. 

first 9 months of 1967, exports of fresh and 

During the 

frozen items were on about the same level, 

or slightly better, than during the 1966 period. 

Freshandfrozenshrimp, and canned salmon, 

shrimp, and squid were well above the 1966 

amounts, Exportsof menhaden oil (66.3 mil- 

lion pounds) were 8 percent less thanthe 72,3 

million pounds of the 1966 period, but it was 

thought this could easily change by the end of 

year. 

PROCESSED FISHERY PRODUCTS IN 1967 

U. 5S. production of processed fishery prod- 

ucts will be at about the 1966 level. Canned 

salmon is down more than 50 percent, but 

packs of tuna, shrimp, and oysters will be 

larger. The pack of Maine sardines will total 

1,250,000 standard cases; the 1966 pack was 

1,333,000 cases. Domestic production of fish 

sticks and portions will be only slightly above 

1966's, while breaded shrimp and production 

of fillets and steaks will be less. Domestic 

fish meal production will be 12 percent below 

1966's due to a smaller catch of menhaden, 

Foreign Trade in Fishery Products 

IMPORTS 

January -September 

1967 1966 

. « (Million Pounds). . 

Groundfishifillets and fillets - 
Other fillets 

eo + + © © © © eo ew ww 

Ce 

cio efuelre (LOS) ieuelents 

468.1 345.9 

EXPORTS 

2 © © © © © © 0 

Salmon o 2 © © © © © ew we oO ow 

The 1967 pack of canned salmon will be 

around 2,1 million standard cases--less than 

half the previous year's production of 4,3 

million cases andthe smallest pack since 

1905, 

The 1967 pack of tuna will be a new record 

of about 21.7 million standard cases~-1.8 mil- 

lion cases, or 9 percent, larger than in 1966, 

For the first time since 1957, 50 percent (or 

more) of the total U.S. pack of tuna will come 

from U, S.-caught fish. 



The pack of shrimp will be about 2,360,000 

standard cases; in 1966, it was 2,235,000. 

Production of canned oysters will be around 

500,000 cases, a40 percent increase over 1966, 

There are no reports or indications that 

other canned fishery products will show any 

large volume changes from the 1966 packs, 

(BCF Branch of Fishery Statistics.) 

Billion U.S. CATCH, 
pounds 

1943-67. Billion 
pounds 



BCF DIRECTOR URGES RESURGENCE OF U. S. FISHERIES 

The U. S. fishing industry must use more 

scientific methods to findand harvest fish if it 

is to play a significant role inan era of chang- 

ing fisheries. The demand for the riches of the 

sea exists in the U.S.and is urgent in the de- 

veloping nations. And, fortunately, the waters 

fished traditionally by American fishermen 

can yieldmuch greater harvests. These were 

several of the important themes discussed by 

H. E. Crowther, Director of the Bureau of 

Commercial Fisheries, at the annual meeting 

of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Com- 

mission in Virginia on Oct. 17, 1967. 

Director Crowther reviewed the past 30 

years of U.S. fisheries--the industry, the 

product, the resource. 

THE INDUSTRY 

In 1937, the U. S. industry was a "purely 

domestic industry" that supplied fishery prod- 

ucts to the American public from its own 

catches. While it had some problems, its 

activities were relatively quiet when compared 

with today's. 

The end of World War II brought change. 

The U.S. fishing fleet was intact, in compara- 

tively good shape, andactive. Japanhad to re- 

build her fleet. The Soviet Unionturned to the 

high seas for her supplies. Other nations, now 

active in world fisheries, faced similar de- 

cisions. 

But the U.S., withits reasonably prosperous 

fleet and demand for fish fairly constant went 

on fishing as she had in the past. The fishery 

on the Atlantic Coast, for example, changed 

somewhat over the years. ''A few vessels were 

built--but not enough to solve the problem of 
1 

obsolescence.'' Not enough young people en- 

tered the industry to replace those who left. 

During the post World War II period, the 

fishing industries of several nations recog- 

nized the potential of the oceans as a source 

of foodand revenue and began to buildmodern 

vessels. 

Also, while the U. 8. fishing industry was 

remaining fairly constant, other segments of 

her economy grew fairly rapidly. This pat- 

tern continued. The U.S. catchand per-capita 

consumption of fish remained static. ''Thede- 

mand created by an increasing population was 

filled almost entirely by imported fishery 

products. Today many segments of our fishing 

industry, particularly in New England, face 

serious problems." 

THE PRODUCTS 

Thirty years ago,as today, the U.S.set the 

pace in originating fishery products for the 

market. Back then, fillets, steaks, anddressed 

and whole fish were accepted as up-to-date 

products. Over the years the U. S. developed 

new products, and other countries copied them. 

Frozen fillets, for example, make an ideal 

export product. Prices for them and the quan- 

tity consumed made the U.S. market attrac- 

tive--and so foreign countries aimed their ex- 

ports at the U. S. market. From 1947 on, the 

U.S. has developed fish sticks, portions, heat- 

and-serve products as modernas any foods in 

the frozen food cabinet. In many instances, the 



industry developed products more advanced 

than any in the food trade. The U.S.was the 

world leader. Today there is need for even 

more modern fishery products than those pro- 

duced. Convenience products are capturing 

more of the market and all fishery products 

are not keeping up with this development. 

THE RESOURCE 

In 1937, and for many years thereafter, 

the resources off U.S. coasts were her own. 

Her fishermen considered Georges Bank and 

other areas their fishing grounds; they would 

not have believed thatsome day they would be 

sharing these withother nations. But,as other 

nations increased their fleets, they needed new 

grounds. In recent years, they moved onto the 

rich continental shelf offthe U.S. coasts. Many 

nations, including the USSR, fish for haddock, 

red hake, and other species off New England. 

Besides foreign competition, other develop- 

ments within the United States hurt the fishing 

industry. The estuarine zones, where about 65 

percent of the species the U.S. catches depend 

for at least a part of their life history, were 

being lost to population pressures. Alsoheavy 

pollution from industrialand domestic sources 

poured into the rivers andestuarine areas and 

injured many species of fish. 

Still, There Are Blessings to Count 

Despite these woes, however, the U.S. can 

still "count her blessings.'' She is surrounded 

by productive waters. ''Beginning along the 

New Jersey shore, to Delaware and Chesapeake 

Bays, the Sounds of the Carolinas, and the 

estuaries and inlets extending along the coast 

to Texas, are some of the richest waters inthe 

world. The broad areas of the continental 

shelf off New England and the Gulf of Mexico 

have produced tremendous catches of fish and 

shellfish. The traditional fisheries can be 

maintained with proper manipulation." 

In addition, the U.S. has vast underutilized 

and unutilized resources off her shores. Her 

successful experience with international com- 

missions shows that itis possible insome 

cases to establish resource-sharing arrange- 

ments with other nations. She has a''reason- 

ably intact fleet, a fairly healthy processing 

industry, a wealth of technological know-how, 

and above all, a large potential market for the 

right products in the right places." 

A NEW ERA 

The domestic fishing industry ''glamourized 

in fiction and nostalgia'' has disappeared. U.S. 

fisheries have changed. Thebirthof a newera 

may be in the offing. 

Inthe past, the U.S. fished selectively. For 

food fish, her fishermen attempted to catch 

species mostin public demand. A sizable in- 

dustrial fishery developed and this too, for the 

most part, concentrated on single species, such 

as menhaden. 

The question now arises: ''Has the time 

come for the U. S. to expand her fisheries to 

meet still another demand--that of worldwide 

protein deficiencies ?"' 

The U.S. has recognized that providing ade- 

quate food for the world's expanding population 

is clearly one of the greatest challenges facing 

civilization. The U.S. must play a part in 

solving this problem. The problem already is 



acute. Drastic and comprehensive actions 

must be taken immediately. 

Animal Protein Needed 

Today, the limited quantity of all food (cal- 

ories) greatly concerns many parts of the de- 

veloping world--but even more crucial is the 

shortage of animal protein needed to providea 

balanced diet. 

The recent report of the President's Science 

Advisory Committee onthe World Food Prob- 

lem concludes: 

"It is imperative for programs designed to 

alleviate protein deficiency to produce big re- 

sults ina relatively short time. Since eventhe 

most vigorous efforts probably will fallshort 

of the goal, work should be initiated promptly 

on any program which shows promise of pos- 

sible significance." 

No steps taken to date to solve this problem 

have stemmed the worsening trend. There is 

no adequate solution in sight. President John- 

son recently warned that ''the shadow of starva- 

tion and impending famine has grown even 

darker." He said that a ''massive effort'' by the 

U.S.and other nations'' to help the less fortu- 

nate of the earth to help themselves"' is neces- 

sary. 

The urgency of this problem is demon- 

strated by these facts: 

1. World population was expected to in- 

crease from 3.3 billion in 1965 to 5 billion in 

1985--and to between 6 and 7.5 billion by the 

year 2000. 

2. At least 20 percent of the 2.25 billion 

people living in underdeveloped countries 

today receive too few calories. About 60 

percent have diets that are inadequate in nu- 

tritional quality. 

3. If present rates of population growth con- 

tinue, by the year 2000 there will be more than 

four times as many people in less-developed 

countries than in the developed ones. 

4, Calculated nutritional requirements in- 

dicate that food needs in developing coun- 

tries will at least double in the next 20 years. 

Overlooked Source of Animal Protein 

It has be come apparent to many that one 

important source of animal protein that has 

been largely overlooked and neglected is the 

fishery resource of the seas and inland waters. 

"There is little doubt that the potential pro- 

ductivity of fish for food is many times the 

1965 harvest of 58 millionmetric tons." Sci- 

entists offer different estimates of the oceans! 

annual potential production. They range from 

200 million metric tons to 4,000 millionmetric 

tons. But, as one scientist noted, it makes 

little difference whois right. Even the smaller 

figure is sufficient to provide the animal pro- 

tein needed inthe diet for twice today's world 

population. 

Fig. 1 - Tuna seen from observation chamber of research vessel. 

The U.S. estimate of the sustainable yield 

of the resources in areas traditionally fished 



by American fishermen--in U.S. coastal wa- 

ters andoffcertainforeign coasts inthe west- 

ern hemisphere--is that these resources, in 

the aggregate, can produce at least five or six 

times the present yield. That is about 28 bil- 

lion pounds. 

Reduced to its simplest terms, the problem 

is to get food from the sea to those who need it. 

This requires introduction into world markets 

of products ''that are economical, easily stored 

and transported, require no refrigeration, and 

that canbe readily incorporated into diets ac- 

ceptable by the consumers. One such product 

witha tremendous potential is fish protein con- 

centrate." 

Fish Protein Concentrate 

FPC contains 80 percent animal protein of 

highest quality. Not all of the sea's annual 

Fig. 2 - Fish Protein Concentrate. 

eal Sz : 

Fig. 3 - All these foods contain FPC. 

potential production would beavailable or 

required tomanufacture FPC. Eachtonoffish 

yields 300 to 400 pounds of protein. Using con- 

servative estimates of potential worldfish 

production--200 million metric tons--the sea 

could produce at least 30 to 40 million tons of 

animal protein annually--enough to provide 20 

grams a day for about 5 billion people. 

Growing U.S. Demand for Fisheries Products 

In addition to the needs of developing nations 

for animal protein, there is a growing demand 

for edible andnonedible fish and fish products 

in the U.S. This demand has increased more 

rapidly than the population. Per-capita use of 

fish and fish products has increased from 42 

pounds (round weight) in 1950 to 62 pounds in 

1966. 

"Demand studies using population projec- 

tions, income projections, and competitive 

price relationships among commodities have 

beenused tomake estimates of future demand. 

Anestimate based on conservative projections 

of population, income, and per-capita con- 

sumption is that total utilization of fishand 



fish products in the U.S. will increase a mini- 

mum of 72 percent from the current 12 billion 

pounds to 21 billion by the year 2000. Using 

higher, but not unrealistic projections of 

population, income, and per capita consumption 

for edible fish products, the increase would be 

162 percent to 32 billion pounds by the year 

2000," 

As the need for increased food production 

from the sea becomes more urgent, twobasic 

questions must be asked: 

"Is the industry prepared to play its role in 

this new era of changing fisheries ?" 

"What can the States and the Bureau of Com- 

mercial Fisheries doto assist the industry in 

increasing production ?" 

Industry Must Overcome Obstacles 

The U.S. producer's future role in world 

fisheries depends on solving certain problems, 

The resource base for the U.S. fishing industry 

is considerably greater than is being used now. 

It involves many latent or underutilized re- 

sources. They are not exploited, or are only 

partially exploited, by American fishermen; 

inlarge part this is because the American in- 

dustry, ''beset with many problems reflected 

in high costs, cannot now harvest them and 

produce end-products in aform andata price 

competitive with imports. High costs, to a 

great extent, result from lack of technological 

innovation, inadequate data about the re- 

sources, and the presence of institutional bar- 

riers," 

Need for Technological Inprovement 

Technological improvements, combined 

with the lowering of institutional barriers and 

study of resources can reduce costs substan- 

tially--and improve the competitive position of 

the U. S. industry. ''Technological improve- 

ment can be undertaken by the industry, pro- 

vided the fundamental technological, biologi- 

cal, and oceanographic researchnecessary to 

a better understanding of the resources and the 

means to harvest and process them are first 

provided by the States and the Federal Govern- 

ment. The removal, or mitigation, of the ef- 

fects of institutional and political barriers is 

largely beyond the capability of the industry. 

The application of technological discoveries by 

industry is not alone enough to solve industry's 

problems. Indeed it is unlikely to come about 

unless there is some promise of progress in 

all areas of research and development." 

Fig. 4 - Bruce R. Burns, Fishery Biologist at BCF's Biological La- 
boratory, Woods Hole, Mass., identifying bottom-dwelling in- 
vertebrates from the New England fishing grounds. 

The State and the Federal Government must 

do more in the near future to assure an eco- 



nomically sound fishing industry. This con- 

dition is necessary before the U.S. can guide 

the developing nations in obtaining food from 

the sea. ''Thereis a good probability that 

major improvements can be made,"' 

Fishing Methods Barely Changed 

"There has been no fundamental change in 

fishing methods since fishingbegan. The great 

technological developments of the last 30 years 

have scarcely been applied to the art of locating 

and catching fish. Exploitation of fishery re- 

sources, especially those now unutilized or 

underutilized, awaits major improvements in 

present harvesting methods. It also awaits 

entirely new concepts of fishing vessel design, 

deck equipment, fishing gear and techniques, 

and fish handling and processing methods which 

will maximize catches and quality--improve 

efficiency--and increase the profit earning 

capacity of the fishing industry." 

An increased harvest willcreatea need for 

new resource management techniques. Other- 

wise the catch of eachspecies inturn will rise 

to a maximum and decline as fishing and other 

pressures take effect. ''The present under- 

standing of howto realize the potential of our 

ocean resources is so imperfect that even the 

most optimistic experts find it difficult to visu- 

alize anaverage yield--over the entire ocean-- 

greater than 20 pounds per acre. This is de- 

spite the fact that some extensive ocean re- 

gions -- without cultivation--produce 300 to 400 

pounds per acre per year." 

There is need to developbetter methods of 

applying the existing wealth of technological 

skills to fisheries exploitation and manage- 

ment. Many research and development pro- 

grams must be continued and expanded. The 

many excellent State projects along the Atlantic 

Coastunder P.L. 88-309 and P.L. 89-304 are 

already providing some answers to resource 

These Federal Aid 

programs may lead to alleviation, wherever 

and industry problems. 

possible, of institutional barriers that inhibit 

efficient resource utilization. 

Research and development on Atlantic Coast 

resources also may lead toa change in the 

nature of the fisheries, from hunting and cap~ 

turing to new methods of herding and cultiva- 

tion--aquatic husbandry. 

Space Science May Help 

"We must also consider approaches which 

heretofore have been impossible or too ex- 

pensive to undertake. These opportunities 

occur as 'spin offs' from space science, from 

recent advances in underwater technology, 

genetics, and other disciplines. A good ex- 

ample of such 'spin off! may be drawn from 

the space program. The competition in our 

race for the moon has and will continue to pay 

many dividends in areas not connected with the 

space battle. This program has given birth to 

thousands of inventions and discoveries. From 

'oreaseless frying pans! to sophisticated com- 

munications equipment to observing schools 

of fish and ocean currents--many new devel- 

opments are springing from the launching pads 

to feed the insatiable hunger of science and in- 

dustry for new technological concepts." 

International Efforts for Conservation 

Intensive and selective fishing by foreign 

fleets have created dangers that certain fish 

species along the Atlantic Coast may be over- 

harvested. 
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Fig. 5 - Bringing incatch of Pacific hake (Merluccius productus) 
aboard BCF research vessel "John N. Cobb." The Russians have 
made large catches in this relatively new, BCF -discovered, fishery. 

"Our efforts to meet this problem through 

international conventions, and supplemented by 

bilateral agreements where necessary, have, 

for the most part, met with success. We have 

made a good beginning in fostering conserva- 

tion and in maintaining or increasing access 

to high seas fisheries resources by our fleets. 

However, there is a difficult road ahead. 

Sooner or later we will need to find new in- 

ternational concepts which willresolve inter- 

national fisheries problems once and for all." 

The States and Federal Government "should 

plan and carry out their work cooperatively 

with industry--then turn over to private en- 

terprise the development of a productive fish- 

ing industry as early as possible." 

"There is no doubt in my mind that in the 

near future the underutilized resources of the 

ocean will be harvested and converted into 

protein products for human food and industrial 

uses. 

"It is my hope that as this time draws near, 

the fishing industry will take advantage of cur- 

rent technological developments, and will es- 

tablish expanded and more efficient fish har- 

vesting and processing capabilities at home 

and abroad. I believe the fish protein concen- 

trate program can foster the encouragement 

of large-scale investmentin allaspects of the 

exploitation of the sea's living resources. If 

it canbe established that fish canbe converted 

into a proteinfood supplementata profit--and 

all indications are that it can--then industry 

itself will make greater investment in research 

and development for an even more advariced 

technology in the 30 years ahead. 

"T cannot emphasize strongly enough that the 

present situation--this beginning of a new era 

infisheries exploitation--is one in which basic 

decisions must be made by the States, the in- 

dustry, and the Federal Government, ‘We must 

decide soon what the position of our fishing in- 

dustry should be during the next 30 years. Shall 

we maintain the status quo of our industry and 

perhaps slip evenfurther down the production 

ladder--or shall we, througha cooperative ef- 

fort, take the necessary steps toachieve a 

greater share of the world potential of fish and 

shellfish resources ? 

"An early resurgence in our fisheries will 

come atamost critical time in world history-- 

when the people of the world are taking up 

more andmore of the earth's land areas--and 

when the tapping of the ocean wealth was never 

more opportune and needed. 

"The U.S. canand must take the initiative to 

help our own economy, and to spread enormous 

good will by harvesting the ocean to feeda 

hungry world." 

TS 



UNITED STATES 
Shrimp Fishery of New England 

During the past 3 years, the large popula- 
tion of shrimp that inhabits the North Amer- 
ican coast from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia has 
provided Maine fishermen with a profitable 
fishery. It bids fair to rival the groundfish 
and whiting fisheries that have been the main- 
stay of the small and medium sized otter 
trawlers. 

Center of the thriving fishery is Portland, 
Maine. There 41 of the estimated 100 shrimp 
trawlers operating from Maine ports in 1967 
landed their catches during the fishing season 
from mid-December until early April. Pro- 
duction, value of catch to the fishermen, and 
number of boats in the fishery--all have 
shown a steady increase since 1965. In that 
year, a fleet of 20 trawlers landed over 
1,000,000 pounds of shrimp worth $120,000 to 

the fishermen, 

In 1966, 36 vessels fished out of Portland 
and caught close to 3,000,000 pounds of shrimp 
with an exvessel value of nearly $400,000. 
Besides Portland landings, production from 
other ports, such as New Harbor and Booth- 
bay Harbor, was considerable, Itis estimated 
that the total Maine catch for 1967 will be 
5,000,000 pounds. 

Groundfish Caught With Shrimp 

In addition, substantial quantities of 
groundfish captured with the shrimp contrib- 
ute measurably to profits of the operations. 
A conservative estimate for the three-month 
season is 15 percent of the shrimp catch, or 
750,000 pounds valued at $45,000. 

Boats operating out of Portland in the 
shrimp fishery range from 35 to 65 feet long 
and have 2-man crews; a few boats carry 3 
men. Smaller boats converted into otter 
trawlers during the shrimp season work out 
of small ports within a 50-mile radius of 
Portland. Most of these carry a single man, 
the owner-captain. 

Fishing operations similar to the ocean 
perch fishery are carried out only in day- 
light hours, Fishing grounds are within rea- 
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sonable steaming distance of the ports--3 to 
4 hours or 20 to 30 miles. Generally, the 
boats leave port between 3 and 4 o'clock in 
the morning and reach the fishing grounds 
shortly after daybreak, when fishing begins. 

A Typical Boat 

Typical of the boats in the Portland fleet 
is the F/V ''Tern,'' a 3-man, Western-rigged, 
63-foot, steel trawler built in 1963. 
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Fig. 1 - Catch of 1,000 pounds of shrimp and 800 pounds of ground- ° 
fish coming aboard Maine shrimper F/V Tern in March 1967. 

Fig. 2 - Dumping result of 2-hour tow in March 1967 on shrimp 
grounds ESE of Portland Light Vessel. 
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Fig. 3 - Shrimp catch of about 1,500 pounds and 500 pounds of 

groundfish --24-hour tow-~March 1967. 

Fig. 4 - F/V Tem--65' otter trawler operating in shrimp, whiting, 
and ocean perch fisheries out of Portland, Maine, 

On March 31, 1967, the Tern departed 
from Portland at 4:00 a.m. and steamed out 
past Portland Light Vessel to the deep wa- 
ters off Cape Elizabeth. The first set of the 
net was made at 7:15 a.m. The net was towed 
for 3 hours in 81 to 84 fathoms of water. It 
caught 1,000 pounds of shrimp and 500 pounds 
of mixed groundfish, mostly dabs, gray sole, 
and hake. The catch was sorted and stowed 

in the fish hold in about 45 minutes while the 

boat continued on its second tow of the day. 

The second set was hauled at 1:00 o'clock 
and produced 1,000 pounds of shrimp and 800 
pounds of groundfish. The catch was rela- 
tively free of so-called trash species that 
must be picked out before guiding the shrimp 
through the deck bunker opening into the fish 
hold. In about 40 minutes, the crew had 
stowed the shrimp in the hold and dressed 
and washed the groundfish. Last haul of the 
day, a tow of 23 hours, added another 800 

pounds of shrimp and 500 pounds of flounders 
and codfish to the catch. At 3:30 p.m., the 
Tern headed for home. It arrived in Portland 
at 6 o'clock. The catch was unloaded, thefish 
hold washed down, and the boat made ready 
for another trip the next day. 

--By J. J. Murray 

Safety Officer, BCF 
Gloucester, Mass. 

Great Lakes Commercial Fishery 

Declines in First Half of 1967 

Catch statistics available to the Great 
Lakes Commission for four states-- Michigan, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin--show that 

commercial fishermen landed 32.5 million 
pounds of fish through June 1967. This was 
3 million pounds less than during the 1966 
period. In 1966, the catch for these states 
was 65.2 million pounds, or 97 percent of the 
total for the eight Great Lakes states. 

Canadian commercial landings in the Lakes 
also were down in first-half 1967; the total 

was 17.4 million pounds, compared to 22.5 
million for the 1966 period. 

The decrease in U. S. landings this year 
was due primarily to a substantial decline in 
several major species, according to BCF sta- 
tistics. While the 1967 alewife catch was 
nearly 1.4 million pounds below 1966 (see 
table which provides first-half summaries 
for the states and prominent species), it con- 
tinued to contribute the largest share of U.S. 
landings--42 percent. While the alewife to- 
tal was down, Michigan's part of the catch 

increased from 3.5 to 5.1 million pounds. 
This resulted in the state showing an over- 
all gain from 1966 to 1967. 

First-Half 1967 Catches in Thousands (000s) of Pounds 

Alewives 
Yellow perch 
Lake herring 
Chubs (all) 
Carp 

Yellow Perch Landings 

As alewife affects total Lake Michigan 
catch, so yellow perch landings are important 
to the yield from U. 8, waters of Lake Erie. 
In 1967, perch landings here were 1.4 million 
pounds, or a million pounds less than through 



June 1966, The reporting states--Michigan, 
Ohio, and Pennsylvania-=-noted declines. How- 
ever, the outlook for 1968 is optimistic be- 
cause the 1965 year-class is reported one of 
the most successful hatches on record. 
These fish, now averaging about 73 inches 
long, should provide the bulk of the catch for 
the next few years. 

For lake herring, the 1967 decrease of 
some 600,000 pounds was primarily in Lake 
Superior. It continues the downward trend 
begun in the early 1960's. 

The total weight of chubs landed shows 
little change from 1966 to 1967. But the quan- 
tity to be processed for retail market, the 
major share, rose about 110,000 pounds to 

3,567,000 pounds. Landings of the smaller 
chubs, used for animal food, were 266,000 

pounds in 1967. 

Canadian Catch 

While Canada's Great Lakes catch dropped 
5.1 million pounds from 1966, the value rose 
about 6 percent to $1,932,000, according to 
preliminary statistics of the Ontario Depart- 
ment of Lands and Forests. 

Lake Erie landings in first-half 1967 were 
slightly more than 5 million pounds below 
1966's figure (see table below). They ac- 
counted for most of the decline in the Canadian 
catch. This was due largely to declines in 
the smelt, white bass, and yellow perch 
catches. Landings of these species in 1966 
and 1967 were (in thousands of pounds): yel- 
low perch 8,643 and 8,239; smelt 7,866 and 
4,576; white bass 1,159 and 309. In value, 
however, revenue from the sale of Lake Erie 
fish was $1,215,000, or $176,000 above 1966, 
Walleye production also increased in Lake 
Erie: from 89,000 to 202,000 pounds. 

In other Canadian waters of the Lakes, 
total catches show no major change, although 
sizable differences occurred insome species. 
The 1966 and 1967 Canadian catch data, by 
lake, are: 

Erie _| Huron | Ontario | Superior | St. Clair 

1966 (000s of lbs.) | 19, 199] 1, 187 976 548 592 
1967 (000s of lbs.) | 14,145] 1,107] 1,056 544 530 
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OCEANOGRAPHY 

Pamphlet Lists Distances 
Between 700 U. S. Ports 

How far is it from Boston, Mass., to An- 
chorage, Alaska? As the crow flies, about 
2,925 nautical miles; by ship, via the Panama 
Canal, 7,312 miles. This information is con- 
tained in a new edition of the U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey (ESSA) publication ''Distances 
Between United States Ports." It also gives 
the nautical distances between 700 U. S. ports 
and much other useful information, 

How long would it take to go by ship from 
Boston to Anchorage? A table enables you 
to estimate the time it takes to travel somany 
nautical miles at varying speeds: a 7,312- 
mile trip would take 38 days and 2 hours at 
8 knots, but only 15 days and 6 hours at 20 
knots. Another table converts nautical into 
statute miles. 

The 49-page pamphlet includes distances 
for the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River 
system compiled from data of the U. S, Army 
Corps of Engineers, 

Significant Changes Made 

Significant changes from previous editions 
are the recomputation of distances between 
ports on the Gulf of Mexico, in accord with 
new shipping safety fairways, and the addition 
of distances between sea buoys or other navi- 
gational aids inside harbors. Worldwide dis- 
tances between ports can be estimated byus- 
ing the pamphlet with H. O. Publication 151, 
a U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office publica- 
tion of foreign port distances. 

The pamphlet may be purchased for 40 
cents from the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
(Attn. C44), Rockville, Md., 20852, or from 
its sales agents at most seaports in the U.S. 

New Map Printed 

of Seabed off California 

The U. S, Coast and Geodetic Survey has 
published a new bathymetric map covering 
14,700 square miles of sea bottom off the 
southern California coast. It includes an 
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undersea mountain more than two miles high 
and a submerged cliff more than 100 miles 
long. It depicts in detail the topography of 
the sea floor south and west of Santa Rosa 
Island. 
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New bathymetric map issued by the ESSA Coast and Geodetic 
Survey covers seabottom off Souther California coast west and 
south of Santa Rosa Island. 

The map is the fourth in a series designed 
to give bathymetric coverage of the entire 
west coast. Similar maps are planned for 
the seabeds off the Atlantic and Gulf of Mex- 
ico coasts. 

The depth covered is almost three miles 
at the map's most seaward point, 140 nautical 
miles southwest of Santa Rosa Island. 
Prominent underwater features include San 
Juan Seamount, with a base area of 1,200 
square miles, which rises 11,144 feetto with- 
in 1,812 feet of the surface; 100 miles of the 
Patton Escarpment; and the lower part of 
Rodriguez Seamount. 

Aid Economic Development 

The bathymetric maps are designed to 
help Federal, state, and industrial interests 
explore and develop potentially vast resources 
of the Continental Shelf--800,000 square 
miles off the American coasts. Developing 
these resources depends heavily on bottom 
topographic maps; few exist. Knowledge of 
the sea bottom is essential for marine en- 
gineering, scientific studies in recovering 
offshore oil and minerals, and to evaluate 
shoreline erosion and accretion. 

Thenew map (1306N-19) may be purchased 
for 50 cents from the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey (Attn. C44), Washington Science Cen- 
ter, Rockville, Md. 20852, or from chart dis- 

tribution centers of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey at 121 Customhouse, San Francisco, 
Calif. 94126, and 602 Federal Office Building, 
90 Church St., New York, N, Y. 10007. 

Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey has pub- 
lished a new edition of U. S. Coast Pilot 5, a 
301-page nautical book describing the Gulf of 
Mexico from Key West, Fla., to Brownsville, 
Tex., and the coasts of Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands. The Coast Survey publishes 
8 Coast Pilots covering all U. S. coastal and 
intracoastal waters. 

Generally, the book provides information 
that cannot be shown graphically on marine 
charts: "navigation regulations, outstanding 
landmarks, channel and anchorage peculiar- 
ities, dangers, weather, ice, freshets, routes, 
pilotage, and port facilities.'' Supplements 
containing changes reported since the most 
recent editions are published early each year. 

Major Gulf ports described handle millions 
of tons of waterborne commerce annually in 
ships with drafts up to 40 feet. They include: 
Port Boca Grande, Tampa, and Panama City, 
Fla.; Mobile, Ala.; Pascagoula, Miss.; New 
Orleans, Baton Rouge, and Lake Charles, La.; 

and Orange, Beaumont, Port Arthur, Houston, 

Texas City, Galveston, Freeport, Port Lavaca, 

Corpus Christi, and Brownsville, Tex. 

Major ports in Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands covered are San Juan and Ponce, 
P. R., Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, and 

Christiansted, St. Croix, V. I. 

All other seaports in the areas that pro- 
vide bases for fishing fleets and small-boat 
operators, and smaller ports handling petro- 
leum products and general merchandise, also 
are described. 

The publication also describes the 900- 

mile Gulf Intracoastal Waterway from Carra- 
belle, Fla., to Brownsville, Tex., and almost 

220 miles of the Mississippi River to Baton 
Rouge, La. 

Particularly interesting to mariners are 
Federal regulations concerning Safety Fair- 
ways and Anchorage Areas established for 
major Gulf ports. 



The volume maybe bought for $2.50 from 
the Coast and Geodetic Survey (C44), Rock- 
ville, Md. 20852, or from Coast Survey sales 
agents throughout the area. The annual sup- 
plements are distributed free. 

Hydrographic Survey 

of Mississippi Sound Begins 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey is conduct- 
ing a hydrographic survey of Mississippi 
Sound, Miss., including a search for a mile- 
long island reportedly no longer existent. 
The island, Isle au Pitre, appears on existing 
nautical charts about 10 miles offshore, half- 
way between Pass Christian and Gulfport. 
The island "appears almost obliterated, ex- 
cept for some shoal areas at the northeast 
end during low water." 
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Box shows area in Mississippi Sound (Miss.) being surveyed by 
ESSA-Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

The survey continues a program begun in 
1959 at Mobile Bay.’ It will continue west- 
ward through Mississippi Sound to Lake 
Borgne, La. 
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The survey party will use a 32-ft. launch 
in offshore areas, where its location will be 
pinpointed by electronic positioning equip- 
ment. 

Except for deep-water channels, Missis- 
sippi Sound waters generally are not deeper 
than 18 feet. When hurricanes strike the 
area, shifting sands swirl around the islands 
and long shore currents disrupt the sand beds. 

Major changes discovered during the sur- 
vey will be noted immediately on existing 
nautical charts. 

Deep-Sea Buoy System Developed 

An unmanned, deep-sea, automated buoy 
system that records oceanographic and me- 
teorological data simultaneously has been 
developed, announces the Environmental Sci- 
ence Services Administration (ESSA), U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 

| —< RESEARCH SHIP RECEIVES 
‘ AND RECORDS DATA 

INSTRUMENTATION 
FOR COLLECTING 4, 
ATMOSPHERIC DATA > 

ELECTRONIC BUOY TRANSMITS DATA 

| © aim TEMPERATURE 

© BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 

© WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION 

© WATER TEMPERATURE 

© SALT CONTENT 

© DEPTH 

© CURRENT VELOCITY 
UNDERSEA \ AND DIRECTION 
INSTRUMENTATION > 

ESSA's "Odessa" system. 

The system, known as ODESSA (Ocean data 
enivronmental science services acquisition), 

was developed by ESSA's Coast and Geodetic 
Survey (CGS). 

ODESSA measures the temperature, salt 
content, and depth of the water, speed and di- 
rection of its currents, and barometric pres - 
sure, air temperature, and wind speed and 
direction. 

The systemis a number of buoys. Each 
supports a group of surface and subsurface 
electronic sensing packages, The data 
gathered by the sensors is telemetered to a 
central recording station (a console), either 
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aboard a ship or on land. Each buoy also con- 
tains a magnetic tape recorder so data canbe 
recorded at each buoy station as well as cen- 
tral recording site. 

The system was developed by A. J. Good- 
heart, chief of the Coast Survey's Ocean En- 
gineering Branch, and Charles Kearse, an 
electronic development technician. It can 
accommodate up to 10 buoys, each support- 
ing several surface and subsurface sensor 
packages, with 5 sensors per package. 

The data canbe gathered at various depths, 
and the buoys can beleft unattendedfor weeks. 

How System Works 

Goodheart explained the way the buoy sys- 
tem works. ''We can set the mechanism so 
that the buoy reports its data every 6, 12, 30, 
or 60 minutes,"' he stated. "Or, the receiv- 
ing station can call up the buoy and request a 
data report, in which event the 10 buoys will 
report five times each during a period of 45 
seconds," 

"Before the development of this system," 
Goodheart said, "the temperature of the water 
and its salt content were obtained with Nansen 
bottles, which were lowered into the water. 
This required considerable time. Inthe deep 
ocean, for example, it takes atleast six hours 

to make a 15,000-foot Nansen bottle cast. 

"ODESSA is a buoy system which relieves 
the ship from having to remain stationary. 
The vessel can monitor the buoys while it's 
doing something else miles away. The pres- 
ent system works within a radius of 30 miles. 
With new telemetering equipment, this could 
be extended to 1,000 to 1,500 miles." 

The buoys can be left at sea for 30 days 
and then be inspected and serviced if neces- 
sary. A lost buoy can be recovered by beam- 
ing in on its telemetry device. 

The system was designed so that other 
sensors eventually can be added to obtain 
more data on the marine environment. 

Other Potential Uses 

The ODESSA system also has potential 
uses in studies of pollution in harbors and 
estuarine waters, and in collecting data on 
fish habitats, It will play a major role in 
ESSA's investigations of the continuous ex- 

change process occurring at the interface be- 
tween air and sea, 

ODESSA has been under development by 
the Coast Survey for two years. It is ahigh- 
ly advanced version of TICUS (Tidal cur- 
rent survey). TICUS measures only the cur- 
rent's speed and direction. 

—— 

University of Miami ls A Leader 

in Ocean Sciences Studies 

Graduate degrees in oceanography were 
granted to 31 students by the University of 
Miami's Institute of Marine Sciences during 
the 12-month period ending September 1, 
1967. It was twice that of any previous year. 

Of the 31, doctorates were awarded to 12 
students and master's degrees to 19. The 
largest previous total was 15 in both 1964 
and 1965. ''Such a large number of graduates 
serves once again to emphasize the Institute's 
position as a focal point for ocean sciences, 
not only in this area but in the entire United 
States,'' said the Institute's director. 

Of the 12 doctorates, 6 went to students of 
marine biological sciences, and 3 each to 
students in fishery sciences and marine phy- 
sical sciences. Nine of the master's degrees 
were awarded biology majors; 5 each went to 
fishery and physical sciences majors. 

147 Graduate Degrees Granted 

Since its inception, the Institute has grant- 

ed 147 graduate degrees--113 Master's de- 
grees and 34 Doctorates. It is among the 
world's leading institutions in preparing stu- 
dents for careers in oceanography. 

The Institute granted its first Master's 
degree in 1949 and its first Doctorate in 1962. 
In 1966, it awarded in cooperation with the 
University's School of Engineering, the first 
advanced degree in engineering with an ocean 
engineering specialization ever granted in 
this country. 

The Institute has 120 students enrolled for 
the current academic year, including those 
specializing in ocean engineering. (Institute 
of Marine Sciences, University of Miami, Oct. 
4, 1967.) 

SK 



Devaluation of British Pound Could 

Affect U. S. Fishing Industry 

The devaluation of the British pound could 
have extensive effects on the U. 8S, fishing in- 
dustry--most likely in a potential decrease 
in exports to the United Kingdom and other 
countries that devalued. 

Exports of fish and fish products to the 
United Kingdom and these other countries 
are about one-fourth the value of all fish ex- 
ports. In 1965, these exports to England 
were worth $15,530,000, At the pre-devalu- 
ation rate of exchange (1 pound = $2.80), the 
U. S. exports cost England 5,546,429 pounds, 
After devaluation (1 pound = $2.40), these 
same exports would cost Britain 6,470,833 
pounds, or almost 1 million pounds more, 
This is equivalent to raising overnight the 
price (expressed in U. S. terms) of a can of 
salmon from 69 cents to 81 cents. .Because 
U. S. prices to British now are relatively 
higher, purchases probably will tend to be 
lower. 

Columbia River Salmon Migration 

Delayed by High Temperatures 

The salmon migration in the Columbia 
River was delayed by high temperatures. 
About 1,000 summer chinook salmon and 
1,500 steelhead had beentagged in June, July, 
and August at McNary Dam as part of the 
study of unaccountable fish losses between 
dams. Half the fish were tagged with sonic 
tags; half with vinyl loop tags. The early 
run of summer chinook salmon passed Ice 
Harbor and Priest Rapids dams with little 
delay. The loss was less than 10 percent. 
However, the bulk of the latter half of the 
run destined for Salmon River was blocked 
at the mouth of the Snake River during most 
of July and August--when the Snake River 
was 6° to 10° F, warmer than the Columbia 
River. Sonic-tagged fish milled about the 
junction of the relatively cool Columbia Riv- 
er, and the warmer Snake River and refused 
to enter the latter only yards away. 

In mid-September, the temperature dif- 
ferential decreased to 3° F. (66° Columbia 
River, 69° Snake River). Fish passing 
McNary Dam since September 1 began 
moving up the Snake River and over Ice Har- 

A last leap and the long voyage home is done. A chinook salm- 
on returns to the hatchery 4 years after being released as fin- 

(Photo: USIA in National Archives) gerling. 

bor Dam with no apparent delay. Very few 
steelhead or summer chinook tagged in July 
and August accompanied them; the fate of 

these fish has not been determined, Temper- 
atures in both rivers ran at least 4° F. higher 
than normal this year (72° F, Columbia Riv- 
er, 79° F, Snake River). Weather, not ther- 
mal pollution, was the cause. 

tea— 

Di Luzio Calls Pollution 

A Local Challenge 

It now is the responsibility of local com- 
munities throughout the U.S. toimplement the 
Federal Government's clean-water goals, 

Frank Di Luzio, Assistant Secretary of the In- 
terior for Water Pollution Control, recently 
told the Federation of Fly Fishermenin Moran, 
Wyoming. "This will not be aneasy job,’ he 
said. ''Butitmust bedone and done well for 
the quality of the Nation's water is at stake." 

Di Luzio added: "The priority problem 
now will befor the states, for the local com- 
munities and for industries to implement 
(clean water) goals efficiently." 

He called on state officials and conserva- 
tionists to ''analyze the full range of alterna- 
tive ways to handle problems such as muni- 
cipal, industrial, and agricultural wastes, 
thermal pollution, detergents, saline water, 

oil, chemicals and silt." 
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Cites Major Challenge 

Di Luzio said the major challenge was to 
build and operate waste treatment plants and 
to reach the goals of two Federal clean-wa- 
ter bills: the Water Quality Act of 1965 and 

the Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966. 
The first called for interstate stream stand- 
ards. The second earmarked $3.5-billion in 

U. S. funds for a four-year period of con- 
struction grants for sewage-treatment plants. 

Di Luzio said: ''The program now is at 
the stage where water quality standards have 
been submitted. The next stage will be to 
act to enforce these standards with the nec- 
essary financing, construction, laws and in- 
stitutions," 

Our Waters Threatened 

"Our water resources and the environ- 
ment should never be used as sinks for un- 
treated wastes,'' Di Luzio said. ''Our igno- 
rance--about the adverse and irreversible 
effects of pollution--is great enough to re- 
quire all levels of government to take spe- 
cial care now to prevent damage to our wa- 
ters. 

"Industrial expansion does not have to 
mean water pollution. Today, you have to 
drive farther to find poorer fishing (and 
cleaner water) than ever before. This does 

not have to be." 

Se 

Hawaiian Tuna Fleet 

Operations Studied 

More numerical data on the operations of 
the Hawaiian skipjack tuna fleet were col- 
lected during summer 1967 by BCF's Bio- 
logical Laboratory in Honolulu than ever be- 
fore. Seven of the fleet's 13 vessels carried 
BCF observers to document every aspect of 
the fishing operations they could. The object 
of the study was to obtain information to im- 

prove fishing strategy. 

The time spent by each element of the 
fishing operation was recorded to the near- 
est minute. The observers measured the 
temperature of the waters in which fish were 

caught. They took water samples to deter- 
mine salinity. They also noted the amount 
of cloud cover. Fish schools usually are 
found beneath bird flocks, which feed on the 
small fish tunas eat. The observers esti- 
mated the numbers of birds in flocks and at- 
tempted to identify the species. The data 
collected by the observers during summer 
1967 now are being prepared for analysis by 
computer. They will form the basis of one 
of the most detailed studies of a fishing 
fleet ever made, 

ae 
Booklet Cites Progress in 

Sport Fishing Under Federal Program 

The U. S. Department of the Interior has 
published "Fifteen Years of Better Fishing," 
a booklet describing the achievements of the 
Federal Aid to Fish Restoration Act of 1950 
(Dingell-Johnson). 

The 32-page booklet was produced by In- 
terior's Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild- 
life (BSFW) in cooperation with State fish 
agencies and the Sport Fishing Institute. It 
reports on the projects that make up the 
Dingell-Johnson program of Federal-State 
cooperation to improve fish populations and 
habitats. 

Excise Tax Pays for Program 

Money for the program comes from a 10- 
percent excise tax collected by manufacturers 
of fishing rods, creels (a wickerwork basket 
for fish), reels, and artificiallures. The 
tax ispaid tothe U. S, Treasury, which gives 
it to BSFW to be divided among State wildlife 
agencies to finance approved programs, 

BSFW Director John Gottschalk calls the 
booklet "a report to the fishermen who pay 
these taxes, telling them how the money was 
spent." 

The publicationis for sale by the Superin- 
tendent of Documents, U. 5S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D, C. 20420, for 
50 cents, 



Foreign Fishing off U. S. Coasts 

in October 1967 

IN NORTHWEST ATLANTIC 

During October 1967, 4 foreign nations 
fished in the North Atlantic off the New Eng- 
land coast. Early in the month, there were 
about 70 vessels; by month's end, about 30. 
In October 1966, about 60 foreign vessels 
fished on Georges Bank--mostly Soviet, with 
only occasional sightings of Polish, East Ger- 
man, and Romanian vessels. This year, how- 
ever, Polish and East German vessels reap- 
peared on Georges Bank in strength. This 
probably developed because their winter her- 
ring and cod fisheries in the North and North- 
west Atlantic were not too successful. 

Polish: Polish vessels constituted the bulk 
of foreign vessels onGeorges Bank. Through- 
out October, 51 individual vessels were iden- 
tified as 15 freezer stern trawlers, 32 large 
side trawlers, one factory base ship, and 3 
supply vessels. 

Early in the month, 37 Polish vessels were 
fishing along the Northern Edge of Georges 
Bank. Huge catches of herring were observed 
in open storage areas on deck and in trawl 
nets. Processing of these enormous catches 
was done, in part, aboard the new 13,000- 
gross-tonfactory base ship ''Gryf Pomorski," 
which arrived on Georges Bank recently. 
During second half of October, the Polish 
fleet of 25-30 vessels dispersed more widely. 
Small groups of 10 to 15 vessels were located 
along the Northern Edge and eastern slopes 
of Georges Bank. The vessels also appeared 
in the Great South Channel, 30 to 40 miles 
east of Cape Cod. Although these fleets were 
fishing actively, their herring catch had de- 
clined noticeably from the first 2 weeks. 

On several occasions, Polishtrawlers 

were anchored, or nested alongside the large 
factory base ship stationed 18-20 miles north 
of Race Point, Cape Cod. Though some U.S. 
fishermen reported Polish fishing, it is be- 
lieved the vessels mostly transferred fish 
and replenished supplies. 

Soviet: The number of vessels on Georges 
Bank was reduced sharply from about 20 
early in the month to a few isolated ones by 
month's end. This near-withdrawal of all 
vessels occurred a month earlier than last 
year. Throughout October 1966, 50 to 60 
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vessels continued fishing south of Nantucket 
Island and along North Edge of Georges Bank. 

22 individual vessels were identified: 16 
factory stern trawlers, 3 medium side freez- 
er trawlers, and 3 support vessels. Early in 
the month, they remained widely scattered 

between Cultivator Shoals and the northern 
slopes of Georges Bank. Small catches of 
herring were noted. 

East German: Early in October, 6 freez- 
er stern trawlers were sighted on Georges 
Bank among Soviet and Polish fleets. Large 
catches of herring were observed on board. 
By mid-month, East German vessels shifted 
to areas east of Cape Cod. No catches were 
seen there. By month's end, only one was 
reported fishing off New England coast. 

West German: Six freezer stern trawlers 
sighted on Georges Bank and areas east of 
Cape Cod early in the monthwere reduced to 
two at month's end. Herring is believed to 
be their principal catch. 

IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

No foreign fishing vessels were sighted 
off U. S. coasts during October. 

OFF CALIFORNIA 

Soviet: The decrease in the number of 
vessels that began in late September contin- 
ued. No vessels were Sighted during the first 
2 weeks of October. By mid-month, however, 
6 large stern trawlers (each about 3,000 gross 
tons) were sighted off northern California 
accompanied by 2 processing factoryships. 
By month's end, only one trawler was sighted 
fishing 25 miles off Point Reyes. 

No information is available on the species 
caught. 

OFF PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

Japanese: Early in October, about 7 fish- 
ing vessels were operating off coasts of 
Washington and Oregon; by mid-month, be- 
tween 13 and 15. One long-liner was reported 
making good catches of sablefish and ocean 
perch. One trawler was making goodcatches 
of ocean perch south of Columbia River's 
mouth. 

Soviet: About 60 fishing and support ves- 
sels were sighted off Washington and Oregon 
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throughout October 1967, except in first week 
when bad weather prevented aerial surveil- 
lance off Oregon. In October 1966, 70 to 80 
vessels were sighted off Pacific Northwest. 

As in September 1967 and October 1966, 
fleet concentrations changed rapidly from 
area to area, apparently following fish con- 
centrations. By mid-month, however, about 
two-thirds of all vessels operated off Wash- 
ington and remained through month. 

Off Washington, the fleet concentrated in 
first week off Cape Flattery (18 miles to 
northwest, with 11 vessels); in second week 
off Willapa Harbor (27 miles to southwest, 28 
fishing and 8 support vessels); for rest of 
month, they were scattered along coast in 
small groups of not more than 6-7 vessels. 

Off Oregon, no vessels were sighted in 
first week because of bad weather. In second 
half of month, a scattered pattern of fishing 
similar to that off Washington was observed. 
Many vessels fished alone or in groups of 
2-3, possibly indicating no large schools were 
found. For first time, Soviet fishermen also 

had to cope with strong Japanese competition. 

Reports on Soviet catches were not con- 
clusive. Good catches of Pacific hake off 
Washington were observed in second week 
and excellent hake catches off Willapa Harbor 
in third week. Elsewhere, catches were re- 

ported poor, or conclusive observations were 
lacking. 

Only 1-2 exploratory vessels were seen 
with Soviet fleets in early October. 

During the month, the U.S. twice extended 
medical assistance to Soviet fishermen. In 
first week, a Soviet woman worker was evac- 

uated from base ship ''Churkin" to the U. S. 
Public Health hospital in Seattle with severe 
blood poisoning. She was returned in good 
health two weeks later. 

On October 19, a Soviet fisherman was 
flown to the same hospital by the U. S, Coast 
Guard with fractured collar-bone, leg, ribs, 

and suspected internal bleeding. 

On Oct. 7, the Soviet rescue tug ''Bditel- 
nii'' requested permission from U. S. Coast 
Guard to tow medium fishing trawler ''Kruz- 
enshtern" into Strait of Juan de Fuca (off 
Washington) to permit divers to clear trawl- 
er's fouled propeller. Permission was 
granted, 

OFF ALASKA 

Japanese: The number of vessels de- 
creased from about 145 in late September to 
about 60 in early October, to about 50 by mid- 
October, and then to about 14 by month's end. 
The initial decrease in effort in early Octo-, 
ber resulted from departure from Alaska 
area of 4 of the 5 eastern Bering Sea fish 
meal and oil fleets. The second decrease re- 
sulted from a decline in trawlers perch fish- 
ing--particularly in Gulf of Alaska. Thelast 
decrease occurred when the last fish meal 
and oil fleet in eastern Bering returned to 
Japan. 

About 16 factory trawlers engaged in the 
Pacific Ocean perch fishery in Gulf of Alaska 
during first-half October. The effort nearly 
was equally divided in 2 major areas--7 
trawlers on Albatross Bank and 6 trawlers 
off southeast Alaska. There was 1 trawler 
in each of the following areas: Chirikof Is- 
land, Middleton Island, and the Yakutat 

grounds. The pattern of previous years was 
repeated: The effort in the Gulf began to de- 
cline about mid-October. By month's end 
about 8 factory trawlers were active in the 
Gulf: 3 on Albatross Bank, 3 on Yakutat 
grounds, and 2 off southeastern Alaska. The 
number of trawlers along western Aleutians 
decreased from 4 to 2; in eastern Bering Sea, 

from 3 to 1 or 2 during October. 

Four of the 5 fish meal and oil fleets ter- 
minated operations October 1 and returned 
to Japan. The remaining fleet, a factoryship 
and 29 accompanying trawlers, fished pri- 
marily on Alaska pollock grounds north of 
Fox Islands until late October. Then this 
fleet sailed for home. 

At least 5 longliners fishing for sablefish 
were active in Gulf of Alaska during first two 
weeks, Four were off coast of southeast 
Alaska; the fifth fished south of Shumagin Is- 
lands in western Gulf. By mid-month, number 
of longliners in Gulf increased to 6 anda 
shift in areas of operation had occurred. Two 
longliners continued fishing off coast south- 
east Alaska, 3 were off Yakutat grounds, and 
1 was southwest of Middleton Island. By 
month's end, only 1 longliner was located 
southwest of Middleton Island. 

On October 17, a BCF agent and Coast 
Guard personnel on joint Coast Guard-BCF 
surface patrol in Gulf of Alaska boarded Jap- 
anese longliner ''Eitan Maru" southwest of 
Middleton Island in central Gulf. While 



inspecting ship, about 2.5 tons of halibut were 
found in a refrigeratedhold. Because posses - 
sion and transportation of,as wellas catching, 

halibut by Japanese longline vessels in Gulf of 
Alaska violates INPFC treaty, the Eitan Maru 
was seized and taken to Kodiak. It was re- 
leased later to Japanese authorities, who are 

responsible for prosecuting their nationals 
under the treaty. Since there were no Japan- 
ese patrol vessels in Gulf, the holds of the 
Eitan Maru were sealed. Shesailedfor Tokyo 
under orders by Japanese authorities. Docu- 
mentation of the violation has been forwarded 
to Japan for use in prosecution. 

Soviet: There were about 20 vessels through 
October engaged in Pacific ocean perchfishery. 

The Gulf of Alaska perch fishery remained 
at low level; only about 5 large factory stern 
trawlers fished during first half. Mostfished 
in the Western Gulf. During second half, the 
effort shifted somewhat--3 of 6 factory stern 
trawlers fished Yakutat grounds. 
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About 12 trawlers, primarily large factory 
stern trawlers, supported by a few refriger- 
ated fish carriers, fished along Aleutians 
chain throughout month; during first half, 4 
trawlers and a reefer south of Leguam Island, 
4 trawlers southwest of Adak Island, and 4 

trawlers south of Near Islands. 

During first half, this total was divided 
equally between the Adak, Leguam, and Near 
Islands; by mid-month, 6 trawlers fished 
south of Leguam Island and only 3 in the two 
other areas. 

The October 1967 Commercial Fisheries Review summarized, 
starting on page 3, the 84-page, illustrated booklet, ''Fish & Man, " 
published by the American Littoral Society. The booklet can be 
bought for $1.00 from: 

Executive Secretary 
American Littoral Society 
Highlands, N. J. 07732 

THIS CHRISTMAS TREE IS SHRIMPLY DELICIOUS 

In answer to many requests, the United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of 
Commercial Fisheries has once again released instructions for its Shrimp Christmas Tree 
for the most exciting holiday table in the neighborhood. 

From a commanding position on a buffet table or as a colorful centerpiece for a well-ap- 
pointed holiday dinner, this unusual tree is certain to capture compliments. Leafy green en- 
dive duplicates crisp holly while ever-popular shrimp add shape and color interest to this 
creative conversation piece. 

This intriguing tree is elegant butdeceivingly simple. The materials are readily avail- 
able at most local variety stores and supermarkets. 

SHRIMP CHRISTMAS TREE 

3 pounds shrimp, fresh or frozen 
2 quarts water 

4 cup salt 

4 large bunches curly endive 

1 styrofoam cone, 24 feet high 

1 styrofoam square, 12x12x1 inch 
1 small box round toothpicks 

Cocktail Sauce 

Thaw frozen shrimp. Place shrimp in boiling salted water. Cover and simmer about 5 
minutes or until shrimp are pink and tender. 
of the shell on. 

Drain. Peel shrimp, leaving the last section 
Remove sand veins and wash. Chill. Separate and wash endive. Chill. 

Place cone in the center of the styrofoam square and draw a circle around the base of 
the cone. Cut out circle and insert cone. Cover base and cone with overlapping leaves of 
endive. Fasten endive to styrofoam with toothpick halves. Start at the outside edge of the 
base and work up. Cover fully with greens to resemble Christmas tree. Attach shrimp to 

Provide Cocktail Sauce for dunking. Serves 12. tree with toothpicks. 
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STATES 

Alaska 

KING CRAB FISHERMEN OPPOSE 
HIGH COST OF STABILITY TESTS 

Crab vessel owners testified at a meeting 
on October 19, 1967, that they were complete- 
ly dissatisfied with insurance company re- 
quirements for vessel stability tests. The 
cost of the stability test was quoted at $1,600 

to $2,000 per vessel, depending on the avail- 
ability of vessel plans. 

After much discussion, the vessel owners 
decided to organize a group insurance plan 
using the king crab marketing association 
as a means to start the plan. 

a 

KODIAK KING CRAB LANDINGS 
DOWN 22 PERCENT 

King crab landings in Kodiak during the 
first. 9 months of 1967 were 49.5 million 
pounds--a decline of 13.6 million pounds, or 
22 percent, from the 1966 period's catch of 
63.1 million pounds. However, increased 
production in the Alaska Peninsula and Una- 
laska areas has kept statewide landings close 
to 1966 production. Through August, the 1967 
catch was 80.7 million pounds, compared to 
the 1966 period's landings of 84.4 million 
pounds. Currently, it is predicted that about 
128 million pounds will be landed in 1967. 

Oregon 

RAZOR CLAM SET IS HEAVY 

The heaviest "set" of razor clams ever 
recorded by Oregon Fish Commission biolo- 
gists occurred on the Clatsop beaches in 
1967. Sample screening of beach sands from 
Seaside north showed an average of 100small 
seed clams for each square yard surveyed. 

The previous high set was in 1954 when Clat- 
sopbeaches showed 41 small clams per 
square yard. The lightest set occurred in 
1955: average of less thanone-halfclam per 
yard. 

At Cannon Beach and in Arch Sane -Cove 
Beach areas, the set was "average, 
small clams per yard. 

Growth of Razor Clam 

During first few weeks of life, the larval 

razor clams (or veligers) are free floating 
and at mercy of ocean currents. In 5 to 16 
weeks, the developing shell makes young 
clam heavier than surrounding water and it 
settles to the bottom. There it burrows into 
the sand. Within a few weeks, the youthful 
razors reach ? to 1 inch, Fish Commission 
biologists screen sample sections of the 
beach to determine success of year's clam 
" " 

1967 Augurs Well for 1968-69 

The clams from the 1967 set will be taken 
during 1968 as one-year olds. But they will 
have greatest impact on the harvest when, in 
1969, they enter the fishery as two-year olds. 
This year's heavy set augurs well for both 
years barring a natural catastrophe. 

ae ok 

CRAB LAWS MODIFIED 

The minimum legal size for Dungeness 
crab taken commercially in Oregon bays was 
raised from 52 inches to 6% inches by the 
Oregon Fish Commission in November 1967. 
(The sport crabbing minimum size remains 
52 inches.) This action provides uniform 
minimum size limits for the bay and ocean 
commercial fisheries. The new regulation 
is expected to have little effect on the com- 
mercial crab harvest, which has averaged 
about 8 million pounds over the last 20 years, 
because the bays contribute less than 5 per- 
cent of the total landings. 

New Regulations Follow Tagging Information 

The uniform commercial regulations re- 
sult from recent tagging breakthroughs by 
Fish Commission shellfish biologists, which 
disprove the idea that some Dungeness crab 
live solely in the bays while others live strict- 
ly in the ocean. The biologists developed a 
colorful spaghetti-like tag that will stay 



with a crab through several sheddings of 
its shell and found that crabs move freely be- 
tween bays and ocean, Crabs tagged in Ya- 
quina Bay have been recovered in the ocean 
commercial fishery as far south as Coos Bay. 

The commission also authorized commer- 
cial crab fishermen to set out fishing gear in 
the ocean and Columbia River 96 hours prior 
to the December Ist landing date. There is 
no closed season on crab in the bays. 

Mississippi 

CHEMICAL CO, WITHDRAWS 
APPLICATION TO DUMP WASTE 

In a special public notice dated October 
26, 1967, the U. S. Corps of Engineers an- 
nounced that the Coastal Chemical Corpora- 
tion of Pascagoula, Mississippi, had with- 
drawn its application for a permit to dump 
several million tons of gypsum slurry waste 
about 15 miles off the mouth of the Pasca- 
goula River. 

The Corps! notice concluded: ''Further- 
more, let it be known that the District Engi- 
neer will grant no permits for dumping waste 
material in navigable waters under his juris- 
diction unless thorough studies and complete 
coordination with appropriate Federal and 
State agencies indicate that such material 
would have no adverse effect on navigation, 
marine life, or other activities in relation to 

the general public interest." 
Sy 
Aa 
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California 

REPORT ON PELAGIC AND 
PARTYBOAT CATCHES 

The Resources Agency of California re- 
ported that the California catch of pelagic 
(open sea) fish through October 31 was: 

1966 |10yr. mean| 
| 1956-1965 

(Landings in Tons)... +... - 
30,661 | 22, 183 

1,419 | 15,029 | 18, 415 
25 764 223 | 1,948 

0.0: 8-010 2 35 64 416 
10 370 | 8,081} 7,593 

5,749 | 54,058 | 50,555 
Estimated. ~“Kecumulated landings are revised mon 
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Partyboat Catch 

The 1967 partyboat catch of key marine 
species, through September, showed the take 
of rockfish and salmon running ahead of 1966, 
but other key species behind. 

or Loss 
Through September Totals 

1967 1966 Species 

. (Nearest 100).... 

S00 On0 1, 480,500 1, 300, 500 
870, 000 1, 126,700 
420, 200 817, 100 

66 B00 ¢ 248, 300 503, 100 
qoo OOD 77,700 61,900 

56,000 80, 600 
22, 300 56,700 
16, 200 28,500 

See First Pacifics Since 1960 

Biologist divers saw about fifty 10-inch 
Pacific mackerel schooled with jack mackerel 
off Palos Verdes Point. These are the first 
Pacifics they have observed since November 
1960. In September, they saw firecracker 
sardines for the first time since 1962. In 
October, firecrackers appeared in unusual 
quantities in the San Diego bait catch. 

Survey dives around the Richfield oil is- 
land, Rincon, disclosed thata large population 
of sea urchins had destroyed much of the 
once luxuriant kelp beds. 

Maine 

FIRST HALF 1967 LANDINGS 
ABOUT SAME AS IN 1966 

During the first 6 months of 1967, Maine 
landings totaled 61.8 million pounds worth 
$7.5 million--up less than one percent in 
quantity and value from the 1966 period. The 
figures come from the Maine Sea & Shore 
Fisheries Department and BCF. 
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BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES PROGRAMS 

“Cromwell” Studies 

Juvenile Skipjack 

BCF's Honolulu-based Townsend Cromwell 
completed a cruise in Hawaiian waters on Oc- 
tober 4, 1967, which was devoted largely to a 
study of juvenile skipjack and the effectiveness 
of a midwater trawl incatching them. (Cruise 
32, July 12-October 4, 1967.) 

These were the Cromwell's missions and 

the results: 

e Collect juvenile skipjack and other tunas 
with the new small-mesh midwater trawl (An- 

chovy No. 2 Cobb Pelagic Trawl). 

83 tows were made in 37 days of trawling. 
These included 36 tows inshore, about 5 miles 
off Waianae, Oahu; 29 tows offshore, 30 miles 
southwest of Barbers Point, Oahu; 12 tows off 

leeward Hawaii, 4 off leeward Lanai; and 2 off 
leeward Molokai over Penguin Bank. 

About 996 larval, postlarval, and juvenile 

tunas were caught: 254 off Waianae, 539 off 
Barbers Point, 202 off Hawaii, and 1 off 
Molokai. The tunas included 5 or 6 species: 
skipjack, yellowfin, bigeye, albacore (?), little 
tunny, andfrigate mackerel, The tunas ranged 
in fork length from 7 to 168 mm. 

@ Determine the type of midwater trawl 
haul that tends to catch the largest number of 
juvenile skipjack and other tunas. 

A systematic sampling routine was followed 
in the primary sampling areas off Waianae 
and Barbers Point, Oahu, for the first 57 sta- 

tions. This routine consisted of making 3 
midwater trawl hauls each day at 8-hour in- 
tervals. The duration of tow was kept con- 
stant at 6 hours and the speed of tow constant 
at about 2 knots. Tows were made at approx- 
imately 1200-1800, 2000-0200, and 0400-1000 
hours local time. The depth of tow was alter- 
nated between shallow (ca. 10-20 m.) and deep 
(ca. 80-120 m., or the depth of the salinity 
maximum). A bathykymograph attached tothe 
net recorded the depth of each tow. A BT cast 
was made before each tow. 

The most successful type of tow was the 
shallow tow at 2000-0200 hours: 10 of these 
tows caught 255 of the 619 tunas taken at the 
first 57 stations. 

e Investigate the spatial and temporal dis- 
tribution of juvenile skipjack and other tunas. 

A comparison between the "inshore" area 
off Waianae(ca. 21.39 N., 158.29 W.) and the 
"offshore" area off Barbers Point (ca. 21.0°N., 
158.5° W.) revealed that the offshore area 
produced the best catches of young tunas in 
July and August. Specifically, 539 tunas were 
taken in 29 offshore tows in July and August, 

as opposed to 83 tunas in 28 inshore tows. 

@ Make plankton tows to collect larval tunas 
for taxonomic studies. 

20 one-hour surface plankton tows were 
made with the 1-m. net in August and Septem- 
ber and 83 tuna larvae were caught. These 
included 36 yellowfin, 30 frigate mackerel, 
7 bigeye, 6 skipjack, 2 little tunny, and 2 alba- 
core (?). 

These larvae and about 700 tunas caught 
in the trawl were examined under the micro- 
scope at sea for red and black pigment spots, 
which are important taxonomic characters. 
The trawl provided an excellent series of 
specimens for comparing the pattern of pig- 
mentation of the different species. For later 
electrophoretic studies, 141 whole specimens 
and 242 eye lenses were frozen. 

@ Obtain blood from all juvenile skipjack 
tuna, establish procedures for blood typing 
at sea and, if feasible, carry out such pro- 
cedures. 

The fork length of the largest juvenile skip- 
jack tuna collected with the trawl was 48 mm. 
Some blood probably could have been obtained, 
but the cardiac region was torn open and no 
blood was present. No other skipjack larger 
than about 28 mm. was collected, so that blood 
typing was not possible for this species. 

7 frigate mackerel (117-168 mm. FL) and 
2 little tunny (110 and 147 mm. FL) were bled 
successfully. Procedures were quickly worked 
out and the blood, when tested against 15 skip- 
jack reagents, gave strong agglutination reac- 
tions. The small amount of blood obtained 
from the 96-mm. little tunny was not sufficient 
for complete testing. The tentative conclusion 
is that for testing against as many as 15 re- 
agents, sufficient quantities of blood can be 

obtained only from tunas at least 10cm. long. 



Track chart, Townsend Cromwell cruise 32, showing course taken 
for environmental and biological survey runs and areas of mid- 
water trawling. 

e Collect dataon surface temperature, sur- 
face salinity, CTFM sonar targets, and sight- 
ings of birdflocks andfish schools in an area 
that surrounds and encompasses the Hawaiian 
skipjack tuna fishery (track shown in chart.) 

3 environmental and biological survey runs 
were completed. Surface temperature and 
surface salinity were recorded along the 
cruise shown in track chart. 

BT casts and salinity samples were taken 
about every 30 miles while underway, and the 
information transmitted by radio the same day. 

A standard watch was maintained for bird 
flocks and fish schools. In 24 days of obser- 
vation, 62 bird flocks were sighted: 13 were 
associated with skipjack schools, 1 with por- 
poise, and 46 with unidentified fish. 

The CTFM sonar was operated for 24 
hours on the downward legs of the cruise 
track, Of 128 targets, 42 were sighted on 3 
runs down the Molokai Channel, 48 on 3 runs 
down the Kauai Channel, and 38 on 2 runs 
down the Kaulakahi Channel. 

“Oregon” Surveys Scallop Beds 

North of Cape Kennedy 

After 16 days of scallop dredging off Flor- 
ida's east coast, BCF's exploratory fishing 
vessel Oregon returned to St. Simons Island, 
Georgia, on October 24, 1967. (Cruise 122, 
10/9-24/67; see chart p. 26). This was the 
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second in a series of industrial development 
cruises designed to re-survey the Cape Ken- 
nedy scallop beds. Cruise 122 stressed the 
area north of Cape Kennedy. The purpose of 
the explorations is to assess Florida's east 
coast grounds, previously shown to hold the 
greatest potential for commercial use of 
calico scallops (PRecten gibbus). 

Between Mayport and Bethel Shoal, 168 
dredging stations were occupied in the 10- to 
40-fathom range. All dredging was conducted 
with 8-foot tumbler dredges fished with 2- 
inch bag rings, 20 rings deep, and 24 -inch 
mesh nylon liners. 

Catch Rates Significant 

In the north portion, from new Smyrna 
Beach to Mayport, 142 dredging stations were 
occupied. East of New Smyrna Beach, where 
commercial concentrations were located dur- 
ing September, catch rates were again com- 
mercially significant, ranging up to 32 bush- 
els of scallops per 30-minute drag in25 to 27 
fathoms. In this depth range, catch rates up 
to 7bushels per 30-minute drag were obtained 
northward to east of Daytona Beach, where 
counts averaged 67 to 78 meats per pound and 
yields averaged 6 pounds per bushel. 

Smaller sized and ''seed"' scallops were 
caught in amounts ranging up to 7 bushels 
per 30-minute drag at scattered locations 
throughout the area surveyed. 

Four standard assessment transects were 

conducted from 10 to 40 fathoms in areas es- 
tablished during the previous cruise. These 
transects will be made throughout the series. 

To determine the feasibility of holding 
shucked uneviscerated scallops, samples 
were held at 34° F. for six days with no no- 
ticeable deterioration in quality. 

A one-day dredging demonstration was con- 
ducted for observers. Meetings were held with 
industry members for informational purposes. 

Shrimp 

Eight nighttime trawling stations were oc- 
cupied in 22 to 40 fathoms with 40-foot 4- 
seam flat trawls fished on 6-foot chain doors 
east of Melbourne. Catches of 15/20 count 
(heads-off) brown and pink shrimp (Penaeus 
aztecus and P, duorarum) ranged from 33 to 
25 pounds per 60- to 90-minute drag. Catches 
of rock shrimp (Sicyonia brevirostris) ranged 
from 50 to 165 pounds (heads-on) per drag. 
Eight drags totaled 802 pounds of 36/40 and 
41/45 count (heads-on) rock shrimp in 103 

hours. 
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“Oregon” Dredges 
East of Cape Kennedy 

The Oregon returned to St. Simons Island, 

Georgia, on Nov. 20, 1967, after 15 days of 

scallop dredging off the Florida east coast. 
(Cruise 123, 11/6-20/67; see chart p. 28.) 
The primary objective of this cruise was to 
continue dredging with emphasis on the area 
east of Cape Kennedy. 

121 dredging stations were occupied in 
the 10- to 40-fathom depth range between 
Flagler and Bethel Shoal. All dredging was 
conducted with 8-foot tumbler dredges fished 
with 2-inch bag rings, 20 rings deep, and 23- 
inch mesh nylon liners. 

Catch Rates Significant 

East of New Smyrna Beach, where com- 
mercial concentrations were located during 
September, catch rates again were commer- 
cially significant. They ranged up to 22.6 
bushels of scallops per 30-minute drag in 
23-27 fathoms. Counts ranged from 58-78 
meats per pound, and yields averaged 6 
pounds of meats per bushel. 

East of Cape Kennedy, catch rates again 
were commercially significant. Here they 
ranged up to 16.8 bushels per 30-minute drag 
in 22-26 fathoms. Counts ranged from 68-90 
meats per pound. 

Smaller sized and ''seed"' scallops were 
caught at scattered locations throughout the 
area surveyed. 

Four standard assessment transects were 

conducted from 10 to 40 fathoms in areas es- 

tablished during the September cruise, 
These transects are occupied during each 
cruise in the series. 

A one-day dredging demonstration was 
conducted for observers. Meetings were held 
with industry members for informational 
purposes, 

Shrimp 

Hight nighttime trawling stations were oc- 
cupied east of Melbourne in 26-38 fathoms 
with 65-foot 2- and 4-seam trawls fished on 
8-foot chain doors. Catches of 15/20 count 
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(heads-off) brown and pink (Penaeus aztecus 
and P. duorarum) ranged from 2 to 46 pounds 
per 60- to 180-minute drag. Catches of rock 
shrimp (Sicyonia brevirostris) ranged from 
25 to 111 pounds (heads-on-per drag). 

Expert Loaned to International Bank 

for Ecuadorean Study 

Roger E. Green, Fishery Biologist at 
BCF's Fishery-Oceanography Center in La 
Jolla, Calif., left on November 25, 1967, as 
a member of a mission from the Internation- 
al Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(IBRD) to appraise a fisheries project in 
Ecuador. Ecuador has requested an IBRD 
loan to finance a project to construct 12 tuna 
purse seining vessels and for an associated 
crew training program. IBRD does not have 
a staff member with the fishing expertise to 
properly evaluate the project. So it asked 

BCF to help. 

"Oregon Il” Completes First Phase 

of Industrial Fish Project 

BCF's Oregon II returned to Pascagoula, 
Miss., near the end of November 1967 after 
completing the fifth shakedown trip. Its per- 
sonnel worked with seiners fishing in the 
Charlotte Harbor-Sanibel Island area of Flor- 
ida's west coast. 

Results of the cooperative effort have been 
very promising. Production by the commer- 
cial seiners exceeded four million pounds 
since late September. 

The Oregon II's sonar equipment has worked 
very well. It was instrumental in directing 
a commercial vessel to large schools 
not identified as such by the vessel's spotter 
plane. Another time, a large school that 
gave sonar readings of 1,200-foot diameter 
was photographed simultaneously from the 
spotter plane. 
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“Bowers” Studies Effectiveness 

of Seines on Anchovies 

The R/V George M. Bowers returned to 
Pascagoula, Miss., on September 22 after 
cruise No. 81 designed to determine the ef-: 
fectiveness of small-mesh purse seines for 
catching anchovies and other clupeoids at- 
tractedtolights. (PhaselI: Sept.5-15 in Mis- 
sissippi Sound, Perdido and Pensacola Bays, 
and the Gulf of Mexico. Phase II: Septem- 
ber 19-22, in Mississippi and Chandeleur 
Sounds.) 

The types of above-surface light attractors 
and controllers included a 90-lamp (13,500- 
watt a.c.)incandescent bank; a 72-lamp 
(10,800 watt a.c.) incandescent bank; a 3,000- 
watt a.c. incandescent cluster; a 3,250-watt 
a.c. mercury vapor system; andtwol2-Vd.c. 
seal-beam lamps. Subsurface light attractors 

were: a1,000-watt a.c. quartz iodide lamp; 
a high intensity photo lamp; and a 500-watt 
d.c. incandescent lamp. Various combina- 
tions of these systems were used; however, 
one consisting of the 72-lamp (10,800 watt) 
incandescent and 3,250-watt mercury vapor 
above-surface attractors was the most effec- 
tive. There was no appreciable difference in 
effectiveness of 2 subsurface control systems. 
Both systems appeared adequate to control 
schools away from the Bowers by the light 
skiff. 

The Catches 

Nineteen purse seine sets were made. The 
largest individual catch was 500 pounds, 
Catch composition was generally similar to 
previous cruises--small anchovies predom- 
inated; scaled sardines, thread herring, 

Spanish and king mackerel, menhaden, catfish, 
bumpers, pinfish, and other minor species 
generally were present. Significant catches 
of species other than anchovies were made in 
Perdido Bay, Florida. There, 79 percent of 

the 212-pound catch was menhaden, and a 
406-pound catch in Chandeleur Sound was pre- 
dominately bumpers and pinfish. Representa- 
tive specimens were preserved from each 
catch for biological study. Specimens were 
also collected for studies by the BCF Tech- 
nology Laboratory, Pascagoula. 
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BCF La Jolla Studies Long-Line Fishery 

for Broadbill Swordfish 

The BCF Fishery-Oceanography Center at 
La Jolla, Calif., is conducting a preliminary 
study of the feasibility of starting along-line 
fishery for broadbill swordfish off California 
and Baja California to replace the present 
harpoon method. As part of the study, the re- 
search vessel ''Miss Behavior" went on a 60- 
hour cruise October 2-4, Two floating-line 
sets, consisting of 100 and 120 hooks, were 
made at Channel Islands at night. No teleosts 
(the bony fishes) were caught, but 80 blue 
sharks were caught on one set, and 4 blue 
sharks and 4 spiny dogfish were caught on the 
second set. The difference in catches of blue 
sharks was due partly to the longer soaking 
time of the first set: It was hauled at noon, 
while the second set was hauled at dawn. 

Samples of blood and ultimobranchial 
glands for use in a study of calcium metabo- 
lism were taken from the sharks by Dr. Shel- 
ton P. Applegate of the Los Angeles County 
Museum and Charles Glover, physiologist at 
Marineland. 

Long Lining In W. North Atlantic 

The long-line method has been adopted by 
Canadian and U. S. fishermen in the western 
North Atlantic with impressive results. The 
Canadian catch of broadbill, for example, has 
risen from about 2.5 million pounds to 12 mil- 
lion pounds annually. The increase is due 
not only to the change in gear, Other con- 
tributing factors included increased effort 
and extension of the range of the fishery and 
fishing season. 

Application of new gear and ideas, pio- 
neered principally by biologists of BCF and 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (Mass.), 
has made it possible for small boats with 
limited crews to fish several hundred hooks 
with ease. The researchers of BCF LaJolla 
feel that if these methods are perfected, the 
California catch, which averaged 220,000 
pounds annually from 1949 to 1965, might be 
increased considerably. They believe that 
the failure to catch broadbill during this pre- 
liminary survey cruise may have been due 
partly to the lateness of the season. 
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BCF Juneau Uses Camera nee 
As Deep-Water Research Tool 

BCF Juneau (Alaska) is using a new under - 
water camera as a research tool for the first 

time to aid in studies of the sea-bottom en- ; 

vironment and its kinds and numbers of ani- : CAMERA BEING 
mals. Such information is necessary to un- ae 
derstand the relation between bottom and near- 
bottom animals--flatfishes, cod, Pacific 

ocean perch--such shellfish as shrimp and 
crab, and many others. 

The camera alsomaybe used to record 
changes caused by man on the bottom envi- 
ronment of inshore areas and estuaries. It 
may reveal new or seldom observed fishes 
and other animals. 

Dr. Richard T. Myren, fishery research 
biologist engaged in these studies, and Her- 
bert Knudson, engineer of BCF's research 
vessel M/V ''Murre II,'' recently surveyed 
areas near Juneau to test the camera. 

Similar to the one that searched for the 
nuclear submarine ''Thresher,'' the camera ee ee 
can be used to a depth of nearly two miles Fig. 2 - Chart produced by depth finder in pilot house of M/V 
(9,870 feet) Murre Il. The camera can be touched down gently on bot- 

o z tom by watching its descent on chart. The chart also re- 
cords permanently depth and general contour of area photo- 
graphed. Above, (1) shows camera touching bottom; (2) 
shows camera being raised a little off bottom to advance 
film for another photo. The camera is lowered again and 
another photograph taken. 

i Fig. 3 - Photo taken at south end of Shelter Island in 168 feet of 
Fig. 1 - Knudson operates the hydraulic winch used to raise water. The bottom is littered with broken clam shells. Animals 
and lower the camera. Henry Museth, Master of M/V visible are two sea urchins (bottom and top) and a brachipod 
Murre II, holds vessel stationary and keeps track of camera (close adjacent to right side of bottom sea urchin). Other ani- 
on depth finder, mals and plants are present but less apparent. 



Fig. 4 - Photo taken in 168 feet of water, near Aaron Island 
in Favorite Channel, The bottom is hard sand and scattered 
small rocks. A sea cucumber of genus Stichopus is in cen- 
ter and the worm-like objects are thought to be its castings. 
A small pink coral is near lower left. 

Sas 

Fig. 5 - Camera and frame being brought out of water. 

How Camera Works 

Knudson built a pyramid-shaped frame to 
hold the camera and flash unit. The frame 
is so designed that it causes the camera to 
take a photograph the moment the frame 
touches the sea floor. Consecutive photo- 
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Fig. 6 - Herbert Roneson ict) and Dr. Richard Myren examine 
camera after using it, en the weight (hanging against box 
in center foreground) strikes ocean floor, the cylinder (center 
top} rotates causing a mercury switch to close and activate 
camera and flash unit. When frame is lifted off ocean floor, 
the weight pulls cylinderdown again. This breaks electrical 
circuit and lets camera advance film. 

graphs may be made in two ways: Manually 
by raising and lowering the frame, and auto- 
-matically by a self-contained unit. For man- 
ual operation, the frame is lifted off the bot- 
tom to advance the film and recharge the 
flash unit. This enables the researchers to 
photograph several areas before raising the 
camera to the boat. In automatic operation, 

a timer is set to take photographs at regular 
intervals from the time the unit leaves the boat. 

Experiment Shows Herring 

More Attracted to Below-Surface Lights 

The results of an experiment by BCF's 
Boothbay Harbor (Maine) laboratory compar- 
ing the relative attractiveness to herring of 
above-surface andbelow-surface light sources 
indicate the latter, wattage for wattage, is 
significantly more attractive. The research- 
ers say this may be partly because much of 
the light from above-surface sources is lost 
by reflection from the surface. That's why 
underwater lights produce more illumination 
for a given wattage. 

However, the researchers point out, the 

increase in efficiency due to increased inten- 
sity of either light source is far less pro- 
nounced than that due to location. It appears 
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that the factor of location has an effect in ad- 
dition to increased illumination. Except for 
a limited region of optimal intensity, above- 
surface lights seem to attract none but light- 
adapted fish. 

es) 
A 7j\ 

Chicago Food Chain Asks 
Interior Department Fish Inspection 

The Hillman Supermarket chain of Chicago 
has requested the fishery inspection services 
of the U. S. Department of the Interior (USDI) 
for the frozen fishery products it sells in 15 
retail stores. The firm handles about 2.5 
million pounds of fresh and frozen products 
annually. This is the first use of the service 
by a retail-store chain. 

The firm ran a 2-page ad in the Chicago 
"Sun Times" announcing it sells only USDI-in- 
spected fresh and frozen fishery products. 
Expecting greater sales, Hillman doubled its 
normal supply. But consumer response was 

so large that more inspected fish had to be 
ordered to keep from running out of stock. 
The firm hadnever before sold so much fish. 

USDI Inspection 

The USDI fishery product inspection serv- 
ices are voluntary and are offered on a fee- 
for-service basis. Inspectors examine prod- 
ucts and issue certificates stating their 
"quality, quantity, condition" and other per- 
tinent findings that affect their marketability. 

Gloucester Lab Taps 

A New Shellfish Resource 

Research on utilization of the mahogany 
clam (Arctica islandica) has reached a mile- 
stone at the Gloucester Technological Lab- 
oratory (Mass.). Results strongly suggest 
that the potential market for this abundant 
species might lie in frozen or dehydrated 
convenience food items such as stuffed-clam- 
on-the-half-shell instead of canned chowders. 
Commercial products of this type are avail- 
able, but they utilize quahogs (Mercenaria 
mercenaria) instead of mahoganies. 

The commercial product tasted more like 
poultry stuffing than clams. This was due to 
the mild taste of quahogs and to the large 
proportion of spice andthe starchy ingredient 
(bread and/or cracker crumbs) in the product. 
However, most panelists preferred the stuffed 

clam product that utilized mahoganies be- 
cause it had a clam-like flavor. In addition, 

the costs of harvesting and processing ma- 
hogany clams for this type of food product 
appear to be equal to, or less than, the costs 
for quahogs or surf clams (Spisula solidis- 
sima). 

3 Industrial Firms Interested 

Since these observations were made, three 
industrial firms have been contacted with re- 
spect to the stuffed clam product developed 
by the Gloucester personnel. One of thefirms 
expects to produce this product commercially 
by January 1968. A second firm is now test- 
ing potential outlets. The third firm (much 
larger than the others) is interested, but its 
decision makers have not arrived at a verdict 
yet. 

The future for utilization of this clam ap- 
pears bright. It is obvious already that BCF 
research efforts expended on this practical 
problem are bearing fruit. 

BCF Tuna Resources Lab 

Helps Albacore Industry 

The BCF Tuna Resources Laboratory at 
La Jolla, Calif. helped fishermen find the areas 
of greatest albacore abundance along the Pacif- 
ic Coast during the 1967 season, which was the 
Pacific Northwest's best since 1944. Fishing 
conditions were excellent for the albacore fleet 
in Oregon and Washington waters during the 
July-September period. However, the Califor- 
nia and Baja California regions produced in- 
significant commercial quantities of albacore. 

BCF's monitoring of the environment and 
its forecasting services were well received 
by industry. 

BCF believes that these activities "are 
beginning to effectively meet the needs of the 
fishing and canning communities." 
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New “Live Car” Improves Catfish Harvesting and Handling 

By Marvin F. Boussu* 

Harvesting pond-reared catfish usually is 
accomplished by draining the pond or by ef- 
fecting a substantial drawdown, and then net- 
ting withsmall seines. These methods some- 
times are satisfactory if the ponds are sloped 
properly for drainage, and if the harvesting 
is done inthe winter when water temperatures 
are cool. Summer harvest, however, usually 
is thought impracticable because of excessive 
fish mortality. Significant fish loss has oc- 
curred as a result of extreme turbidity and 
high water temperatures resulting from draw - 
downs, and from crowding seined fish into 
shallow hot water (see fig. 1). 

Recent tests by the BCF Unit at Rohwer, 
Arkansas (Kelso Station) indicate that sum- 
mertime harvest of catfish canbe done with- 

out significant loss. This is accomplished by 
using relatively large seines, about 2,400 feet 
long, in ponds where the water level is main- 

tained or increased by the addition of fresh 
water during harvesting (see fig. 2). Another 
important development in making summer 
harvest practicable was the design and utili- 
zation of a detachable ''live car" (see figs. 3, 
4, and 5). 

What "Live Car" Is 

The "live car'' is essentially an open-top, 
fish-holding bag made of 2-inch mesh 
(stretched measure) nylon webbing and buoyed 
by a series of floats on the top lines. Its 
unique feature is the wood-framed opening at 
one end. The opening frame mates with a 

Fig. 1 - Seine bag full of buffalo fish dragged into shallow shore waters of farm pond, Note extreme turbidity of water and crowding 
of fish. High mortality rates are experienced under such conditions--especially when air and water temperatures are high. 
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*Fishery Biologist, BCF, Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

Sep. No. 803 
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Fig. 2 - Setting mechanized haul seine in 50-acre farm pond. 

Fig. 3 - Small prototype farm pond catfish "live car" showing 
some construction details. 

similar device sewn into the trailing side of 
the seine bag. Before the "live car" is at- 
tached to the seine bag, the top is closed by 
drawing the float lines from the opposite lon- 
gitudinal sides and fastening them together 
with spring snaps. The "live car" is then 
roughly sausage shaped, about 75 feet long 
and about 20 feet in circumference. 

While the seine is being hauled and still 
well out in the pond, a "live car" is attached 
to the bag. Then, when the "live car" be- 
comes filled with fish, it is detached from 
the seine. The openings are closed by the 
insertion of sliding screens, and another "live 
car'' can then be attached. The detached 
"live car'' is towed to an area of the pond 
where water conditions are best. 

Sa 

Fig. 4 - Seine bag full of farm pond catfish and without "live car" attached. Note framed opening with sliding screen in place. 
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Fig. 5 - Detached small prototype farm pond catfish "live car" with top open. Fish escape open top "live car" when swimming pres- 
sure against netting pulls part of float line below the surface. 

Use of "live cars'' makes it necessary to 
pull only a very few fish into the warm, tur- 
bid waters near shore where mortality usu- 
ally occurs. Moreover, the bagged fish are 
conveniently available for transfer to trucks 
while the seining operation is still active, or 
at some later time. The system ensures a 
harvesting operation that is more efficient 
and less hectic than usually is the situation 
during traditional draining and seining en- 
deavors. 

Various Sizes Tested 

"Live cars" of various sizes have been 
tested. Overall dimensions and construction 
of the largest are: length--75 ft.; circum- 
ference--20 ft.; mesh size--2-inch stretched 

measure; twine--No. 18 nylon; headline rope-- 

$-inch braided nylon; floats--3'' x 3'' spongex 
spaced one foot apart; opening--2' x 4' wood 
frame withinsert of framed?" hardware cloth. 

As much as 30,000 pounds of channel cat- 
fish have been put into the large ''live cars" 
‘and removed in small amounts over several 
days. Nearly 20,000 pounds of catfish have 
been held 4 days in a "live car,'' such as the 
one described, during cool (70°) weather 
without any loss of fish, A smaller "live 
car,'' about one-sixth the above size, has been 
used to hold 4,000 pounds for one day under 
summertime conditions, also without any loss. 
Because only valuable, privately owned fish 
are available for testing, attempts to deter- 
mine the probable maximum holding limits 
have been discouraged. 

Present market demands are such that 
some summer harvesting is mandatory, if 
producers are to realize the best pos- 

sible returns. Development of the "no draw- 
down - large seine - live car technique" has 
shown that summertime harvest is entirely 
practicable. 

Boothbay Lab Aids 
Teaching of Biology 

For several years, biologists of BCF's 
Boothbay Harbor (Maine) laboratory have 
provided instruction in biological oceanogra- 
phy at the Boothbay Region High School as 
part of a curriculum enrichment program, 

To benefit a wider audience, the biologists 
prepared short manuscripts describing meth- 
ods and providing background material for 
teaching biological oceanography. They de- 
signed these papers to guide the classroom 
teacher who was interested in using such in- 
formation in the biology curriculum of the 
secondary school. 

Manuscripts Are Published 

The series of papers was published in the 
September 1967 issue of 'The American 
Biology Teacher." It included: ocean cur- 
rents, coastal zooplankton, sedentary bottom 
animals, physiology of marine organisms and 
adaptation to their environment, swimming 
behavior of fishes, age and growth of fishes, 
blood types in fish, and the use of population 
dynamics in marine fishery studies. 
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Yes, Virginia, You Can Eat This Christmas Tree 

BCF's Branch of Marketing has fashioned over the greens, the result looks like a deco- 
a Christmas tree that is not the tallest in the rated Christmas tree. 
land, but it isthe tastiest. It's made of shrimp. 

Several magazines are using the shrimp tree 
in color. Major retail food chains are including 
it in their newspaper advertising and in-store 
promotions. (For recipe, see page 21.) 

The tree is a cone-shaped piece of plastic 
form covered with endives. When individual 
cooked shrimp are arranged symmetrically 
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THE BLUE WHALE 

The blue whale is the largest mammal existing today, and probably the largest that has ever lived. Whales 
are mammals andexhibitall the characteristics of true mammals. They are backboned, warm-blooded, bear 
traces of hair, andsuckle their young. Theblue whale calf at birthmaybe as muchas 26feet long. Full grown 
it may attain a lenght of 100 feet and weigh 150 tons. The life spanapparently does not exceed 25 years. 

Blue whales are found from the polar to the temperate seas, and occasionally, even at the equator. Their 
migrational routes depend largely on the seasonal locations of food supply., 

“WHITE-SIDED™ DOLPHIN 
BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 

GRAMPUS 
MAKO SHARK SPOTTED DOLPHIN SPINNER DOLPHIN BLUE WHALE 

RIGHT-WHALE DOLPHIN BOWHEAD WHALE 

BIG-EYED THRESHER SHARK MILLER WHALE SPERM WHALE 

BLUEFIN TUNA NARWHAL PILOT WHALE 

Millions of years ago the ancestors of the whale livedonlandand walked on four legs. During the Tertiary 
period, whales became completely adapted to aquatic life. Now their physical characteristics are such that they 
cannot survive on land. Ifnot buoyedup by water, the whale's great weight would crushits skeletal framework 
and collapse its lungs. 

The body has become streamlinedand torpedo shaped. The whale steers itself through the sea and main- 
tains its balance with paddle-shaped forelimbs (the hind limbs have completely disappeared externally andare 
buried within the body). Foreward movement is produced by powerful up-and-down motion of the tail flukes 
which lie in a horizontal plane. A speed of more than 16 knots can be attained for short distances. Blubber 
serves as an insulation that retards the escape of body heat into the coldsea. A large blue whale can contain 
20 or more tons of blubber, normally about 25 percentof its total weight. Tough membranous eyes are pro- 
tected from salt water by a tear gland secretion. Whales appear to be highly sensitive to water-borne vibra- 
tions, though the external ears have entirely disappeared, leaving only minute auditory openings. The animal 
breathes while submerged through nostrils located on top of its head. Nasal passages lead directly into the 
windpipe instead of the throat, as inland mammals. Beneath the surface, the animal holds its breath and 
nostrils are tightly closed. On the surface, the whale ''blows'' warm breath that condenses in colder air. 

The blue whale's throatis so narrow it can swallow nothing larger than a small fish. Because of this, its 
dietnormally consists of tremendous masses of small crustaceans, collectively known as krill. When quan- 
tities of krillare taken in, the whale closes its jaws, and the huge tongue, weighing as much as 4 tons, forces 
water out through the baleen sieve, leaving krill to be swallowed. The stomach of ablue whale has been found 
with up to ton of krill (probably not a full day's quota of food.) 

Throughout history whales have servedman in a variety of ways. Inthe nineteenth century whalebone sold 
for as much as $7.00 per pound and was used primarily as braces for ladies' corsets. Whale oil went into 
soaps, varnished, paints, and was used totreatleather. Now thatnew uses for whale oil have beendiscovered, 
the search for whales is more active than ever before. Because of man's modern methods of hunting and 
killing whales, their number has greatly decreased over the years. 

Despite international agreements limiting the yearly catch, whalers each year take atoll in excess of the 
whale's natural rate of reproduction. If this exploitation continues, whaling may become commercially un- 
profitable in the foreseeable future. (Abstracted from Smithsonian Institution Information Leaflet 357.) 
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INTERNATIONAL 
Japan Opens Talks With Mexico 

on 12-Mile Limit 

Japan was scheduled to open negotiations 
with Mexico in late November 1967 in order 
to continue fishing in Mexico's waters follow- 
ing the latter's establishment of a 12-mile 
exclusive fishing zone. The Japanese Gov- 
ernment was studying the position to take in 
view of Mexico's desire to prohibit Japanese 
fishing within the extended zone. Mexico 
claims this is necessary to protect the coastal 
marlin resource for her sport fishing industry. 

Marlin Catch A Problem 

While Mexico did not seem particularly 
concerned about Japanese fishing for yellow- 
fin and other tuna species, her insistence on 
prohibiting marlin fishing was expected to 
complicate negotiations because it would be 
virtually impossible for Japanese long-liners 
to avoid taking marlins. 

The quantity of fish caught by Japanese 
vessels off Mexico's Pacific coast is said to 

be around 5,000-6,000 metric tons annually. 
The catch consists mostly of tuna, swordfish, 

and marlin. (''Suisancho Nippo,"' Oct. 21, 1967.) 
@ 

Japan Claims Indonesia Fired on Vessel! 

The Japanese Maritime Safety Agency has 
reported that on October 16, 1967, the tuna 
long-liner 'Katusra Maru No, 15" was fired 
on by an Indonesian Navy patrol boat while 
fishing off northern Celebes Island. The 48- 
ton Japanese vessel abandoned its long-line 
gear and fled. None of its crew was harmed. 

Indonesia's Version 

According to a news dispatch from Jakar- 
ta, the Indonesian Navy claimed the long- 
liner was fishing inside the 3-mile territorial 
sea. When warning shots were fired and she 
was ordered to halt, the long-liner turned off 

its lights, fired at the Indonesian patrol boat 
at 20 meters (66 feet), and fled into the dark- 
ness. (''Rafu Shimpo," Oct. 23, 1967, and 
other sources.) i 
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Soviets Protest 

Japanese Herring Fishing 

The Japanese Fishery Agency revealed on 
September 29 that the Soviet Governmenthad 
lodged a protest with the Japanese Govern- 
ment. The Soviets cited indiscriminate her- 
ring fishing by Japanese fishermen in waters 
adjoining the Kamchatka coast and demanded 
restraint. The strongly worded note charged 
that Japanese vessels in the northern part of 
the Okhotsk Sea and in Karaginski Bay off 
northeast Kamchatka had taken egg-bearing 
herring during the spawning season (April- 
May). This threatened the resource as well 
as the livelihood of local Soviet fishermen. 
The note claimed unregulated fishing has 
nullified conservation efforts practiced by 
Soviet fishermen, whose activity is restrict- 
ed severely during the spawning season. 

Expects More USSR Attention to Herring 

The Japanese believe the herring resource 
is influenced primarily by natural environ- 
ment, that it is not necessarily affected ad- 
versely by man-made conditions, as claimed 
by the Soviets. However, the Japanese Gov- 
ernment viewed the note as indicating the 
Soviets intend to focus greater attention on 
the herring problem at the next Japan-USSR 
annual meeting, scheduled for 1968, Japan is 
formulating plans to cope with this develop- 
ment. (''Suisan KeizaiShimbun," Oct. 2, 1967.) 

Canada Joins Inter-American 

Tropical Tuna Commission 

By a note of adherence deposited October 
3, 1967, with the United States, the depositary 

government, Canada joined the Inter-Ameri- 
can Tropical Tuna Commission. Her mem- 
bership becomes effective April 1, 1968. 

Other parties are Costa Rica, Panama, 
Mexico, and the U. S. Ecuador, though tech- 

nically a party, renounced its membership 
in August 1967 and will cease to be amember 
one year after her date of notification. (''The 
Department of State Bulletin,’ Oct. 23, 1967.) 

es 



EEC Fisheries Policy Bars Discrimination 

Although the European Economic Com- 
munity (EEC), the Common Market, has no 
common fisheries policy at present, it has 
established firmly that there will be no dis- 
crimination among its members, Sicco Man- 
sholt, Vice President of the EEC Commis- 
sion, told the Bergen (Norway) Chamber of 
Commerce on Oct. 11, 1967. He was com- 
menting on problems of expanding the Com- 
mon Market. 

If Norway became a member of EEC, Man- 
sholt said, Norwegians would be able to fish 

within the territorial waters of other mem- 
bers and they in turn would be able to fish in 
Norwegian waters. The EEC will notapprove 
any discrimination in fish landings. Norway 
would have great possibilities in EEC as a 
fishing nation. The decisive factors would 
be: Who is nearest the fishing grounds ? 
Who are the best fishermen? (U.S. Embas- 

sy, Oslo, Oct. 17, 1967.) 

Obstacles to Joining EE 

Face Scandinavia 

The European Economic Community (EEC) 
Commission report on admitting new mem- 
bers troubles Scandinavia. This is especially 
true for Denmark and Sweden; Norway's re- 
quest for membership appears relatively un- 
encumbered. The greatest problem is their 
solidarity. As a trade area, Scandinavia 
probably is integrated more closely than EEC. 

Obstacle to Danish Farm Exports 

Denmark's problem is the provision in the 
EEC report that her agricultural products 
not be given free access to EEC markets un- 
til Britain's agriculture has fully adjusted to 
EEC membership--and the British market is 
open to farm products from all present EEC 
members. This could take several years. It 
could negate the big advantage the Danes had 
expected to gain for their products. 

Sweden could only become a member by 
accepting unconditionally EEC's political 
philosophy and giving up her neutrality. No 
political party in Sweden considers this pos- 

sible. 
OOOAKAAAA 
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Denmark Acts on Traditional Fishing 

Claims of Belgium and Norway 

After considering the traditional fishing 
claims of Belgium and Norway within her 
12-mile fisheries limits, in accordance with 
the London Fisheries Convention of 1964, 

Denmark has decided: 

1) The Belgians will be permitted to fish 
for flatfish in the area between (a) Lyngvig 
on west coast of Jutland on the north, and (b) 
the Danish-German sea boundary onthe south. 
One-year transitional rights in the area be- 
tween 3 and 6 miles from the coastwise base- 
lines began on July 1, 1967. Traditional Bel- 
gian rights between 6 and 12 miles from the 
baselines began on the same date and will 
continue indefinitely. 

Agreement with Norway 

2) The agreement with Norway concerns 
her traditional fishery for sprat (brisling) 
within the new Danish limits. Early in 1967, 
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway agreed pro- 
visionally on a mutual 4-mile limit for their 
fishermen in the fisheries of the Skagerrak 
and the northern part of the Kattegat. 

The new agreement between Denmark and 
Norway concerns a very small additional part 
of the Kattegat lying to east of the coast be- 
tween Skagen and Frederikshavn, Denmark. 
It supplements the area specified in the earl- 
ier tripartite agreement to include the grounds 
of the Norwegian sprat fishery. That fishery 
is in progress during October, November, 
and December. It will be subject to Danish 
fishery regulations and jurisdiction within 
her fishery limits. However, Denmark will 
consult Norway before establishing sprat- 
fishing regulations in the areas and months 
designated. 

The new agreement will remain in force 
from July 1, 1967, for as long as the tripar- 
tite agreement is maintained in force by the 
three countries. ("Dansk Fiskeritidende," 
Sept. 15 and 29, 1967, Regional Fisheries 
Attaché, U.S. Embassy, Copenhagen, 
Oct ZONVIGTE) 
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Poland Will Aid India 

Poland will assist the fishing industry of 
India by providing technical assistance to a 
Bombay firm preparing a feasibility report 
for the Kerala State Government. This re- 
port, to be submitted in6 months, concerns the 

development of 6 fishing harborsinthe state. 

Kerala accounts for 50 percent of India's 
marine fish landings and 80 percent of her 
totalfish exports. (U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, 
Oct. 11-24, 1967, Review.) 

S eneoetten: 

55th ICES Meeting 
The International Council for the Explora- 

tion of the Sea (ICES) held its 55th meeting in 
Hamburg, Germany, October 9-18. It was the 
first operating under a new committee struc- 
ture and rules of procedure. The application 
for membership by accession of the U. S.and 
Canada marked an important extension of the 
Council's activities, which had been confined 
to the eastern North Atlantic. 

The Agenda 

Among the many agenda items discussed 
were: (1) the Convention on the Continental 

Shelf and the influence it may have on tradi- 
tional freedom of scientific research in non- 
territorial waters of Shelf areas; (2) prepar- 
ations for entry into force on July 22, 1968, 
of the new 1964 Convention for the Council; 
it has been signed by 16 governments and 
ratified by 15 (Italy has not); and (3) final 
preparations for a symposium on the African 
Atlantic Continental Shelf and their fisheries 
between the Strait of Gibraltar and Cape Verde; 
this will be held in March 1968 at Santa Cruz 

de Tenerife, (ICES Press Release, Oct. 1967.) 

Fish Meal Exports from FEO Countries 

Jan.-Sept. 1966-67 

A 28-percent increase in fish meal ex- 

ports has been reported by members of the 
Fishmeal Exporters Organization (FEO) 
through September 1967, as compared with 
a year ago. FEO members account annually 
for 90 percent of world exports of fish meal. 
FEO countries shipped 1.8 million metric 

tons this year; in 1966, 1.5 million tons (ex- 
cluding Angola, for which comparable monthly 
data are not available. 

Compared with Jan.-Sept. 1966, Chilean 
exports for the 1967 period declined 46 per- 
cent, and from Iceland 7-8 percent; exports 
increased 91 percent from Norway, 70 per- 
cent from South Africa/South-West Africa, 
and 10 percent from Peru. The Chileans may 
not produce as much fish meal this year as 
they did in 1965 or 1966. 

Sept. an. -Sept. | | _Sept. _—{ Jan.-Sept. _| 
| 1967 1966 1967 1966 
| + + + « (1,000 Metric Tons}... . 

81.5 : 

So. ‘Africa (including 
| S.-W. Africa) .. 

1/Not available (23, 800 tons through July 1967). 
2/1967 data estimated from other sources. 
3/Excluding Angola. 

Bumper Catches in Several Countries 

Bumper catches in Norway, South Africa/ 
South-West Africa, and Peru, along with 

strong world demand and competitive prices 
for fish meal, likely will cause exports to 
continue at levels higher than a year ago. In 
recent weeks, the price level stabilized after 
fluctuating for several weeks. Price fore- 
casts for soybean meal, chief competitor of 
zish meal, are expected to be lower this crop 

year than last. 

Exports of fish meal from Angola through 
July were down 15 percent from a year ago 
(23,800 tons in 1967, 27,900 tons in 1966). 

Research Cruises 

in Eastern Mediterranean 

Fishery research in the eastern Mediter- 
ranean Sea (as far west as 25° E.) has begun 
under the auspices of the Sea Fisheries Re- 
search Station at Haifa, Israel. This research 
program will include 4 or 5 cruises a year 
for the next five years: Feb. 15-Mar. 7, May 
15-June 7, Aug. 15-Sept. 7, and Nov. 15-Dec. 7. 

Scientists everywhere are invited to join 
the cruises. Travel expenses are not pro- 
vided but living expenses onboard are. The 
ports of Rhodes and Famagusta willbe visited. 



Scientists interested in getting more in- 
formation should write to: O.H.Oren, Direc- 
tor, Sea Fisheries Research Station, P. O. 
Box 699, Haifa, Israel, for additional infor- 
mation. ('Hydrobiology Newsletter,'' Sept. 
15, 1967.) Lhe 
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New Book on Modern 

Deep-Sea Trawling Gear 

A new book, "Modern Deep-Sea Trawling 
Gear,'' by John Garner, international fisher- 
ies expert, sets out the fundamental and prac- 
tical details of the design and operation of 
deep-sea trawls. The comprehensive book 
is particularly notable for its detailed de- 
signs of trawls. 

The figures cover the evolution of trawl 
gear to its present stages of design for equip- 
ping stern trawling vessels from 2,000 to 
3,000 gross tons. Seven chapters detail the 
empirical development of trawl gear, the de- 
sign and operation of side-trawl gear, and 
the design and operation of stern-trawl gear. 
Side-trawl gear is compared with stern-trawl 
gear. Materials, mesh size, and the theory 
of netting are considered. The final chapters 
deal with trawling specifications and the 
latest methods of improving existing trawl 
gear designs. 

The book is sold by Fishing News Books 
Ltd., 110 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4, Eng- 
land. Price is £2 2s. 

1966 World Fish Catch 

The 1966 world catch of fish and shellfish 
was a record 56.0 million metric tons, 6 per- 
cent above the 1965 catch of 52.6 million tons. 
The 1966 catch is more than 10 percent great- 
er than the 1957-58 average. 

Three factors contributed to the increased 
catch: (1) South American fisheries for the 
raw material that goes into fish meal recov- 
ered from a poor year in 1965. (2) Major 
Scandinavian producers of fish meal also 
caught record quantities of raw material. 
(3) The USSR and Communist countries con- 
tinued to expand their fisheries. 
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Total Catch (Live Weight) of Fish, Crustaceans, 
and Mollusks in Selected Countries 

1/1966 | 1965 ih 1964 | 1963 
+— 

6 Olosous D200 (1,000 Metric Tons)....... 

World total. . 56,000.0 | s2,600.0 52,000.0 47,600.0 

Per uienet iene 8,800.1 7,461. 9,116.5 6,899.0 
Sapanwew-eware 7,070.0 6,907.7 6,350.7 6,698.5 

China : 
(Mainland) 2/ 5,800.0 5,800.0 5,800.0 5,800.0 

EO eOekvel Mellen: 5,348.8 5,099.9 4,475.8 3,977.2 
United States 2,514.6 2,724.3 2,647.1 2,777.0 

Norway -.-- 2,849.4 2,307.3 1,608.1 1,387.9 

South Africa & 
S.-W.Africa |3/1,400.0 1,342.4 1,254.5 1,170.8 

Chile, a) Cue: 1,383.5 708.5 1,160.9 761.9 
Spain ..... 1,357.4 1,338.5 1,203.5 15125.3 
Indiayyemeenss ss 3/1,367.4 weil os 1,320.0 1,046.3 
Canada .... 1,348.0 1,262.1 1,211.0 1,197.6 
Iceland ...-. 1,238.4 1,199.0 972.7 784.5 

United Kingdom| 1,067.9 1,046.8 974.3 960.9 

Total Other. . 14,454.5 14,070.3 13,904.9 13,013,.1 

1/Preliminary. 

3/Estimated by Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. 
Source: ''The State of Food and Agriculture 1967" Food and 
Agriculture Organization, Rome, Italy. 

There was little change in production by 
Japan and the U. S., while Norway and Ice- 

land landed more than ever before. 

Among developing countries, Peru and 
Chile made the most notable progress in 1966. 

U. S.-Mexico 
Fisheries Agreement in Effect 

U. S. Secretary of State Rusk and Mexico's 
Secretary for Foreign Relations Flores ex- 
changed notes in Washington on October 27, 
1967, giving effect toa new agreement. It 
provides reciprocal fishing rights for U. S. 
and Mexican fishermen off each other's 
coasts for 5 years beginning January 1, 1968. 
The agreement was worked out during dis- 
cussions at Washington in May and at Mexico 
City in September 1967. 

It is based on laws the 2 nations passed 
in 1966 extending their fisheries jurisdiction 
to 12 miles. Neither these laws nor the 
agreement change the positions of the coun- 
tries on the breadth of the territorial sea: 
Mexico 9 miles, the U.S.3 miles. Theagree- 
ment applies only to waters between 9 and 12 
miles. 

Traditional Rights 

It lists the species each country claims 
its fishermen traditionally have fished off 
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the other country. The species most involved 
are shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico, tuna off the 

Pacific coast, and finfish on both coasts. For 

5 years beginning January 1, 1968, the total 
catch in each of these fisheries--by fisher- 
men of each country in the fishery zone ofthe 
other--is not to exceed the total catch during 
the preceding five years. The agreementalso 
provides for unlimited continuation of sport 
fishing off Mexico by Americans. 

It provides for exchange of data on areas 
where traditional fishing has been carried on; 

the volume of catch over the past five years; 
the number and types of vessels and gear 
used; and the names of vessels that will op- 
erate under the agreement. Annual meetings 
will be held to review the agreement's oper- 
ation. Annual reports will be exchanged on 
volumes of catch and areas fished. Each 
country will be responsible for enforcing the 
agreement within its own fishery zone. 

Research and Conservation 

Under the agreement, the Governments 
will cooperate in research and conservation 
of the stocks of common concern off Mexico. 
This is in line with the Convention on Fish- 
ing and Conservation of Living Resources of 
the High Seas. 

After it has been in effect for one year, 
the agreement may be ended by either party 
upon six months' notice. (U.S. Dept. of State, 
Nov. 3, 1967.) 

International North Pacific 
Fisheries Commission Meets 

The International North Pacific Fisheries 
Commission (INPFC) ended its 14th Annual 
Meeting in Tokyo on November 10, 1967, after 

three weeks of study and discussion of inter- 
national cooperation to conserve high-seas 
fisheries resources. 

Scientists from Canada, Japan, and the 
U. S. reviewed the results of research car- 
ried out by the three countries in 1967 on 
salmon, halibut, king crab, and groundfish 
resources. The scientists summarized 
their findings for the Commission's guidance 
and exchanged information on high seas fish- 
ing operations during 1967. 

The INPFC 

The Commission operates under terms of 
the International Convention for the HighSeas 
Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean, signed 
at Tokyo in 1952, The Convention provides 
for action to ensure the maximum sustained 
productivity of fishery resources. When ex- 
ploited by two or more member countries, 
the Commission studies the need for conser- 
vation measures indicated by research re- 
sults. When necessary, it recommends spe- 
cific actions to the member governments. 
They, in turn, include these measures in 
domestic fishing regulations. For certain 
resources the Convention characterizes as 
already fully exploited and under an effective 
program of research and management for — 
conservation, the Convention provides that 
member countries that previously had not 
participated in the fishery for such resources 
will refrain. 

Under this provision, Canada does not fish 
for salmon in the eastern Bering Sea. Japan 
abstains from this fishery in the eastern 
North Pacific and Bering Sea east of 175° W. 
longitude. Japan also avoids fishing halibut 
in the northeastern Pacific south of the Aleu- 
tian Islands and the Alaska Peninsula, and 

herring off most of the British Columbia coast. 

The Commission recommended no changes 
in the abstentions. It recommended that its 
members consider fully the conservation 
needs of salmon stocks in areas of interming- 
ling when preparing regulations. 

Halibut Regulations 

One principal task on the agenda was to 
develop halibut regulations for the eastern 
Bering Sea in 1968. The Commission has 
done this since 1963, when line fishing for 
halibut there first opened to all 3 nations. 
The Commission recommended continuation 
of 1967 regulations in 1968. It recommended 
closing a large area inthe southeastern Ber- 
ing Sea, which is a nursery ground for young 
halibut. Canada and U.S. stated their inten- 
tions to require their fishermen to release 
all halibut taken by trawl nets in the Bering 
Sea. Japan stated that, within a part of this 
area, she would prohibit trawl fishing by her 
nationals. Also, she would apply a minimum 
limit of 66 centimeters (26 inches) for halibut 
to her operations there. 



Gulf of Alaska 

In the Gulf of Alaska, Commission focused 
on the effects on halibut stocks of expanded 
trawling for other species. Groundfish catch 
statistics were exchanged and studied. The 
Commission recommended further research. 

The Commission agreed to conduct joint 
study and research on groundfish resources, 

other than halibut, in the northeast Pacific to 

determine need for conservation. 

It recommended that research on king crab 
in the eastern Bering Sea be continued and 

strengthened. 

Kenjiro Nishimura, Vice-President, Nip- 

pon Reizo Kabushiki Kaisha, was Chairman 
of the Commission. New officers elected for 
1968 were: Edward W. Allen, U. S.,Chair- 
man; S. V. Ozere, Canada, Vice-Chairman; 

and Kenjiro Nishimura, Japan, Secretary. 
Other members are: James C. Cameron, 

Carl E. Giske, and Donovan F. Miller, Cana- 
da; Yoshio Ohkawara, Shinji Miyoshi, and 
Kenkichi Nakabe, Japan; Clarence F.. Pautzke, 

Roger Kent, and Fred P. McGinnis, U.S. 

The Commission agreed that its next an- 
nual meeting would begin in Seattle, Wash., 

November 4, 1968. (INPFC, Nov. 10, 1967.) 
Q 

New FAO Director General Elected 

A. H. Boerma of Holland was elected Di- 
rector General of FAO at the organization's 
14th Conference in Rome in November. He 
replaces Dr. B. R. Sen of India, 

Boermacurrentlyis Director of the World 
Food Program. Before that, he served a 
term with FAO as Assistant Director General. 
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FAO Fish-Freezing Conference 

Emphasizes Quality 

Two hundred participants at the FAO 
Technical Conference on the Freezing and 
Irradiation of Fish, in Madrid, Sept. 4-8, 
1967, heard one of the first speakers Say: 
"The key word for this conference is quality." 

Nearly 80 papers covered the subject of 
fish preservation--from type of raw material 
to send into a freezer to methods of holding 
and transporting the product. This section 
of the fishing industry has grown faster in 
past 10 years than all others except reduc- 
tion of pelagic (open sea) fish to meal and oil, 

FAO figures show that the amount of the 
global catch used for freezing increased from 
2 million metric tons in 1955 to 5.7 million 
tons in 1965, FAO's R, W. Harrison said that 
in 1955 six tons of fish were marketed fresh 
for every ton frozen, In 1965, the ratio had 
been cut to 3 tons for every ton frozen, 

Freezing Aboard Ships At Sea 

The most important development since the 
middle 1950s has been the great growth of 
freezing at sea. The conference reviewed 
the progress of this operation and the prob- 

lems it created. 

The mobile whole fish freezer, filleter, 
and factory mothership have added a new as- 
pect to fishing. However, their speedy growth 
in recent years threatens some of the world's 
most valuable grounds. In the past year, their 
booming production created a glut of frozen 
fish in most of its markets. 

The Economics Difficult to Evaluate 

Dr. Erik Heen of Norway said the eco- 
nomics of freezing at sea are still too diffi- 
cult to evaluate. Freezer operators are 
short of cost data. There are widely differ- 
ent opinions onthe merits of ship types and 
processing methods. It is even possible that 
the techniques of plate or blast freezing may 
be challenged. (Adaptedfrom "Fishing News 
International,'' Oct. 1967.) 
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CANADA 

NEW BASELINES 
ESTABLISHED FOR FISHING LIMITS 

Canada has extendedher claims over fish- 
ing zones by establishing new straight base- 
lines along the coasts of Labrador and the 
eastern and southern coasts of Newfoundland. 
The U. S. has rejected this action as incon- 
sistent with some established principles of 
the law of the sea. 

Canada proposes to set up straight base- 

lines from which she will determine the extent 
of her territorial sea and contiguous fishing 
zone. New baselines would be from headland 
to headland and cut off large areas of water 
to foreign fishermen. U.S. fishermen are 
excepted. 

Canada bases her claim on the 1958 Ge- 
neva Convention on the Territorial Sea, and 

says the claim accords with the Anglo-Nor- 
wegian Fishing Case in the International 
Court at The Hague in 1951. 

OK OK 

VALUE OF ONTARIO CATCH 
UP IN FIRST-HALF 1967 

Preliminary estimates show that Ontar- 
io's commercial fishermen landed 19,8 mil- 
lion pounds of fish worth C$2,3 million dur- 
ing the first six months of 1967, This catch 
is nearly 5 million pounds lower than first- 
half 1966, but its value is 4 percent higher. 

Declines in smelt and white bass catches 
in Lake Erie account for a major part of the 
reduced catch. Smelt production fell by 41 
percent to 4.6 million pounds, due in part to 
reduced fishing early in the season, White 
bass landings, influenced partly by reduced 
gill-netting operations in April, dropped 71 
percent to 186,000 pounds, 

Walleye Catch Up 

These losses were offset by an increase 
in yellow pike (or walleye) production in Lake 
Erie from 89,000 to 202,000 pounds, and by 
higher yellow perch prices, .Perch landings 
declined slightly (4.7 percent) to 8.2 million 
pounds, but value was 65 percent higher than 

1966. So overall for Lake Erie, the value of 
fish produced increased, 

In Lake Ontario, the catch of yellow perch 
nearly doubled-~--from 71,000 to 138,000 
pounds-~-and this contributed to a slight in- 
crease in value of total catch. 

The decline in the yellow pike catch from 
213,000 to 154,000 pounds is the only notable 
change in Lake St, Clair. 

Commercial fish production in Lake Huron 
was down 11 percent in quantity and 6 percent 
in value. 

Landings in Lake Superior of 544,000 
pounds were nearly identical in amount and 
composition with the same period in 1966. 

Same Inland Catch in North 

Inland, there was practically no change in 
quantities of fish taken in the north, although 
value decreased slightly. However, in the 
south, landings increased 39 percent and val- 
ue 30 percent. A major change was the addi- 
tion of 17,000 pounds of whitefish to the catch 
following establishment of limited fisheries, 
(Ontario Dept. of Lands & Forests, October 
10, 1967.) 

Ok OK 

BRITISH COLUMBIA HERRING FISHERY 
FOR REDUCTION CLOSED 

All herring fishing in coastal waters of 
British Columbia for reduction purposes by 
purse seines and trawl nets was prohibited 
October 29, 1967, Some of these herring 
subdistricts will reopen on January 7, 1968: 
the Queen Charlotte Islands, Northern, Cen- 

tral, and Upper West Coast of Vancouver Is- 
land, 

To Protect Stocks 

These regulations are designed to protect 
early-season herring stocks which have not 
shown sufficiently to permit a commercial 
harvest for reduction purposes~~and to per=- 
mit a commercial fishery on late-season 
stocks in northern waters if they return in 
harvestable quantities, 
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The late-season fishery will be reviewed 
continuously, If further conservation meas- 
ures prove necessary, they will be adopted. 
(Dept. of Fisheries, Canada, Oct. 25, 1967.) 

ae psoas 

SCIENTISTS ASSESS SHRIMP POTENTIAL 
OFF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

In October, Canadian Government scien- 
tists completed an assessment of the com- 
mercial shrimp potential in three areas along 
the Continental Shelf off British Columbia, 
The scientists, from the Fisheries Research 
Board of Canada's Biological Station at Nan- 
aimo, cooperated with the Industrial Develop- 
ment Service of the Canadian Department of 
Fisheries, 

For 68 days ending September 9, the mo- 
tor vessel ''Ocean Traveller'' surveyed 
grounds in southern Hecate Strait, Queen 
Charlotte Sound, and the east coast of Van- 
couver Island, 

Queen Charlotte Sound Promising 

Using a 70-foot, heavy duty semiballoon 
Gulf of Mexico shrimp trawl with plastic rol- 
ler ground line, the Ocean Traveller made 
145 tows averaging 30 minutes. The most 
promising area was in Queen Charlotte Sound 
off Pearl Rocks, Working in 70 to 105 fath- 
oms, the catches averaged 300 pounds of 

mixed shrimp, 95 percent smooth pink , aver- 
aging 134 to the pound heads on, 

A small area off Kains Island near the en- 
trance to Quatsino Sound again produced good 
results, as it did in 1954 and 1964, In 1967, 
the tows averaged 335 pounds shrimp~--87 
percent smooth pink at 77 shrimp to the 
pound, and 13 percent side-striped at 32 
shrimp to the pound, (Canadian Department 
of Fisheries, Vancouver, B.C., Oct. 18.) 

sebeskarsk 

DISCLOSE EXPENDITURES FOR 
SCIENTIFIC FISHERY ACTIVITIES 

Canadian expenditures for scientific fish- 
ery activities are expected to be about C$15,1 
million for fiscal year 1966/67, up from $8,3 
million in 1963/64, Of the 1966/67 expendi- 
tures, most or $14.7 million, was for re- 
search and development programs. Then 
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followed grants in aid for research, scientific 
information and scholarships and fellowships, 
The bulk of expenditures was by the Federal 
Government with the remainder parceled out 
to educational and private research institu- 
tions. 

The Fisheries Research Board will ac- 
count for about $10 million of total expendi- 
tures on scientific activities, Although the 
amounts in recent years are greater than be- 
fore, the use of funds in the various budget 
categories has not changed significantly. (Do- 
minion Bureau of Statistics, ''Daily Bulletin 
Supplement - 4,'' 1967.) 

2 ok ok 

NEW METHOD OF SHIPPING 
FRESH FISH TESTED 

The first commercial shipment of fish that 
had been kept sea-fresh during transportation 
under a new method of refrigeration left Lun- 
enburg, Nova Scotia, for U. S. markets Octo- 
ber 25, It contained about 15,000 pounds of 
cod and haddock fillets kept ata constant 
29° F, in specially built Canadian National 
Railway (CNR) refrigerator cars, The fish 
were distributed on October 30 to retail out- 
lets from Detroit, Mich., south to Louisville, 
Ky. 

The advantage to retailer and distributor 
is longer ''shelf-life''--a longer period to 
sell the fish. For the railway, the new proc- 
ess eliminated the problem of ice melting in 
cars and the necessity of resupplying cars 
with ice along the route, Chilling to 29° F, 
does not result in "frozen'' fish, When the 
temperature is raised quickly to 32° F., the 
fish retain the quality and characteristics of 
fresh fish, (Canadian Press, Oct. 25, 1967.) 

eh ke 3k 

COMMENTS ON KENNEDY ROUND 
ARE FAVORABLE 

The second in a series of Kennedy Round 
seminars for the business community was 
held in Halifax on September 22 at St. Mary's 
University. It was sponsored by Canada's 
Federal Department of Trade and Commerce 
and the Provincial Departments of Trade and 
Industry, in cooperation with business groups, 

Comments generally were favorable, 
"The Kennedy Round will certainly benefit 
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Canadian fisheries, exports of which are now 
70 percent of production by value," said 
Ronald Smith, President of National Sea Prod- 
ucts, Ltd. Smith stated that benefits will ap- 
ply to both European and U, S, markets. 

F, A, J. Laws, Manager, Newfoundland As- 
sociated Fish Exporters, stated that the Ken- 
nedy Round would benefit all Canada, Cana- 
dian Minister of Trade and Commerce Robert 
Winters said that, as a result of the proposed 
50-percent reduction in existing tariffs, At- 
lantic Province fish producers will be pro- 
vided their first real opening into the Ameri- 
can market for cooked fish sticks, 

C, A, Annis, Director of Tariffs, Federal 
Dept. of Finance, focusing on fish, empha- 
sized: ''We attempted to go the limit and gen- 
erally succeeded, We wanted a great deal, 
especially from the U. S., and we were gen- 
erally successful.’ He called attention to the 
provision for free entry on a wide range of 
fish imported into the U. S. (U.S. Consulate, 
Halifax, Sept. 26.) 

FISHERIES TRENDS 

Canadian sea-fisheries landings (includ- 
ing Newfoundland) during January-July 1967 
were 1,3 billion pounds with an exvessel val- 
ue of C$83.5 million (excludes seaweeds) -- 
compared with 1.3 billion pounds worth $90 
million in the same period of 1966, These 
figures appear in the July 1967 "Monthly Re- 
view of Canadian Fisheries Statistics." 

January -July 

1966 1967 1967 1966 

Value 

- - (1,000 C$). . 

Landings 

- » (1,000 Lbs.) . .» 
Atlantic Coast: 
Cod 321,766 | 364,229 
Haddock. ... 73,992 5, 292 
Pollock . 22,616 901 
Flounder & sole 118,575 3,991 
Herring .... 212, 677 2, 396 
Ocean perch . 73, 302 1,986 
Swordfish 2, 406 1, 226 
Lobsters .. 27,095 15,542 
Scallops... ; 10,588 

Pacific Coast: 
Halibut . 

Cold-Storage Holdings, 
Sept. 30, 1966-67 

Cold-storage holdings of fishery products 
on September 30, 1967, were 111.1 million 
pounds--9 percent below a year earlier. 
Stocks were about the same except for a sig- 
nificant decline in blocks and slabs, Only 

September 30 

Dressed . 

Fillets: 
Atlantic cod 

1/Includes all small flatfish. 

2/Confidential data, included with "Other." 

19.2 million pounds were available on Septem- 
ber 30, 1967, compared with 32 million pounds 
on September 30, 1966. (Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics ''Daily Bulletin,"’ Oct. 25.) 

OK OK 

TWO TRAWLER-SEINERS BUILT 

Canadian Vickers Shipyards, Ltd., has 
completed its part of a C$20-million fishing 
vessel construction program for Atlantic 
Sugar Refineries, Ltd: It christened two 200- 
ft. trawlers, M/V "Atlantic-J. A, G,"' and 
M/V "Atlantic-Paton," each worth $24 mil- 
lion, on September 16. 

Though built as tuna seiners, these ves- 
sels have applied for the 50-percent trawler 
subsidy. Ottawa was sympathetic because 
tuna seining still is a gamble. Nevertheless, 
the government insists on expensive modi- 
fications before higher subsidies will be paid. 

The trawlers, 2 of 13 fishing vessels com- 
missioned by Atlantic Sugar, were the last of 
3 built by the shipyard affiliate in Montreal. 
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Four others have been delivered by another 
shipyard affiliate. Two are scheduled by still 
another affiliate for delivery June 1968, 

Operated by Ocean Maid 

The two trawlers will be operated by 
Ocean Maid Foods, Ltd. (formerly Canadian 
Tuna Company (1965) Ltd.), a subsidiary of 
Atlantic Sugar. They will join the latter's 
fleet, which supplies fish-processing plants 
at Marystown, Newfoundland, and St. An- 
drews, New Brunswick. The trawlers are 
part of a $37-million company program to 
develop through subsidiaries Canada's first 
horizontally and vertically integrated fish- 
catching, processing, and marketing opera- 

tion, 

Features of New Trawlers 

The main power unit is a marine diesel 
type 2-stroke cycle, directly reversible. It 
is capable of a continuous service output of 
2,400 b.h.p. at 250 r.p.m. It can be con- 
trolled from either engineroom or wheel- 
house, It drives a solid bronze 5-bladed 
propeller. 

The new trawlers have automated convey- 
or systems to load, freeze, store, and unload 
the catch; a wheelhouse top that can be 

cleared of equipment to provide a helicopter 
landing site; fully air-conditioned living quar- 
ters for captain and 18-man crew; and a bow 

thruster that protrudes below the hull to as- 
sist maneuvering during fishing, catch load- 
ing, and docking operations, The thruster 
can provide a water-jet thrust of 4,000 lbs, 
in any direction, When not in use, it is with~ 
drawn flush with the hull, 

The Atlantic-J, A. G. is equipped with 
sonar, which protrudes below the hull. Us- 
ing the radar principle, it scans horizontal- 
ly under water to detect fish, Sonar equip- 
ment is used by some Norwegian and U, S.- 
owned fishing vessels, The Atlantic-J, A. G. 
is believed to be the first Canadian vesselto 
have it. 

Both trawlers will catch tuna in the South 
Atlantic off Brazil and West Africa, and in 
the Pacific off Peru and Ecuador, (''Canad- 
ian Fisherman,"' Nov, 1967.) 

ok ok ok 
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FIRM GETS FIRST OF 4 
STERN TRAWLERS 

North Eastern Fish Industries, Ltd., of 
Harbour Grace, has christened the first of 
what eventually will be a fleet of over 25 
large stern trawlers. It became the first 
Newfoundland firm to form a joint venture 
with one of the world's great fishing compa- 
nies when it merged with the Bird's Eye 
group 2 years ago, 

The 169-foot ''Newfoundland Eagle," built 
at Halifax Shipyards for C$1.4 million, was 
commissioned in mid-August, 

The vesselis aradically new stern trawler 
with a 35-foot beam giving extra stability. 
She has several features to lessen the risk of 
icing up: Her main power unit is a 4-stroke, 
turbo-charged, 1,470 b.hp. engine at 520 
r.p.m. On trials, she achieved a speed of 14 
knots, She is equipped with a variable pitch 
propeller of nickel chromium steel working 
at 200 r.p.m. A 495-hp, standby engine is 
capable of driving the main propeller shaft. 
She will be able to stay at sea longer than 
most stern trawlers and range farther, per- 
mitting her to bring in heavier catches dur- 
ing winter operations, So far as is known, 
her fish-carrying capacity of nearly 500,000 
pounds is the biggest anywhere on the eastern 
seaboard, 

Protection Against Icing 

The builders say the elimination of all but 
minimum requirements of deck rigging and 
the flared bow should eliminate most icing 
dangers, Two other de-icing features are 
hot steam from the boiler exhaust circula- 
ting up through the foremast as far as the 
crow's nest, and special outlets on deck for 
pneumatic drills, 

One of her most unusual features is the 
Kort Swinging Nozzle Rudder, which deflects 
the slipstream and so does away with the 
need for a conventional rudder, This is ex- 
pected to provide much greater maneuver- 
ability and add to the vessel's thrust. 

Life saving equipment includes a fiber=- 
glass lifeboat, 2 inflatable liferafts each ca- 
pable of carrying 20 men. 

Modern Electronic Equipment 

The ''Newfoundland Eagle's" navigational 
and electronic fish-finding equipment includes 
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a Decca Navigator and plotter, a Loran navi- 
gator, a fishscope, two echo-sounders, 2 ra- 
dar installations, 2 radiotelephones, and an 
automatic pilot. 

The vessel will be followed within the next 
few weeks by 3 other Halifax-built vessels-- 
the ''Newfoundland Falcon," ''Newfoundland 
Hawk," and ''Newfoundland Kestrel,'' (''Ca- 
nadian Fisherman," Nov. 1967.) 

* OK 3K 

EXPLORATORY FISHING FOR PINK 
SHRIMP GIVES PROMISING RESULTS 

The exploratory fishing for pink shrimp 
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and in the Bay of 
Fundy conducted by the New Brunswick De- 
partment of Fisheries during the last year 
has given promising results. As of October 
1967, standard groundfish draggers caught 
over 800,000 pounds of shrimp in 1967, Dur- 
ing the last three weeks of October, three- 
60-foot draggers operating in 150 fathoms in 
the Laurentian Channel landed 92,000 pounds 
worth over C$16,500, 

While shrimp caught in the deep waters 
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence generally are 
larger, up to 5 inches long, the Bay of Fundy 
fishery conducted solely in winter months 
has given better results. Seven smail drag- 
gers, operating off Grand Manan from De- 
cember 1966 to May 1967, landed over 
650,000 pounds, 

Arrange to Market Catch 

The Department of Fisheries is arrang- 
ing with local fish processors and European 
buyers to facilitate marketing the catch. 
There is great interest among fishermen, 
processors, and traders in shrimp. Ernest 
Richard, Minister of Fisheries, foresees 
tremendous development involving new plants, 
more vessels, and more employment, (U.S. 
Embassy, Ottawa, Nov. 2.) 

bait 

PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES 
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED 

Topics important to Canada's Pacific coast 
fisheries were discussed in Ottawa in Octo- 
ber by the Federal~Provincial British Colum- 
bia Fisheries Committee, The conference 
was attended by representatives of the De- 
partment of Fisheries, British Columbia De- 
partment of Recreation and Conservation, and 
the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

The committee reviewed revisions in Fed- 
eral Fish Inspection Regulations and drafted 
complementary provincial regulations, 

Variety of Subjects Covered 

The need to improve methods for the eco- 
nomic evaluation of the tidal sport fishery in 
British Columbia was emphasized, and sev- 
eral alternative systems were examined, 
Proposed amendments to regulations govern- 
ing the canning of sport-caught fish also were 
dscussed, 

The participants considered a number of 
special projects proposed for the Pacific 
coast under the Federal Fisheries Develop- 
ment Act, These included oyster cleansing, 
offshore herring exploration, and trawl-gear 
experiments. 

The Committee also received progress 
reports on aquatic plant industries on Pacific 
and Atlantic coasts and reviewed and dis- 
cussed the operations of fishermen's loan 
boards, (Canada's Department of Fisheries, 
Oct. 4, 1967.) 



LATIN AMERICA 

Mexico 

JAPANESE WILL BUY 35 
SHRIMP VESSELS 

Japanese firms have arranged for the con- 
struction in Mexico of 35 shrimp vessels 

through Astilleros Unidos del Pacifico, S. A. 
Sales will total 36.8 million pesos (US$2,94 
million), Five of the vessels will go to Toyo 
Shrimp Company, 10 to a Toyo affiliate, and 
the remaining 20 to a Japanese consortium 
for use by Japanese-Brazilian cooperatives. 
All vessels apparently will be used by Japa- 
nese-financed fishing companies in Latin 
America, 

There is a goodmarket for Mexican shrimp 
vessels throughout Latin America, but a Mex- 
ican requirement that a bank in a purchaser's 
country guarantee payment has restricted 
sales. ("The News," Mexico City, Oct, 21, 
1967.) 

seo) ok 

HURRICANE BEULAH DID NOT 
DAMAGE SHRIMP INDUSTRY 

While Hurricane Beulah was streaking 
toward the U. 8S, in September 1967, winds 
and rain halted Mexican fishing, but noplants 
nor shrimp vessels were harmed. Fisheries 
other than shrimp off Yucatan were damaged, 
and a carrier boat with frozen fish was sunk, 
The storm by-passed all Mexican shrimp 
ports on its way to the Bbrownsville-Port Isa- 
bel (Texas) area, where it wreaked consider- 
able damage. (U.S. Regional Fisheries At- 
tachée, U. S. Embassy, Mexico, Oct. 17, 1967.) 

Ecuador 

FISHERY DEVELOPMENT 
LAW PROPOSED 

A draft fishery-development law was sub- 
mitted to the President of Ecuador by the 
Minister of Industries and Commerce. It 
had been approved by the National Fishery 
Institute and National Planning and Coordi- 
nation Board, 
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The full text was not revealed, but the 
press reported these details: registered fish- 
ing companies may import duty free for 5 
years engines, sonar, nets, etc.; local fish- 
ing-vessel builders may import metal prod- 
ucts for construction, foreign vessels (for 
construction models) duty free for 10 years; 
fishing companies may rent two foreign-flag 
fishing vessels each for two years, provided 
the crew is part Ecuadorean and vessels are 
returned or registered in Ecuador after 2 
years; fines and penalties of 50-1,000 soles 
(US$2.80-56.00), 4-30 days imprisonment, 
are provided for violations by Ecuadoreans, 
residents of Ecuador, or Ecuadorean flag 
vessels, (There is no mention of foreign flag 
vessels, for which penalties presumably will 
be same as decreed earlier.) 

The Fishing Department, Customs, and the 
Navy are charged with enforcement. The Na- 
vy is instructed to capture vessels fishing 
without authorization within 200 miles of shore, 
(U. S. Embassy, Quito, Oct. 27, 1967.) 

e 
NEW FISHERY DEVELOPMENT 
LAW EFFECTIVE IN 1968 

Peru 

A new Peruvian fishery-development law 
was signed October 6 and published October 
7, 1967, The lengthy law (No. 16694) pro- 
vides: Beginning April 1, 1968, and contin- 
uing for 5 years, various export and stamp 
taxes oi: meal and oil will be replaced by a 
1-percent "ad valorem" (f.o.b. Peru) tax for 
meal, a tax of 2 percent of the price per met- 
ric ton for crude oil, and 1 percent per ton 
semirefined, (These percentages will be ap- 
plicable when the price is below US$160 a 
ton crude and $170 a ton semirefined; above 

those prices, the taxes increase to 2 and 4 

percent, respectively.) Refined and hydro- 
genated oils and whale oils are not affected. 

Taxes Considered Partly Profit Taxes 

The taxes are considered as payment in 
part of taxes on profits, If payments exceed 
profit tax, the difference will be returned in 
S-year certificates good only to pay export 
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taxes, (Previous export taxes totaled about 
10-15 percent of the cost per ton of meal.) 
Also, meal and oil producers are relieved 
for 2 years of paying consolidation taxes. 

Various other taxes are reduced or de- 
ferred. For 5 years, companies may rein- 
vest 60 percent of their earnings, free of 
taxes, to increase catching and processing 
efficiency. No licenses will be issued to es- 
tablish new fish meal plants, nor can present 
licenses be transferred to new plants. Meas- 
ures are required to detect and eradicate 
salmonella in fish meal, 

The Executive was scheduled to propose 
to Congress within 90 days changes in cus- 
toms duties beneficial to the industry. (U.S, 
Embassy, Lima, Oct. 11, 1967.) 

OK OK 

REPORT ON FISH MEAL INDUSTRY 

Peruvian industry sources have provided 
the following data through September 30, 
1967: 

Fish Meal Production by Months: 

Metric Tons 
287 , 466 
109, 644 
163,512 
226,047 
211,937 
30, 693 

467 
699 

51,673 
1, 082, 138 

1/Season closed June 15. 
2/Closed season. 
3/Fishing season opened Sept. 1, but fishing did not begin 

until Sept. 25. 
4/Produced in part from fish other than anchovy and from 

a few plants in the South. 

Fish Meal Shipments: 

Metric Tons 

100, 281 
115, 673 
117, 282 
118, 458 
158, 656 
140, 313 
132,735 
129,099 
111, 108 

1, 123, 605 

Stocks of fish meal at the end of Septem- 
ber 1967 were 313,330 metric tons, Local 
sales in 1967 amounted to 20,368 metric tons 
through September. 

Export of Fish Meal 

For January through September 15, 1967, 
Peruvian exports were: 

Metric 
Tons 

Percentage of 
Total 

Zone: 
1-U.S. and Canada .. 
2 - Latin America ... 
3 -FarEast . 2.22 
4 - Easter Europe 
S - Western Europe 
6 - West Germany 

317, 370 28. 
64, 139 
33, 486 

190, 892 
310, 208 
207, 510 

Fish Oil 

1967 exports through September 30: 

Metric Tons 

Semirefined: 
January-June). . Goi fo) filer ch leiey el el 91, 871 
July,-Septemberge)isy jem suenelie ete netie 14,044 

Su feowoviouns os Dsold soso oto 105,915 

anuary -June 
July-September... 

48, 488 
2, 080 

The fishing season began officially on Sept. 
1, 1967, but the plants would not begin opera- 
tions until assured that the Government would 
act favorably onindustry's pleafor assistance. 

On Sept. 30, 1967, 88 plants were listedas 
in production, compared with 104 for the same 
period of 1966. (U.S. Embassy, Lima, Nov. 
8, 1967.) 

Chile 

REPORT ON INDUSTRY TRENDS 
IN FIRST 8 MONTHS IN 1967 

The north Chile (Arica Mejillones) an- 
chovy catch from January-August 1967 was 
462,227 tons, compared with 943,854 tons in 

1966 and 300,804 tons in 1965. 

In the zone between Mejillones and Tal- 
cahuano, total fish meal production through 
August 1967 was 23,268 tons, compared with 
20,130 tons in 1966. 
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Anchovy Meal Production: 

6,755 16,723 

29,475 
462, 227 

93, 457 
943, 854 

1/Not available. 

Salary Rise in Arica 

In Arica, fishing vessel crews received a 
salary increase of 19.5 percent, plus an in- 
crease of 20.5 percent in the bonus, (Insti- 
tuto de Fomento Pesquero, Informe Mensual 
No, 8, Aug. 1967.) 

Argentina 

ISSUES FISHING LAW 

Argentina issued a fishing law in October 
1967 carrying into effect a January decree 
establishing her claim to jurisdiction over 
the sea to 200 miles from straight baselines 
that enclose large bays. 

The law divides the sea area of Argentina 
into two zones--below and above the Colora- 
do River (about 39° S.). It declares the re- 
sources of Argentine waters the property of 
the national Government, which will grant 
concessions for development. (The nature 
of these concessions is not clear.) 
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Exploitation within 12 miles is reserved 

for Argentine vessels. It is not clear whether 
12 miles is measured from shore or from 
straight baselines--or if exclusion applies 
only to distant-water vessels, rather than to 
foreign vessels licensed to fish from Argen- 
tine ports. 

For 4 years, investors can import, duty 
free, equipment and machinery for the fishing 
industry--provided the Argentine industry 
does not produce similar machinery at the 
same prices, quality, terms of delivery, etc. 
This applies to vessel equipment, sonar, proc- 
essing facilities, and equipment and supplies 
for scientific study. Fishing vessels can ob- 
tain tax-free fuel. 

Law Provides Special Benefits 

The law contains special benefits. North 
of Colorado River, they are: (a) for 5 years, 
duty-free import of two new vessels for each 
one constructed in Argentina with similar fea- 
tures; (b) for 4 years, stamp tax exemption; 
(c) deferred payment of capital tax for period 
between government approval of project and 
closing of fiscal year for initiation of opera- 
tion; (d) graduated reduction over 10 years of 
income and capital tax for applications filed 

before January 1970. 

South of Colorado River: (a) for 8 years, 
free import of three new vessels for eachone 
made in Argentina with similar features; (b) 
for 8 years, a sales tax exemption; (c) other 
benefits listed above. 

Investors may choose an alternate tax-de- 
duction scheme of 70 percent of sums invested 
in lieu of other tax benefits. Construction of 
vessels in Argentina must be ordered at same 
time as imported units begin operating. The 
Argentine shipping industry must deliver with~ 
in 12 months, ("Argentine Business Structure," 
Oct. 31, 1967.) 
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EUROPE 

United Kingdom 

IMPORTS FROZEN FISH 
FROM SOUTH AFRICA 

Good quality, low-priced frozen hake from 

South Africa has been finding a growing mar- 
ket in the United Kingdom, according to data 
of the British Ministry of Agriculture, Fish- 
eries and Food. In 1964, 1965, and 1966, fro- 
zen fish exports from South Africa to Britain 
increased from 5.4million pounds in 1964 to 
14,1 million pounds in 1966; value rose from 

£361,000 (US$1 million) to $876,000 ($2.4 
million). 

S. Africa's Share of Market Grows 

In the category ''frozen boneless" fish, 
which would include imports of South African 
hake fillets and fish stick blocks, the value of 
British imports was £10,022,000 ($27.9 mil- 
lion) in 1965 but, in 1966, dropped to $7,876,000 

($21.9 million), South Africa's share, how- 

ever, rose from £365,000 ($1 million) in 1965 
to $549,000 ($1.5 million) in 1966. South Af- 
rican food fish products are taking a growing 
share of the British food fish market. (''The 
South African Shipping News and Fishing In- 
dustry Review," Sept. 1967.) 

* KK 

SCOTLAND SUSPENDS DISCRIMINATORY 
UNLOADING REGULATION 

Port authorities in Aberdeen, Scotland, 

have suspended an unloading regulation that 
discriminated against foreign fishermen. 
The regulation required foreign fishermen 
to anchor outside the harbor until all Scot- 
tish fishermen had delivered their cargoes. 
The 20-year-old regulation meant a delay of 
2 days or more, Sometimes dock workers 
would be idle until the last Scottish cutter 
was unloaded--while several foreign cutters 
waited outside the harbor. (Bérsen, Sept. 29, 
1967; Regional Fisheries Attaché, U. S. 
Embassy, Copenhagen, Oct. 20, 1967.) 

France 

TUNA LANDINGS ARE GOOD 

Tuna landings in the French port of Con- 
carneau in August 1967 were 700 metric tons 
worth US$512,000. These compared with 526 
tons worth US$360,000 a year earlier. Con- 
carneau, the third largest port in France, is 

one of the nation's two leading tuna ports; 
the other is St. Jean de Luz. 

The Interprofessional Committee on Tuna 
has developed a plan to assist French tuna 
vessels in distress. It used the vessel 'Lud- 
ovic-Pierre," for this purpose from July 15 
to Aug. 31. During July 15-Aug. 13, the ves- 
sel answered 177 emergency calls. 

An unusual event for Concarneau occurred 
with the unloading by a Finnish refrigerator 
ship of fish caught off the African coast. The 
catch included an albacore tuna with a tag 
reading: ''Fisheries Research Board, St. 
Andrews, Canada."' (''La Peche Maritime," 
Sept. 1967.) 

TUNA INDUSTRY 

France's tuna industry has beendeveloping 
steadily. In 1966, it caught 44,000 metric tons, 
an increase of 6 percent over 1965. The 1966 
catch was valued at 100 million francs 
‘US$20 million). Four species of tuna dom- 
nate the catch--albacore, yellowfin, bluefin, 

and skipjack. Small amounts of other types 
also are caught. 

France's Catch of Tuna in 1966 

[European fishing: 
White tuna. . o 

2 
15, 133 11, 198 

20,915 6,914 
7,985 2, 332 
8, 900 5, 246 

[#4083] ata | 
The tuna fishery is divided into two distinct 

sectors--the European season and the African 
season. 



France (Contd.): 

European Season 

Main species are bluefin and yellowfin. 
They are caught in the Atlantic by vessels 
operating out of nearly every important 
French port between Cameret and Saint Jean 
de Luz. The latter and Concarneau are the 
two leading ports. About 572 vessels are 
equipped for tuna fishing, an increase of 54 
over 1965. The 1966 yellowfin catch was 
12,520 metric tons, lower than in 1965, but 

bluefin catches increased to 2,613 tons. 
Prices improved for both species showing 
that the market is far from saturated. There 
are difficulties, however, particularly on the 

Basque coast. There, canneries are working 
below capacity because catch increases have 
been modest and competition from the fresh 
fish market increasingly active. 

African Season 

Two separate fleets are involved in the Afr- 
rican fishery. One consists of tuna boats 
and boats with refrigerated holds based at 
Dakar. They are active in winter and spring. 
The second fleet consists of tuna freezer boats’ 
operating year-round in the Gulf of Guinea. 

The catch of the refrigerated tuna boats 
was 7,985 tons in 1966, including 5,878 tons 
of albacore and 2,107 tons of skipjack. The 
34-vessel freezer fleet (7,230 GRT) caught 
20,866 tons--about 14,000 tons of albacore 
and the rest skipjack. Total production for 
African fishing was 28,900 tons. (''La Peche 

Maritime,'' Aug. 20, 1967.) 

Poland 

EXPANDS GEORGES BANK FISHERIES 

An article in the ''Polish Maritime News," 
August 1967, on the development and pros- 
pects of Poland's herring fisheries gives 
special attention to the Georges Bank fishery. 
Poles found Georges Bank herring most 
abundant during July-September, when trawl 
fishing by large stern factory trawlers yield- 
ed an average 55 metric tons per vessel. 

The Poles began fishing for herring on 
Georges Bank in 1962 but caught only 277 
tons. In 1963 and 1964, they fished abundant 
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herring stocks in the North Sea where oper- 
ational costs were lower. In 1965, they caught 
only 1,447 tons of Georges Bank herring. In 
1966, Polish shipyards built far-ranging 
motherships for the domestic fleet andmade 
possible expansion of the herring fisheries 
southward. 

Herring Catch Soared in 1966 

In 1966, the Georges Bank herring catch 
rose tenfold--to 14,662 tons. Most of it was 

caught during herring spawning in August and 
September. In 1967, because of poor cod fish- 
ing off Newfoundland, herring fishing on 
Georges Bank began early, in April, when 
202 tons were caught. In May 1967, 1,445 
tons were caught. 

Polish scientists calculate that the 1967 
North Sea herring catch will be 25 percent 
below last year's--and expect Georges Bank 
herring fishery to substitute for lower North 
Sea catch. Fishery research indicates 
Georges Bank herring stocks are in good 
shape and can withstand present rate of ex- 
ploitation, perhaps higher. 

Expansion Continues 

Expansion of the herring fishing on Georges 
Bank in 1967 continues. In June, many Polish 

vessels remained there through the season. 
On October 24, a foreign-vessel surveillance 
report listed 28 Polish vessels on Georges 
Bank--5 large stern freezer trawlers, 22 
side trawlers, and 1 floating factoryship. 
This was the highest number, especially when 
considering tonnage, ever observed there. 

East Germany Also Expands 

East Germany also expanded into Georges 
Bank herring fishing this past summer. Two 
to nine fishing and support vessels have been 
sighted since early July. Most East German 
vessels are large freezer trawlers. The 
reasons for East German expansion probably 
are similar to Poland's. It is likely that co- 
operative fisheries research of both coun- 
tries with the USSR, under the East European 
Agreement on Fisheries Cooperation, facili- 

tated the East German "push to the South." 

kok ok 

NEW FISHING BASE 

One of the fastest growing Polish cities is 
Swinoujscie, until a few years ago a rundown, 
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small, Baltic port the Nazis used as a rocet 
research base. 

Swinoujscie sits on two islands astride the 
narrow opening to the sea from Szczecin Bay. 
It has a large, well-protected, deep-water 
harbor, white sand beaches, and the warmest 

climate on the Baltic. 

The Poles were slow to develop it. Inpart, 
this was traceable to the psychological inse- 
curity that prevailed in former German ter- 
ritories, but also because projects elsewhere 

had higher priorities. 

Its population in 1956 was 10,000. In the 
late 1950s, the ''Odra,'' the state fishing enter- 
prise, begain to move into high gear. In 1960, 
Swinoujscie was officially designated a resort 
area. In 1964, a ferry-boat service connected 
it with Sweden; an influx of foreign tourists 
began, 

Its deep-water port's potential was devel- 
oped as Poland turned increasingly towards 
the sea. The government began to develop the 
long post-World War II Baltic Sea coast. 

Fishing, tourism, and port services are 

sparking a rapid population growth in Swin- 
oujscie. The population now is 25,000 and, 
by 1980, is expected to be 80,000. 

Port Facilities 

Swinoujscie can handle any size vessel 
now afloat. Another port, Szczecin, lies 60 
kilometers inland, and the channel leading to 
it can be navigated only by ships up to 16,000 
tons. As bulk cargo ships become larger, 
Swinoujscie's role as a major port is expect- 
ed to grow rapidly. It now handles 500,000 
tons of cargo annually. By 1970, this is ex- 
pected to reach 3 million tons. 

Fisheries 

According to official statistics, 85 percent 
of the inhabitants of Swinoujscie and its en- 
virons live off the sea. The largest single 
employer is the Odra fishing enterprise. 
Starting from scratch in the early 1950's, 
Odra has progressed to where it will process 
an estimated catch of 80,000 metric tons in 
1967. 

Its future projection is for a catch of 
110,000 tons. Odra's director said that his 
enterprise has its own modern fishing fleet, 
Which fishes mostly in the Atlantic Ocean. 
Between the fleet and the processing plant 
on the Wolin side of Swinoujscie, Odra em- 
ploys about 8,000 persons. The director said 
that about 25,000 tons of the 1967 catch will 
be exported. Odra also produces fish meal 
in a plant about one kilometer from the main 
fish-processing plant. Odra is the largest 
Polish fishing enterprise and its projected 
growth should keep it in first place. (U.S. 
Consulate, Poznan, Oct. 5, 1967.) 

Spain 

NEW TUNA VESSEL BEGINS FISHING 

Spain's newest tuna seiner, the ''Sarasua," 
has begun fishing in African waters and is ex- 
periencing some difficulties. Reputed the 
world's largest tuna purse seiner, she is 67 
meters (220 feet) long and 14 meters (46 feet) 
wide. 

A revolutionary suction tunnel is built into 
her stern to take the catch on board. This 
eliminates brailing operations. Two pumps 
suck water and fish into the vessel. The wa- 
ter is discharged and the fish fall toa conveyor 
leading to the fish-freezing tanks. Total 
storage capacity is about 1,000 metric tons. 

Experiences Difficulties 

On her first trip in April-May, the ''Sa- 
rasua"' ran into twin difficulties --commer- 
cial quantitites of tuna were not found, and 
gear readjustments were necessary. Onher 
second trip, west of Dakar and in Gulf of 

Spanish Guinea, tuna (yellowfin and other 
species) were found. However, the fishing 
gear proved difficult to operate, notably the 
seine net and the transfer of fish aboard, Ad- 
justments were made on return to the Canary 
Islands, In early November, the vessel was 
fishing in West African waters. Information 
on the success of her operations is not read- 
ily available, despite widespread interest in 
the fishing community. (U.S. Consul, Bilbao, 
Nov. 2, 1967, and other sources.) 



Norway 

FISHERY LANDINGS INCREASE 
IN FIRST HALF 

"Fiskets Gang," Sept. 14, 1967, reports 
these figures on fishery landings for first- 
half 1967 and 1966: 

an, -June 1967 an. -June 1966 

| Quantity {Value [ Quantity | Value| 
Species 

Some 13K 

VALUE OF FISHERIES EXPORTS 
UP 14% IN FIRST HALF 

The value of Norwegian exports of fishery 
products was 14 percent higher through July 
1967 than in the 1966 period. Exports were 
US$125 million, up $15 million. A similar 
increase for all of 1967 is not to be expected. 
Total fish exports in 1966 were $214 million. 
("The Export Council of Norway Press Serv- 
ice," Oct. 1967.) 

* ook ok 

VERSATILE WOODEN VESSELS 
ARE MASS PRODUCED 

A series of 25 standardized 54-foot wood- 
en coastal vessels named''Glunt" is being 
constructed in Norway. These vessels are 
designed for long-lining, drift-netting, trawl- 
ing or purse seining. Power blocks may be 
installed. Presently the only market for the 
vessels is Norway, but foreign markets may 
be promoted. Future vessels in this series 
may be built with fibreglass-reinforced poly- 
ester to reduce maintenance costs. The ves- 
sels are powered with a 150-hp. high-speed 
diesel with variable pitch propeller. (The 
Export Council of Norway, Nov. 1967.) 

xk OK 

GOVERNMENT PLANS 
TO AID FISHING INDUSTRY 

The Norwegian Government will aid the 
fishing industry if proposals made by King 
Olav V are carriedout. The marketing prob- 
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lems in the fishing industry and the necessity 
for more effective production and sales will 
be considered. The question of welfare serv- 
ice for fishermen will be put before parlia- 
ment (the Storting). Greater effort will be 

made to improve education in the fishermen's 
schools and research in fisheries. Plans for 
a fishermen's school at Laksevag willbe pre- 
sented. (U.S. Embassy, Oslo, Oct. 12, 1967.) 

He OA KK 

EXPORT TRENDS FOR 
JANUARY-JUNE 1967 

[The November 1967 issue of Commercial Fisheries Review 
carried incorrect information on Norwegian export trends for first - 
half 1967. Below is the corrected report. --Ed.J 

Frozen Fillets: Norwegian exports of fro- 
zen fillets in first-half 1967 declined about 11 
percent from the 1966 period. Shipments of 
all major products were down. 

Canned Fish: Exports of canned brisling 
were running somewhat behind the exception- 
ally high shipments of 1966. Exports of small 
sild sardines were up about 16 percent. The 
main canning season for brisling and sild 
sardines begins in spring. 

1967 1966 

do G10,0 (Metric Tons}... 
rozen fillets 

66 0-6. 0-0'0%0"'0 3,734 Seoul 
a onuondi0 6 lor 60-0 12, 363 16, 308 

OG, Ogu awe oo 0N0 10,418 7,769 
Cie OL Oca orn 6 5,463 6, 236 

EL gtiroilta dete siltaimatieia/as crates re n249 token |e e995 

Total frozen fillets... . 34, 227 38, 619 
rozen herring. ...+.-- 7, 397 9, 434 
anned fishery products: 
Brislingelre) steel eeieemen ie 3, 304 3, 849 | 
Small sild sardines... . . 6,703 5,782 
Kipperssccgopavaneiercieyace 1,677 1,643 
Shellfish oye lemouiciiere-taeinre 305 477 
OUnler sire ess facteenteisteuteite 2, 397 2,418 
Total canned fish. .... 14, 386 14, 169 

ishtnle al Waa eeee ine 226,759 118, 662 
erring oil, crude. ...- - 36,014 22,831 

Industrial Fish: Exports of fish meal in 
Jan.-June 1967 were up 90 percent from the 
1966 period. The large stocks on hand at the 
start of 1967 contributed to the gain. Land- 
ings of fish for industrial purposes continued 
at a high level in early 1967. Fish meal out- 
put was running slightly ahead of first-half 
1966. The gain was due to larger landings of 
capelin and mackerel. (''Fiskets Gang," July 
28, 1966 and July 27, 1967.) 

SH SHH 
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Iceland 

POOR CATCHES CONTRIBUTE 
TO ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

Iceland's herring season this year has 
been so poor that production was usedalmost 
exclusively for fishmealandoil. Only limited 
amounts have been salted. The cod catch 
last winter was the poorest in 50 years. The 
resultant decline in exports of fishery prod- 
ucts, which are about 90 percent of all ex- 
ports, has hurt Iceland's economy. Besides 
low landings, Iceland's fish products face 
declining prices and other difficulties on 
world markets. 

Commerce Minister Concerned 

The Minister of Commerce has expressed 
concern about the economy. He rejected both 
the idea of joining EEC and currency devalu- 
ation as possible solutions. He suggested 
affiliation with European Free Trade Associ- 
ation (EFTA) as a possibility. 

The Alting (Parliament) convened October 
10. One of the first items discussed was a 
one-year extension of the price-fixing law 
previously due to expire in November. (Bér- 
sen, Sept. 15 and 30; Regional Fishery 

Attaché, U.S. Embassy, Copenhagen, 
Oct. 20, 1967.) 

OK OK 

GOVERNMENT ACTS TO 
ASSIST FISHING INDUSTRY 

The Icelandic Government will stress 
renovation of the cod fishing fleet and re- 
organization of the fish-processing industry 
to achieve more efficiency. The Govern- 
ment's new bill on economic measures, sub- 

mitted to the Althing on October 13, pro- 
poses extension through 1968 of current sub- 
sidies to the fishing industry. 

Authorization for government payments 
has been requested in these categories: 

1. 100 million kronur (US$2.3 million) in 
price subsidies toward minimum price on 
fresh fish other than herring and capelin. 

2. 20 million kronur (US$466,000) in sub- 
sidies for fish caught on long line and hand 
line; payments would be divided between 

seamen and vessel owners according to 
agreed shares of catch. 

3. Continue Share Guarantee Fund pay- 
ments to trawlers for 1967 season commen- 
surate with days of operation during 1967. 

4, Continue to subsidize by Price Equali- 
zation Fund (established March 1967) frozen 
fish products (excluding herring and capelin) 
processed in 1967 and 1968. Price decreases 
in 1967 and 1968 over 5 percent are to be 
compensated by 2 percent for every 1 percent 
decrease over 5 percent. Subsidies are not 
to exceed 75 percent of total price decreases. 

5. Contribution by Treasury of up to 50 
million kronur (US$1.2 million) to increase 
productivity and other improvements in pro- 
duction of frozen fishery products. 

6. Authorize Treasury to pay 10 million 
kronur (US$230,000) in subsidies on exported 
stockfish or other fish products, as need a- 
rises, other than herring and capelin. 

Study of Freezing Plants 

The Government, which authorized a study 
of freezing plants in March 1967, has request- 
ed that it be completed and that proposals be 
submitted for more effective use of plant 
capacity. The study is expected to recom- 
mend that freezing plants in the same area 
consider allocating work, or consolidating 
production, by closing one or more plants. 

The Cabinet would use its influence to en- 
sure that special aid is provided for those 
communities or freezing plants that decide to 
merge. (U. S. Embassy, Reykjavik, Oct. 19, 
1967.) ay 

Sweden 

MACHINE FEEDS HERRING 
TO FILLETING MACHINE 

A machine called CIR that automatically 
feeds herring to a gutting and filleting ma- 
chine has been put out by the Swedish firm 
Arenco. The prototype machine feeds her- 
ring onto a conveyor belt with all heads ori- 
ented in the same direction. The machine's 
capacity depends on fish size, but it can 
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handle 165 to 280 a minute. One person can 
work both the feeding and gutting/filleting 
machines. 

The machine has an electric motor of 
0.75 hp. with the conveyor belts driven by a 
separate motor of 0.25 hp. Dimensions of 
machine: height, 6 ft. 7 in.; width overall, 
11 ft. 6 in.; depth, 4 ft. 9 in. 

Denmark 

ISSUES FISHERIES RESEARCH 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1966 

Biological research by the Danish Minis- 
try of Fisheries and the Ministry for Green- 
land is reported in illustrated annual reports 
entitled ''Fiskeri-Undersdgelser." 

Of particular interest is the cruise of the 

research vessel ''Dana'' to the Sargasso Sea. 
This had two objectives: (1) biological study 
of the spawning, eggs and larval phases of 
the European eel; (2) physical oceanographic 

investigations, particularly of the optical 
characteristics of Sargasso Sea water, and 
of the penetration of sunlight into these wa- 
ters. Several new instruments were used, 

including a laser light source. Hydrographic 
investigations were undertaken at a series 
of stations on both outgoing and return legs 
of the cruise. 

SEALS AND SEA LIONS SEE PREY IN DARK WATERS 

Seals and sea lions, which feed at night, are able to capture some of 
their meals because their prey glow in the dark or because their victims 
are lighted up by nearby organisms (plankton that glow when disturbed), 
according to a professor at the University of California. 

The eyes of the seals and sea lions are sensitive to very low light 
intensities and are suited for use at night and in deep water. Since their 
hearing is also well developed, and those sea animals are quite vocal, it 
has been suggested that certain sealions are ableto capture prey in dark- 
ness by using an echo-ranging sense. Subsequent work, however, has not 
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A significant result of these observations 
is the determination that the deepest water 
layers of the transect covered are chiefly of 
Antarctic, rather than Arctic, origin. 

Study Salmon Fishery off W. Greenland 

Another section summarizes cooperative 
research efforts to clarify the impact of the 
salmon fishery off West Greenland. The 
"Dana" and the British ''Ernest Holt" parti- 
cipated. Biologists from England, Scotland, 
Canada, and Denmark conducted the investi- 
gations. These included tagging 728 salmon, 
and collection of materials for blood tests, 

scale analysis, and parasite studies. 

It appears now that Canadian streams 
contribute most to the Greenland stocks, al- 

though England, Ireland, and Scotland also 

contribute significantly. 

The summary states that the large annual 
fluctuations in size of salmon stocks neces- 
sitate long-term studies. Only then could it 
be shown conclusively whether declines in 
salmon stocks elsewhere are caused by the 
fishery off Greenland. (Regional Fisheries 
Attaché, U. S. Embassy, Copenhagen, Aug. 
30, 1967.) 

weekly summary of current science, c 1966 by Science Service, Inc.) 
supported this theory. (Reprinted, with permission from Science News, | 
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Fisherman in refrigerated hold of tuna vessel prepares to unload catch at Yaizu, Japan's major tuna port. 
(Photo: Edelsberg) 
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Japan 

TRADING FIRMS AGAIN MAY BUY 
U. S.-CANNED TUNA 

Export trade circles in Japan foresee the 
possibility of firms again buying canned tuna 
from U. S. packers, as they did afew years 
ago. Three possible reasons are mentioned: 
(1) the sharp price increase for canned tuna 
in 7-oz. 48's ($1 per case for whitemeat tuna, 
and 50 cents per case for lightmeat) recently 
announced by the Japan Canned Tuna Sales 
Co.; (2) although prices have been raised, 
production lags, and canned tuna in brine in 
7-oz. 48's continue in short supply; and (3) 
the export quota adjustment system prevents 
further allocations to certain firms for re- 
mainder of business year. 

The sharp price increase in the 7-oz. 48's 
was unavoidable because the packers are pay- 
ing up to ex-vessel US$479 a short ton for 
albacore and $252 a short ton for skipjack. 

They were not making a profit on the 7-oz. 
48's and so most of them were not packing 
that size. 

U, S. Packers Streamline Operations 

In contrast, U. S. packers are reported to 
have thoroughly streamlined their operations 
for mass production, This is particularly 
true for the 7-oz. 48's, the leading seller, 
which they can offer at a lower price than 
the Japanese can, Japanese firms would not 
be able to compete in the U. S, market unless 
they handle the U. S. product, It would be 
‘difficult to export 7-oz. cans to the U. S, in 
large quantity, so Japan would have to de- 
pend solely on the larger size packs. 

Costs Must Be Reduced 

Trading firms believe Japanese canned 
tuna can compete with U. S. products if Jap- 
anese packers drastically improve manage- 
ment efficiency. They point out that shipping 
costs in Japan between canneries and ports 
of shipment are too high compared withthose 
in U.S, Mechanized handling has reduced 
freight costs between Puerto Rico and U. S. 
east coast ports near consumer centers to 

only 35 cents acase, They believe it istime 
for Japanese packers to thoroughly examine 
areas where, despite high prices for the raw 
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material, other costs can be reduced to im- 
prove their international competitive posi- 
tion, (''Suisan Tsushin," Oct. 11, 1967.) 

7K OK OK 

REPORT ON ATLANTIC AND 
S. PACIFIC TUNA FISHERIES 

Only 47 Japanese tuna long-liners were 
fishing in the Atlantic Ocean in October 1967, 
compared with over 144 in 1964 during peak 
periods. The decline is attributed to the 
transfer in recent years of tuna vessels from 
the Atlantic to the Indian and South Pacific 
Oceans because of good prices in Japan for 
southern bluefin and other tuna. 

About 250 long-liners are fishing in the 
South Pacific off Australia, in the high-lati- 
tude region south of 30° S, latitude. The 
large fleet is said to be frequently causing 
gear conflict among the fishing vessels. At 
times this results in vessels cutting up one 
another's lines, Also, fishing is not good. It 
averages less than 2 tons per vessel per day 
due to rough seas year round, 

For these reasons, more of those vessels 
are considering returning to the Atlantic, 
where operations are more stabilized. Tuna 
fishing in the Atlantic may increase beyond 
the present level. (''Suisan Keizai Shimbun," 
Oct. 26, 1967.) 

x ok) ok 

TUNA PRICE STABILIZATION 
PROGRAM TO CONTINUE IN 1968 

The Japan Federationof Tuna Fishermen's 
Cooperative Associations (NIKKATSUREN) 
has reported on progress of the albacore 
price stabilization program carried out in 
1967, In summer 1967, the organization pur- 
chased about 181 metric tons of albacore at 
an average price of US$403 a short ton, It 
had them packed into about 10,150 cases of 
cannedtuna inoilfor sale domestically. Sales 
were reported fairly good. NIKKATSUREN 
plans to continue this program in 1968. 

Government Helps 

To assist NIKKATSUREN's domestic pro- 
motion of canned tuna in oil, the government 
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provides a promotional subsidy of 33 cents a 
case. However, primary financing comes 
from assessing vessel owners $2.02 a short 
ton for frozen tuna and $1.75 a short ton for 
iced fish landed in Japan, Since the program 
began in 1965, $111,111 has been collected, 
although not all vessel owners have paid 
their assessments, (''Suisancho Nippo," 
Oct. 18, 1967.) 

He ik! sie 

ALBACORE TUNA FISHERMEN 
SEEK TAX BENEFITS 

The Japan Fisheries Society is seeking 
revision of the tax system in 1968 to exempt 
assessments on tuna fishery operators to fi- 
nance their albacore price stabilization pro- 
gram begun in1967, This program adjusts 
albacore supply by storing some landings in 
cold storage during the summer pole-and- 
line fishing season when oversupply often oc- 
curs and depresses market price. 

The Society proposes that the levy be 
treated as a tax-deductible expense since its 
purpose is to compensate fishermen for fi- 
nancial losses they may incur when prices 
fall. It points out that albacore price depres- 
sion disrupts the domestic and U. S. albacore 
market--and also affects adversely the ex- 
port market for other tunas, (''Katsuo-magu- 
ro Tsushin,'' Oct, 16, 1967.) 

ok oe ok 

FROZEN TUNA EXPORTS 
TO U. S. PICK UP 

Japanese frozen albacore exports to the 
U.S., sluggish for many months because fish- 
ing off U. S. west coast was good, are rising 
gradually as U. S. albacore landings decline. 
Prices of frozen round albacore for direct 
export to the U. S., which long had held at 
around US$450-460 per short ton f.o.b., be- 
gan advancing somewhat in early October. 
An offer at $475 per ton f.o.b. (free on board) 
was reported received by one trading firm. 

In the Atlantic, an albacore shipment to 
the U. S. in early October was contracted at 
$450 a short ton f.a.s. (free alongside ship) 
Sao Vicente, Cape Verde Islands. Atlantic- 
caught Japanese yellowfin (gilled & gutted) 

exports to Europe are currently bringing 
$475-500 a metric ton c.i.f. (cost, insurance, 
freight). (''Suisancho Nippo,' Oct. 12, 1967.) 

OK OK 

FROZEN TUNA EXPORTS DECLINE 
SHARPLY IN APRIL-SEPTEMBER 1967 

Japanese fresh and frozen tuna validated 
for export in September 1967 totaled 10,220 
metric tons, down 5,248 tons from the 15,468 
tons exported in September 1966. Exports 
from April through September 1967 were 
59,733 tons, a decrease of almost 32,000 tons, 
or 35 percent, from the 1966 period, 

Fresh and Frozen Tuna Export Validations, September 1967 and 

WeiSg Base 

. . (Short Tons2/). . 
Tuna: 
Albacore#/, .. . || 4,859 
Yellowfin’ ... | 2,816 
Big-eyed 67 
Skipjack!/ 39 

LOMSHeitciclrederteis 153 

| Total 4,934 
Apr. -Sept. 1967 . 

Apr. -Sept. 1966 . 

|1/Round fish. 
i2/Gilled and gutted, dressed and filleted. 
3/To convert short ton to metric ton, multiply by 0.9072. 

The sharp decline in exports was due to 
reduction of the Atlantic tuna fleet in 1967, 
tuna price increase on the domestic market, 
and increase in tuna exports by other coun- 
tries. (''Suisancho Nippo,'' Oct. 26, 1967.) 

oe Kook 

PRICES OF FRESH TUNA 

The Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry recently released data on prices of 
fishery products marketed in major cities 

Fish Average Price 
Product 

Prefecture 
Landed 

(Round, 

US$/Short Ton) 

Shizuoka 

1/Not available. 
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during mid-September 1967. The table shows 
selected market prices for fresh tuna and 
blue marlin from wholesale level down to 
fresh fish markets, where they are sold as 
"sashimi" (sliced fish served raw). (''Katsuo- 
maguro Tsushin,'' Oct. 23, 1967.) 

Oa cy, er 63 

TUNA LANDINGS AT YAIZU DECLINE 

September 1967 landings at the major tuna 
port of Yaizu, Japan, totaled 8,699 metric 

tons worth 1,569.8 million yen (US$4.36 mil- 
lion). Compared with September 1966, land- 
ings were down 3,653 tons, due primarily to 

Average Exvessel 
Prices 

1967 

Quantity 

Product 

‘Tuna: 

Bluefinl/, . 

Unloading tuna at Yaizm. (Photos: Edelsberg) 
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poor skipjack fishing off the Marianas, How- 
ever, value was up because of $267,000 in high- 
er prices received for the landings, (""Kan- 
zume Nippo,'' Oct. 7, 1967.) 

mK OOK OK 

1967 BERING SEA BOTTOMFISH 
CATCH SETS RECORD 

The 1967 bottomfish operations in the Ber- 
ing Sea by the 14 Japanese mothership fleets 
ended October 26, The fleets caught a rec- 
ord 766,000 metric tons of bottomfish, ac- 
cording to the Japan Northern Waters Bot- 
tomfish Mothership Association, 

The 1967 production almost doubled the 
1966 catch of 446,000 tons. It is noteworthy 
that 75 percent of the 1967 catch consisted 
of Alaska pollock, basic fish for meal and 
minced meat. (''Suisan Tsushin,'' Oct. 31, 
1967.) 

%* OK OK 

WEATHER CURTAILS 
HAKE FISHING IN PACIFIC 

The Japanese mothership ''Koyo Maru"' 
(3,500 gross tons) and 3 accompanying trawl- 
ers, which began fishing for hake in the Pa- 
cific northwest in mid-September 1967, 
ended operations on October 25 due to rough 
weather. The fleet was scheduled originally 
to fish until around November 10, but fre- 
quent bad weather resulted in poor fishing 
and forced the early withdrawal, 

The second Japanese hake fleet--the moth- 
ership ''Kashima Maru" (7,163 gross tons) 
and 8 trawlers--began operations off Wash- 
ington on October 19, It too was reported 

encountering rough weather. ("Shin Suisan 
Shimbun Sokuho," Oct. 28, 1967.) 

% OK OK 

TRAWLERS OFF NEW ZEALAND 

The Japanese stern trawler ''Asama Maru" 
(1,090 gross tons) departed October 24, 1967, 
for the trawl fishing grounds off New Zealand 
and eastern Australia, It will fish primarily 
for the relatively abundant sea bream and 
Spanish mackerel. 

At present, two large stern trawlers 
"Amagi Maru," 2,500 gross tons, and ''Taiyo 
Maru,'' 1,497 gross tons, are fishing for those 
species off the northwestern and southeast- 
ern coasts of New Zealand. ("Minato Shim- 
bun,'' Oct. 28, 1967.) 

OK OK 

RESEARCH VESSEL TO SURVEY 
EASTERN ATLANTIC 

The Japanese Fisheries Agency's research 
vessel 'Shoyo Maru" (602 gross tons de- 
parted October 21, 1967, on a 5-month re- 
search expedition to the eastern Atlantic 
Ocean. The Shoyo Maru is scheduled to sur- 
vey waters off West Africa from Abidjan 
south to Cape Town. 

The vessel's objectives are: to study geo- 
graphical distribution of tuna, conduct gear 
tests with latest labor-saving devices, col- 
lect samples of juvenile fish, conduct ocea- 
nographic and meteorological studies, tag 
and release fish, collect biological data, and 
study conditions at ports of call. 

Her Scheduled Calls 

The Shoyo Maru was scheduled to call at 
Colombo (Nov. 9-13), Mauritius (Nov. 20-26), 
Cape Town (Dec, 11-15), Pointe Noire (Dec. 
31-Jan, 6, 1968), Abidjan (Jan, 24-30), Balboa 
(Feb. 17-21), Honolulu (March 11-15). Date 
of return to Tokyo is March 31, 1968, ("'Kat- 
suo-maguro Tsushin,'' Oct. 23, 1967.) 

OOK OK 

STERN TRAWLERS ARE 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

Nihon Suisan, the second largest fishing 
firm in Japan, is having two 4,000-gross-ton 
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stern trawlers built ('""Niitaka Maru'' and 
"Fuji Maru") for about US$2.78 million each. 
Scheduled to be completed in January 1968, 
they will be assigned to the Bering Sea bot- 
tom fishery. The firm also decided recently 
to build two more similar-sized trawlers in 
1968. 

In addition, the firm was having its 3,800- 
ton refrigerated carrier ''Kazushima Maru" 
remodeled for about $3 million, The modifi- 
cation involved extending the length 10.5 
meters (34.4 feet) and increasing the freezer 
and refrigerated storage capacities. Com- 
pletion was scheduled for early November 
1967, and the carrier was to participate in 
the 1967/68 Antarcitic whaling expedition. 
("'Suisan Tsushin,'' Oct. 30, 1967.) 

* ok ook 

ONE-BOAT SEINER TO 
FISH OFF WEST AFRICA 

The 500-gross-ton purse seiner ''Hakuryu 
Maru No. 55,'' under construction at the Usu- 

ki Shipyard, is scheduled to be delivered 
shortly to its owners, Kawajiri Fishing Co. 
Upon completion, the largest one-boat purse 
seiner to be built in Japan will be sent to the 
Atlantic Ocean to join Nichiro Fishing Co,'s 
mothership-type purse-seine fleet operating 
off West Africa. 

The vessel will carry 1 nonpowered boat 
and 3 plastic craft of 2-5 displacement tons. 
The 5-ton plastic boat will be equipped with 
a 100-hp. diesel engine, and the 2-ton craft 
will be powered with 25-hp. engines. (''Suisan 
Keizai Shimbun," Oct. 18, 1967.) 

se) iskko sk 

TO INCREASE FACTORYSHIP 
MINCED-MEAT PRODUCTION 

The 3 major Japanese fishing firms, Tai- 
yo, Nihon Suisan, and Hokuyo Suisan, are 
planning to increase their factoryship minced 
fish meat production from 34,000 metric tons 
planned for 1967 to 50,000 in 1968, In the 
latter part of 1967, they were producing fish 
meal and minced fish meat in the Bering Sea 
and North Pacific Ocean, The depressed fish 
meal market since 1966 has driven down the 
factoryship meal price by about US$36, to 
$176 a metric ton, so factoryship operators 
are placing greater production emphasis on 
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the more profitable minced fish. Its price 
has risen since last year by $56 to a price 
of $389 a ton. 

Growing Use of Minced Fish 

A few years ago, minced fish began to be 
substituted as an ingredient in fish sausage 
and "kamaboko" (fish cake) to compensate for 
the shortage of other raw material, such as 
whale meat and East China Sea-caught croak- 
er and sharp-toothed eels. Minced fish is be~- 
coming an increasingly valuable product for 
the processing industry. 

In the Bering Sea operations, this product 
is produced primarily from Alaska pollock. 
But it has been found that the hake off the 
U. S. Pacific Northwest is a more suitable 
fish because of its white meat and better tex- 
ture. However, greater distance to the 
grounds and consequent higher production 
costs so far have prevented profitable opera- 
tions in the hake fishery. If the problem of 
economics can be solved, the Japanese firms 
consider it possible to develop a full-scale 
hake fishery in the eastern Pacific. 

It is reported that 100 tons of raw fish 
yield about 25 tons of minced meat, com- 
pared with a yield of 16 tons of fish meal. 
("Suisan Keizai Shimbun, Sept. 27.) 

OK OK 

NEW CANNED SALMON EXPORT PRICES 
EFFECTIVE THROUGH 
SEPTEMBER 1968 

The Japan Canned Salmon and Crab Sales 
Company announced on October 9, 1967, the 
new 1967 export prices for fancy-grade, can- 
ned red and silver salmon. /[These prices 

Condition of 

Export Price by Area of 
Destination 

Area 

Ra Re aes) 

Can & Case 
Size 

1/2-Ib. 48's 
1/2-lb. 48's 
1/4-lb. 48!s 
1/4-lb. 48's 

Silver salmon: 
1/2-lb. 48's 
1/2-lb. 48's 
1/4-lb. 48!s . = 

1/United Kingdom. Price is c.i.f. plus broker's commission. 
2/Europe and Africa, Price is f.o.b. Japan. 
3/Australia and New Zealand. Price isc. & f. 
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will be effective through September 1968, un- 
less shortages force them up.--Ed./ New 
prices for the standard grade packs have not 
yet been set. ("'Suisan Tsushin,'' Oct. 12, 
1967.) 

* OK Ok 

CANNED JACK MACKEREL EXPORTS 
ROSE JANUARY -AUGUST 1967 

Japanese canned jack mackerel exports 
during January-August 1967 totaled about 
2.82 million cases on a customs-clearance 
basis. This was an increase of 900,000 cases 
over the same period in 1966 and close to 2 
million cases above 1965 exports. About two- 
thirds of the 1967 exports, or 554,881 cases, 
went to the Philippines, almost equaling total 
sales to that country in 1966. 

Principal Areas 
of Destination 

Philippines 
United States ... 
Pacific Islands . 
New Guinea 
Okinawa 

554, 881 
116,754 
57,563 
43,200 
31,515 
3,566 

369 158, 100 
150,784 
305, 244 

2, 825, 264 
1,944, 665 

996,024 

96,525 

904, 373 

744, 695 

465,531 

1/Converted to 1-lb. tall 48's, 

208, 719 
1,920, 891 
1, 199,970 

534, 493 
Jan. -Aug. 1966 

Jan. -Aug. 1965 

2/Converted to 

“ 

4b. 48's, 

ABALONE AND THEIR KIN 

The marine snails of the genus Haliotis, known as ''abalones"' or 

Exports to the U. S. through August 1967 
of 126,837 cases exceeded by far the 40,000 
cases shipped during the same periodin 1966; 
however, total exports in 1967 were consid- 
ered unlikely to attain the 470,000 cases sold 
to the U. S. last year. (''Suisan Tsushin," 
Oct. 26, 1967.) 

mK OK 

HERRING ROE PRODUCTION UP, 
PRICE DOWN 

Kazunoko (herring roe), called yellow dia- 
monds last year because its price was very 
high, is cheaper this year. The wholesale 
price at the Central Market in Tokyo is about 
US$2.50 a pound, or half last year's price, 

Around New Year's Day, when the delicacy 
is in great demand, the price might rise--but 
not to more than US$2.75 a pound, 

Increased Hauls Depress Price 

The reason behind the drop in price is in- 
creased hauls of herring off Hokkaido, Japan's 
northermost main island, According to the 
Federation of Fishery Associations in Hok- 
kaido, the harvest off Atsukeshi coast, where 
fine herring roe is obtained, has so far been 
20,000 metric tons--four times last year's 
haul. 

The harvest of herring also has been good 
in Okhotsk waters. (''The Japan Times," Oct. 
31, 1967.) 

“ 
a 

re 

"sea ears,'' are chiefly Indo-Pacific in distribution. Many species in- 
habit the tropical andtemperate parts of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, 
but the largest are found along the west coast of the Americas. Aba- 
lones arealso found inboth Atlantic and Mediterranean waters. Haliotis 
pourtalesii isa rare, deep-water species that lives off the Florida Keys; 
its shell is only about l-inch long. The most common species in the 
eastern Atlantic is Haliotis tuberculata, which ranges from the Channel 
Islands to the Canaries and throughout the Mediterranean. Special va- 
rieties of tuberculata, sometimes treated as species, also occur in the 

Mediterranean. They do not regularly appear in the markets, perhaps 
because they are not sufficiently abundant tobe commercially exploited. 
("Sea Secrets") 



SOUTH PACIFIC 

Caroline Islands 

GOOD SKIPJACK FISHING DISCOVERED 

A good skipjack fishing ground has been 
discovered off the Caroline Islands in the 
equatorial Pacific by the Japanese research 
vessel ''Tokai Daigaku Maru" (190 gross 
tons), The vessel is assigned to Tokai Uni- 
versity's Oceanographic Research Institute. 

During the vessel's exploratory operations 
in the central and south Pacific in 1966-67, 
sizable skipjack concentrations were found 
off Palau Island from December to April, the 
slow season for Japanese pole-and-line skip- 
jack fishery in Bonin and Mariana Islands 
north of the Carolines, Development of the 
newly found fishing ground in the Carolines 
could provide year-round fishing for the Jap- 
anese South Seas bait-boat operators. 

The skipjack in the Caroline area are re- 
ported to be large. They average 5-7 kilo- 
grams (11-15 pounds), or about twice size of 
those taken off Japan, but have less fat. 
Therefore, they are not suitable for thefresh 
market but could be used for canning. (''Min- 
ato Shimbun," Oct, 17, 1967.) 

\American Samoa 

NEW PRICING FORMULA FOR TUNA 

Japanese tuna suppliers to American Sa- 
moa have agreed on a new price-setting 
formula for tuna deliveries and have pre- 
sented it to the U. S. packers. The proposal 
bases Samoa prices on export prices of fro- 
zen tuna delivered to Puerto Rico. For sev- 
eral years, they had been based on those for 
direct shipment from Japan to the U. 8. 

The reason for proposing the change is 
that Japanese firms negotiating monthly de- 
livery prices with U. 8S. packers in Samoa 
recently have been encountering problems 
due to depressed prices for direct exports 
from Japan, 
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The New Formula 

Under the new formula, the average alba- 
core c.i.f. (cost, insurance, and freight) 

prices contracted with Puerto Rico packers 
during the recent 30-day period will be used 
as abase. Then the following adjustments 
will be made in setting frozen tuna delivery 
prices for Samoa (per short ton): deduct 
$100 for albacore (40 pounders), an addition- 
al $50 for yellowfin, and another $110 for 

big-eyed. 

Even if the Puerto Rico albacore prices 
fluctuate later more than $20 per ton, the up- 
ward or downward price change for the new 
price in Samoa will not be over $20 a ton, 
Prices for iced fish are to be $15 a ton less 
than those for ship-frozen catches. (''Suisan 
Tsushin,"' Oct. 23 & 24, 1967.) 

— . BENEFIT FROM FISH 
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Cameroon 

EXTENDS TERRITORIAL 
WATERS TO 18 MILES 

The Federal National Assembly voted on 
October 21, 1967, to extend Cameroon's ter- 
ritorial waters to 18 nautical miles from the 
present 6-mile limit. This modification of 
the Merchant Marine Code will not go into 
effect until the President promulgates the 
law. Behind the move is a desire ''to safe- 
guard the economic interests of the Federal 
Republic in the fields of fishing and undersea 
resources, notably oil, andto best assure the 

defense of the territorial waters." 

Concern About Ore Deposits 

The pending change is being taken to in- 
sure the country's claims to any oil deposits 
discovered in waters off West Cameroon, and 
between there and the Spanish island of Fer- 
nando Poo, (U.S. Embassy, Yaounde, Oct. 
26, 1967.) 

EXTENDS TERRITORIAL WATERS 
AND FISHING ZONE 

Ivory Coast 

On August 1, 1967, the Government of the 
Ivory Coast (GOIC) issued Decree No. 67-334 
extending territorial waters to 6 miles from 
the point of ebb tide. The decree also estab- 
lished a fishing zone another 6 miles in width 
from the seaward limit of the claimed terri- 
torial sea, Within this, GOIC reserves the 
right to control fishing. 

GOIC further reserves for itself all rights 
concerning the exploitation of the Continental 
Shelf's subsoil, defined as the zone measured 
from ebb tide to the 200-meter isobath. (Re- 
gional Fishery Attaché, U. S. Embassy, Abid- 
jan, Sept. 29.) 

== 7 

Equatorial Guinea 

NEW COLD-STORAGE PLANT BUILT 

A fish cold-storage plant built near Santa 
Isabel, Fernando Poo, by Afripesca, S. A., 
was inaugurated in June 1967. The plant is 
equipped to freeze fish at -40° F, and to hold 
it at -49 F, It covers 4,000 square meters of 
land, has 1,400 cubic meters of storage space, 
and can freeze 10 metric tons a day. 

This plant, and one being opened at Bata, 
Rio Muni, by the same firm, gives Equatorial 
Guinea a much greater freezing capacity than 
neighboring Gabon and the same as Cameroon, 

Chain of Refrigerated Facilities 

Present at the ceremony was the Presi- 
dent of Afripesca, who is also vice president 
of the parent firm Pescanova (based inSpain). 
He is associated with FAO. He stressed that 
the frozen fish would be distributed through 
a chain of refrigeration facilities throughout 
Fernando Poo and Rio Muni. This would help 
the inhabitants overcome the lack of protein 
in their diet. (U. S. Embassy, Yaounde, Oct. 
25, 1967.) 

ee 

South-West Africa 

PILCHARD QUOTAS RAISED 

At the end of July 1967, the South-West 
Africa Administration granted 5 of the 8 pil- 
chard processing factories at Walvis Bay an 
additional quota of 9,600 short tons of pil- 
chards each for the current season, The Act- 
ing Administrator of South-West Africa said 
that 3 factories did not get the extra quota be- 
cause they were connected withthe South Afri- 
can-registered factoryships off the South- 
West African coast. 

This decision accurded withhis "get tough" 
policy towards the companies sponsoring the 
two factoryships. He maintained they were 
exploiting an asset that belonged rightfully to 
South-West Africa--and should pay taxes to 
the Territory. Thefactoryships also are free 
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from the quota control imposed on the land- 
based factories at Walvis Bay. He considered 
the vessels a threat to the Territory's fishing 
resource, 

Special Tax on Extra Quota 

The extra quota is subject to a special 
US$7 levy a ton, which will be used to inten- 
sify research into the pilchard resource. The 
Commission of Inquiry into the Fishing Indus- 
try of South-West Africa had recommended 
that each of the 8 factories be granted imme- 
diately an additional 6,000 tons in its quota 
and that a special levy for research costs be 
imposed. 

The fishing factories have been instructed 
to pay the full $7 per ton themselves, and that 
it may not be deducted proportionately from 
the boat owners and fishermen. 

Pilchard Fishing Variable 

Pilchard fishing off Walvis Bay was vari- 
able throughout July and August 1967, follow- 
ing abnormal weather conditions. The absence 
of a strong southwest wind throughout the 
greater part of the year and the late easterly 
winds were believed to have slowed the Ben- 
guela Current considerably. This caused 
warmer water to move in from the north. 

As a result, the pilchards moved north and 
were more widespread than usual. There- 
fore, the fish brought to the factories were 
not always suitable for canning and could be 
used only for fish meal. Part of the canning 
program still had to be completed, so the 
factories at Walvis Bay did not work at full 
capacity. 

Most factories were expected to complete 
their quotas of either 90,000 or 99,600 tons 
by mid-September or early October 1967. 

During August 1967, the oil yield from pil- 
chards averaged between 11 and 15 gallons 
per ton of fish. (''The South African Shipping 
News and Fishing Industry Review," Sept. 
1967.) 
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South Africa 

SHOAL FISH CATCH CONTINUES UP 

The Cape west coast shoal fish catch inthe 
first 7 months of 1967 was 78,474 short tons 
pilchards, 8,941 tons maasbanker, 153,008 
tons, mackerel, 215,790 tons anchovy, and 
13,973 tons red-eye herring. The total catch 
was 470,186 tons. 

In the same period of 1966, the total catch 
was 338,898 tons: 120,020 tons pilchards, 
22,432 tons maasbanker, 61,285 tons macker- 
el, 130,181 tons anchovy, and 4,980 tons of 
red-eye herring. 

In 1965, the catch was 441,097 tons: 222,920 
tons pilchards, 44,753 tons maasbanker, 43,967 
tons mackerel, and 129,457 tons of anchovy. 
("'The South African Shipping News and Fish- 
ing Industry Review,'’ Sept. 1967.) 

RD 
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South and South-West Africa 

1967 SHOAL CATCH WILL BREAK RECORD 

The 1967 shoal catch of the South and South- 
West Africa fishing industry will set a record 
well over 13 million short tons. Much of this 
bumper harvest has gone towards the nation's 
vital export drive. The harvest was landed 
mainly by the shoal fishery, where several 
factors helped set a new high. 

First, chronologically, was the fantastic 
shoal of mackerel that came close inshore in 
March, By month's end, when the mackerel 
swung out to sea, 111,000 tons of raw fish had 
been processed into fish meal, oil, and canned 
products. 

As the mackerel faded during April, west 
coast shoal fishing continued at average tem- 
po until the anchovy volume swelled to 50,000 
tons in May, 56,000 tons in July, and 55,000 
tons in August. These held catch totals firm 
despite thin pilchard fishing, Pilchard ac- 
counted for only 80,000 tons in first eight 
months, 

World's 2 Biggest Flotillas 

The shore-based west coast catch reached 

527,000 tons by the end of August, Although 
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no final figures are yet available, it is clear 
that in 1967 the world's two biggest flotillas 
will add at least 170,000 tons to the shoal 
catch, It was only in July 1967 that the 
"Suiderkruis" joined the ''Willem Barendsz" 
off South-West Africa, In 1968, their joint 
catch should be considerably higher, possibly 
above 250,000 tons, 

An estimated 50,000 tons for the west 
coast in September brings land-and-sea- 
based South African pelagic catch to an esti- 
mated 750,000 tons in 1967. In South-West 
Africa, 5 of the 8 pilchard factories were 
allocated an extra 9,600 tons of raw fish each 
in midseason, There landings reached arec- 
ord 768,000 tons by the end of September, 
Thus, the South and South-West African to- 
tal will exceed 14 million tons of shoal fish 
alone, 

White Fish Industry Improves 

The white fish industry in South-West Af- 
ricastillis inits fledgling stage. But recent 
developments in Walvis Bay should boost 
catch well above 1,000-ton-a-year mark to 
which it had declined in the past few years. 
Licensees now are being encouraged to put 
their projects on a sound economic footing. 
This should stabilize and expand future pro- 
duction from the only land factories to ex- 
ploit the grounds at close range, 

In South Africa, the trawl catch fell from 
a peak of 140,000 tons in 1960 to 115,000 tons 
in 1965, The impact of new vessels has giv- 
en new impetus, In 1967, the catch again 
could pass the 130,000-ton mark. With the 
shellfish and line landings, the total could 
easily exceed 1.7 million tons. (''The South 
African Shipping News and Fishing Industry 
Review,'' Oct, 1967.) 

OYSTERS GROW ON TIRE RIMS 

World oyster population has been taking a beating in the last decade or two, 
while the population of old tires has boomed. 

keep the spat above the bottom. 

Tire beads have a number of advantages as oyster supports, according to 
inventor Gerald Golub: (1) they are otherwise discarded in tire de-beading 
operations; (2) they resist corrosion, being rubber-covered metal; (3) they 
work well, keeping the spat off the bottom; (4) they are easy to stack in boats 
carrying them to oyster beds and easily picked up in harvesting; (5) under- 
developed oysters canlater be returned to the water to grow to full size. (Re- 
printed, with permission from ''Science News, 

By meshing several tire hoops together, a spherical lattice is formed to 

Combining these two facts, an 

invention uses the rubber-en- 

cased metal rim or bead of used 

tires to support young oysters 
until they grow to table size. 

Oyster spat need a hard sur- 
face to setand grow on; if they set 

on mud or sand they die. Oyster 
beds have been prepared by strew- 
ing them with clam and oyster 
shells, but this surface isn't best 
for growing. 

" weekly summary of current 
science, copyright 1966, by Science Service, Inc.). yrig yy 
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Created in 1849, the Department of the Interior—America’s 

Department of Natural Resources—is concerned with the man- 

agement, conservation, and development of the Nation's water. 

fish, wildlife, mineral, forest, and park and recreational re- 

sources. It also has major responsibilities for Indian and 

Territorial affairs. 

As the Nation’s principal conservation agency, the Depart- 

ment works to assure that nonrenewable resources are developed 

and used wisely, that park and recreational resources are con- 

served for the future, and that renewable resources make their 

full contribution to the progress, prosperity, and security of 

the United States—now and in the future. 
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1967 Index COMMERCIAL FISHERIES REVIEW 1 

INDEX TO VOLUME 29 (NUMBERS 1 - 12 INCLUSIVE)--1967 

The reference gives the month and the page number. 

ABALONE ALASKA 
Australia fishery is growing; May p. 51. Gulf of 
Kin, and their; Dec. p. 64. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Mapping fish schools is promising in Gulf of Mexico; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

AFRICA 
Continental Shelf fisheries symposium is rescheduled; 
Oct. p. 50. 

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF 
Farmers Home Administration, rural loan program 
includes fisheries; June p. 21. 

Fish purchases, military, 

p. 18. 

advises on; Jan. 

AHLSTROM, ELBERT H., DR. 
Honored; Nov. p. 28. 

AIRPLANE 
Survey, magnetic, round-the-world flight underway; 
Mar. p. 6. 

Tuna schools, surface, an and vessel survey 

in the Lesser Antilles; Mar. p. 41. 

AIR TRANSPORT ATION 
Air shipping fresh fish, BCF expands markets by; 
Nov. p. 28. 

California's trout flown to mountainlakes; May p. 13. 

ALABAMA 
Catch, 1966, was up; Apr. p. 18. 

ALASKA 
Auke Bay Laboratory, Dr. Smoker named director 

of; Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 
Chart, new nautical, issued for inland waterway in; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 13. 

Continental Shelf off 
p. 13. 

Crab: 
king: 
Kodiak: 
catch declines; Apr. p. 18. 
vessel stability tests: 
fishermen oppose high cost of; Dec. p. 22. 
must pass before underwriters will renew 
insurance; Nov. p. 14. 

landings: 
down 22 percent in first 9 months of 1967; Dec. 

p. 22. 
1966 set record; Mar. p. 7. 

packing company, joint Japanese-U. S., slated in 
; Oct. p. 54. 

Dillingham, Economic Development Administration 
(EDA) funds to aid; Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 

Drift cards show surface currents in southeast 
; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

Fishery products are most valuable in 
year; Feb. p. 14. 

Gear limits, fishing, Governor urges; Mar. p. 7. 

to be studied; Aug.-Sept. 

100th 

Japan fishermen seek to longline in; Mar. p. 32. 
"Manning, John R."' surveyed bottomfish in; Nov. 
pels: 

USSR Pacific ocean perch catch drops in; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 45. 

Herring: 
catch in 1966 is lowest on record; Jan. p. 10. 
roe-on-kelp harvest is held; June p. 9. 

Japan: 
buys salmon and trout in wOCtspa20s 
exports, fishery, increasing to; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 20. 
U. S. fishery venture in; Mar. p. 34, Nov. p. 14. 

Juneau uses camera as deep-water research tool; 

Dec. p. 30. 
Ketchikan Lab holds workshop for fishermen; Jan. 

lo tls 
Landings, highlights of 1966; May p. 13. 
"Manning, John R.'' explores for pollock; Oct. p. 27. 
Salmon: 
juvenile, marked in 

Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 
pink runs, the art of forecasting; July p. 18. 

red: 
Bristol Bay, relief study ordered by Gov. Hickel; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 

runs, the art of forecasting; July p. 17. 
Seals, fur: 
Pribilof Islands, kill is larger; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 
prices mostly lower; May p. 26. 

Sea otter, 1,000 pelts to be auctioned; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 20. 
Shrimp: 
Japanese find good fishing off 
Juneau reports on; May p. 21. 
Ketchikan Lab studies flavor retention; Nov. p. 28. 

pink, midwater availability studied by ''John R. 
Manning"; Oct. p. 30. 

Soviet: 
catches increase off Shumagin Islands area and 
Gulf of Alaska; May p. 39. 

fish and can off Shumagin Islands; May p. 38. 

spot, southeast , survey in; Oct. p. 30. 
trawl, twin-bag, successful in tests; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 30. 

Skills of fishermen, upgrades; Jan. p. 10. 
Trade mission, 13-man, visits Japan; Oct. p. 20. 
Yakutat, Economic Development Administration 

finances freezing plant and dock for; Oct. p. 20. 

with fluorescent grit; 

SOC; pale 

"ALBATROSS Iv" 
Atlantic Ocean, U. S. and Soviet vessels conduct 
joint fishery research; Oct. p. 46. 

New England Banks, studies the populations 
of fish and shellfish on offshore banks; Feb. p. 7. 

ALEWIFE 
Lake Michigan: 
fishery is active; July p. 10. 
"Kaho'' makes large trawl catches of in; 
June p. 16. 



ALEWIFE (cont.) 
Lake Michigan (cont.): 
landings, 1966 are double 1965; Apr. 9. 

Lake Ontario, ''Kaho" catches many 
good trawling grounds in; Feb. p. 20. 

Great Lakes: 
task force offers plan to ease 
p. 44. 

Rhode Island trawler to fish 
igan; Oct. p. 23. 

, finds 

problem; Oct. 

in Lake Mich- 

ALGAE 
Taiwan exports products to Japan; Apr. p. 53. 
West coast's seaweed industry; May p. 65. 

ALUMINUM 
Usage increased in vessels; Nov. p. 7. 

"ALVIN" 
Mechanical arm, sub 
famous; Nov. p. 8. 

loses--then finds--its 

AMERICAN SAMOA 
Tuna: 
albacore prices raised for June deliveries; July 

p..09 
Asian group will not participate in United States- 

price talks; July p. 59, Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
canneries, Labor Dept. recommends new wage 
rates for; July p. 32. 

prices; June p. 46, Oct. p. 10. 
Japanese fleet based in 

p. 29. 
fleet expansion in 
plan; Apr. p. 53. 

pricing formula, new, for; Dec. p. 65. 

is reduced; Mar. 

,» Taiwan and South Korea 

ANADROMOUS FISHERIES PROGRAM 
Interior provides $4 million for 
Oct. p. 44. 

Program is one year old; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

projects; 

ANCHOVIES 
"Baron" finds 
"Bowers" studies: 
effectiveness of seines on ; Dec. p. 29. 
use of lights to attract ; Oct. p. 31. 

California landings total 5,200 tons; Jan. p. 10. 

Chile: 
catch, meal and oil output drop in Jan.-July 1967; 
Oct. p. 57. 

industry trends, report on, in first 8 months; Dec. 
p.. 50. 

landings in first-third 1967 were half 1966 period; 
Aug.~Sept. p. 43. 

"Cobb" explores for 
Peru: 
closed season for fishing set; Apr. p. 36. 
problems beset 1967/68 season; Oct, p. 56. 

in many areas; June p. 13. 

3; Jan. p. 13. 

ANTARCTIC 
Japan, 

Mar. p. 31, 

Palmer Peninsula, scientist studies; Jan, p. 23. 
Seals are plentiful; Jan, p. 35, 

Whale oil output declines in 1966/67 season; July 

p. 35, 
Whaling: 
Norway, only one expedition slated for; Nov. p. 58. 

whale catch nears third of quota; 

ANTARCTIC 
Whaling: 
season: 
closes for 1966/67; June p. 25, 
quotas set for 1967/68; Nov. p. 34. 

ANTIBIOTIC 
Pearl harvest improved by ; Aug.-Sept. p. 49. 

"ANTON BRUUN" 
United States offers India 
search vessel; Oct. p. 73. 

» oceanographic re- 

AQUANAUTS 
SeaLab I, train for; May p. 25. 

AQUARIUM 
Massachusetts (Boston) is building a proper B 
June p. 9. 

AQUICULTURE 
Korea, South, report on fishery trends, 1967; Oct. 

p. 73. 
Oysters grow on tire rims; Dec. p. 67. 

ARCTIC OCEAN 
Japanese salmon fishing is fair; Oct. p. 71. 

ARGENTINA 
Cuba fishes off; Apr. p. 36, May p. 37. 
Export tax law, has new; May p. 37. 
Issues fishing law; Dec. p. 51. 
Maritime jurisdiction of 200 miles; Mar, p. 18, 
Apr. p. 51, July p. 37. 

Octopus, stern trawlers catch and freeze; Jan. p. 28. 
Report on fishing industry; Nov. p. 44. 
Soviet: 
fishing causes problems in; Apr, p. 36, May p. 36. 

submarine, research, reported off; May p. 36. 

ARKANSAS 
Catfish, harvesting, BCF aids in; May p. 13. 

ARMY, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
Corps of Engineers: 
Florida, denial of dredge-and-fill permit by 8 
Apr. p. 31, July p. 32. 

Interior Department opposes Pamlico Sound channel 
proposal; Nov. p. 30. 

Natural resources, Interior and 
ment to safeguard; Aug.-Sept. p. 37. 

sign agree- 

ASIA 
Fishery-oceanography experts meet; July p. 38. 
Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council seeks to improve 
marine food resources for south east ; Jan. 

p. 20. 
Southeast fisheries center planned in Singa- 
pore; Oct. p. 73. 

Thailand will be home of fishery training cen- 
ter; May p. 50. Teathies 

Tuna: 
American Samoa price talks, producers will 
not participate in; July p. 59, Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

intergovernmental conference proposed; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 38. 

ATLANTIC COAST 
Core drilling begins on continental slope off a 

July p. 11. 



ATLANTIC COAST (cont.) 
Estuaries, conflict over the 3; Oct. p. 3, Dec. 

p. 21. 
Maps, new, depict 400-mile stretch of seabed off 

3 May p. 6. 
Nautical book for published, new edition of; 
May p. 6. 

Quahogs, distribution of southern, off the Middle 
; Mar. p. 62. 

Seashore damage blamed for fish decline; Jan. p. 5. 
Canada surveys manpower of deepsea fishery; May 
p. 31. 

Convention drafted in London on north fish- 
eries conduct; May p. 29. 

Crab, blue, mortality investigated in area of South 
Carolina and Georgia; July p. 30. 

Germany, West, ''Meteor" sails on oceanographic 
cruise; Apr, p. 46. 

Greece: 
catch up 14%; Jan. p. 35. 
freezer fleet increases; May p. 43. 

Japan: 
eastern , research vessel (''Shoyo Maru") to 
survey; Dec. p. 62. 

red snapper, firm will long line in western 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 

trawl fishery is good; Mar, p. 31. 
Poland reports on northwest fisheries; Apr. p. 43. 
Soviet research vessels in ; Apr. p. 41. 
Swordfish, explorations conducted by BCF's ''Dela- 
ware" and Navy in north ; Mar. p. 10. 

Telephone cables being buried beneath floor; 
Oct. p. 51. 

Tuna: 
bluefin tagging shows definite trans-ocean migra- 
tion; Feb. p. 26. 

convention signed by 5 nations (Brazil, Japan, 

South Korea, Spain, U. S.); Jan. p. 23. 
explorations conducted by BCF's "Delaware" and 
Navy in north 3; Mar. p. 10. 

Japan: 
catches are declining in ; Mar. p. 31, 
report on fisheries; Oct. p. 68, Dec. p. 59. 

Soviet factory mothership fishes in; Nov. p. 48. 
yellowfin, ''Delaware" locates in northwestern 

3; May p. 17. 
U. S. and Soviet vessels conduct joint fishery re- 
search in ; Oct. p. 46. 

ATLANTIC SHELF 
Sediment data bank being planned; Feb. p. 12. 

ATLAS 
Pacific Ocean is sent to printer; June p. 4. 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
Advances food irradiation program; Mar. p. 11. 

AUSTRALIA 
Abalone fishery is growing; May p. 51. 
Exports: 

fishery; July p. 59, Nov. p. 67. 
lobster, spiny, tails decline; Nov. p. 67. 

Fishing industry, Italy may help develop; June 
p. 35. 

Fish meal production rises, interest in; Jan. p. 40. 

Imports, fishery, June-Dec. 1966; July p. 59. 
Lobster, spiny, Tasmania limits fishing licenses; 
Mar. p. 36, 

AUSTRALIA 
Pacific Ocean, southwest, New Zealand and 
concerned over Soviet fishing in; Oct. p. 49. 

Pearl culture industry developing; Jan. p. 41. 
Shrimp: 

exports rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
imports from India restricted; Apr. p. 54. 
Japanese firm, second, explores off northern 

; Mar. p. 34. 

New Guinea, firm to fish for; Mar. p. 36. 
production rises; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
South Africa has good market in 3; Oct. p. 79. 
trawler launched ("'N. W. Carnarvon”); Aug.-Sept. 

p. 56. 
Soviet fishery research off; Nov. p. 50. 
Territorial waters, will claim 12-mile fish- 
eries rights; May p. 51. 

Tuna: 
catch is poor for 1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
fishing good in 1966; Jan. p. 41. 

Whale, rare species, saved by skindivers (New South 
Wales coast); Apr. p. 54. 

AUTHORS AND TITLES 
ALLEN, HAROLD B.: 
Technology's Role in the Seafood Industry; Feb. p. 59. 

ARMSTRONG, REED §, (and John R. Grady and 
Robert E. Stevenson): 
Cruise "Delta I'' of the ''Geronimo"; Feb. p. 15. 

(and John R. Grady): 
Geronimo" Cruises Entire Gulf of Mexico in Late 
Winter; Oct. p. 35. 

~ The Subtropical Underwater of the Eastern Gulf of 
Mexico; Mar. p. 46. 

BALDWIN, LENA (and Louis J. Ronsivalli, and F. 
Bruce Sanford): 

Basic Ideas in Fishery Science: I - Preservation 
of Fish by the Use of Gamma Rays; June p. 56. 

BARKER, ALLAN M., (and Thomas M. Groutage): 
Atlantic Surf Clam Fishery in 1966, The; Aug.- 

Sept. p. 64. 
The Surf Clam Fishery, 1965; Feb. p. 55. 

BOUSSU, MARVIN F.: 
New ''Live Car" Improves Catfish Harvesting and 
Handling; Dec. p. 33. 

CARPENTER, JAMES 8,: 
History of Scallop and Clam Explorations in the 
Gulf of Mexico; Jan. p. 47. 

COON, KENNETH L., (and James E. Ellis): 
Evaluation of Sampling Traps in Farm Ponds, An; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 67. 

CRADDOCK, DONOVAN R, (and W, James Ingraham, 
Jr.): 
Winter Salmon Distribution and Oceanographic 
Conditions Studied by ''Kelez" Scientists; July 
p. 21, 

DACOSTA, FERNANDO CORREAI (and David 
Braganca Gil): 
Experimental Purse Seining for Tunas in Portu- 
guese West Africa (Translation); Feb. p. 62. 

DURRANT, NORMAN W.: 
West Coast's Seaweed Industry; May p. 65. 

ELLIS, JAMES E, (and Kenneth L. Coon): 
Evaluation of Sampling Traps in Farm Ponds, An; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 67. 

FAHLEN, LARS A.: 
Equipment Note No. 22--Deck Equipment Layout 
on M/V "Delaware" for Surf Clam Survey; Oct. 
p. 87. 



AUTHORS AND TITLES (cont.) 
FERRY, MYRTLE: 
The Sponge Industry of Tarpon Springs; Oct. p. 82. 

GIL, DAVID BRAGANCA (and Fernando Correia da 
Costa): 
Experimental Purse Seining for Tunas in Portu- 
guese West Africa (Translation); Feb. p. 62. 

GRADY, JOHN R. (and Reed D. Armstrong and 
Robert E. Stevenson): 
Cruise ''Delta I" of the Geronimo"; Feb. p. 15. 

(and Reed S. Armstrong): 
Geronimo" Cruises Entire Gulf of Mexico in Late 
Winter; Oct. p. 35. 

GROUTAGE, THOMAS M. (and Allan M, Barker): 
Atlantic Surf Clam Fishery in 1966, The; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 64. 

The Surf Clam Fishery, 1965; Feb. p. 55. 

HIGH, WILLIAM L.: 
The Submarine ''Pisces'' as a Fisheries Research 
Tool; Apr. p. 21. 

INGRAHAM, W. JAMES, JR. (and Donovan R, Crad- 
dock): 
Winter Salmon Distribution and Oceanographic 
Conditions Studied by R/V ''Kelez"' Scientists; 
July p. 21. 

JENSEN, HENRY W. (and Roland L, Wigley): 
Incidental Catches of Finfish in Sea Scallop 
Dredges on Georges Bank; July p. 63. 

JONES, ALBERT C, (and Paul N. Sund): 
An Aircraft and Vessel Survey of Surface Tuna 
Schools in the Lesser Antilles; Mar. p. 41. 

JURKOVICH, JERRY E.,: 
A Method for Tapering Purse Seines; Nov. p. 71. 

LOVE, TRAVIS D. 
Bacteriological Controls for Producing High- 
Quality Breaded Seafoods; Jan. p. 54. 

The Sun-Dried-Shrimp Industry of the North Cen- 
tral Gulf of Mexico; Apr, p. 58. 

MERRILL, ARTHUR §, (and John W. Ropes): 
Distribution of Southern Quahogs off the Middle 
Atlantic Coast; Mar. p. 62. 

MURRAY, J. J.: 
Shrimp Fishery of New England; Dec. p. 11. 

PARKER, PHILLIP 8,: 
Clam Survey, Ocean City, Maryland, to Cape 
Charles, Virginia; May p. 56. 

(and Mark L. Standley): 
Development of a Submersible Pumping System 
for a Hydraulic Surf Clam Dredge; June p. 50, 

Equipment Note No, 20--A Clam Measuring Board; 
Apr. p. 65. 

Equipment Note No, 21--Sleeve for Clam Jetting 
Hose Connection; Apr. p. 67. 

PEASE, NORMAN L., (and Wilber R. Seidel): 
Development of the Electro-Shrimp Trawl System; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 58. 

RONSIVALLI, LOUIS J. (and F. Bruce Sanford and 
Lena Baldwin): 
Basic Ideas in Fishery Science: I--Preservation 

of Fish by the Use of Gamma Rays; June p. 56. 
ROPES, JOHN W, (and Arthur S. Merrill): 
Distribution of Southern Quahogs off the Middle 
Atlantic Coast; Mar. p. 62. 

SANFORD, F. BRUCE (and Louis J. Ronsivalli and 

Lena Baldwin): 
Basic Ideas in Fishery Science: I--Preservation 

of Fish by the Use of Gamma Rays; June p. 56. 

AUTHORS AND TITLES 
SEIDEL, WILBER R. (and Norman L. Pease): 
Development of the Electro-Shrimp Trawl System; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 58. 

SPINELLI, JOHN: 
New Tests Assess Quality Change in Fish; Nov. 

p. 69. 
STANDLEY, MARK L. (and Phillip S. Parker): 
Development of a Submersible Pumping System 
for a Hydraulic Surf Clam Dredge; June p. 50. 

STANSBY, MAURICE E,: 
Oxidative Changes are being Investigated at New 
Food Science Pioneer Research Laboratory; Oct. 
p. 41. 

STEVENSON, ROBERT E, (and John R. Grady and 
Reed D. Armstrong): 
Cruise ''Delta I" of the "Geronimo"; Feb. p. 15. 

SUND, PAUL N. (and Albert C. Jones): 
An Aircraft and Vessel Survey of Surface Tuna 
Schools in the Lesser Antilles; Mar. p. 41. 

WHEELER, RAY S.: 
Experimental Rearing of Postlarval Brown Shrimp 

to Marketable Size in Ponds; Mar. p. 49. 

WIGLEY, ROLAND L. (and Henry W. Jensen): 
Incidental Catches of Finfish in Sea Scallop 
Dredges on Georges Bank; July p. 63. 

WISE, JOHN P. 
(Translator of) Experimental Purse Seining for 
Tunas in Portuguese West Africa; Feb. p. 62. 

BAHAMA ISLANDS 
Testing devices, Navy studies ways of recovering; 
Mar. p. 5. 

BAIT 
Newfoundland herring 

p. 26. 
Portugal to buy Japanese squid for 

prices raised; June 

; Nov. p. 55. 

BALTIC SEA 
Kosygin inspects fishing industry; Nov. p. 47. 
Poland develops new fishery base (Swinoujscie); 
Dec. p. 53. 

BARBADOS 
Catch of UNDP/FAO trawler sold in 

p. 36. 
Shrimp industry grows; July p. 60. 

; Nov. 

"BARON" 
Anchovy in many areas, finds; June p. 13. 

BARRIER 
Electric shark tested; Jan. p. 30. 

BELGIUM 
Denmark acts on traditional fishing claims of 
and Norway; Dec. p. 39. 

BERING SEA 
Crab, king, Soviets land 2.6 million from eastern 

sUADI SDs O90). 
Japan: 
bottomfish catch: 

good; Oct. p. 71. 
1967, sets record; Dec. p. 62. 

crab, tanner, firm to fish in ; June p. 45, 

Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
herring, to gill net in ; July p. 53. 



BILLFISH 
Hawaiian contest, science backs up sport; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 33. 

BLACK, DAVID S, 
Commercial fishing has world role, says Interior 
Under Secretary 3 Nov. p. 2. 

BOATING 
Charts, nautical, growth of 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 14. 

increases need 

BOATS (see VESSELS) 

BOERMA, A. H. 
FAO Director General, new, elected; Dec. p. 43. 

BOTTOMFISH 
Gulf of Mexico, menhaden industry tests potential; 
Mar. p. 2. 

Japanese Bering Sea catch; Oct. p. 71, Dec. p. 62. 
"Manning" surveys in Gulf of Alaska; Nov. p. 18. 

"BOWERS, GEORGE M," 
Anchovies: 
seines, studies effectiveness of; Dec. p. 29. 
studies use of lights to attract; Oct. p. 31. 

Electro-shrimp trawl system, tests; Jan. 
p. 14. 

Lights and recorders, 
Sept. p. 23. 

Shrimp, pink, 
tricity; May p. 17. 

uses on cruise; Aug.- 

photographs reaction to elec- 

BRAZIL 
Convention, 1958 Law of the Sea, 
Mar. p. 14. 

Expedition, oceanographic, joint, planned by 
and Norway; Mar. p. 15. 

Fisheries study group formed; Nov. p. 43. 
Law, fishing, has new basic; May p. 35. 
Limits, fishing, extended to 12 miles; Jan. p. 29. 
Marine fishing in northeast discussed in leaflet 
(No. 69); Apr. p. 36. 

President vetoes fisheries code legislation; Apr. 
p. 35. 

Shrimp bases, United States companies plan; Oct. 
p. 58. 

USSR: 
fleet, fishing, 

Sept. p. 44. 
seeks 

may ratify; 

protests presence of; Aug.- 

frozen fish market; Mar. p. 22. 

BREADED SEAFOODS 
Bacteriological controls for producing high-quality 

3; Jan. p. 54, 

BRISLING 
Norway, report on fishing industry; Nov. p. 59. 

BRITISH HONDURAS 

"Oregon" reports red snapper off; Mar. p. 10. 

BROOK TROUT (see TROUT) 

BUDGET 
Japanese fisheries agency 
May p. 45. 

is up for FY 1967; 

BULGARIA 
Fleet and grounds, fishing, 
Sept. p. 49. 

Landings, 1965, were up 30 percent; Jan. p. 34. 

expands; Aug.- 

BUOY(S) 
Deep-sea 

p. 15. 
Naval oceanographers plant acre of; Jan. p. 7. 
Signal, search and rescue, assists Coast Guard; Feb. 

p. 54, 

system developed by ESSA; Dec. 

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES (see COM- 
MERCIAL FISHERIES, BUREAU OF) 

CALIFORNIA 
Albacore landings, 
May p. 13. 

Anchovy landings total 5,200 tons; Jan. p. 10. 
Crab population is healthy in north; Jan. p. 10. 
Dr. Longhurst named head of La Jolla center; Nov. 

p. 28, : 
Fish-meal plants, small packaged-type, made by 
Los Angeles firm; Oct. p. 10. 

Gulf's deep basins, USC studies 
La Jolla: 
Lab: 
first to raise mackerel and sardines to advanced 
juvenile stage; Feb. p. 23. 

divided 1966 with Oregon; 

; Nov. p. 10. 

purse seine, new fast-sinking, develops; 
June p. 17. 

tuna: 
forecast, 1967 temperate, issues; June 

p. 18. 
vessel research pays off; Feb. p. 25. 

studies long-line fishery for broadbill swordfish; 
Dec. p. 29. 

Landings, resources agency issues report; Apr. p. 
18. 

Marine Technology Society to hold 3rd Annual Con- 
ference and Exhibit in San Diego, June 5-7; Apr. 

pe ld. 
Mackerel and sardine fisheries are poor; Aug.-Sept. 
peelon 

Partyboat catches, report on; Dec. p. 23. 
Pelagic fish catch; July p. 19, Nov. p. 16, Dec. p. 23. 
Record year for fish, 1966 is; Jan. p. 10. 
San Diego area, map published of seabed off; Oct. 

p. 12. 
Snipefishes escape nets, 40-45 tons; June p. 9. 
Soviets conduct fishery research off; Nov. p. 50. 
Stanford Biological Laboratory: 
oceanographic data: 
cuts cost of; May p. 24. 

year of acquiring is successful; Oct. p. 42. 
Trout flown to mountain lakes; May p. 13. 

CAMERA (see UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY) 

CAMEROON 
Territorial waters, 

p. 66. 

CAMPAIGN 
United Kingdom mounts promotional for 
"Fish--The Big Dish"; Jan. p. 35. 

CANADA 
Boat losses high, ''Canadian Fisherman" sees col- 
lective responsibility for; Mar. p. 16. 

extends to 18 miles; Dec. 



CANADA (cont.) 
British Columbia, shrimp trawling, exploratory, 
conducted off; Jan. p. 25. 

Cold-storage holdings, Sept. 30, 1966-67; Dec. p. 46. 
Consumption, fisheries council urged to help boost; 
June p. 27. 

Dogfish shark processing subsidized; Jan. p. 24. 
Exports, fresh-water fish, report proposes be con- 
trolled; Jan. p. 24. 

Fisheries training studied in USSR, Norway, and 
Britain; Jan. p. 25. 

Fisheries trends; Dec. p. 46. 
Fish meal, report on trade in; Nov. p. 42. 
Fish protein concentrate, holds conference 

on; Oct. p. 55, Nov. p. 41. 
Great Lakes commercial catch is up but value 
drops in 1966; July p. 8. 

Herring: 
British Columbia reduction fishery closed; Dec. 

p. 44. 
explorations, east coast expanded; Jan. p. 26. 
"Guiding Star", Scottish seine vessel tested in 
fishery; Jan. p. 25. 

meal: 
output declines on west coast in 1966/67; May 

p. 3l. 
plants on east coast (Stephenville, Nfld.); Jan. 

p. 24, Mar. p. 17, June p. 26. 
trawl, tests mid-water successfully; Nov. 

p. 41. 
Industrial fishery products, production increases 
appreciably; July p. 40. 

Insurance fisheries program extended to Ontario; 

May p. 32. 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, 
joins; Dec. p. 38. 

Irradiation preservation of whitefish, 
July p. 41. 

Japan adopts 80,000-ton frozen tuna direct export 
quota to U,. S.- 3; Mar. p. 30. 

Kennedy Round: 
comments are favorable on; Dec. p. 45. 

results ease access to U. S. market; July p. 41. 
Landings; May p. 31, July p. 41, Nov. p. 42. 
Limits, fishing, new baselines established for; 
Dec. p. 44. 

Lobster traps, sets limit on; Mar. p. 16. 
Manpower survey of deepsea fishery off the Atlantic 
Coast; May p. 31. 

Marine oil, report on trade in; Nov. p. 42. 
New Brunswick, oyster fall fishing season in; Nov. 

p. 42. 
Newfoundland: 

bait prices raised; June p. 26. 

tests; 

fisheries resettlement program, pushes; 
Oct. p. 55. 

Ontario: 
insurance plan available to fishing vessel owners; 
Oct. p. 55. 

catch value up in first-half 1967; Dec. p. 44. 
Pacific coast fisheries problems discussed; Dec. 

p. 48. 
Patrol-research vessel, multipurpose, for Pacific, 

to build; Jan. p. 25. 
Salmon: 
export regulations, British Columbia changes; 
Nov. p. 41. 

fishing, Pacific, will not limit licenses in 1967; 

Jan. p. 24. 

CANADA 
Scientific fishery activities expenditures disclosed; 
Dec. p. 45. 

Scottish seine: 
net fishing methods, 

p. 26. 
scores high in fishing test; May p. 32. 

Sealing regulations, tightens; Apr. p. 34. 
Shrimp: 
commercial potential off British Columbia assessed; 
Dec. p. 45. 

pink, exploratory fishing gives promising results; 
Dec, p. 48. 

Trade mission, fisheries, visits Eastern Europe; 
May p. 32, July p. 41. 

Transporting fresh fish, new method tested; Dec, 

p. 45. 
Trawler-seiners, two, were built; Dec. p. 46. 
Tuna Ecuadoran freezing plant, firm inter- 
ested in; Nov. p. 41. 

demonstrates; June 

USSR: 
exhibits fishery products at EXPO-67 in Montreal; 

Oct. p. 61. 
expand fishing off Northern and Greenland; 
Oct. p. 60. 

Fisheries Minister: 

visits; June p. 27. 
visits and Great Britain; Nov. p. 37. 
training of recruits, and others study; Mar. 

Pp: 25. 

Vancouver: 
laboratory, fishery research, plans on west 

coast; Apr. p. 34. 
North Pacific Fisheries Commission holds annual 
meeting in; Jan. p. 21. 

Vessel assistance regulations, fishing, 

July p. 40. 
Whaling: 
company, second joint Japanese- 

p. 26. 
exploratory with Japan in Atlantic is successful; 
Apr. p. 34. 

Yellow perch price stabilization, 
period of; Oct. p. 55. 

amends; 

formed; Jan. 

extends 

CANNED FISH 
Census Bureau survey of distributors! stocks of 
canned foods includes ; Nov. p. 32. 

Japan, article discusses 1967 outlook of prod- 

ucts; June p. 40. 
Portugal: 
exports drop; Nov. p. 55. 
pack: 
dropped 18% in 1966; June p. 37. 
rose slightly in first-half 1967; Nov. p. 55. 

Salmon, Pacific coast stocks; Jan. p. 3, Feb. p. 10, 
Mar. p. 3. 

South Africa, prospects for 1967 fishing, bright; May 

p. 54, 
South-West Africa output, 1966; May p. 54. 

CANNERIES 
South Korea plans fish 
Jan. p. 39, May p. 49. 

with help of U. S. firms; 

CANNED FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Date marking of preserved fish required; Mar. p. l. 



CANNING 
Louisiana shrimp 
Aug.-Sept. p. 19. 

Microbiological spoilage prevented by 
p. 32. 

Norway, sild herring canners had good year in 
1966; May p. 40. 

centennial is celebrated; 

3 July 

CANS) 
Shipments for fishery products; Jan. p. 3, Feb.p.11. 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 
Portugal tuna firm expands operations at 3 
May p. 43. 

CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES 
Food and Agriculture Organization aids 15; Apr. 

p. 32. 

CARIBBEAN SEA 
Barbados, shrimp industry grows; July p. 60. 
Drift bottles used in surface research; Aug.-Sept. 
Dayo. 

FAO project issues cruise report No. 1; May p. 28. 
"Oregon" explores eastern ; Aug.-Sept. p. 23. 
Shrimp, Japanese operations increase in B 
Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 

Tuna research, "Undaunted" and 'Calamar" cooper- 
ate southeast of Barbados in; Mar. p. 9. 

"Undaunted" studies surface tunas and bait in 
western ; Aug.-Sept. p. 28. 

United Nations Development Project/ Food and 
Agriculture Organization: 
conduct training cruises; June p, 22. 
fishery project report, June 1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 

3 

CAROLINE ISLANDS 
Tuna, skipjack fishing, good, discovered off 8 
Dec. p. 65. 

CARP 
About 3; Feb. p. 32. 

CASPIAN SEA 
USSR increases hair seal herds in; Jan. p. 31. 

CATFISH 
Arkansas harvesting » BCF aids in; May p. 13. 
Handling techniques, new, developed by gear re- 
search program staff, Ann Arbor, Mich., for 

; Oct. p. 42. 

"Live car'' improves harvesting and handling; Dec. 
Pp. 33; 

Mississippi production increases; Mar. p. 8. 

CAT FOOD 
Proposed guides for 
p. 49. 

industry published; Oct. 

CAVIAR 
Iran awards 
p. 30. 

contract to New York firm; Jan. 

CENSUS, BUREAU OF THE 
Survey of distributors! stocks of canned foods (fish); 
Nov. p. 32. 

Vessels, fishing, plan census of; Jan. p. 18. 

CEYLON 
Tuna, large scale fishing planned; Nov. p. 66. 

CHARTS, NAUTICAL 
Boating, growth of, increases need for 
Sept. p. 14. 

Inland waterway in Alaska, new 
Aug.-Sept. p. 13. 

Map, new, printed of seabed off California; Dec. 
p. 13. 

Sea lanes, certain, to N. Y. harbor and Delaware 
Bay recommended; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

Savannah River Channel, first available for; 

Feb. p. 12. 

; Aug.- 

issued for; 

CHESAPEAKE BAY 
Oysters, MSX still found in; July p. 30. 

CHILE 
Anchovy: 
catch, meal and oil output drop in Jan.-July 1967; 
Oct. p. 57. 

landings in first-third 1967 were half 1966 period; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 43. 

EASTROPAC, complete first survey cruises in study 
of; Nov. p. 34. 

Fish meal: 
firms integrate; Jan. p. 29. 
production Jan.-Feb. 1967 dropped sharply; June 

p. 29. 
trends, October 1966; Mar. p. 19. 

Fish oil trends, October 1966; Mar. p. 19. 
Industry trends, report on, in first 8 months; Dec. 

p. 50. 
200-mile limit reservations; Apr. p. 37. 
Whaling developments; Aug.-Sept. p. 43. 

CHINA, COMMUNIST 
Hong Kong imports 2/3 of fishery products from; 
Oct. p. 77. 

Indian Ocean, fishes for tuna in; July p. 57. 
Japan: 
exports, fishery, increases to; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 54, 
imported 41% of edibles from 
North Korea; Jan. p. 37. 

tuna vessel, buys from; June p. 45. 

,» USSR and 

CHRISTMAS TREE 
Yes, Virginia, you can eat this SSDeC pisos 

CLAMS 
EDA project could aid coastal flats; Mar. p. 11. 
Gulf of Mexico explorations, history of; Jan. p. 47. 
Mahogany: 
Gloucester (Mass.) lab taps new shellfish re- 

source; Dec. p. 32. 
quahog, ''Delaware"' finds more beds off Mass- 
achusetts; Aug.-Sept. p. 24. 

Measuring board; Apr. p. 65. 
Razor: 
Oregon: 

set is heavy in 1967; Dec. p. 22. 
yield is best in decade; Oct. p. 21. 

Sleeve for jetting hose connection; Apr. p. 67. 
Surf: 
Atlantic fishery in 1966; Aug.-Sept. p. 64. 
"Delaware", deck equipment layout, for survey; 
Oct. p. 87. 



CLAMS (cont.) 
Surf (cont.): 
dredge, hydraulic, development of a submersible 
pumping system for a; June p. 50. 

fishery; Feb. p. 55. 
Survey, Ocean City, Maryland to Cape Charles, 
Virginia; May p. 56. 

"CLIFFORD, A.E." 
Lake Superior trawling potential, studies; 
Oct pHs: 

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
Atlantic: 

nautical book, new edition published for Coast; 
May p. 6. 

seabed, new maps depict 400-mile stretch of; 
May p. 6 

California seabed, new map shows; July p. 12. 
"Davidson'' commissioned; Apr. p. 14. 
"Discoverer'' conducted survey of Gulf of Maine 
seabed; Oct. p. 13. 

"Explorer" conducts most extensive survey of Mass- 
achusetts coast(Cape Ann to Cape Cod); June p. 3. 

Gulf Stream studied from sea and air by 3 Govern- 
ment agencies; Jan. p. 8. 

Fairweather" launched; Apr. p. 14. 
"McArthur": 
commissioned; Jan. p. 7. 
Hawaiian navigational facilities inspected; Nov. p. 9. 
leaves for Honolulu base; July p. 11. 

"Mt. Mitchell" christened; Jan. p. 7. 
Navigational field survey of Pacific Coast and Ha- 
waii scheduled; Mar. p. 6. 

New Jersey coast, navigational hazards being stud- 
ied by “eOctenperl4: 

"Rainier™ launched; Apr. p. 14. 
Savannah River Channel, first nautical charts avail- 
able; Feb. p. 12. 

Sea lanes toN. Y. Harbor and Delaware Bay recom- 
mended; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

COAST GUARD, U.S. 
Buoy signals assist search and rescue; Feb. p. 54. 
Ice patrol, international, has prevented disaster; 

Apr. p. 11. 
Oil rigs are shipping hazard in the Gulf of Mexico; 
May p. 3. 

Sea lanes to N. Y. Harbor and Delaware Bay recom- 
mended; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

Transferred from Treasury to new Transportation 
Department; Jan. p. 19. 

USSR cancels Alaska meeting with U. S.; June p. 31. 

"COBB, JOHN N," 
Anchovy, explores for; Jan. p. 13, July p. 25. 
Saury explorations, completes; Oct. p. 24. 
Hake: 
schools, finds no large; Jan. p. 13. 

studies abundance and distribution; July p. 25, 

Oct. p. 24. 

COD 
Denmark, are scarce in North Sea; Apr. 

p. 45. 

Greenland concerned over low prices for; May 

p. 42. 
Iceland acts to assist fishing fleet; Dec. p. 56. 
Marketing problems, Greenland and Denmark have; 

Apr. p. 44, 

COD 

Norway scientists predict decline in stocks; 
Mar. p. 27. 

Recipe, curry; Feb. p. 13. 
Salt fish still highly favored; July p. 7. 
United Kingdom, blockade on foreign landings 

in; Oct. p. 65, Nov. p. 53. 

COLD-STORAGE 
Holdings of selected fishery products; Dec. p. 46. 

COLOMBIA 
Japanese to explore for shrimp off 
June p. 30, Oct. p. 59. 

Territorial sea: 

bill, debate resumes on 200-mile; Nov. p. 46. 
considers 200-mile; Apr. p. 37. 

coast; 

COLUMBIA RIVER 
Salmon: 
coho run sets record; Nov. p. 6. 

migration delayed by high temperatures; Dec. p. 17. 
Trawl methods studied near by M/V "Com- 
mando"; Aug.-Sept. p. 29. 

"COMMANDO" 
Columbia River, 
Aug.-Sept. p. 29. 

studies trawl methods near; 

COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF (also see COAST 
AND GEODETIC SURVEY; ECONOMIC DEVELOP- 
MENT ADMINISTRATION: ENVIRONMENTAL SCI- 
ENCES SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; and SMALL 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION) 
Fair packaging and labeling act, publishes 
proposed procedures under; July p. 31. 

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, BUREAU OF (also see 
INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF THE; and SPORT 
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, BUREAU OF) 
Air shipping fresh fish, expand markets by; 
Nov. p. 28. rai 

"Albatross IV" and Soviet vessel (''Albatros'') conduct 
joint fishery research in Atlantic Ocean; Oct. p. 46. 

Anadromous fisheries projects, $4 million made 
available for; Oct. p. 44. 

Arkansas, aids in harvesting catfish; May 
Da lise 

Boothbay (Maine) lab aids teaching of biology; Dec. 
pais 

California, La Jolla studies long-line fishery for 
broadbill swordfish; Dec. p. 29. 

Director H. E, Crowther: 
reports striking technologic gains and other 
highlights in 1966; Feb. p. 4. 

says world fishing is interdependent, complex, and 
changing; Aug.-Sept. p. 4. 

urges resurgence of U.S, fisheries; Dec. p. 4. 

Dr. Longhurst named head of La Jolla Center; Nov. 
p. 28. 

Expert (Roger E. Green) loaned to International Bank 
for Ecuadorean study; Dec. p. 27. 

Federal Fisheries Loan Fund, report on; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 36. 

Fluke, tagged, offers reward for; Feb. p. 27. 
Food irradiator becomes international training 
facility; Oct. p. 51. 



COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, BUREAU OF (cont.) 
Gulf States Fisheries Commission, will direct 

2 films for; Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 
Hake, Pacific, Seattle lab finds fewer parasites in; 

Oct. p. 43. 
Interior Department loan programs to aid Browns- 

ville (Texas) shrimp fleet battered by Hurricane 
Beulah; Oct. p. 2. 

Jellyfish, regulations proposed for granting U. S. 
funds to control; July p. 31. 

Juneau (Alaska) uses camera as deep-water re- 

search tool; Dec. p. 30. 
Marine biologist, former director of Cuba's Fish- 
eries Research Center, joins ; June p. 30. 

"Miller Freeman" joins fleet; Oct. p. IV. 
Oceanographic data acquired®by Stanford (Calif.) 
Biological Lab during successful year; Oct. p.42. 

"Outdoor Fish Cookery" materials prepared by 
for government-industry campaign; July 

p. 30. 
Oysters: 
disease, Oxford (Md.) lab studies; Oct. p. 40. 
mutation, scientists at Milford Lab (Conn.) 
study; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

Protein pilot plant, fish, U. S. seeks contractor for; 
June p. 1. 

Research craft, FAO- technical conference on; 

July p. 34. 
Sanitation workshops to aid industry; Feb. p. 26, 
June p. 17. 

Scientists complete two-year bottom temperature 
record off Cape Cod; Oct. p. 40. 

Seismic profiling 'sparkers'' (Biological Labora- 
tory, Woods Hole, Mass.), fish not affected by; 
Oct. p. 42. 

Tuna: 
resources lab helps albacore industry; Dec. p. 32. 
scientists find rare near Hawaii; Apr, p. 26. 
skipjack, Honolulu biological lab aids industry; 
Oct. p. 33, Dec. p. 18. 

yellowfin, announces new regulations; July 
p. 31. 

Vessel mortgage insurance program, 
activates; Apr. p. 24. 

LTe= 

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES RESEARCH AND DEVEL- 
OPMENT ACT 
Interior allocates $4.1 million to states for com- 

mercial fisheries study; Aug.-Sept. p. 8. 
United States funds aid Puerto Rican fisheries de- 
velopment; Oct. p. 10. 

CONDUCT OF FISHING OPERATIONS IN THE NORTH 
ATLANTIC CONVENTION 
Convention drafted; May p. 29. 

CONGO 
Production, fish, continues decline; May p. 55. 

CONTAINER 
Carton, new type lined, to transport fishery prod- 
ucts; Apr. p. 9. 

CONTINENTAL SHELF 
Interior Department agencies to cooperate in pro- 
tecting marine life on ; Nov. p. 31. 

Korea, South, studies claim to her saOcterpaitios 

Soviet underwater laboratory craft to study re- 
sources; Jan. p. 31. 

CORONARY (ANTI) 
Diet, fish, reduces incidence of heart attacks; Jan. 
Detos 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS (see ARMY, DEPARTMENT 
OF THE) 

COSMONAUTS 

Seaweeds as food for , USSR studies; Jan. p. 32. 

COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL NONTHEATRICAL 
EVENTS 

BCF films in "Oscar" test; May p. 26. 

CRAB(S) 
Alaska (Sand Point, Shumagin Island), packing com- 
pany, joint Japanese-U. 8., slated in; Oct. p. 54. 

Blue: 
mortalities investigated in South Atlantic area of 
South Carolina and Georgia; July p. 30. 

recipe - chef's salad Chesapeake; Feb. p. 13. 
California, population is healthy in north; Jan.p. 10. 
Dungeness, Oregon: 
good outlook in; Jan. p. 12. 
legal size limit modified; Dec. p. 22. 

Japan, canned sales decline in 1966; Jan. 
p. 38. 

King: 
agreement, U. S. and Japan renew; Jan. p. 22, June 
p. 22, 

Alaska: 
Kodiak catch declines; Apr. p. 18. 
landings: 
down 22 percent in first 9 months of 1967; Dec. 

p. 22. 
1966 set record; Mar. p. 7. 

vessel stability tests: 
fishermen oppose high cost of; Dec. p. 22. 
must pass before underwriters will renew in- 
surance; Nov. p. 14. 

Bering Sea, eastern, U. S. and USSR agree on fish- 
ing pact; Mar. p. 12. 

Bristol Bay fishing in 1966 ends successfully; Jan. 
p. 36. 

canned, United States stocks, Sept. 1967; Oct. p. 11. 
gear limitation, fishing, urged by Alaska's Gover- 
nor; Mar. p. 7. 

Soviets landed 2.6 million in eastern Bering Sea; 

Apr. p. 39. 
waste, a pollutant, becomes salable fish meal; 

Feb. p. 25. 

Method of preparing and freezing, new; Jan. p. 6. 
Tanner, Japanese company (Taiyo) fishing in Bering 
Sea; June p. 45, Aug.-Sept. p. 52, Oct. p. 73. 

CRAYFISH 
Description and their habits; July p. 60. 

"CROMWELL, TOWNSEND" 
Bottom trawling in Hawaiian area, BCF (Honolulu) 
attempts; Nov. p. 26. 

Relation between birds, surface schools, sonar 

targets, studies; Feb. p. 19. 

Skipjack, juvenile, studies; Dec. p. 24. 
Sonar studies of pelagic fish; Jan. p. 15. 
Trawl, midwater, tested successfully; July p. 23. 

CROWTHER, HAROLD E, 
Named as Director of BCF; May p. 27. 
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CROWTHER, HAROLD E, (cont.) 
Technologic gains in 1966 and other highlights, BCF 
head reports; Feb. p. 4. 

U.S, fisheries, urges resurgence of; Dec. 
p. 4. 

CUBA 
Argentina, fishes off; Apr. p. 36, May p. 37. 

Catch, planned 1967, is achieved in mid-July; Oct. 

p. 56. 
Expansion, fisheries, is pushed vigorously; July 

p. 42. 
Fleet increases; Aug.-Sept. p. 44. 
Fresh-water commercial fishing, bans pri- 
vate; Aug.-Sept. p. 44. 

Louisiana, vessels fish in the Gulf off; Oct. 

p. 20. 
Marine biologist (Dr. Isabel C. Canet) former di- 
rector of Fisheries Research Center, joins 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries; June p. 30, 

Mexico seizes vessels; Apr. p. 36. 
Territorial waters, Argentina's 200-mile, 

will not recognize; Mar. p. 19. 
Tuna, fishes in eastern Pacific Ocean for; 

Oct. p. 57. 
Vessels, fishing, and USSR agree on servic- 
ing of Soviet; Apr. p. 36. 

CUSTOMS, BUREAU OF 
USSR not dumping fishery products, deter- 
mines; Apr. p. 31. 

DAMAGE 
Seashore blamed for fish decline; Jan. p. 5. 

DATA PROCESSING 
Pacific, Tropical, she casts her net across the; 
Apr. p. 27. 

"DAVIDSON" 
Commissioned; Apr. p. 14. 
Sea bottom's ability to support structures, U. 5S. 
tests; Nov. p. 9. 

DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF 
Defense Personnel Support Center, fresh and fro- 
zen fishery product purchases; Feb. p. 11. 

Fish purchases, military, advises on; Jan. 
p. 18. 

"DELAWARE" 
Clam beds off Massachusetts, finds more; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 24. 
Continental shelf slope, explores; Feb. p. 22, 

Apr. p. 26. 
Fish-handling equipment, tests; Nov. p. 24. 
Herring trawl, Dutch, studies; Jan. p. 14. 
Offshore herring and lobsters, samples; Oct. 

p. 34, Nov. p. 25. 
Surf clam survey, deck equipment layout on 3 
Oct. p. 87. 

Tuna, yellowfin, locates; May p. 17. 

DENMARK 
Bank loans, Government, rose in fiscal years 

1965-66; Mar. p. 25. 
Catch, 1966, reached 1965 level; Apr. p. 44. 
Cod: 
marketing problems, Greenland and have; 

Apr. p. 44. 
scarce in North Sea; Apr. p. 45. 

DENMARK 
Date marking of preserved fish required; Mar. p. 26. 
EEC, faces obstacles to joining; Dec. p. 39. 
Exports: 

fishery products to U.S, rose considerably in 1966; 
June p. 33. 

groundfish fillets and trout decline in 1967; Aug. - 
Sept. p. 46. 

1966 were below 1965's record; Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 
Fisheries research annual report, 1966, issued; 

Decsperoille 
Fishing claims of Belgium and Norway, acts 
on traditional; Dec. p. 39. VEGee 

Fish meal, solvent process can produce high-quality; 
Mar. p. 26. 

Greenland, Norway and ratify agreement on 
fishing off; Oct. p. 49. 

ICES holds 54th annual meeting in Copenhagen; Jan. 
p. 20. 

Landings: 
rights, mutual, and Norway study; May p. 28. 
rise 12 percent in first-half 1967; Nov. p. 51. 

Marine fish farming, Dane attempts; Nov. p. 52. 
Mothership operation, fishermen may use; Nov. p. 52. 
Oyster, best season in years; Nov. p. 52. 

Port, new, opens; Nov. p. 51. 
Process, new, recovers oil, protein from filleting 
waste water; Jan. p. 33. 

Purse-seine methods, European, spread to 
and West Germany; Apr. p. 39. 

Salmon fishing, fishermen are returning to 
North Norway for; Oct. p. 62. 

Seals, fur, prices decline at auction; Julyp. 50. 
Shrimp products, red, conference considers new; 
Apr. p. 45. 

Soviet trawler: 
freezer, shipyard completes 38th; July p. 50. 
stern, sinks off ; Apr. p. 42. 

Trawler, steel side, largest, being built; Oct. p. 62. 
Vessels, steel, are galvanized; Nov. p. 52. 
West Germany's traditional fishing rights in Danish 
waters, recognizes; Nov. p. 38. 

DIET 

Fish reduces incidence of heart attacks; Jan. p. 5. 
Nutrition, fish; Mar. p. 55. 

DI LUZIO, FRANK 
Pollution, calls a local challenge; Dec. p. 17. 

DIRECTORY 
British fishing vessels and suppliers published; 

Apr. p. 47. 

"DISCOVERER" 
Gulf of Maine seabed studied; Oct. p. 13. 
Underwater mountain, conducted oceanograph- 

ic expedition to investigate; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

DOG FOOD 
Proposed guides for industry published; Oct. 

p. 45. 

DRIFT BOTTLES . 
Sea surface research, used by R/V ''Undaunted 

in; Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 

EARNINGS, FISHERIES 
Ireland aims to double by 1970; Mar. p. 27. 



EAST-BLOC COUNTRIES 
Norway fishery exports to dropped 20%; June 

p. 32. 

EASTROPAC (EASTERN TROPICAL PACIFIC OCEAN) 
Complete first cruises (scientists and ships of U. S., 
Mexico, Chile, and Peru) in study of ; Nov. p. 34. 

EAST EUROPEAN FISHERIES AGREEMENT 
Romania joins; June p. 38. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (EDA) 
Alaska: 
finances freezing plant and dock for Yakutat; Oct. 

p. 20. 
funds to aid Dillingham; Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 

Clam flats, project could aid coastal; Mar. p. 11. 
Gloucester fishing industry study, approves; 
Jan. p. 18. 

Oyster culture study, 
Bay; June p. 10. 

Reduction process, study of fish, approved; Mar. 
Delile. 

Washington: 
Pacific hake fishery funds; Mar. p. 11, June p. 11. 
plant, fish protein, helps fund; May p. 15. 

aids in lower Chesapeake 

ECUADOR 
Canadian tuna firm interested in 
plant; Nov. p. 41. 

Development law, fishery, proposed; Dec. p. 49. 
Export: 
duties and foreign fishing fees, 

p. 58. 
fishery, dropped in 1966; Nov. p. 44. 

Fishery developments, March-June 1967; Oct. p.58. 
Green, Roger E., loaned to International Bank for 

study; Dec. p. 27. 
Industry grows, fishing; Mar. p. 20. 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, 
will withdraw from; Oct. p. 51. 

Japan: 
helps develop fisheries in ; Mar. p. 34. 
tuna vessel, seizes; Apr. p. 37. 

License, fishing, issues temporary to U. S.: 
Mar. p. 20. 

Production, fishery, dropped in 1966; Nov. p. 44. 

freezing 

raises; Oct. 

EDIBLE FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Marketing; Feb. p. 8, Aug.-Sept. p. 8, Nov. p. 6. 

ELECTRONIC FISHING 
University of Michigan studies ; Nov. p. 7. 

EL SALVADOR 
Data center opened and licenses issued; Oct. p. 59. 
Industry, fishing, United Nations team surveys; June 

p. 30. 
Shrimp: 
landings, 1966, were record; April p. 38. 
No. 1 commercial fishery; Jan. p. 28. 

EMPLOYMENT 
FAO needs fishery technician; July p. 62. 
Stanford Oceanographic Expedition offers 8 
Nov. p. 10. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINIS- 
TRATION 
Atlantic Coast, maps, new, depict 400-mile stretch 

of seabed off; May p. 6. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINIS- 
TRATION 
Charts, nautical, growth of boating increases need 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 14. 

Coast pilot, new, published for Gulf of Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, and Virgin Islands by ; Dec. p. 14. 

"Discoverer", research ship, commissioned; May 
p. 5. 

Long Island Sound, most detailed survey is underway; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 12. 

Marine forecasts to be expanded; Apr. p. 11. 
Mississippi Sound, conducting hydrographic 
survey of; Dec. p. 15. 

Pamphlet lists distances between 700 U. S. ports; 
Dec. p. 13. 

Seabed off California, 
Oct. p. 12, Dec. p. 13. 

Sea bottom's ability to support structures, U. S. 
tests; Nov. p. 9. 

Soviet scientists joins ''Oceanographer;"' June p. 3. 
Underwater mountain, oceanographic expedition in- 
vestigates; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

printed new map of; 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
Cold-storage plant, new built near Santa Isabel, 
Fernando Poo; Dec. p. 66. 

EQUIPMENT NOTES 
No. 20--A clam measuring board; Apr. p. 65. 
No. 21--Sleeve for clam jetting hose connection; 
Apr. p. 67. 

No. 22--Deck Equipment Layout on M/V "Delaware" 
for Surf Clam Survey; Oct. p. 87. 

ESTUARIES 
Conflict over the Atlantic Oct. ps 3,,Decsp.21. 

EUROPE 
Canada fisheries trade mission visits eastern 8 

May p. 32. 
Italy liberalizes fishery imports from USSR and 
East 3; Oct. p. 64. 

Purse-seine methods spread to Denmark and West 

Germany; Apr. p. 39. 

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC) 
Iceland and West Germany protest 
policy; Nov. p. 38. 

Policy, fisheries, bars discrimination; Dec. p. 39. 
Scandinavia faces obstacles to joining; Dec. p. 39. 

Tuna import quota for Italy, duty-free, ap- 
proves 30,000-ton; Mar. p. 28. 

United Kingdom, European Economic Commission 
reports on membership in ; Nov. p. 53. 

fisheries 

EUROPEAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION (EFTA) 
Trade in fish and other marine products, 
may liberalize among its member nations; Oct. 

p. 50. 

EUTROPHICATION 
Interior task force to investigate 
Oct. p. 44. 

International Symposium held in Wisconsin (Madison); 

July p. 39. 

of lakes; 

EVISCERATOR 
Gloucester (Mass.) lab designs TOctsipeitse 
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EXHIBIT(S) 
Soviets fishery products at EXPO-67 in 
Montreal (Canada); Oct. p. 61. 

United Kingdom, world fishing opens in June; 
May p. 42. 

EXPORTS 
Argentina has new tax law; May p. 37. 
Australia: 
fishery are up; Nov. p. 67. 
lobster, spiny, tails decline; Nov. p. 67. 
report on fishery and imports, June-Dec. 
1966; July p. 59. 

shrimp rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
Canada: 
British Columbia changes salmon regula- 
tions; Nov. p. 41. 

report proposes fresh-water fish be con- 
trolled; Jan. p. 24. 

Denmark: 
fishery products to U. S, rose considerably in 
1966; June p. 33. 

groundfish fillets and trout 
Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 

1966 were below 1965's record; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 45. 

Eduador: 
dropped in 1966; Nov. p. 44. 
fishing industry grows; Mar. p. 20. 

Fish meal from FEO countries, Jan.-Sept. 
1966-67; Dec. p. 40. 

Iceland: 
fishery products decline; Nov. p. 56. 

decline in 1967; 

reports fishery landings, uses and ; July 
p. 50. 

India, fishery crisis approaches; Nov. p. 66. 
Japan: 

Alaska fishery increasing; Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 
Canned fishery products, article discusses 1967 
outlook of; June p. 40. 

crab, canned, sales decline in 1966; Jan. p. 38. 
mackerel: 
and sardines, canned, consigned to sales com- 
pany for ; Oct. p. 70. 

jack, canned, rose January- August 1967; Dec. 
p. 64, 

products, fishery; May p. 46, June p. 39, Oct. p. 66, 
salmon: 

pink, canned prices are unchanged in June 1967; 
Oct. p. 70. 

prices, new canned, effective through September 
1968; Dec. p. 63. 

tuna: 
albacore: 
prices rise to the U. S.; Oct. p. 66. 
slow , but good fishing; Oct. p. 67. 

canned: 
packers set BY 1967 rules; May p. 45. 
prices may rise; Nov. p. 64. 

canned-in-brine, prices rise for October; Nov. 
p. 64, 

frozen: 
decline sharply in April-September 1967; Dec. 

p. 60. 
prices; 

declining; Apr, p. 50, May p. 47, June p. 42. 
rise in August 1967; Nov. p. 63. 

quotas set for BY 1967; Mar. p. 30, 
U. S. pick up; Dec. p. 60. 

EXPORTS 
Japan: 

tuna: 
government approves 
bases; June p. 42. 

transshipment by portable-boat-carrying mother- 
ships permitted; Jan. p. 36. 

validations for canned-in-oil, April-July 1967; 
Oct. p. 67. 

Malaysia, Sabah State's shrimp landings and 
rise in 1966; Oct. p. 78. Seamed 

Norway: 
East-Bloc countries, fishery 
June p. 32. 

record in 1966; Mar, p. 27. 
trends; July p. 46, Nov. p. 57, Dec. p. 55. 
value up 14% in first half 1967; Dec. p. 55. 
vessels to Iceland, 13 deep-sea; Nov. p. 59. 

Pakistan shrimp to U. S, increased 25% in 
1966; Oct. p. 78. 

Peru: 
fish meal: 
industry situation; Mar. p. 22. 

quotas for overseas 

to, dropped 20%; 

quarterly quota set; May p. 33. 
Poland to canned lampreys; Mar. p. 28. 
Portuguese canned fish declined 9% in 1966; 
June p. 37, 

Promotion program gains overseas markets; June 
p. 18. 

Salmon, canned, new, Japanese prices effective 
through September 1968; Dec. p. 63. 

Taiwan: 
algae products to Japan; Apr. p. 53. 
tuna: 
sales system, producers may establish joint; 
Jan. p. 40. 

tripled in 1966; Oct. p. 77. 
U. S. buys over half fishery products; Jan. p. 39. 

Trawlers, shrimp, Texas yard builds for . 
Aug. -Sept. p. 10: 

U. S. fishery products rose 22%; May p. 3. 
World fish oil output and set record in 1966; 

Oct. p. 53. Cues 

EXPOSITION, FISHERIES 
Massachusetts: 
Boston holds commercial ssOcts pris. 
Commercial fishing has world role, says Interior 
Under Secretary Black; Nov. p. 2 

Weiss , first, aims to aid industry; Mar. p. 3. 

FAIR PACKAGING AND LABELING ACT 
Commerce Dept. publishes proposed procedures 
under ; July p. 31. 

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION 
Rural loan program includes fisheries; June p. 21. 

FEDERAL FISHERIES LOAN FUND 
BCF report on ; Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 

FEDERAL PURCHASES OF FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Defense bought more fishery products in October- 
November 1966; Feb. p. 11. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Proposed guides for dog and cat food industry pub- 
lished; Oct. p. 45. 



FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMIN- 
ISTRATION (FWPCA) 
New Jersey adopts water pollution control plan; 
Nov. p. 16. 

Pollution, 
May p. 14. 

asks Penobscot Bay area to cut; 

FIJI ISLANDS 
Leaflet discusses 1967 fishing industry; May p. 51. 
Tuna base contracts Taiwan and ROK vessels; Jan. 

p. 41. 

FILLETING MACHINE 
Sweden, new machine automatically feeds herring 

to 5 Decs p. 06: 

FILMS 
BCF in "Oscar" test; May p. 26. 
Gulf States Fisheries Commission, BCF will direct 

2 for; Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 

FINFISH 
Incidental catches of in sea scallop dredges 
on Georges Bank; July p. 63. 

FINS 
Some fish "taste" with their 5) Mar. ps Lits 

FISH ACOUSTICS 
Do fish hear; Nov. p. 5. 

FISH BLOCKS 
Imports, 1966, of frozen 

p. 3. 
Japan produces 

declined 3%; Mar. 

for U. S.; Mar. p. 32. 

FISH BREEDING 
Japan, Inland Sea coast project; Apr. p. 53. 

FISH COOKERY 
BCF materials for "Outdoor " prepared for 
government-industry campaign; July p. 30. 

FISH CULTURISTS 
Korea, South, train at Oregon (Sandy River) 
Fish Commission hatchery; Nov. p. 16. 

FISHERIES CENTER 
Southeast Asian 
Pontse 

planned in Singapore; Oct. 

FISHERIES CONSUMPTION 
Canada, fisheries council urged to help boost 
June p. 27. 

Herring food products, Scandinavia seeks greater 
of; Jane p.is2e 

Japan: 
importer of fish, becomes big; Apr. p. 49. 
per-capita of fish and shellfish rose in 

1965; Apr. p. 49. 
Scallop, sea, U. S. supplies drop, prices rise; Oct. 

p. 9. 

FISHERIES LABORATORY 
Canada plans west coast marine research center; 

Apr. p. 34. 

FISHERIES LOAN FUND 
Mortgage Insurance, vessel, BCF reactivates 

program; Apr. p. 24. 
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FISHERIES TRADE FAIRS 
BCF to sell fishery products retail at; May p. 26. 
Germany (Cologne), U. S. fishery products will be 
shown at; July p. 29. 

International Food abroad star fish; Apr. p. 28. 

Scallops, calico, sell; Mar. p. 10. 
USSR plans 1968 international ; Mar. p. 15. 
U. S. overseas shows will display fishery products; 
Nov. p. 28. 

FISHERIES TRAINING 
South Africa Republic conducts 
Zanzibar students complete 
Apr. p. 56. 

; Apr. p. 56. 
in East Germany; 

FISHERMEN 
Canada, manpower survey of deepsea fishery off 
Atlantic coast; May p. 31. 

Norway government plans to aid; Dec. p. 55. 
Skills of , Alaska upgrades; Jan. p. 10. 

FISHERY AGREEMENT 
Crab, king, U. S. and Japan renew; Jan. p. 22, June 

Pe22s 

FISHERY COOPERATIVES 
United States, over 100 in; Feb. p. 12. 

FISH FARMING 
Denmark attempts marine ; Nov. p. 52. 
Farm ponds, an evaluation of sampling traps in; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 67. 

Groundfish, marine 
project; Jan. p. 35. 

Ireland, tests marine 

of, will be long-range 

; Nov. p. 53. 

FISH FOOD 
Zooplankton as 

Pe ei 

developed in ice cubes; May 

FISH-HANDLING EQUIPMENT 

"Delaware'' tests; Nov. p. 24. 

FISHING FLEET IMPROVEMENT ACT 
Vessel loan program, pause in a; June p. 17. 

FISHING LIMITS 
Argentina's 200-mile maritime jurisdiction; Mar. 

p. 18, 
Australia will claim 12-mile fisheries rights; May 

p. 51. 
Boundaries (in Skagerrak Sea), fishing, negotiated 
between Norway and Sweden; June p. 23. 

Brazil extends to 12 miles; Jan. p. 29. 
Canadian baselines, new, established for 

p. 44. 
Denmark: 
acts on traditional fishing claims of Belgium and 
Norway; Dec. p. 39. 

recognizes West Germany's traditional fishing 
rights in Danish waters; Nov. p. 38. 

Fishing negotiations, U. S.-Honduran begin; July 
p. 34. 

France extends to 12 miles; Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 
Iceland bans trawling within 12 miles; Apr. p. 46. 
Ivory Coast extends; Dec. p. 66. 
Japan: 
New Zealand and, agree on 12-mile 

p. 23, July p. 36. 

3; Dec. 

; June 
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FISHING LIMITS (cont.) 

Japan (cont.): 
opens talks with Mexico on 12-mile 3; Dec. 

p. 38. 
Mexico's 12-mile fisheries jurisdiction; Jan. p. 29, 
Mar. p. 19. 

New Zealand offers phase out to Japan on fishing in 
12-mile zone; May p. 52. 

Portugal establishes 12-mile; Nov. p. 55. 
Spain's 12-mile ; Apr. p. 47, June p. 23, Aug.- 
Septupn 4641) Mana 

FISH MEAL 
Australia's interest in 

p. 40. 
Canada: 
herring: 
output declines on west coast; May p. 31. 
plant on east coast; Jan. p. 24, Mar. p. 17, June 

p. 26. 
report on trade in; Nov. p. 42. 

Chile: 
firms integrate; Jan. p. 29. 

production; Mar. p. 19, June p. 29. 
Crab waste, king, a pollutant, becomes salable 

3; Feb. p. 25. 
Denmark, solvent process can produce high-quality 

; Mar. p. 26. 
Exporting countries consider regional quotas; Apr. 

p. 33. 
FEO: 
output up slightly in January-June 1967; Oct. p. 52. 
production and exports; Jan. p. 22, May p. 29, Dec. 

p. 40. 
Futures market opens in London; June p. 35. 
IAF MM holds seventh annual conference in Bergen, 
Norway; Nov. p. 39. 

Imports of and scrap rose 50%; Jan. p. 3. 
Ireland, $1.1 million plant to be built; Nov. p. 53. 
Japan: 
government approved investment in Peruvian plant; 
May p. 48. 

increases imports; Jan. p. 37. 
production by new plant is 1,000 tons; Mar. p. 33. 

Menhaden industry tests Gulf's bottomfish potential; 

Mar. p. 2. 
Mexico's firm makes shipboard plants; Mar. p. 19. 
New York produce exchange, futures trading 
begins on; Mar. p. 2. 

New Zealand plants planned; Mar, p. 36. 
Norway, production first half of 1967 sets records; 

production rises; Jan. 

Oct. p. 62. 
Panama's 1966 report on; June p. 29. 
Peru: 
abandons quota system; June p. 29. 
export quotas of 
4 groups will sell 
industry: 

in crisis; Mar. p. 22, Aug.-Sept. p. 42, Nov. p.45. 
report on; June p. 28, Dec. p. 50. 

owns 2/3 of her plants completely; June 

p. 29. 
President meets with 
reports on; Jan. p. 27. 

Plants: 
shipboard, Mexican firms make; Nov. p. 43. 
small packaged-type made by Calif. firm; Oct. 
p. 10. 

Poland, production and imports, 1966 report on; 

June p. 37. 

, sets quarterly; May p. 33. 
; Apr. p. 37. 

producers; May p. 33. 

FISH MEAL 
South Africa: 
dry offloading reduces effluent at 

p. 42. 
factoryships planned, more; June p. 47. 
prices drop in early 1967 for and oil; Oct. 

p. 79. 
prospects for 1967 fishing bright; May p. 54. 

South-West Africa: 
output, 1966; May p. 54, 
prices drop in early 1967 for 

p. 79. 
supply; Jan. p. 2, Feb. p. 11, Aug.-Sept. p. 9. 
United States production, monthly and cumulative 
data; Jan. p. 2, Feb. p. 11, Nov. p. 6, 

Venezuela, sardines, whole, may not be used for 
; Mar. p. 21. 

World: 
production; Jan. p. 22, Apr. p. 33, July p. 35, Aug.- 
Sept. p. 38, Nov. p. 39. 

trade increased in 1966; Oct. p. 52. 

plants; Jan. 

and oil; Oct. 

FISH MEAL EXPORTERS ORGANIZATION 
Fish meal exports from selected countries; Oct. 

p. 52, Nov. p. 39, Dec. p. 40. 
Production and exports; Jan. p. 22, May p. 29. 

FISH OIL(S) 
Canadian report on trade in; Nov. p. 42. 
Chilean production is up; Mar. p. 19. 
Denmark, process, new, recovers » protein 

from filleting waste water; Jan. p. 33. 
Marine , world trade and output; Nov. p. 40. 
Norway: 
production: 
first half of 1967 sets records; Oct. p. 62. 
up in 1966; June p. 32. 

Peru reports on; Jan. p. 27. 
South Africa: 
prices drop in early 1967 for fish meal and g 

Oct. p. 79. a 
prospects for 1967 fishing bright; May p. 54. 

South-West Africa: 
output, 1966; May p. 54. 
prices drop in early 1967 for fish meal and 
Octave. 

yield drops; July p. 61. 
United States production; Jan. p. 2, Nov. p. 6. 
World: 
output and export set record in 1966; Oct. p. 53. 
production forecast, decline in 1967; Mar. p. 14. 

FISHPONDS 
Philippines to expand industry; Mar. p. 35. 

FISH PORTIONS 
United States production; May p. 3. 

FISH POSTURES 
Soviet research shows 
munication; June p. 31. 

are means of com- 

FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE 
Canada: 
holds conference on; Oct. p. 55. 
experts confer on; Nov. p. 41. 

EDA helps fund plant in Washington; Mayp.15. 
Interior will step up program; Feb. p. 1. 
Norwegian interest grows; June p. 33. 



FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE (cont.) 
Swedish firm may test-market 

p. 63. 
U.S. pilot plant in the Pacific northwest; Apr. 
p. 9, June p. 1. 

in Mexico; Oct. 

FISH SCRAP 
Imports of fish meal and rose 50%; Jan. p. 3. 

FISH SOLUBLES 
Supply fell in first 5 months, fish meal rose; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 9. 

United States: 
imports, monthly and cumulative data; Jan. p. 2, 
Feb. p. 11. 

production; Jan. p. 2, Feb. p. 11, May p. 3, Nov. 
p. 6. 

FLATFISH 
Ireland tests rearing under artificial conditions; 
Nov. p. 53. 

FLORIDA 
Denial of dredge-and-fill permit by Corps of En- 
gineers is contested; July p. 32. 

Everglades! water needs, scientists can predict; 

Jan. p. 11. 
Scallops, "Oregon" dredges off; Oct. p. 31, Nov. 
p. 22, Dec. p. 27. 

Sponge industry of Tarpon Springs; Oct. p. 82. 
Undersea surveys off , 'Aluminaut" conducts; 
Mar. p. 5. 

Vice President Humphrey visits Miami laboratory; 
Jan. p. 6. 

FLUKE 
Tagged, BCF offers reward for; Feb. p. 27. 

FLUORESCENT GRIT 
Salmon, juvenile, marked in Alaska with 5 

Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION (FAO) 
African Continental Shelf fisheries symposium is 
rescheduled; Oct. p. 50. 

Caribbean Fishery Development Project: 
catch of trawler sold in Barbados; Nov. 

p. 36. 
cruise report no. 1 issued; May p. 28. 
fifteen countries aided by; Apr. p. 32. 
training cruise conducted; June p. 22. 

Council holds 47th session; Jan. p. 20. 
Director General (A. H. Boerma of Holland), new, 

elected; Dec. p. 43. 
Fishery technician, needs; July p. 62. 
Fish-freezing conference emphasizes quality; Dec. 

p. 43. 
Indian Ocean Commission, 
mends new; Oct. p. 51. 

Marine food resources, Indo-Pacific Fisheries 

Council seeks to improve; Jan. p. 20. 
Poland- cooperation in fisheries; July p. 35. 
Research craft, BCF and schedule confer- 
ence on; July p. 34. 

Seminar held aboard Soviet vessel 'Akademik 
Knipovich"; Oct. p. 51. 

USSR and arrange study tours; July p. 39. 
United States contributes to for fishery aid 
to South Vietnam; July p. 58. 

World fish catch, 1966, reports; Dec. p. 41. 

council recom - 
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FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
Blackfin, canned tuna now includes; Mar. p. 11. 
Package labeling, will require more precise; 
Apr. p. 31. 

Sanitation workshops; Feb. p. 26, June p. 17. 

FOREIGN TRADE, U. S. (see EXPORTS, IMPORTS) 

FOSSIL 
Oyster found on Continental Shelf (Chinco- 
teague, Va.); Feb. p. 14. 

Sea floor movements, sea indicate; Feb. p. 28. 

FRANCE 
BCF participation in Paris Fair is success; Jan. p. 17. 
Fishing limits extended to 12 miles; Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 
Frozen foods, requires date marking of; Oct. 

p. 65. 
Imports more fishery products; Oct. p. 65. 
Ireland gets US$14 million credit to expand 

fishing fleet; Oct. p. 64. 

Tuna: 
industry, 1966; Dec. p. 52. 

landings are good in August 1967; Dec. p. 52. 

"FREEMAN, MILLER" 
BCF fleet, joins; Oct. p. IV. 

FREEZING 
FAO fish- conference emphasizes quality; Dec. 
p. 43. 

Mexico seafood plant opens at Ciudad Juarez, 
Chihuahua; May p. 34. 

FRESH FISH 
Canada tests new method for transporting g 
Dec. p. 45. 

FRESH WATER 
USSR improves 
Sept. p. 45. 

supplies for fishing fleet; Aug.- 

FROZEN FISH 
Greek landings increased in 1966; Mar. p. 28. 
Soviets seek Brazilian market; Mar. p. 22. 

United Kingdom imports from South Africa; 
Dec. p. 52. 

FROZEN FOODS 
France requires date marking of; Oct. p. 65. 

FUTURES MARKET 
Fish meal opens in London; June p. 35. 

GALTSOFF, PAUL S., DR. 
Award for book on oysters, receives; Jan. p.17. 

GAMMA RAYS 
Preservation of fish by use of ; June p. 56. 

GEAR 
Book, new, on modern deep-sea trawling : 

Dec. p. 41. pares 
Catfish harvesting and handling, "live car" im- 
proves; Dec. p. 33. 

Dredge: 
hydraulic surf clam, development of a submersible 
pumping system for a; June p. 50. 

sea scallop, incidental catches of finfish in, on 
Georges Bank; July p. 63. 
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GEAR (cont.) 
Japan: 
auto reel (device for mechanizing long-line setting 
and retrieving), more vessels are using; Nov. 
p: 62. 

mackerel fishermen fight over type of; Mar. p. 32. 
tuna: 
electric shocker for trolling 
Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 

long-line reel needs to be improved; June p. 43. 
pole-and-line fishing good; July p. 52. 
purse-seine fishery gains attention; Mar. p. 29. 

Lights and recorders used on cruise by R/V 
"George M. Bowers"; Aug.-Sept. p. 23. 

Limitation urged by Alaska Governor for salmon 
and king crab industries; Mar. p. 7. 

Power blocks, new double-reeled, marketed in 
Sweden; Nov. p. 40. 

Purse seining, experimental, for tunas in Portu- 
guese West Africa; Feb. p. 62. 

Scottish seine-net fishing methods, Canada demon- 
strates; June p. 26, 

Seines, purse and lampara, potential studied by 
R/V "Kaho"; July p. 28. 

Shrimp separator, Gloucester Exploratory Fishing 
Base's prototype, shows merit; Feb. p. 26. 

Soviet advances in Pacific fisheries; Apr. p. 40. 
Swordfish, broadbill, La Jolla (Calif.) studies long- 
line fishery for; Dec. p. 29. 

Trawl: 
electrical field increases catch rates in Lake 
Michigan; Oct. p. 24. 

instrument package, BCF's Gloucester EF&GRB 
puts together; June p. 17. 

midwater, ''Cromwell" tests successfully; July 
Dewaoe 

, lab studies; 

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE 
(GATT) 
Kennedy Round wins thousands of tariff cuts; July 
Dewy 

Shrimp market, reports on; May p. 30. 

GENERAL FISHERIES COUNCIL FOR THE MED- 
ITERRANEAN (GFCM) 
Tuna group meets in Sicily; Nov. p. 37. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Continental Shelf: 
marine life, 

Dauol: 
Washington State and Alaska to be studied by 

; Aug.-Sept. p. 12. 

to cooperate in protecting; Nov. 

GEORGES BANK 
Poland's herring fishery expanded; Dec. p. 53. 
Romania fishes for herring off ; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 48, 

GEORGIA 
Blue crab mortality investigated in 
South Atlantic; July p. 30. 

area of 

GERMANY, EAST (GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUB- 
LIC) 
Landings, 1965, up only 3 percent; Jan. p. 34. 
Zanzibar students complete fisheries training in; 
Apr. p. 56. 

GERMANY, WEST (GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC) 
Denmark recognizes traditional fishing rights 

in Danish waters; Nov. p. 38. 
Expansion of fish off South-West Africa; Mar. p. 27. 
Factory trawlers, cuts back construction of; Oct. 

p. 64. 
Food fair, U. S, fishery products will be shown at 
Cologne; July p. 29. 

Gear conflict with Greenland fishermen increases; 
Apr. p. 33. 

Hake, south-east Atlantic, minimum trawl mesh 
recommended by and South Africa; Nov. p. 35. 

Iceland and protest EEC fisheries policy; Nov. 
Pp. 38: 

"Meteor" sails on Atlantic oceanographic cruise; 
Apr. p. 46. 

Purse-seine methods, European, spread to Denmark 
and SAD Leer ols 

Trawler-seiner, combination, is being built; Oct. 
p. 64, 

Tunisia (Mahdia) opens new fishing port with the aid 
of capital; Oct. p. 80. 

Vessel, research, $1 million, 
Nov. p. 43. 

to give Mexico; 

"GERONIMO" 
Cruise ''Delta I"; Feb. p. 15. 
Gulf of Mexico: 
late winter cruise; Oct. p. 35. 
sails entire; June p. 20. 

GHANA 
Industry, fishing, report on; July p. 61. 
Japanese resume technical aid; Apr. p. 55. 
Norway to manage fishing operation; Nov. 

Pp. 38% 

"GILBERT, CHARLES H," 
Completes 100th cruise; June p. 13. 
"Nehu" (anchovy), vessel and sled study behavior of; 
July p. 23. 

Swordfish, Hawaiian potential studied; July p. 25. 
Tuna, skipjack, seeks blood; Nov. p. 26. 

GREAT LAKES 
Alewife, task force offers plan toease problem; Oct. 

p. 44, 
Catch, commercial, is up but value drops in 1966; 

July p. 8. 
Fishery, commercial, declines in first half of 1967; 
Dec. p. 12. 

"Kaho" seeks more effective ways to catch 
fish; Nov. p. 21. 

Lake Erie's increasing pollution, scientists warn 
against; May p. 4. 

Lake Michigan, alewife fishery is active; July p. 10. 
Lake Ontario, ''Kaho'' catches many alewife, finds 
good trawling grounds in; Feb. p. 20. 

Lake Superior, sea lamprey control in 
94-97% effective; July p. 10. 

Salmon (chinook and coho) in 
leases 3 million; May p. 15. 

Vessel being built by Michigan for 
Mar. p. 7. 

may be 

» Michigan re- 

research; 

GREECE 
Atlantic catch is up 14%; Jan. p. 35. 
Catch, 1966, was up slightly; May p. 43. 
Fishing industry report for 1966; Aug.-Sept. p. 47. 



GREECE (cont.) 
Freezer fleet, Atlantic, increases; May p. 43. 

Landings, frozen fish, increased in 1966; Mar. p. 28. 

GREEN, ROGER E. 
Ecuadorean study, 
Bank for; Dec. p. 27. 

loaned to International 

GREENLAND 
"Adolph Jensen", new research vessel launched; 
Apr. p. 45. 

Agreement on fishing off 
mark ratify; Oct. p. 49. 

Cod: 
marketing problems, Denmark and 

Apr. p. 44. 
prices, low, concerned over; May p. 42. 

Gear conflict with German fishermen increases; 
Apr. p. 33. 

Norway may keep some fishing rights in p 
Mar. p. 14. 

Pelagic salmon fishery grows, West 
p. 62. 

Sealskins: 
prices, low, 

sale; Nov. p. 52. 
Soviets will expand fishing off Northern Canada and 

; Oct. p. 60. 

Stern trawler ordered from Norway; Apr. p. 45. 

» Norway and Den- 

have; 

Oct: 

concerned over; May p. 42. 

GREENLAND SEA 
Naval Oceanographic Office, U. S., study reveals 
new undersea features in the ; July p. 51. 

GROUNDFISH 
Danish exports of 
1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 

Iceland: 
catch drops, herring fishery expands; Jan. p. 32. 
industry faces problems; Mar. p. 27. 

Marine fish farming of will be long-range 
project; Jan. p. 35. 

New England banks, forecast fewer on; Feb. p. 7. 

GUATEMALA 
Fishing industry report for 1966; Aug.-Sept. p. 44. 
Shrimp, catching, is major part of fishing industry; 
May p. 37. 

GULF COAST 
Salt domes may have other uses; Feb. p. 12. 

GULF OF MAINE 
"Discoverer" (USC&GSS) conducted survey of 
seabed; Oct. p. 13. 

GULF OF MEXICO 
Aerial photos reveal surface schools in; Jan. p. 16. 
Bottomfish, menhaden industry tests potential; Mar. 

fillets and trout decline in 

p. 2. 
Clam and scallop explorations in the , history 

of; Jan. p. 47. 
Coast pilot, new, published for; Dec. p. 14. 

"Geronimo" sails entire ; June p. 20, Oct. p. 35. 
Industry plans to develop unused fish; Mar. p. 2. 
Mapping fish schools is promising; Aug.-Sept.p. 34. 
Oil rigs are shipping hazard says U. S. Coast Guard; 
May p. 3. 

Subtropical underwater of the eastern 
p. 46. 

Sun-dried-shrimp industry of the north central 
; Apr. p. 58. 

; Mar. 
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GULF STATES FISHERIES COMMISSION 
BCF will direct 2 films for ; Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 

GULF STREAM 
Studied from sea and air by 3 Government agencies; 
Jan. p. 8. 

HAKE 
"Cobb, John N."' studies abundance and distribution; 
Oct. p. 24. 

Fish protein concentrate program, Interior will step 
up; Feb. p.1. 

Japan: 
fish blocks produced for U. S.; Mar. p. 32. 
fishing off U. S. Pacific northwest; Nov. p. 64. 
Pacific , weather curtails fishing; Dec. p. 62. 

Pacific: 
Economic Development Administration funds as- 
sure fishery; Mar. p. 11, June p. 11. 

parasites, fewer, Seattle lab finds in; Oct. p. 43. 
'Universal'' trawl catches many; Aug.-Sept. p. 30. 

Schools, "Cobb" finds no large; Jan. p. 13. 
Surveys for and anchovy off Washington-Ore- 
gon coasts; July p. 25. 

Trawl mesh, minimum, recommended by West Ger- 
many (''Walther Herwig") and South Africa (''Afri- 
cana II") for south-east Atlantic ; Nov. p. 35. 

Washington: 
Pacific fishery starts well; July p. 20. 
Puget Sound fishery; Feb. p. 14, Apr. p. 20, June 

Pai. 

HALIBUT 
Recipe--hearty 
foods; Mar. p. 40. 

Regulations, 1967, International Pacific 
mission proposes; Mar. p. 12. 

, declare a dividend with sea- 

Com- 

HAWAIL 
Billfish, science backs up sport at contest at 8 
Aug.-Sept. p. 33. 

Bottom trawling in 
tempts; Nov. p. 26. 

"Cromwell" studies juvenile skipjack in 
ters; Dec. p. 24. 

"McArthur" inspect 
Nov. p. 9. 

Navigational field survey of Pacific Coast and 
scheduled; Mar. p. 6. 

Tuna: 
book indicates new resources; Apr. p. 19. 
fleet operations studied; Dec. p. 18. 
tagged off Mexico caught in ; Aug.-Sept. p. 32. 

area, BCF Honolulu at- 

wa- 

navigational facilities; 

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, DEPART- 
MENT OF (see FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRA- 
TION) 

HELICOPTER 
New Zealand, fishing by in; Jan. p. 26, 

HERRING 
Alaska: 
catch is lowest on record; Jan. p. 10. 
roe-on-kelp harvest is held; June p. 9. 

Below -surface lights, experiment shows 
attracted to; Dec. p. 31. 

Canada: 
bait prices raised in Newfoundland; June p. 26. 

more 
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HERRING (cont.) 
Canada (cont.): 
British Columbia reduction fishery closed; Dec. 
p. 44. 

"Guiding Star", Scottish seine vessel, tested in 
fishery; Jan. p. 25. 

meal: 
output declines on west coast in 1966/67; May 

p. 31. 
plant on east coast; Jan. p. 24, Mar. p. 17, June 

Pp. 26. 
tests mid-water trawl successfully; Nov. p. 41. 

"Delaware" samples offshore ; Oct. p. 34, Nov. 
Pe 2d- 

Iceland: 
catch drops sharply; Nov. p. 56. 
fishermen pay for search ship ("'Arni Frid- 
riksson"); Nov. p. 57. 

groundfish catch drops, 

Jan, p. 32. 
Japan: 

roe: 
prices skyrocket; Mar. p. 33. 
production up, price down; Dec. p. 64. 

Soviets protest fishing; Dec. p. 38. 
Norway, North Sea catch to stabilize; Nov. 

Pp. Oo: 
Norwegian Sea: 
good season expected in; Jan. p. 31. 
outlook for winter fishery reported good; May 

p. 40. 
Poland's Georges Bank fishery expanded; Dec. p. 53. 
Romania fishes for off Georges Bank; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 48. 

"Rorqual": 

fishery expands; 

estimates abundance of larval ; Jan. p. 15. 
studies summer distribution of small 3 Oct. 
p. 32. 

Scandinavia seeks greater consumption of 8 
Jan, p. 32. 

Sild, Norwegian canners had good year in 1966; May 
p. 40. 

Sweden, new machine automatically feeds to 
filleting machine; Dec. p. 56. 

Thread , industry plans to develop unused Gulf 
fish; Mar. p. 2. 

Trawl, Dutch, 'Delaware" studies; Jan. p. 14. 

"HIAWATHA" 
Lake Superior trawling potential, 
Oct. p. 31. 

studies; 

HONDURAS 
Shrimp-packing plant operating at half capacity; 
Oct. p.'59.. 

United States- 
p. 34. 

fishing negotiations begin; July 

HONG KONG 
Comminist China, imports 2/3 of fishery 
products from; Oct. p. 77. 

HUMAN FOOD 
Krill may have potential as; June p. 24. 

HUMPHREY, HUBERT H. 
Visits BCF's Miami lab; Jan. p. 6. 

HURRICANE BEULAH 
Brownsville, Texas, 
Dens 

Mexico's shrimp industry, 
Dec. p. 49. 

batters shrimp fleet; Oct. 

did not damage; 

ICEBERGS 
Coast Guard ice patrol, international, has prevented 
disaster; Apr. p. 11. 

ICELAND 
Catch, 1966 fisheries, set record; Mar. p. 26. 
Exports of fishery products decline; Nov. p. 56. 
Fishing limit, 12-mile, bans trawling by large 

trawlers; Apr. p. 46. 

Government acts to assist fishing industry; Dec. p. 56. 
Groundfish: 
catch drops, herring fishery expands; Jan. p. 32. 
industry faces problems; Mar. p. 27. 

Herring: 
catch drops sharply; Nov. p. 56. 
search ship ("Arni Fridriksson"), fishermen pay 
for; Nov. p. 57. 

Landings, uses, and exports, fishery; July p. 50. 
Norway exports 13 deep-sea vessels to ; Nov. 

Bee eae contribute to economic problems; Dec. 

pees fall and foreign markets are uncertain; May 

aos fisheries minister visits ; June p. 24, 
West Germany and protest EEC fisheries 
policy; Nov. p. 38. 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago food chain asks Interior Department fish 
inspection; Dec. p. 32. 

IMPORTS 
Australia: 
fish meal production rises, interest in; Jan. p. 40. 
report on fishery exports and , June-Decem- 
ber 1966; July p. 59. 

shrimp from India, restricts; Apr. p. 54. 
Customs, Bureau of, determines USSR not dumping 
fishery products; Apr. p. 31. 

Fish meal and scrap rose 50%; Jan. p. 3. 
France more fishery products; Oct. p. 65. 
Frozen fish blocks, 1966 of, declined 3%; 
Mar, p. 3. 

Hong Kong 2/3 of fishery products from Com- 
munist China; Oct. p. 77. 

Italy: 
Japanese assess frozen tuna situation; Jan. 

p. 34, 
liberalizes fishery from USSR and East 
Europe; Oct. p. 64. 

Japan: 
becomes big importer of fish; Apr. p. 49. 
edibles, 41% imported from China, USSR, and North 

Korea; Jan. p. 37. 
fish meal increased; Jan. p. 37. 
shrimp: 
frozen are up in Jan.-Aug. 1967; Nov. p. 63. 
January-June 1967 rose; Oct. p. 69. 

set 1966 record; May p. 47. 
Philippines sets up foreign currency deposit system 
for food ; Aug.-Sept. p. 55. 

Shrimp; Jan. p. 3, Feb. p. 10, Mar. p. 4. 



IMPORTS (cont.) 
Soviet salted fish, Norwegian fishermen protest 

; Oct. p. 63. 
Sweden lifts tariffs on certain Oct. pe. 63. 
Taiwan, U. S, buys over half fishery products; Jan. 
p. 39. 

Trout-like fish or eggs, Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife proposes amendment to curb imports 
of; Oct. p. 45. 

Tuna quota for Italy, duty free, EEC approves 
30,000-ton; Mar. p. 28. 

United Kingdom frozen fish from South Africa; 
Dec. p. 52. 

United States shrimp, Aug. 1967; Oct. p. 11. 

INDIA 
"Anton Bruun", oceanographic research vessel, 
United States offers to OCT pDaice 

Fishery export crisis approaches; Nov. p. 66. 
Fish production, plans increase in; Aug.- 

Sept. p. 54. 
Mollusca, symposium on; Nov. p. 66. 

Netherlands adds synthetic protein (lysine) to flour 
for ; Nov. p. 38. 

Plan, new 5-year, sets fishing goals under; 
Jan. p. 38. 

Poland will aid; Dec. p. 40. 
Shrimp imports from , Australia restricts; 

Apr. p. 54, 

INDIAN OCEAN 
Food and Agriculture Organization recommends new 

Commission; Oct. p. 51. 

Tuna: 
China, Communist, fishes in; July p. 57. 
Japan: 
mothership, boat-carrying, to fish in 3; Mar. 

p. 31. 
price agreement reached for; Apr. p. 52. 
catches are declining in; Mar. p. 31. 

INDONESIA 
Japan: 
agreement to protect vessels; Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 
claims fired on vessel; Dec. p. 38. 
joint pearl and shrimp ventures to be started; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 40. 

INDO-PACIFIC FISHERIES COUNCIL 
Marine food resources, seeks to improve; 
Jan. p. 20. 

INDUSTRIAL FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Chile: 
anchovy catch, meal and oil output drop in Jan- 
uary-July 1967; Oct. p. 57. 

industry trends, report on, in first 8 months; Dec. 
p. 50. 

Fish meal and oil: 
Canadian production increases appreciably; July 
p. 40. 

Japan reports on; June p. 40. 
Fish meal, oil, and solubles supply, world produc- 

tion; Jan. p. 2. 
Herring, thread, industry plans to develop unused 
Gulf fish; Mar. p. 2. 

Marine oil, Norwegian production up in 1966; June 

p. 32. 
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INDUSTRIAL FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Mexico: 
production, January-February 1967; June p. 28. 
releases first 1966 fisheries data; May p. 34. 

INDUSTRIAL FISH 
Norway reduces exvessel prices for; Apr. p. 46. 

INSURANCE 
Alaska king crab vessel stability tests: 
fishermen oppose high cost for renewal; Dec. 

p. 22, 
must be passed before underwriters will renew 

3; Nov. p. 14. 
Canada, Ontario: 
fisheries program extended to; May p. 32. 
new plan available to fishing vessel owners; 
Octpaoos 

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION 
(IATTC) 
Canada joins; Dec. p. 38. 
Ecuador will withdraw from 3; Oct. p. 51. 

United States approves 1967 yellowfin limit; 
July p. 34. aa ra 

Yellowfin quota, recommends 84,500-ton; 

May p. 30. ea 

INTERIOR, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE (also see 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, BUREAU OF: GEOLOG- 
ICAL SURVEY; LAND MANAGEMENT, BUREAU OF; 
SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, BUREAU OF; 
and FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL AD- 
MINISTRATION) 
Alewife problem, Federal task force offers plan to 
ease; Oct. p. 44. 

Chicago food chain asks fish inspection; Dec. p. 32. 
Commercial fishing: 
has world role, says Under Secretary Black; 

Nov. p. 2. mir 
study, allocated $4.1 million to states for; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 8. 

Continental Shelf, (GS, BLM, & FWS) to co- 
operate in protecting marine life on; Nov. p. 31. 

Eutrophication of lakes, task force to investigate; 

Oct. p. 44. 
Financial assistance programs mark time until new 
funds granted; Jan. p. 18. 

Fish protein concentrate program, will step 
up; Feb. p. 1. 

Inspection by , firms request continuous; Oct. 
p. 43. 

Military fish purchases, advises on; Jan.p.18. 
Natural resources, Army and sign agreement 

to safeguard; Aug.-Sept. p. 37. 
Oceanography, study grants, 18, awarded by 8 
Apr. p. 24, 

Secretary Udall opposes Pamlico Sound channel pro- 
posal; Nov. p. 30. 

Subsidy program, ''Mark I" is first subsidized fish- 
ing vessel built on Pacific Coast; Aug.-Sept. p. 35. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FISH MEAL 
MANUFACTURERS (IAFMM) 
Seventh annual conference held in Bergen, Norway; 

Nov. p. 39. 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT (IBRD) 
Green, Roger E., loaned to 
study; Dec. p. 27. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE NORTH- 
WEST ATLANTIC FISHERIES (ICNAF) 
Atlantic Ocean, U. S. and Soviet vessels conduct 
joint fishery research; Oct. p. 46. 

Romanian participation in ; May p. 28, July 
p. 36. 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE CON- 
SERVATION OF ATLANTIC TUNAS 
Japan ratifies _—_—; Oct. p. 66. 

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE EXPLORA- 
TION OF THE SEA (ICES) 
African Continental Shelf fisheries symposium is 
rescheduled; Oct. p. 50. 

Annual meeting(s): 
54th held in Copenhagen; Jan. p. 20. 
55th held in Hamburg; Dec. p. 40. 

New convention may become effective July 1968; 
Nov. p. 34. 

INTERNATIONAL NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES 
COMMISSION 
Annual meetings: 
Tokyo, Japan; Dec. p. 42. 
Vancouver, B. C., Canada; Jan, p. 21. 

INTERNATIONAL NORTHWEST PACIFIC FISHERIES 
COMMISSION 
Japan-Soviet meeting, llth annual, held in Tokyo; 
Mar. p. 13. 

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC HALIBUT COMMISSION 
Regulations, 1967, proposes; Mar. p. 12. 

for Ecuadoran 

INVENTIONS 
Machine, portable, to skin fish; June p. 1. 
Preparing and freezing lobster and crab, new meth- 
odlof;"Jan. p65 

Process to extract raw meat of spiny lobster; Jan. 

p. 6. 
Purse seine, new fast-sinking, La Jolla develops; 

June p. 17. 
Sampler, environmental, can help undersea study; 
Jan. p. 8. 

United Kingdom, fish-gutting machine, new; Jan. 
p. 35. 

INVERTEBRATES 
New England, 
value; Mar. p. 9. 

in marine waters may have 

IRAN 
Caviar contract awarded to New York firm; Jan. 
p. 30, 

IRAQ 
Joint venture with Japan, _ seeks; May p. 48. 

IRELAND 
Fisheries earnings by 1970, 
Mar. p. 27. 

Fishing fleet, gets US$14 million French 
credit to expand; Oct. p. 64. 

Fish meal plant, $1.1 million to be built; Nov.p. 53. 
Marine fish farming, tests; Nov. p. 53. 
Quality fish standards used for first time; Nov. p. 53. 

aims to double; 

IRRADIATION PRESERVATION 
Atomic Energy Commission advances food program; 
Mar, p. 11. 

BCF-operated irradiator becomes international 
training facility; Oct. p. 51. 

Canada tests of whitefish; July p. 41. 

ISRAEL 
Mediterranean Sea, eastern, research cruises in; 

Dec. p. 40. 
Stern trawler-purse seiner (''Yam-Suf"') received 
from Dutch yard; Jan. p. 30. 

Tuna fishing and processing, plans; Apr.p. 38. 

ITALY 
Australian fishing industry, may help develop; 
June’ p. 35. 

FAO council holds 47th session in Rome; Jan.p. 20. 
Imports, fishery, from USSR and East Europe, 
liberalizes; Oct. p. 64. 

Tuna: 
canned sales are slow; Apr. p. 47. 
import quota, duty-free, EEC approves 30,000-ton; 
Mar. p. 28. 

Japan: 

assess frozen import situation; Jan. p. 34. 
buying office, firm opens in Tokyo; Oct. 
p. 65. 

export quotas to and U. S.; Apr. p. 50. 
joint fishing venture begins; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
packers, , seek support; June p. 35. 

offshore fishery, enters; Apr. p. 47. 
Shark, frozen, USSR exports to ; June p. 31. 

IVORY COAST 
Catch, fish, dropped in 1966; Mar. p. 37. 
Pelagic fishery resources survey of 
Oct. p. 80. 

Territorial waters and fishing zone, 
Dec. p. 66. 

begins; 

extends; 

JAMAICA 
Territorial waters to be extended from 3 to 12 miles; 

Jan. p. 30. 

JAPAN 
Alaska: 
exports to increasing; Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 
fishermen seek to long line in Gulf; Mar. p. 32. 
salmon and trout, to buy from; Oct. p. 20. 
trade mission visits 3; Oct. p. 20. 
U. S.- fishery venture planned in; Mar. p. 34. 

Antarctic whale catch nears third of quota; Mar. 
Pp. ok. 

Antibiotic improves pearl harvest; Aug.-Sept. p. 49. 
Argentina's 200-mile limit will affect fishing; 
Apr. p. 51. 

Atlantic; 
eastern, research vessel (''Shoyo Maru") to survey; 
Dec. p. 62. 

trawl fishery is good; Mar. p. 31. 
Auto reel (device for mechanizing long-line setting 
and retrieving), more vessels are using; Nov. p. 62. 

Bering Sea: 
bottomfish catch: 
good; Oct. p. 71. 
1967, sets record; Dec. p. 62. 

crab, tanner, Taiyo Co. will fish in; July p. 55. 
herring, to gill net in; July p. 53. 



JAPAN (cont.) 
Budget, fisheries agency, is up for FY 1967; May 

p. 45. 
Canadian exploratory whaling with 

is successful, Apr. p. 34. 
Canned fishery products, article discusses 1967 
outlook for export of; June p. 40. 

Catch, 1966 fishery sets record; July p. 56. 
Cold storage, joint established; May p. 48. 
Communist China's exports to increase; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 54. 

Crab: 
canned sales decline in 1966; Jan. p. 38. 

king: 
agreement, United States and 
p. 22. 

fishing, 1966, ends successfully; Jan, p. 36. 
packing company, joint - U. S. slated in 
Alaska; Oct. p. 54. 

tanner, company (Taiyo) fishing in Bering 
Sea; June p. 45, Aug.-Sept. p. 52, Oct. p. 73. 

Distant-water fisheries research laboratory set up 
at Shimizu; Oct. p. 72. 

Ecuador, helps develop fisheries in; Mar. 
p. 34. 

Edibles, 41% of imported, comes from China, USSR, 

and North Korea; Jan. p. 37. 
Exploratory fishing off U. S. East Coast is reported 
poor; May p. 49. 

Exports: 
fresh and frozen fishery products dropped during 
Jan.-June 1967; Oct. p. 66. 

products, fishery, rose 9.5% in 1966; May p. 46. 
quotas, adopts for swordfish and tuna loins; 
Mar. p. 31. 

targets for FY 1967; June p. 39, Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 
Factoryship minced-meat production, to in- 
crease; Dec. p. 63. 

Fish blocks for U. S., produces; Mar. p. 32. 
Fish-breeding project along Inland Sea coast; Apr. 
p. 53. 

Fishing zones, 12-mile, to discuss with Spain 
and Mauritania; Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 

Fish meal: 
imports increase; Jan. p. 37. 
production by new plant is 1,000 tons; Mar. p. 33. 

Foreign fishing in waters, bill seeks to regu- 
late; July p. 53. 

Ghana, resumes technical aid to; Apr. p. 55. 
Hake: 
fishing off U. S. Pacific northwest; Nov. p. 64. 
weather curtails fishing in Pacific; Dec. p. 62. 

Herring roe: 
prices skyrocket; Mar. p. 33. 
production up, price down; Dec. p. 64. 

Hokkaido fishermen urge 12-mile fishery zone; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 

Importer of fish, becomes big; Apr. p. 49. 
Indonesia: 
fired on vessel, claims; Dec. p. 38. 
pearl and shrimp ventures to be started; Aug. - 
Sept. p. 40. 

International Convention for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Tunas, ratifies; Oct. p. 66. 

Iraq seeks joint venture with; May p. 48. 
Italian firm opens Tokyo tuna buying office; Oct. 
p. 65. 

Kelp, USSR- 

in Atlantic 

renew; Jan. 

extend agreement on; July p. 36. 
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JAPAN 
Korea, South: 
government asked to prevent hiring of 
men by; Apr. p. 51. 

loans, private fishery, first 

fisher- 

approved to; Oct. 
p. 74. | 

Mackerel: 
canned, consigned to sales company for export; 
Oct. p. 70. 

coastal, permits one-boat purse seining for; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
Formosa and 
June p. 25. 

gear, fishermen fight over type of; Mar. p. 32. 
jack, canned exports rose January-August 1967; 
Dec. p. 64. 

Mauritania: 
mission, fishery, returns from; Oct. p. 72. 
new 12-mile law opposed by; May p. 53. 

negotiate joint fishing venture; 

seizes trawler; Mar. p. 37. 
Meal and oil, report on; June p. 40. 

Mexico: 

shrimp purchases increased; Oct. p. 69. 
12-mile zone, to negotiate fishing rights in; 
Nov. p. 43, Dec. p. 38. 

Minced fish meat production increases; Nov. p. 62. 
New Zealand: 
"Hakuho Maru", Fisheries Agency's research 
vessel, supervises fishing off; Oct. p. 49. 

12-mile fishery zone; May p. 52, June p. 23, July 
DesG. 

seizes vessel; June p. 46. 
trawlers, , off; Dec. p. 62. 

Northwest Pacific Fisheries Commission: 
meeting, 11th annual -Soviet, held in Tokyo; 
Mar. p. 13. 

USSR - reach 3-year king crab agreement; 
June p. 22. 

Pacific Fisheries Convention, to study; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 41. 

Pacific Ocean, northeast, trawler fleet will 
fish; Oct. p. 71. 

Pearl production cut 30 percent; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 
Per-capita consumption of fish and shellfish rose 

in 1965; Apr. p. 49. 
Peru: 
fisheries in, 

p. 43. 
fish meal plant, government approves investment 

in; May p. 48. 
joint coastal fishery resource survey scheduled 

off South America; Oct. p. 72. 

Plastic fishing boat developed; May p. 48. 
Pollution damage to fisheries is rising sharply; July 
p. 55. 

Portugal to buy squid for bait; Nov. p. 55. 
Purse seiner: 
one-boat, 'Hakuryu Maru No, 55" to fish off West 
Africa; Dec. p. 63. 

large, being built; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
Red snapper, firm will long line in western Atlantic 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 

Refrigerated carrier being constructed; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 53. 

Resource development, fishery, 
program of; Nov. p. 62. 

Salmon: 
Arctic Ocean: 
firm will again fish; June p. 43. 

helps develop; Mar. p. 34, July 

plans large 
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JAPAN (cont.) 
Salmon (cont.): 
Arctic Ocean (cont.): 
fishing is fair; Oct. p. 71. 
gill net in; July p. 53. 

canned: 
domestic eating of, 
p. 49. 

export prices, new, effective through September 
1968; Dec. p. 63. 

Chukchi Sea fishing begins; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
fishermen to cancel job contracts with S. Korean 
firm; June p. 43. 

mothership-type fishery in 1967, review of; Nov. 
p. 61. 

North Pacific: 
mothership operations, report on; Oct. p. 69. 
prices are up; July p. 52. 

pink, canned prices are unchanged in June 1967; 

will promote; Apr. 

Oct. p. 70. 
USSR and exceeded 1966 Pacific quota; Apr. 

9}5 eek 
vessels, bans its fishermen from foreign; 
Apr. p. 51. 

Sardines, canned, consigned to sales company for 
export; Oct. p. 70. 

Saury: 
bait prices up; Mar. p. 33. 

fishermen form association; July p. 57. 
production was disappointing in 1966; Apr. p. 50. 

Scientists aid Cuban fishery research; July p. 42. 
Seal, fur, carcasses, researchers see potential use 
for; Apr. p. 52, 

Shrimp: 

Alaska, good fishing off; Oct. p. 70. 
Australia, northern, being explored for; Mar. 

p. 34. 
canned, prices raised; Jan. p. 38. 
Caribbean operations increase; Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 
Columbian coast, to explore off; June p. 30, 
Oct. p. 59. 

frozen: 
imports; May p. 47, Oct. p. 69, Nov. p. 63. 
Mexican, first attempt to buy, meets difficulty; 
Apr. p. 51. 

New Guinea, firm to fish off; Mar. p. 36. 
Pakistan, to buy from; Mar. p. 33. 
trawlers association formed for South America 
fishery; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 

vessels from Mexico, will buy 35; Dec. p. 49. 
South Africa ships whale meat to; Nov. p. 68. 
South Korea: 
Ministerial talks include fishery problems; Nov. 

Pi 65. 
jointly regulated 1966 catch reported; June p. 23. 

South Pacific fisheries, report on; Dec. p. 59, 
Spain: 
12-mile fishing limit claim will hamper : 

June p, 23. 
mission, fishery, returns from; Oct. p. 72. 

Squid, forms national council for; July p. 54, 
Study of 12-mile fishery zone slated; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 90. 
Supplies of fish, new, looks to Norway for; 
July p. 57. 

Survey team: 
returns from Peru and Mexico; June p. 43. 
sent to Peru and Mexico; Mar. p. 34. 

Taiwan exports algae products to ; Apr. p. 53. 

JAPAN 
Tariffs on fishery products, cuts; Oct. p. 66. 
Technicians observe Soviet North Atlantic operations; 
Mar, p. 24. 

Territorial sea limits of other nations, 
study; Apr. p. 51. 

Thailand, Bangkok, talks on fishery center held in; 
May p. 29. 

Tokyo, International North Pacific Fisheries Com- 
mission holds annual meeting in; Dec. p. 42. 

Trawling, Pacific: 

will 

eastern, licenses experimental in; July p. 53. 
north, set plans for 1967; Apr. p. 50. 

Trawler(s): 
stern: 

firm will build two 4,000-ton; Mar. p. 32. 

large, to explore off U. S. east coast; June p. 43. 
"Niitaka Maru" and "Fuji Maru" under construc - 
tion; Dec. p. 62. 

Tuna: 
albacore: 
exports: 
prices rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 51, Oct. p. 66. 
slow, but fishing is good; Oct. p. 67. 

fishermen seek tax benefits; Dec. p. 60. 
Indian Ocean fishing good; Oct. p. 67. 
summer: 
fishing ends; Oct. p. 67. 
landings and prices rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 
season starts slowly; June p. 41. 

price stabilizing planned; July p. 55. 
American Samoa, United States and 
negotiations settled; Oct. p. 10. 

artificial propagation of, scientists suggest; Mar. 
Pp. 29. 

Atlantic: 
eastern, resources, Survey is scheduled of; Nov. 
p. 62. 

fishery, report on; Oct. p. 68, Dec. p. 59. 
fleet decreases; Nov. p. 61. 

"auto-reel'' in long-lining is used more; May p. 47. 
base on Western Samoa, study; Apr. p. 52. 
bluefin tagged in recaptured off Baja Califor- 
nia; Jan. p. 17. 

canned: 
domestic eating of, 

p. 49. 
export price may rise; Nov. p. 64. 
U.S. market for, group reports on; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 9. 

canned in brine: 
exporters! agreement reached for; June p. 41. 

prices: 
down; July p. 52. 
rise on exports for October; Nov. p. 64. 

canned in oil, to increase pack of; June p. 41. 

canners are short of raw fish; Nov. p. 64. 
catches are declining in Atlantic Ocean; Mar.p. 31. 

conference scheduled for Tokyo (May 30); June 
Pp. 22. 

exports: 
canned, packers set BY 1967 rules; May p. 45. 
frozen: 
decline; Oct. p. 67, Dec. p. 60. 
shipped to United States, most; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
prices: 
rise in August 1967; Nov. p. 63. 
declining; Mar. p. 30, Apr. p. 50, May p. 47, 

June p. 42. 

price 

will promote; Apr. 



JAPAN (cont.) 
Tuna (cont.): 
exports (cont.): 
frozen (cont.): 
quotas: 

set for BY 1967; Mar. p. 30. 
transshipment to Italy and U. S., 
1967; Apr. p. 50. 

U. 5.-Canada, adopts 80,000-ton; Mar. 
p. 30. 

U.S. pick up; Dec. p. 60. 
validations rose in 1966; Mar. p. 30. 

government approves quotas for overseas bases; 
June p. 42. 

validations for canned-in-oil, April-July 1967; 
Oct. p. 67. 

fleet based in American Samoa is reduced; Mar. 
Pp. 29). 

gear, trolling, lab studies electric shocker 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 

imports increased in FY 1966; July p. 52. 
Indian Ocean: 
catches are declining in; Mar. p. 31. 
mothership, boat-carrying, to fish in; Mar.p.31. 
price agreement reached for; Apr. p. 52. 

Italy: 
joint fishing venture begins; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
packers seek support; June p. 35. 

long-line reel needs to be improved; June p. 43. 

machine-packing in brine, study of; Oct. p. 68. 
Malaysia base, will establish another in 
Penang; May p. 49. 

market developed for "tuna steak"; Oct. p. 69. 
Marshall-Caroline Islands, finds possible 
year-round fishery off; July p. 54. 

New Zealand, shows little interest in joint 
venture with; Nov. p. 67. 

pole-and-line fishing is good; July p. 52. 
prices: 
fresh; Dec. p. 60. 

stabilization program to continue in 1968; Dec. 

p. 59. 
strengthen; July p. 52. 

purse-seine: 

Africa, West, fishing off; Jan. p. 36, Mar. p. 29, 
Oct. p. 68. 

fishery gains attention; Mar. p. 29. 
skipjack, Palau Island, fishery will be developed 

off; Oct. p. 68. 
South Korean and Formosan fisheries, 
cerned over expanding; June p. 42. 

Soviet team observes fishing; Mar. p. 25. 
transshipment by portable-boat-carrying mother- 
ships permitted; Jan. p. 36. 

vessels: 
Communist China buys from 
Ecuador seizes; Apr. p. 37. 
fishing is good; May p. 47. 

yellowfin, transmission of reports from regula- 
tory area; Jan. p. 36. 

USSR: 
cooperates with 

p. 50. 
fishery talks held in Moscow; Oct. p. 48. 
protests herring fishing; Dec. p. 38. 
vessels, observers are aboard; Jan. p. 37. 

United States: 
agree on fishing in U. S. territorial waters; July 

p. 33. 

adopts 

con- 

3; June p. 45, 

in fisheries research; Nov. 
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JAPAN 
United States: 
east coast: 

trawler ends operation off; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
year-round fishery, , would pose problems 

off; July p. 56. 
fishery operations in Alaska; Nov. p. 14. 
Pacific northwest, vessels advised to avoid 
closed areas off; Oct. p. 70. 

tuna, canned, trading firms again may buy; 
Dec. p. 58. 

Vessel(s): 
construction rose in 1966; June p. 41, July p. 54. 
government research launched; June p. 45. 
Indonesia's agreement to protect, wants; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 

license renewals scheduled; July p. 54. 
owners to hire Okinawans; Mar. p. 31. 
purse seiner, 300-ton, to be built by large fishing 
company; Jan. p. 37. 

refrigerated carrier, ''Seta Maru", launched; May 
p. 48. 

research, large oceanographic (''Hakuho Maru") 
launched; Jan. p. 37. 

seized, owners want Tokyo to repay fines; Mar. 
p. 32. 

Whale: 
oil price(s): 
drops; June p. 42. 
up in July 1967; Nov. p. 63. 

quota, North Pacific, sets; June p. 45. 
Whaling: 
company, second joint - Canadian formed; 
Jan. p. 26. 

North Pacific season ends; Oct. p. 69. 
venture, joint - Peruvian, negotiated; Oct. 

p. 54. 
"White paper," 
Yaizu landings: 
1966 reached all-time high in value; Mar. p. 33. 
decline; Oct. p. 66, Nov. p. 63, Dec. p. 61. 

adopts fisheries; June p. 39. 

JELLYFISH 
U. S. funds to control , Interior Dept. proposes 
regulations for granting; July p. 31. 

"kK AHO" 

Great Lakes fish, 
to catch; Nov. p. 21. 

Lake Michigan: 
alewives, 

p. 16. 
study, 6-year, completes; Aug.-Sept. p. 26. 

Lake Ontario, catches many alewife, finds 

good trawling grounds; Feb. p. 20. 
LASER fish detecting study by 
Seines, purse and lampara, 
July p. 28. 

KELP 

Japan and USSR extend 

"KELEZ, GEORGE B." 
Salmon, winter distribution and oceanographic con- 
ditions studied; July p. 21. 

KENNEDY ROUND 

seeks more effective ways 

makes large trawlcatches; June 

Ulva aie 
studies potential; 

agreement; July p. 36. 

Canada: 
comments on are favorable; Dec. p. 45. 
U. S. market, results ease access to; July p. 41. 
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KENNEDY ROUND (cont.) 
Tariff cuts, wins thousands of; July p. 1. 

KENYA 
Production, fish, 75% comes from 5 lakes; May 

Deiooe 
Shellfish business, 
for; Apr. p. 56. 

issues license regulations 

KOREA, NORTH (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLES REPUBLIC 
OF KOREA) 
Facilities for fishery products, better needed; Jan. 
Pecos 

Japan imported 41% of edibles from China, USSR, 
and sane py ail. 

Vessels, large fish-processing, orders 2 
large from Netherlands; Nov. p. 65. 

KOREA, SOUTH (REPUBLIC OF KOREA) 
Canneries, fish, planned with help of U.S. firms; 
Jan. p. 39. 

Continental Shelf, studies claim to; Oct. p. 75. 
Fishery trends, 1967; Oct. p. 73. 

Japan: 
fishermen, government asked to prevent 

from hiring; Apr. p. 51. 
Ministerial talks include fishery problems; Nov. 
p. 65. 

private fishery loans, first, approved to ; 
Oct. p. 74. 

Malaysian fisheries, 
Oregon, Sandy River station, 
train at; Nov. p. 16. 

Selects priorities for next 5 years; Mar. p. 35. 
Shrimp culture supplements catch; Oct. p. 75. 
Tuna fleet expansion in American Samoa, plan; Apr. 

p. 53. 
Vessels: 
Fiji Islands tuna base contracts; Jan. p. 41. 

to invest in; July p. 36. 
fish culturists 

Norwegian, interested in; Apr. p. 52. 

KRILL 
Human food, may have potential as; June 

p. 24. 

KURIL ISLANDS 
Seals, USSR acts to protect; Oct. p. 61. 

KUWAIT 
Shrimp vessels being built in Poland; Jan. p. 30. 

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF 
American Samoa tuna canneries, new wage rates 
recommended for; July p. 32. 

LAKE MICHIGAN 

Alewife: 
"Kaho'' makes large trawl catches; June p. 16. 
landings, 1966 are double 1965's; Apr. p. 9. 
Wisconsin licenses Rhode Island trawler to fish 

in 3; Oct. ps 23. 
Electrical field increases catch rates in; Oct. p. 24. 
Six-year study of , R/V ''Kaho'' completes; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 26. 

Sub, ''Star II,'' studies bottom of; June p. 2. 

LAKE SUPERIOR 
Trawling potential studied; Oct. p. 31. 

LANDINGS _ 
Abidjan (Ivory Coast) fish catch dropped in 1966; 
Mar. p. 37. 

Alabama, 1966 catch was up; Apr. p. 18. 
Alaska: 
crab, king: 
1966 set record; Mar. p. 7. 
1967 down 22 percent ia first 9 months; 
Dec. p. 22. 

highlights of 1966; May p. 13. 
British further restrict foreign cod 
Bulgaria, 1965 

California: 
anchovy total 5,200 tons; Jan. p. 10. 

resources agency issues report; Apr. p. 18. 
Canada: 
drop in first 6 months; Nov. p. 42. 
first-quarter run at 1966 pace; July p. 41. 
fisheries trends; Dec. p. 46. 

; Oct. p. 65. 
were up 30 percent; Jan. p. 34. 

Ontario value up in first-half 1967; Dec. 
p. 44. 

Denmark rise 12 percent in first-half 1967; 
Nov. p. ol. 

El Salvador shrimp , 1966, were record; Apr. 
p. 38. 

Germany, East, 1965 up only 3 percent; Jan. 
p. 34. 

Great Lakes commercial fishery declines in first 
half of 1967; Dec. p. 12. 

Greek frozen fish increased in 1966; Mar. 

Pi2on 
Iceland: 
catches: 
1966, set record; Mar. p. 26, 
poor, contribute to economic problems; Dec. p. 56. 

reports ; July p. 50. 
Japan decline at Yaizu; Oct. p. 66, Nov. p. 63, 
Dec. p. 61. 

Lake Michigan alewife , 1966 are double 1965's; 
Apr. p. 9. 

Maine, first-half 1967 about same as in 1966; 
Dec. p. 23. 

Malayan annual continue to rise; Jan. p. 40. 
Malaysia, Sabah State's shrimp and exports 
rise in 1966; Oct. p. 78. 

Mexico releases first 1966 fisheries data; Mayp. 33. 
Mississippi, 1966, declined; Apr. p. 19. 
Norway: 
increase in first half 1967; Dec. p. 55. 
record in 1966; Mar. p. 27. 

Oregon albacore tuna heaviest in 30-year 
history; Nov. p. 15. 

Senegal, tuna ; May p. 54. 
Taiwan, and fleet status, 1966; Oct. p. 76. 
United Kingdom: 
blockade broken on foreign ; Nov. p. 93. 
reached 2 billion pounds in 1966; June p. 34. 

United States: 
catch (1967) may be lowest in 25 years; Oct. p. 1, 
Dec. p. 1. 

shrimp expected to set record in 1967; Oct. 
p. 9, Nov. p. 1. 

Virginia menhaden 
Jan. p. 12. 

not expected to improve; 



LAND MANAGEMENT, BUREAU OF 
Continental Shelf, to cooperate in protecting 
marine life on; Nov. p. 31. 

LASER 
Fish detection: 
Ann Arbor base explores idea of using for; 
Feb. p. 27. 

"Kaho" conducts study; July p. 27. 

LATIN AMERICA 
Foreign fishing vessels seized off; Apr. p. 38. 
Soviet research vessels study fishery re- 
sources; Oct. p. 60. 

LAW OF THE SEA 
, Conventions, 1958, Brazil may ratify; Mar. p. 14. 

LIGHT FISHING 
Anchovy, ''George M. Bowers" studies use of lights 

to attract; Oct. p. 31. 

LITHUANIA 
Klajpeda, USSR has fishing net factory in; May p. 40. 

"LIVE CAR" 
Catfish harvesting and handling, 
Dec. p. 33. 

improves; 

LOAN(S) 
Brownsville (Texas) shrimp fleet battered by Hur- 
ricane Beulah to be aided by BCF and SBA : 
Oct. p. 2. 

Canada amends fishing vessel assistance regula- 
tions; July p. 40. 

Denmark's Government bank 
years 1965-66; Mar. p. 25. 

South Korea: 
Japanese private fishery 

to; Oct. p. 74. 
priorities selected for next 5 years; Mar. p. 35. 

United Kingdom fishery interest rates; Feb. p. 41, 

May p. 42, July p. 50. 
United States rural 
eries; June p. 21. 

Vessel, pause in program; June p, 17. 

rose in fiscal 

, first, approved 

program includes fish- 

LOBSTER(S) 
Canada sets limit on traps; Mar. p. 16. 
"Delaware" samples offshore ; Oct. p. 34, 

Nov. p. 25. 
Maine: 
Boothbay lab studies habitat improvement; Feb. 

p. 26. 
Monhegan Island, stay close to home; June 

Ds) Lids 
ocean study urges to aid falling catch; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 20. 

pollution to be tested as possible aid to industry; 
July p. 19. 

Method of preparing and freezing, new; Jan. p. 6. 
Spiny: 
Australian exports of tails decline; Nov. 

p. 67. 
French fish for off Spanish Sahara; Apr. 

Pp. 57. 
Mexico's season breaks record; May p. 34. 
process to extract raw meat; Jan. p. 6. 
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LOBSTER(S) 
Spiny: 
South Africa: 
prospects for 1967 fishing, bright; May p. 54. 
trade, live, grows; Apr. p. 55. 

Tasmania limits fishing licenses; Mar. p. 36. 

LONGHURST, ALAN R., DR. 
Named head of La Jolla center; Nov. p. 28. 

LONG ISLAND SOUND 
Survey, most detailed, of 
Sept. p. 12. 

is underway; Aug.- 

LONG LINE 

Japan: 
"auto-reel" in tuna is used more; Mayp. 47. 
Gulf of Alaska, fishermen seek to in; Mar. 

p. 32. 

LOUISIANA 
Cuban vessels fish in the Gulf off 
Oct. p. 20. 

Shrimp: 
canning centennial is celebrated; Aug.-Sept. p. 19. 
season starts well; July p. 19. 

in August; 

MACKEREL 
California: 
fishery is poor; Aug.-Sept. p. 19. 
La Jolla lab first to raise to advanced juvenile 
stage; Feb. p. 23. 

Japan: 
and Formosa negotiate joint 
June p. 25. 

canned jack 
1967; Dec. p. 64. 

fishermen fight over type of gear; Mar. p. 32. 
permits one-boat purse seining for Pacific coastal 

; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
sardines and , canned, consigned to sales 
company for export; Oct. p. 70. 

South Korea plans large cannery with U. S. aid; May 
p. 49. 

fishing venture; 

exports rose January-August 

MAINE 
Boothbay lab aids teaching of biology; Dec. p. 35. 
Clam flats, coastal, EDA project could aid; Mar. 

Pawtilts 
Herring, below-surface lights, experiment shows 
‘attraction of; Dec. p. 31. 

Landings first-half 1967 about same as in 1966; Dec. 
p. 23. 

Lobster: 
Boothbay lab studies habitat improvement; Feb. 

p. 26. 
industry, will test pollution as possible aid 

to; July p. 19. 
Monhegan Island's, stay close to home; June p. 17. 
ocean study urged to aid falling catch; Aug.-Sept. 
p- 20. 

Pollution, U. S. agency asks Penobscot Bay area to 
cut; May p. 14. 

Sardine, canned, stocks drop; Jan. p. 11. 
Shrimp, aids growth of market; Aug.-Sept. p. 21. 

MALAGASY REPUBLIC 

"Soavina I", U. S.-built shrimp vessel, heads for 
Madagascar; May p. 53. 
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MALAYSIA 
Japanese will establish tuna base in Penang; May 

p. 49. 
Landings, annual, continue to rise; Jan. p. 40. 

Sabah: 
fisheries make progress; Aug.-Sept. p. 55. 
shrimp landings and exports rise in 1966; Oct. 
p. 78. 

South Korea to invest in fisheries; July p. 36. 
Thailand - cooperative trawling survey, report 
on Thai fisheries; Oct. p. 75. 

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
Gulf Stream studied from sea and air by 3 Govern- 
ment agencies (Coast and Geodetic Survey and 
Navy Oceanographic Office); Jan. p. 8. 

"MANNING, JOHN R." 
Alaska pollock, explores for; Oct. p. 27. 
Bottomfish surveyed in Gulf of Alaska; Nov. p. 18. 
Shrimp: 
pink, midwater availability studied in Alaska; Oct. 

p. 30. 
survey, conducts off southeast Alaska; Jan. 

p. 16, Feb. p. 21. 

MARINE FISHING 
Brazil, in northeast, leaflet discusses; Apr. 

Pp: 36: 

MARINE FORECASTS 
Weather Bureau, U.5S., to expand; Apr. p. 11. 

MARINE OILS (see FISH OILS) 

MARINE RESOURCES 
Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council seeks to improve 
food 3 Jans ip. 205 

UN approves resolution; Jan. p. 21. 

MARINE RESOURCES AND ENGINEERING DEVEL- 
OPMENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ; 
Marine science affairs, President Johnson issues 
first report on; May p. 1. 

MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY 
Annual Conference and Exhibit, 3rd, to be held in 
San Diego, Calif., June 5-7; Apr. p. 15. 

MARKETING 
Cooperatives, fishery, over 100 in U. S,; Feb. p. 12. 
Edible fishery products; Feb. p. 8, Aug.-Sept. p. 8, 
Novy. p. 6. 

Norway: 
government plans to aid industry; Dec. p. 55. 
organization, new, formed; Nov. p. 58. 

Problems, cod, Denmark and Greenland have ; 

Apr. p. 44. 

"MARK I" 
Subsidized fishing vessel built on Pacific coast, 

is first; Aug.-Sept. p. 35. 

MARSHALL-CAROLINE ISLANDS 
Japan finds tuna fishery is possible off; July p. 54. 

MARYLAND 
Clam survey, Ocean City, 
Virginia; May p. 56. 

to Cape Charles, 

MARYLAND 
Oyster disease, Oxford lab studies; Oct. p. 40. 
Virginia and scientists plan Chesapeake Bay 
study; Nov. p. 17. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston: 
aquarium, proper, is being built; June p. 9. 
carton, new, lined to transport fishery products, 
firm manufacturing; Apr. p. 9. 

commercial fish exposition held in; Oct. p. 3. 
Clam, mahogany quahog, more beds found off Cape 
Cod by R/V "Delaware"; Aug.-Sept. p. 24. 

Codfish, salt, still highly favored; July p. 7. 
Exposition, fisheries, commercial fishing has world 
role, says Interior Under Secretary Black; Nov. 
p. 2. 

Gloucester: 
fishing industry study, EDA approves; Jan. p. 18. 
laboratory: 
eviscerator designed; Oct. p. 43. 
taps a new shellfish resource; Dec. p. 32. 

Polish fishing trawlers, two, entered harbor; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 48. 

shrimp separator, prototype, shows merit; Feb. 
p. 26. 

Oceanographic survey by C&GS ship ''Explorer", 
most extensive of coast (Cape Ann to Cape 
Cod) under way; June p. 3. 

Provincetown fleet is blessed; Aug.-Sept. p. 22. 
Scientists of BCF's Environmental Oceanographic 
Research Program complete two-year bottom tem- 
perature record off Cape Cod; Oct. p. 40. 

Seismic profiling ''sparkers" (Biological Laboratory, 
Woods Hole), fish not affected by; Oct. p. 42. 

MSX 
Oysters, 

p. 30. 
still found in Chesapeake Bay; July 

MAURITANIA 
Fishing zones, 12-mile, Japan discusses with 5] 
Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 

Industry develops; July p. 61. 
Japan: 
"Daishun Maru", trawler seized; Mar. p. 37. 
fishery mission returns from and Spain; 

Oct ipsit2. 
12-mile law, new, opposed; May p. 53. 

Territorial waters, extended to 12 nautical 

miles; Apr. p. 55. 

"McARTHUR" 
Hawaiian navigational facilities inspected; Nov. p. 9. 

McHUGH, J. L., DR. 
Named as Deputy Director of BCF; May p. 27. 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
Research cruises in eastern; Dec. p. 40. 

MENHADEN 
Eggs found off North Carolina; Feb. p. 27. 
U. S. catch drops; Mar. p. 3, Oct. p. 11, Nov. p. 6. 
Virginia landings not expected to improve; Jan. p. 12. 

MERCHANDISING 
Clinics, retail, help industry; May p. 26. 



METEOROLOGY 
Pacific Ocean, central north, Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography and Office of Naval Research an- 
nounces study of; Oct. p. 12. 

Weather radars, new equipment advances; Oct. p. 14. 

MEXICO 
Alvarado pilot fisheries complex, 15 shrimp trawl- 

ers built for; Oct. p. 56. 
Catch, 1966, rose in Yucatan and Quintana Roo; May 

p. 34. 
Cuba, seizes vessels; Apr. p. 36. 
Development plans, fishery; Apr. p. 35. 
EASTROPAC, complete first survey cruises in 
study of; Nov. p. 34. 

Extends fisheries jurisdiction to 12 miles; Mar. 
p. 19. 

Fish meal plants, shipboard, firms make; Nov. p. 43. 
FPC, Sweden may test-market; Oct. p. 63. 

Japan: 
negotiate fishing rights in 12-mile zone; 
Nov. p. 43. 

survey team in; Mar. p. 34, June p. 43. 
12-mile fishing limit, talks opened with on; 
Dec. p. 38. 

12-mile fishing limit bill is sent to Congress; Jan. 
p. 29. 

Lobster, spiny, season breaks record; May p. 34. 
Octopus demand is good; Oct. p. 56. 
Poland and talk trade; July p. 36. 
Products, fishery, production off to good start in 
1967; June p. 28. 

Releases first 1966 fisheries data; May p. 33. 
Seafood freezing plant opens, new; May p. 34. 
Shipboard fish meal plants, firm makes; Mar.p.19. 
Shrimp: 
fleet is aging; Oct. p. 56. 
frozen, Japan meets difficulty in first attempt to 
buy; Apr. p. 51. 

Hurricane Beulah did not damage industry; Dec. 
p. 49. 

Japan: 
purchases increase; Oct. p. 69. 
vessels, 35, to be bought from ; Dec. p. 49. 

Tuna, bluefin, tagged in Japan recaptured off Baja 
California; Jan. p. 17. 

United States and 5 
discuss jurisdiction over marine fisheries; July 
DenoS. 

fisheries agreement in effect; Dec. p. 41. 
hold fisheries talks; Nov. p. 36. 

Vessel: 
research, $1 million, West Germany to give 6 

Nov. p. 43. 
shrimp, sells 6 to Venezuela; Nov. p. 43. 

MIAMI, UNIVERSITY OF 
Ocean sciences studies, 

p. 16. 
is a leader in; Dec. 

MICHIGAN 
Balance fishing demands with limited stocks, 
seeks to; Mar. p. 7. 

Brook trout is State fish; June p. 11. 
Catfish, new handling techniques developed by Ann 
Arbor, » gear research program staff; Oct. 
p. 42. 

Commercial fishery declines in first half of 1967; 

Dec. p. 12. 
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MICHIGAN 
Electronic fishing study by University of 

(ob! Cle 
LASER for fish detection, Ann Arbor Base explores 
idea of using; Feb. p. 27. 

Salmon, coho: 
Great Lakes, 

Delon 
thriving in 3; Jan. p. 11. 

Vessel being built for Great Lakes research; Mar. 
is Uo 

MINCED MEAT 
Japan to increase factoryship 

p. 63. 

3; Nov. 

releases 3 million in; May 

production; Dec. 

"MISS BEHAVIOR" 
Albacore, studies with sonar; Nov. p. 26. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Catfish production increases; Mar. p. 8. 
Chemical Co. withdraws application to dump waste; 
Dec. p. 23. 

Hydrographic survey of 
pe Loe 

Landings, 1966, declined; Apr. p. 19. 

Sound begins; Dec. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
Cruise "Delta I" of the "Geronimo"; Feb. p. 15. 

MOLLUSCA 5 
India, symposium on ; Nov. p. 66. 

MOROCCO 
Sardine catch is up, exports down; Jan. p. 43. 

MORTGAGE INSURANCE 
Vessel: 
Financial assistance programs mark time until 
new funds granted; Jan. p. 18. 

BCF reactivates, program; Apr. p. 24. 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
Ocean policy, U. S., proposed by ; Apr. p. 5. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA - 
TION (see MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER) 

NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, U. 8. 
Greenland Sea area, oceanographic study reveals 
new undersea features; July p. 51. 

Gulf Stream studied from sea and air by 3 Govern- 
ment agencies; Jan. p. 8. 

Magnetic survey flight, round-the-world, under way; 
Mar. p. 6. 

Testing devices, 
Mar. p. 5. 

studies ways of recovering; 

NAVIGATIONAL HAZARDS 
New Jersey coast, Coast and Geodetic Survey studies 

along; Oct. p. 14. 

NEHU (HAWAIIAN ANCHOVY) 
Tuna bait, film behavior of as; Aug.-Sept. p. 32. 

NETHERLANDS 
Synthetic protein (lysine) added to flour for India by 

3; Nov. p. 38. 
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NETHERLANDS (cont.) 
Vessels: 
fishery, ordered from 3; Oct. p. 61. 
large fish-processing, North Korea orders 2 large 
from ; Nov. p. 65. 

NETS 
California, snipefishes, 40-45 tons escape 8 
June p. 9. 

Canada, Scottish seine scores high in fishing test; 
May p. 32. 

Japan, purse-seine tuna fishing off West Africa is 
poor; Jan. p. 36. 

Soviet: 
factories in Lithuania and Far East manufacture 

3 May p. 40. 
gear specialist finds color of trawl affects catch; 
Jan. p. 32. 

Tapering of purse seines, easy method for; Nov. 
p. 71. 

NEW ENGLAND 
Fleet sets outstanding safety record in 1966; Mar. 
Darl 

Groundfish and scallop, BCF's North Atlantic Region 
forecasts fewer on Banks; Feb. p. 7. 

Invertebrates in marine waters may have value; 

Mar. p. 9. 
Oil is another worry for fishermen; Mar.p.1. 

Shrimp fishery of 3; Dec. p. 11. 

NEW GUINEA 
Shrimp, Japanese-Australian firm to fish; Mar. 
p. 36. 

NEW JERSEY 
Navigational hazards along coast being stud- 
ied by Coast and Geodetic Survey; Oct. p. 14. 

United States urges removal of 90% of pollutants in 

New York- area; July p. 10. 
Water pollution control plan adopted; Nov. p. 16. 

NEW YORK 
Caviar contract, Iran awards to firm; Jan. 

Dp eno0s 
Fish meal futures trading begins on produce 
exchange; Mar. p. 2. 

Oceanographic research conference announced by 
Governor Rockefeller; Aug.-Sept. p. 21. 

United States urges removal of 90% of pollutants in 
New Jersey- area; July p. 10. 

NEW ZEALAND 
Fish meal plants planned; Mar. p. 36. 
"Hakuho Maru", Japanese Fisheries Agency's re- 
search vessel, supervises fishing off ; Oct. 
p. 49. 

Helicopter, fishing by, in 
Japan: 
12-mile fishing zone; May p. 52, June p. 23, July 
Dao. 

shows little interest in joint tuna venture with 
; Nov. p. 67. 

trawlers off ; Dec. p. 62. 
vessel seized by ; June p. 46. 

Pacific Ocean, southwest, Australia and 
cerned over Soviet fishing in; Oct. p. 49. 

; Jan. p. 26. 

con- 

NIGERIA 
Polish trawlers stop landing fish in eastern 8 
Aug.-Sept. p. 48. 

Territorial waters, 
p. 37. 

claims 12-mile; Mar. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Menhaden eggs found off; Feb. p. 27. 
Scallop, calico: 
fishery thrives; Feb. p. 14. 

industry is active; Apr. p. 19. 
"Oregon" again locates beds; May p. 15. 

NORTH PACIFIC 
Trawling, Japanese set plans for 1967 
p. 50. 

Undersea mountains, ridges, and sea basins dis- 
covered; Jan. p. 6. 

Whale quota, Japan sets; June p. 45. 

; Apr. 

NORTH SEA 
Denmark finds cod are scarce in; Apr. p. 45, 
Norway's herring catch in to stabilize; Nov. 
p. 57. 

NORWAY 
Boundaries (in Skagerrak Sea), fishing, negotiated 
between and Sweden; June p. 23. 

Canada studies fisheries training in USSR, y 
and Britain; Jan. p. 25. 

Cod stocks, scientists predict decline in; Mar. p. 27. 
Denmark: 
acts on traditional fishing claims of Belgium and 

; Dec. p. 39. 
an 3 

ratify agreement on fishing off Greenland; Oct. 
p. 49. 

study mutual landing rights; May p. 28. 
fishermen are returning to North for salmon 
fishing; Oct. p. 62. 

EEC, faces obstacles to joining; Dec. p. 39. 
Expedition, oceanographic, joint, planned by 
and Brazil; Mar. p. 15. 

Exports: 

dropped 20% to East-Bloc countries; June p. 32. 
13 deep-sea vessels to Iceland; Nov. p. 59. 
record in 1966; Mar. p. 27. 
trends; July p. 46, Nov. p. 57, Dec. p. 55. 
value up 14% in first half 1967; Dec. p. 55. 

Exvessel prices for industrial fish, reduces; 
Apr. p. 46. 

Factoryship sold to South Korea, new fishery plans 
for; Aug.-Sept. p. 54. 

Fillets, frozen, limits production; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 46. 

Fish meal and oil production set records in first- 
half 1967; Oct. p. 62. 

Fish protein concentrate, 
June p. 33. 

Ghana fishing operation, to manage; Nov. p. 38. 
Government plans to aid fishing industry; Dec. p. 55. 
Greenland: 
fishing rights in, 
trawler, stern, ordered from 

Herring: 
canners of sild had good year in 1966; May p. 40. 
catch in North Sea to stabilize; Nov. p. 57. 
outlook for winter fishery reported good; Mayp. 40. 

interest in grows; 

may keep some; Mar. p. 14. 
; Apr. p. 45. 



NORWAY (cont.) 
IAFMM, seventh annual conference held in Bergen; 
Nov. p. 39. 

India, aids fisheries; Aug.-Sept. p. 54. 
Japan looks to for new supplies of fish; July 

p. 57. 
Landings: 
record in 1966; Mar. p. 27. 
increase in first half 1967; Dec. p. 55. 

Marine oils, production up in 1966; June p. 32. 
Marketing organization, new, formed; Nov. p. 58. 
Report on fishing industry; Nov. p. 59. 
Research, joint fishery projects, and USSR 
continue; Mar. p. 15. 

Soviet salted fish, 
of; Oct. p. 63. 

Vessels: 
standard design, costs are cut by using; July p. 47. 
versatile wooden (named "Glunt"), are mass pro- 
duced in 3; Dec. p. 55. 

Whaling, Antarctic, only one expedition slated for; 
Nov. p. 58. 

World fisheries, 
July p. 47. 

fishermen protest imports 

wins number 5 position; 

NORWEGIAN SEA 
Herring season, good, expected; Jan. p. 31. 

OCEANOGRAPHY 
Alaska, southeast, drift cards show surface currents; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

Asian fishery- experts meet; July p. 38. 
Boothbay Lab aids teaching of biology 3; Dec. 
Peo 

Bottom temperature record off Cape Cod, two-year, 
scientists of BCF's Environmental Oceanographic 
Research Program complete; Oct. p. 40. 

Buoy(s): 
acre planted by U. S. Navy oceanographers; Jan. 
bith 

deep sea system developed by ESSA; Dec. p. 15. 
California Gulf's deep basins studied (''Velero IV" 

of the University of Southern California); Nov. 
p. 10. 

Charts, maps, nautical: 
Atlantic seabed, 400-mile stretch depicted; May 

1965 Ws 
Alaska, inland waterway in; Aug.-Sept. p. 13. 
California: 
coast midway between Los Angeles and San Fran- 
cisco; July p. 12. 

San Diego, seabed off; Oct. p. 12. 
southern coast sea bottom; Dec. p. 13. 

Gulf of Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands; 
Dec. p. 14. 

Chesapeake Bay study, Maryland and Virginia sci- 
entists plan; Nov. p. 17. 

Coast Guard: 
International Ice Patrol has prevented disaster; 
Apr. p. 11. 

transfers from Treasury to new Transportation 
Department; Jan. p. 19. 

Continental Shelf off Washington State and Alaska to 
be studied; Aug.-Sept. p. 13. 

Core drilling begins on continental slope off Atlan- 
tic coast (off Florida and northward to points off 
Cape Cod and Georges Bank); July p. 11. 

Drift bottles used in sea surface research; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 31. 
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OCEANOGRAPHY 
Eastern tropical Pacific Ocean (EASTROPAC), com- 
plete first cruises in study of; Nov. p. 34. 

Environmental sampler can help undersea study; Jan. 
Dace 

Expedition, joint, planned by Brazil and Norway; Mar. 
p. 15. 

Gulf Stream studied from sea and air by 3 Govern- 
ment agencies; Jan. p. 8. 

Hydrofoil boat, high-speed, is suitable for 
work; Jan. p. 8. 

Japanese establish distant-water fisheries research 
laboratory; Oct. p. 72. 

LASER fish detecting study by R/V ''Kaho"; July 
Pe 2%. 

Magnetic survey flight, round-the-world, under way; 
Mar. p. 6. 

Maine's falling lobster catch, ocean study urged to 
aid; Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 

Marine: 
science affairs, President Johnson issued first re- 
port on; May p. 1. 

technology society to meet in San Diego, Calif., in 
June; Apr. p. 15. 

Massachusetts coast (Cape Ann to Cape Cod), most 
extensive survey under way; June p. 3. 

Mississippi Sound, hydrographic survey begins; Dec. 
p. 15. 

Navigational field survey of Pacific Coast and Hawaii 
scheduled; Mar. p. 6. 

New York, research conference announced by 
Governor Rockefeller; Aug.-Sept. p. 21. 

Pacific Ocean, central north, study announced by 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Office of 
Naval Research; Oct. p. 12. 

Salt domes, Gulf Coast, may have other uses; Feb. 

p. 12. 
Sea bottom!'s ability to support structures, U.S, 
tests; Nov. p. 9. . 

Sea floor movements, sea fossils indicate; Feb. p. 28. 
SeaLab III, aquanauts train for; May p. 25. 
Sea lanes to N, Y. Harbor and Delaware Bay recom- 
mended; Aug.-Sept. p. 11. 

Sediment data bank, Atlantic Shelf, being planned; 
Feb. p. 12. 

Sound waves used to map ocean floor; Nov. p. 13. 
Soviet scientist joins ''Oceanographer"; June p. 3. 
Spacecraft surveys aid studies; Mar. p. 45. 
Stanford Oceanography Expedition offers employ- 
ment to biologists; Nov. p. 10, 

Study grants, Interior awards 18 ; Apr. p. 24. 
Submarine(s): 
"Aluminaut' conducts undersea surveys off Florida; 
Mar. P. 5. 

"Alvin" loses--then finds--its famous arm; Nov. 
p. 8. 

Subtropical underwater of the Eastern Gulf of Mex- 
ico; Mar. p. 46. 

Survey, most detailed, of Long Island Sound is under 
way; Aug.-Sept. p. 12. 

Testing devices, U. S. Navy studies ways of recover- 
ing; Mar. p. 5. 

Undersea mountains: 
ridges, and sea basins in North Pacific discovered; 
Jan. p. 6. 

U. S. oceanographic expedition investigates; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 11. 

United States ports, distances between 700, pamphlet 
lists; Dec. p. 13. 
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OCEANOGRAPHY (cont.) 
University of California's Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography reports highlights of its sea studies; 
Oct. p. 15. 

University of Miami is a leader in ocean sciences 
studies; Dec. p. 16. 

Vessel(s): 
"Anton Bruun," United States offers India; Oct. 
p. 73. 

"Davidson'' commissioned; Apr. p. 14. 
"Discoverer'’ commissioned; May p. 5. 

" "Fairweather" launched; Apr. p. 14. 
"Geronimo" sails entire Gulf of Mexico; June p. 20. 
"McArthur:" 
commissioned; Jan. p. 7. 
inspects Hawaiian navigational facilities; Nov. 
Dee 

leaves for Honolulu base; July p. 11. 
"Mt. Mitchell" christened; Jan. p. 7. 
"Rainier' launched; Apr. p. 14. 

Whale sounds, unique, scientists detect for first 

time; Apr. p. 10. 
Year of acquiring data by Stanford (Calif.) 
biological laboratory is successful; Oct. p. 42. 

Yellowfin tuna see better than tunny or skipjack; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 

OCEAN PERCH 
Pacific, USSR catch drops in Gulf of Alaska; Aug. - 
Sept. p. 45. 

OCTOPUS 
Argentine stern trawlers catch and freeze c 

Jan. p. 28. 
Mexican export demand is good for 5 Oct. 

p. 56. 

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE PROMOTION 

(OITP) 
Export promotion program gains overseas market; 
June p. 18. 

International Food Trade Fairs abroad star fish; 
Apr. p. 28. 

Paris fair, participation in, is success; Jan. p. 17. 
Trade fairs (Milan and Paris) sell calico scallops; 
Mar. p. 10. 

OFFLOADING 
Dry reduces effluent at South African fish 
meal plants; Jan. p. 42. 

OHIO : 
Commercial fishery declines in first half of 1967; 
Dec. p. 12. 

OIL RIGS 
Gulf of Mexico, 

OKINAWA 
Japan vessel owners to hire 
Deeds 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 

Fisheries Cummittee meets; June p. 25. 

OREGON 
Clam, razor: 

set is heavy in 1967; Dec. p. 22. 
yield is best in decade; Oct. p. 21. 

are shipping hazard in; Mayp. 4. 

fishermen; Mar. 

OREGON 
Crab, Dungeness: 
laws modified for minimum legal size; Dec. p. 22. 
outlook is good; Jan. p. 12. 

Salmon: 
chinook, early fall catch is above average; Oct. 

p. 21. 
coho (silver): 
record landings reported; Oct. p. 21. 
released; Apr. p. 20. 
Umatilla Indians seek to establish run; Feb. p. 14. 

winter catch was good; Apr. p. 20. 
Shrimp catch sets record in 1967; Nov. p. 15. 
South Korean fish culturists train at (Sandy 
River station);,Nov. p. 16. 

Survey for hake and anchovy off Washington - 
coasts ("John N. Cobb"); July p. 25. 

Tuna: 
albacore landings: 
California divided 1966 with ; May p. 13. 

heaviest in 30-year history; Nov. p. 15. 

"OREGON II" 
Christened; Mar. p. 9. 

Industrial fish project, 

Dec. p. 27. 
completes first phase; 

"OREGON" 
Caribbean Sea, eastern, 

p. 23. 
Pelagic fish, 
Apr. p. 25. 

Scallops, calico: 
beds near Cape Kennedy surveyed; Dec. pp. 25, 27. 
dredges off Florida, locates commercial 
quantities of; Oct. p. 31. Nov. p. 22. 

Shrimp and swordfish catches are light; June p. 15. 
Snapper, red, reports off Honduras; Mar. p. 10. 

explores; Aug.-Sept. 

finds commercial amounts of; 

OVERFERTILIZATION (see EUTROPHICATION) 

OYSTERS 
Canada, New Brunswick, fall fishing season in; Nov. 

p. 42. 
Chesapeake Bay 
lower; June p. 10. 

Denmark's best season in years; Nov. p. 52. 

Disease, Oxford (Md.) lab studies; Oct. p. 40. 

culture study, EDA aids in 

European cultured for U, S, research; July 
p. 30. 

Fossil, Virginia found on Continental Shelf; 

Feb. p. 14. 
Galtsoff, Dr. Paul S., receives award for book on; 

Jan. p. 17. 
Grow on tire rims; Dec. p. 67. 
Mutation, BCF scientists study; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 
MSX still found in Chesapeake Bay ; July p. 30. 
Recipe -- are still a favorite dish; Apr. p. 66. 

PACIFIC COAST 
Navigational field survey of 
uled; Mar. p. 6. 

Salmon, canned stocks; Jan. p. 3; Feb. p. 10, Mar. p. 3. 

PACIFIC FISHERIES CONVENTION 
Japan to study feasibility of; Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
Fish protein concentrate plant, U. S. selects 

as site for; Apr. p. 9. 

and Hawaii sched- 



PACIFIC OCEAN 
Atlas is sent to printer by BCF Honolulu Biological 
Laboratory; June p. 4. 

Central north study announced by Scripps In- 
stitution of Oceanography and Office of Naval Re- 
search; Oct. p. 12. 

Complete first cruises in study of eastern tropical 
(EASTROPAC); Nov. p. 34. 

Cuba fishes in eastern for tuna; Oct. p. 57. 

Japan: 
licenses experimental trawling in eastern; July 
P2095 

mothership operations, report on North 8 
Oct. p. 69. 

trawler fleet will fish northeast SROCE mp emilee 
vessels advised to avoid closed areas of United 
States Pacific northwest coast; Oct. p. 70. 

whaling season ends in North sROCtmD -pOos 
Patrol-research vessel, multipurpose, Canada to 
build; Jan. p. 25, 

Tropical, she casts (Mrs. Mary Godfrey) her net 
across the; Apr. p. 27. 

Tuna resources in central , book published by 
State of Hawaii indicates new; Apr. p. 19. 

USSR: 
and U. S. discuss cooperative research on north- 
eastern ; Oct. p. 48. 

fishing in southwest , Australia and New 

Zealand concerned over; Oct. p. 49. 
Yellowfin tuna fishery closed June 24; July p. 38. 

PAKISTAN 
Shrimp: 
exports to U. S. increased 25% in 1966; Oct. p. 78. 
Japan to buy more from 3; Mar. p. 33 

Territorial waters, claims 12-mile; June 

p. 45. 

PALAU ISLAND 
Japanese skipjack tuna fishery will be developed off; 
Oct. p. 68. 

PALMER PENINSULA 

Antarctica!'s , Scientist studies; Jan. p. 23. 

PAMLICO SOUND 
Interior Department opposes 
posal; Nov. p. 30. 

channel pro- 

PANAMA 
Industry, fishing, report; Aug.-Sept. p. 42. 
Sailing permit required for fishing vessels; Apr. 

Davioile 
Shrimp.and fish meal, 1966 report; June p. 29. 

PEARL(S) 
Antibiotic improves harvest; Aug.-Sept. p. 49. 
Australia developing culture industry; Jan. p. 41. 

Japanese cut production 30 percent; Aug.-Sept. 
p. 51. 

PELAGIC FISH 
California: 

catch, 1966 and 1967; Nov. p. 16. 
report on; Dec. p. 23. 

"Oregon" finds commercial amounts of 
pe 2b. 

Sonar studies of ; Jan. p. 15, 
South African catch dropped in 1966; Mar. p. 37. 

; Apr. 
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PENNSYLVANIA 
Commercial fishery declines in first half of 1967; 
Dec. p. 12. 

PERCH 
USSR average Pacific 
p. 24. 

catch is smaller; Mar. 

PERU 
Anchovy: 
fishing, sets closed season for; Apr. p. 36. 
problems beset 1967/68 season; Oct. p. 56. 

Development law, new fishery, effective in 1968; 
Dec. p. 49. 

EASTROPAC, complete first survey cruise in study 
of; Nov. p. 34. 

Fish meal: 
4 groups will sell; Apr. p. 37. 
industry: 
report on; Jan. p. 27, Dec. p. 50. 
situation; Mar. p. 22, Aug.-Sept. p. 42. 
troubled, starts slowly; Nov. p. 45. 

Japan government approves investment in plant; 
May p. 48. 

plants, owns 2/3 completely; June p. 29. 
producers, President meets with; May p. 33. 
quota system, abandons; June p. 29. 
sets quarterly export quotas of; May p. 33. 
trends, January-March 1967; June p. 28, 

Fish oil, reports on; Jan. p. 27. 

Japan: 
helps develop fisheries in 3; Mar. p. 34. 
joint coastal fishery resource survey scheduled off 
South America; Oct. p. 72. 

resources, seeks help to develop; July p. 43. 
survey team in ; Mar. p. 34, June p. 43. 

Whaling venture, joint -Japanese, negotiated; 
Oct. p. 54, 

PHILIPPINES 
Fishpond industry, to expand; Mar. p. 35. 
Foreign currency deposit system for food imports, 

sets up; Aug.-Sept. p. 55. 
Vessels ("M/S Researcher I"", ''M/S Maya-Maya"’), 
research, launched; May p. 49. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Mexico, Gulf of, aerial photos reveal surface schools 

in; Jan. p. 16. 
Shrimp, pink, R/V ''George M. Bowers" re- 
action to electricity; May p. 17. 

PILCHARD 
Canned, South African sales to United Kingdom are 
up; Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 

South-West Africa: 
eggs are scarce; Jan. p. 42. 
fillets are exported; Jan. p. 42. 
fishing poor; Nov. p. 68. 
nations, 16, fish off coast; Jan. p. 42. 

quotas: 
raised; Dec, p. 66. 
remain the same; Apr. p. 55. 

PLASTIC 
Japan, fishing boat developed; May p. 48. 
Sharks repelled by bag; July p. 12. 

POLAND 
Atlantic fisheries, northwest, report on; Apr. p. 43. 
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POLAND (cont.) 
FAO- cooperation in fisheries; July p. 35. 
Fisheries delegation visits (White Fish Authority) 
United Kingdom; June p. 25. 

Fish meal production and imports, 1966 report on; 

June p. 37. 
Georges Bank herring fishery expanded; Dec. p. 53. 
India, will aid; Dec. p. 40. 
Kuwait, shrimp vessels being built in 

ps a0: 
Lampreys, canned, to export; Mar. p. 28. 
Mexico and talk trade; July p. 36. 
New England ports, two fishing vessels enter; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 48. 

Swinoujscie, new Baltic Sea fishing base developed; 
Dec. p. 53. 

Trawlers: 
factory stern, Gdansk builds 50th; Nov. p. 54. 
stop landing fish in eastern Nigeria; Aug.-Sept. 

rans 

fish for fun; Nov. p. 55. 
Vessels, oceanographic, builds for USSR; 
May p. 40, Nov. p. 50. 

POLLOCK 
"Manning, John R."' explores for Alaska 3 Oct. 
pe ate 

POLLUTION 
Di Luzio (Asst. Sec. of FWPC) calls a local 
challenge; Dec. p. 17. 

Japanese fisheries damaged by sharply rising 5 
July p. 55. 

Lake Erie's increasing 
against; May p. 4. 

Maine: 
lobster industry, 
aid to; July p. 19. 

Penobscot Bay area to cut 
asks; May p. 14. 

New York-New Jersey area, United States urges 
removal of 90% of pollutants in; July p. 10. 

Oil is another worry for New England fishermen; 
Mar. p. 1. 

, scientists warn 

to be tested as possible 

, U. S. agency 

PONDS 
Shrimp, brown, experimental rearing of postlarval, 

to marketable size in; Mar, p. 49. 

PORTUGAL 
Canned fish: 
exports declined; June p. 37, Nov. p. 55. 
pack: 
dropped 18%; June p. 37. 
rose Slightly in first-half 1967; Nov. p. 55. 

Fishing limit, 12-mile, establishes; Nov. 

P10. 
Squid for bait, to buy Japanese; Nov. p. 55. 
Tuna, Cape Verde Islands, firm expands operations 

at; May p. 43. 

PRESERVATION 
Gamma rays, use of in fish 3; June p. 56. 
USSR holds seminar on radiation ; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 45. 

PRICES 
Edible fishery products; Nov. p. 6. 
Exvessel, Norway reduces for industrial fish; Apr. 

p. 46. 

PRICES 
Fur seals, 
p. 90. 

Iceland 
May p. 41. 

Japan: 
shrimp, canned, 
tuna: 

frozen, export are dropping; Apr. p. 50. 
Indian Ocean, agreement reached for; Apr. p. 52. 

decline at Danish auction; July 

fall and foreign markets are uncertain; 

raised; Jan. p. 38. 

Scallop, sea, United States supplies drop, rise; 
Oct. p. 9. 

Senegal sets tuna 3; June p, 49. 

Wholesale for edible fish and shellfish; Jan. 
p. 3, Feb. p. 8, Mar. p. 4. 

PROCESSED FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Alaska are most valuable in its 100th year; 
Feb. p. 14. 

PROCESSING 
Canada subsidized dogfish shark ; Jan. p. 24. 
Firms request continuous USDI inspection; Oct. 

p. 43. 
Iceland acts to assist fish industry; Dec. p. 56. 
Israel plans tuna fishing and s-Apre pos 
Study of fish reduction approved by EDA; Mar. p. 11. 
USSR helps Yemen set up Red Sea plant; Apr. 

p. 42. 

PROMOTION PROGRAM 
Export —_—_— gains overseas markets; June p. 18. 
Picnic--or into your backyard, take fish on your; 
June p. 18. 

PROTEIN 
Lysine, synthetic added to flour for India by 
Netherlands; Nov. p. 38. 

PUBLICATION(S) 
Booklet ("Fifteen Years of Better Fishing") cites 
progress in sport fishing under Federal program; 
Decsipsrlise 

Coast pilot, new, published for Gulf of Mexico, 
Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands; Dec. p. 14. 

Denmark issued fisheries research annual report, 
1966; Dec. p. 57. 

"Fish and Man,'' by John Clark (Conflict Over the 
Atlantic Estuaries); Oct. p. 3, Dec. p. 21. 

Fish and Wildlife Service ; Jan, p. 58, 
Foreign Fishery Leaflet(s): 
Argentina, 1966 report on fishing industry (No. 75); 
Nov. p. 44. 

Brazil, northeast, Marine fishing in (No, 69); Apr. 
p. 36, 

"Congolese Fisheries, 1966'' (No, 120); May p. 55. 
"FijiIslands Fishing Industry, 1967'' (No. 112); 
May p. 51. 

"Kenya Fisheries, 1966'' (No. 109); May p. 53. 
"Uganda Fisheries, 1966'' (No. 108); May p. 53. 
Venezuela, (No. 32) discusses fisheries of; Nov. p. 46. 

Japan adopts fisheries ''White Paper"; June p. 39. 
Miscellaneous fishery ; Jan. p. 60. 
Nautical book for Atlantic Coast published, new 

edition of; May p. 6. 
New book's message: ''Let's Cook Fish"; May p. 26. 
Pacific Ocean atlas is sent to printer; June p. 4. 
Pamphlet lists distances between 700 U. S. ports; 

Dec. p. 13. 
Soviets preparing new fishing fleet manual; Julyp. 46. 



PUBLICATION(S) (cont.) 
"The Shrimp Fishery in Texas," by A. W. Moffett, 
published by the Texas Parks and Wildlife De- 
partment; Oct. p. 22. 

Trawling gear, new book on modern deep-sea; Dec. 
p. 41. 

United Kingdom annual (1966) report on fisheries 
research issued; June p. 35. 

Vessels, small and medium, new book surveys; 

June p. 38. 
"Water: The Vital Essence,'' by Peter Briggs; Apr. 
p. 30. 

PUERTO RICO 
Coast pilot, new, published for; Dec. p. 14. 
United States funds aid fisheries development; 

Oct. p. 10. 

QUAHOGS 
Distribution of Southern 
Coast; Mar. p. 62. 

off the Middle Atlantic 

QUALITY 
Bacteriological controls for producing high- 
breaded seafoods; Jan. p. 54. 

FAO fish-freezing conference emphasizes; Dec. 
p. 43. 

New tests assess changes in fish; Nov. p. 69. 

RADAR(S) 
Weather » new equipment advances; Oct. p.14. 

RADIO TELETYPE (RATT) 
Stanford lab cuts cost of ocean data; May p. 24. 

RECIPE(S) 
Cod curry - seafoods say--pounds away; Feb. p. 13. 
Crab, blue - chef's salad Chesapeake; Feb. p. 13. 
Diet? try it! -- with seafoods; May p. 68. 
Halibut, hearty, declare a dividend with seafoods; 
Mar. p. 40. 

Old Italian favorite becomes new seafood slimmer; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 63. 
_ "Outdoor Fish Cookery-take fish on your picnic-- 
) or into your backyard; June p. 18. 
Oysters are still a favorite dish; Apr. p. 66. 
Salmon chowder; Jan. p. 57. 
Seafoods say--pounds away; Feb. p. 13. 
Shrimp Christmas tree; Dec. p. 21. 

RED SEA 
USSR helps Yeman set up 
Apr. p. 42. 

processing plant; 

RED SNAPPER 
Japanese firm will longline in western Atlantic for; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 

"Oregon" reports 
pels 

off British Honduras; Mar. 

REFRIGERATION 
Canada tests new method of shipping fresh fish; 
Dec. p. 45. 

RESEARCH 
Fur seal carcasses, Japan's researchers see po- 

tential use for; Apr. p. 52. 
Projects, Norway and USSR continue joint fishery; 
Mar. p. 15. 
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RESEARCH 
Submarine ''Pisces" as a fisheries 
Apr. p. 21. 

USSR: 
postures, fish, are means of communication, 
shows; June p. 31. 

reports 1966 Pacific 
Dae. 

scientist discusses Atlantic ; Apr. p. 40. 
Whales, gray, Seattle lab. studies; Mar. p. 9. 

tool; 

and 1967 plans; May 

RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM 
Canada (Newfoundland) pushes fisheries 3; Oct. 

p. 90. 

RETAILING 
Clinics help industry; May p. 26. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Wisconsin licenses trawler to fish alewife in 
Lake Michigan; Oct. p. 23. 

ROMANIA 
East European Fisheries Agreement, 
June p. 38. 

Georges Bank, 
Sept. p. 48. 

International Convention for Fishing in the North- 
west Atlantic (ICNAF): 
joins; May p. 28. 
meeting, participates for first time in; July p. 36. 

joins; 

fishes for herring off; Aug.- 

"RORQUAL" 
Brit, small, studies summer distribution of; 

Oct.\p: 32. 
Herring, larval, estimates abundance of; Jan, 

pelos 
Zooplankton distribution, studies; Jan. p. 14. 

SAFETY AT SEA 
Boat losses high, ''Canadian Fisherman" sees col- 
lective responsibility for; Mar. p. 16. 

New England fleet sets outstanding safety record in 
1966; Mar. p. 1. 

SAFETY DEVICES 
Sound-producers, fishing vessels are required to 
use proper; Mar. p. 2. 

SALMON 
Alaska landings; May p. 13. 
Canada, British Columbia changes export regula- 
tions; Nov. p. 41. 

Chinook (king): 
Oregon: 
early fall catch is above average; Oct. p. 21. 
winter catch was good; Apr. p. 20. 

Washington state donates; Jan. p. 11. 
Coho (silver): 
Columbia River run sets record; Nov. p. 6. 
Michigan, thriving in; Jan. p. 11. 
Oregon: 
and Umatilla Indians seek to establish run; Feb. 

p. 14. 
yearlings released; Apr. p. 20. 
record landings reported; Oct. p. 21. 

Columbia River migration delayed by high tempera- 
tures; Dec. p. 17. 

Danish fishermen are returning to North Norway for 
fishing; Oct. p. 62. 
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SALMON (cont.) 
Gear limitation urged by Alaska's Governor; Mar. 

p. 7. 
Greenland, West, pelagic 

Pp. 625 
Japan: 
Arctic: 
firm will again fish for; June p. 43. 
fishing is fair; Oct. p. 71. 

fishery grows; Oct. 

bans its fishermen from foreign vessels; 
Apr. p. 51. 

buy and trout in Alaska; Oct. p. 20. 
canned: 
domestic eating will be promoted; Apr. p. 49. 
export prices, new, effective through Sept. 1968; 
Dec. p. 63. 

Chukchi Sea fishing begins; Aug.-Sept.p.52. 
contracts, job, with S. Korean firm, fisher- 
men to cancel; June p. 43. 

mothership-type fishery in 1967, review of; Nov. 

p. 61. 
North Pacific: 
mothership operations, report on; Oct. p. 69. 
prices are up; July p. 52. 

Pacific quota, 1966, exceeded; Apr. p. 33. 
pink, canned prices are unchanged in June 1967; 
Oct. p. 70. 

Juvenile, marked in Alaska with fluorescent grit; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 

"Kelez, George B.,'' winter distribution and oceano- 
graphic conditions studied by; July p. 21. 

Licenses, Pacific fishing, will not be limited in 1967; 
Jan. p. 24. 

Michigan releases 3 million in Great Lakes; 

May p. 15. 
Pacific coast canned stocks; Jan. p. 3, Feb. p. 10, 

Mar. p. 3. 
Pink runs, Alaska, the art of forecasting; Julyp. 18. 
Recipe-- chowder; Jan. p. 57. 
Red (sockeye): 
Alaska, the art of forecasting 

Dewlite 
Bristol Bay relief study ordered by Gov. Hickel; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 20. 

USSR: 
Amur River ran later in 1966; Mar. p. 24. 
Pacific quota, 1966, exceeded; Apr. p. 33. 
patrols fishery in Northwest Pacific; Oct. p. 60. 

runs; July 

SALT DOMES 
Gulf Coast, may have other uses; Feb. p. 12. 

SALTED FISH 
Norwegian fishermen protest imports of Soviet 

StOCtsap spss 

SANITATION 
Workshops, BCF/FDA take part in; Feb. p. 26, 
June p. 17. 

SARDINE(S) 
California: 
fishery is poor; Aug.-Sept. p. 19. 
La Jolla lab first to raise to advanced juvenile 
stage; Feb. p. 23. 

Japanese mackerel and , canned, consigned to 
sales company for export; Oct. p. 70. 

Maine canned stocks drop; Jan. p. 1l. 

Morocco catch is up, exports down; Jan. p. 43. 

SARDINE(S) 
Recipe--old Italian favorite becomes new seafood 
slimmer; Aug.-Sept. p. 63. 

Venezuela, fish meal, whole 

for; Mar. p. 21. 
may not be used 

SAURY 
"Cobb, John N."' completed explorations; Oct. p. 24. 
Japan: 

bait prices up; Mar. p. 33. 
fishermen form association; July p. 57. 
production was disappointing in 1966; Apr. p. 50. 

Soviets conduct fishery research off Western South 
America; May p. 39. 

SAVANNAH RIVER CHANNEL 
Charts, nautical, first, available for; Feb. p. 12. 

SCALLOP(S) 
Calico: 
commercial quantities located (''Oregon"') off Flor 
ida; Oct. p. 31. 

North Carolina: 
fishery thrives; Feb. p. 14. 

industry is active; Apr. p. 19. 
trade fairs sell; Mar. p. 10. 

Explorations in the Gulf of Mexico, history of; Jan. 

p. 47. 
"Oregon": 
beds north of Cape Kennedy surveyed; Dec. p. 25. 
beds off North Carolina again located; May p. 15. 
dredges off: 
Florida; Nov. p. 22. 
east of Cape Kennedy; Dec. p. 27. 

Pacific, Soviets study artificial reproduction of; 
Oct. p. 61. 

Sea: 
forecast fewer on New England Banks; Feb. p. 7. 
United States supplies drop, prices rise; Oct. p. 9. 

SCANDINAVIA 
Consumption of herring food products, 
greater; Jan. p. 32. 

seeks 

SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
World hunger, urges action on; Aug.-Sept. p. l. 

SCIENTISTS 
USSR team visits British laboratories; Jan, p. 32. 

SCOTLAND 
"Guiding Star'' seine vessel: 
tested in herring fishery by Canada; Jan. p. 25. 
scores high in fishing test; May p. 32. 

SEALAB III 
Aquanauts, BCF. train for; May p. 25. 

SEA LAMPREY 
Control gains, Great Lakes Commission told; Jan. 

p. 6. 
Lake Superior, 
tive; July p. 10, 

control may be 94-97% effec- 

Poland to export canned ; Mar. p. 28. 

SEAL(S) 
Antarctic are plentiful; Jan. p. 35. 
Canada tightens sealing regulations; Apr. p. 34. 



SEAL(S) (cont.) 
Fur: 
carcasses, Japan's researchers see potential use 

for; Apr. p. 52. 
Danish auction, prices decline at; July p. 50. 
Pribilof Islands kill is larger; Aug.-Sept. p. 34. 
prices mostly lower; May p. 26. 
skins, auction prices drop for regular; Nov. p. 27. 

Greenland skins: 
concerned over low prices; May p. 42. 
sale; Nov. p. 52. 

Hair, USSR increases herds in Caspian Sea; Jan. 
Dero: 

Soviet acts to protect Kuril Island 7 Oct. p61. 

SEA OTTER 
Alaska, 1,000 
Sept. p. 20. 

pelts to be auctioned; Aug.- 

SEA -SLED 
Vessel and 

Pp. 23. 
study behavior of the 'nehu"'; July 

SEAWEED(S) 

USSR: 
grow 3; July p. 46. 
studies as food for cosmonauts; Jan. p. 32. 
TINRO, studies use of; Nov. p. 50. 

West coast!s industry; May p. 65. 

SEDIMENT DATA BANK 
Atlantic Shelf planned; Feb. p. 12. 

SEISMIC PROFILING 
Fish not affected by "sparkers'' (experiment 
by BCF biological laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.); 
Oct. p. 42. 

SENEGAL 
Soviet oceanographic vessel (''Akademik Kurchatov") 
visits; Apr. p. 42. 

Tuna: 
vessels, Soviets supply; Mar. p. 38. 
1966/67 season is disappointing; Oct. p. 81. 
landings; May p. 54. 
prices, sets; July p. 61. 

USSR aids fisheries; Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 

SHARK(S) 
Dogfish, Canada subsidizes processing; Jan. 

p. 24. 
Electric barrier tested; Jan. p. 30. 
Plastic bag, repelled by; July p. 12. 
USSR: 
fins are used; July p. 45. 
frozen exports to Italy; June p. 31. 

Villain, still a; Oct. p. 54. 

SHELLFISH 
Clam, mahogany, Gloucester (Mass.) Lab. taps new 
resource; Dec. p. 32. 

Crayfish description and their habits; July p. 60. 
Japanese per-capita of fish and rose in 1965; 
Apr. p. 49. 

Kenya issues license regulations for 
Apr. p. 56. 

SHOAL FISH 
Africa, South, catch: 
down in 1966; Jan. p. 42. 
continues up; Nov. p. 68. 

business; 
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SHRIMP 
Alaska: 
Juneau reports on; May p. 21. 
Soviet catches increase off; May p. 39. 

Australia: 
exports rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
good market for South African sWOctspemGe 

imports from India restricted; Apr. p. 54. 
production rises; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

Barbados industry grows; July p. 60. 
Brazilian bases, United States companies plan; 
Octiip oo an 

Brown, rearing, experimental, of postlarval 
to marketable size in ponds; Mar. p. 49. 

Canada: 
British Columbia: 
commercial potential assessed; Dec. p. 45. 
exploratory trawling conducted; Jan. p. 25. 

Colombian coast, Japan to explore for off; 
June p. 30, 

Electro-trawl system: 
demonstrated for ; Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 
development of; Aug.-Sept. p. 58. 

El Salvador: 
landings, 1966, were record; Apr. p. 38. 
no. 1 commercial fishery in; Jan, p. 28. 

European market, GATT reports on; May p. 30. 
Flavor retention, Ketchikan (Alaska) lab. studies; 
Nov. p. 28. 

Guatemala catching 
industry; May p. 37. 

Honduras packing plant operating at half capacity; 
Oct. p. 59. 

Inventories are heavy; Aug.-Sept. p. 9. 
Japan: 
Alaska, good fishing off; Oct. p. 70. 
canned prices raised; Jan. p. 38. 
Caribbean operations increase; Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 
firm to explore for off: 
Australia, northern; Oct. p. 59. 
Colombia; Oct. p. 59. 

is major part of fishing 

frozen: 
first attempt to buy Mexican meets difficulty; 
Apr. p. 51. 

imports; May p. 47, Oct. p. 69, Nov. p. 63. 
Mexico: 
increase purchases of; Oct. p. 69. 
vessels, 35 purchases from; Dec. p. 49. 

Pakistan, to buy more from; Mar. p. 33. 
trawlers association formed for South America 
fishery; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 

Korea, South: 
report on fishery trends, 1967; Oct. p. 73. 
supplements catch with farming; Oct. p. 75. 

Louisiana: 
canning centennial is celebrated; Aug.-Sept. p. 19. 
season starts well; July p. 19. 

Madagascar, U, S.-built vessel (''Soavina I") 
heads for; May p. 53. 

Maine aids growth of market; Aug.-Sept. p. 21. 
Malaysia, Sabah State's landings and exports 
rise in 1966; Oct. p. 78. 

"Manning, John R."' surveys 
p. 21. 

Mexico: 
Alvarado pilot fisheries complex, 15 

ers built for; Oct. p. 56. 

fleet is aging; Oct. p. 56. 
Hurricane Beulah did not damage industry; Dec. 

p. 49. 

; Jan. p. 16, Feb. 

trawl- 
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SHRIMP (cont.) 
New England fishery; Dec. p. 11. 

New Guinea, Japanese-Australian firm to fish; Mar. 

p. 36. 
"Oregon" catches are light; June p. 15. 
Oregon State catch sets record in 1967; Nov. p. 15. 
Panama 1966 report; June p. 29. 
Pink: 
Alaska, midwater availability of 

"John R. Manning"; Oct. p. 30. 
Canada, exploratory fishing for gives prom- 
ising results; Dec. p. 48. 

"George M. Bowers" photographs reaction to elec- 
tricity; May p. 17. 

Red, Denmark conference considers new products; 

studied by 

Apr. p. 45. 
Separator shows merit, Gloucester's prototype; 

Feb. p. 26. 
Soviets fish and can off Shumagin Islands; May 
p. 38. 

Spot, Alaska, southeast, surveyed in; Oct. 

p. 30. 
Sun-dried industry of the North Central Gulf 

of Mexico; Apr. p. 58. 
Texas: 
fishery, report on; Oct. p. 22. 
threatened by destruction of estuaries; Mar. p. 8. 

Trawl system, electro- , "Bowers" tests; Jan, 
p. 14. 

United States: 
breaded production; May p. 3, Oct. p. 11. 
catch, 1967, expected to set record; Oct. p. 9. 
imports; Jan. p. 3, Feb. p. 10, Mar. p. 4, Oct. 
Delile 

landings may set record; Nov. p. l. 
Yes, Virginia, you can eat this 
tree; Dec. p. 36. 

Christmas 

SIERRA LEONE 
Catch, 1966, drops slightly; May p. 55. 

SINGAPORE 
Fishing port developed; Oct. p. 78. 
Southeast Asia fisheries center planned in i; 
Oct iphrise 

SKINNING MACHINE 
Portable demonstrated by Seattle, Wash., 
manufacturers; June p. l. 

SLOGAN 
"Fish--The Big Dish", United Kingdom mounts pro- 
motional campaign for; Jan. p. 35. 

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA) 
Disaster loans to aid Brownsville, Texas, shrimp 

fleet battered by Hurricane Beulah; Oct. p. 2. 

SMOKER, WILLIAM A., DR. 
Named director of Auke Bay (Alaska) Laboratory; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 36. 

SNAPPER 
Recipe--diet? try it! -- with seafoods; May p. 68. 

SNIPEFISHES 
California, 40-45 tons escape nets; June p. 9. 

"Miss Behavior" studies albacore with 
p. 26. 

"Cromwell" studies relation between birds, surface 
schools, and targets; Feb. p. 19. 

Sound waves used to map ocean floor; Nov. p. 13. 

3; Nov. 

SOUNDS 
Whale, gray, scientists detect certain 
time; Apr. p. 10. 

for first 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Australia is good market for 

p. 79. 
Fish meal: 
dry offloading reduces effluent at plants; Jan. p. 42. 
factoryships planned, more; June p. 47. 

prices drop in early 1967; Oct. p. 79. 
Fish oil prices drop in early 1967; Oct. p. 79. 
Hake, south-east Atlantic, minimum trawl mesh 
recommended by and West Germany; Nov. 
p. 35. 

Lobster, spiny, live trade grows; Apr. p. 55. 
Pelagic fish catch dropped in 1966; Mar. p. 37. 
Pilchard, canned, sales are up in United Kingdom; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 

Prospects for 1967 fishing bright; May p. 54. 
Shoal fish catch: 
continues up; Oct. p. 79, Nov. p. 68, Dec. p. 67. 
down in 1966; Jan. p. 42. 

Taiwan tuna vessels will transship from 

p. 58. 
United Kingdom imports frozen fish from; Dec. p. 52. 
Whale meat, ships to Japan; Nov. p. 68. 

shrimp; Oct. 

; July 

SOUTH AFRICA REPUBLIC 
Conducts fishing training; Apr. p. 56. 

SOUTH AMERICA 
Japan: 
joint Peruvian coastal fishery resource survey 
scheduled off Oct. pega. 

trawlers association formed for shrimp 
fishery; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 

Soviets conduct fishery research off western 8 

May p. 39. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Alaska fur sealskins prices lower at Greenville 
auction; May p. 26, Nov. p. 27. 

Crab, blue, mortality investigated in 
South Atlantic; July p. 30. 

area of 

SOUTH KOREA (REPUBLIC OF KOREA) 
Cannery, plans large with U.S. aid; Mayp. 49. 
Factoryship purchased from Norway, plans 
new fishery for; Aug.-Sept. p. 54. 

Japan: 
concerned over expanding 
fisheries; June p. 42. 

report jointly regulated 1966 catch; June p. 23, 
salmon fishermen to cancel job contracts with 

firm; June p. 43. 

and Formosan tuna 

SOUTH PACIFIC 
Tuna, Japan report on Atlantic and 
Dec. p. 59. 

fisheries; 



SOUTH VIETNAM 
Fishing industry grew appreciably in decade; July 

. OT. 
United States aids fisheries; Aug.-Sept. p. 54. 

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA 
Commission reports on fishing industry; June p. 48. 
Fisheries developments, report on; Oct. p. 79. 
Fish meal and oil-prices drop in early 1967; Oct. 
p. 79. 

Fish oil yield drops; July p. 61. 
16 nations fish off coast; Jan. p. 42. 
Output, 1966, of fish meal, oil, canned fish; May 

p. 54. 
Pilchard: 
eggs are scarce; Jan. p. 42. 
fillets are exported; Jan. p. 42. 
fishing poor; Nov. p. 68. 

quotas: 
raised; Dec. p. 66. 
remain the same; Apr. p. 55. 

Shoal fish catch, 1967 will break record; Dec. p. 67. 
West Germany to expand fishing off ; Mar. 
p. 27. 

SPACECRAFT 
Surveys by aid oceanographic studies; Mar. 

p. 45. 

SPAIN 
Distant-water fishing fleet expanded by 32 vessels 

in 1966; Aug.-Sept. p. 47. 
Fishing limits extended to 12 miles; Apr. p. 47, 
Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 

Japan: 
fishery mission returns from 
tania; Oct. p. 72. 

12-mile fishing limit: 
discusses with; Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 
will be hampered by; June p. 23. 

Tuna: 
vessel ("Sarasua"), new, begins fishing; Dec. p. 54. 

and Mauri- 

SPANISH SAHARA 
French fish for spiny lobster off; Apr. p. 57. 

SPAWNING REEF 
Lake trout return to same 3 July p. 30. 

SPOILAGE 
Microbiological 
p. 32. 

New tests show chemical reactions affecting the 
quality change in fish; Nov. p. 69. 

prevented by canning; July 

SPONGE(S) 
Tarpon Springs (Fla.) industry; Oct. p. 82. 

SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, BUREAU OF 
Anadromous fisheries projects, $4 million made 
available for; Oct. p. 44. 

Booklet ("Fifteen Years of Better Fishing") cites 
progress in sport fishing under Federal program; 
Dec. p. 18. 

Trout-like fish or eggs, propose amendment 
to curb imports of; Oct. p. 45. 

SPORTFISHING 
California report on partyboat catches; Dec. p. 23. 
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SQUID 
Japan forms national council; July p. 54. 
Portugal to buy Japanese for bait; Nov. p. 55. 

STANDARDS 
Ireland uses quality fish 

p. 53. 
for first time; Nov. 

"STAR I" 
Sub studies bottom of Lake Michigan; June p. 2. 

"STOVER, R. C." 
Typhoon cuts fish kill by grounded tanker's oil; Nov. 
p. 27. 

SUBMARINE 
"Aluminaut" conducts undersea surveys off Florida; 
Mar, p. 5. 

"Alvin" loses--then finds--its famous mechanical 
arm; Nov. p. 8. 

"Pisces" as a fisheries research tool; Apr. p. 21. 
Soviet research reported off Argentina; May 

p. 36. 
"Star IL' studies bottom of Lake Michigan; June p. 2. 

SUBSIDIES 
Financial assistance program mark time until new 
funds granted; Jan. p. 18. 

SWEDEN 
Boundaries (in Skagerrak Sea), fishing, negotiated 
between and Norway; June p. 23. 

EEC, faces obstacles to joining; Dec. p. 39. 
Fish protein concentrate in Mexico, firm may 
test market; Oct. p. 63. 

Imports, lifts tariffs on certain; Oct. p. 63. 
Machine automatically feeds herring to filleting ma- 
chine; Dec. p. 56. 

Power blocks, new double-reeled, marketed in . 

Nov. p. 40. 

SWORDFISH 
Broadbill, La Jolla (Calif.) studies long-line fishery 
for; Dec. p. 29. 

Explorations conducted by BCF's ''Delaware" and 
Navy in North Atlantic; Mar. p. 10. 

Hawaiian potential studied by ''Charles ‘H. 
Gilbert"; July p. 25. 

Japan export quotas adopted for loins; Mar. p. 31. 
"Oregon" catches are light; June p. 15. 

TAGGING 
Fluke, tagged, reward offered by BCF for; Feb. p. 27. 
Tuna: 
bluefin, shows definite trans-ocean migra- 

tion; Feb. p. 26. 
caught in Hawaii after 

p. 32. 
in Mexico; Aug.-Sept. 

TAIWAN 
Algae products exports to Japan; Apr. p. 53. 
Fleet status; Oct. p. 76. 
Japan concerned over expanding S. Korean and 
tuna fisheries; June p. 42. 

Landings set record in 1966; Oct. p. 76. 
Mackerel fishing, Japan and negotiate joint 
venture; June p. 25. 

Tuna: 
exports tripled in 1966; Oct. p. 77. 
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TAIWAN (cont.) 
Tuna (cont.): 
fishery plans to expand; Mar. p. 35. 
fleet expansion in American Samoa plans; Apr. 
Deloss 

sales system, producers may establish joint; Jan. 
p. 40. 

vessels: 
transship from South Africa; July p. 58. 
World Bank to finance purchase of; Oct. p. 77. 

U. S. buys over half fishery products; Jan. p. 39. 
Vessels, Fiji Islands tuna base contracts; Jan.p. 41. 

TANZANIA 
Territorial waters, 

p. 20. 
USSR aids fishery; Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 

claims 12-mile; June 

TARIFFS) 
EEC fisheries policy, Iceland and West Germany 
protest; Nov. p. 38. 

Japan cuts on fishery products; Oct. p. 66. 
Kennedy Round: 
U. S. market, results ease Canadian access to; 

July p. 41. 
wins thousands of 

Sweden lifts 
cuts; July p. 1. 

on certain imports; Oct. p. 63. 

TECHNOLOGY 
Seafood industry, role in; Feb. p. 59. 

TELEPHONE CABLES 
"Operation Sea Plow", the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company is burying beneath At- 
lantic Ocean floor; Oct. p. 51. 

TERRITORIAL WATERS (also see FISHING LIMITS) 
Argentina: 
issues fishing law; 'Dec. p. 51. 
200-mile _ will affect Japanese fishing; Apr. 
p. 51. 

Cameroon extends to 18 miles; Dec. p. 66. 
Canada, baselines, new, established for fishing 
limits; Dec. p. 44. 

Chile's 200-mile limit reservations; Apr. p. 37. 
Colombia: 
200-mile sea bill: 
considered; Apr. p. 37. 
debate resumed on; Nov. p. 46. 

Ecuador raises fishing fees it charges foreign ves- 
sels to fish in 200-mile territorial seas; Oct. 
p. 58. 

Ivory Coast extends 
p. 66. 

Jamaica plans to extend 
Jan. p. 30, 

Japan: 
bill seeks to regulate foreign fishing in; Julyp. 53. 
discuss 12-mile zones with Spain and Mauritania; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 41. 
"Hakuho Maru," supervises Japanese vessel oper- 
ations within New Zealand's 6-12-mile fishing 
zone; Oct. p. 49. 

Hokkaido fishermen urge 12-mile fishery zone; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 
Mauritania's new 12-mile law opposed; May p. 53. 
Mexico's 12-mile zone, negotiate fishing rights 

in; Nov. p. 43. 
other nations studied; Apr. p. 51. 
12-mile fishery zone study slated; Aug.-Sept. p. 50. 

and fishing zone; Dec. 

from 3 to 12 miles; 

TERRITORIAL WATERS (also see FISHING LIMITS) 
Jurisdiction over marine fisheries, U.S. and Mexico 
discuss; July p. 33. 

Thailand extends 
Mauritania extends its 
Apr. p. 55. 

Nigeria claims 12-mile 
Pakistan claims 12-mile 3; June p. 45. 
Tanzania claims 12-mile ; June p. 25. 

USSR protests Argentine's 200-mile maritime limits; 
July p. 37. 

United States: 
adopts 12-mile fishery zone; Jan. p. 5. 
Japan agree on fishing in U. S. 3 July p. 33, 

3; Jan. p. 40. 

to 12 nautical miles; 

sears Denote 

TEXAS 
Shrimp: 

destruction of estuarine nursery areas threatens; 
Mar. p. 8. 

fishery, report on; Oct. p. 22. 
trawlers for export, (Rockport) yard builds; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 10. 

THAILAND 
Asian fishery training center; May pp. 29 & 50. 
Fisheries trends; Oct. p. 75. 
Territorial limits extended; Jan. p. 40. 

TOGO 
Report on 1966 fisheries; Oct. p. 81. 

TRADE MISSION 
Canada fisheries 

Devsee 
visits Eastern Europe; May 

TRAINING CENTER 
Thailand will be home of Asian fishery ; May 

p. 50; 

TRAINING PROGRAM 
Soviet training of recruits, Canadians and others 
study; Mar. p. 25. 

TRANSPORTATION 
Canada, fresh fish shipping method tested, new; 
Dec. p. 45. 

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF 
Coast Guard transfers from Treasury to new 8 
Jans Ps. 19. 

TRAPS 
Farm ponds, an evaluation of sampling in; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 67. 

Lobster , Canada sets limit on; Mar. p. 16. 

TRAWL(S) 
Canada tests mid-water herring 
Nov. p. 41. 

Cod end, detachable, works well; Aug.-Sept. p. 30. 
Hake: 
Atlantic, south-east, minimum mesh recom- 

mended by West Germany and South Africa; Nov. 
Ds 30% 

Pacific, Universal" 
Sept. p. 30. 

Shrimp: 
electro- system: 
demonstrated for; Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 
development of; Aug.-Sept. p. 58. 

successfully; 

catches many; Aug.- 



TRAWL(S) (cont.) 
Shrimp (cont.): 
twin-bag 
Sept. p. 30. 

TRAWLERS (also see VESSELS) 
Australian shrimp ("N. W. Carnarvon") 
launched; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

Bulgaria expands fishing fleet and grounds; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 49. 

Canadian - seiners built (M/V ''Atlantic- 
J.A.G." and M/V "Atlantic-Paton"), two; Dec. p. 46. 

Cuba increases her fishing fleet; Aug.-Sept. p. 44. 
Denmark: 
shipyard completes 38th freezer- (M/S 
"Kovdor") for USSR; July p. 50. 

Steel side- , largest, being built; Oct. p. 62. 
Japan: 
Atlantic trawl fishery is good; Mar. p. 31. 
Mauritania seizes ("Daishun Maru") Mar. 

Demoilie 
off New Zealand; Dec. p. 62. 

Pacific Ocean, northeast, fleet will fish; Oct. 
p. 71. 

stern: 
under construction ("Niitaka Maru" and "Fuji 
Maru"'); Dec. p. 62. 

firm will build two 4,000-ton; Mar. p. 32. 
Seiner, combination, is being built in West Germany; 
Oct. p. 64. 

Stern: 
Argentine 

p. 28. 
Greenland orders from Norway; Apr. p. 45. 
Israel receives purse seiner (''Yam-Suf") 
from Dutch yard; Jan. p. 30. 

Poland (Gdansk) builds 50th factory ("Per- 
lamuter"), Nov. p. 54. 

Soviet trawler (RTM-7002 ''Tukan"') sinks off Den- 
mark; Apr. p. 42. 

United Kingdom doubled its freezer fleet in 1966; 

Jan. p. 35, 
Texas yard builds shrimp 
Sept. p. 10. 

West Germany cuts back construction of factory 
; Oct. p. 64. 

successful in Alaskan tests; Aug.- 

catch and freeze octopus; Jan. 

for export; Aug.- 

TRAWLING 
Bottom in Hawaiian area, BCF Honolulu at- 

tempts; Nov. p. 26. 
Gear, modern deep-sea, new book on; Dec. p. 41. 
Instrument package, Gloucester puts together; 
June p. 17. 

Lake Superior potential studied; Oct. p. 31. 
North Pacific , Japanese set plans for 1967; 
Apr. p. 50. 

Shrimp , exploratory, off British Columbia, 
conducted; Jan. p. 25. 

TREASURY, DEPARTMENT OF THE (also see COAST 
GUARD, U. S.: and CUSTOMS, BUREAU OF) 
Coast Guard transfers from to new Trans- 
portation Department; Jan. p. 19. 

TROUT 
Brook is Michigan's state fish; June p. 11. 
California fingerlings flownto mountain lakes; 
May p. 13. 

Japanese to buy salmon and in Alaska; Oct. 
p. 20. 
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TROUT 
Lake: 
Michigan seeks to balance fishing demands with 
limited stocks in Lake Superior; Mar. p. 7. 

spawning reef, return to same; July p. 30. 
Rainbow, Denmark's exports of groundfish fillets 
and decline in 1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 46. 

Sport Fisheries and Wildlife propose import curbs 
on -like fish or eggs; Oct. p. 45. 

TUNA 
Aircraft and vessel survey of surface 

in the Lesser Antilles; Mar. p. 41. 
Albacore: 
American Samoaprices raised for June deliveries; 

July p. 59. 
BCF resources lab helps industry; Dec. p. 32. 
California divided 1966 landings with Oregon; May 
Deklce 

Japan: 
export: 

prices rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 51, Oct. p. 66. 
slow, but fishing is good; Oct. p. 67. 

fishermen seek tax benefits; Dec. p. 60. 

Indian Ocean fishing good; Oct. p. 67. 
price stabilizing planned; July p. 55. 
summer: 
fishing ends; Oct. p. 67. 
landings and prices rise; Aug.-Sept. p. 51. 
season Starts slowly; June p. 41. 

"Miss Behavior" studies with sonar; Nov. p. 26. 
Oregon landings heaviest in 30-year history; Nov. 

p. 15. 
American Samoa: 
canneries, Labor Dept. recommends new wage 
rates for; July p. 32. 

Japanese and U, 5, price negotiations settled; Oct. 
p. 10. 

new pricing formula for 
Asia: 
conference is reported productive; July p. 37. 
intergovernmental conference proposed; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 38. 

producers will not participate in American Samoa- 
United States price talks; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

Australia: 
catch is poor for 1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 
fishing good in 1966; Jan. p. 41. 

Blackfin, canned now includes; Mar, p. 11. 
Bluefin: 
Baja California, 

off; Jan. p. 17. 
tagging shows definite Atlantic trans-ocean migra- 

tion; Feb. p. 26. 
California: 
La Jolla: 
issues 1967 temperate forecast; June p. 18. 
Lab's vessel research pays off; Feb. p. 25. 

Ceylon, large-scale fishing planned in; Nov. p. 66. 
China, Communist, fishes in Indian Ocean; July p. 57. 
Convention, Atlantic , Signed by 5 nations 
(Brazil, Japan, South Korea, Spain, U. S.); Jan.p. 23. 

schools 

; Dec. p. 65. 

tagged in Japan recaptured 

Cuba fishes in eastern Pacific Ocean for w@cts 

p. 57. 
EEC approves 30,000-ton duty-free import 
quota for Italy; Mar. p. 28. 

Ecuador: 
canned to be developed; Mar. p. 34. 
freezing plant, Canadian firm interested in; Nov. 

p. 41. 



TUNA (cont.) 
Explorations conducted by BCF's ''Delaware"' and 
Navy in North Atlantic; Mar. p. 10. 

Fiji Islands: 
base contracts Taiwan and South Korean vessels; 

Jan. p. 41. 
fishing industry, 1967; May p. 51. 

Film behavior of bait; Aug.-Sept. p. 32. 
France: 
industry, 1966; Dec. p. 52. 
landings are good in August 1967; Dec. p. 52. 

General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean 
Sea meets; Nov. p. 37. 

Hawaii: 
resources, book indicates new; Apr. p. 19. 
tagged off Mexico caught in; Aug.-Sept. p. 32. 

Israel plans fishing and processing; Apr. 
p. 38. 

Italy: 
canned sales are slow; Apr. p. 47. 
enters offshore fishery; Apr. p. 47. 
Japan: 
assess frozen import situation; Jan. p. 34. 
firm opens Tokyo buying office; Oct. p. 65. 
joint fishing venture begins; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
packers seek support; June p. 35. 

Japan: 
Africa, northwest, purse-seining improved off; 
Mar. p. 29. 

artificial propagation of 
Mar. p. 29. 

Atlantic: 
eastern, resources, survey is scheduled of; Nov. 

p. 62. 
fishery, report on; Oct. p. 68. 
fleet decreases; Nov. p. 61. 
S. Pacific fisheries, report on; Dec. p. 59. 

"auto-reel"' in long-lining is used more; Mayp. 47. 
base will be established in Penang, Malaysia; May 

p. 49. 
canned: 
domestic eating of 

p. 49. 
export price may rise; Nov. p. 64. 
U. S. market for » group reports on; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 9. 

canned-in-brine: 
exporters! agreement reached for; June p. 41. 
prices down; July p. 52. 

canned-in-oil, production to be increased; June 

p. 41. 
canners are short of raw fish; Nov. p. 64. 
catches are declining in Atlantic and Indian Oceans; 

Mar. p. 31. 
concerned over expanding South Korean and For- 
mosan fisheries; June p. 42. 

conference on scheduled for Tokyo (May 30); 

June p. 22. 
exports: 
frozen: 
decline sharply in April-September 1967; Dec. 

p. 60. 
prices: 
declining; Mar. p. 30, Apr. p. 50, May p. 47, 
June p. 42, Oct. p. 67. 

rise in August 1967; Nov. p. 63. 
quotas: 
adopted for loins; Mar. p. 31. 
set for BY 1967; Mar. p. 30. 

, scientists suggest; 

, will promote; Apr. 

TUNA 
Japan: 
exports: 
frozen: 
quotas: 

to U. S.-Canada; Mar. p. 30. 
transshipment to Italy and U. S., adopts 1967 

; Apr. p. 50. 
shipped to United States, most; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
U.S. pick up; Dec. p. 60. 
validations rose in 1966; Mar. p. 30. 

government approves quota for overseas bases; 

June p. 42. 
rules, packers set BY 1967; May p. 45. 
validations for canned-in-oil, April-July 1967; 

Oct. p. 67. : 
fleet based in American Samoa is reduced; Mar. 

p. 29. 
imports increased in FY 1966; July p. 52. 
joint venture with New Zealand, shows little 

interest; Nov. p. 67. 
"Kaigata Maru No. 58", boat-carrying 
ship to fish in Indian Ocean; Mar. p. 31. 

machine-packing in brine, study of; Oct. p. 68. 
market developed for "' steak"; Oct. p. 69. 
Marshall-Caroline Islands, finds fishery is pos- 
sible off; July p. 54. 

pole-and-line fishing is good; July p. 52. 
portable -boat-carrying motherships to transship 

; Jan. p. 36. 
prices: 
agreement reached for Indian Ocean 

p. 52. 
fresh; Dec. p. 60. 
rise on canned-in-brine exports for October; Nov. 

p. 64. 
stabilization program to continue in 1968; Dec. 

p. 59. 
strengthen; July p. 52. 

purse-seine: 
fishery gains attention; Mar. p. 29. 
continues off Africa; Oct. p. 68. 
fishing off West Africa is poor; Jan. p. 36. 

ratifies International Convention for the Conserva- 
tion of Atlantic ; Oct. p. 66. 

trolling gear, lab studies electric shocker for; 

Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
U. S.-canned 
Dec. p. 58. 

vessels had good fishing; May p. 47. 
Western Samoa, study - base on; Apr. p. 52. 
Yaizu landings decline; Nov. p. 63, Dec. p. 61. 

Poland fishes for fun; Nov. p. 55. 
Portugal, Cape Verde Islands, firm expands opera- 

tions at; May p. 43. 
Prices drop in American Samoa; June p. 46. 
Producers may establish joint sales system 

in Taiwan; Jan. p. 40. 
Purse seining, experimental, in Portuguese West 

Africa for ; Feb. p. 62. 
Senegal: 
1966/67 season is disappointing; Oct. p. 81. 
landings; May p. 54. 
prices set; July p. 61. 

Skipjack: 
black, scientists find rare 

p. 26. 
BCF Honolulu biological laboratory aids industry; 

Oct. p. 33. 

mother- 

; Apr. 

, trading firms again may buy; 

near Hawaii; Apr. 



TUNA (cont.) 
Skipjack (cont.): 
Caroline Islands, good fishing discovered by Japan 

off; Dec. p. 65. 
"Cromwell" studies juvenile; Dec. p. 24. 
"Gilbert" seeks blood specimens; Nov. p. 26. 
Hawaiian fleet operations studied by BCF's Hono- 
lulu Biological Lab; Dec. p. 18. 

Japan, Palau Island, fishery will be developed off; 
Oct. p. 68. 

South Korea plans large cannery with U. S. aid; May 
p. 49. 

Spain, new 
Dec. p. 54. 

Taiwan: 
and South Korea plan fleet expansion in 
American Samoa; Apr. p. 53. 

exports tripled in 1966; Oct. p. 77. 
plans to expand fishery; Mar. p. 35. 

"Undaunted": 
and ''Calamar" cooperate in research of 
southeast of Barbados; Mar. p. 9. 

explores for; May p. 20. 
studies surface and bait in Western Carib- 
bean; Aug.-Sept. p. 28. 

USSR: 
Atlantic Ocean, factory mothership ("'Solne- 

chnii Loch"') fishes in; Nov. p. 48. 
conference is held in Leningrad; Apr. p. 42. 
handles and freezes aboard vessel, how; 

July p. 44. 
team observe Japanese fishing; Mar. p. 25. 

What a can see; Feb. p. 23. 

Yellowfin: 
"Delaware" locates; May p. 17. 
fishery in eastern Pacific Ocean closed June 24; 

July p. 38. 
Inter-American Tropical 

(IATTC): 
recommends 84,500-ton quota; May p. 30. 
United States approves 1967 limit; July p. 34. 

Interior Department announces new regula - 
tions; July p. 31. 

Japanese vessels transmit reports from regula- 
tory area; Jan. p. 36. 

see better than tunny or skipjack; Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 

vessel (''Sarasua"') begins fishing; 

Commission 

TUNISIA 
Mahdia, new fishing port opens; Oct. p. 80. 

TYPHOON SARAH 
Grounded tanker's oil, 

De 2. 
cuts fish kill by; Nov. 

UGANDA 
Fish production, 

p. 53. 
plans 40% increase; May 

UMATILLA INDIANS 
Salmon, coho, run being established by and 
Oregon; Feb. p. 14. 

"UNDAUNTED" 
Caribbean, western, studies surface tunas 
and bait in; Aug.-Sept. p. 28. 

Drift bottles used in sea surface research; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 31. 

Tunas, explores for; May p. 20. 
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UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY 
Camera used as deep-water research tool by Juneau 
(Alaska); Dec. p. 30. 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (USSR) 
Alaska: 
cancels meeting with U. S.; June p. 31. 
Shumagin Islands, fish and can shrimp off; 

May p. 38. 
Argentina: 
200-mile maritime jurisdiction, 
Mar. p. 18, July p. 37. 

protest; 

reacts to fishing on Patagonian Shelf; May 
p. 36. 

fishermen claim fishing causes problems; 
Apr. p. 36. 

Atlantic Ocean, and U.S. vessels conduct joint 
fishery research; Oct. p. 46. 

Australia, fishery research off; Nov. p. 50. 

Baltic fishing industry, Kosygin inspects; Nov. p. 47. 
Brazil: 
frozen fish market, seek; Mar. p. 22. 
protests presence of _ fishing fleet; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 44. 
California, conducts fishery research off; Nov. p. 50. 

Canada: 
fisheries minister visits ; June p. 27. 

Montreal, exhibits fishery products at EXPO-67 in; 

Oct. p. 61. 
Northern, and Greenland, 

off; Oct. p. 60. 
studies fisheries training in 
Britain; Jan. p. 25. 

studies training of recruits; Mar. p. 25. 

Catch quota, 1966, fail to reach; Apr. p. 39. 
Color of trawl net affects catch; Jan. p. 32. 
Crab, king, 2.6 million landed in eastern Bering 
Sea; Apr. p. 39. 

Craft (known as Benthos-300), underwater, to study 
Continental Shelf resources; Jan. p. 31. 

Cuba increases her fishing fleet with two medium 
trawlers from - ; Aug.-Sept. p. 44. 

Denmark, shipyard completes 38th freezer-trawler 
(M/S 'Kovdor") for ; July p. 50. 

Fisheries Minister visits Canada and Great Britian; 

Nov. p. 37. 
Food and Agriculture Organization: 
arrange study tours; July p. 39. 
seminar held aboard ''Akademik Knipovich"; Oct. 

p. 51. 
Fresh-water supplies for fishing fleet, im- 
proves; Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 

Gear advances in Pacific fisheries; Apr. p. 40. 
Herring season, good, in Norwegian Sea expected; 
Jan. p. 31. 

Iceland visited by 
p. 24. 

Improve fishing industry, stresses need; Jan. p. 31. 
International Fisheries Fair, plans 1968; Mar, 

pe. 15. 
International Oceanographic Congress, second, 
"Okeanologiia' reviews; May p. 40. 

Italy liberalizes fishery imports from and 
East Europe; Oct. p. 64. qe eR 

Japan: 
fishery talks held in Moscow; Oct. p. 48. 
herring fishing, protest; Dec. p. 38. 
imported 41% of edibles from China, , and 
North Korea; Jan. p. 37. 

will expand fishing 

» Norway, and 

fisheries minister; June 



USSR (cont.) 
Japan (cont.): 
kelp, extend agreement on; July p. 36. 
observers are aboard vessel; Jan. p. 37. 
research, fisheries, cooperates with; Nov. 

p. 50. 
tuna fishing, team observe; Mar. p. 25. 

Landings, fishery, first-quarter 1967 catch is 5% 

above 1966; Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 
Manual, fishing fleet, preparing new; July 
p. 46. 

Moscow, U. S. and hold talks in; Jan. p. 22. 
Net factories (Klajpeda, Lithuania, and Nakhodka, 
Far East), has; May p. 40. 

North Atlantic operations, Japanese technicians 
observe; Mar. p. 24. 

Northwest Pacific Fisheries Commission: 
Japan- reach 3-year king crab agreement; 
June p. 

meeting, 11th annual Japan- » held in Tokyo; 
Mar. p. 13. 

Pacific Ocean, southwest, Australia and New Zea- 
land concerned over fishing in; Oct. p. 49. 

Pacific: 
perch: 
catch, average, is smaller; Mar. p. 24. 
Gulf of Alaska, catch drops in; Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 

research, reports 1966, and 1967 plans; 
May p. 38. 

Pact, fishing, U. S. and agree on; Mar. p. 12. 
Poland builds oceanographic research vessel for; 
May p. 40, Nov. p. 50. 

Postures, fish, are means of communication, 
research shows; June p. 31. 

Radiation preservation, 
Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 

Research, joint fishery projects, Norway and 
continue; Mar. p. 15. 

Sakhalin fisheries administration looks ahead 15 
years; Mar. p. 24. 

Salmon: 
Amur River, ran later in 1966; Mar. p. 24. 
Japan and 

p. 33. 
patrols fishery in Northwest Pacific; Oct. p. 60. 

Salted fish, Norwegian fishermen protest imports 
of; Oct. p. 63. 

Scallops, Pacific, artificial reproduction of, 
studies; Oct. p. 61. 

Scientist(s): 
aid Cuban fishery research; July p. 42. 
discusses Atlantic research; Apr. p. 40. 
visit British laboratories; Jan. p. 32. 
joined U. S. scientists aboard ''Oceanographer"; 
June p. 3. 

Seal(s): 
herds, hair, increases in Caspian Sea; Jan. p. 31. 
Kuril Island, acts to protect; Oct. p. 61. 

Seaweeds: 
food for cosmonauts, 
Soviets grow; July p. 46. 
TINRO studies use of; Nov. p. 50. 

Senegal: 
fisheries aided; Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 
Soviets supply tuna vessels; Mar. p. 38. 

Shark: 
fins are used; July p. 45. 
frozen, exports to Italy; June p. 31. 

Shrimp catches off Alaska, increases; May 
Deroo. 

holds seminar on; 

studies; Jan. p. 32. 

exceeded 1966 Pacific quota; Apr. 

USSR 
Stern trawler (RTM-7002 "Tukan"') sinks off Den- 
mark; Apr. p. 42. 

Submarine, research, reported off Argentina; May 
p. 36. 

Tanzania fishery aided; Aug.-Sept. p. 57. 
TINRO's Director reviews Pacific Fisheries; 
Nov. p. 47. 

Tuna: 

Atlantic Ocean, factory mothership fishes in; Nov. 
p. 48. 

conference is held in Leningrad; Apr. p. 42. 
handle and freeze aboard vessels, how; July p. 44. 

United Kingdom court, captain fined by; July 
ay Silo 

United States: 
Customs, Bureau of, determines 
ing fishery products; Apr. p. 31. 

discuss cooperative research on Northeastern Pa- 
cific Ocean; Oct. p. 48. 

exchange vessel visits; Oct. p. 48. 
Vessels: 
Cuba and 
p. 36. 

delivery route changed; June p. 31. 

fishery, ordered from the Netherlands; Oct. p. 61. 
research: 

"Akademik Kurchatov" visits Senegal; Apr. p. 42. 
"Gizhiga'' returns from southwest Atlantic; Apr. 

not dump- 

agree on servicing of Soviet; Apr. 

p. 41. 

"Sevastopol" sent to northwestern Atlantic; Apr. 
p. 41. 

South American fishery resources studied; Oct. 
p. 60. 

Western South America, 
search off; May p. 39. 

Whaling, Antarctic, fleet is smaller; Mar. p. 24. 
Yemen, helps set up Red Sea processing plant at; 
Apr. p. 42. 

Zoological nomenclature, 
Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 

conducts fishery re- 

forms committee on; 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 
Yugoslavia aids 
Sept. p. 48. 

with fishery products; Aug.- 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Fishery loan interest rates announced; Feb. p. 41. 
Boxing fish at sea, issues progress report on; 
May p. 42. 

Canada studies fisheries training in USSR, Norway, 
and ; Jan. p. 25. 

Cod landings by foreign vessels: 
blockade broken on; Nov. p. 53. 
restricted further; Oct. p. 65. 

Devaluation of pound could affect U.S. fishing in- 
dustry; Dec. p. 17. 

Directory of vessels and suppliers published; Apr. 
p. 47. 

EEC reports on membership; Nov. p. 54. 
Fisheries research, annual (1966) report is- 
sued; June p. 35. 

Fish-gutting machine patented, new; Jan. p. 35. 
Fish meal futures market opens in London; June 

p. 35. 
"Fish--The Big Dish," 
campaign for; Jan. p. 35. 

Groundfish, marine fish farming will be long-range 
project; Jan. p. 35. 

mounts promotional 



UNITED KINGDOM (cont.) 
Landings reached 2 billion pounds in 1966; June 
p. 34. 

Loan interest rates, fishery, revised; May p. 42, 
July p. 50. 

London, exhibition, world fishing, opens in June; 
May p. 42. 

Polish fisheries delegation visits ; June p. 20. 
Scotland suspends discriminatory unloading regu- 
lation; Dec. p. 52. 

South Africa: 
exports frozen fish to ; Dec. p. 52. 
pilchard, canned, sales are up in ; Aug.-Sept. 

p. 97. 
USSR: 
captain fined by court; July p. 37. 
Fisheries Minister visits and Canada; Nov. 

190 Blo 
scientists visit laboratories; Jan. p. 32. 

Vessel, stern trawler, freezer, fleet doubled in 1966; 
Jan. p. 30. 

UNITED NATIONS 
El Salvador fishing industry, 
June p. 30. 

India, aids fisheries; Aug.-Sept. p. 54. 
Marine resources resolution approved; Jan. p. 21. 
UNDP/FAO Caribbean Fishery project report, June 
1967; Aug.-Sept. p. 38. 

World: 
food problem, 
protein crisis, 
July p. 2. 

team surveys; 

report on; Aug.-Sept. p. 1. 
recommends plan to prevent; 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Catch of /FAO trawler ("'Calamar") sold in 
Barbados; Nov. p. 36. 

Food and Agriculture Organization, 
Caribbean training cruises; June p. 22. 

Pelagic fishery resources survey of Ivory Coast 
begins; Oct. p. 80. 

conducts 

UNITED STATES 
American Samoa- tuna price talks, Asian 
group will not participate in; Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

BCF Director urges resurgence of fisheries; 
Dec. p. 4. 

British pound, devaluation of, could affect 
fishing industry; Dec. p. 17. 

Brazilian shrimp bases, 
Oct. p. 58. 

Catch, 1967, is lowest since 1943; Oct. p. 1, Dec. 
105 ib, 

companies plan; 

Cooperatives, fishery, over 100 in ; Feb. p.12. 
Crab, king: 
agreement, and Japan renew; Jan. p. 22. 
canned, stocks, September 1967; Oct. p. 11. 

Danish exports of fishery products to rose 
considerably in 1966; June p. 33. 

Distances between 700 ports, pamphlet lists; Dec. 
Demos 

EASTROPAC, complete first survey cruises in 
study of; Nov. p. 34. 

Ecuador issues temporary fishing license; Mar. 

p. 20. 
Exposition (Boston), first fisheries, aims to aid in- 
dustry; Mar. p. 3. 

FAO receives contribution for fishery aid to 
South Vietnam; July p. 58. 

Fisheries, the 1966 record; Apr. p. 1. 
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UNITED STATES 
Fishery limits, 
Jan. p. 5. 

FPC plant, 
Apr. p. 9. 

Fish sticks production; May p. 3. 
Foreign fishing off coasts; Jan. p. 44, Feb. 

p. 52, Mar. p. 38, Apr. p. 15, May p. 8, June p. 5, 
July p. 13, Aug.-Sept. p. 16, Oct. p. 16, Nov. p. 11, 
Deck pelos 

Great Lakes commercial catch is up but value drops 
in 1966; July p. 8. 

Honduran- fishing negotiations begin; Julyp. 34. 
International and national developments in fisheries 

adopts 12-mile fishery zone; 

selected Northwest as site for; 

affecting , some, discussed by BCF Director 
(H. E. Crowther); Aug.-Sept. p. 4. 

Japan: 
adopts 80,000-ton frozen tuna direct export quota 
to Canada- ; Mar. p. 30. 

agree on fishing in territorial waters; July 
p. 33. 

Alaska joint fishery venture: 
operations; Nov. p. 14. 
planned; Mar. p. 34. 

fish blocks produced for ; Mar. p. 32. 
hake fishing off Pacific northwest; Nov. p. 64. 
trawler operation off east coast: 
ends; Aug.-Sept. p. 52. 
reported poor; May p. 49. 

tuna: 

exports to pick up; Dec. p. 60. 
frozen, transshipment, adopts 1967 quotas to 
Italy and > Apr. p. 50. 

vessels advised to avoid closed areas off 
Pacific northwest; Oct. p. 70. 

year-round fishery off east coast would pose 
problems; July p. 56. 

Korea, South, plans fish canneries with help of 
firms; Jan. p. 39. 

Marine forecasts, Weather Bureau to expand; Apr. 
p. 11. 

Menhaden catch; Mar. p. 3, Oct. p. 11, Nov. p. 6. 

Mexico and : 
discuss jurisdiction over marine fisheries; July 

Panos 
fisheries agreement in effect; Dec. p. 41. 
hold fisheries talks; Nov. p. 36. 

New York-New Jersey area, 
of 90% of pollutants in; July p. 10. 

Ocean policy proposed by National Academy of Sci- 
ences; Apr. p. 5. 

Overseas trade shows will display fishery products; 
Nov. p. 28. 

Oysters, European, cultured for 

July p. 30. 
Pact, fishing, 

Pakistan shrimp exports to 
1966; Oct. p. 78. 

urges removal 

research; 

and USSR agree on; Mar. p. 12. 
increased 25% in 

Puerto Rican fishery development, funds aid; 
Oct. p. 10. 

Scallop, sea, supplies drop, prices rise; Oct. 
pes 

Shrimp: 
breaded production; May p. 3, Oct. p. 11. 
1967 catch expected to set record; Oct. p. 9, Nov. 
Deol. 

South Vietnamese fisheries aided by 
Sept. p. 54. 

; Aug.- 
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UNITED STATES (cont.) 
Tuna: 
canned, Japanese: 
group reports on market for; Aug.-Sept. 

Pp. 9. 
trading firms again may buy; Dec. p. 58. 

yellowfin: 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
(IATTC) 1967 limit approved; Julyp. 34. 

Pacific Ocean, eastern, fishery closed June 24; 

July p. 38. 
USSR: 
cancels Alaska meeting with ; June p. 3l. 
discuss cooperative research on Northeastern Pa- 

cific Ocean; Oct. p. 48. 
exchange vessel visits;.Oct. p. 48. 
hold talks in Moscow; Jan. p. 22. 

"VELERO Iv" 
California's Gulf deep basins studied by; Nov.p. 10. 

VENEZUELA 
Leaflet (FFL-32) discusses fisheries of; Nov. p.46. 
Mexico sells 6 shrimp vessels to ; Nov. p. 43. 
Sardines, whole, may not be used for fish meal; 

Mar. p. 21. 

VESSEL(S) 
"Adolph Jensen", Greenland research launch- 
ed by Denmark; Apr. p. 45. 

Alaska king crab stability tests: 
fishermen oppose high cost of; Dec. p. 22. 
must pass before underwriters will renew insur- 
ance; Nov. p. 14. 

Aluminum usage increased in; Nov. p. 7. 
"Anton Bruun", oceanographic research B 
United States offers India; Oct. p. 73. 

"Baron" finds anchovy in many areas, the; June 
p. 13. 

Book ("Fishing Boats of the World: 3"), new, sur- 
veys small and medium ; June p. 38. 

"Bowers, George M.", anchovies, effectiveness of 
seines studied; Dec. p. 29. 

Canada: 
losses high, "Canadian Fisherman" sees collective 
responsibility; Mar. p. 16. 

patrol-research, multipurpose for Pacific, to 
build; Jan. p. 25. 

trawler-seiners, two, built; Dec. p. 46. 
Census planned of fishing ; Jan. p. 18. 
Communist China buys tuna from Japan; June 

p. 45. 
"Cromwell, Townsend" studies juvenile skipjack; 
Dec. p. 24. 

Cuban , Mexico seizes; Apr. p. 36. 
"Davidson™ commissioned; Apr. p. 14. 
Denmark: 
fishermen may use mothership operation; Nov. 

p. 52. 
steel are galvanized; Nov. p. 52. 

"Discoverer commissioned; May p. 5. 
Ecuador issues to U. S. temporary fishing 
license; Mar, p. 20. 

"Fairweather," survey ship launched; Apr. p. 14. 
Fiji Islands tuna base contracts Taiwan and South 
Korean to fish; Jan. p. 41. 

Financial assistance programs mark time untilnew 
funds granted; Jan. p. 18. 

VESSELS 
FAO: 
and BCF schedule conference on research 9 

July p. 34. 
seminar held aboard USSR ''Akademik Knipovich"; 
Oct. p. 51. 

Germany, West: 
"Meteor" sails on Atlantic oceanographic cruise; 
Apr. p. 46. 

Mexico to receive $1 million research from; 

Nov. p. 43. 
"Geronimo" sails entire Gulf of Mexico; June p. 20. 
"Gilbert, Charles H.'' completes 100th cruise; June 
Deglios 

Great Lakes research, Michigan builds for; 

Mar. p. 7. 
Greece, Atlantic freezer fleet increases; May p. 43. 
"Guiding Star", Scottish seine tested by Canada 
in herring fishery; Jan. p. 25. 

Hurricane Beulah batters Brownsville (Tex.) shrimp 
fleet; Oct. p. 2. 

Hydrofoil, high-speed, is suitable for oceanographic 
work; Jan. p. 8. 

Iceland fishermen pay for herring search ship ("'Arni 
Fridriksson"); Nov. p. 57. 

Ireland gets US$14 million French credit to expand 

fishing fleet; Oct. p. 64. 
Japan: 
bans its fishermen from foreign salmon ; Apr. 

p. 51. 
claims Indonesia fired on ; Dec. p. 38. 
construction rose in 1966; June p. 41, July p. 54. 
Ecuador seizes tuna ; Apr. p. 37. 
factoryship minced-meat production increased; Dec. 

p. 63. 
"Hakuho Maru," launched; Jan. p. 37. 
"Hakuryu Maru No, 55,'' one-boat seiner to fish off 
West Africa; Dec. p. 63. 

"Kaimon Maru", large stern trawler to explore off 
U. S. east coast; June p. 43. 

"Kaiyo Maru" launched; July p. 55. 
license renewals scheduled; July p. 54. 
observers are aboard Soviet 3 Jan. pe dit. 

plastic fishing boat developed; May p. 48. 
purse seiner: 
building large; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
large fishing company to build 300-ton; Jan. p. 37. 

refrigerated carrier: 
being constructed; Aug.-Sept. p. 53. 
"Seta Maru'' launched; May p. 48. 

"Shoyo Maru", to survey eastern Atlantic; Dec. 
p. 62. 

shrimp , 35 will be bought from Mexico; Dec. 

p. 49. 
transmit reports from yellowtin tuna regulatory 
area; Jan. p. 36. 

tuna had good fishing; May p. 47. 
"Kaho™ makes large trawl catches of alewives in 
Lake Michigan; June p. 16. 

Korea: 
North, orders 2 large fish-processing from 
Netherlands; Nov. p. 65. 

South, interested in Norwegian ; Apr. p. 52. 
Kuwait, shrimp being built in Poland; Jan. 

p. 30. 
La Jolla Lab's tuna research pays off; Feb. 

p. 25. 
Latin America, foreign fishing seized off; Apr. 

p. 38. 



VESSEL(S) (cont.) 
Loan program, pause in a; June p. 17. 
Madagascar, U. S.-built shrimp heads for; 

May p. 53. 
"Mark I" is first subsidized fishing built on 
Pacific coast; Aug.-Sept. p. 35. 

"McArthur" commissioned; Jan. p. 7. 
Mexico: 
sells 6 shrimp to Venezuela; Nov. p. 43. 
shrimp fleet is aging; Oct. p. 56. 

"Miller Freeman" joins BCF fleet; Oct. p. IV. 
"Mt. Mitchell'' christened; Jan. p. 7. 
New England fleet sets outstanding safety record 

in 1966; Mar. p. 1. 
Norway: 
costs are cut by using standard design; July p. 47. 
exports 13 deep-sea to Iceland; Nov. p. 59. 
versatile wooden are mass produced in; 

Dec. p. 55. 
"Oregon": 
shrimp and swordfish catches are light; Junep. 15. 
surveys scallop beds north of Cape Kennedy; Dec. 

Pp. 29. 
"Oregon II'' christened; Mar. p. 9. 
Panama requires sailing permit for fishing 3 
Apr. p. 37. 

Philippines launch research ("M/S Research- 
er I" & "M/S Maya-Maya'); May p. 49. 

"Rainier," survey ship launched; Apr. p. 14. 
Spain: 
expands distant-water fishing fleet with addition 

ot 32 ; Aug.-Sept. p. 47. 
"Sarasua™, new tuna , begins fishing; Dec. 
p. 54. 

South African fish meal factoryships planned, more; 
June p. 47. 

Sound-producers, fishing 
proper; Mar. p. 2. 

Taiwan, World Bank to finance purchase of tuna 
for; Oct. p. 77. 

Trawler(s): 
shrimp: 
Mexico, Alvarado pilot fisheries complex, 15 

built for; Oct. p. 56. 
"N. W. Carnarvon", Australian 
Aug.-Sept. p. 56. 

Tuna schools in the Lesser Antilles, an aircraft 
and survey of surface; Mar. p. 41. 

USSR: 
"Akademik Kurchatov", oceanographic 
Senegal; Apr. p. 42. 

Antarctic whaling fleet is smaller; Mar. p. 24. 
delivery route changed; June p. 31. 
fishing fleet manual, new, being prepared; July 

p. 46. 
"Gizhiga'', research 
Atlantic; Apr. p. 41. 

order fishery from the Netherlands; Oct. 

are required to use 

launched; 

visits 

returns from southwest 

p.- 61. 
patrols salmon fishery in Northwest Pacific; Oct. 

p. 60. 
Poland builds oceanographic for; May p. 40, 
Nov. p. 50. 

"Sevastopol", research vessel, sent to northwest- 
ern Atlantic; Apr. p. 41. 

South American fishery resources studied 

("SRTM- 8453", "SRTM-8459"); Oct. p. 60. 
supply tuna for Senegal; Mar. p. 38. 
servicing of Soviet fishing ,» Cuba and USSR 
agree on; Apr. p. 36. 
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VESSEL(S) 
United Kingdom: 
loans, fishery, interest rates revised; July p. 50. 
stern trawlers, freezer, fleet doubled in 1966; Jan. 

p. 35. 
U. S. commercial fleet grows; May p. 5. 
"Velero IV" of USC studies California Gulf!s deep 
basins; Nov. p. 10. 

Washington shipyards are busy building; May p. 15. 

VIRGINIA 
Chesapeake Bay study, Maryland and 
plan; Nov. p. 17. 

Clam survey, Ocean City, Maryland to Cape Charles, 

3; May p. 56. 
Menhaden landings not expected to improve; Jan. 

p. 12. 
Oyster: 
culture study, EDA aids in lower Chesapeake Bay; 
June p. 10. 

fossil found on Continental Shelf; Feb. p. 14. 

scientists 

VIRGIN ISLANDS 
Coast pilot, new, published for; Dec. p. 14. 

VISION STUDIES 
Tuna, yellowfin see better than tunny or skipjack; 
Aug.-Sept. p. 31. 

What a tuna can see; Feb. p. 23. 

WASHINGTON 
Clallam County, plant, fish protein, EDA helps fund; 
May p. 15. 

Continental Shelf off 
Derlos 

Hake: 
Pacific: 
EDA approves more funds for project; Mar. p. 11, 
June p. 11. 

fishery starts well; July p. 20. 
Seattle Lab finds fewer parasites in; Oct. p. 43. 

Puget Sound: 
catch rose in 1966; June p. 11. 

fishery shows promise; Feb. p. 14, Apr. p. 20. 
Oxidative changes are being investigated at new Food 
Science Pioneer Research Laboratory in Seattle; 
Oct. p. 41. 

Salmon, chinook, State donates; Jan. p. 11. 
Shipyards are busy; May p. 15. 
Survey for hake and anchovy off 
("John N. Cobb"); July p. 25. 

Whales, gray, studied by Seattle Lab; Mar. p. 9. 

to be studied; Aug.-Sept. 

-Oregon coasts 

WATER 
Vital essence: ; Apr. p. 30. 

WATER POLLUTION 
Di Luzio, Asst. Sec., calls 
challenge; Dec. p. 17. 

New Jersey adopts 

control a local 

control plan; Nov. p. 16. 

WATER SUPPLY 
Scientists can predict Florida's Everglades' water 
needs; Jan. p. 11. 

WEATHER (see METEOROLOGY) 

WEATHER BUREAU (see ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION) 
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WEST AFRICA 
Japan, tuna purse-seining off; Jan. p.36, Mar. p. 29, 
Oct. p. 68, Dec. p. 63. 

Purse seining, experimental, for tunas in Portu- 

guese ; Feb. p. 62. 

WESTERN EUROPE 
International Trade Promotion, Office of, road show 
abroad stars fish; Apr. p. 28. 

WESTERN SAMOA 
Japan studies tuna base on se Apr pao. 

WH ALE(S) 
Blue, history and habits of; Dec. p. 37. 
Gray: 
Seattle Lab studies; Mar. p. 9. 
sounds, unique, scientists detect for first time; 

Apr. p. 10. 
Japan: 
Antarctic 

Deyoilee 
North Pacific quota set for 1967; July p. 56. 
South Africa ships meat to; Nov. p. 68. 

Rare species of saved by skindivers; Apr. 
p. 54. 

catch nears third of quota; Mar. 

WHALING 
Antarctic: 
1966/67 season closes; June p. 25. 
quotas set for 1967/68 season; Nov. p. 34. 

Canadian exploratory with Japan in Atlantic 
is successful; Apr. p. 34. 

Chilean developments; Aug.-Sept. p. 43. 
International Commission, sets a quota be- 

low sustainable yield for 1967/68 season; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 38. 

Japan: 
Canadian, second joint company formed; Jan. 

p. 26. 
North Pacific season ends; Oct. p. 69. 
Peruvian joint venture negotiated; Oct. p. 54, 

Norway, Antarctic, only one expedition slated for; 
Nov. p. 58, 

USSR Antarctic fleet is smaller; Mar. p. 24. 

WHALING COMMISSION, INTERNATIONAL 
Quota below sustainable yield, sets a; Aug.- 

Sept. p. 38. 

WHALE OIL 
Antarctic output declines in 1966/67 season; July 

Door 
Japan: 
price: 
drops; June p, 42. 
up in July 1967; Nov. p. 63. 

WHITEFISH 
Canada tests irradiation preservation of; July p. 41. 
South-West Africa, 16 nations fish off coast of; Jan. 

p. 42. 

WISCONSIN 
Commercial fishery declines in first half of 1967; 
Dec. p. 12. 

International Symposium on Eutrophication held in 
Madison; July p. 39. 

WORKSHOP(S) 
FDA holds sanitation 
Ketchikan Lab holds 

; Feb. p. 26, June p. 17. 
for fishermen; Jan. p. 17. 

WORLD 
Catch, fish and shellfish, up six percent in 1966; Nov. 

p. 33. 
FAO reports 1966 fish catch; Dec. p. 41. 
Fisheries statistics 1966; Nov. p. 33. 
Fish meal: 
output rose 13% in 1966; Apr. p. 33. 
production; July p. 35, Aug.-Sept. p. 38, Nov. p. 39. 
trade increased in 1966; Oct. p. 52. 

Fish oil output and exports set record in 1966; Oct. 
p. 53. 

Marine oils, 1967 trade and output; Nov. p. 40. 
Norway wins number 5 position in fisheries; 
July p. 47. 

Protein crisis, United Nations recommends plan to 

prevent; July p. 2. 

WORLD BANK 
Taiwan, to finance purchase of tuna vessels 
for;;@ctmp inst: 

WORLD FISHING 
BCF Director says is interdependent, com- 

plex, and changing; Aug.-Sept. p. 4. 

WORLD HUNGER 
Presidential panel urges action on; Aug.-Sept. p. 1. 

YELLOW PERCH 
Canada extends period of 
Oct. p. 55. 

price stabilization; 

YEMEN 

USSR helps 
Apr. p. 42. 

set up Red Sea processing plant; 

"YOCON A" 
USSR, U. S. Coast Guard cutter in vessel 
visit exchange with; Oct. p. 48. 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Arab countries aided with fishery products; Aug.- 
Sept. p. 48. 

ZANZIBAR 
East Germany, students complete fisheries 
training in; Apr. p. 56. 

ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE 

USSR forms committee on; Aug.-Sept. p. 45. 

ZOO PLANKTON 
Distribution, 'Rorqual" studies jJian.) peta: 
Fish food in ice cubes developed; May p. 27. 

<= —_ 
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Created in 1849, the Department of the Interior—America‘s 

Department of Natural Resources—is concerned with the man- 

agement, conservation, and development of the Nation’s water. 

fish, wildlife, mineral, forest, and park and recreational re- 

sources. It also has major responsibilities for Indian and 

Territorial affairs. 

As the Nation’s principal conservation agency, the Depart- 

ment works to assure that nonrenewable resources are developed 

and used wisely, that park and recreational resources are con- 

served for the future, and that renewable resources make their 

full contribution to the progress, prosperity, and security of 

the United States—now and in the future. 

Rese 

Mi UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Stewart L. Udall, Secretary 
David 8S. Black, Under Secretary 

Stanley A. Cain, Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, Clarence F. Pautzke, Commissioner 

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, H. E. Crowther, Director 
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